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OCCULT FORCES.
Force in the absolute can be nothing 

short of Infinite Energy, the ever living, 
active, eternal life and principle of the 
universe. The mind of man can only 
conceive and take cognizance of Forces 
and the reason is simple and plain, 
because Forces are relative, and man 
reasons not from the absolute, but from 
a relative, finite, limited, material 
standpoint. There is a difference then 
between Force in the absolute and 
Forces relative, although Forces Rela
tive are manifestations of the Infinite 
Force or Energy; man therefore, is a 
relative being through which Infinite 
Energy is made manifest. Force in 
the absolute is by far the most occult, 
hidden, and veiled from the realm of 
the mind or intellect, of anything 
known or sought to be known, at the 

^v.same time it is the most potent and 
powerful, because it is everywhere, at 
all times and in all places alike. There 
is no deviation from the absolute state. 
It is. A ll other things of every kind 
and nature, not only including the 
human race, but the formation of

worlds and suns, and their passing 
from their primal dust to their culmi
nation, disintegration and decay, as 
well as every manifestation upon them, 
from the pulsation of the atom to the 
glorified state of the Angel, are relative, 
finite and limited.

As Force absolute is beyond the com
prehension and understanding of man, 
we will consider briefly some of the rela
tive conditions found in the study of 
relative Forces.

It may be well to explain first the 
difference between meterial or mechani
cal forces and those powers or forces 
that seem to be occult or hidden.

The first results from the freeing of 
latent energy, directing its course and 
manifestation for a certain purpose, or 
use. This is purely material so far as 
understood and explained at the pres
ent time, and belongs to material sci
ence. The latter, however, is of an 
entirely different character, being 
potent, vibrant, ever active and living 
powers or forces, acting upon, around 
and through the various forms of 
material objects, independent of as well 
as in connection with the mind or will 
of man.

It is because these hidden powers 
have independent action that they are 
called occult. Hence, they must be con
sidered from the standpoint of Occult 
Science instead of material science, for 
the material scientist can never explain 
these hidden and mysterious potencies 
until he recognizes their independent
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action, their freedom from material 
environment, at least so far as the com
prehension of mortals is concerned. 
There are many terms used to express 
what is meant by Occult Forces, but 
one is as good as a hundred, and we 
will use the term magnetism for the 
basic term in treating the subject in 
this article. The term magnetism, 
may need qualifying in order to convey 
just what is meant when it is used, 
therefore our definition of magnetism 
is th is : Magnetism is a compound 
etheric, volatile, astral, vital polarized 
substance in contradistinction to elec
tricity, which is a simple primal depolar
ized essence, ever seeking polarization, 
hence, is ever active and forceful in its 
manifestation. Now it would appear 
from these two definitions that mag
netism is the opposite of electricity. 
This is partially true from the 
fact that magnetism is the result of 
polarized electricity in living physical 
forms, and all forms in this sense are 
living, but magnetism being the 
refracted manifestation of electricity 
is thrown off laden with the vibrations 
of the entire constituent parts of what
ever body is so charged. Therefore, mag
netism is a compound substance 
through which is conveyed the quality 
or state of every atom of every organ
ized body upon this globe, as well as 
every other globe throughout the realms 
of space.

Perhaps it is well to give some evi
dence to back up these statements. 
Electricity is a substance that may be 
handled and used over and over again 
without in the least changing its nature. 
This is shown in the currents of tele
graph and telephone lines, where many 
instruments are used with one and the 
same current, some for messages, some 
for lighting, and others for motor 
power. On the other hand magnet
ism changes and is in turn changed 
again and again by everything 
with which it comes in contact, 
and this is so absolute in action 
and effect that every atom in the uni

verse is affected and changed by the 
action of every other atom ; this is so 
absolute in all things and is so potent 
with regard to the higher attributes of 
mind and thought, that the inanimate 
(apparently) stones make record of the 
most secret thoughts and motives of 
those who pass over them. This 
has been proven a thousand times by 
what is called Psychometry, a phase in 
Occult Science little understood at the 
present time.

Magnetism, then, is the main sub
stance, principle, or compound to be 
considered in searching for the hidden 
secret of Occult manifestations. A s 
this magnetism is thrown off, vibrated 
outward, by all bodies, the life of things 
is therefore hidden, although the mani
festations are clear and distinct, but 
anything in the Occult line that does 
not in some way take man into consid
eration has very little charm for the 
seeker in these fields of investigation.

The human family is composed of a 
large variety, apparently, of organisms 
from a magnetic point o f view, but in 
reality the marked differences are very 
few indeed. One of the chief as well as 
most significant differences found in 
human bodies is in their magnetic 
powers. Now why is it that one person 
has an abundance of vital magnetism 
and another has scarcely any at all? 
Where do people get this substance? 
How do they absorb it, and so long as 
all have it, why can they not cultivate 
and produce it within themselves ?

Take two persons, for example, which 
may be selected anywhere most, as the 
two extremes in this respect are to be 
found in nearly all assemblages of a 
dozen or more. L et these two charac
ters be the extremes in magnetic con
struction. Now suppose—in order to 
find out i f  possible what this substance 
is and how it is absorbed or produced 
in or by human beings— we get 
these two persons to go through a 
course of calisthenics, diet, ablutions, 
etc., and watch the result. It  will be 
found that no matter how long or how
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intent upon the search for light, the fact 
will ever be apparent that the propor
tionate life forces, the magnetic ratio, 
will remain the same. It must not be 
understood by this that the powers of 
each of these persons can not be changed 
from one degree of activity or capacity 
to another. This is possible with all.

The entire science of anatomy, sur
gery and materia medica has failed 
utterly to account for these fixed rela
tions in the life forces of humanity; 
therefore, people are drugged according 
to age usually, without even the recog
nition of their inner powers and quali
ties. These inner mysteries or peculiar 
states may, therefore, be considered the 
deepest and most Occult of all the 
energies or powers of being known to 
the most learned scientific researches, 
and it is our purpose at this time to 
point the way to a clear understanding 
of the inner man, for it is the pos
session of such knowledge that enables 
one to produce understandingly the 
varied manifestations in Occult lines 
which are witnessed from time to time 
throughout the world. That much 
Occult phenomena is produced by per
sons entirely ignorant of the laws gov
erning such manifestations is evident, 
and in most instances they are mere 
automatons under the direction of more 
enlightened souls, who are experi
menters. a great many times, and are 
therefore but little enlightened upon the 
subject under consideration. Now to 
find the hidden secret of the occult 
man is what we yearn for, and in order 
to proceed safely in this search we must 
first find the primal powers and possi
bilities natural to man. Where are 
they to be found | In his magnetism. 
Find what kind of magnetism he 
throws out, analyze it, and you have the 
secret of his power, the quality 
of his being, and by searching deep 
enough, you may find his very thoughts, 
and know them, aye, produce thoughts 
within his plastic mind at your option. 
There are various methods employed 
for weighing and testing these magnetic

auras. Psychometry is one of them and 
where the real truth concerning these 
things is known, Psychometry will, in 
many instances, be a safe method. Very 
few, however, are able to recognize 
mentally, at once, on the spot, what the 
Psychic sense has met with. In other 
words, the Psychic may clearly sense the 
vibrations of a person, and not be able 
to grasp the meaning of the same in a 
way to find thoughts or language to 
express it, and in an instant the Psychic 
sense is operating again and again, 
with a thousand times the rapidity of 
photography, but always, or most 
always, with a change of scene or 
angle of incidence or focus, thus pro
ducing a slight change which ever 
keeps the mind in doubt as to the 
certainty of the truth. If in addition 
to Psychometric powers a person is 
possessed of knowledge concerning the 
laws not only of Psychometry, but also 
the primal material physical laws, laws 
and forces which give to each and all 
their individuality, their peculiarities, 
qualities, etc., then the reasoning facul
ties have something of value to assist 
them in understanding the more rapid 
and intangible Psychic perceptions. 
An understanding, then, of the primal 
beginnings, the purely material nature 
and quality of being, so far as our 
present human bodies are concerned, 
is essential to a proper knowledge and 
use of any Occult power or gift. Let us. 
see then if we can find a beginning, a 
place to start in and gain a foothold in 
the science. Let us begin at the bottom  ̂
for our object is to gain power over 
ourselves, that is to say, we wish to 
control our forces, direct them, manipu
late them, as it were, at will, so let us 
begin at the bottom and lay the founda
tion firm, for we wish to proceed wisely 
and make no mistakes. How many 
persons seeking occult power are able 
to control the toes of their feet, to 
separate and unite them at will, place 
them one over another, and vice versa? 
How many are able to throw off the 
effect of the slight breeze which gives
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them a cold and usually a fit of sick
ness ? How many are able to hold the 
powers and forces they naturally 
possess, without becoming exhausted 
in the presence of others? How many 
are able to govern their physical appe
tites and desires? A ll who seek for 
higher power must begin at home to 
prepare the way, for the way must be 
builded, and these few suggestions con
cerning the primal steps apply to the 
personal physical preparations.

The primal mental requirement is an 
understanding of natural law and the 
relation man bears to the natural forces 
in nature, and in order to get under
standing with regard to these relations, 
it is absolutely necessary to enter into 
the study of Astronomy, both material 
and Occult, for the secret of Occult 
knowledge is locked within them, and 
“ sealed with the seven seals.”

I f  you have followed this article 
closely, you must realize that Astron
omy is at the threshold of these studies, 
and you must also understand why the 
ancient wise people, who were so well 
versed in the science of the Stars, were 
such great Occultists, for ancient writ
ings, symbols and temples reveal a 
wonderfully learned, intelligent, wise 
and powerful people, and an age of 
high civilization. We are hearing much 
of late concerning the Occultism of the 
East, and we are told by those who 
have traveled there as well as those 
native born and reared, that India holds 
the key to Occult knowledge and power, 
and we must bow at her feet if  we wish 
to gain wisdom concerningthesethings.

This is a breeze, and a very tame breeze 
at that. The greatest opportunities 
ever offered to the people of this earth 
for attainment in these directions are 
offered here in America, and if a person 
devotes his time and attention to these 
matters sufficiently, he will gain more 
knowledge and greater power, of use 
and value, than the sons of India have 
ever dreamed of. Find the relation that 
man bears to the Stars and you will see 
the open way to wisdom and power, for

the most potent Occult Forces, forces 
that not only operate and control the 
acts of men, but forces that influence 
mighty worlds, vivifying them from 
center to circumference, these are the 
Occult energies or potencies, a knowl
edge of which gives light unto the soul.

There are certain principles that 
must be understood before any results 
are possible. The seven notes of music, 
the seven colors of the rainbow, the 
seven senses of man, are all the result 
of the magnetic construction of the 
universal machine, called our solar 
system. A ll of the varied substances 
of the mineral, vegetable, animal and 
human kingdoms, are related to the 
vibrant forces of the stars, and the 
Science of Medicine will never be a 
practical, useful science, until these re
lations are recognized, and the study of 
the heavens becomes a part of the edu
cational work of colleges devoted to 
the preparation of those, who choose to 
devote their lives to the treatment of 
the sick, and the relief of the dis
tressed.

Why the seven colors or principles 
exist, can be found and proven by 
studying deeply into Occult Astronomy 
and in no other way. It can not be 
explained to those, who do not devote 
time to these studies.

Happy the man, 'who, studying 
Nature’s Laws,

Through known effect |
Can trace the secret cause.

______________ — Dryden.

“ To seek is better than to gain ;
The fond hope dies as we attain.

Life’s fairest things are those which seem; 
The best is that of which we dream.”

“ So failure comes in u s; the consequence 
Of loss becomes itB recompense,

And ever more the end shall tell 
The unreached ideal guided well.”

“ No endeavor is in vain.
Its reward is in the doing;

And the rapture of pursuing 
Is the prize the vanquished gain.”

—Stanley.

Progress is
The law of life ; man’s self is not yet Man 1 
Nor shall I deem his object served, his end 
Attained, bis genuine strength put fairly forth, 
While only here and there a star dispels the 
Darkness ¡ here and there a towering mind 
O’erlooks its prostrate fellows,

—Robert Browning.
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ASTRONOMY LESSON NO. ONE.

Question. What is Astronomy?
A nswer. Astronomy is the Science of the Stars.
Q. What is meant by the word science as used in connection 

with the stars?
A. Science means a knowledge of'the movements and rela- 

: tions of the Planets of our Solar System in relation to the Sun, 
and also their apparent relation to the Sun and Earth, as well 

• as other planets and suns which compose the constellations of 
; stars which appear in the heavens from time to time.

Q. How is this knowledge obtained?
A. By means of observations taken at different times by 

I different .persons in various localities upon the Earth, their 
varied experiences being compared and verified mathematically 
by patient and accurate calculations.
H p ,  H ow are these observations made?

A. By means of the Telescope.
Q. What is a Telescope?
A. AEFelescope is an instrument having a hollow tube 

• several feet in length, mounted upon an adjustable frame with 
a firm foundation. In the end of this tube is placed a mag
nifying glass called a lense, which cause the rays of light that 
strike the outer surface to converge and meet in the center at 
the opposite end of the tube, thus enlarging the appearance to 
the eye of man of whatever is before it. By means of the 

, adjustable frame the lense may be directed to any object in the
heavens at will.

Q. Why is it necessary to have so firm a foundation for a 
Telescope?

A. In order that perfect quiet and steadiness of the instru
ment may be secured, for the least vibration of the frame or 
foundation upon which it rests will interfere with the rays of 
light as they strike upon the lense, causing a blurring of the 
vision, and retarding the power and effect of the definition.

Q. What is Vibration?
A. Vibration is atomic displacement. That is to say: 

The atoms which compose the universe of ether and the 
grosser elements of what are considered gasses, fluids and 
solids being in a state of action and reaction of infinite activity, 
of changes and continual motion or revolution, varies in phe
nomenal appearance to the eye of man according to the state 
or condition of the aggregations of said atoms or substances.
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T h erefo re , i f  a s in g le  atom  o f  m atter is  disp laced, th e next 
atom  to it  w ill be displaced also, and so on th ro u g h o u t the 
in fin ite  realm s o f  space, and as th ese atom s are co n tin u ally  
b e in g  disturbed, th ere are continu al phenom ena b e in g  produced 
a ll th e  tim e. T h e  co n v exity  o f  th e  len s o f  th e  T e le sco p e  con
ve rg e  th e vibrations or ray s  o f  l ig h t  produced b y  b la z in g  suns, 
and b y  refraction from  planets h a v in g  no lig h t  o f  th e ir  own, 
su ch  for instance as our M oon. In  th is  w a y  th e  m ovem ents 
and distances o f  planets are determ ined.

Q . H ow  do we kn ow  th e M oon h as no l ig h t  o f  its  own ?
A . B y  th e different phases it  presen ts to observers on the 

E arth . F o r  exam ple: I f  th e  M oon had l ig h t  o f  its  own, it
w ould  sh in e as i f  it  w ere fu ll M oon a ll th e  tim e, b u t as it  has 
not, w hen the M oon is  new , it  is situated  betw een th e  E a r th  and 
th e S u n , or n e a rly  so, and we see o n ly  th a t portion o f  its  sur
face th at is lig h te d  b y  th e S u n , w h ich  is  o n ly  a  n arro w  rim  o f 
th e M oon as view ed from  the E a rth , th e  E a rth  b e in g  opposite 
to th e  side th e  S u n  is sh in in g  upon. W h e n  th e  M oon reaches 
its  first quarter, we see one-half o f  its lig h te d  su rface ; at fu ll 
M oon th e  w hole o f  th e lig h te d  side, and at th e  la s t  q u arter we 
aga in  see o n ly  one-half o f  th e  lig h te d  portion.

The different appearances of the Moon from new to full and from full to 
change, are owing to her presenting different portions of her enlightened surface 
towards us at different times. These appearances are called the phases of the 
Moon, and are easily accounted for, and understood by the following diagram:

In the above illustration E is the Earth and S the Sun, and a, h, c, d, e, f, g, h 
the Moon in different parts of her orbit; the outside circle shows the apparent 
manifestations of the Moon as viewed from the Earth; a is really new Moon, be
cause the magnetic relation is the strongest at this point, but we do not see 
the Moon on account of the Sun’s rays until it passes by the Sun to the position at 
6, when we see the crescent in the west just after sunset. At c she presents her 
first quarter phase when we behold one half of her lighted surface. At d she is



said to be gibbous as we then see about three-quarters of the lighted half of her 
surface. A t  e w e see only the lighted surface, hence we say it is full moon;/, g  
and h  are the reverse in appearance of d , c  and 6, and she returns again and be
comes invisible by her conjunction with the Sun.

The inside circle shows the real relation of the Sun and Moon, which is the 
same nearly at all times.
- Q. What is a Solar System ?

A. A  group of worlds similar to our own in nature, having 
a parent body or center called a sun. A  solar system is com
posed of a sun which acts as a balancing center, on account of 
its size and density compared with other bodies, together with 
numerous lesser bodies called planets which were formed from 
rings thrown off by the Sun and satélites, formed by rings 
thrown off by the planets in íike manner.

Q. How many Planets are there in our solar system ?
A. There are eight Planets proper, and a belt of small 

bodies called Planetoids, varying in size and distributed in an 
orbit about the Sun. Besides these there are numerous satél
ite belonging to different planets.

Q. Name the principle planets of our system ?
A. Mercury, Venus, Barth; Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus 

and Neptune.
Q. What are Astronomical Signs or Characters?
A. They are Symbols invented by a very ancient people 

for the purpose of distinguishing the different planets of our 
system, together with the Moon.

Q. What peculiarity do the signs of the planets possess?
A. They possess a very marked peculiarity, being made 

by the combination of a circle, a cross and a crescent.
Q. W hat is the sign for Mercury, and how is it constructed?
;.A>. Mercury consists o f a crescent, a circle and a cross 

thus: |
O. Nam e the combinations for the other planets? 

y A . The sign for Venus is made by combining the circle 
and the cross, thus: $ The Earth, by the circle and cross, 
thus: © Mars, by  the cross and circle arranged just the oppo
site o f Venus, thus: S In  order to avoid mistakes in the use 
of this sign it is usual to draw a line from one point of the cross 
to the other, forming a pyramid at the top, thus: <? Jupiter, is 
designated by  the crescent and cross, thus: %  Saturn, by the 
cross and crescent, thus: T? Uranus, by two crescents, a cross 
and a circle thus: l¿£ Neptune, by the crescent and the cross, 
thus: |p

[N o t e .—The characters are not made exactly on the original plan. Type 
manufacturers having wandered somewhat from the true path.]

________ PLANETS AND PEOPLE. 7
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Q. What design were these characters taken from ? Where 
did they first appear ?

A. The crescent was taken from the Moon when in its new 
phase, as it then appears as a most beautiful crescent in the 
heavens. The circle was probably taken from the Moon also, 
at its full phase, while the cross was first used to denote the 
relation of the Earth to the Sun at different times during the 
year, as the Sun appears to cross the equator, which forms one 
line of the cross, and the poles of the Earth in relation to the 
equator form the other line.

Q. What is time?
A. Time pertains to the revolution of the earth upon 

its axis, and is a point relative to other points periodically 
marking or denoting a certain relation, which certain lines or 
mereridians upon the Earth, in regular order, bear to the Sun.

T I M E  C H A R T .
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The accompanying diagram will fully illustrate time. It will be seen that 
the Earth is moving towards Leo, and is now in the sign Cancer. Around the 
Earth is the face of a 24-hour clock, connected by a bar with the Sun, and around 
which it is represented as moving with the Earth, from day to day. The relation 
of the clock to the Sun is always the same. The Earth simply revolves in the 
center of the clock. Let the dark spot on the surface of the Earth indicate 
Chicago. A  straight line drawn from the center of the Earth through this dark 
spot to the hour circle of the clock-face, will show the exact time at any point 
during the revolution of the Earth, which occurs once in twenty-four hours. 
For example,—at 12 o’clock noon, Chicago is on the side of the Earth turned 
towards the Sun, (see diagram) when the Sun is directly over-head.

A t 12 o’clock midnight, the Sun will have turned one-half around, when Chi
cago will be in line with that hour. Time therefore, is the relation that any 
given point upon the Earth, bears to a straight line drawn from the center of the 
Sun to the center of the Earth, A. The above illustration also explains the 
co-ordination of the Geo centric position of Signs and Planets, with the Helio
centric method of calculation, and clearly shows the relation between the two 
systems. To illustrate a Geo-centric proposition, take a figure of the heavens at 
Chicago Geo-centrically, from the diagram. A t 12 o’clock noon the Sun is in the 
Mid-heaven, while the Rising Sign, considered the most important, is Aries 
20 degrees. This is found by the dotted line B, drawn from the center of the 
Earth at an exact right-angle to the line A  between the Earth and Sun.

This line leads into the Sign Taurus, apparently, in the Helio-centric 
Zodiac, yet when this line reaches the proportionate distance from the Earth, 
that the Earth is represented in the diagram, as being distant from the Sun, it 
will point directly to 20 degrees Aries. A t half-past one p. m. Mercury would be 
at high Meridian, and Venus and Urauus would be in conjunction Geo-centric
ally, in the Sign Aquarius. But Helio-centrically, they are not in conjunction 
neither are they in the Sign Aquarius, but instead, Mercury is in Taurus, Venus 
in Aries, while Uranus is in Pisces. It is the observation taken from the Earth’s 
center, which is ninety-five millions of miles from the Sun’s center, that makes 
Uranus appear to be in the Sign Aquarius, while the fact of Mercury and Venus 
being within the Earth’s orbit, admits of the phenomena mentioned, even when 
they are ninety degrees from their apparent Geo centric positions.

Geo-centrically, Mars would be considered the Ruling Star, but magnetically 
or Helio-centrically, Venus would be both Physical and Mental Ruler, while 
Neptune would be what we term the Life Ruler. The Moon’s Phases are again 
represented in this diagram, showing New Moon in Capricornus, First Quarter 
in Aries, Full Moon in Cancer and Last Quarter in Libra. The Moon passes 
through each of the Signs in about two and one-half days, and completes the 
journey from New Moon to New Moon in 29 days, 12 hours, 48 minutes, and 
56 seconds.

Siderial  T ime.
The fixed stars appear to move about the Earth in 23 hours, 56 minutes, and 

4 seconds, while the Sun appears to make a similar revolution in just 24 hours; 
the stars gaining 3 minutes and 56 seconds upon the Sun every day. In a year, 
this amounts to exactly one day. The stars therefore, show 366 diurnal revolu
tions of the Earth or 366 days, while the Sun shows but 365 complete days for the 
same time. The former are called siderial days, or star days, and the latter Solar 
or Sun’s days. To account for this difference, we must remember that the Earth, 
while performing her daily revolution, is also moving forward in her orbit, 
therefore, at 12 o’clock Monday, she is not at the same place she was the day before.
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The diagram will also fully illustrates the Earth’s movement. Suppose 

the clock together with the Earth to be stationery, pivoted by the connecting bar 
at the Sun’s center. By moving the figure or clock-face one-half the distance 
around the Sun, Chicago would be on the right hand side of the Earth, showing 
one-half of the Earth’s annual revolution. Continue the same movement to the 
place of beginning, and Chicago again appears on the left hand side, showing one 
complete revolution of the Earth, with the same side of the Earth towards the 
Sun all the time. This one revolution, added to the daily revolution of the Earth 
upon her axis completes the 365 full days of the year.

Star time and Sun time vary, owing to the fact, that the stars, that is the 
fixed stars, are so far away, that the Earth is a mere point, and the revolutions 
upon her axis, as well as her movement about the Sun does not alter her relation 
to those stars sufficiently to note the change, hence, star or siderial time is the 
same all over the Earth. Solar time varies on account of the Earth’s inclination 
upon her axis, and the ellipticity of her orbit. Equal or mean time is that which 
is reckoned by a clock, while apparent time, is that measured by the apparent 
motion of the Sun, as shown by a meridian line or Sun dial. The difference is 
called the equation of time.

The signs of the planets of our system as explained are very important to 
know and understand in the study of the stars, for in the higher lessons to fol
low in this work, a knowledge of them will enable the student to grasp more 
quickly the points of value to him.

These lessons will be illustrated by drawings appropriate to the simple eluci- 
cation of the various phenomena occurring from time to time. The object at first 
is to lay the foundation for those who are not familiar with the study of the 
stars.

S E E D  T I M E  A N D  H A R V E S T .

A s there are two principles manifest 
throughout nature, that is, the positive 
and negative attributes of being, and 
as these two principles are traceable in 
every physical manifestation upon the 
Earth, it  is important that we know 
something of the causes,which produces 
this phenomena, and find if  we can 
how we may operate in harmony with 
them.

Every farmer and gardener in the land 
knows, that the Moon must be in certain 
signs when seeds are sown in order to 
produce a good crop. They are in the 
habit, many of them, of following very 
closely these indications, for some-how 
in some way they have interior knowl
edge, sometimes called faith, that this 
is not all superstition; that there is a 
reason for it i f  we could only find it 
out.

Now the study of the stars and Moon 
may seem farfetched to some, as a sol

ution of the fact, but there is no other 
way to account for this minute effect 
upon plant life. The secret is found in 
the study of the polarization of forces, 
the science of which includes the 
science of astronomy. This polariza
tion means that when an impulse is 
given to any particular thing, it starts 
toward a point where it  must culmi
nate, hence, when a seed is planted in 
the ground it starts for this culminat
ing point, and this point is determined 
by the conditions under which it starts. 
For instance: if  the needle of a com
pass is whirled around rapidly it  will 
stop finally and point due north, but i f  
a magnet is placed near it  on the east, 
it will stop there, which means a devia
tion from its natural positive point of 
culmination, of 90 degrees. Apply this 
same law to the seed, and watch the 
result. I f  the magnetic conditions are 
forceful the final stop will be at the 
natural positive point, the fruition will 
be complete, natural, healthy and har
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monious, while i f  the forces are such 
that the positive point can not be 
reached with the full force of the im
pulse primarily given, then the fruition 
will be dwarfed and imperfect. It will 
be seen therefore, that the harmonious 
polarization of an impulse, is the secret 
of sowing.

The Moon acts as the magnet refer- 
ed to as being placed at the east side of 
the compass, while the solar system is 
the great compass that shows the natu
ral polar points. In the vegetable 
kingdom, all of the different species 
have their peculiar point of polariza
tion, hence, the necessity of sowing one 
kind of seed under one condition, while 
another seed needs an entirely different 
magnetic condition. The magnetic 
poles therefore, show the relation of all 
physical bodies to the universal forces 
in nature, and the influence of each 
and every variety of plant life, upon 
the physical structure of man is easily 
found by applying this rule concerning 
polarization.

Not alone does this apply to the 
planting and sowing of the seeds of the 
field and garden, but every human 
organism is the result of the magnetic 
conditions in which the life impulse is 
started, hence, it  is important that we 
study deeply in this matter, and with 
the knowledge thus gained, people will 
be able to not only cultivate, elevate 
and beautify the fruits and flowers, the 
products of the field and garden, by 
training and pruning after having pro
perly planted, but they will also be able 
to apply the same rules to the propaga
tion of their own species. In this 
latter application the secret of physical 
beauty, health, harmony, and success, 
surely lies.

The study and knowledge of these 
laws means intelligent direction of 
vital forces, and also means the control 
of such potent and life giving elements 
to the extent that man becomes master 
of conditions in human, as well as ani
mal and vegetable life. There is noth
ing more true than that we make the 
world what it  is.

As the month of January is not the 
season for sowing in the field we will 
hold such suggestions as this science 
affords, for future months, and turn 
our attention to the human species. 
This month of all the months of this 
year is the most favorable for extend
ing invitations to those in spiritual 
realms to come to Earth for expression, 
providing the desire is for Jupiter 
characters. This seems to be the lead
ing desire with most people who give 
attention to these things beforehand. 
In case a more spiritual expression in 
the life and work of an offspring would 
be more acceptable, the month of Feb
ruary will meet the requirement best. 
This month means wealth to those 
souls who come among us for another 
career in material bondage.

Knowledge is power. Get wisdom 
concerning these things and then shape 
the destinies of your kind.

Future numbers will show how the 
life forces in plant life are polarized 
and why they flourish best when pro
perly directed from the beginning.

SICK  TRANSIT.

This is the state of man: to-day he puts forth 
The tender roots of habit; tomorrow blossoms 
Of the same, and keeps on blossoming 
And taking deeper root, until at last 
It takes more work to move him from his come* 
Than it does to stir a house dog from the rug 
Before the fire.
Then—when he thinks, good easy man,
His ways are settled for all time—
Some busy woman comes along and says; 
“Please move about six inches till 1 run 
The sweeper o’er the place your chair has been.” 
An lo, he splits the air with lamentations, 
Loud, and deep, and shrill:
He cries, there is no rest this side of Paradise 
For a poor man, weary and worn from moving 

round
Out of the way of sweepers,
And wishes he were dead.
O, how wretched is that poor man who cannot 

sit
In last year’s dust and grime until this year
Shall be two yeai I ago last year I
And when he dies, his hope and comfort is.
He will be laid in dirt, never to move again.
—Robert J. Burdette in Ladies Home Journal.

The man
Of virtuous soul commands not, nor obeys.

—Shelley.
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SPARKLING THOUGHTS.
A man weighs less when the barometer 

is high, notwithstanding the fact that the 
atmospheric pressure on him is more than 
when the barometer is low. As the pres
sure of air on an ordinary sized man is 
about fifteen tons the rise of the mercury 
from 29 to 31 inches adds abont one ton to 
the load he has to carry. If a well conld 
be dng to the depth of forty-six miles, the , 
density of the air at the bottom wonld be 
as great as that of quicksilver. By the 
same law a cnbic inch of air taken 4,000 I 
miles above the Earth’s surface wonld ex- j 
pand sufficiently to fill a sphere 2,000,0.0,- 
000 miles in diameter.

“ It is well for a speaker to know where 
his peroration is going to end when he be- I 
gins,” said E. R. Harper of Denver. “ I 
heard a young lawyer make his maiden I 
speech. It was in defense of a fellow who 
was about ha f witted, arrested on the 
charge of stealing a hog, the young attor- 
ney having been appointed by the court. 
His defense was that bis client was an 
idiot and unable to distinguish between 
right ard wrong. He closed a flowing 
speech with a peroration like this:”

“ 'Gentlemen of the jury, look at my 
client. That low, receding forehead, 
those lusterless eyes, portend that he was 
deprived by nature of the power to distin- I 
guisli right from wrong, ignorant of the 
distinction which exists between his own 
property and that of others. To him, as 
to the two-year old child, whatever he 
wants and can reach belongs to him. He 
knows neither why it does nor why it does 
not. But, gentlemen of the jury, such i 
are the institutions of this, our free and 
glorious country, that my client, idiot 
though he is, stands for a trial to-day by 
a jury of his peers.’ The culprit got the 
full limit of the law.”

—8t. Louis Globe-Democrat.

He who would do some one great thing 
in this short life must apply himself to the 
work with such a concentration of his 
forces as, to idle spectators who live only 
to amuse themselves, looks like insanity.

— Jno. Foster.

Oh ye, who search for joys of Heaven 
Longing for gifts of spirit power.
Know ye. Victory sublime, is waiting 
To crown your wish with its priceless dower.

To know thyself and earthly surroundings,
To master fate now ruling thine own;
These are the truths ye must grapple and conquer 
Ere your spirit can know of Heaven and home.

Were we to choose between want, and plenty, 
Prosperity, and hunger’s pain,
That come between the gilded bauble 
Of sordid wealth and its empty fame;

We wonld say, Oh! take your mocking riches, 
T is  but a mirage, in desert’s m art;
And give me want and pleading sorrow,
That teach me all life’s glad to-morrow,
Is won by the lowly and pure in heart.

Marion H elen Bassett.

Familiar Waiter.—What ■ will you have 
this morning for your breakfast?

Miss Mental.— You may bring me some 
of those delicious graham gems, and a 
baked apple; please pass the oranges first.

Familiar Waiter, (to the next;.—And 
what is your order?

Mr. Physical.^ Bring me some bash, 
fried eggs, a piece of bacon, fried pota
toes, rolls and a cup of coffee.

She walketh veiled and sleeping.
For she knoweth not her power 

She obeyeth but the pleading 
Of her heart, and the high leading 

Of her soul, unto this hour.
Slow advancing, limping, creeping, 

Comes Ihe women to the hour,
She walketh veiled and sleeping 

For she knoweth not her power.
—The Humanitarian, London, Eng.

Which ever way the wind doth blow,
Some heart is glad to have it so;
Then blow it east, or blow it west,
The wind that blows, that wind is best.

My little craft sails not alone;
A thousand fleets from every zone 
Art out upon a thousand seas;
And what for me were favoring breeze 
Might dash another, with the shock 
Of doom, upon some hidden rock.
And so I do not dare to pray 
For winds to waft me on my way.
But leave it to a higher will 
To stay or speed me, trusting still 
That all is well, and sure that he 
Who launched my bark will sail with me 
Through storm and calm, and will not fail, 
Whatever breezes may prevail,
To land me every peril past 
Within bis sheltering heaven at last.

Then, whatsoever wind doth blow,
My heart is glad to have it so;
And. blow it east or blow it west,
The wind that blows, that wind is best.
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Science may be taught, arts may be ac
quired by practice; but divine wisdom can 
only be attained by the grace of the divine 
spirit, and all that man can possibly do is 
to render himself capable for its reception, 
by seeking to eliminate from his constitu
tion those elements which binder the en
trance of Light.

— F r a n z  H artm ann.

Every man who is prepared to die 
rather than renounce truth and justice, is 
veritably living, for he is immortal in his 
soul.

— E lip h a s Levi.

“ I hold hear, in my han’,” began Bro. 
Gardner, as the thermometer showed the 
usual 120  degrees in the vicinity of the 
stove, “ a letter from Philadelphia axin’ me 
if I  believe wid de Rev. Jasper of Rich
mond dat de Sun do move. Sartin I do. I  
know de white folks claim dat it  am de 
airth which am movin’, while de Sun stands 
still, but right dar’ we split. Joshua was 
about as nigh bein’ an angel as any white 
man will eber git, an’ when he ordered de 
Sun to stan’ still he knew what he was 
talkin’ ’bout. I t  would have been just as 
easy fur him to have commanded de Airth 
to stan- still, but he didn’t do it. I f  
Joshua didn’t know his bizness de rest of 
us might as well hang up. ‘ An’ now, yon 
cull’d folkses, min’ what I ’ze gwine to say. 
Doan’ let de ’stronomy bizness keep you 
awake nights. De Sun am up dar by day, 
an’ de Moon an’ stars am up dar by night. 
De Law d put de Sun dar to thaw de ice 
off de back doar step, make cucumbers 
grow and fotch up de grass an’ de co’n. 
I t  didn’t  do any wuss when astronomy 
was unknown, an’ it  wouldn’t do any bet
ter if ebery fam ily in de kentry had a 
telescope fo’ hundred feet long. De 
Moon was hung up dar, dat folks might 
see to move by night when de rent got too 
high; dat lost cows could see to fin’ dar 
way home; dat folks could see to chop 
wood an’ empty bar’ls of ashes on de 
street; dat wimin cornin’ home from pray’r 
meetin’ could avoid de nail heads stackin' 
up in de planks, an’ fur var’us oder reasons. 
You jist take de Sun as he runs an’ de 
Moon as you fin’ it, an’ de less you worry I

’bout dem de mo’ meat an’ ’taters you’ll 
have in de winter. De poorest cull’d man 
I eber knowed was an old man down in 
Varginny, who was always wonderin’ if 
dey had a reg’lar lock on de gates of 
heaven, or only a latch string. While his 
nayburs war’ plantin’ he was wonderin’; 
while dey war’ hoin’ he was theorizin’; 
while dey was reapin’ he was ragged an’ 
hungry. Let de Sun move or stan’ still 
— let de Moon be made of old silver or 
green cheese—let de stars be ten miles or 
IQ,000,000 miles away—keep de white
wash brush gwine an’ de bucksaw in good 
order an’ you'll be all right.”

—Brother Gardner in  D etroit Free Pres.

IS

‘ “Every known heavenly body is con
nected with its neighboring heavenly 
bodies by means of real, material bonds, 
and every phenomenon of the universe1 
without exception, is due solely to the 
action of bodies upon one another through, 
and by means of these bonds, which join 
them together.

—Evan McLennan.

Every particle of matter in the universe 
attracts every other particle with a force 
directly as their masses, and universally 
as the square of the distance which sepa
rates them.

—S ir  Isaac Nexcton.

The ideas of the divinity have been 
created by the affections of the human 
heart; they become necessarily divided 
into two classes, according to the sensa
tions of pleasure or pain, love or hatred: 
the powers of nature, the gods, the genii, 
were divided into beneficent and malig
nant, good and evil; and hence the univer
sality of these two characters in all the 
systems of religion.

— Volney.

In the final, the Positive state, the mind 
has given over the vain search after Abso
lute notions, the origin and destination of 
the universe, and the causes of phenomena, 
and applies itself to the study of their 
laws—that is, their invariable relations of 
succession and resemblance.

— Comte.
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So »dminblo aro the arrangements of 
things that until men have grown up to a 
level of a higher belief, they can not re
ceive it; nominally they may hold it; but 
not virtually. And when the truth gets 
recognised the obstacles to conformity 
with it are so persistent as to outlive the 
patience of philanthropists and philoso
phers.

—Herbert Speseer.

Man's injustice to man makes all the 
trouble that is known to mortals. One 
man says to another man who has earned 
a dollar, thou shalt not spend that dollar 
as thou ehoosest, but thou must spend 
it as I dictate. Another says thou shalt 
not spend the Sabbath according to God's 
Law, but thon must spend it according to 
my law. Another says thou shalt jeopar
dise thy money in a lottery, but 1 will 
compel thee to jeopardise thy soul by 
coming to a church that suits me. I  am 
the judge.

—  irude i n  "O rm iiia «.”

"W e  can never guard ourselves against 
the iu nature until we know that bad 
exists. So long as w e are not wise enough 
to see a trap we may walk into it."

— (Fade m "OrrtH.s«.”  
[How true the above is when applied to

the planetary law governing embodiment. 
We must know the law in order to avoid 
the traps.—Ed.]

A  Hindoo was being escorted to a large 
lecture hall by an American admirer. 
They were a little late but the Hindoo was 
calm and undisturbed. His admirer how
ever. was feverish and nettled. He ex
plained to the Hindoo Hie importance of 
promptness when appearing before so lib
eral and enlightened an audience as they 
expected to meet on this occasion, and 
finally exclaimed: ‘“I f  it was not for these 
bodies of ours we could fly!" He then 
ordered the driver to take a short cut in 
order to save time. They met with an 
accident and both were killed. With that 
same calmness and composure the Hindoo 
astral says to the American, ditto "W e  
are angels; n o «“ let us levitate." "How do 
you do it V  asked the ditto. "Foldupyour  
feet u d  fji , says the Hindoo."

We now see the use of science. Science 
discovers the order of facts -  the laws of 
nature. With this knowledge we gain the 
gift of prophecy, the order of nature being 
invariable. The forces of nature are 
manifested Under certain conditions, and. 
under those conditions, always in the 
same manner. Science, by discovering 
these conditions, places it in the power of 
man to command the forces of nature, to 
call them into activity at any time and set 
them to work to fulfill his desires. All 
mail has to do is to bring about the condi
tions. placing things by transfer in certain 
relative positions, and the forces of uature 
leap into activity to do his work. Science 
thus gives to man. in relation to these 
forces, the position of a  monarch. A  
monarch, as a man, has no more personal 
power than any other man; his power as a 
monarch is his ability to bring to his aid 
mighty hosts — to command his servants 
' “to do this, and they do it.'' Exactly 
similar is the sovereignty with which 
science has invested man: she has sub
jected to his service the forces of nature — 
converting them, it may be. from enemies 
into friends; and so has rendered him not 
only the most powerful of living creatures, 
but the veritable master of the world.

—John tritsoN. M. A.

The old argument from design in nature, 
as given by Paley. which formerly seemed 
to me so conclusive, fails, now that the 
law of natural selection has been discov
ered. We can no longer argue that, for 
instance, the beautiful hinge cf a bivalve 
shell must Lave been made by an intelli
gent being, like the hinge of a door by 
man. There seems to be no more design 
in the variability of organic beings and in 
the action of natural selection, than in 
the course which the wind blows.

_ ~ _______  — D a rm im .

There is an Order of Nature, pervading 
alike the actions going on within us and 
without us. to which, from moment to 
moment, our lives must conform, under 
penalty of one or other evil; therefore our 
first business must be to study this Order 
of Nature.

—fencer.
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To study God we must study his works. 
To study his works we must study 
science. Scientific knowledge is simply 
classified, proven, and the best knowledge 
obtainable in regard to nat iral pheno
mena. Would you know how the earth was 
made, read the leaves of the great geolo
gical book, of the earths stratified rocks. 
Would you know how man was made, read 
the record as inscribed upon the pages in 
fossilized remains of animals long ago ex
tinct. Would you know how the universe 
was made, read it in the s arry heavens 
where countless billions of suns speak to 
you in letters of fire. Would you know 
the nature of life and motion, of death 
and decay, of the now and the hereafter, 
of the very soul forces in man. and what 
governs and controls such forces, study 
the all-pervading vibratory motions that 
are about us and within us, and you have 
the key that unlocks the mysteries of the 
Infinite.

—O. H . Richm ond in Tem ple Lecture.;.

It  is the duty of each and every one to 
maintain his individuality. “"This above 
all. to thine own self be true, and it must 
follow as the night the day. thou cans 
not then be false to any man.” It is a 
magnificent thing to be the sole proprietor 
of yourself. It is a terrible thing to wake 
- p  at night and say. "There is nobody i 
this bed.” It  is humiliating to know that 
your ideas are all borrowed: that you are 
indebted to your memory for your princi
ples: that your religion is simply one of 
your habits, and that you would have con
victions if  they were only contagious. It 
is mortifying to feel that you belong to a 
mental mob and cry “crucify him!" be
cause the others do; that you reap what 
the great and brave have sown, and that 
you can benefit the world only by leaving it 

I -___________ —Ingcrsoll.

"N ow . WJlie.” said his teacher, as 
school opened, "you may recite your 
geopraphy lesson. Where is Afghanistan?"

Willie hesitated a moment.
‘•Don't you know?” asked the teacher.
"Yes; I  ve got it in my head somewhere, 

but I  can't lay my brain on it just this 
minute.” Willie replied.

The virtue of a merchant should not be 
weighed on his own balance. The merits 
of a creed cannot be proved by its con
formity to its own precepts. The stand
ards we should apply are the laws of 
nature, the revelations of science, and the 
lessons of history. Such tests would 
teach us that the love of gloom is a men
tal disease; that, in a state of nature, 
every normal function is connected with a 
pleasurable sensation; that happiness, 
therefore, is the normal condition of every 
living creature; that to enjoy is to obey; 
and that he who deprives himself or 
his child of any innocent pleasure com
mits a crime against nature. They 
would teach us that physical vigor is a 
prime condition of moral health, and that 
he who neglects the health-laws of nature 
sins against his soul as well as against his 
body. They would teach us that light is 
the harbinger of happiness, and the sun of 
science has ripened more blessings in a 
single year than the moonshine of mysti
cism in eighteen centuries; that the sup
pression of free inquiry has never bene
fited any country, and that faith without 
reason is not a virtue, but a vice. They 
would teach us that the love of earth was 
the gospel of all progressive nations, that 
the love of life lends wings to every 
valiant enterprise, that the love of joy is 
the parent of every healthy instinct, while 
the worship of sorrow has never produced 
anything but monsters and chimeras. 
They would teach us that pessimism is a 
blasphemy against the author of life, 
against the power whose all-sustaining 
hands furnish the weapons of its very 
assailants— an insane, impious, and suici
dal rebellion against our All-mother Na
ture. a foe to happiness, and the antithesis 
of all true religion.
— P rof. F e lix  L . Osicald in The Secret o f Ike Bast.

A  person can only truly believe that 
which he knows, and he can actually 
know that which he has perceived.

—Feans Hartmann.

Concentration is the secret of strength 
in politics, in war. in trade: in short, in 
all management of human affairs.

— Emereon .
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I f  there is a system of forces primarily 
working in the universe, whioh soienoo 
has failed to discover, and if, behind the 
primordial germ, there is a spiritual power, 
and that spiritual power acts through a 
series of laws that culminate in the 
human organism; then soienoe has thus 
far been deprived of the spirit of her pos
sessions, and the human mind has had 
only the shell of life by whioh to judge of 
what life really must be.

Behind the anatomical and physiologioal 
structure, whioh is said to be man—be
hind the globules, whioh form the vitaliz
ing current, called the blood, behind the 
nervous foroes that are almost impalpuble, 
behind the aotion of the muscular system, 
and that of sensation, that are moved by 
separate sets of nerves, behind all that 
constitutes tho physiology of man, is still 
the potent “ something,” that in one in
stant makos tho human being nlivo, active, 
in full possession of power, thought and 
vitality, and the next inBtant, by its with
drawal, loaves the body merely a mass of 
chemical compounds, to bo disposed of by 
decay. To discover what that subtle 
“ something” is that disease and death can 
seemingly overcome or compel to with
draw, and yet without whioh there is 
nothing in man that can be called life, is 
the objeot of psyohologio investigations. 
To dotermiue, if possible, why the vitaliz
ing current that requires all nutriment for 
its support, and many elements to sustain 
it, is stopped suddenly by a single thought, 
ooases to perform any portion of its vital
izing life, and tho humim being, in full 
possession of every chemical property, of 
every physical requirement, of everything 
that soienoe determines is nocessary for 
man's existence, still is not alive. To find 
this “ something*' is to find tho spiritual 
basis of life, not the rosult of organic 
function, not tho rosult of tho gradual ad
vancement from primordial germ through 
monud molecule, primordial germ and 
nnimaloulio up through tho intermediate 
orders of mammalia, until one arrives at 
that whioh is called man—not thiB, but, 
through a succession of spiritual degrees, 
each ono having its own law of adaptation,

and all under the primal soul government 
all controlled and guided by a plan as per
fect as that whioh controls the develops- 
ment of the physical, we reach the spirit
ual origin of life, and fiud there two 
seemingly opposite foroes, mingled and 
united in man. Man is, therefore, either 
the epitome of the physical universe, be
cause of and for tho expression of the 
spiritual, tho macrocosm and microcosm, 
or he is nothing. He is either the point of 
contact between the mnor and tho outer 
universe, both of whioh he illustrates, aud 
the former of whioh is the more potent, 
or this whole structure, this fabrio of 
unfoldment, evolution, and various pro
cesses determined by soienoe, is as Heel
ing as the ephemera, whioh form one of 
the least of the connecting links in the 
great chain of existence.
— M r».  Cora L . V. R ichm ond  in  Psychopathy.

When life has been duly rationalized by 
soienoe, it will be seen that, among a 
man’s duties, care of the body is impera
tive, not only out of regard for personal 
welfare, but also out of regard for de
scendants. His constitution will bn con
sidered as an entailed estate, which ought 
to pass on uninjured, if  not improved, to 
those who follow; and it will be held that 
millions bequeathed by him will not com
pensate for feeble health and decreased 
ability to enjoy life.

— Herbert Spencer.

Wo should uttempt to understand intel
lectually tho laws of everything; but our 
own still fallible intellect should not be 
mado the starting point in our investiga
tion,

— Franx Hartmann.

Tho art of magic is tho art of employing 
invisible or so called spiritual agencies to 
obtain visible results.

— Franx Hartmann.

Who cau estimate what the world loses 
in the bright intellects who oan cower be
fore popular prejudice?

— Mill.
Tho poet in a golden cllmo wiim bo-n,

With golden stars (vbovol 
Dowered with t lie hut eof hiltO,thssoorn of scorn,

Tho love of love. —Tennyson.



THE LIGHT OF STARS.
LONGFELLOW.

The night is come, hut not too soon;
And sinking silently,

All silently the little moon
Drops down behind the sky.

There is no light in earth or heaven 
But the cold light of stars;

And the first watch of night is given 
To the red planet Mars.

Is it the tender star of love?
The star of love and dreams ?

Oh no! from that blue tent above,
A hero’s armor gleams.

And earnest thoughts within me rise, 
When I behold afar,

Suspended in the evening skies,
The shield of that red star.

0 star of strength 1 I see thee stand
And smile upon my pain;

Thou beckonest with thy mailed hand, 
And I am strong again.

Within my breast there is no light 
But the cold light of stars ;

1 give the first watch of the night
To the red planet Mars.

The star of the unconquered will,
He rises in my breast,

Serene, and resolute, and still,
And calm, and self-possessed.

And thou, too, whosoe’er thou art, 
That readest this brief psalm,

As one by one thy hopes depart,
Be resolute and calm.

Oh fear not in a world like this,
And thou’shalt know ere long— 

Know how sublime a thing it is 
To suffer and be strong.

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.
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N O T I C E .
Pl is e t s  axd  P eople w ill donbtles* be read 

by a large nnmber o f persons, who have never 
given the subject o f planetary influence upon 
human life  and character, any serious consider
ation. I f  the subject has come to their attention 
at all, it  has usually been ridiculed or treated 
lightly, as being so improbable as to  be unworthy 
of thought and study. W ith the facilities which 
have heretofore been available, it  was impossible 
for the average individual to determine the 
truth or falsity of these effects upon human 
organisms, and only by a vast amount of re
search, with leisure for the study, could any 
light on the subject be obtained. Now. however, 
for the first time in human history, an opportun
ity is presented for the enlightenment of the 
masses. The truth of the relationship between 
planers and people may now become a feature 
of general public education.

1 be ingenious chart computed, arranged and 
patenten by F. E. Okmsbt and styled The Flay 
of the Planets, demonstrates beyond anr pos
sible doubt to the most sceptical mind, that 
Planetary Vibratory force as related to human 
life is most potent, minute and far reaching in 
its power, and any person of ordinary intelli
gence following earnoily the rules laid down by 
the author in the book of instruction which 
accompanies the chart, will be overwhelmed 
with the stupendous facts which the study 
reveals.

Boyal Insurance Building. M9 Jackson Street. 
CHICAGO, ILL.

Address all communications as above.

F. E. OKMSBY, - - - - Edito*.
E. SPRAGUE, . . . .  Maxacee .

P la x e t*  axd  People is a monthly publica
tion, devoted to Education in the Occult 
Branches of Learning.

TEEMS OF ermCKIPTlOX— IX ADVAXCE.
United States and Canada per year-------- 4ZM*
Foreign (Postal Unioni "  " ----I S
Single Copies-..... ...... ........... — ---------------- ------  .25

Remittances should be made by P, O. or 
Express money order. Registered Letter or Bank 
Draft.

COBBESPOX DEXCE.
All communication« concerning Business. 

Advertising, etc., should be kept separate from 
those intended for publication. Write them on 
separate sheets of paper. Make all commonica- 
tionsas short as possible, and they trill be given 
more attention.

The Question department isopen to those wbo 
are earnestly seeking. Questions trill be pub
lished and answered in the order they are 
received, if of sufficient import.

AOVEBTISISO.
The advertising space most necessarily be 

limited in a journal of this oature ; hence, will 
be all the mote valuable. Write for terms.

Good and reliable aerate wanted in every town 
and city in the United State«, to solicit subscrip
tions for Plaxets  a x p  People. The very best 
terms offered to these who are able to furnish 
good references.

EDITORIAL.

In presenting this first nnmber o f 
P l a x e t s  a x d  P e o ple  to a world on 
which has evolved a vast number o f 
Souls who are seeking for ligh t and 
knowledge concerning the deeper and 
inner significance of human as well as 
all other forms of life, we believe that 
a more opportune time could not have 
been chosen for the beginning of such 
a work, for it is hard to find a news
paper or periodical to-day of any note, 
that is not permeated with and made 
brighter by the recognition given to the 
science of the stars. Astronomy. 
Astrology and kindred sciences of an 
occult nature interest every one, young 
and old. rich and poor, and makes them 
better men and women according to the 
knowledge they possess of these things 
on this subject. The object of this 
journal is education. Education for 
the children of the Earth— arid all people 
or nearly all are mere children in these 
studies. In order to instruct and lift  up 
mentally, morally and spiritually those 
who naturally seek for hidden wisdom, 
the first requisite is a knowledge o f 
natural forces, of natural law. A  nother 
requirement is ability to state in a 
clear, concise and simple manner the 
tr u th  concerning the Law. I t  is 
important also to have facilities for 
elucidating, exemplifying, and verify
ing the troth of whatever facts are to 
be presented.

Modem facilities for illustrating 
ideas, phenomena, the varied manifsta- 
tions of nature, are such that it is much 
easier to explain what we mean by 
what we say, than in any former period 
in the world’s history. Object Lessons, 
therefore, will be one of the salient 
features of this jouraaL

OUR T IT L E .

The title chosen for this publication, 
P l a x e t s  a x d  P e o p l e , although pleas
ing to the ear, would not, ft would seem, 
attract much attention, but when we 
begin to weigh and measure the signifi
cance of these two words we find they
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encompass everything in nature; we 
find they pertain to infinite powers, 
forces, and possibilities, to life and 
death, to mortality and immortality, to 
materiality as well as spirituality, to 
the beginning and ending of not only 
people as a physical manifestation in 
nature, but to the beginnings and end
ings of worlds, suns and systems, their 
involutions, their evolution, changes, 
culminations and astro-magnetic and 
spiritual achievements. In fact the 
title P l a n e t s  an i> P eople  is so far- 
reaching in its scope, that all of the 
Tailed phenomena in nature are 
covered, from cosmical dust to depo- 
tentialized suns : the inbreathing and 
out poring of Infinite Energy in the evo
lution, growth, development, and attain
ment of souls, mortal and immortal, in 
the wonderous cycles of the gods. The 
law of nature, 'the natural; is the basis 
upon which rests all of the wisdom of 
past ages concerning that which the 
world calls occult, and the Atlantean, 
Egyptian, Persian and Chaldean Phi
losophers gained their supremacy by 
devoting themselves to the study of the 
stars in all of their relations, real and 
apparent, by such laborious research as 
was then necessary. They builded Tera-1 
pies, Obelisks and monuments of stone, 
and raised the mighty Pyramids, in 
honor of this wisdom, and as a tribute 
to the Gods, (the planets and suns) 
whom they worshiped, so great was 
their enthusiasm and love for the reali
ties o f life, and the grandeur of constel
lated systems of moving living realities. 
The world is full o f literature concern
ing these things, but up to the present 
time, it has been impossible for the aver
age mind to obtain any real knowledge 
of value to them from such sources. 
What we mean by “ real'* knowledge is 
truth one may prove to be truth, so there 
will be no doubt left in the mind. From 
the beginning of the Christian Era to 
the present time, all knowledge of the 
deeper meaning of the stars, especially 
their Occult or Hidden meaning, has 
been held by a tew book students who

have copied and changed from time to 
time the fragmentary records from the 
sacked and plundered temples of the 
East, without for a moment finding 
the Key that gives the true solution 
to the myxtertejf from the Sun. The 
real essence of the science lias been 
buried in a mess of garbled statements, 
the result of fear, “  for a little knowl
edge is a dangerous thing,” hallucina
tion, imagination, ignorance, stupidity, 
and more especially from the inclina
tion (a weak nes:, to gratify the curi
osity of those less enlightened, for a 
few pieces of silver.

It will be the work of this mystic 
messenger to teach the simple way that 
leads to the true Science of the .* tars, 
and as said before, in order to accom
plish this, it is necessary to liave facili
ties for doing so ir. a manner that will 
interest, instruct, and demonstrate the 
facts presented. We believe we have 
the facilities for carrying on this work 
successfully, and in order to start the 
ball rolling at once and show the world 
that it is possible to demonstrate the 
Occult sciences, we offer as a Premium 
with this journal to the I'.rst thousand 
subscribers the new Astronomical 
Chart, the invention of the editor of 
this journal. /.See fuller explanation 
elsewhere in this number, concern
ing Premium offer;. With this system 
the study of the stars is the most fasci
nating, uplifting, and spiritualizing of 
all the studies known to man.

A  feature of this journal will be The 
Oracle, a question department which 
will be made to meet inquiring minds 
on all points of interest connected with 
these studies.

The editorial duties of P la n e ts  a n d  
P e o ple  will fall upon F. E. Ormsby, 
who lias given years to study and 
research in occult fields, in a practical 
way. That is to say, the knowledge 
gained concerning these things is the 
result of experiment, experience and 
demonstration, and is not learning 
usually obtained from reading books 
and other literature upon these sub
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jects; therefore, any statements that 
may be made concerning the Laws that 
govern occult manifestations, will be 
from the standpoint of knowledge, not 
theory.

The business management of P l a n 

e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  will.be under the 
direction of Mr. E. Sprague, who is 
wide and favorably known in connec
tion with trade journalism.

This first number of P l a n e t s  a n d  

P e o p l e  is but a sample of the work in 
hand, a small beginning of an educa
tional scheme already planned and 
layed out, which we hope and believe 
the hungering multitudes will appreci
ate.

I f  our efforts are worthy of your sup
port we know you will gladly give it, 
but if  they are unworthy we deserve to 
fall. Our motive is Education. Is there 
a higher motive? Our business Horo
scope is placed upon the frontispiece of 
this issue, and also in the following 
reports, where it is fully delineated.

Let the Stars speak.

P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  is builded in 
this style and shape in order to make 
it easy to bind in book form at the end 
of the year. The advertising pages are 
so arranged that they may be discarded, 
leaving only that which is desirable to 
preserve. The lessons to be given each 
month in Astronomy alone will make 
such a volume valuable as a text book 
on the subject.

The first half of this journal will be 
devoted to articles and sayings of lead
ing minds and thinkers in the occult 
realms of investigation. Short dis
courses may be admitted from time to 
time also. The balance of the pages 
will be devoted to our worlt, and will 
embrace Plain Astronomy,' Occult 
Astronomy, or Astrology, both the 
Helio-centric and the Geo-centric sys
tems, Physiology, Anatomy, Phrenology 
and Physiognomy, or birth by nature, 
as well as other sciences, and the study 
of the above subjects from an astro

nomical standpoint, will be of profound 
interest to most people, as it leads out 
into new and heretofore unexplored 
fields; therefore we feel that we are 
offering something that should interest 
and enlighten the brightest of minds.

The Science of the Stars in their 
relation to human life from the Helio
centric standpoint, has never been pub
lished until quite recently, when the 
Law and the Prophets, a work by the 
editor of this journal, was placed upon 
the market. It is important therefore 
that our readers should know at the 
start that we are not going to rehash 
old theories and blind the senses with 
the howl and din of the ages about the 
Stars.

The Star Reports which follow in this 
number have been published weekly 
during the past year, only in a briefer 
form, and on account of their accuracy 
which every subscriber can vouch for, 
and we have letters from most of them 
to this effect, will be continued each 
month in this journal. The principal 
object, however, is the Educational 
feature they present in the study of the 
Stars with the living presence of their 
manifestations here and now in opera
tion. ___________

. The Article on Occult Forces in this 
number touches upon a very interesting 
phase of Starry influences, in the refer
ence to the notes of music. Yery few 
people realize why we have just seven 
clear notes in music, also just seven 
distinct colors. The science of Occult 
Astronomy alone can explain.

A ll metaphysical studies are clearly 
elucidated and explained by the Science 
of the Stars. Theosophy, Christian 
Science, Spiritualism and all kindred 
philosophies are greater when consid
ered from this universal and grander 
height. When either of these cults in 
any way limit the conditions of their 
existence they are in a fair way to 
become extinct. The inbreathing and
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outpouring of a world is greater in effect 
than the united call from a sectarian 
multitude.

Probably one of the greatest benefits 
to be derived from this study is that 
branch of Occult Astronomy which 
pertains to the Health and comfort of 
the race. Therefore a few pages will be 
devoted each month to the sick, to their 
diseases, and cures, for we want this 
Journal to be as a “ Healing Balm ” to 
go forth to all the world.

T H E  C O M I N G  S I G N S .

WHAT TO LOOK FOE IN COMING ISSUES OF PLANETS 
' AND PEOPLE.

Vibration or Infinite Activity.
Occultism of the East.
Government from the Skies.

.Individuality or Attainment.
Mysticism in Education.
Astrology, Past and Present.
Medicine. N atural and unnatural.
Diseases, their causes and cures.
Poods, their natures and potencies.
Mathematics, their use in occult 

studies.
Pilgrims, Masters and Prophets.
Occult cities.
Shrines and Temples.
Money, its use and abuse.
Duties of those who “ seek and find.”
Occult Lessons in Parables.
Mediumship, its various Phases. 

W hy?
Hypnotism and Mesmerism.
Magnetism, Electricity, their natures.
Articles on the foregoing subjects 

will be presented from time to time for 
the consideration of our readers, and 
explanations on the same will be given 
through the Oracle department. Other 
articles from various writers will also 
be given, together with the general 
educational work of the journal.

There are many things to be explained 
before students in occult studies can 
progress with any degree of satisfaction 
to themselves; this will be our work 
in the future, for we believe that a new 
light has dawned upon the earth.

Are You Interested in the Stars 1

The mechanical system or chart with 
book of instructions, is the greatest marvel 
in Astronomical appliances ever offered to 
the world. At least a dozen persons have 
called upon us and said, they would not 
part with their charts for

ONE nUNDRED DOLLARS 
if they could not replace them. Some 
have said money would not buy theirs, for 
there can be no money value placed upon 
it, because it deals with and reveals 
Heavenly powers and influences.

A noted Astrologer in the East thought 
if it was correct and true, it was the 
greatest of all inventions, and that the 
inventor should be placed at the Head of 
the Government Astronomical Department 
at Washington, D. C.; in fact he wrote 
during two weeks or so forty-eight pages 
of foolscap, concerning this marvelous 
system of calculation and mechanism.

On account of its being made from cheap 
material, paper, we are able to furnish the 
Chart and Book for only $1.00, and we 
offer this as a premium to the first thousand 
subscribers to this our new Astronomical 
journal, entitled

Planets and P eople , 
which will be devoted to the education of 
the masses, in the Science of the Stars. 
The Grandest and Sublimest of all the 
sciences and studies known to man. If 
you wish to be one of the number to receive 
the premium, subscribe on receipt of this, 
for the first thousand subscribers will come 
quick, and after that we do not promise 
to give a premium, knowing that the 
journal will be cheap at the regular sub
scription price.

REGULAR PRICES
Planets and P eo ple , one year.... $2.00
The Astronomical Chart, with Book 

of Instruction.........................  1.00
Subscribe now and secure them both for 

only $2.00. It is an opportunity seldom 
met with to secure a valvable prize.

Address,
Planets and P eople ,
• 160 Jackson Street,

Chicago, 111.
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★  A ★
★ ★

. ADVANCE +
*  WEE K L Y *

★  *STAR REPORT ★
W  ------- AND--------  W

★  PROGNOSTICATION FOR THE FUTURE. ★

These advance weekly reports are intended to convey to the readers of this 
Journal something of great value that we think they ought to understand, con
cerning the magnetic influences exerted by the planets of our system upon the 
earth and its people from week to week. This must necessarily be a study of 
the deepest import, for it is only by giving the strictest attention to our feelings, 
emotions and daily desires, and comparing the same with the délinéations here
in given, that the truth may be realized. Some, however, are so sensitive that the 
movement and positions of different planets may be found by the peculiar sen
sations experienced through different parts of the system at different times, while 
others are so slow to respond to these vibrations that they would never know of 
a change, but for the scientific demonstration of the fact as shown by astro
nomical observation. It is said that “God created or fashioned man in His own 
image,” and this is so absolutely true that all who run may read, and know the 
divine relationship existing between the Finite and the Infinite, if  they will. 
Some may argue that such seeking is wrong, that we are subordinating Deity, 
that it is sacrilegious, that it is blasphemy to thus trace the secret movements of 
the Almighty: I f  this is true, why these admonitions: “Seek and ye shall find” ; 
“Knock and it shall be opened unto you” ; “Get wisdom” ; “Get understanding” ; 
“ For not one jot or title of the Law can be set aside, all must be fulfilled.” 
These reports are the result of seeking, the result of getting wisdom, the result 
of getting understanding. They are given in this illustrated manner that others 
may seek and find the divine and absolute in the relation of things, of being, of 
birth, life and death, and all things incident thereto, including religion, the duty 
of man to man, and the duty of man to God.

In considering these things as exemplified in the heavens, we would liken 
our solar system to an electrical machine with many batteries, all wired to the 
central orb, the Sun. In the use of electric appliances and currents, it is a well 
understood fact that any disturbance of one of said batteries will cause a like 
vibration in all the others. In like manner the planets of this planetary machine 
operate one upon another, their continuous movements forward in their orbits 
causing the changes in relative positions, producing the varied magnetic phenom
ena psychometrically felt and realized by the human magnets of the earth bat
tery. Every human organism, the evolution and material product of the earth, 
must necessarily partake of the magnetic quality of the earth,hence, is a magnet, 
and one of the magnets of this universal machine. A s a magnet, of course the



human body is less than a star, a planet or world, yet as an instrument for re
cording and repeating the vibrant messages from the other magnetic centers of 
the system, it is unsurpassed, for remember, it is the result of a long and careful 
process of transmutation from the grosser substances of which the earth as a 
magnet is composed, to the more refined and sensitised condition of substance, 
of not only brain and mind, but of soul as well. It is this refining process, the 
natural action of the divine attributes of Deity permeating and vivifying the 
dust, that has rendered man into the highest known hygrometer of the universe 
of God. Man in his ignorance tries to construct from gross matter a machine, 
an instrument for testing the attributes of his soul, for weighing and measuring 
the inner life and principle of things; but Nature, that is, God, has reared the 
structure, builded the machine, sensitised the instrument and made ready for the 
souls recognition of his handiwork, but he waiteth long and suffereth much (as 
we view it) for the pilgrims to see the hidden goal.
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H ELIO -CEN TRIC HOROSCOPE FOR JANUARY 1st, 1895.

January 1st, 1894, the following appeared in the delineation given for the 
year 1894: “ The new year begins under very unfavorable influences. The ruling 
Magnet for the week being Venus, indicates harmonious relations generally be
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tween Nations and People, but Saturn alone in the house of business affairs, in 
strong aspect to the earth at this time, deals a depressing influence upon the 
business interests of the people, upon the City, State and National proceedings, 
and holds with an iron grasp the minds of men to the idea that things are in 
an unsettled and unsafe condition. A s money is plenty, and produce in abun
dance lies in store, it shows that the cause of the financial unrest is purely mag
netic and mental. I flrmly declare it is the vibrant force of the planet Saturn 
acting upon the earth at the present time, polarized to the brain of man, and for 
no other reason have we cause to feel and believe that a panic is upon us.”

Now let us turn to the heavens and see how this great machine will operate 
during the year 1895:

The Horoscope for Jan. 1st shows the positions and relations of these mighty 
magnets as the new year is ushered in. W hat is meant by the new year is the 
fact that the earth begins a new journey about the sun from its perihelion point, 
that is, its nearest position to the sun occurs about Jan. 1st each year, hence, the 
point where the new year begins. The earth is in Cancer and moves toward Leo, 
going about the sun in 3G5j  ̂days when it again reaches the same degree in Can
cer Jan. 1st of the following year. The astrologers of the Middle A ges as well as 
of recent years, have based their calculations upon the apparent positions of the 
planets as viewed from the earth. Therefore, in order to enlighten our readers 
upon the astrological system and show the Geo-centric co-ordination with the 
Helio-centric forces, we will first consider the figure Geo-centrically. Supposing 
the day to begin at 12 o’clock midnight. A s we take our observation of the 
heavens for that hour on Jan. 1st, 1895, we find the sign Libra to be rising. This 
means that a right angle from a line extending from the center o f the sun to the 
center of the earth pointing eastward is in the direction of the sign Libra, and 
as the earth is turning upon its axis toward the east, of course the sign Libra 
will appear to be rising. This is considered the significant sign Geo-centrically. 
A fter showing the Geo-centric positions or relations of the planets each week it 
is our purpose to delineate the same according to our knowledge and not accord
ing to the set rules of astrology, many of which are erroneous. The main object 
is to show wherein the two systems agree. The sign Cancer is in the mid-heaven 
(directly overhead) and is a mental sign signifying positiveness, brain power, 
thought, perception, activity, that is, mental activity, intellect and mental pur
suits. This in reality is the important sign of the Horoscope, both Ilelio-centri- 
cally and Geo-centrically, because the mighty Jupiter is just entering the first 
degree and may be seen at 11 o’clock F . M. on the night of JDec. 31st, this year, 
directly overhead, a great, large and brilliant star. This mighty Jupiter, therefore, 
is the main and most influential magnet, not only the first week of January but 
for the greater part of the year. A t 12 o’clock, however, Jupiter will have fallen to 
the west fifteen degrees, indicating a careful proceedure in business matters, a 
slight holding back, but at the same time a greater impulse and desire on the part 
o f the people to push forward the business interests of the world. A s  there are no 
other planets in force Geo-centrically, as Neptune is some forty degrees to the 
west, going down as it were, and as Mars is nearing the western horizon also 
going down, Jupiter is really the indicator for the year. The House or sign of 
Libra iB second in significance, but is quite important at this time owing to the 
fact that it quadrates Cancer and Jupiter, and also from the fact that the Moon 
quadrates both the sign Libra and the planet Jupiter. A s  Libra is the house of 
business, commercial enterprise and physical attraction, all of these signs and 
indications are quite favorable to business the coming year. The balance of the 
planets are below the horizon Geo-centrically, hence their influence is less in pro-

24\
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portion than those delineated. Saturn and Uranus rise in the east about 3 P.M., 
Jan. 1st, while M ercury heralds the dawn of day at 6 A . M. or thereabouts. 
Mercury nearly in conjunction with the sun on the first day o f the year, rising at 
break o f day, means great activity in the world, and especially in business, for 
Mercury quadrates L ib ra  Ilelio-centrically, is in opposition to Jupiter and the 
earth, and in quadrature to the Moon, a combination for magnetic force arid 
power in business m atters that we have not experienced in a long time. A s 
Mercury governs the day and Jupiter the night it shows great activity during 
business hours, and deliberate calculation and preparation at other times. It is 
the season for Ju piter characters to take a hand in commercial enterprise and 
direct the m achinery o f the nation. Money roust rule under this aspect of the 
heavens, for the contending forces of the system are weak and availeth'but little 
when Jupiter is in position to govern. Venus, the magnet of harmony and ten
derness, rises about 8 A . M., Jan. 1st, is in opposition to the earth in quite a 
strong aspect, in effect w ith  Jupiter; therefore harmonious business and social 
relations w ill be the leading features in the doings of the year, which was im 
possible under the depressing m agnetic influences of the past two years. Higher 
and more potent are the powers that govern the destinies of nations than the 
mere enactm ents o f a few  privileged men. In ancient times the career of 
kings and the life  o f nations as well as races were foretold by the occult students 
of nature. The stars are still pulsating and leading the minds of men in all the 
affairs of life. A w ake, oh slumbering mortals, and turn unto the light!

P L A N E T A R Y  P H Y S I O L O G Y .

Persons who m agnetically co-ordinate w ith  this figure of the heavens, that is 
to say, those who were born when the planets or a portion of them were in a 
sim ilar position or relation to the earth, will be affected most by the magnetic 
vibrations from them  during the week, and to point out the nature of these 
influences in  advance and show their general effect should be a guide to the 
afflicted in controling their physical ailments. Those who are not afflicted will 
not care to burden their minds with the thoughts o f disease.

The prevailing disturbances o f the physical man will begin with lung diffi
culties, such as lung fever, pneumonia, congestion and pleurisy, to be followed 
by severe coughs for about tw o weeks, w ith headaches and also fever in the 
head, but these w ill not be serious. F or such ailments, according to the planets, 
the first th ing to do on arising in the morning is to drink, in honor of Mercury 
and Venus, some hot drink, say lemonade or even plain water, something hot, 
and for breakfast eat warm  corn bread and syrup. These are great heat gener
ators, but one should alw ays eat a good sized sour pickle the last thing, in order 
to clear the throat and acid ify  the remaining particles o f syrup, etc., that may 
have lodged in the alim entary canal. This breakfast also co-ordinates with the 
rising pulsations o f M ercury and Venus.

Considerable exercise should be taken from this time up to 1 P. M., when 
the usual warm m idday meal, w ithout pastry or sweets, may be eaten. The 
Moon for the first few  days o f January, suggests hot-slaw, pineapple, cran
berries, cooked tomatoes, baked beans, pease and such foods as ripen some 
distance above the ground. Mars suggests mustard, tea (for medicine only) and 
hot soup; a bean soup is best under this aspect. A s soon as the midday meal is 
over a treatment should be given the system in harmony with.the action of the 
Moon, and in cases o f congestion o f the lungs or lung fever, the proper thing to 
do is to place a w et towel first from hot then from cold water on the chest, 
allowing it to remain about fifteen minutes each wetting; this treatment will
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produce wonders from two to five o’clock, when if  it were done in the forenoon it 
would be a detriment; this applies until the moon is nearly at its full phase. 
Thus the planets signify times and places for all things.

A t 7 P.M. the proper hour arrives for such food as one may need at the 
close of the day. Boiled rice, cracked wheat, a few nuts, raisins or dates or some 
p*arched corn. The latter will assist in cutting out phlegmatic conditions and 
carrying off decayed substances difficult to dislodge; all of this is in honor of 
Jupiter in his present position. Just before retiring a good drink of cold water 
should be taken, for Neptune is in the lung sign. The back of the head, neck 
and shoulders down to the waist should be well covered in a way to prevent cir
culation of air about the spinal column. In severe cases a vapor bath should be 
taken before retiring.

In case of constipated condition of the bowels, which increases the danger 
with these ailments, take a dose of Rochelle or Epsom salts, the natural salts 
of the earth, about two A. M. The time is important.

By following these instructions the most obstinate cases of congestion may 
easily be controled and thrown off. There are so many aches and pains, however, 
that many will suffer with, that we cannot enter into a special explanation and 
suggestion for each, but as the disturbing cause is the same we would suggest a 
free use of acids, that is, of sours, also the cold drink on retiring, etc., as stated.

As we are made up and sustained by what we eat, coming issues will contain 
combinations of foods suitable to be taken into the system at a single m eal- 
combinations that will harmonize in the system.

L A B O R .

As Jupiter is the controling magnet of the year, and as he represents the 
money power, naturally the laboring people will receive great benefit through the 
quickened action of Jupiter characters who will launch out into speculation and 
business enterprises in a way that will surprise every one not acquainted with 
these effects. Labor as a movement, however, is not favorably operated upon 
by the Stars at this writing, and because of this lack of the right kind of backing, 
Labor Unions will gain more by keeping quiet than by pressing their claims. 
Their ruling star is afflicted, while the money kings have a clear and favorable 
outlook. Each have their periods of prosperity and depression, but as Jupiter is 
so much greater than any combination of other forces, he rules most, hence, is the 
greater power and ever will be.

The Horoscope of the year, therefore, is fraught with great promises of power 
and influence for good. This Journal, dated Jan. 1st, starts its life work under 
the above combination; we ask for no more favorable aspect for such an under
taking, for with all the favorable positions and aspects delineated, the additional 
evidence of Jupiter entering that quarter of the heavens designated as the quar
ter of wisdom, means much to those who are interested in educational matters, 
and is favorable to beginners in this particular field of work; especially so if of 
a business nature, where dealing with large numbers is necessary.

We have given the above delineation as applying to the year as well as to 
the week of Jan. 1st. We might say that as Venus will pass to a quadrature 
to Saturn and Uranus on Wednesday Jan. 3d, the inharmonious effect of that 
conj unction, especially upon the nervous system, will be greatly lessened. Those 
who are suddenly taken ill the first few days of the year and also during the last 
week in December, will change for the better as soon as Venus reaches this 
position. The difficulty will be principally in the heart, hence, the necessity of 
calmness and the avoidance of friction at this time.
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We will now pass to the second week in January and consider the indications 
for the week only. The reason we apply the previous Horoscope to the year is 
because the year starts under the aforesaid magnetic impulse, the same as a 
child at birth starts under a certain stamp, predestined, we might say, to be tints 
and so.

The reason these reports are given weekly is because the planets change in 
their magnetic relations on an average once in about seven days, making a 
weekly reading necessary to a full exposition of the law of planetary effects.

H E L IO -C E N T R IC  HOROSCOPE FOR J A N U A R Y  8 t h . 1895 .

Jan. 8th the above figure calls for our consideration. There are but 
slight changes in this Horoscope, from the one previously delineated. Mercury has 
passed into Capricornus in strong opposition to the Earth and Jupiter; the Moon 
to her full phase in Cancer, while Venus has crossed into the sign Aquarius. From 
a business standpoint the indications could not well be better—much better in 
fact than last week. Under this combination the minds of the business men will 
adjust themselves rapidly to the more promising future, and great preparations 
for the year will be made.

Like a gentle south breeze this magnetic wave from Jupiter steals over and
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into the unconscious mind of man and he is transformed from the Saturnalian 
mental state to the all-powerful and all-confident Jupiter business character; 
that is to say, the business of the land will be moved by those who co-ordinate 
with the above combination, while those who are controled by Saturn will be less 
forceful and active in the business world. It behooves everyone, therefore, to 
know to which magnets they are related, that they may govern their delibera
tions accordingly.

The health of the people generally will improve during the week, for the 
vibrations are quite harmonious in their action.

C H I L D R E N .

Children born under the above Horoscope of the heavens, will be Jupiter char
acters, having great mental power, with fluent-speech, and capacity for making 
wealth and accumulating a great amount of property. They will be clean cut, 
healthy and harmonious physically, but quick and somewhat impulsive mentally.

H E L I O - C E N T R I C  H O R O S C O P E  F O R  J A N U A R Y  15t h . 1 895 .

They will be best adapted to a business making quick returns, such for in
stance, as the commission business,and things of a somewhat speculative nature. 
They will be quick to realize results mentally, hence must have a business suited
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to the mental state, in order to satisfy the mind, which is the man. These 
characters will have large, full foreheads, full,round features, will seek for power 
and glory in physical life; they will be very dressy and will seek those in high 
places where wealth is the standard.

They will not care to travel or roam about to any extent, therefore will make 
good retail merchants where quick sales are made, that is, where large numbers 
come and go.

This applies more forcibly to the male sex than the female. At the same time 
females born at this time will have similar traits and will never suffer for the 
want of money, for it will surely come to them; if obliged to follow a business 
life they should never work for others.

J A N U A R Y  1 5 T H .

Jan. 15th, Mercury has passed to a conjunction with Venus in Aquarius in 
quadrature to the conjunction of Saturn and Uranus in Scorpio; and with the 
exception of the Moon, which has reached her last quarter, the magnetic relations 
are about the same as last week. The Earth it will be seen is now under the sole 
dominion of the mighty Jupiter, the star of hope, the star of power, the star of 
wealth. This is good, yes, very good for adjusting the affairs of the business 
world; and although not quite so active a wave as that of last week, still it is all- 
powerful for business. Improvement is sure, and not only that but a decidedly 
better time is at hand.

It will be seen that all of the planets are in conjunction; this is another 
strong indication of power and force both commercially and physiologically. 
The Moon being in Libra enhances the business situation also.

The emotional nature of those born in the vital quadrate will be aroused 
during the next five days, and the matrimonial market will be flooded with appli
cations for licenses, it being quite a favorable time for unions. The religious 
natures of the people as a whole will be intensified somewhat at this time and a 
greater impulse will be given to religious and spiritual work.

C H I L D R E N .

Quite an important change is indicated by this Horoscope in the nature of 
the characters to be bom during this week. While they will be J upiter people 
in every sense of the Star, instead of being impulsive and quick in perception and 
reasoning they will be very slow, deliberate and calm in demeanor and will re
quire much time to consider the simplest proposition. They will not be talk
ative but will be very reserved, calculating and careful. They will be capable in 
handling large deals that mature slowly; utterly unfit for a quick and active busi
ness. Large wholesale deals will suit them best. Money will come to them in 
large sums. Large manufacturing interests will attract them. They will invest 
freely in stocks and bonds of large corporations and naturally fall in line with 
those interested in such enterprises. They should be placed when quite young in 
large wholesale houses. I f  a female, a wholesale business is best as a business.

J A N U A R Y  2 2 0 .

Numerous changes have been brought about by th6 heavenly magnets since 
last Monday and the most important of them all is that of the Earth, which has 
passed into the house of Leo. While the commercial world generally is under 
the controling influence of Jupiter most of the year, the Earth itself will, for a 
short time, be magnetised by Uranus and Saturn, which will cause more or less 
unrest and ill health because of the powerful influence of Saturn in the vital
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H E L I O - C E N T R I C  H O R O S C O P E  F O R  J A N U A R Y  2 2 o .  1 8 9 5 .

quadrate of the universal scale upon the nerve centers and vital sections of the 
system. Because of this influence, the business of the world as a whole will not 
have as much attention as it had during the first three weeks of the year, hence 
the week’s financial and commercial reports will show a lull in commercial affairs 
from the effects of this physical depression. This will be slight, however, for the 
three good weeks to start with will continue their influence and keep the general 
trend of trade in the right line for progress.

Mercury and Venus, although still in conjunction, have both passed into the 
sign Pisces, quadrating Mars and Neptune, which have been in conjunction in 
Gemini since the first of the year. This is a spell of colds and coughs with a 
tendency toward the lungs, the head being free from disturbance of a serious 
nature. The circulation being impaired by Saturn, it is well to nip a cold in the 
bud and force it from the system before it  is too late. Immediately after break
fast is the time to apply hot and cold wet towels to the chest for best results in 
severe cases, for the Moon will help the drawing, while at other times later on in 
the day the opposite effect would be the result of the Moon’s action.
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C H I L D R E N .

The incarnated souls that start on life’s journey during the week will not be 
Jupiter characters, but instead will have a combination of Saturn and Uranus in 
their magnetic make-ups. This means spirituality, sensitiveness, high morality, 
great capacity for religious labors and a yearning for knowledge and light con
cerning the deeper mysteries of life. Some will call them visionary dreamers 
and cranks perhaps; at the same time the imaginative tendencies will make for 
them a world to live in which the Jupiter characters can never enter. These 
persons will not be strong physically hence should not be required to do heavy 
work. They will be workers, however, and should be employed continually at 
some light and easy work; books, stationary and art goods are best suited to their 
natures. They will make good artists, poets and instrumental musicians. They 
are not money makers and will not succeed in business undertakings.

H E L I O - C E N T R I C  H O R O S C O P E  F O R  J A N U A R Y  2 9 t h , 1895.

A s but a very slight change in the relations of the stars of our system has 
been produced since last Monday, the general reading for last week will apply 
to this, with this advantage in favor of the business outlook: The planet Mer-
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cury has passed to a quadratic aspect to the business magnet Jupiter, which will 
add zeal to business proceedings. Secret disorders or weaknesses will affect those 
born at this time somewhat, and the throat will have an irritating vibration that 
should be protected from the deleterious effect of confections and food dressings. 
A s  the appetite will be keen, the good things iso-called) will be the aggravators of 
the natural primal weakness, therefore the appetite must be governed in order to 
preserve health. These characters will be gifted with speech and will make good 
speakers, lecturers, preachers and teachers— that is, public teachers. They would 
not make good school teachers, however, for they lack in mathematical ability.

This week is not favorable to marriages, so it is well to postpone such pro
ceedings until a brighter day dawns and a more favorable aspect of the stars is 
brought about.

R E C A P I T U L A T I O N  F O R  T H E  M O N T H .

The first week in January, business good. Good time for Jupiter people to 
•embark in new enterprises. Prospects for some time very bright; health of the 
people generally quite good with the exception of colds, pneumonia, etc., as ex
plained. Fairly favorable for unions.

Second week still better for business and beginnings in all lines; very favor
able for improvements and the adjustment of the mind to the new era being 
launched upon us. Quite favorable for marriages, and it  is because a marriage 
t o w  under a good, harmonious magnetic current means a power for good in the 
fam ily relations. General health very good.

Third week, a week of deliberation and silent manoeuvering prepartory for 
important work during the year. Marriage slightly affected, with the inclination 
to wed intensified; w ait until next week, and even then the time will not be much 
•better, i f  any.

Fourth week, people will begin to talk  business and inquire into the meaning 
■ of the better feeling all around concerning the business situation. Business 
more active and speculation intensified. The month as a whole forebodes good 
and promises a year of commercial activity and thrift. A s  the people make the 
business it  is for them to respond to this magnetic shower and sow the seed of 
•confidence which has long remained hidden and stowed away.

S T O R M  S H E E T .

Weather Prophets are dealing with a very erratic substance, and to state just where a storm 
w ill rise, where it will culminate and the nature of the result, is absolutely beyond the calculations 
of men. The Earth is so small, the atmosphere is so elastic and subtle in its movements, and ex
tends to such a distance from the surface of the globe, that to figure the movements of a single 
storm or the result of a dozen atmospheric upheavals, is like figuring where a dozen pieces of cork, 
dropped in mid-ocean, will finally land upon the shores. It  is impossible. In a general way it is 
done, and the shrewd prophet mentions all kinds of weather every •day or two in his prognostication 
sheets, and. many are loud in praise of their accuracy. It  is much easier to find the magnetic 
storms that swoop down upon individual lives, yet most weather prophets ignore and deny that 
this is possible. There are strong indications of magnetic and electric conditions beginning the 
last week of December and continuing for about two weeks. This is the result of the passage of six 
planets over divisional lines, something most marvelous to occur in so short a period of time. This 
will cause a wonderful strain to be felt upon the Earth, as the Earth is one of the planets to make 
such transit. Storms of quite a severe nature will naturally result, and as the Earth turns upon 
her axis once In 24 hours, all parts of the Earth must feel this strain, and experience the atmospheric 
revolutions. As the liquid portions of the Earth will be agitated most, sea voyages should not bo 
taken during these transits. As it takes time for the settlement of such disturbance, the month as 
•a whole must necessarily be stormy. A future article with diagrams, will fully illustrate planetary 
influences upon the elements, and show why storms can not be definitely located in advance.
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T H E  O R A C L E .

Question. A. F. C.—Can the lines 
forming a five pointed star be divided 
into perfect right-angle triangles?

A nswer. N o.
Q. F. D. E.— If man is governed by 

planetary law, is he not predestined and 
foreordained to have a certain fixed ca
reer through life; and does this not mean 
that the Presbyterian doctrine is true, 
that some are foreordained to be 
damned while others are to be saved?

A. The law foreordaines. The law 
is infinite in duration. The law does 
not operate for three score and ten 
years and then cease to be. The law 
means progress, growth and fruition, 

and includes the repeated embodiment’s 
of souls in mortal form, therefore, the 
fact that a soul is predestined in one 
incarnation to trial and tribulation does 
not mean that a soul is foreordained to 
everlasting misery throughout eternity, 
as taught in the Presbyterian doctrine 
of faith. The Presbyterians ignore the 
fact of repeated expressions in matter, 
the law includes them all, hence the 
difference between the truth of foreor
dination and a false interpretation or 
limited perception of that truth.

Q. V . H.— Are the other planets of 
our solar-system inhabited?

A. A ll planets have periods in their 
cycles of formation fruition and decay, 
when life, that is, the physical expres
sion of life, is manifested. During 
such periods, material or physical phe
nomena is developed according to the 
magnetic condition of each, therefore, 
planets in our system, have, or will pass 
through such expression. Our Moon 
has evidently passed the stage of phy
sical glory, while Venus is young in 
expression, Mercury still younger and 
as Neptune is very, very old, the con
ditions necessary to what corresponds 
to our highest life must have existed 
ages upon ages since. No doubt a 
number of planets are in a condition 
for the higher expressions of soul-life. 
This can not be proven to mortals, but 
one may know the truth by knowing

the law of planetary formation and 
developement.

Q. J. M —How can I tell a person 
anything by your system when I have 
no date. Can find the date of birth in 
in any way ?

A. It is necessary to have the date 
within a day or two to tell anything 
about a persons horoscope, the nearer 
the time of birth the more accurate will 
be the delineation. There is no way 
of finding the date and hour of birth, 
absolutely. It may be calculated very 
closely by an expert who can read the 
lines of the face clearly, but there is no 
absolute evidence to be had upon this 
particular point from the stars.

Q. N. 13. C., Hartford, Conn.—“How 
can both of these systems be true?” 
Meaning, of course, the Geo-centric 
and Helio-centric.

A. The Geo centric system is to the 
Helio-centric system, as the Hypote- 
neuse of a right-angle triangle is to the 
Base and Perpendicular. As right- 
angles of 90° distance are more po
tent than those of sextile, trine or by
quadrature, so the influence from any 
planet is greater when traced to the 
Sun over the Base or Perpendicular, 
than when it is figured merely in refer
ence to the Hypoteneuse. In other 
words, the relation of the planets to the 
Sun, is never that of the Hypoteneuse, 
while the relations of planets to planets 
or planets to the earth, is always that 
of the Hypoteneuse. The main mag
netic forces therefore, are found by the 
Helio centric system, while many of 
the minor manifestations resulting 
from the same, are traced easily by the 
Geo centric rules. The one fits the 
other, when properly understood.

Q. D. R. Higbie M. D., West Branch. 
—Do you know anything about Vulcan, 
and do the planets produce our varied 
weather.

A. There is no doubt many bodies 
revolving in the immediate vicinity of 
the Sun, but owing to the intensity of 
the Sun’s rays, it is impossible to dis
tinguish clearly any one of them.
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They all have their influence, the Plan
etoids even, between Mars and Jupiter, 
have an effect magnetically, upon the 
Earth and its people, but owing to lim
ited forces produced by those bodies in 
comparison with the regular planets, so 
called, of our system, they can not be 
figured upon. It is like comparing the 
weight of a cobble-stone with that of a 
mountain. The weather of the Earth 
as a whole, is unquestionably, the re
sult of the magnetic changes produced 
by the planets, but the nearest ap
proach to locating the same for any 
particular day, will be by countries or 
continents. When it comes to states, 
it is only possible by the aid of Tele
graphy, and even then, it is very close 
and complex work. About the easiest 
way to determine the weather for a 
certain locality, is to sit down quietly 
and guess at it. Y ou  may guess 
wrong, but you stand the same chance 
of guessing right.

Q. Dr. N. II. E., Rock Island. How 
are we to find the specific dates of suc
cess for individuals, by the aspects of 
planets on the date of the question, or 
by their Horoscope at birth ?

A . It is necessary to take both of 
these dates into consideration, and 
then, the fulfillment of such finding 
depends so much on other people, that 
to state the exact days- a peson will 
meet with success, is practically im
possible. The magnetic condition of 
an individual may be found for any 
dute, and his or her condition may be 
favorable for business proceedings, in 
which case success is more easily at
tained, especially if  it depends mostly 
upon that person. It is the individual 
state that may be determined magnet
ically, all other deductions are approxi
mate only. Often right, and as often 
wrong.

AN ALIEN.
A man without a country is he who is born 
In a nation where from him hiB birthright is 

torn
By a law that deprives him of land or of leave 
To earn what the sweat of his brow should 

receive.
Charles W. Stevenson.

H E A L T H  D E P A R T M E N T .

Physical life originates from a fluid. 
By the circulation of fluids, physical 
bodies are formed, increased and sup
ported. One of these life-giving fluids 
is the blood.

The body is constantly subject to two 
distinct processes, viz: decomposition 
and re-organization. Re-organization 
is affected by the blood, which, flowing 
from the heart through the arteries, 
supplies the waste of the system, by 
restoring decayed parts. The blood in 
its return to the heart through the 
veins, brings with it those particles, 
which have become deleterious through 
decomposition. The thinest. portion of 
these deleterious particles pass from 
the body through the skin, in the shape 
of perspiration; but the grosser parti
cles, that is, the more densely related 
particles, are discharged through the 
excretaries into the bowels. A  want of 
proper action in these natural drains, 
is the primary physical cause of all 
diseeses; the first physical Symptom. 
I f  the natural outlets are closed, the 
decayed particles or morbid humors, 
must either be retained in the blood, or 
laid down somewhere within the body. 
The particular kind of disease which 
shall ensue, depends altogether on the 
part wherein these morbid humors may 
finally be lodged. The same humor, 
which, when lodged in the liver, causes 
bilious complaints, would, i f  lodged in 
the lungs, cause consumption, or, i f  in 
the membrane and muscles, rheuma
tism.

The Magnetic Forces charging a hu
man organism at birth, determine 
where the circulation, activity and har
mony, is lacking, and it is in that part 
of the system thus afflicted, that the 
decaying particles will surely lodge 
Therefore, the stars cause the vibra
tions of our bodies, and by the stars, 
and by the stars alone, can we diagnose 
disease correctly.

The Law and the Prophets, pp. 150.
We are made up from what we eat,
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and the amount and kind of deleterious 
substance lodged in the system, is the 
result of the food we take in combina
tions that do not harmonize and blend 
with each other. Now to remedy the 
evil of bad mixtures, this department 
is devoted. Combinations of foods 
with potent life forces are given below, 
and as variety is the spice of life, it is 
well to change from one combination 
to another, from meal to meal. This 
will give greater enjoyment and satis
faction in living, hence, greater har
mony and health to the system.

A n excellent combination of foods 
for breakfast, especially for those hav
ing physical laber to perform is:

No. 1.
1. — A n orange.
2. — Corn Bread with Cranberry-sauce, 

Baked Apples, or Maple Syrup. I f  the 
latter is used, a sour Pickle should be 
eaten afterwards.

3. — Baked Potatoes may be added to 
the above and is excellent food for 
those who labor in the open air.

The Orange eaten at first starts into 
action the saliva glands, and causes 
them to respond more freely than they 
would i f  no tart fluid were taken. Most 
any kind of fruit will have a similar 
effct, but the juice of an orange is one 
of the best. The corn bread is a heat 
producing compound, and produces 
magnetic strength, hence, supplies 
freely the waste resulting from physi
cal labor. The sauce assists the diges
tion . The syrup is both heat producing 
and when sufficiently acidified by sours, 
also aids digestion.

No. 2.
1. —Fruit. That is, a little fruit of 

some kind.
2. — Baked or Boiled Potatoes, with 

Bananas. This may seem to some a 
crazy combination, but try it and you 
will be surprised.

3. — A  good piece of toast with some 
warm drink. Hot water is supposed to 
be the best. Coffee will do for those 
who are able to take care of it, without 
harm to themselves.

No. 3.
1. —Fruit in season.
2. — Oatmeal, Graham or wafer Crack- 

ers, with Olives, Mustard Pickles, and 
a little Cheese. A  few Raisins, Nuts, 
or Figs make a good desert.

No. 4.
1. —An Apple, or a part of one.
2. —Cracked Wheat, Oat Meal, Boiled 

Rice, with plain milk, or salt. Salt 
alone is best.

3. —Some warm drink is desirable 
afterwards, especially if milk is used 
with cereals.

Many peeple are so constituted that 
they run to brains, as it were, hence 
need that kind of rood that polarizes its 
force to other sections of the system 
while others are weak mentally and re-’ 
quire food, which will give more poten
cy to the thought and will power. Be
cause of these different conditions in 
human life, it is necessary to know 
ones own magnetic strength, or state, 
in order to select wisely, and use in
telligently natures vast category of 
nutriments, in building up of the 
wastes of the physical man. Many 
will be wrought up severely, physically, 
if they change suddenly from their ac
customed habits and adopt the above 
combinations. They should do so with 
moderation at first, and bring about 
the needed revolution in their anatomy 
by degrees.

A ll foods have polarization of forces 
hence, the necessity of understanding 
the combinations which harmonize. A  
future article on foods and their poten
cies will explain what is meant by 
polarization, in this connection. Com
ing numbers will contain combinations 
for Dinners and Suppers or Lunches. 
Most of the Lunches used at the 
present time are disease germ propa
gators, unfit for the human stomach.

Space in this number only admits of 
a mere suggestion of what this depart
ment will be. Recipes for a thousand 
and one dishes will be given from time 
to time. All of which will lead to a more 
simple and healthy method of living.
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HELIO-CENTRIC EPHEMERIS FOR 1895.

PERIHELION AND APHELION POINTS OF THE PLANETS.
Mercury Perhelion 15 degrees n, Aphelion 15 degrees /
V enus a 9 66 SI 66 9 66 A t *

Earth u 10 66 25 66 10 66 s
Mars u 3 66 66 3 66

Jupiter a 12 66 V
66 12 66 -/V.

Saturn u 1 66 25 66 1 66 V
U ranus u 20 66 "K 66 20 66 VTV

N eptune 66 Id 66 8 66 16 66 «1
Perihelion means, when the planets are nearest to the Sun in their orbits. Aphelion means 

farthest from the Sun. For complete Ephemeris, Past, Present and Future, see Play of the Planets, Price, $1.00
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Educational Specialties
T O  A S S I S T  IN T H E S E  S T U D I E S .

Rubber Stamps for stamping Zodiac............................... .............................................. $0.50
Zodiac Blanks, 4x6 inches, per 100...... ................................................................... . .30

“  “  8x10  inches, bond paper, per 100.........................................................  1.00
These are better than Rubber Stamps. Sent by mail postpaid.

PLA N E T A R IU M S
For keeping daily positions o f the Planets, including 

full set o f Planets.

Style O — Cloth, made to roll, 13x16 inches.............................................................. ....$1.00
“  1 — Cloth, framed...... : 14x18 “  ................................................................... 2.00
“  2 —Satin, framed....... 14x18 “  ............................................ .....................  2.50
« 3 — Wall, for Halls_40x50 “  to roll......................................................  8.00

ZODIAC TAB LES .
A —Painted SigDs and Circles.............. .......... 28 inches... ..............$ 6.00
B —Solid Oak, carved top. plain......... .........28 “  ... ............. . 10.00
C —  “  “  “  “  fancy.......... ..........28 “ ............... 15 00
D —Mahogany “  “  plain.......... ......... .28 “ ..............  20.00
E —  “  “  “  fancy.......... .......... 28 “  ...

Sent by Express on receipt o f price.

F A N C Y  PLA NE TS .
The Eight Planets and Moon in their respective  co lors and 

com parative sizes intended fo r  Tab le  use.

Style X —Wood, painted in colors. .............................................................................. $ 2.00
By M ail.

“  Y — MetaL heavy, painted in colore.......... ......................................................... 3.00
“  Z —Fancy Glass, in colors..... ............................................................. ...............  10.00

By Express.

ASTRO NO M ICAL EM BLEM S.
(n r pa c k s . )

Style 5 2 —Good quality........................................................................... .......... $0.20
“  5 0 —Extra quality........................ ................................................................. 60
“  4 8 —Superfine Linen......................... ........ .................. ................... 1.50

PA T E N T E D  CH ARTS.
The Play of the Planets, primary............................................................ ........... $ 1.00

“  “  “  with new book...........     5.00
“  “  “  illustrated, 5x7 feet. .............................. ............—  25.00
“  “  “  complete, 4x6 “  ............... ......... ............................. 50.00

The two latter are intended for lecturers and Teachers. Sent crated by Express.

We furnish any of the above articles direct, believing that many are seeking for 
just such helps in their occult studies.

Aooscss P L A N E TS  A N D  PEOPLE.
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CARDS.
THE LEDGER OF ABTROXOMT.

There seems to be a growing interest 
in the minds of many people, especially 
such minds as are delving into the occult 
and veiled secrets of Mystic Brotherhoods, 
concerning cards Playing cards. Cards 
are one o f the mysteries which history 
fails to unlock. They seem to be of snch 
remote and distant origin, that history 
does not reach the period in man’s career 
when they were designed and constructed. 
In fact there is no authentic record ex
tant that throws any light upon the sub
ject.

The same applies to the origin of 
weights and measures, for they, too, are of 
such early origin, that no human record, 
save the absoluteness o f their powers and 
relations to things of the present, conveyed 
to us through the generations o f men. 
give any clue or evidence that they had a 
beginning. Is i t  not a strange as well as a 
most marvelous fact that this is so? Who 
were they who thus sought to symbolize 
the doings of the day? They convey to us 
the idea, at least, that a high civilization

must have existed when they were con
structed, for they bear evidence of Kings 
and Queens, as well as common people. 
They seem to have been preserved down 
through the ages by the wandering tribes 
that strayed, or were driven from oriental 
lands, the Gypsies of our present time be
ing one of the more enduring of those 
tribes. They have used cards in their 
fortnne-telling maneuvers for centuries, 
and are still doing so, and a band of Gyp
sies camping in the outskirts of a small 
city will, with cards alone, call out the en
tire populace most, and paralyze the 
senses of most of them by demonstrations 
which do not seem to be entirely of earthly 
origin.

There is scarcely a home on the Earth,
that has no place fcir (ear:da, and even if
they are objected to by Olue of tine house*
hold, and burned or ot! rwise stroyed-
there comes a time iistUilll j  when it is re-
gretted. for there ttee i to be ia sacred
fascination for them UK1 althooj£h there
seems to be no outw•ard 1Force or impulse
to thus bold and reviere: tljiem, stilll there is
that inner consciouitn<*0 that misets and
recognizes the symboilsm they hare hid*
den within them, and iin thin occn it way
they are preserved and banded down the
ages, waiting for the ti[me whien their
deeper significance may be knoiwn and
realized.

Probably the games with cards are 
played a thousand times more frequently 
than all other games put together, in this 
country at least, which is very good evi
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dence that the cards have a very powerful 
hold upon the minds of the people.

That they are used for bad purposes 
and are put to base and vile scheming for 
gain, is not an indication of evil existing 
in the cards themselves. I f  we should 
carry our investigation very far we would 
find that not only the Gypsies and other 
natural gamblers are devoted to the cards, 
hut that hundreds and thousands of well- 
to-do people make it a point to consult 
their emblematic pages, for advice and 
counsel in matters of every day life; in 
fact we know of some whose staff of life 
is a pack of cards, on which they lean in
cessantly, and to deprive them of the sup
port they receive, by virtue of their occult 
attraction, would he to make life misera
ble and lonely.

Concerning the origin of cards we quote 
from The Mystic Test Book, by Olney H. 
Richmond of this city.

‘“ Reader do not be misled by the so- 
called occult works upon the subject. 
They are very numerous and quote and 
requote from each other, but it is the old 
story of ‘the blind leading the blind’, etc. 
The Egyptians were not the originators of 
the sacred Test Book. The only people 
that were ever so situated as to possess the 
knowledge and requirements necessary for 
such a work, liv^d long anterior to the 
Egyptians. That nation was the Atlan- 
teans. This Test Book was the crystaliza- 
tion of ages upon ages of observations of 
the stars and planets, coupled with obser
vations of the actions of .mankind, as 
known in that day.”

A BOOK OF SYMBOLS.

We quote farther from the same work: 
“ Any book written in a language other 
than symbolic, must in the course of time 
become nearly non-understandable through 
changes of language and meaning of words, 
to say nothing of loss from translations, 
etc. But symbols are the same in all 
tongues and among all peoples. The Gei 
man maiden understands the meaning of 
a kiss and gives it the same interpretation 
as doeB the English or Spanish maiden. 
Thus the heart is an emblem of love the 
world over. The Ancient Magi understood |

this principle, and they also understood 
the deeper hidden principle that underlies 
all symbolism, that is, that there is a 
sp ir it fo rce  back of everything that 
exists; that the spirit force or astral light 
of a symbolio thing, becomes a fixed  
p rin cip le  through the mind and spirit 
force of man acting upon it for ages and 
ages. * * * * *

“ Emblems appealing to the eye have 
more power, because they appeal by a 
higher vibration.” * * *

“ A t the very foundation of all symbolism 
lie mathematics and geometry. In fact 
the universe itself is built up from the 
smallest particle seen under the compound 
microscope, to the largest Sun or even 
Nebula, on exact, geometrical and mathe
matical principles.”

We quote the above from one who has 
ca’led attention within the past four years 
(4) to the symbolism in cards, and gives 
through demonstrations therewith, proof 
of a knowledge concerning their occult 
nature, that very few are able to grasp 
and understand.

That the cards are astronomical symbols 
is quite plain to be seen when a little 
thought is given to their arrangement, or ap
plication to the twelve signs of the Zodiac.. 
In the same work the following illustra
tion appears, which we are permitted to 
use, and which clearly demonstrates their 
astronomical character. I t  will be seen 
that they just fit the twelve signs, and 
when their mathematical values are under
stood it  w ill be found that they number 
the degrees of a circle, the days of the 
year, and in fact all divisions of time.

They begin even with seconds of time 
and have recorded upon their leaves all of 
the movements of the Earth upon its axis, 
as well as its passage about the Sun, and 
marks off the degrees, minutes and 
seconds, hours, days, weeks, months and 
years, as well as the movements and rela
tions of all the other bodies in our solar 
system, that is the seven other planets.

They not only show all of their move
ments, but their magnetic forces at all 
angles of polarity, in all of the complex 
and varied states and seasons which the
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years produce are also revealed to the 
deep student who penetrates deeply into 
their mystic meanings.

This alone seems most marvelous, and 
nigh unto an impossibility, but when we 
come to question farther and find they not 
only do all of these things correctly and 
absolutely from a mathematical standpoint, 
but that they also contain a complete rec
ord of the anatomy of the human race, 
showing in clear and distinct terms or 
signs, every emotion, impulse, desire and 
possibility of each and every individual, 
and reveals the relation that each one 
bears to the mighty forces of the Sun and 
planets, it  begins to dawn upon the mind 
that we are living in an age of too much 
printing press, too voluminous speech, and 
too little wisdom.

Is it  any wonder then that cards are 
looked upon with suspicion by the ignorant 
and bigoted? Is it  any wonder that tribes 
of people all down through the ages, have 
kept them intact and that today they are 
in every household throughout the land?

From whence came this sacred record, 
where is the starting p o in t of its reveal - 
ments? How is it related to the anatomy 
of man? Let us take a dive into the abyss 
of the past, o f the soul's record of pre
historic times, and see if  we can reach the 
beginning, or the connecting link that con
nects the system of cards with the system 
of man.

As we again reach the point where 
reason meets the spirit of truth that 
comes from the sacred precincts of the 
holy of holies, we realize that the average 
heart beats of the human race are sixty  
to the minute. That the human race is 
related to time and eternity by the heart 
beats of their physical centers. With this 
as a starting point time becomes not only 
a measurement of planetary movemets but 
also of human movements, and he who is 
the nearest to this harmonious and healthy 
beat of sixty per minute is nearest to the 
universal harmonies.

Those ancient wise men, understood 
first, themselves. The anatomy of man 
was the primal study, and it was from the 
heart throbs of their kind that they found

the connecting link or starting point in 
reaching out and mathematically adjusting 
surrounding phenomena to themselves.

God made man in his own image and 
revealed the fact to man through the or
ganism of man, therefore, to know man is 
to know God.

“ Seek and ye shall find.” “ Knock and 
it shall be opened unto you.” These ad
monitions have a very deep occult mean
ing, for by such method alone is it possi
ble to know TRUTH,— know MAN,—  
know GOD.

In the early ages of this planet Earth, 
when human beings began to take obser
vations of life and its manifestations, 
through the highest types of expression, it  
was a period in the experiences of human 
kind when physical strength alone ruled 
the affairs of a people. In those days nu
merous and frequent wars caused much 
loss of life, hence furnished many subjects 
for the student of nature to dissect. The 
student observed that a single blow rightly 
administered to another would end his 
mortal career, and he sought by tearing 
the flesh and bones apart to find the secret, 
the life, the inner power that was so 
easily disposed of. Many have sought in 
like manner since— all have failed to find 
the organizing principle, for it abideth not 

| in a corpse.
Those early students of man, however, 

did find the brain, the nerves, the lungs,' 
the heart, the stomach, and other sections 
and parts of the physical man, and in 
their persistent search of the Soul— the- 
Life,— they became familiar to the vital 
sections of the organism. It was custom
ary to dispose of those who were diseased 
and unfit to bear the burdens of life, and 
such diseased organisms were also studied’ 
for the purpose of finding out the cause of 
same, and in every instance they found 
one of the vital sectional parts of the sys
tem in a state of decay. These were, 
symptoms which became known to the few,, 
who were considered the all-knowing 
ones. The causes were not as yet. 
dreamed of.
WOMAN THE FIRST OCCULT ASTRONOMER. 

The moon being the largest appearing-
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body in the heavens, and changing its 
phases regularly, caused the observers of 
nature to keep tally upon its operations. 
Some woman soon discovered that a cer
tain tally or record, which was no doubt 
made by placing, sticks or stones of d if
ferent shapes and sizes always, in a row, 
signified a functional period in her life. 
This one observation opened up for the 
first time to m n the fact that the moon 
has a certain power over the express'ons 
of their kind. It was observed that when 
woman conceived, the records showed 
just nine tallys of the moon’s rev' lutions 
before the birth of the child. This was 
another revelation, and the digits of 
mathemat cs thus originated— nine ex- 
pressng the advent of man. With these 
nine digits mathematics express not only 
man, but the rela ion he bears to the uni
verse, for by universal law the digits were 
der ved. They are based upon the uni
versal principle.

For a long peri id the observations of 
the moon was carried on for farther dem

onstrations of its influence upon the phys
ical bodies of men, but the cause of 
disease was not discovered until years 
after. Other planets than the moon were 
studied, and records made of their move
ments before the real truth concerning 
physical disturbances was known. And 
as tame and space do not admit of more 
detail, I  will say that it  was finally found 
and proven that the planet Sa*um was the 
disorganizer of the flesh and vital sections 
of human bodies.

Those ancient naturalists found there 
were nine sections in the anatomy of man 
which were subject to a disease, viz: the 
brain, nerves, lungs, chest, heart, stomach, 
bowels, secrets and limbs. To reach these 
different parts and sections and treat them 
successfully when disordered was the aim 
and ambition of the medicine man. The 
vegetable kingdom offered every known 
variety of roots and herbs, which were 
experimented with in.the treatment of the 
sick. They found that a medicine that 
would have the desired effect upon a
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patient at one time would not be beneficial 
with the same person at another time. 
They also learned that what was good for 
one person was not good for another, 
although the symptoms were the same. 
(Our present systems are in that stage 
today). This led to deeper study and 
investigation, resulting in the discovery 
o f the magnetic relations of plant and 
mind as well as human and animal life to 
solar or planetary lif e. "With this achieve
ment came the alchemist of old, express
in g  a culmination in the intellectual pro
gress of the world. A  cycle in the aeons 
o f eternity.

The treatment of the sick thus became 
a  science, and the BREEDING, and I 
Want to emphasize this unthought of 
word breeding in the affairs of man, of 
human beings with knowledge of the law, 
which is God, produced races of people 
far in advance physically of anything 
dreamed of at the present time. Grecian 
and Roman civilization furnish evidence 
o f the wise and judicious breeding of a 
people.

Those ancient As* ronomers and Alchem
ists star.ed institutions of learning in 
order to instruct those who were adapted 
to such lines, in the arts and sciences of 
their time, and thus arose the secret 
orders of the East. In those secret cham
bers, in the Holy of Holies, the soul of 
man was at last revealed, by the angels, 
who dwelt not far aw.:y.

It was not long afterwards that the 
crude records which kept in tact the ex
periences and learning of those times, 
were improved npon and more fully ex
emplified, and after thousands o f years of 
study by souls devoting hundreds o f incar
nations to the laborious work of arranging 
and co-ordinating principles and powers, 
that the accounts were finally posted up 
and a trial balance struck which showed 
the absolute correctness of the record. 
This was finally, beautifully cut in ivory, 
and an account of the centuries of time 
consumed in producing such a result, they 
were very justly held from the vulgar gaze, 
and considered too sacred and holy to be 
handled even, except by those who under

stood and were in possession of certain 
knowledge which at the present day is 
still in the keeping of a few of those old, 
old souls who took part in the laborious 
work necessary to such a production. 
This knowledge of which we write is given 
to the world; neither can it be given be
cause it is a point to be reached by attain
ment alone The way is open to all, and 
every help possible will be given to those 
who strive for the higher goal, but no one 
can lift another up there and hold them. 
It can only be reached through the same 
methods employed ten thousand years 
ago, namely, patient laborious research, 
and application to the study and elucida
tion of the eternal principles of things.

In conclusion we would say, the cards 
contain the secrets of life and death in 
symbolism, also a system of mathematics 
which reveal more true scientific data for 
the exemplification of the laws of God. 
that is the eternal laws of nature of being, 
than can be found anywhere else upon the 
globe, and not only the material signifi
cance of numbers are therein revealed, 
hut the spirit of mathematics is also in
cluded in the system, which, when ap
plied to an individual, measures and 
weighs the very soul of his being. Cards 
were used by the ancients, the Magi, for 
testing the minds and souls of men. They 
are used by the Magi t iday for the same 
purpose.

In the hands of a master the cards are 
the epitomization of universal wisdom. 
Mathematically and Geometrically, they 
are the Ledger of Astronomy.

‘ “Gwendoline, darling, do you love me?” 
‘ “Have you satisfied my father with 

regard to your social and financial stand
ing?”

“ I have.”
“ And I  am to have the elegant estab

lishment yon promised?”
“ You are.”
“ Horses, carriages, diamonds, and so 

forth?”
“ Everything. ”
“ Then I do love you, Reginald.”

—New York Press.
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HOROSCOPES.

HOW TO MAKE THEM.

The word horoscope signifies plane* 
tary relations or aspects for a given 
time. Some may argue that a horo
scope is a figure of the heavens as ob
served from the Earth at any time, but 
this would never reveal more than one 
half of the phenomena of the heavens 
or of our solar system, hence,a horoscope 
is a mathematical figure, showing the 
positions and relations of the planets 
of our solar system at any time, regard
less of the appearance of the heavens. 
As applied to individual lives a horo
scope is a mathematical figure or dia
gram called the zodiac, having the plan
ets represented in the proper signs 
thereof, at the time of birth.

A s our system of education is based 
upon the fact that the Sun is the larg
est as well as the parent body in our 
system, hence, must, according to the 
inherent law of material bodies be the 
center of attraction, we will endeavor 
to explain what is best, and most reas
onable to be expected in what is called 
a delineation. That is, th£ best way 
in which to safe up and exemplify the 
law of being. We deem this necessaip 
from the fact that much has been 
written by those who care more for 
quantity than they do for quality, so 
much in fact that belittles, degrades 
and stifles the true science, that the 
people generally who are somewhat 
familiar with the subject of Astrology 
really believe that it is possible for one 
versed in this science, to actually tell 
the experiences and career of a past in
carnation. Some of these voluminous , 1 m m
writers give in connection with their 
delineations pages upon pages of refer
ences, quotations and repetitions, the 
object, no doubt, being to startle and 
mystify those who seek for light and 
knowledge.

IIOW TO PfcOCEED.

In the first place the calculation 
should be made for date of birth and 
the horoscope drawn. This is the figure

head, from which all deductions should 
be made. I f  an educational lesson is 
desirable, the positions and general sig
nificance of the planets may be written, 
which should be so worded as to state 
in simple terms the general nature and 
peculiarities of the one for whom it is 
intended.

In the second place, a physiological 
judgment should be given, embracing 
anatomy and physiognomy, together 
with the phrenological characteristics.

In this feature of the work, diseases, 
if  of such a nature as would require 
attention and diagnosis, should be ex
plained and rules laid down, by which 
a person may successfully treat the ail
ment, whatever it may be. Therefore, 
to become a horoscopist it is necessary 
first to enter into this study with a 
view of mastering planetary physi- 
ology, phrenology and anatomy, for the 
day is not far distant, when this sys
tem of treating the sick will be uni
versal.

Those who enter the study now with 
deep and pure motives, little dream of 
the position they will occupy before the 
world at no distant day, for “the har
vest is abundant and the laborers are 
few.”

A fter the above features of the work 
are properly elucidated, special fea
tures, such as business qualifications 
may be given with benefit. Times and 
seasons, when a person will be in the 
best magnetic trim for operating suc
cessfully in business undertakings, the 
arranging of partnerships, the most 

! favorable times for entering the mar
riage relation, and for those who can 
afford to know by this science in 
advance, the adaptability of their 
chosen ones to themselves, whether as 
business-partners or life-partners, are 
important to know and understand 
before it is too late.

This covers th e. usefulness of this 
science at the present stage of 1 he peo
ple’s progress. To go into the trials and 
tribulations which are the natural ex
periences of all, is to engender before
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hand in the mind of a client the latent 
quality that will bring about such ex
periences.

This should be left undisturbed, for 
the more these qualities are aroused 
the greater the difficulties will be. The 
good in this science means to point the 
way for improvement, not to gratify 
idle curiosity by telling certain things 
which may or may not occur, and as 
far as a past incarnation is concerned, 
it cuts very little figure whether a man 
is a re-incarnated Egyptian jackass 
rider, or the more or less exalted soul 
o f Napoleon Bonaparte, or whether he 
was once John the Baptist, or king of 
the Cannibal Islands.

W hat is he now? What are liis 
powers, forces, qualities and possibili
ties now? These are the legitimate 
questions to be answered by the science 
o f the stars, and they must be handled 
upon this mundane plane. It may be 
gratifying to some to have some char
latan tell them they were once the 
Queen of Atlantan, female, and at an
other time a Roman General, male, and 
that they have zigzagged down through 
the centuries in the forms of horses, 
dogs, generals, queens, cats, orangs, 
pirates and saints, and at last have now 
reached that high estate of American 
citizenship, under the environment of 
Uranus which gives high spirituality, 
because it necessitates the daily doing 
for the daily bread. These wanderings 
from the true science o f the stars are 
for those who feast on fairy tales, but 
are no good to those who are seeking 
for the truth concerning these things. 
A  sample horoscope will be given in 
No. 3.

A  horoscope proper pertains to the 
physical man, and its usefulness is as 
the intelligence of its possessor. It 
must be rendered into an intellectual 
possession in order to get the full bene
fit of its deeper import. To make it 
such requires study and application of 
the principles or laws as explained. 
That is, one must observe the influences 
or effects of the changes produced by

the movements of the planets as they 
apply to himself. This needs as close 
attention as the observations necessary 
to calculate and determine an eclipse. 
In fact the principle is the same so far 
as finding out and knowing the truth 
concerning the law of both planetary 
and human life. In what is called 
Horary Astrology, that is, questioning 
the stars at any given time for the pur
pose of determining what is best to do 
in business, social and personal mat
ters, the positions of the planets are 
taken at the time the question is asked, 
and by referring to the Horoscope of 
the questioner at birth, the relation of 
the two figures disclose certain marked 
or strong influences which have a 
special bearing upon the questioner. 
By this means many questions may be 
answered, but owing to the fact that 
few people know when they are born, 
there are as many incorrect answers as 
there are correct ones, and for this 
reason: Very few Astrologers have
the wisdom to keep within the meaning 
and authority afforded them by this 
science. They are so anxious to an
swer every detail in personal matters 
that their systems of direction is being 
extended all the time, with a view of 
covering every conceivable point, every 
movement, every transaction that 
comes up in a human life. This is too 
intricate a matter to enter into, and 
failure ever has and must result often 
in such undertakings. Excuses are 
brought into play by the hundreds to 
get around the failures resulting from 
such practices. This brings the real 
science of the stars into disrepute and 
lowers the standard of those devoted to 
the study. It is this charlatanism that 
causes many people to look down upon 
those who would place such knowledge 
before the world as will make the 
human race, as a whole, an entirely new 
race. The world needs the true and 
useful knowledge which this science 
affords, but it must not be garbled and 
mixed with erroneous ideas and im
possible theories.
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A S TR O N O M Y  LE S S O N  NO. TW O .

Question. What is a Zodiac?
A nswer. A Zodiac is a diagram representing the polar 

relations of planets to the Sun.
Q. How is the figure or diagram constructed?
A. By means of a circle divided into 360 degrees, in the 

center of which is placed the Sun, with lines extending from 
this center to the circumference of said circle, dividing the 
same into twelve equal parts, called houses or signs, and 
called the twelve signs of the Zodiac.

Q. Is there more than one kind of Zodiac?
A. Yes; there are two kinds. One is a Geocentric Zodiac, 

which is drawn with the Barth on which we live as the center, 
or point of observation. Geo means from the Barth. SI The 
other is called Heliocentric, Helio meaning the Sun, and is 
constructed as first explained. .

Q. What relation do they bear to each other in astronom
ical calculation?

A. They bear this relation: That no matter where the 
Barth may be at any given time, the Sun is .in the sign oppo
site the one the Barth is in, when considered from either stand
point, but with regard to the other planets they may be in one 
sign Geocentrically, and in other Heliocentrically, as ex
plained and illustrated in the previous lesson.

Q. What are the basic principles upon which the Helio
centric Zodiac is founded?

A. The lines of the Heliocentric- Zodiac are based upon 
the law of universal forces, the law of matter, the positive and 
negative principles of magnetic bodies. Hence, the positive 
pole of a solar system is the Sun, and the positive pole of the 
acting bodies which produce the ever-changing conditions of a 
system, is that point in the system where the most intense 
magnetic relation or attraction to and from this center is brought 
about. This point in our system is the degree of Jupiter’s 
perihelion; that is, the point where Jupiter comes nearest to 
the Sun, which is 12 degrees of Aries.

Q. W hy is this point determined by the planet Jupiter?
A. Because Jupiter is the largest magnet in the system, 

and greater in power than all others.
Q. How does this determine the lines which divide the 

signs ?
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The Orbit of the Earth as seen by an observer at the Sun.

The above cut shows the points as explained, the white dots marking the 
Perihelion of Jupiter and the Earth. The large dot Jupiter, the small one the 
Earth.

A. The lines are based upon the relation the Earth bears 
to the positive principle or point. For example: when the 
Earth reaches the sign Aries, in her passage about the Sun, 
she is polarized at right angles to the Sun, hence, in the most 
even and direct relation to the center through which magnetic 
forces operate. It is this direct relation that marks the begin
ning of the sign Aries, while it is the planet Jupiter that 
makes the 1 2 th degree the positive point of the system. The 
two combined form at this sign the positive principle or point 
of magnetic energy, and the brain of man co-ordinates there
with. For this reason Aries is called the sign of the head. 
Remember it is the principle within the human organism, 
that is like unto the principle in the solar system, that relates 
man and his destiny to the stars.

Q. How were the other lines determined?
A. By the law of vibration, which revealed the fact that 

the entire anatomy of man co-ordinates with the action of 
these universal forces, and he is affected in his different parts 
as the system is changed magnetically, and also by the rela
tion the Earth bears to the Sun at other times during the 
year. For example when the Earth reaches the sign Cancer, 
the Sun’s rays strike the Earth direct, at appoint 23 degrees 
north of the Equator, or the angle at Aries. At Eibra the
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Barth bears the same relation to the Sun that she does at 
Aries, and at Capricomus the same as at Cancer. This 
makes these four points the most direct in relationship to the 
positive pole of the system as a whole, therefore, these points 
begin signs that are called in Occult Astronomy mental signs. 
This divides the system into four quarters. The balance of 
the lines were the result of influences upon the human organ
ism from the planets as well as the Moon’s circuits during the 
passage of the Barth from Perihelion to Perihelion.

Q. Why does the first of the year begin at one of these 
points?

A. The year with us begins at the point where the Barth 
itself is in the strongest, or nearest position to the Sun, which 
is at ioo degrees, or io  degrees of Cancer.

N o t e . If those who are studying deeply in this science can grasp the ideas 
herein presented, there will never again be a doubt in the mind as to the origin 
and basic principles of this mystic figure which has puzzled the minds of men for 
thousands of years. This lesson should be learned. It is enough to think about 
for one whole life-time.

Q. Name the twelve signs of the Zodiac.
A. Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, 

Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricornus, Aquarius, Pisces. The 
twelve symbols representing the nature and quality of each, 
are: The Ram, the Bull, the Twins, the Crab, the Lion, the 
Virgin, the Scales, the Scorpion, the Archer, the Goat, 
the Water-bearer, the Fishes.

Q. W hy were these symbols placed with the signs repre
senting the twelve divisions of the heavens?

A. They were placed to symbolize and express the occult 
relation existing between the polar points of our solar system 
and the anatomy of man.

Q. How were the characters, representing the signs first 
made. What were they designed from.

A. They are simple Figures, which in their first inception 
were designed from the animals, symbolizing the sectional 
divisions of the heavens. For example: The sign of Aries 
represents the face of the Ram, that is the two horns curled 
round and the face and nose thus Taurus is a represen
tation of the Bull’s head and horns thus: b. • Gemini shows 
two of a kind, two capital I’s, representing the twins, thus U. 
Cancer, the Crab, is in the form of two claws thus: 25, plainly 
significant of the clawing nature of that animal. Leo, the 
sign of power, is formed from the Lion’s head, showing the 
two eyes of fire, and the brain or top portipn of his round and
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bushy bead thus:— ■(Q. Virgo is represented by the letter 
thus: VS similar to the sign Scorpio, which is also an iry, with 
this difference however. The Scorpio represents the 
snake in its angular movements, or the Scorpion in its action 
while in motion, and was originally made with a point extend
ing out to the right. The Virgin Tty has this point turned back, 
and a covering or line drawn to the right. There are other 
mystical meanings also to these as well as all of the other 
signs. They are too numerous, however, for this answer, 
Libra has a sign denoting the scales, as is plain to see. 
Sagittarius, the dart of the Archer. Capricomus a figure to 
represent the head of the Goat, although its present form is 
not a very close resemblance. Aquarius, the running wavy 
water. Pisces, the two figures for the Fishes.

Q. In which direction do the planets move through the 
signs of the Zodiac?

A. They move from Aries toward Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, 
etc. A ll of them moving in the same direction at all times.

Q. How long do they remain in each sign ?
A. Mercury passes through each sign, on an average, in 

seven and one-third days, but owing to the elipticity of this or
bit, he is in some signs but four and three-quarters days, 
while in others he remains about eleven days, varying in the 
other signs according to their distances from the planets—  
Perihelion and Aphelion points. Venus, whose orbit is nearly 
circular, that is, whose elipticity is very slight, passes through 
each of the signs in about nineteen days. The Earth in a 
fraction over thirty days. Mars fifty-seven days. Jupiter in 
little less than a year. Saturn two and one-half years. 
Uranus seven years and Neptune about fourteen years.

Q. W hy is there so much difference in the length of time 
they remain in each sign. W hy do they not move the same?

A. Because their movements are governed by their size, 
density and distance from the Sun, the center of attraction, 
and as the law of matter, as stated by Sir Isaac Newton, 
every particle of matter in the universe, attracts every other 
particle with a force which is proportional to the quantity 
of matter which is in each mass, and inversely to the squares 
of the distances between the centers. By means of this fixed 
law, it has been found that all of the planets move over equal 
areas in an equal space of time, therefore, they are harmon
iously balanced in the heavens and obey an absolute law.
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The above diagram represents the Perhilion Signs of the Planets.

Q. How many days does it take for each planet to pass 
through the twelve signs?

A. APPROXIM ATELY.
Mercury passes about the Sun in 88 days.
Venus tt U M U 225 a

Earth a It (( It 365
t t

Mars u tt U It 687 tt

Jupiter tt t t (( tt 4333
tt

Saturn u t t It it 10759
t t

Uranus tt i t U tt 30687 it

Neptune t t tt It tt 60127 t t

Q. Where do we begin to count the degrees of the Zodiac’s 
circle?

A. At the beginning of the sign Aries.
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Q, W h y  do we begin at this point, why not some other 
point as well?

A . Because it is the point as already explained, which 
marks the most positive magnetic effect upon the Earth, be
cause of her relation to the Sun at this point, and because it 
is the beginning of the sign signifying the positive pole of the 
system.

Q. W h at is meant by Perihelion and Aphelion ?
A . Perihelion means near to the Sun, and Aphelion means 

farthest from the Sun. They are terms used to denote the 
nearest and farthest points to and from the Sun occupied by 
the different planets in their passage about that central orb.

Q. Give the degrees and signs of the planets Perihelion 
and Aphelion points in their orbits.

A .
Mercury, Perihelion ü degrees H, Aphelion 15 degrees t

Venus, u
9

(( a a
9 “

MV

Earth, (( IO n
25

a 10 “
Mars, l l o

6
U

7X.
a i ui -ny

Jupiter, u 12
a V i i 12 “ - A .

Saturn, a I a 25
cc I i V?

Uranus, (( 20
u |1 20 1 J  \.

Neptune, u 16 p
R

ii 16 i 1ÎJ

D r a m a tic .

Each man doth pay a price for what he has.
The very qualities of mind and heart 
That make a poet make a sufferer.
The keenness of perception, which unfolds 
A realm of beauty hid to other eyes.
Unmasks the world ; shows him indifference 
Behind the flimsy guise of courtesy,
The shallowness of friendship, the alloy 
Of self-debasing charity to trade.
The vividness of his imagination,
Which, in a garret, gives him trees and flowers, 
The cool salt sea and heaven’s blue expanse 
Enlarges troubles, and creates such fears 
He trembles at the possible in life.
The sensibility, which treasures up 
Each word and look of kindness as a gem, 
Makes bitterer the haughtiness of birth,
The vulgar swelling of a pompous purse,
The slur, the slight, the mockery of fools. 
Beyond he sees a spiritual sphere,
Where, by unselfishness, the terrible 
Becomes a valued teacher—where the power 
To wound thro’ self is lost; yet cannot reach it. 
He is a medium thro’ which all things speak ; 
The human passions wrack his nervous frame ; 
Each thing in nature makes his heart its pulse. 
Who would aspire to wear the laurel crown?— 
It is a crown of thorns !

T h e W orld a C hess-B oard.

The world is a chess-board,]
The game is called life,

The pieces maneuver 
In noiseless strife.

Some of the players are 
Skilful and shrewd.

Many, however, have 
No aptitude;

And while they are moving,
’Tis solemn to know 

Each is pitted against 
An invincible foe.

And whether one’s side 
Is well managed or not,

The result is the same 
When the battle is fought.

As the game nears its close 
, And the pieces move fast,

Then Death’s voice is heard.
Calling, ‘‘Checkmate” at last.

W i l l i a m  Sc o t t .

In popular histories of the Seven Won
ders of the World we read that the Pharos, 
the first lighthouse, could he seen at u 
distance of 100 miles. In order for this 
to have been possible, the Pharos must 
have been a mile and a quarter in height.
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MISCELLANEOUS. 

Signaling to M ars.

Astronomers of the day are strangely 
excited at present. They are trying to 
fathom a startling mystery. Luminous 
points have been discerned sticking out of 
Mars and the theory has been suggested 
that they may be beacon lights hung there 
by the inhabitants of the planet as signals 
to the people of the Earth that the exist
ence of their world is known, and that the 
opening of a line of communication be
tween the two spheres would be exceed
ingly pleasant and interesting. Should 
there be any basis for this idea the Mar
tians must have a good deal of persever
ance. It is four years since the luminous 
points referred to were first detected. 
They have not been in sight continuously, 
but whenever the planet gets into a cer
tain position they are found to be still 
hanging there.

What bothers the originators and sup
porters of the theory is to discover some 
way of answering back, so that it may be 
definitely decided whether the lights have 
been hung out for our benefit or not. Do 
the people of Mars know anything about 
electricity? I f  so, could a light strong 
enough to be seen at Mars be produced? 
The new government light at Sandy Hook 
throws a light one hundred miles over the 
sea. Mars is 40,000,000 miles away from 
us, however, and between 100 and 40,000,- 
000 there is an alarming difference. May 
be the Martians have keener vision than 
the people of Earth. They may have more 
powerful telescopes. I f  they are really 
trying to signal to us it would go to show 
they are endowed with ingenuity. They 
might be much quicker at detecting our 
signals than our astronomers have been in 
discovering and comprehending theirs.

It has been suggested that a huge elec
tric triangle be erected on the most con
spicuous point to be found suitable for the 
purpose. The sides of it  should not be 
less than one hundred miles in length. 
They should be studded over the entire 
distance with the strongest electric lights 
that can be made. These lights should be

kept going long enough to give the Mar
tians time to discover and comprehend the 
signal. Then if  the luminous pointB seen 
on that planet assumed the form of a tri
angle it would show that the signal had 
been seen and understood. After that a 
code of signals might be arranged whereby 
the people of the two worlds might com
municate regularly with each other. The 
scheme is alluring and interesting enough 
to receive attention. It may yet prove as 
fascinating as the discovery of the north 
pole.

— Chicago Post.
A dispatch to Prof. Pickering, of the 

Harvard observatory, from Percival Low
ell, at Flagstaff, Ari., says:

The canals of Mars have begun to 
double. Phison and Euphrates were seen. 
by me geminated Sunday night.

Professor Pickering says that the dupli
cation of the canals of the planet Mars is 
a phenomenon for which astronomers have 
been watching with a great deal of interest. 
It  was first observed by the Italian astrono
mer Schiaparelli several years ago. He 
announced that some of the straight lines 
which are known as canals were to be seen 
accompanied by a parallel line, as if an
other canal existed beside the first. Dur
ing the different oppositions of Mars the 
canals have been closely watched to learn 
more about the duplication. The first 
European astronomer to obs.rve the phe
nomenon was Perrotin, at Nice, who in 
two successive oppositions observed the 
duplication. In this country the canals 
were observed doubled by the Lick observ
atory in 1890, and again in 1892. During 
the present opposition one canal only has 
heretofore been announced as double, this 
being Ganges, and the observer, Professor 
Holden, of Lick. Observations of the 
same canal since that time have not shown 
it to be continuously double. The cause 
of the dup ication is by no means deter, 
mined. Mr. Lowell s opinion is that it is 
dependent upon the season, and has pre
dicted all along that the canals would not 
be seen in duplicate until some time in 
November. His observation seems to be 
a close confirmation of his prediction, and 

I is of vast importance to astronomy.
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A  S e tte r  Year.

The past year has, in many ways, been 
a hard one. I wish the readers of The 
Journal a better year in 1895. In some 
respects the matter is in our own hands 
and in some it  is not. I f  we could only 
learn our lesson at the outset, it  would be 
a great gain. Some person both witty 
and wise has said: “ There are two things
about which no man ought ever to worry; 
one is the thing which he can help, the 
other is the thing which he cannot help.”
1 f  you can help a thing, don’t worry, but 
help.it. I f  you can’t  help a thing, don’t 
worry, but attend to what you can do. 
So, at tha start, get as much of the friction 
of worry out of the machinery of life as 
you can.

Then, let us see. One thing is sure—  
the matters we can control are a good deal 
more important to us than the things we 
cannot control:

1. We cannot control the conditions of 
money-making —the last year has taught 
us that— we are so tied up with millions of 
other people and with thousands of other 
interests, that the problem is too large for 
our own personal solution. Let us then 
learn that, for better or worse, we are all 
in one boat, and so recognize the great fact 
of human brotherhood. We cannot con
trol the matter of getting rich; but being 
rich—however much we might like it  -  is 
not the most important thing in the world.

2. Perhaps we have striven after a cer
tain social position and have not gained it. 
Still the “ best society” is open to all per
sons worthy of it, whether we succeed or 
fail in fitting into “ good society.”

8. We have raced and struggled after 
satisfaction, and, of course, we have not 
found it. No one ought ever to find it, 
in one sense, while it  is the secret of all 
happiness in another sense. The man 
who is satisfied is through; nothing more 
of progress or growth is left for him. Y et 
we ought and may find content with each 
day as a stage in an endless journey after 
the best and highest

Turn now for a few  brief hints as to 
certain things we can control in making 
1895 a better year than 1894:

1. Try to enter a little more definitely 
into the intellectual life. Most men think 
little outside of the business by which they 
make their money. But money is only 
means to an end. Do not then spend the 
whole life in getting ready to live. Live 
a little as you go. Can you get time? Of 
course you can, if you will. I met a man 
last year in Chicago, who said, ‘ ‘I insist, 
and I have insisted all my life, no matter 
how busy I  was, no matter what I was 
doing, that I would have an hour a day, 
and every day, for reading and thinking 
about those things for which I care.” 
The man who does not think is not a man.

2. Get into such relations with some 
other life or lives that you can be of ser
vice. No man is a man who lives only for 
himself. All of good we have has come to 
us through the ministry of others. Let us 
try to pay back at least a little.

8. Then learn the secret of happiness. 
The conditions of happiness are common 
and universal. Nobody has any monopoly 
of them. Most of us are wilfully unhappy. 
Like a child in the midst of unused toys, 
we cry for the one thing we do not happen 
to have. Or, turning our backs on our 
own garden, we lean over a neighbor’s 
fence and fret because of what we see in 
his. Or, we shoulder and groan under 
burdens we fear we may sometime have to 
carry. The poet sees beauty and poetry 
in the very surroundings we call common
place. So God and a 1 good are in all 
places, as possibilities, in all lives, if  only 
we will open our eyes and see.

R ev. M . J .  Savage, 
in  R eligio  P h ilo so p h ica l Jou rn a l.

H ea ring vs. Seeing.

“ I think I have a great idea,” said the 
dreamy-eyed inventor. “ I am sure I can 
invent a telephone which will enable the 
people at each end of the wire to see each 
other. ”

“ Dear, dear, why don’t you invent 
something practical?” said the wife. “ A 
telephone that would enable the persons 
at each end to hear each other would come 
much nearer filling the long felt want.”

— In d ia n a p o lis Jo u rn a l.
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Com ing F ly in g  Machines.

The pioneer machine will, in all proba
bility, be a large kite-like affair, with 
power in the shape of a gasoline motor and 
screw propeller. It  will be provided with 
a means of guiding both np and down, 
and sidewise. It will carry but one opera
tor, who must feel that the machine is 
almost part of himself. Its speed will be 
small, probably from 15 to 25 miles per 
hour, and its cost need not be more than 
that of a small steam launch, while its 
greater speed and ability to go anywhere 
will commend it to enthusiastic athletes 
everywhere.

The art of balancing once learned, and 
fear allayed by usage, improvements will 
follow. Increased experience and our 
superior intelligence will enable us to sur
pass the birds in their own element. Pro
fessor Langley thinks 90 or 100 miles per 
hour not improbable. The increased skill 
due to a regular use would probably en
able a flyer to manage a machine without 
the aid of a motor or, at most, with such 
assistance as his own muscles afford.

Such a machine need not cost greatly 
more than a first-class cycle. Busy New 
Yorkers could spend their nights in the 
Catskill's and their holidays in the White 
mountains. Pleasure seekers won Id find 
it the most agreeable method of travel. 
Its high speed, its universal application, 
its freedom from the common causes of 
accident, such as Bnags, washouts, broken 
rails, burnt bridges and collisions, and its 
cleanliness would combine to make it a 
popular means of transit. Fifteen years 
mark the history of the bicycle as it grew 
from an athlete's means of amusement to 
the busy man's vehicle. Half that time 
has seen the electric Btreet car displace 
the home. Is it unreasonable to think 
that before many years the flying machine 
will have placed itself by their side as a 
means of trains t?

—C ottier ’s M agazine.

Mrs. Thinkslow— “ Why do you call 
that broken collar button the oldest piece 
of jewelry?”

Mr. Keene— “ It was worn many years 
before Adam’s apple.”

— J e w e le r » ' W e e k ly .

W orldly Pleasures.

“ Worldly pleasures” are still under the 
ban of our spiritual purists. Daily drudgery 
and daily self-deniel are still considered 
the proper sphere of a law abiding 
citizen, and special affliction a special de
sign of divine favor. L ife has become a 
social duty. We do not think it  neces
sary to alleviate the distress of the poor 
till it reaches a degree that threatens to 
end it. We have countless benevolent in
stitutions for the prevention of outright 
death, not one benevolent enough to make 
life worth living. Infanticide is now far 
more rigorously punished than in old 
times. We enforce every child’s right to 
live and become a humble, tithe-paying 
Christian; but as for its claim to live happy, 
we refer it  to the sweet by and by. We 
shudder at the barbarity of the Cassers 
who permitted the combat of men with 
wild beasts to cater to the amusement of 
the Roman populace; but we contemplate 
with great equanimity the misery of mil
lions of our fellow-citizens wearing away 
their lives in workshops and factories; 
millions of children of our own nation and 
country who have no recreation but sleep, 
no hope but oblivion; to whom the morn
ing Sun brings the summons of a taskmaster 
and the summer season nothing but length
ened hours of weary toil— nay, we make it 
the boast of our pious civilization to de
prive them of their sole day of leisure, to in
terdict their harmless sports, lest the noise, 
or even the rumor of their merriment, 
might disturb the solemnity of an assem
blage of whining hypocrites. Hence, the 
recklessness, the Nihilism, and the weary 
pessimism of our times.
—F .  Lm. Oswald, M . D ., in  P h y sic a l E d u ca tio n .

Strawber— “ You know that girl I ’ve 
been calling on so much lately. Well, 
what do you think of this for a dressing 
gown? She just sent it around with a 
note. ”

Singerly— “ That’s fine. What does she
say in the note?”

Strawber—  (triumphantly)— “ She Bays 
she hopes I ’ll wear it every night.”

— N ew  Y ork Sun.
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T H E  M AGIC M IRROR.

THOMAS MOORE.

“ Come, if thy glass have pow’r
To call up forms we sigh to see;

Show me my love, in that rosy bow’r
Where last she pledg’d her truth to me.”

The Wizard show’d him his lady bright,
Where lone and pale in her bow’r she lay;

“True-hearted maid,” said the happy Knight,
“She’s thinking of one, who is far away.”

But lo! a page, with looks of joy,
Brings tidings to the Lady’s ear;

|“ Tis,” said the knight, the same bright boy,
Who used to guide me to my dear.”

The lady now, from her fav’rite tree,
Hath, smiling, pluck’d a rosy flow’r;

“ Such,” he exclaim’d, “ was the gift that shê
I  Each morning sent me from that bow’r.”

She gives her page the blooming rose,
With looks that say, “ Like lightning fly!

“ Thus,” thought the Knight, “ she soothes her woes, 
By fancying, still, her true-love nigh.”

But the page returns, and— oh, what a sight,
For trusting lover’s eyes to see!—

Leads to that bow’r another Knight,
As young and, alas, as lov’d as he!

“ Such,” quoth the Youth, “is woman’s love!”
Then, darting forth with furious bound,

Dash’d at the mirror his iron glove,
And strew’d it all in fragments round.

MORAL.

Such ills would never have come to pass,
Had he ne’er sought that fatal view,

The W izard would still h a v e  kept his Slass’
And the Knight still thought his lady true.
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N O TIC E .
P lan ets and P eople will doubtless be read 

by a large number of persona, who have never 
given the subject of planetary influence upon 
human life and character, any serious consider
ation. If the subject has come to their attention 
at all, it has usually been ridiculed or treated 
lightly, as being so improbable as to be unworthy 
o f thought andstudy. With the facilities which 
have heretofore been available, it was impossible 
for the average individual to determine the 
truth or falsity of these effects upon human 
organisms, ana only by a vast amount of re
search, with leisure for the study, could any 
light on the subject be obtained. Now, however, 
for the first time in human history, an opportun
ity is presented for the enlightenment of the 
masses. The truth of the relationship between 
planets and people may now become a feature 
of general public education.

The ingenious chart computed, arranged and 
patented by F. E. Ormsby and styled The Play 
of the Planets, demonstrates beyond any pos
sible doubt to the most sceptical mind, that 
Planetary Vibratory force as related to human 
life is most potent, minute and far reaching in 
its power, and any person of ordinary intelli
gence following carefully the rules laid down by 
the author in the book of instruction which 
accompanies the chart, will be overwhelmed 
with the stupendous facts which the study 
reveals.

Boyal Insurance Building, 169 Jackson Street, 
CHICAGO, ILL.

Address all communications as above.

F. E. ORMSBY, - E ditor .
E. SPRAGUE, . . . .  Manager.

P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  is a monthly publica
tion, devoted to Education in the Occult 
Branches of Learning.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION —IN ADVANCE.
United States and Canada per year........... $2,50
Foreign (Postal Union) “  “  ............ 2.75
Single Copies........................................... .25

Remittances should be made by P. O. or 
Express money order, Registered Letter or Bank 
Draft.

CORRESPONDENCE.
All communications concerning Business, 

Advertising, etc., should be kept separate from 
those intended for publication. Write them on 
separate sheets of paper. Make all communica
tions as short as possible, and they will be given 
more attention.

The Question department is open to those who 
are earnestly seeking. Questions will be pub
lished and answered in the order they are 
received, if of sufficient import.

ADVERTISING.
The advertising space must necessarily be 

limited in a journal of this nature; hence, will 
be all the more valuable. Write for terms.

Good and reliable agents wanted in every town 
and city in the United States, to solicit subscrip
tions for P l a n e t s  a  d  P e o p l e . T h e  ve ry  best 
terms offered to those who are able to furnish 
good references.

EDITORIAL.

Having been born, the duties of a 
career upon this mundane plane be
comes apparent, for P l a n e t s  a n d  
P e o p l e , still in its infancy, is being 
sought by mystic students in every 
state and in every country, to the 
extent that subscriptions are coming 
in way beyond our most sanguine ex
pectations. This means that many 
people are seeking for knowledge con
cerning the hidden forces, influences 
and powers, which are continually at
tracting their attention, whether they 
desire it or not. The subject o f the 
stars, however, seems to hold the atten
tion of the deeper thinker more forc
ibly than any other study, and the 
manner in which some of the brightest 
minds express themselves concerning 
the merits of our work, means that our 
efforts to place before the world, in a 
simple, plain, scientific and rational 
way the truths of Occult Astronomy, 
have not been in vain. As said before, 
having been bora the duties of the 
hour seem to be in meeting, so far as is 
possible, the needs of the greatest num
ber of those interested in our work. In 
doing this, it must be understood that 
personality has no place in these col
umns. To meet the demands and 
needs of the many, everything con
nected with this work must be imper
sonal, broad, liberal and general in its 
nature; hence, the larger duty that con
fronts us is that duty that devotes one 
alone to principle, to justice, to truth. 
In this larger sense o f duty, it becomes 
apparent that we can not cater to any 
sect, class, school of thinkers, or scien
tific researchers, but must ever present 
verifiable truths; not theories, not 
ideas, not copied statements, except as 
they apply to, and clearly elucidate 
demonstrable phenomena, whatever it 
may be. We mention these things, 
from the fact that some of our readers 
have supposed we were publishing an 
Astrologer’s magazine, principally to 
assist the few who are working in such 
lines to gain a little' more information
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to place in a safe and secure place 
where no mortal can get at it, except 
in homoepathic doses, at so much a 
dose. W e are making an entirely new 
move in connection with Occult stud
ies, our intention being to interest 
and teach the masses in this sublime 
and elevating science of Occult Astron
omy. We entered into this work a f
ter having prepared a system for fully 
illustrating and exemplifying the law 
o f planetary influence, and it does not 
matter whether learned teachers who 
have some knowledge o f this science, 
endorse our system as being good and 
reliable, or not; we have a thousand 
testimonials as to the accuracy and 
clearness o f the rules and explanations 
which our system affords, and those 
who think it can not be possible that 
this is true, w ill some day begin the 
study o f Occult Astronomy as we are| 
presenting it. Those who have the 
truth can well afford to wait for others 
to grasp the same; however, one of the 
duties, and we might say the duty of 
those who do have the truth, is to pre
sent the same to the world in a manner 
becoming the times and civilization of 
the age in which they live. Our jour
nal is not open, then, for the exchange 
o f theories and ideas regarding the 
subject o f Astrology. Neither is open 
for advertising specialists in this line 
o f work, for our aim is to teach that 
law o f life which includes the real and 
lasting principles, many o f which are 
exemplified in that science.

W e have been requested by quite 
a number, to arrange some system by 
which this science may be taught by 
mail as well as at our office. We hope 
soon to have arrangements completed 
for carrying on such a work. The 
same will be announced in due time.

A  number of persons have called upon 
us and we have many letters from those 
who express the vibrant effect of Jupi
ter since its advent into the sign 
Cancer.

In the first issue of our magazine we 
stated that a premium, Th e  P l a y  of 
t iie  P lanets , would be given to the 
first one thousand subscribers, and in
asmuch as we regard the chart and 
book of instruction most essential in 
introducing and demonstrating the 
educational work in which we are en
gaged, and believe they should go to
gether, we have decided to make the 
price of P lanets  a n d  P eo ple  $2.50 
per annum and continue sending the 
premium. In order to give those who 
have signified their intention of sub
scribing at an early date an opportu
nity to do so, this change will not go 
into effect until the 10th of the present 
month.

The enigma given in our first num
ber must have been a little too deep for 
the average student, as we received but 
one reply in the shape of an answer 
and this one not being correct in any of 
the points. We appreciate the attempt 
made by this person, a lady, and trust 
that with the added light given in the 
answer in this number, she will be able 
to better understand the principles of 
these tests.

The reason so many people are turn
ing their attention to the occult astron
omy at the present time is very deep 
and far-reaching, for this science not 
only deals with the proposition of life 
and death from the material standpoint 
as believed by many who are ignorant 
of its simplest truths, but i t  is the one 
and only all inclusive science, as well 
as philosophy, known to man. This 
each may prove to his entire satisfac
tion to be the truth. This is the 
clinching argument we have to give 
with all our propositions. I t  can he 
proven true. Our system of education 
in Astronomy, both plain and occult, is 
so simple that a number of children 
under twelve years are making rapid 
progress,and give promise of becoming 
experts in the science.
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There are many erroneous ideas 

afloat concerning the science of the 
stars. A  strology, so called. This is not 
surprising when we consider the man
ner in which such knowledge has been 
used before the world, during the past 
one hundred years, but to say that 
there is no truth in it, that you do not 
believe in it, or that it is not necessary 
to understand its meaning in this en
lightened (?) age, is to express an ig
norance that needs to be removed. I f  
there is no truth in it, why are those 
who announce themselves as teachers, 
concerning the deeper mysteries of 
mind and soul, ever referring to the 
past civilizations, to ancient peoples 
who lived at a time when the science 
of the st ars was the all absorbing 
theme in the every day proceedings of 
the world? Those who wish to know 
will have very little difficulty in prov- 
ng to their entire satisfaction whetheri 
or no this science is based upon faith, 
theory, or the fixed and eternal princi
ples of God.___________

As P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  deals with 
humanity, as well as Astronomy, we 
use sparkling thoughts from various 
minds—poetic, comic and scientific, to 
till in the odd spaces. This relieves the 
mind and illustrates more forcibly the 
lessons of life.

P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  for March 
will contain an important article on 
Hypnotism, explaining the law of its 
phenomena—The Law of Sex, the Labor 
problem and its occult secret— An im
portant Horoscope — Illustrated A s
tronomy Lesson— Advance Star Report 
for March—Many interesting questions, 
The Oracle— Practical Lessons on 
Health— Prize Card Enigma, and Other 
Test Lessons — Sparkling Thoughts, 
Wit, Wisdom and Eloquence, carefully 
selected to go with forty pages of in
teresting facts concerning the Stars, 
and the Occult Forces in nature.

We expect soon to announce a series 
of articles on the astronomical signifi
cance of the Bible.

FROM T H E  PEOPLE.

Sa l t  L a k e  Cit y , Utah, Jan. 4,1895. 
Ge n t l e m e n :

1 received from you copy of P l a n 
ets a n d  P e o pl e . Thanks. I  like it. 
It is full of good things, and you can 
make it  the cream of all the magazines. 
1 admire its book form so it can be 
bound at the end of the year. I wish 
you success in your undertaking.

Jno . W. Jones.

N e w  Y ork  Cit y , Jan. 5th, 1895.
34 Morton St.

Ge n t l e m e n :
Many thanks for sample copy of 

P lan ets  a n d  P e o pl e . I congratu
late you on the excellent articles pub
lished therein. Y our Horoscope for 
1895 in connection with that of 1894 is 
extremely valuable to businessmen and 
laborers who can grasp the situation. 
1 will send my subscription at an early 
date.

F . A . B e l l e m e .

Rock I sla n d , 111., Jan. 1st, 1895. 
Ge n t le m e n :

P lanets  a n d  Peo ple  received; it’s 
worth double the price, and is replete 
with facts and basic principles which 
aid the student and searcher after 
truth, to grasp the same with a better 
understanding of the law of life and 
being and the co-ordination between 
planets and people. I like it because 
of its depth and breadth of meaning 
and for its conciseness.

Long in prosperity may it live 
To mortals light and knowledge give.
And like the nnt that’s full of sweet meat, 
So is the jouinal a very rich treat.

Dr . N . H. E d d y .

L o w e l l , Mich., Jan. 2nd, 1895. 
D e a r  F r i e n d :

The first number of P lan ets  a n d  
P e o p l e  reached me a few days ago, 
and it far exceeds my expectations in 
regard to size and excellence. It con
tains so much that is immediately 
available and essential to students in 
this line. It answers many questions 
relating to the stars that I have many 
times been on the point of writing you 
about. You are so lavish with this 
knowledge which you possess, which 
must have been very hard to obtain. 
Surely the world will appreciate your 
works if  they can be brought to their 
notice. To me they are very precious, 
and I want every scrap that ever falls 
from your pen, cost what it may.

O. O. A d a m s .
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★  ★

★  ★
^  ADVANCE jl

■ ★  WEEKLY ★

■ ★  5TAR REPORT* ★
------- AND-------  K

★  PROGNOSTICATION FOR THE FUTURE. ★

Since the New Y ear was ushered in, 
the general feeling of the business men 
throughout the land and we might say 
over the entire world, have changed, and 
the universal expression is. that every
thing is looking brighter. The reports 
for the past year from many industries 
were most discouraging, but nearly all 
felt more confident at the close of the 
year that a promising future was be
fore them; for we read in the daily 
press, that nearly all who suffered dur
ing the year, expressed themselves as 
believing that the worst was over and 
that everything would soon brighten 
up, and a permanent adjustment of 
business interests would result. This 
is being realized more and more as the 
spring months come nearer to us. "We 
stated in January number of this jour
nal that the magnetic conditions would 
restore confidence, and that business 
would improve. Observe, i f  you please, 
the commercial reports for the month 
of January. Compare Dunn’s weekly 
report o f the conditions of trade 
throughout the land and see whether 
these prognostications are based upon 
law or theory. During the year 1894 
we used language in stating what the 
conditions of trade would be, two 
months in advance of the time, which 
was used in Dunn’s report after the 
business was done. Whole sentences 
were the same, word for word nearly. 
The meaning was identical. Compare 
them, do not take our word for it.

We clip from the National Druggist 
the following, to show how the people 
are responding already to this new Ju
piter vibration which began in full 
force the first of the year!

H A I L  A X D  F A R E W E L L .

“ The year just closed was one almost 
unexampled in the records of commer
cial stagnation and disaster. It was a 
year memorable for gigantic labor up
heavals, strikes and lockouts, with all 
the attendant evil of times when vast 
multitudes of men are thrown out of 
employment— mobs and mob violence, 
the destruction of property, the stop
page of railroad traffic, idle factories, 
work-shops and mines, with armies 
of vagabonds marching aimlessly 
through the country clamoring for em
ployment that they did not want, and 
which they made impossible by their 
action. It was a year, too, of great 
political upheavals, attended with the 
agitation of those issues which most 
affect capital and commerce, questions 
of tariff and a currency standard.

History shows us that the affairs of 
mortals vibrate through the years of 
time with a swing like that of the pen
dulum of a clock, which, if  thrust to 
one extreme, will in its return pass just 
as far to the other. Thus periods of 
great and general depression are suc
ceeded by those of corresponding 
activity and prosperity. Already the 
signs of the eternal truth of this law 
are showing themselves, and the year.
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born in gloom and freighted with dis
aster, passes away in the dawn of a 
brighter era. The wheels of commerce, 
trade and manufacture are revolving 
as of old. The numbers of unem
ployed, in all branches, are compara
tively few, and every day makes them 
fewer, and brings evidence of indus
tries revived and confidence restored.

All hail, then, to the New Year, and 
to the bright promises that it extends; 
and when, as the months revolve and 
we stand at its close, as we do to
day, looking backward, may the retro
spect be one of brightness and prospe
rity, peace and plentyl In the senti
ment, if not the words, of a great poet, 
“Look not mournfully on the past, it

comes not back again. Wisely improve 
the present; it is thine. Go forth to 
meet the shadowy future without fear, 
and with a manly heart.”

The living principle in the science 
is treated in this journal.

We present this month, four figures 
of the heavens, to illustrate the general 
tendency of our race in the business 
world. We have no hesitancy in stat
ing in advance what the result will be, 
for the mighty magnets of this most 
wonderful machine are all powerful 
over the destinies of peoples, races, na
tions, and empires, the same as they 
were in the dim and distant past. The 
human family is linked together by a 
chain that binds them, in the larger
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sense, to one another, to the extent 
that the influence of these universal 
powers may be determined as to their 
general effect upon them as a people, a 
nation, or as individuals.

The first illustration shows us the com
bination of the planets for the week be
ginning February the 4th. It  will be 
seen that but one more has been made 
over meridian lines since the last week 
of January. This, however is a most 
significant change, being that of Mercu
ry passing from Aries, the Mental sign, 
into Taurus, the Vital sign. The Earth 
ing in quadrature, in the Vital sign 
Leo is intensely vibrated by the ex
tremely agitating combination of Mer
cury, Saturn and Uranus. While Mer
cury gives great vitality, usually, too 
much of it sometimes causes a collapse 
and the focal point, where this combi
nation will strike the hardest, is at the 
vital center, the Heart. Angina Pecto- 
ras, in other words, Heart diseases, will 
have a run o f a few days that this com
bination is in force. A ll who are 
afflicted with heart trouble should have 
prepared for this by taking vapor 
baths several days before, and freeing 
the bowels, increasing the circulation 
of the blood and preparing the veins 
and arteries for the more rapid action 
which must surely result at this time. 
Watch the papers this week for deaths 
from Heart failure. It  will help you 
to understand that this law holds good 
in every instance. A fter you verify 
these reports a few times, you will no 
longer doubt, and will then be able to 
learn much more rapidly.

B U S I N E S S .

Jupiter operating alone upon the 
business interests of the land, promises 
safe and careful protection, for the 
force of Jupiter is on to stay for some 
time. The real truth, however, con
cerning the business interests is not 
favorable for a few days, but no de
pression is upon trade that lasts long 
enough to be noticed. Physical agita
tion seems to be the leading feature of 
the indications for this week, although

Jupiter rules the mental man and is in 
power commercially. The bone, sinew 
and muscle of the laboring fraternity 
are being intensified by two mighty 
magnets, Uranus and Saturn, in the 
sign of production. Jupiter, the mag
net of wealth, Phrenologically, is at its 
highest point, hence is the mighty im
pulse that is back of most commercial 
movements.

On account of his position, the ten
dency will be with those minds co-ordi
nating with this aspect, to exhibit too 
much of the gold-seeking and gold
controlling characteristic of their nat
ures. In other w ids all of the intel
lectual strategy, resulting from the 
vast experience of the financiers for 
many years, and even centuries, will be 
brought into play while Jupiter remains 
in this sign. This means wonderful 
changes and readjustments, which if 
properly made will place the commer
cial world on a firmer foundation than 
has ever been known. That this will 
be done is improbable, from the fact 
that Saturn’s ravaging influence for the 
past two years can not be remedied en
tirely, in the comparatively short time 
that Jupiter is favorably aspected to 
operate, but the near future is compar
atively bright and the physical effect of 
Saturn, Uranus and Mercury at this 
time will not paralyze the favorable 
magnetic wave under which we began 
the New Year.

C H I L D R E N .

Children born at this time will be 
intensely religious in nature, with 
highly sensitive and intensely nervous 
organisms. They will be very quick 
and active, fast talkers, but slow rea- 
soners. Being very impulsive they will 
be apt to do things rashly at times, and 
should be handled as much as possible 
in infancy in a way to prevent agita
tion of the nervous system. The vital
ity will be intense, and a great amount 
of exercise in the open air is absolutely 
necessary to health. They will have in
ventive genius very high, will be artis
tic and spiritual.
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February 11th remarkable changes 
will be manifested in the heavens. 
Mercury will be in triple conjunction 
with Mars and Neptune, which is not 
favorable to peace and harmony in the 
household, hence, should be a warning 
to those having ill feelings at the time, 
to keep quiet, keep closed mouths for a 
few days until the breeze is over. It 
means rashness upon the physical 
plane.

Mentally and commercially, the sig
nificance of Jupiter in strong quartile I 
aspect to Venus, is that Jupiter minds 
will be more free to yield and give time 
loans, and extend credits, also to give 
for charity. It is a very favorable time 
to interest moneyed men in business I

enterprises or to borrow money from 
those related to this combination.

It will be a hard week for consump
tives, and for those contracting colds 
during the previous week or days of the 
time this conjunction is formed. As 
the lungs are affected most by this 
wave, the time to treat with baths or 
hot applications as explained in No. 1 

I is from 10:30 a . m . to 2 p. m . or from 11 
p. m . to 1 a . m . As the stomach will be 
weak during this transit of Mercury 
past the other two planets, light food 
in limited quantities only should be 
taken.

LABOR.

This week seems to be quite propi
tious for labor agitation, owing to Sat'
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urn and Uranus being alone, as it 
were, with the Earth. The previous 
week was indicative of too much im
pulsiveness for favorable action, but 
this week the laboring man is more 
spiritually blessed, hence, is in a better 
condition to consider the problems that 
confront him.

I f  the workers of this land would but 
adjust themselves mentally to these 
great laws of cause and effect outside I 
of the machinery of the commercial 
world, and act in unison therewith, the 
millenium would soon be here. Every 
movement made out of harmony with 
these higher, more potent and forceful 
vibrations, means disaster to them. 
One move in the right direction under 
this overruling power would show 
them the way to great and marvelous 
victory; a victory that would not only 
be a blessing to them, but a blessing to 
those even who now appear to be their 
opponents or enemies.

Government, when properly under
stood, must be in perfect accord and 
harmony with the stars of destiny, the 
planets of our solar system. The men 
who labor contribute most to the 
world’s goods, to the world’s beauty, to 
the world’s luxuries.

Uranus is the leading planet that in
fluences the most successful workers, 
those who love to labor. And this plan
et gives the greatest amount of real 
worth to a soul mentally, morally and 
spiritually, but, alas, this magnet is not 
so large as some, being only about 
thirty thousand miles in diameter, 
hence, the necessity of operating when 
its power in the affairs of a people is at 
high tide. These things must be stud- 
died in order to interest and be of use 
to the people, and we trust these illus
trations and explanations will meet the 
eyes o f many who are trying to solve 
this problem of capital and labor.

C H I L D R E N .

This figure of the heavens is favora
ble to those who are bora during the 
week from a spiritual standpoint, the 
two magnets giving the highest spirit

uality being, alone, the significant stars 
of the Horoscope. Such as these will 
be beautiful, with full, round, harmo
nious features, and a high degree of 
mental force.

Music and art will command the at
tention most, hence, they will be com
petent in such lines. Tenderness and 
sympathy will be manifested in speech 
and looks, while the emotions and 

I deeper feelings will not appear upon 
the surface. The exact time of birth 
may vary slightly these indications, but 
generally this delineation will apply to 
the letter, to those born at this time, or 
during this week. We might say that 
these natures will be subject to more or 
les3 family discord.|

On February 18th we will find but 
one important change to occur in the 
planetary relations, which is that of 
Mercury passing into the sign Cancer, 
in conjunction with Jupiter. This 
planet Mercury enters this sign on 
Thursday, February 13th, and will 
quicken up the thoughts of men upon 
the financial problems how agitating 
the minds of Jupiter characters espe
cially. This will be in force full until 
Tuesday, the 19th of February, when 
Mercury will pass into Leo. The latter 
move will strike the circulating center 
of the physical man, and the Heart will 
be agitated and wrought up, and many 
will suffer for a few days with heart 
difficulties. By Thursday, however, 
the Earth will cross the line into the 
sign Virgo, and the noted planet Mars 
will enter into conjunctive relation 
with the mighty Jupiter. Mars means 
aggressiveness, and in operation with 
the money God, signifies exacting ten
dencies on the part of those in control 
of financial affairs. It will not be a 
good time to secure a loan. Make 
them before this comes about.

After Thursday the signs are signifi- 
i cant of rapid changes and fluctuating 

conditions, especially in matters of na
tional importance, like international 
exchanges, and governmental proceed 
ings,for one of the most stable and far-
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reaching magnets, will be in powerful 
aspect with the Earth and the affairs 
of the Earth for some weeks. Nep
tune is in a very strong position, and 
during the week will not be afflicted, 
hence, such things as co-ordinate with 
the vibrations from that source will 
feel the wave most keenly.

International affairs come under this 
planet very largely, and many Neptune 
people will embark upon a voyage and 
many more will make changes and en
ter new lines and works during the 
week.

C H I L D R E N .

Many people are interested in the in
dications relating to the birth o f their 
offspring, so we mention for each week

the natural gifts and tendencies which 
nature gives to the little ones who 
come among us from the unseen 
spheres.

The Horoscope for Monday, Febru
ary 18th, with Mercury, the sign Can
cer signifies a very spiritual and reli
gious tendency by reason o f Saturn and 
Uranus, but owing to the strong com
bination in the Mental quadrate, very 
keen appetites are prominently re
vealed. This tendency to over eat and 
drink may be overcome largely by diet
ing, and training the appetite to such 
foods as do not aggravate and increase 
desire. Spices and seasonings of every 
kind except salt, should be avoided. 
Pepper is very bad, tea and coffee are
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usually the beginners on the road to 
drink o f a serious nature.

Those born at this time will have 
great power to control the appetite be
cause of Uranus in quadrature to the 
Earth, and when Mercury enters the 
sign Leo on Tuesday, the indications 
change, the appetite is removed princi
pally and there is no indication of a 
weakness in this direction. The fust 
aspect also signifies oratorical ability j 
quite high, and a character very power
ful and intense in nature.

Those born after Tuesday will be 
quite talkative, but will be more severe 
and harsh in the manner of speech al
though much tenderness will periodi
cally be shown in conversation. Neither

of them indicate money-making powers 
to any great extent, for they will turn 
more to the artistic and ingenious 
workings in the affairs of the world.

When Mars enters the sign Cancer 
on Thursday, and the Earth enters 
Virgo at the same time, the entire 
Horoscope is changed, and instead of 
the natures mentioned, we have states
men, leaders and travelers, slow and 
deliberate in demeanor, with great 
mental power and ability. Govern
ment propositions will interest them 
most, especially such features of the 
government as deals with foreign 
nations. They will make good govern
ment representatives, missionaries to 
foreign lands, as well as seamen, espe-

1895.
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cially sea-captains and army officers. 
They will not be very good for work.

The Horoscope for February 25th 
shows Mercury, the Moon and Earth in 
conjunction in the ideal sign Virgo.

This in connection with Neptune in 
Gemini is good for the nation itself, 
especially from a spiritual and moral 
standpoint, therefore business trans
actions should be conducted on pure 
lines, on honorable and upright princi
ples from the time the Earth enters 
this sign until she leaves it, which is 
about thirty days. This means much 
good to the nation for it gives a period 
sufficiently long to allow quite a good 
deal to be accomplished in the way of 
business. I t  is, o f course, more favor, 
able to foreign intercourse, and Mer
cury suggests quite important changes 
during the month to come.

This is another short period when 
the lungs will be somewhat afflicted 
and lung fever, pneumonia, and con
sumption will be in force. Many in 
the advanced stages o f consumption 
will suddenly pass away when the 
planet Mercury enters into conjunction 
with the Earth.

CHILDREN.

The above indications as explained 
do not signify that those born at this 
time will be consumptive, for they will 
not, and can not have consumption. 
They may be troubled with lung-fever 
or pneumonia. They will be very 
active workers with the hands, will 
make good telegraph operators, type- 
writists, penmen, as well as being able 
to fill such positions as have been sug
gested for the previous figure, for they 
do not vary much from them.

RECAPITULATION.

February 4th, business not quite so 
active and favorable for a few days. 
The great force of Jupiter, however, sig
nifies a general tendency to go forward 
and improve the situation, which 
means, practically, a favorable business 
indication for the week. Health of the 
people afflicted.

February 11th, improvement in 
health, brighter business outlook, with 
a more yielding and agreeable tenden
cy on the part o f moneyed men, to ac
commodate one another as well as 
those seeking relief at their hands.

February 18th, a quickening impulse 
is given to trade and money will flow 
more freely than usual. A  week o f de
bauchery, however, is indicated, and 
periodical drinkers will take a periodi
cal spree.

The last week in February means 
more activity in foreign trade and 
dealings generally which extend over 
the waters. I t  is a good time to enter 
into foreign deals.

M A R R I A G E .

We have said but little concerning 
unions, for the reason that marriage, 
the important union, will be under bad 
vibrations with the majority, hence a 
month unfavorable to such relations. 
The last few days o f the months how
ever are all right, and signify constan. 
cy and devotion to the marriage vow 
and contract.

TH E KICKER.

Deb  kicker vas von lively man,
Who make a fuss vene'er he can 
End raise der vind mit wordy fight,
Yen efery dings vas not youst right.

How people like to kick at him !
But who vould keep der vorld in trim,
I f he discovered not a flaw,
Und kicked cn efryding he saw7

Und dere’s dot krank, who’s alvays vound
Und helps to make der vorld turn round;
His field of usefulness vas great,
D'hough oft he life in low estate.

Ven e’er der kicker has his say 
Der krank invents some better v a y ;
Der kicker kicks ven dings ain’t right,
Der krank prings petter dings to light.

Und so der two go hand in hand,
Und raise a rumpus in der land;
Yet, if der vorld gif dem no thanks,
I’ll boom der kickers und d?r kranks.

Boston Globe.

Sweet Monadess, my darling,
We love each other now,

But in the evolution 
Will you forget your vow?

Oh, will you love me dearest 
iThe monad’s pleadings ran),

When you’ve become a woman, *
And I'vc become a  man?
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H E A L T H  D E P A R T M E N T .

A s man is an epitome of all of the 
minute and varied vibrations or forces 
which have surrounded him, having 
been evolved, concentrated, expanded, 
vivified, intensified and rendered into a 
state or condition making him the 
highest expression o f all the trans
muted substances in material life, we 
now pause and ask: What are the pos
sibilities o f man? IIow  far can he go 
in developing power, in purifying his 
life, in further rendering his physical 
structure, and making more complete 
and satisfactory to him the attributes 
of mind and soul, and more perfect the 
health, harmony and spirituality of his 
being.

Health is the result of harmonious 
blendings in the life forces that make 
the environments o f mortal beings. 
Many persons are inharmoniously con
stituted from the beginning; but such 
inharmony as is natural to a life at 
birth does not mean suffering of itself, 
to any great extent, except in a very 
few cases. There are persons which 
from the beginning are so magnetically 
constituted as to be beyond the regen
erating powers o f man. These are 
very, very few  indeed. Nine hundred 
and ninety-nine in a thousand are so 
constituted primarily, that by living 
and doing as they may live and do, (and 
this does not mean that they shall de
prive themselves, or curtail the legiti
mate comforts and pleasures of life) no 
physical suffering worth mentioning 
would even afflict them. O f course 
there are many states possible for mor
tals to be in, and be comparatively free 
from pain and suffering.

When people grow to a state or 
height, where they can not only see and 
understand the law o f life, but to a 
height where they have the will to con
trol and govern generation and gesta- 
tory conditions, then will they be able 
to choose states or conditions for com
ing generations, and the result will be 
a race o f people born to health and hap
piness from the beginning.

It  behooves us, who know of the re
peated embodiments of human souls, 
to use our efforts in placing these 
things before the people now, that they 
may be brought to a knowledge of 
these things also, for we must come 
again ourselves, and it is for the pur
pose of making our way brighter at 
some future time on Earth , that 
prompts us to press this subject into 
favor and notice at the present time.

But what are the possibilities of man 
beginning with the product as we find 
it, in all of its varied forms and condi
tions now upon the Earth ? That is the 
pressing question that confronts us. 
What shall he do in order to pave the 
way for future generations, as well as 
for his own happiness, while he still 
remains in the flesh ? To the latter pro
position, we would suggest: First, that 
he look about him and examine into 
the conditions, the powers, qualities, 
potencies and nature of the physical 
expressions in matter, Irom which he 
draws sustenance, from which he is ex
tracting elements, powers, forces, attri
butes, thoughts if you please, and 
which he incorporates into his life and 
being. “As a man thinketh, so is he,” 
therefore the man is what he makes 
himself to be, by virtue of the cul
tivation of thoughts. Thoughts are 
magnetic emenations resulting from 
the incorporation of substances within 
the human economy. Thoughts are 
colored by outward things that operate 
toward the emotional centers of being; 
but the impulse back, beneath the sur
face, is more intensely acted upon by 
the atomic potentialities of the sub
stances taken into the system as food.

The secret o f all this complex and 
seemingly far-fetched explanation, is 
very simple. The Polarization of 
forces clearly shows the nature and 
quality of all the substances of which 
man from day to day sustains life.

Polarized force, that is, life force that 
is the vital principle inherent within 
all forms o f life is to the Earth, what 
the magnetic needle is to the poles of
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the Earth. For example: Take a com
pass needle, place it in position, or at
tach it to the pivot on which it is to re
volve, and no matter in what direction 
it is left when free to adjust itself it 
points to the north. In other words it 
starts from the place where it is plant
ed, and culminates by reaching its 
highest expression, namely, pointing 
due north.

The magnetic force or quality of the 
needle causes this adjustment to the 
polar force or magnetic current, the 
same in nature, which is of the Earth. 
We might say that from the attaching 
o f the needle to its final position due 
north, is the beginning and ending of 
an expression of vital power of living 
force. Now consider for a moment the 
condition of a kernel of corn planted in 
the ground; it has within it a magnetic 
potent force, and its culminating point 
is a certain number of feet above the 
surface of the Earth. When planted 
or attached to the Earth, and left free> 
as was the needle, it, too, immediately 
starts for the culminating point. It 
takes some time for this to be accom
plished, but nevertheless, the force la
tent within the kernel of corn acts ou 
the same principle as that of the needle. 
Now suppose we stop the needle before 
it reaches the north, it will not change 
the inclination of the needle to do so, 
and if, before the force in the kernel of 
corn reaches its culmination and com
plete fruition, we pluck an ear from 
the stalk, we do not kill the stalk for 
the impulse is still toward the culmi
nating point. In other words, in taking 
an ear of corn, green corn, from the 
stalk and eating it, we take life force 
and incorporate it into our own life 
forces, adding strength and power to 
the physical body. To be sure, when 
the corn ripens, the concentrated mag
netic force in each kernel is a living 
germ capable of reproducing its kind, 
hence, is alive; and when we take it as 
food we take a living potent soul force, 
which adds its life and power at its best« 
to our bodies.

Now take a sirloin steak and what 
do we find in the way of potent energy 
in its composition. Let us analyze the 
steak.

The substance o f which it is com
posed is, like our own bodies, made up 
from other substances, which are gath
ered by the bovine, usually when said 
substance is alive and growing toward 
its culminating point. For instance; 
grass nipped off close to the roots of 
the stalk is taken into the system alive, 
and yet it does not kill the germ, for it 
keeps on pressing towards the seed end 
of its destination. Now this is all good, 
and in favor of the sirloin steak, but 
the grass so taken is compounded with 
other ingredients and loses its indi
viduality in the steer, or Bovine. The 
steak therefore is a highly transmuted 
compound. While the steak remains 
in the animal it is potent with the life 
principle. I t  is vivified by a highly 
evoluted soul force. A  soul force, the 
principle and nature o f which is hori
zontal, or at an right angle to that of 
the life principle of man. Now this of 
itself is by no means the worst feature 
of the steak, for in order to secure the 
steak it is first necessary to drive out 
every particle of the life principle, and 
in doing so, the steak or substance of the 
body thus slaughtered immediately be
gins by disintegration an activity far 
below that required by man for suste
nance and strength. In other words, 
the principle or power that held it on 
the higher plane of expression being 
gone, the nature and potency of the 
steak is polarized to atomic segrega
tion, disintegration and reconstruction, 
which is on the primal plane of physi
cal expression. This steak then is well 
enough for worms, fowls, bugs and in
sects generally, as well as lesser ver
min, and even for such, it is soul- 
destroying, for it builds, or draws, or 
gives impulse toward the point or con
dition of its polarization, namely: To the 
weakest primal beginning.

In order to make a start, then, in the 
right direction, for the improvement of
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ourselves as well as making a better 
pathway for the future generations to 
travel in, we must put ourselves in har
monious relation with life, with potent 
principles, with living energies; and to 
do this, means that we must incor
porate life into our bodies; not death, 
not decay, not disease. A  simple rule 
may be layed down as a guide for those 
who wish to try the improvement 
herein suggested. This rule is based 
upon tne Infinite, the Eternal law of 
life.

R U LE.

1. —Take nothing into the system 
as food that is not freely yielded by 
nature to the hand of man.

2. —Take such substances as contain 
potent life, or energy; remembering 
that the greater the possibilities for 
growth, expression and endurance in
herent in the germs of such substances, 
the greater the life-giving power to 
man.

Without going into detail as to the 
natures and principles of different 
foods, we will suggest a few kinds and 
combinations suited to the human 
economy. A fter people have been 
brought up to live on certain kinds of 
food prepared in either a good or a bad 
way, it is hard for them to make 
changes with any degree of success, for 
they know not what to do. The study 
of foods is one of the deepest of 
studies, hence, the hesitancy in chang
ing the manner of cooking.

Now suppose we wish to get in line 
with the very best hygienic principles 
in serving a dinner, for example. Sup
pose we are to have as guests those 
who do not know anything about 
hygiene, and care less, so long as they 
get something to eat. Suppose they 
are considered prominent people, and, 
as the world goes, are looked upon 
as good judges of cuisine. We must not 
stop to consider this or let it in any 
way interfere with the preparation of 
food suitable for the human organism, 
and if we wish to help carry forward 
this reform movement in the manner

of cooking and eating, it must be con
sidered a pleasure to set aside every 
custom that stands in the way of prop
er living, and do so publicly, wherever 
we are, whether at home or abroad. In 
doing this we will of course expose our 
individuality, our mental calibre, and 
our independence, all of which sooner 
or later, will be looked upon with 
admiration by those who are now 
slaves to the blighting, demoralizing 
influence of custom. Shakespeare 
says:

“ A custom
More honored in the breach than the observ

ance.”
Times and seasons have much to do 

with the preparation of foods, there
fore we will make our calculations for 
a dinner suitable for the present season 
or month.

DINNER No. 1.

Lima Bean Soup.
Potatoes, steamed before peeling, peeled 

and mashed.
Baked Hubbard Squash, served on the rind.

Rye, Graham or Wheat Biscuit, 
served warm.

FOB SIDE DISHES,
Canned Corn. Tomatoes. Peas.

DESEBT.
Fruit. Nuts. Raisins. Figs. Dates. Pickles.

The above mentioned list should be 
selected from, not all eaten, for this 
is a feast to meet if possible the desires 
of several different natures.

Now let us analyze the potencies of 
each. The lima beans co-ordinate 
with the muscles and fibers of the 
human body. The potatoes are sooth
ers of the brain, by virtue of their 
magnetic attraction toward the nega
tive poles of the body. They assist the 
will, the mind, to vibrate the extremi
ties of the physical man. The squash 
is flesh-producing, and a flesh-purify
ing ingredient or substance. The 
bread, should be made fresh each meal, 
by taking one quart flour, one tea
spoonful baking powder, the same 
quantity of common salt, and sufficient 
milk to stir and mix well with a spoon. 
Dip into hot baking pan, and bake 
quickly. No trouble to do this, for the
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quicker it  is done the better. This 
bread is not strictly the highest and 
best in composition, but the best that 
can be produced from fine flours 
so we give the recipe. I t  is in its rela
tion to man, brain food, for it comes to 
fruition and culminates at the positive 
end o f its physical expression. Hence, 
is co-ordinated to the positive or brain 
principle in man.

The dessert is the most potent and 
life-giving of any o f the foods on the 
list. The fruits act upon the glands 
and aids digestion, which makes them 
health-giving in their nature. The 
nuts should be left for ornament, unless 
it  be a six o’clock dinner or later. They 
give a great amount o f life and endur
ance, furnishing natural oil to the 
system, which penetrates every globule 
and lubricates, as it were, the entire 
machinery o f the physical man. 
Baisins, figs, and dates are great sus
tained o f life, are flesh producing more 
than they are producers of muscular 
strength.

The Fickle is intended to clear the 
throat at the last.* A  small glass of 
cider is a good substitute, when con
venient. Those who are in the habit 
o f roasting, stuffing, dressing, salading, 
basting,whipping, mixing, kneading and 
daubing, will see at once that there is no 
work to speak o f necessary to the pre
paration of such a feast as we have 
suggested. I f  we wish to spread our
selves and serve a dinner in courses, in 
a style indicative o f wealth and luxury, 
the following may be more suggestive:

DINNER.

Vegetable Soap.

Celery, Salted Wafers, Queen Olives.

Baked Sweet Potatoes,
Hot Slau, German,

Corn Cake, Alabama.

Irish Potatoes, boiled.
Steamed Parsnips, plain,

Unleavened Bread, Jerusalem.

SIDB DISHES.

Green Peas. Rutagaga Turnips,
Tomatoes. Baked Squash.

Sweet Com. Boiled Onions.

FRUIT SAUCES.

Cranberry. Cherry. Pineapple. Peach. Plum. 

D ESSERT.

Boiled Rice, Cream and Sugar.
Apple Dumpling, New England. 

Oranges. Grapes. Figs. Apricots. 
London Layer Raisins.

For a quiet home dinner with the 
family, the following is all sufficient:

Baked Potatoes.
Boiled Turnips.

Unleavened Bread or Corn Bread. 
Baked Apples.

Cranberry, Peach, or some fruit sauce.
FOR DESSERT.

Olives and Crackers.
Nuts. Rice Pudding. Fruit.

R E F R E S H M E N T S .

For an evening party or entertain
ment it is well to prepare or know how 
to prepare Sandwiches, without resort
ing to Hog products or Bovine anat
omy. A  few  are given, which perhaps 
are new to most people.

S A N D W I C H E S .

Wheat Bread (W hite or Graham; 
Graham is the best) sliced thin, with 
the following fillers:

Pickled Beets, sliced th in ;
Steamed Parsnips, Sliced th in ;

Boiled Turnips, mashed;
Boiled Squash, mashed;

Onion Pickles, sliced; 
Shaved Maple Sugar.

Rye Rread, sliced th in ;
Chopped Mustard Pickles;

Thin Layers of Cheese;
Onion or Beet P ickels;

Parsnips, Turnips or Squash.

Hot buiscuit, made as already sug
gested, cut in half, with

Chopped Raisins;
Choppped Raisins and Nut Meats;
Washed Fard Dates, chopped with Nut M eats; 
Washed Figs, pressed flat, or 
Pressed Figs, dressed.

Tea, Coffee, Cider, Chocolate or 
Cocoa may be served with these, and by 
adding Fruit a lunch fit for the Gods, 
may be selected from such combina
tions as these.
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F O O D  P O L A R I T Y .  I 

Wheat,
Rye,
Rice,
Oats,
Cabbage,
Grapes,
Apples,
Figs,
Bush Berries,
Plums,
Cherries,
Peaches,
Pears,
Tomatoes,
Tea,
N  ut.s,
Coflee,
Buckwheat,
Corn,
Beans,
Peas,
Pumpkin,
•Squash,
Cucumbers,
Strawberries,
Melons,
Peanuts,
Potatoes,
Beats,
Parsnips,
Radishes,
Carrots,
And other roots.

The above list shows by margin 
divisions, to what portion o f the 
human organism the different kinds of 
food are polarized or co-ordinated, and 
the selection should be made by each 
according to their needs. For example 
suppose a person is born in the vital 
quadrate, with intense vital magne
tism, he w ill have a surplus o f vital 
power, hence will not need those foods 
that generate and increase such forces, 
but on the other hand, will need neu
tralizing elements, such food as will 
carry force to the negative and also the 
mental sections o f the system, espe
cially the neutral sections. I f  a person 
is intensely mental, magnetically, they 
need vitalizing and neutralizing com
binations. This law not only applies 
to food, but it also applies to medicine, 
which we hope to explain in detail in a 
future article.

In order to diet properly, it is plain 
to be seen that one must first know 
their magnetic stamp, their polarized

state, for each and every one of us are 
in a state which is the result of polar
ized forces. So back of all this talk 
about food, about Hygiene, about Re
form, about Cooking Schools, about 
Health, is the universal law of Being, 
which primarily is the starting point in 
every branch of study and research in 
relation to man. I f  we could prescribe 
the diet of the human race for nine 
months, the Earth would seem as a 
new planet to live upon. Nine Moons 
would evolve a new and hitherto un
known era in the life of a world.

Reader, what think you of the idea 
of giving this subject a few trials and 
tests in your own life ? We are made 
up from what we eat.

“As a man thinketh, so is he.’’
This is a free country, ‘ ‘eat, drink and 
be merry” in just the old, old way, if 
you think  that is best.

FISH IN G .

Fishing ’midst the flowers of May,
Maud and I went yesterday;
Not a ripple stirred the stream—
Life seemed like a tranquil dream.

Dimple-cheeked and rosy fair,
With sunny locks of golden hair,
Maud knew not my inmost wish—
All her mind was just to fish.

Each of us our lines threw in,
But I  could not draw a fin,
While Maud was busy throwing out 
Now a chub and now a tront.

Long I toiled and much I thought—
Still no fish I moved or caught;
All the beauties of the brook
Ran to Maud’s and shunned my hook.

Yet their choice I could not blame—
I own I should have done the same; 
And,]finding nothing else to do,

- I was caught on Maud’s hook, too!

We furled our lines. I cannot tell 
When or how this change befell;
But her soft hand held by mine 
Outthrilled the gamiest trout and line!

Though no fish adorned my hook,
On my lips reward I took—
Took it often and anew,
As our homeward lines we drew.

—Galveston News.

“ The stars of a ballet form the constel
lation of the Great Bear. ”

Mental.

Vital.

Neutral.
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THE ORACLE.

Question . J. F. G.—In the tables 
for setting the disk of chart, Jupiter is 
in Leo Dec. 1st, 1896, and in Libra Jan. 
1st, 1897, making Jupiter pass through 
Leo in one month. Is this not an error ?

A nswer. I t  is an error. The year 
1896 should read 1895, the same as the 
one before it. The printer supposed 
this to be an error of the one who cal
culated the tables and furnished the 
copy, so he changed the year to 1896. 
The year 1896 should not appear in 
said table for Jupiter.

Q. J. F. G.— I f  1 read the signs of 
the times correctly for 1896, they show 
indications of bloodshed in the early 
part of the year, and a victory for the 
people in the general elections the latter 
part of the year. Am I  not right?

A . Like unto the magnetic condi
tions which were experienced during 
the critical periods of the past year, 
are some of the magnetic waves which 
will be brought about in the year ’96. 
In fact these waves will begin their 
operations before the year ’95 is passed, 
but as it comes toward the latter part 
of the year, the beginning of ’96, is 
really more propitious for physical dis
turbances. The influence of Jupiter is 
already being shown in the manipula
tion of money, but after the experi
ences of the past few years under Sat
urn’s disintegrating influence, it is not 
to be wondered at that a more com
pact, secretive and substantial basis is 
being sought for. The necessity for 
investment, in order to make money a 
power, will set many people to work, 
however.

N ote .—We have a number o f com
munications bearing upon the follow
ing question. This seems to be an im
portant matter in connection withna 
tlvlties. The following letter fully 
presents the question:
Editor Pl  anets and  P eople ,

D ear  Sir :—I am the happy pur
chaser of one of your astronomical 
charts, and I have given the book 
which accompanies the same careful

study, and think myself quite expert. 
As a rule I  find that the law as laid 
down by you holds absolutely true; oc
casionally, however, I  have run against 
some variation o f the law, which is a 
puzzler to me, hence this letter of in
quiry. For instance, I  have a case 
where two gentlemen in the same town 
were born on the same day, and I  find 
in one case the law holds good and di
agnosis is perfect. In the other it does 
not seem to hit the case, that is, the 
physical condition seems to be entirely 
at variance with the other. I  am at a 
loss for an explanation. In another 
case a pair o f twins with which the law 
seems to hold good so far as the physi
cal conditions are concerned, but intel
lectually there seems to be quite a di
vergency. These variations in a law 
that almost universally applies, mysti
fies me. Will you kindly give me light), 
i f  that is possible, through the query 
department o f your most valuable 
journal. Yours truly,

S. G. W.
A  Seeker after Truth.

A. Ih the first case, while the mag
netic powers or forces are the same in 
each, primarily, the difference in en
vironment usually changes the outward 
manifestation. That is, one may be so. 
environed that his labors and daily 
doings have a tendency to gradually 
strengthen weak parts, or sections o f 
the system, while the other may be 
employed in a way to weaken those 
parts. In the latter case disease would 
be generated, while in the former it 
would be warded off. And again the 
condition o f the parents, called pre
natal, has its influence, though slight in 
comparison with the mighty magnets of 
the solar system, yet there is a quality 
in clay, and different brick in appear
ance and strength of endurance may be 
made at the same time, with the same 
power, with the same force. There is 
a difference in the primal clay. These 
things must be considered in diagnos. 
ing closely the physical constitution of 
man, and also, whether a man works in
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the open air or is confined closely in an 
office. The occupation should be part 
of the data given for this work. In the 
latter case we have the same quality of 
clay, and it  often occurs that during 
labor, a physical depression, is inflicted 
upon one, for people are not usually 
looking for twins, which presents a 
perfectly natural and healthy delivery, 
and which in some cases is not out
grown until quite late in life, while the 
one delivered with the full power 
o f its own inner force, the soul force, 
together with the full power o f the 
mother, receives more potently the uni
versal stamp. Therefore, one may be 
stronger than the other and more force
ful in character.

There is a deeper reason also which 
applies very forcibly to cases of this 
nature. W e are dealing with souls. 
Souls have quality, condition, attrib
utes, experiences, intelligence and force. 
Souls are o f various natures, some 
trained and some untrained. Some 
older and some younger in their ex
pressions in matter. Some are older in 
mortal expression with what sre con
sidered advanced races or types, while 
others are young in experience among 
such peoples. As the intelligence of 
the soul is back o f the intellect, the in
tellects o f two mortal brains may ex
press differently and at variance with 
each other. The differences, however» 
which the questioner claims seems to 
be with cases o f this nature, the law 
holding good in all others.

Q. C. F. E., Cleveland, O.—Can man 
make a talisman powerful enough to 
draw the influence o f the planets upon 
the wearer as described by the ancients ?

A . There are many erroneous ideas 
connected with what is known as a 
talisman. The real talisman or magnet 
known to the ancients, o f which the 
Agnus Deis, the communion Wafer and 
the cross o f the Catholic church, 
rabbits toe, the snake rattles, and a 
thousand and one other charms in use 
by those o f other tribes, are worthless 
imitations, had a meaning unknown to

those not in possession of them, and in 
hundreds of instances, unknown to 
those who did possess them. They 
were of such origin and of such a nature 
that they served as identification cards 
in times of peril, as well as serving in 
personal communion with those who 
dwell in other spheres. They have 
nothing to do with the magnetic influ
ences o f the planets. The best talisman 
you can make must ever be the human 
structure in which you reside regener
ated and purified. This alone will put 
you in a condition to receive the very 
best influences to be found anywhere, 
on this or any other planet.

Q C. K . R., St. Louis.—In No. 1 of 
P lan ets  a n d  P eo ple  you say: * * * * 
“Explains and teaches in language com
prehensible by all the eternal truths of 
infinity.”

Let me ask you please: Does any
finite person ever comprehend the truths 
of Infinity, or does your information 
make them equal to a God? Let me 
know, please.

A. The truths of Infinity are those 
truths of manifestations which are infi
nite in duration, eternal in principle, 
absolute in their unvarying fixedness. 
It  is such truths that our system brings 
within the comprehension of mortals, 
of finite minds. Yes, finite minds can 
comprehend the truths o f Infinity. But 
for this there would be no meaning to 
the words Absolute, Eternal, Infinite.

S e lf  C o n tr o l.

To control one's se lf—to hold in check 
the passions, the appetites, the desires—is 
what every  person should aspire to. Every 
boy and girl should strive for this mastery, 
for if  you do not control yourself some
body else will. Or some habit, some ap
petite, will get the better of you, and no 
tyrant is half so exacting and cruel as a 
bad appetite—an impure passion. To be 
a king over one’s self, to be the master of 
the temple in which you live—your human 
body—to rule the back brain, is to attain 
power over a great kingdom. Strive for 
that end. S. H. W.
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Educational Specialties
T O  A S S I S T  IN T H E S E  S T U D I E S .

Rubber Stamps for stamping Zodiac.....................................................................$0.60
Zodiac Blanks, 4x6 in c h e s ,  per 100.............................................j................. ..........30

“ “  8x10 in oh oB , bond paper, per 100...................................... ...........  1.00
These are better than Rubber Stamps. Sent by mail postpaid.

PLANETARIUMS
For keeping dally positions of the Planets, Including 

full set of Planets.
Style O—Cloth, made to roll, 13x16 inohes................................................   $1.00

“  , 1 —Cloth, framed....... 14x18 “  ...........................................................  3.00
“  2 —Satin, framed....... 14x18 “  ........................................................... 3.50
“  3 —Wall, for Halls....  40x50 “  to ro ll.......................................................8.00

ZODIAC TABLES.
Style A —Painted Signs and Circles......................28 inohes,

“  B —Solid Oak, carved top, plain..................28 ““ c— “ “ I I fancy................... 28 “
“  D —Mahogany “  “  plain................... 28 “
“  E — 1  “  “  fancy......|............28 “

Sent by Express on receipt of price.

FANCY PLANETS.

! 6,00 
10 .0 0  
15 00 
20.00 
25.00

The Eight Planets and Moon In their respeotlve colors and 
comparative sizes Intended for Table use.

Style X —Wood, painted in colors....................................................................... $ 2.00
By Mail.

“ V —Metal, heavy, painted in colors............................................................  8.CO
“  Z —Fonoy Glass, in colors.........................................................................  10.00

By Express.

ASTRONOMICAL EMBLEMS.
(IN PACKS.)

Stylo 5 2  — Good quality...................................................................................... $0.20
“  5 0  -Extra quality............................................................. ............................60
“  4 8 —Superfine Linen......................... ........................................ ............. 1.60

PATENTED CHARTS.
The Play of the Planets, primary.....  ............................................................ $ 1.00

“  “  “  with new book...............................................................  5.00
“  “  “  illustrated, 6x7 feet.......................................................  25.01)
“  “  “  oomplete, 4x6 “  .............        60.00

The tiro latter arc intended for Lecturers and Teachers. Sent crated by Express.

We furnish any of the above articles direct, believing that many are seeking for 
just snob helps in their occult studies.

A ddress  P L A N E TS  AN D  PEOPLE.
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HYPNOTISM.

The latest “craze,” that seems to be 
fastening itself upon the minds of a 
large number of people, is the subject 
of Hypnotism. There is a tendency on 
the part of a great many to look upon 
this growing practice, with fear and 
trembling, not knowing what to make 
of it, at the same time believing there 
is something in it that needs to be 
watched. These fears expressed by so 
many persons are not without founda
tion. Y et no one stands on such dan
gerous ground as those who are dab
bling in it with a view of becoming ex
perts. This power of suggestion is 
being sought on every hand, by all 
classes of minds, with all kinds of mo
tives. Some wish to use such power 
for the treatment of the sick, the object 
of which is a worthy one. Another 
wishes to become a master in the 
science for the purpose of demonstrat
ing the same before public audiences. 
Another desires power of this kind to 
use in gaining money for the purpose 
of bettering their condition, which,

they consider, is a worthy object. 
Others seek for the key to Hypnotism, 
for the purpose of controlling others to 
do their bidding whatever it may be. 
There are many reasons why people 
seek for this so-called wonderful gift. 
But one or two illustrations are neces
sary to show to what uses their power is 
sometimes applied.

A  few years ago a man came to this 
city, and sought to locate or secure 
board and lodging with some agreeable 
family, and when he found those he 
thought would be congenial, as an in
ducement for them to take him as one 
of the household, he stated that “ if 
they would consent to take him, he 
would see that their groceries would 
not cost them much of anything;” and 
to show that he meant what he said, he 
stated that he lived several months 
with a family in the east, and while 
they received some eighteen or twenty 
dollar’s worth of groceries per month 
from the one dealer they patronized, 
principally, they only had to pay from 
one to two dollars for them, as their 
bill or statement the first of each 
month only showed that amount of in
debtedness.

The explanation afterward obtained, 
was to the effect, that he took 
charge of the buying, and the order each 
day was given the delivery boy as he 
came to the house. No orders being 
sent or left at the store. 1 n this way the 
boy was hypnotised to put up the 
goods and deliver them, without mak
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ing the charge upon the books. This 
man had this much sought-for power; 
he used it for a villainous purpose, 
hence, he was a wanderer most of the 
time, with no place to sleep, and noth
ing to eat, for these practices bring 
their just reward in time.

Many persons are hypnotized out of 
several thousand dollars, at the same 
time the one who thus secures the 
money may not be aware o f the process 
or real power by which such a thing is 
accomplished. Many people imagine 
that in order to hypnotize one must 
have knowledge of the law by which it 
is accomplished.

This is not necessary, for we know 
that the lower animals are possessed of 
this power, and in the case of the snake 
the degree of power sometimes ex
pressed, seems almost incredible. For 
snakes are known to possess hypnotic 
power sufficient to not only charm 
birds and other species, but even men 
also.

Cows possess this power over their 
kind and have shown the remarkable 
power they possess, by holding their 
young in absolute subjugation for per
iods of forty-eight hours, although they 
were during the time a mile or more 
distant from them. On the other hand, 
men have been able to operate upon all 
kinds of animals with this power; and 
even snakes of the worst families, as 
well as the most ferocious beasts, in
cluding the elephant, yield to his will 
when properly directed.

Hypnotism as it applies to the hu
man family, however, is the all-absorb
ing theme that is at present attracting 
the masses, and when we stop to consid
er, that for a number of years past, a 
system of teaching has been promul
gated extensively which in its very na
ture and essence is hypnotic suggestion, 
it is not to be wondered at that many 
people are stirred up over it. The 
teachings referred to are those of the 
metaphysical schools. Christian science 
being the most prominent. (Now read 
this through before you get excited.)

We wish to state clearly and distinctly 
that the law that governs all metaphy
sical healing is hypnotic, therefore, 
those most prominent in this hypnotic 
practice are the Christian scientists. 
Their motive is to heal the sick. They 
do not carry the practice, usually, far 
enough to dispossess the patient of his 
consciousness, that is, he is left with a 
realizing sense that he is himself; at 
the same time a portion of his being is, 
i f  successfully treated, placed under 
the will and suggestion o f the scientist. 
Those best qualified to use these powers 
use it to call into greater activity and 
consciousness, the mind of the patient, 
instead of producing a stupor in which 
there is no realization of pain or suf
fering.

The reason there are so many prac
ticing the hypnotic phase, wherein the 
subject is completely controlled, is be
cause many who have been led into 
metaphysical lines o f thought, have 
learned of the powers they possess in 
this line.

This has launched upon the world 
Hypnotists o f every conceivable grade 
and color, and it behooves every intel
ligent person to know and understand 
what is back, and underneath these 
manifestations. We do not state these 
things, condemning the art o f healing 
practiced by those who know what 
they are doing; but we do condemn 
many of the things done in the name 
of Christian or metaphysical science. 
For instance, when fifty or sixty peo
ple are gathered together, with various 
phases of thought, some for and some 
against metaphysical practice, it is not 
only a bad and useless practice,but a very 
dangerous practice, to try to concen
trate the minds of such a number, and 
vibrate in a body, the will of, perhaps 
one person, to some distant subject. I f  
thoughts are things, and good things 
in themselves, is it desirable to make 
them into hash,and dish them up to some 
one who, perhaps, rather have separate 
dishes, and in more moderate quanti
ties. A  true, intelligent scientist
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needs no assistance to think good 
thoughts; he can operate in private as 
well as in public, and i f  he desires to 
heal some one, he must have learned 
before he practiced very long, that a j 
single thought may be controlled for 
good, while a combination o f  thoughts 
is a very dangerous combination to med
dle with. Besides it has a tendency to 
give license to those who would con
vert such potencies to ill uses. “A  
word to the wise * *

Magic is another term used to ex
press this same power, and when it is 
well used they call it White Magic, and 
when misapplied it is called Black 
Magic.

The real law underlying all of these 
phenomena is the same. The gifted 
hypnotist, the gifted scientist, healer, 
or magician, is born, and from the be
ginning possesses the latent forces that 
develop in later life.

Let us consider some of the primal 
conditions which finally develop these 
powers. In the first place, there are 
many varieties of these gifts, and the 
phenomena produced through the vital 
magnetic power of one person may by 
another person be produced by mental 
force alone. Again, the power of one 
person may be controlled or directed by 
one or more personalities on the astral 
plane, while with another the individ
ual will is able to operate entirely 
alone. Some are so constituted that 
they have a hypnotic influence over 
others unconsciously, and persons com
ing into their presence can not keep 
awake. Because of these varied con
ditions, which produce a similar result 
Hypnotism can not be governed by 
legislation any more than atmosphere 
can.

That the underlying principle of 
Hypnotism in all o f its phases, is 
magnetic, is unquestionably true, for 
we find by the relation that a person 
bears to magnetic bodies, the stars, 
what power he possesses, its nature,po
tency and even the motive of the indi
vidual’s mind. This is so remarkable

in degree of accuracy that it can only 
be mentioned here, as it requires close 
and minute calculations in order to 
clearly define the different qualities or 
phases exhibited.

The Salem Witches were Hypnotists 
who used their powers for a bad pur
pose. These practices have been going 
on for all time, and to avoid the snares 
that this practice sometimes leads one 
into, this power should not be sought 
for or cultivated, for it is not a desira
ble gift, unless one is sufficiently trained 
and developed, mentally, physically 
and spiritually to know the use, as well 
as the abuse of such power. The 
adepts not only gain this power, but 
they get understanding, they get wis
dom, and these things gradually de
velop together. We clip the following 
from the daily paper.

“St . J o s e p h , M o . ,  Feb. 7.—The Psy
chical Society, of this city, organized 
for the purpose of teaching hypnotism, 
has been brought to the notice of the 
police by the complaint of Mrs. Ella 
Churchill that her son, after being hyp
notized a number of times at the meet
ings of the seciety, is losing his mind as 
a x'esult.”

It will be seen by this that such prac
tices are demoralizing in their effects 
upon those who are operated upon 
while it usually adds to the strength of 
will of those who use the power.

Any mind that is magnetically more 
potent and powerful than another can 
hypnotize that other if taken unawares. 
This law of magnetic strength makes 
every person a hypnotist, and some one 
might ask, what harm can there be in 
the practice if all have more or less of 
the power? It is because whoever al
lows himself to be thus governed or 
operated upon, loses that which lie may 
not recover again, and many persons 
are ruined mentally, morally and finan
cially, from the effects of a weakened 
intellect and will resulting from such 
an experience.

I f  you wish to be strong and well 
balanced, allow no one to control you. 
Never offer yourself as a subject to one
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who m ay or m ay not, (and usually they 
are not), be m asters in the art.

F or as Shelly s a y s :
“A man of virtuous soul commandetli not, 

neither does he obey.”
The resisting o f those whom you 

th ink m ight have pow er over you  is 
w hat m akes you strong and all pow er
fu l against it. T h is thought should be 
cultivated  and the loose and dangerous 
practice o f H ypnotism  discouraged, at 
a ll tim es and in  all places.

W hen one is ready and righ tly  pre
pared fo r power, then and then only is 
it  a  desirable posession. Seek ye then 
the w ay th at leads to wisdom , and u n
derstanding first and all else w ill be 
added. ____________

Num bers in  Nature.

Physical science shows that numbers 
have a significancy in every department of 
nature. Two appears as the typical num
ber in the lowest class of plants, and regu
lates that pairing or marriage o f plants 
and animals which is one of the fundamen
tal laws of the organic kingdoms. Three 
is the characteristic number of that class 
of plants which has paralleled veined 
leaves, and is the number of joints in the 
typical digit. Four is the significant of 
those beautiful crystals which show that 
minerals (as well as stars) have their geom
etry. Five is the model number of the 
highest class of plants—those with reticu
lated veins and branches—is the typical 
number of the fingers and toes of verte- 
brated animal, and is of frequent occur
ence among the star fishes. Six is the 
proportional number of carbon in chemist
ry, and 3x2 is a common number in the 
floral organs of monocotyledonous plants, 
such as the lilies. Seven appears as sig
nificant only in a single order of plants 
(Heptandria), but has an importance in 
the animal kingdom, where it is the num
ber of vertebrae in the neck of mamalia; 
and according to Mr. Edwards, the typi
cal number of rings in the head, in the 
thorax, and the abdomen of Crustacea. 
Eight is the definite number in chemical 
composition for oxygen, the most univer
sal element in nature, and is very common

in the organs o f sea-jellies. Nine seems 
to be rare in the organic kingdom. Ten, 
or 5x2, is found in star-fishes, and is the 
number of digits on the fore and hind 
limbs o f animals.

I f  Y o u  L o v e M e.

If you love me, tell me so;
Coal is very high:

Father thinks it isn’t right 
You should come here every night, 

Staying till the fire is low,
Just to spoon and sigh.

Calling me your “little sweet”
Does not pay for gas;

While your lonely heart may yearn,
In the chandeliers there burn 

Jets that make a thousand feet 
O’er the meter pass.

Love, I know, completely fill«
Life’s void gallery;

Yet while these dear moments haste, 
Think how many dollars waste—

Coal and gas and other bills—
Out of father’s salary I

Then, I prithee, dear one, brace 1 
Do but speak the word;

Else must I to father yield,
Else must you vacate the field,

Else must some one take your place— 
“ Stocks and bonds” preferred.

— Milwaukee Sentinel•

A  W om an’s Way.

“I will give you,” he murmured, a warrior’s 
name,”—

She sighed and she shook her head;
“ I will carve it aloft on the pillars of fame,
In blood-red letters enscrolled in flame.”

“ But Love cannot read it,”  she said.

“I will make you,” he pleaded, “ a statesman’s 
bride,” -

She listened and turned her head.
“ I will sit in the halls where the great abide: 
Where Ambition feasts and is satisfied.”

“ But love cannot share it,” she said.

“I will sing you a song such as poets prize”— 
She blushed and she drooped her head.

“I will woo soft chords from the muse, whose 
eyes

Illumine the portals of Love’s Paradise.”
“But love cannot sing them,” she said.

“ I give you my love, then—’tis all I can do”— 
Low dropped her womanly head.

“ I love you, O love, with a love so true,
There is nothing else in my life for you.”

“ But Love wants nothing else,” she said.
—New York Fashion Bazaar.
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ASTRONOMY LESSON No. THREE.

Relative Sizes of the Planets.

Q u e s t i o n . Give the size, distance from the Sun, together 
with a general delineation of each planet in our solar system.

MERCURY.
A n s w e r . M ercury  the planet nearest the Sun is the small

est planet proper, being about 3000 miles in diameter, and re
volves about the Sun at the distance of 37 millions of miles. 
His greatest distance from the Sun being about 42 millions 
of miles, and his least distance is 28 millions. He turns o n ' 
his axis once in 24 hours. On account of his nearness to the 
Sun, Astronomers have difficulty in making observations on 
him. His velocity is 105,300 miles per hour. The Sun’s heat 
is about seven times greater with Mercury than it is on the 
Karth, so that water cannot exist there except in the state of 
steam. His> nearness to the Sun also prevents his being often 
seen. Just before the rising, and a little after the setting of
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the Sun, he may sometimes be seen as a bright and beautiful 
star. Mercury sometimes crosses the disc of the Sun, or comes 
between the Barth and that luminary, so as to appear like a 
small dark spot passing over the Sun’s face. This is Called the 
transit of Mercury. Mercury has no moon.

VENUS.
Venus is the second planet out from the Sun, but within the 

Barth’s orbit. Her diameter is about 8ooo miles ; she moves ! 
about the Surf, in 225 days at a distance of 66 millions of miles, m 
She turns on her axis once in 23 hours, so that her day is a 
little shorter than ours. Her velocity is 77,000 miles p e r il 
hour. Greatest distance from the Sun 66,600,000 miles. Least® 
distance 65,600,000 miles. Venus, as seen from the Barth, is M  
the most brilliant of all the primary planets,- and is better® 
known than any nocturnal luminary except the Moon, i When M  
seen through a telescope, she exhibts the phases or ihorned |H 
appearance of the Moon. She is often seen in the daytim e as® 
her distance from the Sun places her far enough from him to 1 
prevent obscurity at all times. A  luminous appearance around M 
this planet is evidence that she has an atmosphere. It is m 
claimed by those who have given her surface a great deal o f '% 
attention through the telescope, that her mountains are much 1 
higher than any we have upon the Barth; some of them being M 
about 22 miles high. Venus also transits the Sun’s disc, ‘ 
periodically the same as Mercury. Close observations taken 
at the time of these transits give exact data for determining ;t 
the distances of each from the Sun, as well as from the Barth. 
Venus is morning star from the time she passes a conjunction 
with the Barth until she passes the meridian or degree in 
opposition to the Barth. She is then evening star up to the 
time of conjunction again with the Barth. Bach of these 
periods are 290 days. The difference in their rates of motion, 
as given in previous lesson, cause this change of phenomena.
I f  the Barth was stationery, Venus would be morning star one- 
half the year, and evening star the other half. Venus appears 
about the same as the Moon in her different phases when 
viewed through the telescope, hence, does not shine with her 
own light. Her luminosity is the result of her atmosphere 
which giyes grater reflective power than would be possible if  
her surface was devoid of atmosphere as is our moons.

Note.—A b Venus is a large and brilliant star easily distinguished with the 
naked eye, she has no moon, the following illustration is given to assist the 
student in locating her in the heavens at any time, with the aid of our astro
nomical chart
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E  represents the Earth, S the Sun, V  Venus as morning star, Fig. 2 as even
ing star, A  a point on the Earth at sun rise; B the opposite point or sun set. Use 
the chart for finding the signs Venus and the Earth are in, also the positions in 
the signs as near as possible, and i f  Venus is moving from the Earth in Fig. 1, 
she may be seen early in the morning just before sun rise in the east. I f  she 
is moving toward the Earth as indicated by Fig. 2, she will appear in the 
west just after sunset. Her position in relation to the Earth as shown by figures 
0 and 0, is her farthest points from the Sun. Supposing the Earth to be in Cancer 
15 degrees, or the middle of the sign, when Venus comes into the same sign and 
degree, which is called conjunction, Venus then starts as morning star, and re
mains morning star until the Earth reaches Aries 25 degrees, when Venus will be 
exactly opposite on the other side of the Sun at 25 degrees of Libra, she then be
gins to appear as evening star, making the change from morning to evening star 
in a few hours.

The second diagram shows the position of the Earth in the Zodiac when the 
opposition or change from morning to evening star occurs. Diagram No. 3, 
shows the Earth's position when the next conjunction takes place, and changes 
Venus again to morning star.
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EARTH.

Earth, the planet on which we live, is the next in order. 
Her diameter is about 7915. This planet makes one complete 
passage about the Sun in 365 %  days, at a mean distance of 
nearly 92 millions of miles. She turns upon her axis, once 
in 24 hours, making a day and a night. The movement about 
the Sun is called her annual motion, because it is performed in 
one year; while the revolution upon her axis, is called the d iu rn a l 
or daily motion, because it takes place daily, or once in a day. 
The Karth is our point of observation, at the same time she is a 
planet like the other bodies in our solar system, moving about 
the Sun, revolving upon an axis, and producing all of the 
varied phenomena witnessed upon the others. (The Karth will 
have special attention later, when her polarity, etc. h will be 
illustrated and fully explained.)

MOON.

The Moon in appearance is next to the Sun in size, and 
presents the most interesting phenomena of any of the heaven
ly bodies. Being the nearest to us of any, she has been 
observed with greater attention, hence, her surface conditions 
are better known to scientists than any other body. While the 
Moon appears nearly as large as the Sun, on account of her 
nearness to the Earth, she is only 2165 miles in diameter, 
moving about the Karth at a distance of 240,000 miles. She 
turns upon her axis once each month presenting the same side 
to us at all times. She was formed by a ring thrown off by 
the Karth, hence, is a satelite of the Karth, and is not called a 
planet, although her composition and nature, like the planets, 
show evidence of life expression having been expressed there 
similar to physical expression now in process upon the Karth. 
Such as vegatation, Volcanic eruption, etc., etc. Her surface, 
when seen through a telescope, appears diversified with hills, 
mountains, valleys, rocks and plains, presenting a very inter
esting picture. In moving about the Karth the Moon presents 
the various phases as illustrated in lesson one, which accounts 
for the fact that she is devoid of an atmosphere sufficiently 
dense to sustain vegatation. This is undoubtedly due to the 
fact that she has passed the atmospheric period of her existence.

The following diagrams shows the mathematical orbit of the Earth and Moon, 
Figure 4, and the real motion of the same together with the motion of the Sun 
through space.
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While the Moon apparently goes around the Earth, and the 
Earth together with the Moon apparently and mathematically 
go around the Sun,—really, and absolutely, they do nothing 
of the kind. Each and everyone of the bodies in space moves 
in waves. Waves so long, however, that to the mind and com
prehension of man, they are straight lines. The distance trav
ersed by the Sun, Earth and Moon Figure 2, from the point, 
at January 1st, 1894, to that of January 1st, 1895, is over 
570 millions of miles. Such is the marvelous flight of 
worlds through space. In making the change from January, 
1894, to January, 1895, the Earth vibrates the distance of her 
mathematical orbit’s diameter, namely 190 millions of miles, 
and back again the same distance. The revolution of the 
Earth upon her axis, producing day and night, also explains 
the phenomena which appears to be the result of the Sun, 
Moon and stars moving around the Earth, once every 24 hours. 
If the Sun and planets passed around the Earth as they 
appear to, they would have to travel at the rate of 400,000 
miles per minute; but the fixed stars are at least 400,000 times 
as far from the Earth as the Sun, therefore, if they, too, revolve 
around the Earth as they appear to, they must fly through 
soace 400 thousand times 400 thousand miles, or 160 billions
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of miles in the space of one minnte. This being inconceivable 
it is safe to conclude that the Earth turns upon her axis once 
in 24 hours. The phenomena of day and night alone, is suf
ficient eveidence that the Earth revolves, instead of the Sun 
passing around her.

MARS.
M ars, a planet about 5000 miles in diameter, is the next in 

order as we trace outward from the Sun. His greatest dis
tance from the Sun is over 152 millions of miles, least distance 
about 126 millions, while his mean distance is a little over 139 
millions of miles. Mars turns upon his axis once in 24 hours, 
37 minutes, making the day a little longer than our own. 
His revolution about the Sun requires 687 of our days which 
is also the length of the Mars year. His velocity through 
space is about 53,000 miles per hour. The days and nights 
of this planet, and the seasons of the year, bear resemblance 
to those of the Earth. Mars reflects a dull red light, by which 
he may be distinguished from the other planets. His appear
ance through the telescope is remarkable for the great num
ber and variety of spots which his surface presents. Mars 
has an atmosphere of great density, as is proved by the dim 
appearance of the fixed stars when seen through it. He some
times appears larger, and at other times smaller to our vision, 
which is the result of the difference in distance from ns. 
When nearest to us he is but 50 millions of miles away, while 
at other times he reaches a point 240 millions of miles distant; 
making a difference in his distance of 190 millions of miles, 
which is the diameter of the Earth’s orbit. To the inhabitants 
of Mars, the Earth appears alternately as morning and even
ing star, the same as Venus does to ns. Mars has two small 
moons.

PLAN ETO ID S

Are a group of over a hundred small worlds, formed from a 
ring of matter which formed between the orbits of Mars and 
Jupiter. They are quite evenly scattered in their orbit about 
the Sun, and being very small bodies are not clearly observa
ble except through a telescope. A number of the larger ones 
have, however, been examined very closely and their phenome
na recorded. Vesta is the first of these bodies outward from 
the Sun. The light of Vesta is said to be pure white. Her 
revolution about the Sun is performed in about 3 years, 66 
days, at the distance of 223 millions of miles!

Juno is at a mean distance of 253 millions of miles from the
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Sun, but owing to her orbit being more elliptical than that of 
any other body, she is sometimes 127 millions of miles nearer 
the Sun than at others. It requires about 4^ years to pass 
once about the Sun. She revolves upon her axis in 27 hours. 
Her diameter is estimated at 1400 miles, being about one-half 
that of our Moon.

P a lla s is 226 millions of miles distant from the Sun and 
performs one revolution about him in about 4 years and 7 
months.

C eres moves about the Sun in the same length of time as 
Pallas, at a distance of 260 millions of miles. Dr. Herschel 
states that this planet is only 160 miles in diameter. Many 
more of these small bodies have been named and their orbits 
determined, but as they all belong to one ring of matter, prob
ably, to treat them as the Asteroids, or Planetoids is sufficiently 
clear in conveying to the student the position and relation 
they bear to the larger bodies of our system.
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JUPITER.

Jupiter is the largest planet in our solar system, being 1400 
times larger than the Earth or 88,000 miles in diameter. He 
performs his annual journey about the Sun once in about 11 
years. His greatest distance is 499 millions of miles, 
least, 453 millions, and mean distance from the Sun 
475 millions. He turns upon his axis once in about 10 hours, 
making the day and night 5 hours each. This gives his sur
face at the equator a velocity of 28,000 miles per hour. This 
is twenty times more rapid than the Earth. Next to Venus, 
which is much nearer to us, Jupiter is the most brilliant of 
the heavenly bodies. He has four large moons and also a 
smaller one recently discovered. They move about him the 
same as our Moon moves about the Earth. They complete 
their journeys at different periods, the shortest of which is less 
than two days, and the longest seventeen days. These satel
lites often fall into the shadow of Jupiter in consequence of 
which they are eclipsed, as seen from the Earth. These 
eclipses enable Astronomers, to determine the exact longitude 
of places, and the velocity with which light moves through 
space. An eclipse of one of these satellites, appears to take 
place sixteen minutes sooner, when the Earth is in closest re
lation to Jupiter, than it does when the Earth is furthest from 
him. In the latter case it has been found that it takes light 
nearly 8 minutes to traverse the diameter of the Earth’s orbit 
or 190 millions of miles, showing that light travels at the 
rate of 186 thousand miles per second, or thereabouts. Jupi
ter is distinguished from all others, by an appearance resem
bling bands, which extend across his disc. They are called 
the belts of Jupiter. There are quite a number visible at 
times, seven having been seen at one time. There are many 
theories advanced by scientists concerning these appearances, 
but from the fact that they are changeable, sometimes exhib
iting a single belt, while at other times the entire surface 
seems to be covered, it is safe to conclude that the phenomena 
is the result of atmospheric conditions. The fact that Jupiter 
is so large a body also indicates extreme tidal changes upon 
his surface. His moons, five in number, in rapid flight about 
him is still more evidence of atmospheric disturbances. These 
things coupled with the greater fact that Jupiter turns upon 
his axis in so short a space of time, compared with our Earth, 
is evidence enough that with an atmosphere Jupiter must pre
sent curious phenomena to the observer on the Earth.
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SATURN.

Saturn  is probably the most interesting planet in our system, 
or in the entire heavens, to the student of astronomy, for this 
planet presents an object lesson that gives more positive evidence 
concerning the processes of the world formation than all the 
other hosts of the skies put together. The diameter of Saturn 
is about 78,000 miles, he turns upon his axis in 10 hours, 29 
minutes, about the same as Jupiter. His greatest distance 
from the Sun is 921 millions of miles, least 823 millions, 
mean distance 872 millions. Velocity in orbit 21,000 miles 
per hour. Saturn performs about 25,000 diurnal revolutions 
in one of his years, hence, his year consists of more than
25,000 days; a period of time equal to over 10,000 of our 
days. W hile other planets in our system have satellites, Sat
urn is the only planet known to man having these lesser bodies 
in the course of formation. The rings, three in number, 
present to us the law of world formation, from the fact that 
Saturn now has eight moons formed and these three rings 
which are separated by a marked space, plainly discernable, 
we have every reason to believe, are destined to form other 
moons about that body. The diameter of the outer circle is 
about 160,000 miles, and together with the eight moons out
side of this, Saturn represents a wonderful system in itself 
which alone, presents the law of planetary bodies, or world 
building under a fixed and infinite law. As Saturn passes 
about the Sun one side of this ring system is lighted half the 
time, and the other side the balance. Making 15 years of day 
and 15 years of night upon their surfaces; but as Saturn is no 
doubt a heated body, as we understand heat, there is prob
ably no time during Saturn’s year, which is equal to nearly 
thirty of our own, when these surfaces are devoid of light. 
The great reflecting powers displayed by these rings, together 
with the main body itself, is sufficient to keep the entire sys
tem well lighted continually. Its occult phases reveal the na
ture and potency of this most wonderful battery.

URANUS.

Uranus is next in order, 33,000 miles in diameter, axial rota
tion supposed to be in about 9 hours. Velocity in orbit 15,000 
miles per hour. Greatest distance from the Sun 1835 millions 
of miles, least 1672 millions, mean distance 1754 millions. 
This planet has1 four moons. Uranus being very much smal
ler than either Saturn or Jupiter, less is known about the sur
face, atmosphere and moons; but it has been found that the
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polar relation which Uranus bears to the Sun is similar to 
that which the Barth bears to the North Star.

N o t e .—These polarities will be illustrated in a lesson touching that phase of 
astronomy especially.

NEPTUNE.
Neptune is the outermost planet known to belong to our 

solar system. His diameter is 37,000 miles, axial rotation 
uncertain, velocity in orbit 12,000 miles per hour. His vari
ation in his orbit is slight compared with some of the others, 
hence, his greatest distance from the Sun is 2770 millions of 
miles, least distance 2722 millions, mean distance 2747 mil
lions of miles. Neptune has one satellite. Owing to his im
mense distance from the Sun, he passes about that body but 
once in about 164 years. Equal to 60,126 of our days. This 
being the year of that planet.

Interesting Story of the Sun.
TO LD  TO US THROUGH TH E SPECTKUM , WHICH A L L  

H A T  R E AD  IN  P A R T .

Philadelphia Ledger: Every day a royal 
presence, attended by numerous unseen 
courtiers, sweeps across the sky. Every 
night a panorama of wonders softly un
folds its splendors overhead, yet tens of 
thousands of intelligent persons have 
scarcely given a thought to the inspiring 
recreation within such easy reach. The 
study of the heavens is neither arduous 
nor costly, for the comparison of the skies 
with the simple star maps for a few even
ings will result in an acquaintance with 
the principal constellations and the bright
est stars, and when these have become fa
miliar there will endure through years a 
sense of companionship with them which 
nothing can dissolve. And the Sun looks 
us so boldly in the face that we are com
pelled to veil ourselves from his gage. Let 
us commence our new studies by contem
plating his attractiveness.

A piece of well-smoked glass will give us 
good service. I f  this be covered with an
other piece, with strips of paper at the 
edges to seperate them and prevent rub
bing, and other Qiucilaged strips to bind 
the edges, we shall have a respectable and 
lasting astronomical instrument.

The eye may now examine the dazzling 
orb without danger, and it will discover a

disk which is apparently no larger than 
that of the full Moon, but the fact that 
the Sun is about 400 times further away 
accounts for the resemblance in size. But 
the disk is not all of the immense world, 
for a very important envelope of vast di
mensions is invisible except to special in. 
strument8. The limb of the Sun is seen 
to be not quite so bright as the central 
portions, because the light from it has to 
penetrate a greater depth of atmosphere.

Occasionally we see a “ spot” upon the 
solar surface, in which case it  must be 
very large; but i f  we are fortunate enough 
to have access to even a small spyglass we 
shall many times see spots. There are 
years when the spots are very numerous 
(the writer counted 168 one day in Octo
ber, and more than 800 on a day in 1893), 
and years when none are seen for months; 
and this appears to be governed by a 
“ period” of about eleven years. To assist 
the investigation of the cause of this period 
the writer watches the Sun with care 
and omits no day when it  may be observed 
though it be but for a minute.

I f  we use a telescope with our smoked 
glass the spectacle will be curiously inter
esting, for the object glass— a very large 
eye— gathers many rays of light and beads 
them to a focus, producing a magnified 
image which is yet more enlarged by the 
eyepiece, which is a microscope. Now the
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very grain of the Sun, so to speak, is visi
ble, the surface being completely flecked 
with gray-white matter, while here and 
there huge masses of white protrude. 
These latter are called f  eculae, and are us
ually associated with the spots, which are 
depressions in the surface— deep, dark 
cavities, but dark only as contrasted with 
the shining regions, for they are brighter 
than the calcium light. Yery recently the 
writer measured a large group and found 
that it occupied an area of more than 100,- 
000 miles in length and about three-fourths 
as wide, into which could be cast 100 
earths without crowding them. Still larg
er groups have sometimes been noticed. 
Watching the spots from day to day reveals 
the time of revolution of the Sun upon its 
axis, about twenty-five days, which means 
one day of the Sun iB as long as twenty- 
five of ours.

As yet the Sun has not yielded the se
cret of its composition, and the telescope, 
unaided, is inadequate to solve the mys 
tery. Perhaps in childhood we beguiled 
the hours of church service, which were a 
trifle wearisome to little ones, by noticing 
the play of colors in the “ lusters” which 
hung in profusion from the old-fashioned 
lamps. How little we dreamed that the 
Sun was whispering through this simple 
medium intelligible messages of very high 
importance, for this three-faced form of 
glass is called a prism, the change of di
rection of objects viewed through it being 
due to the bending (refraction) of the rays 
of light passing through it, and the color 
fringe along the edges of the images the 
primary rays of which white light is com
posed, which is easily proved by passing 
the colored rays through another prism, 
when they form a beam of white light 
once more.

The same color band, or spectrum, is 
shown by a grating of parallel wires 
strung in a frame, or by a close-grained 
feather, or even by the eyelashes when 
the eye is half closed.

But we can easily improve upon these 
primitive instruments by employing a series 
of prisms of fine construction or a grating 
produced by ruling lines with a diamond
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upon a piece of perfectly flat and highly 
polished speculum metal. This ruling is 
done at John Hopkins University, and 
with such success that many thousands of 
lines are amply accommodated in a space 
only an inch in width.

To get a perfectly pure beam for inspec
tion we let the telescopic image of the Sun 
fall upon a delicate slit in a metal plate, 
which is in the focus of the object glass of 
a little telescope, whose duty it is to make 
parallel the rays to be examined and which 
sends them through the series of prisms 
referred to or causes them to fall upon a 
grating. In either case they are viewed 
by another little telescope, and the beam 
of sunlight tells its story in a magnificent 
spectrum, far exceeding the rarest touches 
of world-renowned artists.

Now for the precious secret! The beau
tiful color band is threaded with thous
ands of slender lines, which corresponds 
with the bright lines, which are the sign 
manual of metals in a glowing state, and 
we need only to put a pinch of salt in the 
flame of a candle and let the light fall 
alongside the Sun's image on the slit, 
when there will be two spectra, side by 
side, and the two bright yellow lines of 
sedium will exactly coincide with the two 
black lines in the orange of the solar 
spectrum; and the crowning proof appears 
when the calcium light is permitted to 
shine through the candle flame, instantly 
turning the bright lines to dark ones. So 
with the lines of other metals. We have 
learned from the Sun’s own messages, after 
a journey of 93,000,000 miles, that it is a 
gaseous body; that many of the metals of 
Earth are vaporized in its awful tempera
ture and that the surface is probably a 
shell of luminous clouds surrounded by 
an ‘ atmosphere” of gases thousands of 
miles deep, out of which spurt for hund
reds of thousands of miles with a speed in 
contrast with which the movement of 
whirlwinds on Earth is a dead calm jets of 
flaming hydrogen intermingled with the 
metallic vapors, which, becoming cooled 
by exposure to the cold of space, fall upon 
the surface and cause the depressions 
known as spots.
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THE MOTHER-IN-LAW.
ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.

She was my dream’s fulfillment, and my joy,
This lovely woman whom you call your wife.

You sported at your play, an idle boy,
When first X felt the stirring of her life 

Within my startled being. I was thrilled 
With such intensity of love, it filled 
The very universe! But words are vain—
No man can comprehend that wild, sweet pain.

You smiled in childhood’s slumber while I felt 
The agonies of labor, and the nights 

I, weeping o’er the little sufferer knelt,
You, wandering on through dreamland’s.fair delights, 

Flung out your lengthening limbs and slept and grew, 
While I, awake, saved this dear wife for you.

She was my heart’s loved idol and my pride.
I taught her all those graces which you praise;

I dreamed of coming years, when at my side 
She should lend luster to my fading days;

Should cling to me as she to you clings now,
The young fruit hanging to the withered bough.
But lo I the blossom was so fair a sight,
You plucked it from me for your own delight.

Well, you are worthy of her— oh, thank God—
And yet I think you do not realize 

How burning were the sands o’er which I trod 
To bear and rear this woman you so prize.

It was no easy thing to see her go
Even into the arms of one she worshiped so.

How strong, how vast, how awful seems the power 
Of this new love which fills a maiden’s heart 

For one who never bore a single hour 
Of pain for her, which tears her life apart 

From all its moorings, and controls her more 
Than all the ties the years have held before,
Which crowns a stranger with a kindly grace 
And gives the one who bore her— second place.
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She loves me still, and yet were death to say,
“ Choose now between them,” you would be her choice. 

God meant it to be so— it is His way.
But can you wonder if while I rejoice 

In her content this thought hurts me like a knife,
“ No longer necessary to her life?”

My pleasure in her joy is bitter sweet,
Your very goodness sometimes hurts my heart, 

Because for her life’s drama seems complete 
Without the mother’s oft repeated part.

Be patient with me. She was mine so long 
Who now is yours. One must be strong 
To meet such loss without the least regret,
And so forgive me if my eyes are wet.

SHE PLAYED, AN INNOCENT DARLING.
JAMES H. WEST

In the Arena.

She played, an innocent darling, ’Mid the flowers;
Hid ivy foully poisoned her. She sang,
A  child, on forest edge— till suddenly rang 

Her agony from bee-stings ’mid the bowers.
Grown to fair maidhood, golden were her hours !

Love béatifie, holy, filled her breast.
A  tempter met her. Why reveal the rest?

Above her wave-lapt corse no marble towers.

Happy and prosperous one, by Fortune crowned !
Thee doth thy “virtue” keep? And was it “sin” 
That wrecked her of her all? Nay, world, begin 

More wisely Nature’s secret depths to sound.
Man needs a knowledge not yet taught in schools. 
Seek out yet more her laws. Causation rules.
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NOTICE.
P la n e ts  a n d  P eo ple  will doubtless be read 

by a large number of persons, who have never 
given the subject of planetary influence upon 
human life and character, any serious consider
ation. If the subject has come to their attention 
at all, it has usually been ridiculed or treated 
lightly, as being so improbable as to be unworthy 
of thought and study. With the facilities which 
have heretofore been available, it wasimpossible 
for the average individual to determine the 
truth or falsity of these effect upon human 
organisms, and only by a vast amount of re
search, with leisure for the study, could any 
light on the subject beobtained. Now, however, 
for the first time in human history, an opportun
ity is presented for the enlightenment of the 
masses. The truth of the relationship between 
planets and people may now become a feature 
of general public education.

The ingenious chart computed, arranged and 
patented by F . E . O b m sbt  anil styled The Play 
off the Planets, demonstrates beyond any pos
sible doubt to the most sceptical mind, that 
Planetary Vibratory force as related to human 
life is most potent, minute and far reaching in 
its power, and any person of ordinary intelli
gence following carefully the rules laid down by 
the author in the book of instruction which 
accompanies the chart, will be overwhelmed 
with the stupendous facts which the study 
reveals.
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The Question department is open to those who 
are earnestly seeking. Questions will be pub
lished and answered in the order they are 
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EDITORIAL .

Quite a number of persons have 
written us asking many questions of a 
purely personal nature, and requesting 
that we answer them privately, as they  
wish to know. Some inclose a two 
cent stamp and some do not. In the 
majority of cases it would take several 
hours to look into the subject suffi
ciently to give a rational answer. Now 
let it be understood that we are not 
here for the purpose of being bored or 
misused by any such draughts upon 
our time and strength. We have a 
deep educational work before us, 
which it includes the teaching of the 
laws that cover every manifestation 
upon the globe. Our time is occupied 
with work that is intended to enlighten 
the world and at the same time bring 
one daily bread.. Our expenses are 
high and we have to work sixteen 
hours a day in order to meet the de
mands for this new line of study, and 
keep even with our creditors. We 
have no time to answer personal ques
tions for the mere gratification of the 
questioner. Every question of general 
interest will be fully answered through 
the Oracle. __________

There are many things touched upon 
in the various articles and lessons con
tained in this journal, for the purpose 
of drawing out a question, that will 
give us a reason and opportunity for 
going more into detail concerning its 
deeper meaning and import. In other 
words we are urging people to seek for 
the deeper and more lasting thoughts 
and truths, which must sooner or later 
play a very important part in the af
fairs of life. So be on the lookout for 
an idea that will hold you, when you 
grasp its meaning, and draw you into 
the deeper and more far-reaching 
sphere, where greater wisdom is in 
store for all.

Owing to the fact that matter for 
publication in this journal is mostly on 
a line of thought little understood by 
the majority of people, we have diffi-
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culty with compositors and also with 
proof reading, a word sometimes 
changing the sense of a sentence and 
sometimes a whole paragraph. In Zo
diacal Enigma No. 3 next to the last 
line in the third verse the word “real
izing” should be revealing. Page 47 
top line, the sign Leo is wrong side up 
and the next sign following for Virgo 
is the character used for Capricomus, 
and again in the sixth line, the sign 
Scorpio is placed for Virgo. We hope 
to avoid such errors hereafter by a per
sonal revision of proofs.

-

There are steps in the study of this 
science which each and all must take 
for themselves. They are the simple 
primary beginnings, which many who 
are learned in other lines think too triv
ial for them to bother with. They 
want to grasp the subject at one bound, 
which is utterly impossible, and even 
foolish to imagine. Quite a number 
have written us that “but for the 
Astronomy lessons they would take no 
‘stock’ ” in the views presented upon 
these subjects. These lessons together | 
with the demonstrations resulting from 
the applications of the chart, must be 
learned before it is possible to compre
hend the simplest propositions touch
ing this great and wonderful study. 
When these primal steps are taken, the 
field for investigations and research 
opens up in all of its vastness and ma
jestic grandeur. It  is then that the 
study of the occult becomes captivat
ing and regenatory in its effect upon 
every thought and deed. It  is then that 
the eternal verities of the Infinite near
ly overwhelm the senses and one enters 
into the great ocean of life with wis
dom and understanding. We are 
pleased to state that many are taking 
these steps. A  letter from one who 
takes an exalted and appreciative view 
of the chart, P l a y  o f  t h e  P l a n e t s , 
may be found in another column. It  
certainly speaks volumes for the simple 
device, and we agree with the writer 
that the information is of such a nature, 
that a value sufficiently high should be

placed upon it to properly preserve it 
and hold it aloof from the vulgar gaze; 
but we wish to call the attention of the 
masses to this great and wonderful 
universe, therefore, in presenting this 
system to the world we started in by 
calling it a game, fearing that the word 
science or scientific would kill it, so to 
speak. It has done its work, however, 
and the next issue will be entirely re
vised and enlarged making the most 
simple, at the same time most complete 
Occult study ever given to the world. 
The price will be five dollars for the 
chart and new book of instruction.

In reading the prognostications 
given in these columns do not make 
personal application of them, for they 
are general so far as business is con
cerned and only apply personally to 
children bom at this time. We clip 
each week from the daily press corrobo
rative evidence of the correctness, the 
accuracy of the law, as stated from 
time to time. While on the L  road re
cently about February 1st, a lady who 
has served as city missionary for five 
years told us that there was not one 
tenth the suffering in Chicago that 
there was a year ago; that most of the 
worthy poor were employed, and their 
demands were very light indeed com
pared with last winter. This is the 
best kind of evidence to back up our 
statements about the planets for the 
past two months.

There have been so many expressions 
of appreciation for the Astronomy les- 
sous given in Pla n e ts  an d  Pe o p le , 
that we have decided to give more fully 
this branch of study. The majority of 
people know very little concerning this 
science, and as heretofore presented, 
there seemed to be very little interest 
taken in such matters. With the living 
features added, which are the occult 
lessons, it becomes the most fascinating 
study before the world to-day. We 
must know something of physical 
astronomy before we can fully appre
ciate its occult side. We hope to make
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Pl a n e ts  a n d  Pe o p l e  a medium for 
presenting in a thorough manner, both 
phases of the subject. In order to en
courage such a work we trust that all 
who are interested in such a work will 
assist in extending the information by 
securing subscriptions to this maga
zine. Every family in the land should 
have it for both old and young to study. 
Children should be taught these great 
and grand lessons of life as early as 
possible. Let every subscriber encour
age others to become interested in 
Pl a n e t s  a n d  Pe o p l e . A  greater 
kindness cannot be done to one who 
would be glad to know these things, 
but who may never find them out but 
for the suggestion that each should 
make it a point to make.

As'we are living in an age of change 
and improvement, we can not tell now, 
what Pl a n e ts  a n d  Pe o p le  will be in 
•size, style and price, one year hence, 
therefore we make all subscriptions for 
this year only, each subscription to 
commence with January number. We 
do this because we wish to keep our 
list in regular order, and because the 
lessons given begin with the first num
ber and will continue in a certain line 
until the year is completed, when they 
may be bound and constitute a text 
book upon the subjects treated. I f  any 
one receives extra copies, they will 
please give them to friends who may 
be induced to subscribe. This will 
greatly aid in extending the circulation 
and making it possible for us to pub
lish the most substantial, interesting 
and fascinating educational magazine 
ever offered to the world. A ll we need 
is sufficient support, find judging from 
the way subscriptions are coming in 
that support is assured. We wish 
every subscriber, that is so situated 
that he or she can help increase the 
circulation of Pl a n e ts  a n d  Pe o p le  
would write for special inducements to 
them.

When man finds something he can’t 
eat he puts it on and wears it.

F R O M  P R E S S  A N D  P E O P L E .

Of f ic e  of B a n n er  of L ight, )
9 Boswohth St r e e t , C 

B oston, Mass. )
P lan ets  and P e o p l e . This is a new 

monthly devoted to the science of occult 
forces, astronomy, vibration, magnetism 
and life. It is convenient in form, beau
tifully printed on fine book paper, with 
good-sized type and plenty of it. Some 
pages are printed in two columns, while 
others are printed in double measure. It 
has forty-eight pages, which includes a 
liberal space devoted to advertising. The 
editorials promise much, but judging from 
the first number the promises will all be 
redeemed. It purports to be a work to 
teach the simple way that leads to the 
true science of the stars. The new maga
zine will undoubtedly be largely read by 
persons who have never given the subject 
of planetary influence upon human life 
and character any consideration. To those 
who have a deep insight into the planet 
system the book will have special value 
by reason of the rich truths which it 
briefly yet interestingly presents. * ‘Occult 
Forces” is the leading paper, followed by 
“ Astronomy Lesson No. 1,” most instruct
ively presented. “ Knowledge is Power” 
is another pleasing article. The advance 
weekly report commands special atten
tion.

One of the best features of this maga
zine is “ The Oracle, | in which many intri
cate questions are satisfactorily answered. 
Sprinkled through all parts of the current 
number are bon mots of different subjects, 
humor being constantly introduced. F. 
E. Ormsby is editor, and E. Sprague man
ager, at 169 Jackson street, Chicago.

We have received from the publishers, 
Messrs. Ormsby & Sprague, Chicago, No. 
1, Vol. 1, of P lan ets  and P e o ple , a 
journal of the occult sciences. We have 
not much faith or belief in “ occult 
science” of any sort, or in the honesty, or 
good faith generally, of those who claim 
to work in them; but as the junior mem
ber of this firm of publishers is Mr. E. 
Sprague, formerly business manager of 
the Nu tional Druggist, whom wo know
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to be an honorable, honest gentleman, we 
must believe that there is something past 
our finding out in “ Mysteries from the 
Sun,” which is the “ other name” of the 
publication in question. Whether there is 
or is not, however, we are certain of one 
thing, and that is that Mr. Sprague has 
our most sincere wish and hope that all 
the signs, houses and constellation, in and 
out of the zodiac, will be propitious to 
him, and fight for his success as publisher 
and manager.

— F r a n k  L .  Ja m es in  N a tio n a l Druggist.

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

This is the significant title of a hand
some little magazine, the first number 
of which we have received through the 
kindness of the publishers, Messrs 
Ormsby &  Sprague, of Chicago. Our 
old friend, Mr. E. Sprague, late of the 
St. Louis Grocer and General Merchant, 
is the business manager, and Mr. F. E. 
Orrasbv, a well-known occult scientist, 
is the editor. The publica' ion is devoted 
to general science, with a special relation 
to Astronomy, Astrology, Astro-physics, 
and kindred topics commonly termed Oc
cult, and whose hidden mysteries are fully 
and clearly revealed in its pages. Instead 
of the too often dry detail pertaining to 
scientific matters, this magazine treats of 
its subjects in the most entertaining man
ner. One cannot open its well-printed 
pages without becoming so absorbed in its 
interesting and valuable topics that the 
book will not be laid by without a finish. 
A  complete volume, when bound, would 
prove invaluable to any library. Besides 
a theoretical interest, the publication is of 
the utmost practical benefit to every 
reader. Its comprehensive health hints 
and practical philosophy, applies to every 
man, woman and child in everyday life. 
There are many fragments we should like 
to reproduce from its pages, could we do 
so without mutilating our copy, which we 
prize too highly to cut. The price per 
copy is within the reach of all— 25 cents 
per monthly part, or $2.00 per year. We 
heartily endorse the publication from the 
start, and would advise nil interested to

send their address to Pla n e ts  and  Peo 
p l e , 169 Jackson street, Chicago.

The magazine is a marvel of revelation 
in the Science of the Stars, the Occult 
forces, Vibration, Magnetism, Life, and the 
mystery of Worlds, Suns and Systems. In 
short, the reader will declare, as we did 
with the poet—

“This is the way I long have sought 
And mourned, becausS 1 found it not.”

Having found it, the appreciative reader 
will be sure to subscribe to it.

— E . P . D eldock in  W orld o f Com m erce.

CHARLATANISM.

E ditor  P l a n e t s  and  P eo ple  :—
Probably no science has been so misrep

resented by ignorant charlatans and 
mountebanks as the science of Astrology. 
In almost every city in the United States 
there are individuals of both sexes who 
through advertisements in the daily papers 
and flaming handbills introduce themselves 
to their dupes and the public as scientific 
astrologers. In the majority of these 
cases the advertiser is entirely ignorant 
regarding any of the truths or knowledge 
of this noble science. Too often the un
discriminating public draw their conclu
sions from these charlatans who proclaim 
themselves teachers, and conclude that 
the study is unworthy their attention 
when represented by such an unscrupulous 
class of ignorant people.

I  rejoice that P l a n e t s  an d  P e o p l e  
has been fairly launched and that light on 
this glorious science can now be obtained. 
I  am sure that wherever your magazine 
finds a reader they w ill be inspired with 
respect, and the study will be dignified 
and elevated to a high standard as the ba
sis of all science. ■

I am also rejoiced that each step of pro
gress taken by the student is capable of 
immediate demonstration, through the use 
o f that most ingenious mechanical device, 
Play  of t iie  Plan ets .

I trust that the sphere of influence of 
your magazine Plan ets  and Pe o p le ,and 
the demonstrator of its teaching, Pla y  of 
t h e  Planets , may widen from day to day 
until the best thought of the world is fo 
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calized, which forms the true basis of all 
science, then there will be a hope that the 
race will be redeemed from bondage to 
ignorance and superstition through a 
knowledge of the truth which the stars 
teach when their vibrating force is under
stood, as it relates to human life and hap
piness.

O b s e r v e r .

Editor of P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o ple

I  cannot refrain from w riting you to 
personally tender my thanks for publishing 
the wonderful chart P e a t  o f  t h e  P l a n e t s .
I  have the same in practical use almost 
every day. And it is remarkable how ab
solutely correct the little wonder is in 
reading human character, when the rule is 
properly applied. What I  intended to say 
when I sat down to write you this letter 
was, that it seems to me that you hardly 
appreciate the magnitude of the work and 
that the public have no general apprecia
tion of the herculean task that was under
taken and so successfully accomplished by 
Prof. Ormsby. The offering to the public 
so marvelous a work for the insignificant 
sum of one dollar I think was unfortunate.
I do not mean this on a financial basis, but 
in the interest of the highest knowledge 
and its desirable promulgation. The in
trinsic value in material and construction 
in this case cuts no figure, but the life, 
energy and intelligence that is wrought by 
it, is the measure of value. Had this 
marvelous study been obtainable by those 
who know its value at a uniform price of 
$25.00, it  would preserve more equably 
the fitness of value to intrinsic worth, and 
the difficulty in obtaining would be more 
in harmony with the choice excellence of 
the work and I sincerely believe that its 
immediate influence upon the world would 
be more effective. W e prize what we 
have to struggle to obtain, while these 
things which can be obtained without 
struggle possess but little value. I wish I 
could have you see this in the light in 
which I view it. Surely could you do so 
this marvel of condensed modem occult 
knowledge would be obtainable only at a 
price that Bhould be more in keeping with 
its worth and in harmony with the pro

mulgation of the highest truth. Yours with 
a desire to let the light of truth cut its way 
to the deeper understanding of the world.

____________ J. A. R.

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.
The Packer is in receipt of an interest

ing publication from Chicago bearing the 
rather attractive title Pla n e ts  and Peo 
p l e , issued in magazine form, and devot
ed, as stated on the title page, “ to the 
scienco of occult forces, astronomy, vibra
tions, magnetism, life, the mystery of 
worlds, suns and systems.” I t  is except
ionally neat from the printers’ standpoint, 
and the fact that the editorial management 
is in the hands of F  E. Ormsby, who 
has given years to study and research in 
occult fields in a practical way, is sufficient 
evidence that it  will always maintain the 
high standard which characterizes the first 
number. The business management is in 
the care of Mr. E. Sprague, who was for 
many years publisher of the St. Louts 
Grocer, and who is one of the best known 
and most popular men in the field of jour
nalism. Astrology was a favorite study in 
past ages and judging from the interest 
manifested in the stars at the present time, 
it  is evidently springing into popular favor 
once more. Those who are interested in 
the occult sciences will find Pla n ets  and 
Peo ple  a most entertaining and instruc
tive publication.

— K a n sa s City P a ck er.

Keeping Tally.

For every shooting star he claimed a kiss,
She, seeming coy, at first demurred to this;
But he, persisting, would not be denied,
When he, at length, a flying meteor spied.
And so, as evening grew apace, their eyes 
Oft scanned the glittering aspect of the skies; 
And when a darting star caught either’s sight 
A Bound of kissing broke upon the night.
And so it  came to phsb, anon, that she 
Looked for a shooting star as much as he.
Nay, if by chance a star escaped his view,
She called his wandering fancy to it, too.
When intervals seem long between each hug, 
She called him on a passing lightning-bug;
And, ever taxing her ingenious mind,
Her ready wit enabled her to find 
More shooting-stars in three short fleeting hours 
Than would compose whole meteoric showers. 
But when she did her last pretext exhaust,
And was about to yield her cause as lost,
She saw a switchman’s lantern circling swing 
And got the youth down to a steady thing.

— H a rry  E ld rid ge, in  N ew  Y ork W orld.
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In the face of much doubt and dis
satisfaction among the people concern
ing the commercial affairs of the nation, 
is the unerring evidence of actual math
ematical results coming in from 
many sections of the country, showing 
a steady gain and an increase of busi
ness over last year at this time. Having 
stated in advance that this would be 
the case, many of our friends are tak
ing pains to look the matter up in their 
respective vicinities and in this way we 
are hearing from all parts of the Unit
ed States regularly concerning these 
important questions.

In fact entire strangers mention the 
fact to us, for some occult reason, giv
ing added evidence that the law holds 
good as stated in these reports. Dunn’s 
reports have shown from week to week 
that the bank clearings have been from 
ten to twenty-five per cent, better than 
last year. The failures have been less, 
also. Most of the worthy poor find em
ployment, when a year ago it was im
possible to secure an hour’s work at any 
price. It will be remembered that our 
city hall lodged fifteen hundred idle 
men and women on the floors and rail
ings, a year ago, and the fact that no 
such applications were made this year, 
is evidence that times are much better, 
or that the city hall has become too cor
rupt,foul and rotten a place for them to 
lodge.

Some who have read these reports 
have supposed that this change would

be heralded by the beating of drums 
and the blowing of horns and that the 
bells on their tills would catch the loud 
refrain and echo it in every place of bus
iness in the land. Because they did 
not see a silver or gold dollar material
ize and drop into their wallets, they 
have given up all hopes for better times-

Now these mighty forces that bring 
about such wonderful changes in the 
business world, do not work in this 
Way. We stated that the wave which 
would accomplish this change in the 
affairs of men, would come on the first 
week in January and by gradual pro
cesses would produce the result. We 
stated that the mind of man would re
spond to this wave aud readjustment 
would begin in a way to surprise the 
people.

This readjustment manifested itself 
more forcibly with the money kings in 
their wild response to the mighty Jupi
ter and under whose influence, which is 
to govern and control the wealth of the 
world, they sought to rule by the power 
of gold.

A  large portion of the year will be 
under the dominion of this influence 
and power, as already explained. The 
pull for a gold basis and standard of val
ues, is the pull of Jupiter in his present 
position; but the quarter of wealth has 
a combination of forces which are 
struggling for readjustment on another 
plane; a plane on which the maesss 

j stand, and because of these two con-
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H E L I O - C E N T R I C  H O R O S C O P E  F O R  M A R C H  4 t h , 1 8 9 5 .

tending powers, the most evenly bal
anced they have been for years, a strug
gle for supremacy must be the result.

Our first delineation for the month be
gins with the fourth day at which time 
we find the above figure of the heavens.

Two quite important changes have 
taken place since the last figure was 
presented. Mercury having passed into 
Libra and Venus into Taurus.

Geo-centrically, Venu3, Mars, Jupi
ter and Neptune are evening stars, with 
the Moon in her first quarter. All of 
these bodies are in the west, the four 
planets mentioned, being below the 
Moon going down. There are no plan
ets in the midheaven at twelve mid
night, the Earth having turned upon

I her axis until the planets have disap
peared. Saturn and Uranus however, 
will be rising at this time and will ap
pear directly overhead before morning. 
Mercury alone will be morning star 
and may be seen just before sunrise in 
the east near the horizon. These are 
apparent, or what are called Geo-cen
tric positions, because viewed from the 
Earth. Geo meaning the Earth, or 
from the Earth.

As Mercury is morning star and the 
indications are favorable for activity 
during business hours although busi
ness would be much better with more, 
substantial planets also ruling the day 
Venus will operate more forcibly in the 
afternoon, and the social world will be 
in trim for “afternoons.”
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Jupiter also rises early in the af
ternoon and is favorable to large under
takings, but as Mars accompanies him, 
aggressiveness will characterize the 
proceedings of men. A s the planet 
Neptune rises at about twelve o’clock 
noon during the week, foreign affairs 
will no doubt have a great deal of at
tention, and the indications point to a 
powerful influence acting from a for
eign standpoint upon the affairs of the 
nation. The aggressiveness shown by 
Mars is not favorable to foreign powers, 
however, and nearby forces are really 
in the lead as far as power or the bal
ance of power is concerned.

Physiol oyically.
The planets indicate for the week, 

severe Congestion, Pneumonia, La 
Grippe and Lung difficulties. This 
will be the result of conditions which 
were on for nearly a week previous to 
this the fourth of March. Brain 
fevers are also indicated for this week, 
and much contention, combativeness 

' and quarreling will result, but it will 
be expressed in words mostly, as the 
physical man is held in check by the 
consoling and soothing influences of the 
harmonious Venus. The Heart diffi
culties heretofore mentioned will be 
relieved for some time, also, by the 
planet Venus. A s  Neptune is the all 
powerful physiological indicator for 
the week, cold drinks, on retiring at 
night, and plenty of good cold water 
during the day is most suitable for re
lieving congested parts. Considerable 
exercise is necessary, however, to cause 
these fluids to react and penetrate the 
system. They need to be taken cold, 
warmed by exercise, instead of heating 
by fire first. This process alone has been 
known to cure a severe attack of the 
Grippe inside of forty-eight hours.

Children.
Children born into mortal exist

ence under this horoscope o f the heav
ens, will be children until after they 
are twenty years o f age. They will be 
slow in everything, but when fully ma

tured will be dignified and positive. 
They will be natural travelers, and will 
make good and reliable business char
acters in wholesale, shipping, commis
sion and importing lines, especially the 
latter. They will also be able to talk 
freely and will have a tendency to con
trol and govern others in business mat
ters.

They should be directed, and assisted 
into the lines suggested, and prepared 
for the avocation best suited to them. 
This will help them to avoid many of 
the unfortunate steps taken in igno
rance, or in the dark. They will have 
great mental force, too much really for 
their good, hence, work which requires 
the use and expenditure of such energy 
should be performed by these charac
ters.

March 11th a strong and significant 
tripple conjunction is brought about by 
the movement of Mercury into the sign 
Scorpio. Venus being in opposition, 
however, makes the combination in
fluential for good, generally speaking., 
The Moon has passed to its full phase 
and the Earth has passed on in her or
bit sufficiently, to bring the financial 
magnets into play a little earlier in the 
day than during the past week. Mer
cury is still morning star and Geo-cen- 
trically the apparent positions of the 
planets have changed but little since 
last week.

Mars and Jupiter are ruling home in
dustries, while Neptune is still strong 
and forceful in our relations with for
eign nations. While the business world 
is not under the best of conditions for 
rapid progress, still the time is propi
tious for more rapid settlement and a 
more promising month in the near 
future. The labor problem will be 
placed to the front more persistently 
under this triple conjunction and lead 
ers in labor movements will be, like the 
leader invested with power in every 
line, more exacting, aggressive and dic- 

I tatory.
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Marriage.
This is a week for unions, with quite 

favorable indications for harmony and 
satisfaction.

Saturn characters are more favorably 
blessed by this combination although 
Neptunians will be more responsive to 
propositions of this nature. A s some 
are particular about the hour, best 
suited for the ceremony, we would sug
gest six a . m. as the most favorable for 
Saturn people and twelve noon for Nep
tunians.

Children.
Children born during the week will 

be very similar to those born last week 
in general make up, but they will be 
more quiet and studious; will think

j more and talk less. They will have 
deeper emotional natures, will be very 
highly sexed and very intellectual. 
That is, capable of great intellectual 
attainment.

The combination is very fair for 
health, and the business suited to such 
natures as are indicated by this horo
scope, is traveling in some commercial 
capacity wherein that desire to roam 
may be gratified, at the same time in a 
manner to bring profit to the indi
vidual.

March 18th the planets are still in the 
l same signs in which we found them 

one week ago. By tomorrow, however, 
Venus will pass into the sign Gemini 
in conjunction with Neptune, and on
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Wednesday Mercury will be in Sagitta
rius, thus producing two important 
moves or changes in the solar machine. 
It will be seen now that there are three 
conjunctions, three quadratures and 
two oppositions, making a powerful 
combination of magnetic power. The 
Earth is in position to receive directly 
and forcefully only the quadratures 
and oppositions, which in themselves 
indicate more active business in ship
ping, and railroad proceedings in gen
eral. This combination, however, is of 
such short duration that no marked ef
fect will be noticed.

The conjunctions mentioned are in
dications of more force and energy in 
business matters, hence, before the

week is past, greater activity should be 
reported from many points. Mercury 
is still morning star and the four even
ing stars are coming into force earlier 
as the days pass by.

Marriage.
Mercury and Venus characters are 

favored with matrimonial encourage
ment by this horoscope and as conjunc
tions are numerous the desire to join 
some one for better or for worse will be 
greatly intensified. Persons born in 
Virgo are especially blessed with this 
figure of the heavens, and romantic 
marriages would turn out well con
tracted at this time. It is j ust the com
bination that causes lovers to run away 
and get married on their own hook.

H E L I O - C E N T R I C  H O R O S C O P E  F O R  M A R C H  1 8 t h , 1 8 9 5 .
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Children.
Children of this date will be strong 

minded, forceful characters, quick and 
impulsive, sympathetic and liberal, and 
will make excellent stenographers, 
book keepers, telegraph operators, and 
will also be competent as surveyors, R. 
R. conductors, and such lines as appeal 
to the rapid action of the body as well 
as the mind. They will be artistic with 
pen and pencil, and will make good de
signers, engravers, etc.

Our next and last lesson for the 
month presents a similar figure to the 
one just delineated, and to the casual 
observer would read about the same; 
but when we come to consider that the 
Earth has changed signs this time,

while the planets have remained in the 
same houses, it is much more signifi
cant to us, for here on the Earth is 
where we are stopping for the present. 
We are now under an entirely different 
influence, an influence which means 
business to us, for Jupiter and Mars 
are ruling the affairs of men at this 
time, and as the Earth has entered 
what is called the trade house, or sign, 
she is in a position to be vibrated by 
the financial planet Jupiter in just the 
right manner to make people feel like 
doing something. We have had to wait 
three months nearly, for a favorable 
position in relation to the planet Jupi
ter which began to act favorably the 
first week in January. We have now
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reached this point, and the time is ripe 
for a renewal of activities. The inten
sity of the combinations, previously 
explained mean much to us, now that 
the Earth is in a more favorable posi
tion to receive the charge from the cen
tral orb, the Sun. The Moon is strong 
for business also, and everybody will 
feel better under this magnetic wave.

1Marriage.
As it is not a favorable time for hap

py marriages, we will not encourage 
such unions by giving the most favor
able indications even.

Children.
Children born under this figure will 

be leaders and rulers in the business 
world. Bankers and Brokers are 
strongly indicated. Have no fear but 
what they will have money, and plenty 
of it. Riches will hover around them 
although great wealth will not be at
tained, probably, because of the too 
aggressive nature that will be mani
fested in business dealings. Retail 
business is best, as a business. The 
legal profession however is a good field 
for such minds to plunge in.

Recapitulation.
To condense the situation in a few 

words for busy men we would say, mo
notony seems to characterize the situa
tion the first three weeks of the month 
and we can not hope for anything but 
a gradual improvement until the Earth 
enters Libra the 22i. Preparations 
have been made and are in progress, at 
this writing (Feb. 6tli), which must 
bring fruitage the latter part of March.

The Skaters.
As swiftly o’er the ice they flew 

As snowflakes whirl.
With no one nigh what could he do7 

He hugged the girl.

Inconstant man 1 A crash, a crack,
A distant roar.

Proclaimed a thaw, and then, alack,
He hugged the shore.

— Washington Star,

Johny—Pa, what is meant by an author’s 
fugitive pieces?” Pa—The pieces that get 
away with his time and money.

H E A L T H  D E P A R T M E N T .

Next to the selection of proper food 
for the system, is the right selection of 
clothing. That is, clothing suited to 
the temperament and degree of humi
dity, respiration and expansion natural 
to one’s every day life. Some are so 
active mentally that it is difficult for 
them to keep up the vibrations of the 
lower half of the body, hence, they suf
fer with the cold in those parts, while a 
surplus of heat is felt in the head. 
Others are always suffering from cold 
heads, while the feet and limbs are 
usually comfortable. The cause of 
these differences in the physiological 
conditions in different organisms, is, 
primarily, magnetic; the result of sec
tional polarization of the planetary 
bodies of our solar machine. Those 
parts which vibrate with the least 
energy or intensity are the parts that 
suffer most from the cold, therefore to 
even dress oneself properly it is neces
sary to first know and understand the 
physiological construction of the body 
magnetically.

The nerve centers of the body must 
always be protected in order to secure 
comfort to other parts of the system. 
These centers being at the back or lower 
brain, the cerebellum, it is the one par
ticular portion of the body that needs 
to be clothed. Man in his wisdom (?) 
has deprived himself of the covering 
that nature furnished him for this sec
tion, and as a result nervous disorders 
have multiplied for ages, until we have 
a long list of diseases directly traceable 
to this center. The Chinese, as well as 
many other nationalities, learned long 
since, that the hair was a promoter of 
health, hence, in their native land it is 
counted a very serious thing to lose the 
back hair or any portion of it. It is 
significant of physical trouble to meet 
with such a misfortune, and this fear is 
not without foundation in scientific 
demonstration, a tact well understood 
in ancient times, if not at the present 
by those people.
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Our American as well as English 
speaking women, and also some others, 
while they retain their hair, have drift
ed into the fad of stretching their hair 
up away from this nerve center as far 
as possible, and in many of the styles of 
clothing adopted by them, they bare the 
back of the neck and shoulders besides, 
exposing to the elements the entire sec
tion through which heat for the body 
is generated. They thus expose them
selves to every condition about them, 
that may be pregnant with disease 
and suffering.

Man puts on a linen shirt and a stiff 
collar, which is drawn from and pressed 
against the lower portion of this vital 
section, and thus keeps up a fanning 
process that increases the danger of 
taking cold and contractihg nervous 
disorders. Many attempts to keep 
warm and ward off disease by stuffing 
the stomach, thinking that the stomach 
is the direct avenue for the transmis
sion of heat. The stomach plays its 
part, and when properly fed will greatly 
increase the capacity for warmth in the 
vital section we have mentioned, for a 
more easy and rapid flow of vital nerve 
fluids are the result; but the point of 
attack from without, in the case of 
taking cold,for example, is not the stom
ach, the feet, the head or the chest; 
but the vital center of the nervous sys
tem. The hair is electrically charged, 
and furnishes a circulating medium 
through which the activities of the 
brain, constantly in operation give vent 
to force, not concentrated and directed, 
and the hair, i f  left to grow, conducts 
this surplus energy down the spinal 
column, holds it close to the nerve 
auras, and surrounds the body with a 
vibrant activity that tends to counter
act and ward off approaching dangers.

But as man has seen flt to mutilate 
his natural body, and woman, in follow
ing dame fashion has also exposed her
self to the disintegrating forces of na
ture, and bandaged her vital parts until 
her race is in that condition that it  is 
hard to And one of them in any kind of

healthy dress for free breathing and 
free circulation of the vital fluids which 
alone make beauty and health, it is use
less to argue the matter. We can only 
call attention to the law of life in order 
that more active thought and deeper 
consideration of these things may 
bring about healthier and happier con
ditions some time. W e believe the agi
tation going on in dress reform circles 
will produce many important changes 
for the better; but a right understand
ing of the law that produces the varied 
conditions in human organisms, will 
aid much in adjusting styles to differ
ent natures. To this end we offer these 
suggestions.

Pineapple Juice for J>iphtheria.
The following simple remedy for diph

theria was handed in .to-day by T. W. 
Reece:

Nature has her own remedy for this dis
ease. It is nothing more nor less than 
pineapple juice. It will cure the worst 
case that mortal flesh was ever afflicted 
with. I did not discover the remedy; the 
colored people of the South did that. 
While in Mississippi some few years ago 
one of my children was taken with 
diphtheria and the question of his death 
was only the problem of a few hours. An 
old colored man, to whom my wife had 
shown some kindness, called at the house, 
and, saying he had heard of my little one’s 
illness, urged me to use pineapple juice. 
The old fellow declared that in Louisiana, 
where he came from, he had seen it tried 
many times, and that in each case it had 
proved effective. So I secured a pineap
ple and squeezed out the juice. After 
a while we got some of it down the boy’s 
throat and in a short time he was cured. 
The pineapple must he thoroughly ripe. 
The juice is of so corrosive a nature that 
it will cut out the diphtheria mucus.

—O rville (C a l) M ercury.

“ They married for love, I believe?”
“ Yes.”
“ Are they happy?”
“ They don’t know yet. They are wait

ing to see what her father is going to do 
for them.”
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T H E  L A W  O F  S E X .

People often wonder what the an
cient Phalic worship consisted in, where 
it first originated, how it came to be a 
religious system, and for what purpose 
such devotion to the sex principle was 
maintained and carried forward, 
through the centuries of the past, the 
influence of which spread over the en
tire known countries of that age. His
tory, the erroneous ideas of men, in the 
majority o f cases, reveals to us a system 
in the Phalic religion, which when 
viewed from appearances seems to be 
on a very low, sensual, lustful and de
generate plane. The world to-day sees 
no other side to such worship, no high
er motive in such a religion; but if  we 
will search deeper into the past, and ask 
how this system started, and what it 
was based upon; seek for the underly
ing principle upon which it  was found
ed, we will learn that it is too like most 
religious systems was founded upon 
God’s wonderful law of life.

In order to form a rational idea of 
such a religion, o f such a worship, it is 
necessary to first enter into the study 
of magnetic forces, of planetary law of 
anatomical co-ordination,and physiolog
ical adaptability, and learn the first 
principles of harmony in the sex rela
tion. No person is capable of writing 
intelligently upon the subject of sex, 
and sex relations until they have mas
tered to some extent the philosophy 
of life and being; the relation of physi
cal bodies, whether human, animal or 
planetary.

Like all other subjects concerning 
planets and people, the subject of sex 
can only be treated intelligently from 
the standpoint of occult Astronomy, for 
it is the relation a person bears to the 
universal forces that determine the de
gree of sex life.

In the beginning of sex worship,some 
student recognized that life, all life 
upon the Earth, was the result of the 
exercise of sexual faculties, and as the 
babe, the most endeared and loved of 
all of the products of nature, of God,

came into existance in no other way, 
(and we will add here, not even the 
Christ) and that impure, poisonous 
blood, and diseased parts produced a 
physical body in such intercourse bear
ing the imprint of the sins of the 
parents; he, the student sought a means 
for protecting the little tender and sen
sitive offspring from such vile and 
blighting condition.

He, perhaps, was a sufferer from 
some blood disease which caused him 
to almost hate his parents and also his 
physical body, for it must be a terrible 
thing to realize that you are syphyletic 
from your parents. Poisoned from the 
start. Impregnated with a substance 
so vile and blighting in its nature, that 
to eliminate all traces of it from a fam
ily, a class or a nation, would require 
the constant purging in the regenatory 
processes known to the world, through 
many centuries. In order to bring 
about such purification and send cours
ing through the veins and arteries of 
coming generations a fluid uncontami
nated with the stain of the lusting and 
licentious, the study, recognition and 
exposition of the sexual functions, was 
a means to that end. Purity of thought, 
purity of motive and the united effort 
on the part of many followers of this 
early student, to gain a victory for pure 
blood and pure lives, became in time 
like all movements of a reformatory 
nature, an “ism,” became sectarian, and 
was, from the start, a religious outpour
ing, until the idea and force which 
started the movement, had run its 
course.

The early devotees were no doubt 
those whom nature had so formed that 
they abhorred licentiousness, and by 
the law of attraction such were drawn 
together until they became a power in 
the land. Then religion being based 
upon high and holy motives, was des
tined to and did reign for centuries, for 
relics of this mode of worship are 
found in all parts of the Earth.

As we study into, and find the nature 
of sexuality through this great vibra
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tory law of life and being, it becomes 
clear and plain to the mind, that this 
ancient worship was for the good of 
the race and had its regeneratory effect 
for many years, but like the waves of 
the ocean every system of reformation 
has its rise and fall.

The sex question is one of the impor
tant questions of the hour, hence, we 
will endeavor to state in a simple man
ner, something concerning the underly
ing forces and potencies that govern 
sex animation. It is well known that 
the life activity and desire, as well as 
capacity for the exercise of this func
tion of being, varies with different per
sons, and to this cause alone more of 
the inharmony, adultery and family 
wreckage generally is traceable, than 
to any other. The union of two per
sons, one highly or strongly and the 
other weakly sexed means in most in
stances, untold suffering for the weakly 
one, and terrible aggravation to the 
other. The two conditions are the re
sult of definite fixed law and may be 
determined by occult astronomy at 
birth.

The ancient Phalic worshipers no 
doubt were possessed of this knowledge 
that is the leaders must have been, and 
through an understanding of the rela
tion that these sections in both sexes 
bear to the primal stamp of life, of 
being, they sought to regulate the prop
agation of their kind.

One of the methods employed in 
training the mind and thought to re
spect and hold in high esteem, the pro- 
creative faculties, was to gratify or ap
peal to the vision, hence, in many coun
tries are found temples and places of 
worship on the walls of which are 
carved in stone the ogans of life for or
namentation as well as lessons of pur
ity. For “to the pure in heart all 
things are pure,” and to such as wor
shiped there, these emblems of creation 
were the most sacred and pure of any
thing they could conceive of.

Those who could not behold such or
namentation and respect the same

were unworthy, carnal, lascivious and 
degraded.

In fact it was a test of morals, a test 
of motive, a test of attainment in the 
desire and ability to work for the bet
terment of the race. In those days the 
purity of the body decided the social 
status, and a public exhibit of the per 
son was not unfrequent to determine 
the moral and healthy condition of a 
subject.

If  such a test were obligatory with 
the human race to-day, the city of Chi
cago alone would need a large portion 
of Lake Michigan, together with the 
combined action of many drugs, in pre
paring for the occasion. Y e t the world 
looks upon those ancient scientists as 
almost, if  not quite, below the brute 
creation. This is the result of a lustful 
and ignorant interpretation of the rec
ords of the past. No doubt there came 
a time, when those having the light— 
having the desire and motive to ac
complish good, were overthrown by 
those who could not live the true life, 
when licentiousness reigned supreme; 
but the purity of motive exemplified 
by its founders and devotees will never 
be questioned, when the law of sex is 
understood.

Occult astronomy holds the key that 
unlocks all of the past for the mighty 
hosts of heaven roll on, and on, as in 
the days of Phalic worship and the des
tinies of people may be determined by 
the same “signs and tokens.”

It is the duty of every parent to not 
only study the law of sex themselves, 
but they should teach their children,be
ginning as early as they begin to 
understand, which is much earlier than 
is usually supposed, and thus prepare 
them for the duties of life. There 
should be no marriage without first un
derstanding the sex relation in all of its 
phases.

This shyness and secrecy with the 
young mind, is a species of ignorance, 
of lack of principle, of downright weak
ness and cowardice, born of a guilty 
conscience. Arise! shake off thy guilty
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fears, and do the duty you owe to your 
race and kind.

Owing to the fact that some are 
highly sexed while others are not, 
there can be no rational law governing 
the age of marriage, or age of consent 
to marriage. Some are older at twelve 
years of age, sexually, than others are 
at twenty. Those developing under 
the influence of the smaller planets 
develop young, while those coming 
under the larger bodies develope later. 
These points should also be taken into 
conideration in mating the sexes. 
Study the stars, they hold the potencies 
and powers of life and being, and let 
the rising generation into the secret of 
The Law of Sex.

A Woman’s Answer.
You ask my hand to-day, and, bending near, 

Your eyes meet mine; I hear your words that 
burn,

But with my hand goes all I hold most dear;
What have you, then to offer in return?

You say you love me. Men have loved before, 
But not like you? Ah I you are not the first. 

Shall it be “yes” or "no?” I’ll think it o’er,
For by that word our lives are blessed or 

cursed.
You offer bonds and titles, gold and lands, 

Whisper of all they buy of friends and fame; 
’Tis insult! Higher things my life demands 

Before I share the honor of your name.
Say you my talk is idle—heart is chill;

Stop, stop, my friend, turn not so cold away, 
Bear with me for a moment, if you will,

And briefly hear the words I have to say.
Like must wed like or life die out in pain;

By mutual growth our natures must expand.
I cannot choose the hill and you the plain,

We two must go together, hand in hand.
I cannot dwarf my mind, my soul aspires,

I could not stay and in the valley sing,
To yon far heights where glow celestial fires, 

You, too, must soar and match me wing for 
wing.

This, is my answer: read it plain and straight 
Offer no word of love, no mute caress;

If your soul claims me as its kindred mate, 
Close to your heart I’ll rapturous whisper: 

“Yes r
But if it does not, come not to my side;

But heed my words, my friend, and turn and
go.

Lest touched my scorn and roused my woman- 
pride,

There’s but one answer to your question: 
“No l”

H arriet Mabel Spalding.

O R A C L E .

Qu e s t io n . H . H., New Orleans. 
— Is the Sun stationary, or does it move 
in an orbit like the Earth ?

A n s w e r . This question is fully an
swered in the illustration, showing the 
path of the Earth, Moon and Sun, rela
tively.

Q. Mrs. B., Chicago. Can a disem
bodied soul or spirit go to the planet 
Mars or any other planet in our sys
tem?

A. As souls or spirits are in various 
degrees of unfoldment, growth and in
tensity, differing in potentialities, with 
different experiences and training, there 
must be a difference in their ability to 
traverse space and reach other 
spheres, planets and systems. There 
are souls who are able to travel to the 
planet Mars, there are many more who 
are not, and for this reason, you are 
told by some spirits that it is impossi
ble to go to the planet Mars, while 
others will tell you that i f  a spirit is 
sufficiently wise they can go there with
out difficulty. It is not only possible 
for those out of the flesh to do this, but 
it is also true that those who are envi
roned in matter,to make such a journey 
when properly escorted. This, how
ever, is dealing with the higher phase 
of spiritual attainment, which very 
few have thus far reached.

Q. The Welch engineer, Vineland, 
asks to have the Magic Mirror explained, 
and whether it will be of help to him.

A . The Mirror is to a man’s intel
lectual and spiritual development, like 
unto a million dollars to the same per
son. I f  he can use the money in the 
best manner to get the greatest good for 
himself out of it, and at the same time 
do the most good for his fellow man, 
that his experience and intelligence can 
suggest, it is a good thing for him to 
have. But if when he gets the money 
he is in a condition to make bad use of 
it, he is fully equipped to descend to 
the depths. The mirror acts in a simi
lar manner; he may be so bewildered
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with its use, i f  improperly applied, 
that he may become a prey to every I 
condition of evil, while, i f  his motive is 
right and he gradually grows to the 
magnitude of its power and signifi
cance, he will be blessed a thousand 
fold for his labors in searching into the 
mysteries of the astral plane.

Q. A  Saturnalian Uranian.—What 
is to be the fate of the Satum-Uranus 
characters for the year 1895. Through 
what avenue may they hope for finan
cial success?

A . The characters mentioned are of 
various kinds, and while some of them 
will be stirred from their very centers 
of being during the conjunction of 
Uranus and Saturn in Scorpio, still 
those who are not directly related to 
this particular quadrate, will not be 
disturbed, but on the other hand ought 
to fare very well. While this position 
of Saturn means a culmination to 
many, the fact that it comes with a 
spiritual union, really signifies a more 
favorable transit than would other
wise result. This union of magnetic 
strength is very significant for the peo
ple as a whole.

Q. Mrs. A . G., Fremont, Wash.—Is 
it possible to ask a question of one far 
away mentally and receive an answer?

A . It is possible to ask a question 
mentally and through the aid of a mes
senger on the astral plane transfer the 
same, and receive the answer, provid
ing it is with some one who understand 
the method and is sensitive to such 
vibrations. It is also possible for one 
to personally go forth and deliver 
a message to another and that other 
may give personal answer. This re
quires very high development, both in 
reason and intelligence to make such a 
system of communication of any prac
tical value to anyone.

Q. lira. A. F  H.«, Gooding, V ick — 
la  February number of P l a x e t i a x d  
People , on page <1 in horoscope for 
F tk  13th, jam speak of the "Jupiter 
characters especially." Who are they? 
Why is anyone a Jupiter character?

A . The position of the Earth in the 
Zodiac has a certain power in forming 
character, the same as any other planet. 
I t  is only one of the indications of 
character, however, and in order to 
know anything definite concerning the 
true nature of a human being, it is nec
essary to take into consideration, not 
only all of the other planets of our sys
tem, but all of the other signs of the 
Zodiac as welL Xow a Jupiter charac
ter is one who is bora at a time when 
Jupiter is ruling in magnetic strength 
upon the Earth, whatever its position 

I may be, and a specially strong Jnpiter 
| character is the result when Jnpiter 

thus rules without much counteraction 
from other bodies. That is, when they 
are at low ebb. This applies to all of 
the other specially strong characters, 
for some are strong whLe others are 
weak.

Q. E. G. B., Brooklyn, X. Y., Feb. 
9th. I  should like to ask “The Oracle’’ 

| a question: What relation does Phre
nology bear to the stars; that is. does 
phrenology reveal the attributes of the 

I highest principle, the spirit or mind? 
Oris there something more interior? 
Is the “will”  the collective action of the 
phrenological faculties? or is it some
thing distinct ?

A. As the stars produce the impulse 
given to physical expression at birth, 
the forces back of phrenological devel
opments, characteristics and peculiari- 
ties, are really the important points to 
consider in that science. Hence, Phre
nology bears that relation to the stars 

j that Astronomy does to Astrology, 
j Astronomy explains the positions and 
! relations of the heavenly bodies, gives 
j their shapes, sizes and polarities, in 

short their physical characteristics; but 
the real life and potency, the underiy- 

| ing principles, are occult, hidden and 
j can only he determined by Astrological 

deduction. It is the same with Phre
nology. The planetary Phrenologist does 

, not need to feel or even see his client 
j inord er to delinente his character. 
1 Concerning the attributes o f spirit or
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mind: Phrenology deals with and re
veals physical and mental powers and 
possibilities, bat does not, as a science, 
reach the attributes of the soul, of the 
inner consciousness. The latter is 
strictly an occult proposition, and can 
only be reached by the soul, the astral, 
whose development, resulting from 
ages of training, enables it to determine 
soul growth in individual lives. The 
“will” is the collective action, resulting 
from the combination of soul attain
ment, with planetary relations and , 
hereditary environment.

Twins were recently born to Mr. and 
Mrs Newell Case, of this city, under cir
cumstances as to time that will be con
fusing when in future years anniversary 
celebrations will be in order. Though 
boro w.thin ten minutes of each oth- r one 
was born one day and the other the day 
following; one was boro in one month, the 
other in the succeeding month: one was 
boro in one year and the other in the 
next year—that is to say. one was boro at 
11:55 o'clock Monday night. Dec. 81. 1894. 
and the other at 12.05 o'clock Tuesday 
morning. Jan. 1. 1895.

—B attle Creek Telegram .

Q. In writing the horoscopes of two 
persons bom as above, would they both 
have the same ruling star ? And would 
their horoscopes read the same i f  writ
ten according to the chart called the 
P l a t  o f  t h e  P l a n e t s .

B y  a  Se e k  e e .
A. As the conditions, environment 

and experiences of each would be en
tirely different, it might transpire that 
one of these parties would approach 
one writing delineations in one way .un
der one condition, calling for certain 
enlightenment and knowledge, while 
the other might seek for something 
else. The manner in which people 
seek determine to quite an extent the 
manner in which a horoscope is deline
ated, so that a single individual might 
go to an oecnlt astronomer at different 
times, an i while the powers and forces 
of his being would be found the same 
in both instances, he might be 01 at one 
time, and world require a delineation
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touching more especially that part of 
his life relating to disease, and at an
other time he might be engrossed in 
business affairs and would seek for 
guidance in such matters as pertain 
principally to business. So we might 
say that their horoscopes, or delinea
tions of same, would no doubt read en
tirely different if  made at different 
times. A  horoscope is one thing, and a 
delineation is another. If  the dates 
were given for a delineation of the 
Magnetic Law in operation at the time, 
regardless of the physical relationship 
of human beings, it would be the same.

Q. M. C. R.—What is the good of all 
this study about the stars and their ef
fect upon us anyway V Wherein does it 
benefit us? Would we not be just as 
well off without it, and save much 
racking and taxing of the mind and 
brain?

A. Ton  might ask the same thing 
about a child, when old enough to be
gin to go to school. Why rack the lit
tle brain to pieces with all those little 
problems that make them study and 
strive to master? Why not relieve 
them from all this worry and useless 
taxation of t : e brain ? The fact is, 
kno*rUdge is the only thing that tends 
to lift people into a condition of happi
ness and contentment, and it is only 
by study and research that it  is possi- 

[ bie to gain any real information. I f  a 
child could be told everything that the 

| parents know to be true, and it would 
answer their purpose, the quickest and 
cheapest way would be to tell them, hot 
this is not the law of the all-wise and 

j all-powerful principle in nature. Some 
I people imagine they reach a state or 

condition at middle age, or thereabouts, 
| in which they are supposed to rest 

from their studies and enjoy life. Many 
look upon study and improvement of 
their intellectual faculties as burden- 

, some and prefer to drift with the tide 
i and take things easy. They do not 

seem to grasp the meaning of this an- 
j eient saying “by their works ye shall 

know them.”
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S E E D -T IM E , MARCH, 1895. 

SOWING AND PLANTING.
Wheat,
Rice,
Rye,
Oats,
Harley,

and all cereals coming to seed or frui
tion at the top of the stalk, together 
with

Cabbage,
Top Onions,
Sunflowers

and all plants ripening in like manner, 
should be sown, planted or reset as 
soon as possible after new Moon •  and 
before the first quarter J).

Tomatoes,
Berries,
Apples,
Plums,
Cherries,

reset and grafted, as well as sowing the 
seed, together with 

Corn,
Beans,
Peas,
Pumpkins,
Squash, •

Cucumber,
Melons

and all products coming to seed or frui
tion on the body of the stalk, should be 
sown, planted, reset or grafted from 
the first quarter J) to full Moon O-

Potatoes,
Beets,
Parsnips,
Carrots,
Radishes

and all other roots need the forceful 
polar attraction of the Moon towards 
the negative point or earthly point of 
expression, hence, these should be sown 
and planted after the Moon has passed 
its full phase and is on the opposite 
side of the Earth at sunset the even
ing of the day of sowing or planting. 
The astronomical chart T h e  P l a y  of 
t h e  Pl a n e t s  gives the Moon’s phases 
clearly, and is a safe and sure guide in 
these matters. A s most of the seeding 
is done in April and May in this lati
tude, the suggestions for March will be 
of value only with those living in 
warmer climates.

The Publishers of Planets and People will soon issue 
their Text Book on Physical Astronomy for use in schools, 
also chart illustrating the solar system and giving occular de
monstration of the movements of the planets so forcibly, as to 
fix their actual motion, size and relationship clearly on the 
mind. The study of Astronomy by this system enables one in 
a very short time to fully comprehend the daily movements of 
each planet in our solar system, which makes it very fascinat
ing and instructive. The Publishers are in position to make 
arrangements for placing this work in the schools of the seve
ral states, with men or companies, who command the requisite 
capital, experience and character.

Address, Ormsby & Sprague.

STORM SHEET FOR MARCH.

As the month starts in with Mercury in conjunction with the Earth, and 
Neptune in quartile aspect, which alone are the significant signs for determining 
the movements of the elements or atmosphere of Earth, they signify sudden 
changes the first of the month, and quite a fluctuating spell following, and about 
March 20th the time for the spring equinox Mercury crosses a line in aspect to 
the Earth at the time, which Rhows a period of bluster and extreme changes. 
The month as a whole will be unsettled and quite severe upon the lungs. Damp
ness and a raw cold time will be experienced.
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Educational Specialties
T O  A S S I S T  I N  T H E S E  S T U D I E S .

Rnbber Stamps for stamping Zodiac ............................... - ........................................... $0.50
Zodiac Blanks. 4x6 inches, per 100...... ...........................................................................30

44 u 8x10 inches, bond paper, per 100........................................................  1*00
These are better than R nbber Stam ps. Sent b y  m o il p ostpaid.

P L A N E T A R I U M S
For keeping daily positions of the Planets, including 

full set of Planets.

Style O — Cloth, made to roll, 18x16 inches..................................................... ............ $1 .0 0
............. 2.00

14x18 44 .......  2 50
44 3 __W all for Wails 40x50 44 tO TOll m n m n n m m H ____- ........... . 8.00

Z O D I A C T A B L E S .

Rtvl« A — Painted Sisrns and Circles....... _ ..............38 inches..... ................. ........... $ 6.0 0
It B —Solid Oak. carved top, plain....... ............. 38 44 ....................... ......... . 10 .0 0
44 C —  44 44 44 44 fancy...... .............. 38 44 ....................... ............  15 00
44 D —Mahogany 44 44 p la in ...... .............. 28 44 ...................... ......... 20.00
44 E —  44 44 fancy...... .............. 28 “  ....................... ...........  25.00

Srat by Express on receipt o f p rice.

F A N C Y  P L A N E T S .
The Eight Planets and Moon in their respective colors and 

comparative sizes intended for Table use.

Style X —Wood, painted in colon..................................................................$ 2.00
By Mail.

11 V —Metal, heavy, painted in colors... ...... .............................................. 3.00
44 Z —Fancy Glass, in colors .................. .............................................  10.00

B y  Express .

A S T R O N O M IC A L  E M B L E M S .
( I K  P A C K S .)

Style 5 2 —Good quality............ .................................................... ...............$0.30
“ 5 0 —Extra quality...................................... .............. ...............................60
u 4 8 —Superfine Linen ...... - ........................................ .— ..... 1-50
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Morxihg. F e b . 24th,

1895.

Invocation.
Infinite God, whom men name Jeho

vah, Allah, Lord, or who syllabled in 
the mystic Ra, or Om art the Divine, 
the All-potent, the Infinite, the Omnis
cient; unto Thee Thy children turn in 
praise; whether tethered in the prison- 
house of clay, or mounting on the wings 
of inspiration they gather glimpses 
of what is within and beyond, they 
behold where, rising to their appointed 
places, sans and systems shine in per
fect order o f unfold ment, in harmony 
and guidance; they perceive where the 
petals of the flower, through long ages, 
syllables its own life, maintaining dis
tinctly its true type in obedience to its 
creative destiny; they behold where 
atoms and molecules, whirled into var
ions forms of life, shaping and uns ha p

ing the outward and material structures 
still maintain their own integrity 
through countless ages; they know that 
beyond the change and induration of 
transient birth and death, and oatward 
form is the perfect and abiding law of 
Infinite purpose. May they turn in the 
midst of changefulness unto that which 
is changeless; may they turn in the 
midst of life, and birth, and death to 
that which is eternal, that which does 
not require birth for its all-potent light; 
may they know that beyond the thin 
film of dust, beyond the oatward strag
gle, is the Infinite light and guidance 
that shapes and unfolds the destiny of 
what is within; the soul hath its own 
heritage. May all who complain with 
bitterness of the trials and hardships of 
material life, of the boffettings and 
various changes and struggles here, 
remember that the soul is changeless, 
that its manifestation here is but for 
time and sense, that the very shadow 
may be but the background for the light; 
for the struggle brings forth the 
strength that is within. May they 
know that neither shadow, nor change, 
nor storm-clouds, nor anght from the 
destructive planets of the system can 
impair the perfect order of the visible 
creation; that if there is change and re
birth, it is because rebirth is needed; 
that oat of the ultimate proposition of 
Thy life the final fulfillment may come. 
May all learn to labor and to trust the 
Infinite Love, doing the uttermost in 
the fulfillment of the highest and the
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best; may they learn to leave the result 
with the Infinite purpose, that the 
struggle, though seemingly fruitless, 
will not fail, but the struggle may fail 
in bringing triumph unto selfishness 
where there was dissatisfaction, com
plaint and bitterness and j udgment of 
ones’ kind. May all know that in the 
innermost of the final state the Soul, al
lied unto Thee, is beyond all worlds and 
suns, changeless in its immortality, but 
forever potent in all forms of life. 
Thus learning the lesson in time and 
sense may know eternity. Amen.

Discourse.
“There is a destiny that shapes our 

ends, rough hew them as we will.”
“For he hath seen the end from the 

beginning.”
The poet has said:

“And I smiled to think God’s greatness 
Flows around our incompleteness,

Round onr restlessness His rest.”

We are either to accept the theory of 
the Agnostic—and that is a kind of 
fatalism—that everything is governed 
by unconscious, unintelligent law; or 
one must accept the proposition that 
everything is governed by chance; or 
the third proposition; that the universe 
is governed by intelligence adequate to 
the needs of each of its parts and of the 
whole. To accept the first proposition 
is to stultify one's reason, since unin
telligent law is an absurd proposition; 
there can be no law without intelli
gence, whether self-made or made by 
another power. Therefore, if  there is a 
law there is either within the law an in
telligence all-sufficient or beyond law a 
lawmaking power. We know of no 
laws that are not fashioned by a law
making intelligence superior to the law. 
No human being expects that the laws 
of a country, a society, a city, or even 
of a kingdom will be changeless. When 
Lycurgus, the great Grecian law-giver, 
isolating, banishing himself from his 
country, after consulting the oracles, 
and the fashioning of what he supposed 
to be the best laws ever made secured 
the promise of his countrymen that

they would not change tho;e laws for a 
century, he might have known, whether 
they endured a century or ten centuries, 

. that there would come a time when the 
laws would be changed; not that right, 
justice and liberty would change, but 
the application of them in human life.

When “ the man of destiny”—as the 
greater Napoleon was called, picked up 
a little bunch of violets from the street 
as they fell from the cart of a gar
dener, and taking them home to his 
then very humble quarters he said: 
“ whatever is the fate of these flowers 
that is my destiny.” In a small pot of 
earth in the glimmerings of the sun
shine, he placed the violets, they un
folded and grew, and blossomed, yield
ing their purple flower; then did he 
know that he would be the ruler of 
France, and the purple violet became 
one of the emblems of his empire.

This story, whether true or false, be
tokens what small things may desig
nate the destinies of great men. When 
Madam Le’Normande, under the inspi
ration of some power beyond herself, 
using the external avenue or methods 
of the cards, announced to him that he 
would be emperor, and announced to 
him that he would die in exile, he 

I eagerly accepted the promise, but for
got the banishment. It was said that 
he always knew himself destined to be 
the emperor of France.

Years before the war of the rebellion 
it was pictured by some romantic 
writer, and possibly was true, that 
Abraham Lincoln, the frontiersman, 
the boatman upon the river, beheld in 
a vision of the nation the coming con
flict between the North and the South, 
the great struggle on account of hu
man slavery and the part he might play 
in it. The incident illustrates, that in 
the depths of the human spirit, or in 
the soul itself, there is a prescience and 
foreknowledge greater than the mind 
or external reason, which is dependent 
upon sequence, upon cause and effect, 
and cannot possibly know the future.

Your range of vision physically, as
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best; may they learn to leave the result 
with the Infinite purpose, that the 
struggle, though seemingly fruitless, 
will not fail, but the struggle may fail 
in bringing triumph unto selfishness 
where there was dissatisfaction, com
plaint and bitterness and judgment of 
ones’ kind. May all know that in the 
innermost of the final state the Soul, al
lied unto Thee, is beyond all worlds and 
suns, changeless in its immortality, but 
forever potent in all forms of life. 
Thus learning the lesson in time and 
sense may know eternity. Amen.

Discourse.

“There is a destiny that shapes our 
ends, rough hew them as we will.”

“For he hath seen the end from the 
beginning.”

The poet has said:
“And I smiled to think God’s greatness 
Flows around our incompleteness,

Round our restlessness His rest.”

We are either to accept the theory of 
the Agnostic—and that is a kind of 
fatalism—that everything is governed 
by unconscious, unintelligent law; or 
one must accept the proposition that 
everything is governed by chance; or 
the third proposition; that the universe 
is governed by intelligence adequate to 
the needs of each of its parts and of the 
whole. To accept the first proposition 
is to stultify one's reason, since unin
telligent law is an absurd proposition; 
there can be no law without intelli
gence, whether self-made or made by 
another power. Therefore, if  there is a 
law there is either within the law an in
telligence all-sufficient or beyond law a 
lawmaking power. We know of no 
laws that are not fashioned by a law
making intelligence superior to the law. 
No human being expects that the laws 
of a country, a society, a city, or even 
of a kingdom will be changeless. When 
Lycurgus, the great Grecian law giver, 
isolating, banishing himself from his 
country, after consulting the oracles, 
and the fashioning of what he supposed 
to be the best laws ever made secured 
the promise of his countrymen that

they would not change thoie laws for a 
century, he might have known, whether 
they endured a century or ten centuries, 
that there would come a time when the 
laws would be changed; not that right, 
justice and liberty would change, but 
the application of them in human life.

When “ the man of destiny”—as the 
greater Napoleon was called, picked up 
a little bunch of violets from the street 
as they fell from the cart of a gar
dener, and taking them home to his 
then very humble quarters he said: 
“ whatever is the fate of these flowers 
that is my destiny.” In a small pot of 
earth in the glimmerings of the sun
shine, he placed the violets, they un
folded and grew, and blossomed, yield
ing their purple flower; then did he 
know that he would be the ruler of 
France, and the purple violet became 
one of the emblems of his empire.

This story, whether true or false, be
tokens what small things may desig
nate the destinies of great men. When 
Madam Le’Normande, under the inspi
ration of some power beyond herself, 
using the external avenue or methods 
of the cards, announced to him that he 
would be emperor, and announced to 
him that he would die in exile, he 
eagerly accepted the promise, but for
got the banishment. It was said that 
he always knew himself destined to be 
the emperor of France.

Years before the war of the rebellion 
it was pictured by some romantic 
writer, and possibly was true, that 
Abraham Lincoln, the frontiersman, 
the boatman upon the river, beheld in 
a vision of the nation the coming con
flict between the North and the South, 
the great struggle on account of hu
man slavery and the part he might play 
in it. The incident illustrates, that in 
the depths of the human spirit, or in 
the soul itself, there is a prescience and 
foreknowledge greater than the mind 
or external reason, which is dependent 
upon sequence, upon cause and effect, 
and cannot possibly know the future,

Your range of vision physically, as
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you are well aware, is limited to a cer
tain number of vibrations of light, and 
you differ in this respect, some seeing 
nearer and some farther; very few have 
equally perfect vision to see near and 
far. Beyond your range of vision there 
are infinitesimal vibrations o f light 
that cannot be recorded upon the retina 
of the eye with all the multitudinous 
lenses that it  contains; beyond your 
vision in the distance are myriads and 
myriads of objects that cannot be per
ceived even though you have added the 
microscope and telescope to supplement 
your vision. Supposing man's intelli
gence was so limited that the range of 
vision was to him the limit of the uni
verse; there are some who are blind 
enough to assert that they “ will not be
lieve anything they cannot see;” i f  they 
limit themselves to that their knowl
edge must be very small. B ut is it not 
that the evidence of the mind is what 
they mean ? They do not mean the senses 
surely, for it  is only the mind that 
could have suggested the telescope.

Mathematics was the vision that en
abled man to know that i f  he could 
supplement his eye-sight by artificial 
lenses l.e could transcend natural sight 
by many millions of vibrations of light. 
•Of course the limit has not yet been 
reached; of course man does not see 
through the microscope and telescope 
all that he will see, for when clairvoy
ance is added people are enabled to 
perceive things at a distance, not with 
sight, but with perception; it is but an
other form of thought, a manifestation 
of the power of the spirit. Essentially 
you accept these things;when the astron
omer foretells an eclipse, and predicts 
the appearance of the erratic comet, 
tells you when there will be combina
tions of planets—whether they will be 
in opposition, perihelion, or conjunction 
— you have learned to accept their 
statement without the slightest evi
dence that they are right, merely be
cause it is customary, and primarily, 
because they have a mathematical ba
sis. Even if they are usually correct,

there must sometimes be a shadow of 
difference, for there is something far 
beyond the present astronomical range 
which will include the present system 
and rectify it. Y o u  still do not consider 
it great credulity to accept their state
ments in a general way.

The same is measurably true of geo
logy and chemistry: That in ancient 
time which was known as alchemy, and 
was almost considered superhuman, or 
supernatural, is now in  the chemist’s 
laboratory thought to be quite common
place. These lights which illumine 
this place o f assemblage would have 
been regarded in the middle ages as the 
result of Satanic agency, although the 
electric laws were known in a previous 
age, now the cycles of the unfoldment 
of the human mind have brought them 
around again. In  other words, you are 
willing to admit that even the storms, 
tempests, earthquakes and changes of 
seasons, whether adverse or beneficial 
to man, are the results of laws that 
have a manifest purpose as far as the 
conservation of the visible universe is 
concerned, and that it  is your business, 
as far as possible, to adapt yourselves to 
these laws or i f  you have intellectual 
capability to overcome them.

W hatever man has accomplished in 
commerce; whatever man has accom
plished in building cities, in diverting 
the streams from their courses, in 
climbing the heights of the mountains, 
in the making of tremendous mechani
cal power through the dynamical forces 
of nature— like water, steam and air, 
and finally, electricity and light; in 
whatever he has thus accomplished, 
man both obeys and transcends the 
laws of matter; obeys them as they are 
in conformity to natural law .transcends 
them by bending them to his will. He 
therefore becomes in the latter, the 
arbiter of destiny, in the former he 
bends to the general destiny of the uni
verse.

Whenever the moral force comes in 
there seems to be a separate and dis- 

| tinct realm, a separate code of laws or



perceptions of order. A  man through 
intellect may either regulate these in 
conformity to what he considers exter
nal benefit, or he may transcend all ex
ternal things and bear forward his 
moral convictions utterly independent 
of the usually accepted code of mate
rial laws. When he does the latter he 
becomes the arbitor of his own, and 
frequently of others’ destiny. In that 
way he becomes greater than the ma
terial forces around him, or even the 
intellectual forces that are governed by 
mathematics or other supposed fixed 
laws of the universe.

We come now, therefore, into what 
we denominate the realm of Destiny: 
The central sun of a system destined by 
law to govern the focalizing and diffus
ing power of matter, illustrates what
ever the material force of the universe 
may be called. Everything that man 
does in upbuilding structures, in forc
ing his way across the pathless ocean; 
in the discovery of serial navigation; in 
harnessing the lightning to do his bid
ding, in transcending the usual laws of 
nature by diverting these forces to ful
fill a purpose; in fact wherever there is 
an intervention of intelligence with 
laws, that are for the specific govern
ment and guidance of the physical 
forces of the universe that power must 
create a destiny of its own. There is 
another destiny beyond the destiny 
that the atoms usually serve.

Fatality is the blind servitude of the 
blind laws of nature. When one says 
“it is fate” there is a different ring in 
the voice from what there is when one 
says “it is destiny.” Fatality is the 
cold, heartless, unbending decree of, 
perhaps, unintelligent material law; 
Destiny is the fulfillment of that which 
is within, assisted by all the corelated 
forces of the universe.

The destiny of the seed is manifest in 
its unfoldment; you may plant one 
hundred other kinds of seeds or slips, 
but you will never have a rose except 
from the rose tree; that is destiny; but it 
is not the destiny caused by things

without, it is the destiny of that which 
is within the germ, as there is the rose, 
and all the beneficent forces of air, and 
sunshine, and chemical properties in 
the soil, tend to the fulfillment of that 
destiny.

You may blight the rose but you 
cannot make it other than it is. A ll 
attempts to hybridize the vegetable, 
floral and animal kingdoms have re
sulted in this: that the primal types 
are rigorously maintained whenever 
there is opportunity, It is only by con
tinuous cultivation that you can pre
serve the change from the primal 
types; these in turn refuse to perpetu
ate; the rose goes back to its sweet five- 
petaled state in the wilderness, and the 
lilies, like those that grew in Bethlehem, 
uplift their starry chalices in defiance 
of all cultivation. The primal type of 
of the human race might be reverted 
to, but you do not know what they 
were.

There are no primal types upon the 
Earth to-day; you witness none of 
those, so-called, processes of evolution, 
in the changes around you. Races 
press forward to the fulfillment of their 
destiny and then decline; you are in the 
midst of the fulfillment now. Even if 
the outward man seems to degenerate, 
the Destiny of man is in the highest ex
pression of humanity; whether that has 
been attained by the few or by the 
many the promise is for the whole.

People are liable in considering sub
jects of this kind to narrow themselves 
down to the petty details of daily life. 
Suppose an explorer, whose Destiny is 
the achievement of a certain purpose, 
were to consider that the little annoy
ances and petty details of his journey 
thwarted the destiny that he had in 
view. With Livingston and Stanley, 
whatever the incidents of their journey- 
ings the primal objects of their destiny 
were attained. Even though many 
start out on voyages that are never 
completed, who are shipwrecked by the 
way, their destiny is still fulfilled. 
When a friend comes to see you from
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afar, even though you may be interested 
after a time, in hearing the various vi
cissitudes and experiences of the 
journey, the prominent thing is the 
friend is here. Whether he came in a 
stage-coach, or in the latest and swiftest 
railway train is not the question: That 
he came is the proposition; the incidents 
or divergences may be a part of his ex
perience, but the purpose is to see you.

So in the fulfillment of life’s destiny: 
Here is one destined to be a musician; 
do you suppose that all obstacles that 
might be placed in the way can change 
or alter that destiny ? are genuises bom 
with golden spoons and golden goblets 
pressed to their lips? do great states
men and patriots find themselves placed 
in halls of legislation without an effort ? 
do they not from the very beginning, 
and from some particular starting 
point, make the effort that is to fulfill 
that which is within? the effort and 
the fulfillment alike being their destiny. 
When others make similar effort and 
fail it is no evidence that it is a 
lack of success in their lives. Was it 
GenT Grant or some one antecedent to 
him who said: that next in misfortune to 
a great defeat is a great victory ? People 
are liable to think that a failure in any 
particular line of human endeavor is a 
failure in life. We have known many 
men to stake their all upon one chance 
in speculation, the chance of a lifetime, 
and that failing we have known them 
to consider that their lives were fail- 
urea While the destiny of the poet, or 
philosopher, or seer, or prophet point 
to the glorious fulfillment from within, 
even though doomed to fiery martyr
dom. or the dungeon-cell, or the scaffold, 
what matters it so that the thought finds 
expression?

That which one really loves to do 
from an inward conviction being done 
these can be no martyrdom, that is: 
there can be no feeling of martyrdom. 
Other people of weaker natures may 
say, “what a shame to crucify and put 
to death the teachers and Saviors of the 
woridr

It  proves the glorious fulfillment of 
their destiny when people have grown 
enough to cry, “shame!” The statement 
of truth is so valuable, so dear that we 
would feel called upon to state what we 
believe to be true, though every one of 
you turned away. That would be no 
martyrdom to us, nor the one through 
whom we speak, since truth itself is so 
much more valuable, when perceived, 
than human praise,that it is the love of 
stating it that makes success.

Happy is he or she whose destiny it 
is to speak the word that is in advance 
of the day; who knows the thoughts 
that are circling in the far dim future 
of humanity; who tells you, as the pa
rent tells the child, “to-day you are but 
children, another and another year or 
score of years, you will be men and 
women.” Children often wonder why 
things cannot be explained to their 
comprehension now; simply because 
they are not ready. But he indeed 
would be a neglectful father, she would 
be an unnatural, unintuitive mother 
who would fail to suggest the thoughts, 
feelings and emotions that are one day 
to shape the lives that are given to their 
keeping. Do what parents will, let this 
be your comfort: do what what you 
win, there is another power beyond 
yours into whose keeping you must en
trust you children; L  e-: the keeping of 
their own souls and the Infinite keep
ing in which aU are included. Often 
times you feel to blame yourselves for 
what seems to be a fatal fault in your 
child, when, except for the discipline, 
you are blameless. Oftentimes you 
may reproach yourselves, and your les
son is learned by it, but in the ultimate, 
the absolute no soul is in the keeping 
o f any other souL

The casualties in human life that 
people long to have averted, as men
tioned by us in the recent discourse on 
“shipwrecks,” are not “accidents” in the 

| larger sense: that which often seems a 
I disaster is really the very opportunity 

of destiny. If  by some seeming acci- 
I dent you are placed in a better position
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materially, yon never cease to thank 
the day that brought about that seem
ing calamity. W e have known people 
to whom spiritual knowledge came in 
hours of suffering and trial: One gen
tleman, who injured his arm so that he 
was disabled from attending to his 
usual vocation in the counting room, 
said, he would not exchange those six 
weeks for all the other weeks of his life; 
for then he had time to consider other 
things, and there came into his exist
ence spiritual and mental powers that 
he had never known before.

One lady came to us, as many others 
have, asking in her dire distress what 
she could do; everything had gone 
against them, her husband’s business 
was a failure, he had lost his position, 
they had responsibilities to meet, and a 
family to support, “will there be a 
change for the better?” W e said, with
in a year there will be a change. A t  
the end of the year she came back 
smiling, and with radiant countenance 
said: “If possible, outward circumstan
ces are much worse than they were last 
year, but I  am perfectly happy. 
Where had the change been wrought? 
Xot in anything that she had supposed 
constituted her happiness, but in her 
own mind and spirit the transcendent 
victory over self was won; because in 
looking at misfortune she had ceased 
to consider herself the victim o f evil 
circumstances or influences, and that 
great triumph brought outward suc
cess.

Everything flows, in the present state 
of human life, to those who follow the 
seeking of Mammon; yet if you look 
closer, for one out of a thousand who 
succeeds nine hundred and ninety-nine 
fail, that is about the proportion; that 
is: they fail of achieving in external 
life the victory which they seek. But 
the 999 are not g en uises in the service 
of Mammon, they are not harnessed, 
body and soul to bis chariot; they are 
human lives who are beginning the ex
perience that in the end makes up the 
strength, triumph and victory and that

victory is the glorious heritage 
of a fiery martyrdom; since it is the fire 
that consumes the dross. The seeming 
aim of life, therefore, is external vic
tory; the real aim is to attain that 
which the lady did, without one change 
of outward circumstances, except what 
would be called for the worse.

Here are two persons, both love their 
children equally well; two mothers: one 
at the grave is inconsolable, the other 
is triumphant. What constitutes the 
difference (the affections being equal)? 
Death is there, the coldness of form is 
there, the child is no longer in bodily 
form in the keeping of the mother; 
there is no difference in the external 
proposition: one is bowed to the earth 
with grief, the other is triumphant 
with hope, though the tears of tender 
nature may come to the eyes. Where
in is the difference? In the heart of the 
one who has conquered is the knowledge 
of the real destiny o f life, o f the 
triumph over death, o f that which is 
beyond the shadow of the senses; in 
the other there is not that awakening. 
Y e t, even were it  possible, we would 
not remove that experience from that 
mother’s life, for it  would be the only 
way that she could get glimpses of that 
which is beyond. That is the meaning 
of sorrow, pain and suffering. That 
suffering is the destiny o f human life  
while here, until the victory is won, all 
must adm it. That it is the purpose all 
must clearly see, who trace these inner 
meanings of human life. If it  is not 
so you might as well go stark mad (be 
blind, deaf and dumb in the midst of 
this magnificent universe) if it is not 
true that these experiences are a por
tion of your external life for the fulfill
ment of the destiny that is within.

Who could take away from the god 
Pan the piping of sweet music on his 
simple reed? Yet who other than a 
genuis, or the god of minstrelsy could 
take a rush from the marshes and 
charm the world with its melodies; who 
but the synonym of the music of the 
world could attune his lyre in the midst
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of the forests until all the world hears 
the sweet music of the rustling leaves 
and the sighing of the pine trees and 
know that it is the symphony of nature ? 
But nature herself, unaided, does not 
know it. Who but those gods pictured 
upon Olympus’s height can represent 
the destiny of the human race: the 
strength of Hercules, the triumph of 
Eros?

The striving and contention of the 
multitude is the polishing of the great 
lapidary. People will not go away by 
themselves unless they are hermits 
or recluses, or have committed some 
awful crime. Do what the philanthro
pists will they cannot break up the ag
gregation of human beings toward one 
another. Y o u  make each other miser
able that you may make each other 
happy by rubbing off the rough corners. 
This constant contention may be disa
greeable but what would you do if  away 
off by yourselves where there is none 
of this friction, none of the contact 
with others that smoothes the roughn ess 
of human nature to the end that you 
may finally triumph in expressing that 
which is beneath the whole: the great 
charity, kindliness and love that you 
bear to one another. Many families 
are always quarreling, yet are very 
affectionate toward each other, which 
holds them together probably for mu
tual discipline. Under these conditions 
the one who has learned patience has 
achieved a great victory; under these 
conditions those who have learned for
bearance have attained a great triumph.

When a person says to us “I  think I 
could have better spiritual unfoldment 
if  my surroundings were more harmo
nious,” we feel to say: “ they are 
just the surroundings you need; 
harmony is to be extracted from inhar
mony; if  you are better than your sur
roundings you can conquer them, if  you 
are not better you need them.”

So the final destiny of life is not in 
the ways, means, and methods: it  is 
neither the cumbersome nor swift mech
anism that makes the destiny of

human life, nor the force of armies, nor 
the great triumph of commerce, nor the 
building of cities, nor ships that go 
down to sea; but it is that the conscious 
thought within the soul shall come forth 
and shape this substance to its obe
dience and triumph directly over the 
surroundings, as the musician triumphs 
over the difficulties of instrumentation: 
nay! he creates the instrument upon 
which he is to have expression. We 
have sometimes referred to an organ so 
perfectly constructed as to sound to the 
human ear the very perfection of har
mony; where there is one note in the 
ordinary organ there were thirty-six 
subdivisions of every supposed com
plete note; only the man who built it 
could play upon it. Had you heard it, 
in the far loft of the little church where 
it was built, you would have thought it 
like the music of the spheres. When 
the world is ready for such harmony 
that organ will probably be reproduced; 
but the builder has gone on. It is his 
triumphant destiny to know that in the 
atmosphere of the Earth that harmony 
has once been heard; that sometime and 
somehow every atom of the Earth’s at
mosphere will be vibrant with music as 
perfect as was that which he made.

Even so exalted lives in spiritual 
ways that have left their impress upon 
the Earth point to the glorious destiny 
of every soul and say, as does that music 
say: “it may be a thousand years or it 
may be a million, the Earth’s atmos
phere and the people of the Earth will 
one day respond to thoughts as blessed 
and pure as these.” Then will man 
have achieved his destiny here and 
passed on to such glorious inheritance 
as has never been named in earthly 
life; as no glimmering, even upon the 
highest heights of transfiguration, has 
ever been able to reveal to you here.

Y e t on and on forever. Since destiny 
is within all the powers above and be
yond bring argosies of splendid and 
transcendent power to aid in the un
foldment and fulfillment of that Im
mortal Destiny.

/
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{Impromptu poem, the subject being 
suggested by a member o f the audience.)

Frederick Douglass.

Born of a race whose destiny 
Seems to be servitude and pain;

His was a  spark by genius given 
Freedom’s true height to gain—

Not by the nation’s lawful might,
Which should have given his native right

But from an inward, potent power 
That conquered for him Freedom’s height, 

With head and hands and feet that hour 
When the victory was in sight.

Across the barriers of night,
Across the spaces that intervene,

Freedom’s purpose urged him on,
Freedom’s hosts guarded his dream.

At last the silver tongue became 
The champion of his lowly race;

Through warfare was the vict’ry won 
Through bloody conflict won their place;

But the onward destiny you know 
With shame; when the seething mass 

Of people surged around him here 
Against the liberty he asked—

That liberty you prize so dear;

We have seen him when the eloquent tongue 
Wrought ardors in the souls of men,

In which such eloquence was hung—
He said he could be no slave again—

And ever more his voice was heard 
In triumph for Freedom’s spoken word.

At last he saw the shadow riven,
Men saw his greatness on the Earth;

At last the victory was given,
Through goodness, genius and worth:

By study of the books of men:
By knowledge of your human law s;

By genuis that kindled when 
He saw your system’s dreadful flaws;

By the steady triumph of the years 
That brought him face to face with power; 

And, scorning your pity and your fears,
Made him know life’s inward, potent dower.

By what the soul may here complete 
In winning triumph o’er pain and sin,

O’er the difficulties that you meet,
Let his life be the hope, you win.

By triumpli in your deep distress 
And untoward circumstance, as you 

Forward and upward ever press,
There is victory ever in view.

With his crown of silvery hair to-day 
He lies in state, a crowned king:

With greater honors than he who holds 
A monarch's bauble; a greater thing

Has come to him : a nation’s praise 
That one day (with his branded skin) 

Hunted him out in Freedom’s ways 
And sought to bring him back—Your Sin—

“ Born unto slavery,” you said,
“ He had no right to Freedom’s flower 

Now, after the baptism of blood,
After his glorious tongue’s blest power,

He holds the purple and the gold
And the nation’s praise his honors uphold.

B E N E D IC T IO N .

Whether shadowed or in light,
Whether ’neath sable skin or fair,

May the destiny in the soul’s blest sight 
Win all, until the triumph there 

Is replete with victory “ well done”
The glory that the soul hath won.

_____________  Amen.

Victor Hugo on Immortality.

I  fee l in  m yself the fu tu re life. I  am 
like a forest w hich has been more than 
once cu t down. The new  shoots are 
stronger than ever. I  am rising, I  know, 
toward the sky. The sunshine is on m y 
head The Earth gives me its generous 
sap, but Heaven lights me w ith the reflec
tion o f unknown worlds. Y o u  say the 
soul is nothing but the resultant of bodily 
powers. W hy, then, is m y soul more lum i
nous when m y bodily powers begin to fail?  
W inter is on m y head and eternal spring is 
in m y heart. Then I  breathe at this hour 
the fragrance of the lilacs, the violets, and 
the roses as at tw enty years. T he nearer 
I  approach the end, the plainer I  hear 
around me the immortal symphonies of the 
worlds which invite me. I t  is marvelous, 
y e t simple. I t  is a fa iry  tale and it  is his
tory. F or h alf a century I  have been 
w riting my thoughts in prose, verse, his
tory, philosophy, drama, romance, tradi
tion, satire, ode. song. I have tried all. 
B u t I  feel that I  have not said the th o u 
sandth part of w hat is in me. When I go 
down to my grave I can say like  so many 
others, ‘ *1 have finished m y day’s w ork;”  
but I cannot say, “ I have finished m y 
life. ” My day s w ork w ill begin again the 
next morning. The tomb is not a blind 
alley; it  is a thoroughfare; i t  closes in the 
tw ilight to open with the dawn. I im 
prove every hour, because I love this 
world as m y fatherland. M y w ork is 
only beginning. My m onum ent is hardly 
above its foundation. I  w ill be glad 
to see it  mounting and m ounting fo r
ever. The thirst for the infinite proves 
infinity.
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ASTRONOMY LESSON No. FOUR.

Question. Where do worlds, suns and systems come 
from?

A nswer. The substances. of which worlds and suns are 
formed are eternal. They have always existed in some form, 
and always will exist. The manifestations resulting from the 
ever shifting relations of atoms, and bodies formed by the ag
gregation or collection of atoms, is the only phenomena man 
is cognizant of that leads him to know and understand some
thing of the intricate mechanism of infinite law in the forma
tion of worlds, suns and systems.

. Q. In what condition are; these substances in when a 
world is made?

A. They are undoubtedly in a gaseous state, which is too 
light for man to weigh or even sense,, could he be where it is 
at the time. Which he cannot.

Q. How does this gaseous substance get into such solid 
bodies as worlds?

A. Let us compare the immensity of space to the atmos
phere of our Barth in which much phenomena occurs to eluci
date world formation. Suppose these gaseous bodies, belts, 
nebula or floating clouds were as the clouds of our atmosphere 
in various stages of density, shifting about and constantly 
changing in atomic relatedneSs. Now suppose these nebu
lous bodies come into contact with each other, similar to two 
currents of air which form whirlwinds, storms and cyclones 
many times, and when the atmosphere is in the right condi
tion, causing a condensation which forms ice in immense 
quantities, then and there would be set in motion, action, con
densation, formation and aggregation, the substances contained 
in this nebula, and the formation of a material body would 
begin.

Q. Why does this not occur within our atmosphere when 
the conditions are such that ice is formed?

A. The formation of a materia! body is accomplished in 
our atmosphere, but it being done so close to another large 
body, our Earth, it is immediately drawn to it and in time ab
sorbed by it or drawn up again by that greater body, the Sun, 
in the form of steam or vapor, while in the formation of a body 
so distant from other bodies, as is the case with floating nebu
lous matter or gases, there wonld be nothing to draw it, and 
the whirling impetus given the mass by reason of the contact
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of the two or more currents, would cause its head or heaviest 
part to lead off in space, at the same time keep up the whirl
ing motion.

Some of these phenomena are illustrated in the foregoing diagrams, which 
show nebula and star clusters on a large scale in various forms and conditions.

Although these illustrations refer to great clusters of 
suns, worlds and systems, their apparent phenomena illus
trate the fact, that the atmospheric conditions about our Earth 
on a small scale display the laws of world formation; for, appa
rently, they are very similar. The spiral Nebula in Canes 
Venatici is a very good illustration of the action of nebulous 
matter, as well as the wonderful motions and eccentricities of 
suns and systems. The eliptical Nebula near Andromedas is 
only eliptical, because of our position in relation to it. It ap
pears so to us. The star clusters as illustrated, show some
thing of the immensity of creation, for they each represent so 
many millions of suns that the mind of man cannot even con
ceive of their numbers. They are so distant from us that the 
most powerful telescopes do not reveal their boundaries. 
There is a gradual fading away at the edge, the last traces of 
which appear as a luminous mist. Somfc astronomers seem to 
think that because these clusters appear brighter toward the 
center, that the stars are closer together there than they are 
farther out. This is no doubt due to the same law that ob
tains within our own solar system. The planets near the cen
ter being closer together than those farther out. It is a ques
tion, however, whether it is from this cause, or from our point 
of observation.

Q. When did these bodies first begin to form?
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A. There never was a time when worlds, suns and systems 
did not exist. We must ever keep in mind the fact that the 
universe is limitless, without beginning and without end. 
Planets and people are the manifestations resulting from for
mation, development and fruition in material phenomena.

Q. What becomes of them, where do they go to when they 
cease to be living bodies ?

A. They in time become cold dead bodies and through the 
visitation of comets, which eventually serve to change the 
conditions, orbits and motions of planets and suns, when suns 
die out, they are ground up, dissipated, raised into a gaseous 
state, to be reconstructed and recast into new forms, again to 
serve in the phenomenal wonders of infinite life and activity.

Q. Is our world in danger of being thus destroyed?
A. A ll worlds are in danger, if it may be called danger, of 

being destroyed; but nature takes plenty of time to do her 
work, and it may be billions upon billions of years before such 
a thing will occur in our solar system, although comets 
coming into our system, within the present century, have had 
their courses changed. They were too light to cope with our 
planets in their present state.

Q. Are the other planets of our system inhabited?
A. This is the all important question that ever comes up, 

when the stars are being considered. It can only be answered 
here in one way, for we aim to explain the law of planetary 
life and expression, in order to prepare the mind and reason
ing faculties for the real truth as to life upon other planets. 
We will answer the question by further explanations of the 
law of planetary development. As already stated, planets are 
born, as it were, as is shown us by the rings of Saturn, which, 
most astronomers agree, are destined to become moons to that 
planet. After they are born, they require millions of years, 
in which, through the slow processes of nature, to shape them
selves atmospherically and otherwise, for any kind of physical 
phenomena, which we are witnessing at the present time upon 
the Barth. During these long periods of time, wonderful 
chemical changes are going on, and in due time vegetation be
gins to form, , animal life begins to take shape, in other words, 
life begins to express itself in animal and vegetable forms, 
and continues to do so through countless other ages, until 
there is a waning of the active life element, or the conditions 
best adapted to potent expression, expansion and the flowering 
out in physical expression, become impaired by old age, when
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races begin to die out and disappear,— until all have ceased to 
be. T h is is the law, and it applies to all planets, whether 
within our own or some other system. It would naturally be in
ferred from this, that the other planets in our system are in
habited with the same kind of animals and human beings we 
find upon the Barth, but this is not necessarily the case, for 
there can never be two physical expressions, even upon the 
Barth ju st alike, hence, it would be erroneous to suppose that 
human beings are alike on all planets. T h e y  must differ 
very essentially on most other planets, although a similarity 
m ay exist when the magnetic conditions, polarity, etc., to
gether with size and density are similar.

Q. Is the Moon inhabited, or has it ever been inhabited?
A . T h e  Moon has undoubtedly passed through similar 

stages of growth and fruition, physically, and is now far past 
the period of life akin to our own. It has no doubt been in
habited b y such physical bodies as it could produce. T h ey  
m ay have been h igh ly  intelligent, but there can be no com
parison drawn between that body and the Barth in physical ex
pression, they are so differently constituted and related to the 
Solar center, the Sun.

Q. B ut was not the Moon formed from a ring thrown off 
by the Earth, and is she not, therefore, very much, if  not the 
same, in substance as the Earth?

A . True, the Moon is like unto the Barth in substance, 
but substance or gross material is only one of the conditions 
in physical expression. M agnetic relatedness governs the 
manifestations upon all worlds, therefore, it is necessary to 
understand this relation to some extent, before one can reason 
logically as to life on other planets.

IA ttle .

Everything is beautiful when it is little, 
except souls; little pigs, little lambB, little 
birds, little kittens, little children. Little 
martin-boxes of houses are generally the 
most happy and cosy; little villages are 
nearer to being atoms of a shattered para
dise than anything we know of. Little 
fortunes bring the most content, and little 
hopes the least disappointment. Little 
words are the sweetest to hear, and little 
charities fly the farthest and stay the long
est on the wing. Little lakes are the 
stillest, little hearts the fullest, and little 
farms best tilled. Little books the most 
read, and little songs the best loved. 
When nature would make anything espec 
ially rare and beautiful, she makes it little

—little pearls, little diamonds, little dews. 
Everybody calls that little which they love 
best on Earth. We once heard a good sort 
of a man speak of his little wife, and we 
fancied she must be a perfect bijou of a 
woman. We saw her; she weighed two 
hundred and ten. We were surprised; 
but then it was no joke—the man meant 
it. He could put his wife in his heart, 
and have room for other things besides; 
and what was she but precious, and what 
could she be but little? we rather doubt 
the stories of great nuggets of gold we 
sometimes hear of, for nature deals in lit- 
tles almost altogether. Life is made up of 
littles. Death is what remains of them 
all. Day is made up of little beams, and 
night is glorious with little stars.

— H erald  o f  H ealth.
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Eve and the Apple.

A modern scoffer, who like other scoffers 
has now and then gleam s of light, has 
lately written th at the reason Eve yielded 
to the serpent w as because apples are good 
for the complexion and th at he told her so.

W hether the argum ent w as needed or 
not, it  is a true one. Nothing in all our 
varied and fascinating range of fruits 
holds quite the quality of an apple. A 
ripe raw  apple at its best is digested in 
eighty-five minutes, and the malic acid 
which gives i t  its  distinctive character 
stimulates the liver, assists digestion, and 
neutralizes m uch noxious matter, which, 
if  not eliminated, produces eruptions of 
the skin. T h ey  do not satisfy like pota
toes, complain people to whom they have 
been recommended as food, but the starch 
of the potato added to  the surplus of 
starch w e are alw ays eating makes that 
vegetable a thoroughly undesirable stand
by. The more fru it we add to our dietary 
the clearc r  brains and the clearer skin we | 
are lik e ly  to have. Our forefathers must 
have fe lt  this intuitively, fo r the ch ief re
laxation of N ew  England evenings was 
apple eating, and no one has given us 
much more picturesque putting o f this 
fact than Beecher.

His Reason.

“ I’m going back to town,” he said,
Spake the maiden, “ Say no more.”

While the waves from the 6ea curled restlessly 
Over the whitened shore.

“ You’re cruel and heartless and all things else, 
You’re a mean old horrid thing!

For you said you’d stay till I went away,
There 1 I ’ll give you back your ring.”

“ I’m going back to town.”  “ Enough!”
She spake with a look of scorn.

‘I’ll make you suffer you poor old duffer,
And sorry that you were born.”

“ You are going back to town, then go,
There are other men as Bweet!”

And she quickly rose from her former pose,
And moved away ten feet.

“ I'm going back to town,”  he said;
“ Nay, dearest, hear me speak 

And don’t be rash—to get the cash 
To carry me through next week.”

— Tom M ason in  New York Sun.

The Three IAttle Chairs.

They sat alone by the bright wood fire,
The gray-haired dame and the aged sire, 

Dreaming of days gone by;
The tear-drops fall on each aged cheek;
They both had thoughts that they could not 

speak,
As each heart uttered a sigh.

For their sad and tearful eyes descried 
Three little chairs placed side by side 

Against the sitting-room wall;
Old-fashioned enough as there they stood—

| Their seats of flag and their frames of wood, 
With their backs so straight and tall.

Then the sire shook his silvery head,
And with trembling voice he gently said: 

“ Mother, those empty chairs!
They bring us such sad, sad thoughts to-night, 
We’ll put them forever out of sight,

In the small dark room up-stairs.”

But 6he answered, “ Father, no, not yet;
For I look at them and I forget 

That the children went away.
The boys come back, and our Mary, too.
With her apron on of checkered blue,

And sit here every day.

“Johny still whittles a ship's tall masts,
And Willie his leaden bullets caqts,

While Mary her patch-work sews;
At evening time three childish prayers 
Go up to God from those little chairs,

So softly that no one knows.

“Johnny comes back from the billowy deep, 
Willie wakes from his battle-field sleep 

To say a good-night to me;
Mary’s a wife and mother no more.
But a tired child whose play-time is o’er 

And comes to rest on my knee.

“ So, let them stand there, though empty now. 
And every time when alone wo bow 

At the Father’s throne to pray,
We’ll ask to meet the children above 
In our Savior’s home of rest and love,

Where no child goeth away.”
— P h ila d e lp h ia  L e d g e r.

Temple of Silence.

0 , for a temple of silence, that mystical 
seven-lettered word of power, where never 
a load word is spoken, and where even 
music is made by the winds of heaven 
drawing through ventilators high up in the 
ceiling, filled with oelian harps, rather 
than made by human hands, playing out 
human moods— hired to do so.

Such a temple where one m ight drop in 
at any hour of the day or night and in a 
very subdued light, in the midst of nature’s 
subdued sounds, silently sit, to rest and 
think, or rather think not.

—Ellen A. Richardson.
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Living in Harmony.

When one comes to live in entire har
mony he is conscious of being in the re
gion of vibrations. The term has been 
vaguely used with little definite signifi
cance or relevancy; but its meaning im
plies ali the magnetic currents which exist 
in the universal ether, and which convey 
sensation and thought from mind to mind. 
Persons who are strongly attracted to each 
other are so because of harmonious vibra
tions— vibrations to which they are mutu
ally responsive. Such conditions will 
keep a friendship vital and ardent, even 
though between the two no communica
tion passes. As long as the vibrations are 
harmonious will the persons be in accord. 
When they ceaso to be so, discord will 
arise, no matter how apparently uncalled 
for. One thinks of a friend and imme
diately meets him around the corner It 
is a matter of vibration. It differs from 
telepathy in that it is more universal, like 
the palpitations of light and heat and 
electricity, and not limited to those Hashes 
of intelligence that pass from mind to 
mind. Certain colors arc said to be “ good 
for vibration.” A  warm, rich, glowing 
red gives out a high and intense degree of 
vibration, and so is good to have in one’s 
room. Vibration, in its extended sense, is 
one of the laws of the universe, like gravi
tation and attraction. Those who receive 
impressions directly from the spiritual 
realm dwell in the sphere of vibration. In 
this sphere life becomes a matter of su
preme joy, of daily experiences of deep 
meaning. Even paradise does not create 
itself, and heaven— that spiritual state 
which makes heaven— can be and should 
be created while on earth by every human 
being. I t  is perfectly possible to live on 
the nectar and ambrosia of life. I t  meetB 
us at every turn. The days may be a rap
ture, an ecstaoy filled with all the fullness 
of joy.

Enthusiasm is only the intense form of 
spiritual energy. It is the most potent of 
forces. By meanB of it  one iB borne up
ward to the highest plane which he has 
the capacity to attain, and on which he 
mn live his truest life. It  is the plane on

which work is immediate achievement,and 
achievement is victory. Work is good and 
leisure is good, but idleness is incompati
ble with the higher life. Idleness is of a 
low and negative plane. Leisure is mere
ly the large and serene conditions of the 
best activity. No one can do good work 
without leisure in which to do it. Leisure 
is that state “ without haste, without rest” 
which is the ideal condition of the higher 
life. Leisure is the opportunity for all 
beautiful enthusiasms, all devotion to 
high purpose, all harmony of life.

The right world must first be created in 
thought and purpose; later it  is realized in 
action and in the transformation of condi
tions. Victory is not something merely 
found— something fortunately chanced 
upon. It is the product of that most po
tent form of energy— enthusiasm.

— L i l ia n  W hiting.

Grammar.

The following epitome of English gram
mar we find in an exchange. I t  is not of> 
ten a subject can be found so well con
densed. Both young and old readers can 
learn a good deal from it:

i.
Three little words you often see,
Are articles a, an and the.

n.
A noun is the name of anything,
As school, or garden, hoop or swing, 

in.
Adjectives, the kind of noun,
As great, small, pretty, white or biown.

IV.
Instead of nouns the pronouns stand—
Her head, his face, your arm, my hand.

V.
Verbs tell something to be done—
To read, count, laugh, sing, jump or run.

VI.
How things are done the adverbs tell,
As slowly, quickly, ill or well.

VII.
Conjunctions join the words together—
As men and women, wind or weather.

Tin,
The preposition stands before 
A noun, as in, or through the door.

IX.
The interjection shows surprise,
As Oh 1 how pretty, Ah I how wiso
The whole are called nine parts of speech, 
Which reedir g, writing, speaking, teach.
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DRUNK IN THE STREET.
T h e Good Tem plar.

“ Drunk, your worship,” the officer said;
“ Drunk in the street, sir 1” She raised her head—
A lingering trace of golden grace
Still softened the lines of her woe-worn face.
Unkempt and tangled her rich brown hair,
Yet with all the furrows and stains of care—
The years of anguish and sin and despair—
The child of the city was passing fair.

The ripe red mouth, with lips compressed—
The rise and fall of the heaving breast—
The nervous fingers so taper and small,
Crumpled the fringe of the tattered shawl,
As she stood in her place at the officer’s calk
She seemed good and fair, she seemed tender and sweet,
This fallen woman found drunk in the street.

Does the hand that once smoothed the ripple and wave 
Of that tangled hair lie still in the grave?
Is the mother who pressed those red lips to her own 
Deaf to the pain of their smothered moan?
Has the voice that chimed to the lisping prayer 
No accent of hope for the lost one there,
Bearing the burden of sin and despair?

Drunk in the street—in the gutter found—
From a passionate longing to crush and drown 
The soul of the woman she might have been—
To fling off the weight of a fearful dream,
And awake again in the homestead hard by 
The wooded mountain that touched the sky;
To linger a while on the path to school,
And catch in the depths of the limpid pool,
Under the willow shade, green and cool,
A dimpled face and a laughing eye.

Ye men with sisters, and mothers, and wives,
Have ye no care for these women’s lives?
Must they starve for the comfort they never speak? 
Must they ever be erring and sinful and weak, 
Staggering onward with weary feet,
Stained in the gutter and drunk in the street?
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EDITORIAL.
There seems to be quite an interest 

awakened in vegetarian circles in the 
east. N ew  Y o rk  city is receiving bles
sings from  a society there, which has 
started a strictly vegetarian restaurant 
in the heart o f a business center. Chi
cago needs the same, as does every 
other city in the land. There is noth
ing that w ill so successfully do away 
with the desire for strong drink and to
bacco, as the encouragement and use of 
vegetarian lunches. There is great 
danger however, that the foods which 
should make up the bills o f fare at such 
places, w ill not draw and hold trade, 
for so much depends upon the manner 
in which foods o f any kind are pre
pared, and also upon the conditions in 
which they are served. What we mean 
by conditions is this: The cleanliness of 
the place, dishes, linen and more espe
cially, the people who serve the food. 
This kind o f food can never win its 
way to the front, i f  served in the ordi
nary way, and by people who are not 
intellectually superior to those usually 
engaged in such business. In  the first 
place the manager o f a vegetarian res
taurant should understand fully the 
real relations that different foods bear 
to the human system. The cook should 
also understand the chemical properties 
o f foods, so he w ill make no indigesti
ble messes, which in time would drive 
a customer back to a meat diet. In 
short a vegetarian restaurant should be 
conducted strictly on scientific lines in 
order to make it  win, and i f  so con
ducted, such changes in the health and 
mind o f customers may be produced as 
w ill bind them forever to this mode o f 
living. A n  establishment o f this kind 
needs a system o f education to go with 
it. W e arranged a system o f instruc
tion a few  years ago with a view  o f 
starting a Vegetarian Diatetic Insti
tute. The plan was to serve such food 
as each customer’s system needed to 
regenerate and reconstruct it. Each 
customer was to be magnetically diag
nosed, and assigned to a table with the
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necessary ticket for ordering such com
binations of food as he may find upon 
the bill of fare for this section or divi
sion. The idea was to treat the people 
for their erroneous and aggravated ap
petites, educating them the while, until 
they could intelligently select proper 
dishes for themselves at any time. We 
hope some time to carry out or see car
ried out such a plan as this. The peo
ple are in the dark and need to be led 
in these matters.

We have so much matter for the 
columns o f P lan e ts  a n d  P eo ple  we 
hardly know which to give first. It is 
all good, but so varied are the subjects 
treated, that we aim to select that 
which would seem to be most appro
priate for new beginners, in this line of 
thought and study. A t  the same time 
we know there are many who do not 
care for the primary teachings, but as 
there are so many more that do, we feel 
under obligations to them. Our Astron
omy lesson has been shortened this 
month on account of space taken by the 
discourse by Mrs. Richmond, which, if 
well studied, will be found to contain 
many practical and valuable lessons.

We are in receipt of letters every few 
days asking about the Order of the 
M agi, and to meet this inquiry, P l a n 
ets and  P eo ple  for May will con
tain a full account of its teachings and 
principles, the meaning of its appear
ance or revival at this time, together 
with an explanation of its connection 
or relation to the Ancient Magi. The 
article will be illustrated with beauti
ful halftone engravings representing 
ancient as well as modern characters 
connected with the order, together with 
the Mystic Pyramids, so wonderfully 
constructed and mathematically ar
ranged. The “ wise men of the east” 
incarnated or embodied in the west. 
“Let those that have eyes see, and 
those that have ears hear,”— for the al
ter fires have been kindled again, an
nouncing the ending of the old and the 
beginning of a new period or cycle, in

the relations of planets, suns and sys
tems, that means new life, new hope, 
new knowledge and greater light to all 
who seek the hidden paths that pene
trate the inner depths of occult and se
cret wisdom. As we have received 
many orders for this number in advance 
of its publication, it would be well for 
all who wish to secure extra copies of 
the May issue to send in their orders at 
once.

In corroboration of the statement we 
made in January number of P lanets  
and  P eople to the effect that when 
Jupiter changed from Gemini to Can
cer the first of the year, a new magnetic 
wave would influence the minds of men, 
and business would begin to change 
for the better and gradually improve 
until a general feeling of safety would 
permeate the whole fabric of the com
mercial world, we clip the following 
from the Chicago Inter Ocean of March 
13th. This is a good test of the mag
netic effects of the planets of our solar 
system upon the general proceedings of 
mankind:

“The reports of the national banks o f 
Chicago made in response to the last 
call of the Comptroller of the Currency 
reflects a gradual improvement in the 
business situation. These reports show 
the condition of the banks at the close 
of business March 5th. Since the last 
previous statement, published Dec. 19, 
1894, there has been an increase in 
loans of §1,832,464. Individual deposits 
have fallen off $997,768, but the amount 
due other banks has increased $2,847,- 
237, and the total of all deposit items 
shows a gain of $1,500,373. There has 
been a decrease in cash means of $1.746,- 
992, and surplus and profits are $680,660 
less than on Dec. 19. The holdings of 
stocks and bonds, not including govern
ments, has been reduced $380,849”

TVe hope our friends will not forget 
that it is necessary to interest many 
people in the study of the stars, before 
a journal gotten up in the expensive 
style that P lanets  and  P eople is 
dressed, can ever be made to pay for 
the time devoted to its illustrations, 
scientific deductions, and systematic- 
arrangement.
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FROM PRESS AND PEOPLE.
What I think of your journal the P l a n 

ets and  P e o ple , is that its pages con
tain that which constitutes the literature 
of literature, that is the sum total of years 
•of “ searching the unsearchable riches.

That it  is truth  freed from dross and 
clothed in radiant light, strewing the seed 
•of knowledge along the tray:

Thus giving to the many that truer un
derstanding of the words: “ I, am the 
Truth, the Light, the W ay.”  I t  is indi
viduality gained through the “ know  f o r  
thyself." Great shall be your reward.

Mrs. S. V. H ughes-Grah am , 
Columbia City, Ind.

Chicago , March 5, '95.
F. E. Orm sby :

Dear  Br o th er :— Have received Jan. 
and March numbers of P lanets  a n d  P eo 
p l e , but not the February number. They 
are full of cream for me and I don't like 
to miss any part of the program.

P la y  op the  P lanets  is a great time 
saver.

La w  and  the  P rophets keep me busy 
and my head in a whirl. I  can see now 
why my patients have aggravations period
ically. This was all a mystery to me here
tofore. How beautiful it  all is when the 
real light of science is flashed upon these 
unknown phenomena.

Yours very sincerely and gratefully,
D r . J. A. Tomhagrn.

I watch your delineations for each week 
with deep interest, and only wish there 
were other horoscopes, occasionally, with 
full delineations for studies. I hare been 
interested in astrology for years and am 
more than glad that such a publication as 
Planets  and  P e o ple , has been started, 
and that such an opportunity has been 
given to obtain knowledge and demon
strate it, as can be done with Th e  P lay  
up  tiie  P lanets . Your price has placed 
it within the reach of all, and those that 
are really Mystics, and interested in occult 
studies, will improve the opportunity.

There are many, of course, that have 
never given a thought to these matters.

and scoff at the bare idea, as many do at 
phrenology. It is useless to try to convince 
them. The price of chart, as intimated 
by J. A. R. in March number, while it 
really would be more in keeping with its 
intrinsic worth, yet would have placed it 
beyond the reach of most Uranus charac
ters and some others, that now value it far 
beyond the price paid, and really, at its 
intrinsic value. The author had the best 
interests of the people at heart in this en
terprise, and has proceeded in the right 
way to reach those interested, who know 
of the journal or chart.

Sincerely yours,
Mrs. S. A. B. Sh er w in .

Mass. State  T e m ple  N o. 1, O. M., 354 
Colum bus  A y e .

To the  Ed ito r :
The March number of P lanets  and 

P e o pl e  has arrived and we have reveled 
in the good things contained therein.

We have told several persons, who have 
asked us of late, “ what is the best period
ical I can procure to give me instruction 
in your system of Helio-centric Astrology?** 
that the very btst, in my opinion, was 
P lanets  a n d  P e o p l e .

We have opened a grand work in this 
city and mystics are flocking to our gates 
from all directions. I f  any city on ‘ ‘Old 
Terra" ever needed the scientific truths of 
mystic philosophy, the city of Boston is 
the one. The people have listened to the 
wild theory of dreamers, who claim that 
nothing exists except spirit, and the specu
lations of material philosophers on the 
other hand, who claim that there is noth
ing but matter, until they are entangled in 
a perfect maze of doubt and distrust.

You are assisting in opening the eyes of 
the people, by your work, and we shall do 
all we can to increase your influence by 
making known the merits of your neat 
magazine.

We shall endeavor to keep you posted 
upon the work of the Order of the Magi in 
the east, as we may be able to spare the 
time to write.

Respectfully and Fraternally,
O l n e t  H. R ichmond,

G. M. Jurisdiction of Terra.
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* WEEKLY *

* *STAR REPORT* *
W  -------AND-------  A

★  PROGNOSTICATION

Planets, like people, have their pecul
iar eccentricities, and in moving 
through the different signs of the Zodiac 
they pass certain points which are 
more vital or sympathetic in their rela
tion to man than other points, hence, 
planets of different natures produce at 
such points their true inwardness, their 
real motives, we might say, for they 
appear at times to have a real design, 
when expressing their forces at certain 
degrees or meridians. The most erratic 
body is the little planet Mercury, which 
travels at the enormous speed of one 
hundred and five thousand, three hund
red miles per hour, changing his posi
tion in the signs once in about seven 
days, which makes him the most fre
quent visitor at the points mentioned 
of any. Because of his rapid flight and 
change of position, it is important to 
know at all times just where this mag
net is vibrating, what his angle is in re
lation to the Earth, as well as his posi
tion in the signs and his aspect to 
other planets. A s Mercury is esti
mated to be of the density of block-tin, 
although his mass is the least of any, 
his density greatly intensifies l.is 
power and influence; therefore Mercury 
may be considered the most important 
magnet in our solar system, for his ac
tion causes the fluctuating conditions 
experienced in every day affairs, 
whether of a business or a physiologi
cal nature. Mercury is also the primal 
mover in the activities of the elements,

FOR THE FUTURE. ★

| and causes more of the changes and ex
treme disturbances than all others put 
together. In fact Mercury is the 

i weather vane of our solar system, and 
! together with the Moon forms the safest 

basis on which to rest weather predic- 
i tions.

Business fluctuations result from 
Mercury’s movements and aspects in 
relation to the planet Jupiter, prin- 

I cipally, and whenever Jupiter is free 
from other influences and Mercury is 

| strong, sudden changes and fluctuations 
I are sure to come, which are produced 
1 through the brain of man by this subtle 
; magnetic impulse, so potent yet so 
I vague, silent and hidden. The planets 
1 have no effect upon the commercial 

world, except through the mind of man. 
j Physiologically, however, they have a 
| direct influence upon every vegetable, 
| animal and human atom, in fact upon 
j every atom upon and within the Earth, 
i and by this subtle relationship, the true 
j  inwardness of things alone is traceable.

The study of these finer forces is all 
j absorbing when one begius to demon- 
i strate or is able, as a result of research 
j  in these lines, to verify some of the 
J claims herein suggested.

A  revolution in the thought of the 
world concerning life and death, what 
we should and should not do, and how 

\ best to improve the social, moral and 
i religious standard of the race, will 
: surely be brought about when these 
, deeper mysteries of planets and people
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are more fully comperhended. I f  by 
giving these lessons from week to week, 
and month to month, we shall be able to 
call the attention of a sufficient number 
of advanced minds to this inner sphere of 
wisdom, we shall feel that with their 
assistance a great work will eventually 
be accomplished, which w ill evolve a 
new and better era in human progress 
than has ever been experienced before 
upon this globe.

Leaders in thought and historical re
search at the present time devote much 
time in trying to solve the problems of 
the ancients, not knowing that the laws 
and forces of the infinite are as near to 
them as they were to those of bygone 
ages.

They seem to think that it is beneath 
their station and intellectual standard 
to do the necessary work, the patient 
labor necessary to a correct Astrologi
cal understanding of nature’s forces. 
The medical profession, especially, so 
much in need of these grand and sub
lime truths concerning the stars, is so 
prejudiced against anything and every
thing that does not come through its 
special avenues, that ignorance and 
practice, another name for experiment, 
is about all there is in these schools of 
medicine.

Prominent physicians are coming out 
every day admitting that there is no 
science in medicine as yet, openly 
avowing that the less there is used the 
better for humanity. The world needs 
a knowledge not taught in schools, and 
it is this knowledge of which these ar
ticles are intended to call attention to.

To show the condition in which many 
would-be intelligent people are in, re
garding these deeper problems of life 
treated of in P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e ,we 
give below a tirade from one Paul V. 
Flynn, of Newark, N. J., who edits an 
advertising journal, which caters to the 
grocery trade. The object of reproduc
ing his statements in our journal is for 
the purpose of handing down to future 
generations such records as will show 
to them the true status of some minds

upon occult subjects during the closing 
years of this the 19th century. This is 
what he says in an editorial in the New 
Jersey Trade Review:

“It would give us great pleasure to 
say a kind word of an enterprise with 
which our esteemed friend, E. Sprague, 
former Editor and Manager of the 
St. Louis Grocer and General Merchant 
might be associated, but we cannot 
consistently recommend P l a n e t s  a n d  
P e o p l e , of which he is the Manager, 
and of which F. E. Ormsby is the Edi
tor. This monthly periodical is printed 
in Chicago—just as if  the Windy City 
had not had a sufficiency of other afflic
tions. It disseminates doctrines long 
since exploded, which have no standing 
in the scientific world or any other 
world except the mythical which it 
represents. It  purports to be educa
tional; but in the opening article of the 
first number on ‘Occult Forces,’ it 
makes some bad breaks. ‘Force’ can
not be ‘energy;’ is not the former 
quite distinct from the latter, the teach
ing of P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  to the 
contrary? Nor is ‘Infinite Force’ and 
‘Energy’ the same— they are not syn
onymous. To call ‘electricity’ a ‘sub
stance’ is an absurdity, and it is not 
true that ‘the inanimate (apparently) 
stones make record of the most secret 
thoughts and motives of those who pass 
over them.’ In directing the readeis 
of the publication to ‘find the relation 
that man bears to the stars’ the editor 
but revives exploded Astrology. In 
‘Astronomy lesson, No. 1,’ page 5, 
Prof. Ormsby’s description of a tele
scope is incorrect; he makes a telescope 
comprise an objective only and no eye 
piece. He defines ‘vibration’ as 
‘atomic displacement;’ but is it so nec
essarily? And the explanation which 
he makes to elucidate his position is 
couched in bad English, contains bad 
spelling and is incorrect. Passing over 
some apparent absurdities and other 
objective features in the chapter on 
‘Seed Time and Harvest,’ we quote an 
excerpt:

This month (January) of all the months of 
this year is the most favorable for extending in
vitations for those in spiritual realms to come 
to Earth for expression, providing the desire is 
for Jupiter characters. This seems to be the 
leading desire with most people who give atten
tion to these things beforehand. In case a more 
spiritual expression in the life and work of an 
offspring would Vie more acceptable, the month 
of February will meet the requirement beBt. 
This month means wealth to thosO' souls who 
come among us for another career in material 
bondage.

“ What lamentable superstition is not 
this in our enlightened age! And in
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‘another career’ the doctrine of the 
transmigration of souls is inculcated. 
But there is one redeeming feature in 
P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e —an article on 
page 13, not written by the Editor but 
credited to the Detroit Free Press, in 
which ‘Brother Gardiner’ gives this 
advice:

Doan’ let de 'stronomy bizness keep you awake 
nights. * * * You jist take de Sun as he 
runs an’ de moon as you fin’ it, an’ de less you 
worry ’bout dem, de mo’ meat and ’taters you’ll 
have in de Winter.

“There is a moral in this story of 
which the readers of P l a n e t s  a n d  
P e o p l e  might profit by applying the 
advice to the publication. ‘Doan’ let 
dis periodical bizness keep you awake 
nights.’ To what we have written, it 
were superfluous to make further ex
planation of the reasons which inspire 
us to withold approval of a work that 
is Pantheistic; superstitious, borders on 
the immoral and whose teaching, gener
ally, it would be unsafe to accept.”

It is high time that P l a n e t s  a n d  
P e o p l e  was placed before the world, to 
give light unto the souls of such gropers 
in the dark as this, for the denials 
and assertions which are made have 
nothing back of them but ignorance 
and prejudice resulting, perhaps, from 
too much learning and too little knowl
edge and intelligence.

He says “Force cannot be energy.” 
We would like to feel a force that did 
not have energy at the other end of it. 
Therefore they are synonymous when 
rightly understood. I f  electricity is 
not a substance, why does it become 
fire when its circuit is suddenly bro
ken | But he might say tire is not a sub
stance, yet it needs more substance to 
keep it alive than most any other known 
phenomena. Concerning the telescope 
criticism, we, as may clearly be seen, 
did not go into detail in explaining the 
construction of a telescope, but what 
we did say was for a purpose, which 
this would-be critic evidently did not 
discover. It was too occult for his limit
ed comprehension. He evidently has 
given more time to his spelling lesson 
and may set the type and read the 
proof of the Trade Review for all we 
know, but this is not the method em
ployed by us, hence, typographical er

rors sometimes occur. They cut no 
figure with intelligent people. Con
cerning vibration being atomic dis
placement he asks: “Is it so necessa
rily ?”

It is either so or it is not so. We say 
it is so. Disprove it if  you can. We 
have proven to our entire satisfaction 
that it is nothing else, therefore it is 
scientific with us, and we are dealing 
only with scientific propositions. Our 
claim is that the science of the stars is 
demonstrable, even to children, and he 
who asserts that it has long since been 
exploded bases his statements upon ig
norance and prejudice.

Mr. Flynn does see something good 
in the remarks made by Brother Gard
ner; we are glad of this, for we aim to 
sandwich in now and then such simple 
lessons that even babes may be amused 
and possibly enlightened in time by 
following the admonitions of that di
vine suggestion, “seek and ye shall find, 
knock and it shall be opened unto you.” 
This is our plan, but Brother Gardner 
is satisfied so long as he can amuse, and 
hold his position, so he keeps on the 
surface and does not look higher than 
the henroost.

Referring to the suggestions on pro
creation given in the January number 
of P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e , Mr. Flynn 
sees immorality, only a sad reflection of 
his plane of reasoning. It is such sen
sual and vulgar interpretations of the 
functions and offices of being that keep 
people in the dark. It is such dwarfed 
and bigoted intellects that ignore the 
purer and diviner principles involved 
in the creation of offspring, and it is 
such mental degredation that causes or 
allows sensuality to govern generation, 
bring into the world from day to day 
the deaf, the blind, the halt and the 
lame, flooding the avenues of commerce 
and civilization with a species of suffer
ing, that rends the heart and life of 
every awakened soul.

Another intelligent physician Mr. R. 
A. Miller, M. D., writes us from Kansas: 
“I  received copy of your magazihe
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P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  (same number 
received by Mr. Flynn) and am well 
pleased with it. I  think it  one o f the 
grandest and most intellectual journals 
that has ever been placed before the 
public.”

P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  is not here too 
soon, for letters of praise for the good 
work of enlightening mankind concern
ing these things are coming in by the 
hundred, from the deepest thinkers and 
most devoted humanitarians in this and 
other countries east, west, north and 
south, and we are assured o f the bene
fits that are being received through our 
efforts.

To show how differently another edi
tor speaks of our magazine, we give 
herewith an editorial by Dr.. E . B. 
Foote, in the March number of The 
Health Monthly. Dr. Foote, judging 
from a comparison o f his utterances 
in his interesting journal with those of 
the first-mentioned editor, has undoubt
edly forgotten more than Mr. Flynn 
can ever expect to learn during his 
present incarnation.

Dr. Foote unquestionably sees in 
P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e , something that 
appeaals to his highest and holiest de
sires and impulses or he would not 
have given our magazine such favora
ble recognition. Read Dr. Foote’s 
comment:

Even Astrology still asserts itself,and 
with the aid of clear type and clean pa
per, offers itself without the dust or 
cobwebs of the ages through which it 
has survived. One of the neatest small 
magazines we have seen is called 
P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e , and began its 
course in January, 1895, at Chicago, 111., 
169 Jackson St. The editor claims that 
“all of the varied substances o f the 
mineral, vegetable, animal and human 
kingdoms, are related to the vibrant 
forces of the stars.”  and whatever he 
thinks of heredity, he believes there are 
times and seasons when it is lucky to 
be born, and others when it is unfor
tunate. I f  this be so the problem of 
adding an. inch to the stature of human- 
it) by taking thought becomes still 
more complicated. It  is no small ques
tion how to mate human atoms so that 
their reproduction shall be fertile of

happy results, but i f  time must also be 
considered, i f  well-mated parents may 
blast a life by untimely conjunction, or 
i f  ill-m ated pairs may give issue to bet
ter progeny by tim ing themselves to 
conjunctions o f the planets, and attun
ing themselves to the harmony of the 
spheres— if  these things be so—the 
sooner we know  and act accordingly 
the better.

W e thank both o f these editors for 
their tim e and attention in giving pub
licity to P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e , know
ing th at our journal m ust stand or fall 
on its own merits, and i f  based upon 
science, as w e claim , the world must 
sooner or later recognize its  mission to 
humanity.

N ow  let us turn to the Stars and 
draw a few  lessons from  their positions 
and aspects for A pril.

The first illustration shows us a very 
striking com bination o f the planets in 
strong aspect to the E arth, which is in 
Libra, the house or sign o f business.

M ercury, M ars and Jupiter quadrat
ing, means more than usual activity 
in business, and especially political in
terests, for Mars people are generally 
interested in national affairs, in politi
cal proceedings o f every kind, both at 
home and abroad. The general trade 
o f the land w ill be better undoubtedly, 
but moneyed men, that is the capitalists, 
are not so favorably acted upon for 
good financial results, ow ing to the 
affliction o f  Jupiter’s vibrant power, 
caused by the intense combination of 
M ercury, the im pulsive m agnet, and 
Mars, the com bative and quarrelsome 
one. The m ental man w ill be highly 
agitated, who is closely related to this 
com bination; for instance, those bom  in 
Cancer where the conjunction o f Mars 
with Jupiter, phreuologically, are oper
ating upon the cerebrum or front 
brain. This position, it  w ill be seen» 
makes it  very significant for such 
people.

Physiologically.
The action o f Saturn and Uranus 

upon the vital centers o f the physical 
structure o f man indicate a tendency to 
chills, and a retarded circulation o f the
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H E LIO -C E N TR IC  HOROSCOPE FOR APRIL 1s t , 1 8 9 5 .

blood, while feverish conditions will 
result from the Mercury, Mars and Ju
piter combination. Venus and Nep
tune in Gemini show a short period 
productive of hemerrhoids resulting in 
orificial disturbances and female disor
ders. It is well to bathe frequently and 
keep the circulation free and easy at 
such times as these, for a little con
gestion or constipation intensifies the 
result of magnetic relations.

Children.
Children born at this time or this 

week, as this horoscope will continue 
unchanged, to speak of, for about one 
week, will be natural orators, leaders 
and statesmen.

They will naturally enter the legal 
profession and in such line their best 
forces will find more potent action from 
a financial standpoint. They will make 
good financiers, bankers and large 
dealers in merchandise, both wholesale 
and retail. They will be well adapted 
to both. They will not be over affec
tionate, but will be able to grasp the 
dollars and use them to a purpose.

The second figure of the heavens, 
April 8th, shows but one important 
change which is produced by the move
ment of the planet Venus from con
junction with Neptune in the sign 
Gemini to a triple conjunction with 
Mars and Jupiter in the sign Cancer. 
This movement of Venus means a
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great deal to the business world, for 
she adds confidence, friendship and a 
feeling of harmony to the minds of 
men, that has been lacking for some 
time. Watch for the change in the 
tone of voice of those who have prop
erty and money they wish to place 
with the people. Also observe how 
much more freely people spend their 
money this week than they did last. 
These are mere suggestions for those 
who are making these finer forces a 
study, and we shall be pleased to hear 
from those who make record of their 
observations at such times as these. 
With such influences in operation we 
should have a very marked increase of 
business in the retail trades especially.

The physiological changes are favor
able from the fact that Venus now pac
ifies mind and brain, giving more har
mony to the thoughts and emotions, 
and creates new and better desires, al
though some will yield from too much 
pleasure and intensity of appetite, 
which is also indicated to influences, 
which at other times they could easily 
resist, and with a "knowledge of these 
laws would be in a position to resist at 
all times.

Children.
The re-incarnations under this horo

scope will result in wonderful oratori
cal ability, deep and intense love na
tures, pathetic and tender speech, in
tellectual superiority and wonderful
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magnetic power, and but for the ten
dency to gratify the physical desires 
would, and probably will even with this 
tendency become very wealthy. They 
will move with the leaders and rulers 
of the commercial world.

With the proper training such char
acters might be made veritable gods 
among men, but the usual methods em
ployed to place such to the front 
usually blights and dwarfs their higher 
and holier aspirations and places them 
upon a physical plane, which in many 
cases, in fact most cases, means a life 
of many humiliating trials.

April 15th the relations are 
changed by the passage of Mercury 
from Capricornus to Aquarius, leav
ing the balance of the planets as

they were last week. Now it would 
appear at first thought that this would 
mean but very little in a horoscope of 
the heavens, but when we come to look 
deeper into the subject, we find that in 
making this change Mercury came into 
quadratic aspect to Uranus and Saturn 
in the vital quadrate.

This means that the vital sections of 
man, which involves his health and 
happiness more particularly are to be 
stirred from their very centers. There
fore, it behooves those who are some
times afflicted with heart difficulties to 
have their blood thinned out before 
this wave strikes them.

From a business point of view this 
situation still continues favorable and 
as favorable combinations have been on
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from the first of the month, the general 
condition of trade should be very much 
better.

Children
Born at this time will be natural 
salesmen and first-class retail mer
chants, also good physicians, mental- 
healers, and also gifted somewhat with 
oratorical ability. They, too, will becom e 
wealthy, but will also give freely of 
their wealth for the general good of 
humanity. They will not be misers. 
Unlike those of last week, the intensity 
of the appetite has been removed and 
while they will desire the best in the 
way of rich food still their appetites will 
be more easily controlled and brought 
under the subjugation of the will.

April 22d a combination of mag
netic effects present themselves of 
more than usual interest. Note the 
two triple conjunctions and one quad
rature, making very intense relations. 
Being in time aspect the effect will not 
be so serious a nature as it would were 
they , in quadrature of opposition, but 
still it means strong and powerful 
characteristics with those born at this 
time. This combination, however, is 
only on the first two days of the week, 
beginning April 22d, for Mars enters 
L eo  on the 24th, and Venus enters the 
same sign on the 25th, which makes a 
wonderful change all around in the 
general influences and conditions. The 
first few days, however, indicate intense
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geological disturbances and if we hear 
of earthquakes during these magnetic 
strains we must not be alarmed, for 
they will not last long. A s Venus en-1 
ters Leo so soon after Mars, the busi-1 
ness interests will not be afflicted so 
much by these changes, although a lull 
will no doubt be felt for a time.

Physiologically.
Physiologically the planetary indica

tions the first two days of the week 
show sex disorders intensified, and heart 
difficulties more and more troublesome; 
the one day between the passage of 
Mars and Venus into the sign Leo, 
shows a tendency to self-destruction by 
those in unfavorable circumstances.

The latter part of the week shows a 
better physical state but a bad time for 
dishonest practices and inhuman phys
ical atrocities.

Children
Born according to the different dates 
will be primarily spiritual and religious 
in nature, the first two days stamping 

I both physical and mental force and 
power, making good general business 
characters and physicians, with a love 
for music and art. The balance of the 
week indicates instrumental musical 
talent and some love for the artistic 
and beautiful in sculpture.

The 29th of April all of the planets 
are the same in effect as during the last

H E LIO -C E N TR IC  HOROSCOPE FOR APRIL 2 9 t h , 1895 .
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days of last week but Mercury. This 
rapid mover has now crossed into Aries 
in quadratic aspect to Jupiter, which 
is good from a business standpoint. 
The physiological effect is not changed 
materially as the vital quadrate has not 
been disturbed by Mercury’s passage 
to another house.

Children
Born during the week will have ad
ded to what has been stated for the 
previous week the gift of speech, there
fore they will have oratorical ability, 
which will fit them for teaching,preach
ing and working with the people.

Yery strong characters are indicated, 
and money and property will come to 
them quite easy under any kind of 
favorable environment.

Thus the planets move and vibrate 
the lives of men and nations, shaping 
the impulses, desires and acts of the 
people, “for they know not what they 
do,” because they do not have under
standing concerning the eternal veri
ties of the eternal law.

Nature*s Recompense.

'Came Nature into life in one fair day?
That she could change her settled infinite plan 

And clothe herself, at will, in sad array 
To sympathize with every hurt of man?

Kind Nature, in her wondrous, pulsing heart 
Doth cherish far more subtly, deep and pure, 

A lasting sympathy, that is in part 
With all, and ever shall for all endure.

If we, perchance, may lose a step and fall,
Or stumble, by the steep and rugged way, 

Should we expect the outer bright world, all 
To robe itself in shades of somber gray?

Were it for us not generous more, by far,
To realize and know that all there is 

Exists at once for all the souls there are,
And not for any one, to soothe or please?

That Nature, in her infinite plan divine,
Goes sweeping grandly, ever on and on,

O’er grave and gay, always alike, to shine 
Till all of vast eternity is gone.

But that down deep within her throbbing breast, 
She holds there, surely, with a love profound. 

A tender thought for all, and each are blest,
In time, with recompense for every wound. 

And then, at last, in her great spacious soul,
As we to her in fulness do return,

She gathers up each one and makes him whole. 
A part of her and God, the infinite one.

—Erminnie J. King.

HEALTH DEPARTMENT.

Women and Sanitary Science.

American women are nothing if not 
progressive, a fact which makes it inex
plicable that they have not yet begun, as a 
class, to inform themselves upon the tech
nical detail of sanitation as applied to the 
home. Artistic decoration and comforta
ble living have been encouraged to a su
perlative degree, while hygiene and sani
tary science have been wholly unnoticed. 
Almost every other feature of the domes
tic hearth has received its quota of study.

Good housekeepers there are plenty, who 
enforce order and cleanliness from chil
dren and servants, yet who are utterly 
ignorant as to whether plumbing is good, 
or drainage bad, or ventilation sufficient. 
“ Traps” and “ vents,”  “ cesspools” and 
“ drains” are unknown quantities as long 
as no leaks present themselves. The dark, 
dank “ hole in the ground’’ cellar is not 
deemed of much importance to health, and 
therefore left to itself— and mildew. In
difference born of ignorance prevails, and 
health is frequently jeopardized.

English women are in advance of us in 
this respect; they take a lively interest in 
all matters pertaining to health problems, 
and inform themselves upon points of im
provement. Experts awaken interest by 
giving lectures, and a few  English house
wives make their own periodical inspec
tions of plumbing and drains within their 
own homes. English newspapers and 
magazines publish much matter upon the 
sciences of hygiene and sanitation, a prac
tice which we might well follow.

In this country, outside of schools and 
colleges, little is done to inform women 
upon these important subjects. The rapid 
strides made in public health by a few 
years of energetic labor on the part of 
health boards throughout the country only 
go to prove what can be accomplished by 
concerted action. I f  home-makers would 
supplement the action of health authori
ties by intelligent supervision of the var
ious parts of the houseiwhich call for spe
cial technical knowledge, what a world of 
good might come of it.

As it is, how much is left to Health 
Boards. Within the domestic household 
we can scarcely expect them to penetrate, 
after the house is built and the prescribed 
law fulfilled. So far as good plumbing is 
concerned, their province is public, though 
attention at times of contagious disease or 
unusual sickness is compulsory in order to 
preclude any further infection.

It  is the housekeeper's personal affair to 
see that a perfect sanitary condition pre
vails throughout the bouse. Poor sanita-
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tion, defective plumbing, uneven heating, 
haphazard cleansing, carelessness as to the 
purity of drinking water, and all the other 
details of unhealthful living cannot be 
lightly considered by her. Much physical 
disability is ascribed to sewer-gas, leaks in 
gas-pipes, bad heating systems, and too 
little or bad ventilation, making it a mat
ter of culpable neglect for the house
keeper to be ignorant of the wbys and 
wherefores of the cause.

Dr. ParkeB assures us in his “ Manual of 
Practical Hygiene,” that his investigations 
prove to him beyond a doubt that many 
cases of enteric fever are directly trace 
able to sewer gas. Such a statement 
should be sufficient to arouse women to 
the importance of a knowledge of what is 
a proper system of drainage for the 
house. To be able to avert any such con
tingency as may arise from carelessness on 
the part of servants in the management of 
sinks and washtubs and closets, the cor
rect direction and proper inspection should 
not be left to the health inspector, but 
should be the direct responsibility of the 
housekeeper herself. It  may mean the 
saving of a dear one's life .

It is a fact worthy of note, that in 
numerous publications examined by the 
writer at various times upon subjects rela
tive to health and sanitation, the authors I  
as a rule, make reference to the need of 
“good wives’ ’ being educated up to the 
knowledge of a “ correct sanitation,” in 
the home, and deploring the indifference 
shown by women generally to such detail 
i f  is required to judge of good or bad 
plumbing. To find the matter so fre
quently referred to. and sometimes called 
“ appalling ignorance,” makes it of no 
small consequence, and has rather called 
forth this appeal to “ good wives” to look 
into the subject so greatly neglected

Bacteriology has developed as a science, 
and dissolved many mysteries. We are 
assured that typhoid and diphtheria are 
traceable to impure water, bad drainage, 
or foul waste pipes, where the disease 
germ finds a rich culture-field. A badly 
managed kitchen sink is a menace to every 
particle of food which approaches it A 
damp musty cellar produces malarial dis
orders, and unclean drinking water, made 
so by absorbing impurities, will cause 
gastric troubles. Things like these are 
not considered by a large majority of 
housewives. Indeed, it is unfortunate 
that enlightenment upon all such matters 
is often treated with a degree of contempt, 
until perhaps some death occurs from a 
case directly traced to neglect in just these 
things. I sometimes think it  would be 
well if the health inspectors were permit
ted to extend their labors into the very

bedroom« of even some pretentious home* 
Such haphazard systems of cleaning os one 
frequently finds prevailing where intelli
gence would naturally be supposed to or
der otherwise, is surprising.

The remarkably lax methods can eusily| 
be ascribed to the rush and pressure of the 
age for outside affairs, as well as the “ ap
palling ignorance” of danger arising from 
poor work.

In the palatial home plenty of service 
makes everything as it should he.and large 
rooms give better ventilation, but modest 
homes, built years ago, where rooms are 
constantly occupied, plumbing old or de
fective, ventilating apparatus unknown, 
heating inefficient, cellars musty and 
damp from age— these require the greatest 
care.

Dust upon cornices and ledges, drapery 
left to bang for months unbrnsbed and un- 

| shaken, walls never wiped down, sinks 
and basins rarely flushed with extra force 
of water, water-closets never disinfected, 
and last, but not least, the inside of wood 
work about plumbing fixtures never 
scrubbed, but washed only on the outside 
—these and more omissions, may be 

charged to indifference to sanitary science.
—M . V. Shuler, in  Chatauqiuin f o r  Ju ly .

Limiting Consumption.

The Mtdicnl Brief deprecates the ac 
tion of the Missouri State Board of Health 
in declaring consumption contagious, say
ing if it were so “ it would long since have 
destroyed the entire population.” We 
agree with this critic in the idea that the 
disease is primarily dependent on dimin
ished vitality and impaired nutrition; but 
we think there would be far less of the dis
ease if  more precaution were nsed to pre
vent unnecessary diffusion of the germ 
which are evidently closely associated 
with it.

One of our late letters of consultation 
was from a young man whose lungs are 
evidently discharging a large surplus of 
tuberculous sputa, while he is engaged in 
the creamery business. We regard that a 
bad combination or situation of affairs, and 
would wish that all consumptives might be 
induced, if  not by law compelled, to avoid 
occupations that make them wholesale 
dispensers of germs that may be widely 
disseminated in a manner likely to innocu- 
late other possible victims of the disease. 
A person might for months be a fit subject 
for their development, and grow out of 
that state if  he could be so fortunate as to 
escape infection while below par.

We all have so much to contend with in 
the struggle for existence that it certainly 
seems wise, as fast as we discover a source

139
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of danger, to uso all possible moans o f lim 
iting it-s power for ovil; and enough is act
ually proven of the contagiousness o f 
tuberculosis to make it well worth while to 
make known the fact« and urge the 
atlhoted and the susceptible to exercise all 
possible precautions against extension of 
the disease. Though it  hasn't destroyed 
the entire population the proportion that, 
dio yearly l»y its fatality is greater than 
from any other disease, and any promising 
pivvent-ive means is well worth considering 
ami applying.

—/>»\ IW i '*  Htalth Monthly*
Consumption, primarily, is stamped 

upon the human organism at birth, 
ami it may be intensified, developed and 
culminated in many different ways. 
One of the chief aggravators of this 
ailment is the use of 6»tier, mark it 
well in your mind, butter* For this 
reason a creamery is a bad place for a 
consumptive. As far as its being con
tagious, is concerned, it is not possible 
for any person to have the disease un
less they have the primal weakness. 
If they are thus more or less afflicted at 
birth they are to some extent in danger 
when in close company or relations 
with those suffering from hemor
rhages, -{K n .l

A b o r ig in a l S n r r ir a ls .

Early in February th« Now York Vege
tarian Society, and a few invited guests, 
including numerous reporters, assisted at 
the opening of a Vegetarian Restaurant, at 
240 West icd St,, the first which has been 
attempted in this city, though London snp. 
(Huts about twenty of them, and Berlin 
and other foreign cities find patronage for 
a few of the same sort. The bill of fare 
was peculiar only in the omission of meats, 
in accord with the motto on the bill of 
far»-.

"Take »4  away the life we cannot giro.
FVv nil thing* have an espial right to lire.'*
If the new venture be maintained in the 

right way with ouly first class foods 
within its scope, ami these thoroughly well 
cooked and attractively served, it would 
seem as though it ought to succeed in a 
great city with a large measure of modern 
sentiment against cruelty to animals.

At all events the bill of fare offered a 
marked contrast to one served a few nights 
previously at one of our most fashionable 
hotels to a select company of well-known 
gentlemen who call themselves the .Uorif-
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ines Club, and in some degree ape the 
customs of the people they celebrate. 
Among the dishes offered to these later 
day barbarians, wearing swallow tail 
coats and white ties, were the following: 
"jumpers taken without decencie from 
froggos, terrapyne (wh. the same is a rep. 
t.ylo of exoeedying savour and repute!, 
waterfowls recently murdered, fyrewatre, 
mines and wyne.* Such was the dainty 
dish they set before their invited guest of 
the occasion, an English actor who is new 
to this country.

If all hotel bills of fare were equally frank 
in statement of what was being served, 
and where and by what means the relishes 
were obtained, it would do much to im
pair the appetites of refined folks for foods 
that, come by «.mrder, and obtained "with* 
out deoeucie" from "reptyles’’ or animals 
of higher grade. Not every gentleman of 
taste and refinement could enjoy dining on 
the usual hill of fare if it were printed af
ter the style of that made up for the Abo
rigines Club; and the hotel which would 
make its every day bill of fare as brutally 
frank would hardly be a favorite with the 
ladies. I t  is therefore only by artfully 
concealing the truth about foods and their 
source by hiding them under little-under
stood French names that the modem 
menu is made attractive to the fine folks 
who have taken the place of the Aborig
ines of Manhattan Island; or, after all 
are we in error? Is ours but a thin veneer 
of refinement? Are the sleek, clean.genteel 
and elegant ladies and gentlemen who en
joy dining in high style at five to fifty dol
lars per plate, really as barbaric in their 
appetites, and as gluttonous in satisfying 
them, as were the aborigines who also be
decked themselves with furs, paints and 
feathers, and gathered with perhaps a lit
tle more noise to feast upon flesh and fyre 
water?

—Dr. Jbata'a Hralth Monthly.

A  T rst.

I saw a woman beg in the street 
On Christmas day for bread to eat;
The city's chimes were ringing then 
Peace on Earth, pood will to men.
I saw a churchman, sleek, well fed.
Pass by the woman, and he turned his head: 
The crumbs that fell from his table that day 
Would have feasted the bocyer he turned away.
Following the churchman came
A woman whose brow was stamped with shame;
From out her purse a coin she cast
And the beccar blessed her as she passed.
TV' the church the sleek man went his way:
The wvunan of shame would hare blushed to pray 
Yet which of the two the more hbesed will be», 
Magdalen, scorned, or the proud Pharisee?

—6. F. Larin.
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TH E  ORACLE.

Qu e st io n . Mrs. C. H. YV., Vicks
burg, Mich:—Suppose a person is born 
with Mercury in conjunction with the 
Earth, and Uranus and Saturn in oppo
sition. May not that person develop 
the characteristics of the latter planets 
so that they will become the ruling 
stars instead of Mercury ?

A n sw e r . “Knowledge is power,” 
therefore it is possible for a person to 
cultivate dormant or tardy attributes, 
and change the natural physical trend 
of a life to quite an extent, otherwise it 
would be useless to have a mind and 
conscience, and much less an aspiration 
to be bothered with. When persons are 
bom under Mercury they do express 
the Mercury characteristics more forci
bly in early life and if  there are no 
other planets strong in the horoscope, 
those that come next to Mercury in| 
magnetic strength will influence the 
life most. To say that Uranus or Sat
urn will become ruling star instead of 
Mercury is only so in outward appear
ance; the real life force of Mercury 
would be present the same, but its im
pulsive nature would be put under con
trol by the action of the mind in culti
vating the other qualities mentioned, 
but Mercury would do as much for the 
mind in bringing such a result about 
for Mercury is an intensely mental 
planet. The location of all the planets, 
in any combination is necessary to a cor
rect judgment in a figure of this nature, 
for in some signs they are different than 
they are in others, although the rela
tions and aspects to the Earth may be 
the same. In conclusion we would say: 
do not change the ruling plaaet, but 
consider carefully the other planets, 
their positions and relations to each 
other as well as to the Earth.

Q. D. G. W . Old Mystic, Ct.:—I  see 
in the book that comes with the me
chanical chart, P l a t  o f  t h e  P l a n e t s , 
you do not give all o f the indications of 
Venus in all of the signs. Would it  be 
asking too much for you to give them 
in P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e ?

A. The object of the little book 
which accompanies the chart was to 
interest the masses in this line of 
thought by giving a few simple facts 
in a manner applicable to a demonstra
tion ot the science of the stars. There 
was no intention of making a complete 
text-book upon the subject, but the de
mand has been created already for a 
more complete work to go with the me
chanical device, and we have in prep
aration the most comprehensive and 
explicit text-book yet produced for 
those who wish to make a deep study 
of the occult side of nature’s pheno- 

I raeua. This work will be announced 
in due time. P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  is 
designed for special instruction or 
points that come up from day today; 
as we have not time and room to begin 
and give all we may know about the 
stars in this form.

We give below a letter in full from a 
I young lady teacher, which speaks 

volumes to a mystic, and reveals the 
nature and development of a soul 
whose occult relation may be traced by 
the all-seeing eye which recognizes kin
ship, and a greeting of fraternal love 
may be extended over the intervening 

I space, which will lighten the pathway 
of one of our own. That a young lady 
should see so much in P l a n e t s  a n d  

I People, is a sad reflection upon the 
one who can find nothing but error and 
immorality.— [Ed.]
Pla n ets  and  People, Chicago:

Dear  Sirs:— Am very much pleased 
with contents and truthful knowledge 

] gleaned from the interesting pages of 
the journal you so kindly sent me as 
specimen copy (January). Please find 

j amount enclosed, which I  believe will 
I include also Pl a t  of t h e  Planets . 
I Have read some occult works and to a 
] certain degree understand some of the 
j things unknown to the common mas

ses, who attend more to their animal 
tastes, than those higher menial qual- 

I ities. In many respects your journal 
is what the masses need. I  found so 

, much attractive and verv instructive to
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me, that I cannot longer do without it.
Q. I  should like to ask you a ques

tion, which if  answered, will cer
tainly help me much in my profession, 
teaching in Public Schools. I  have the 
faculty of making friends and keeping 
them friends, but suffer much through 
jealousy of men and women in my pro
fession. My very successes and best 
traits of character, even of purity has 
been assailed, but in no case have any 
of them succeeded. A ll my pupils, 
their parents and persons in power 
(school authorities), still love and ad
mire my honest efforts the same. In 
every instance the persons so governed 
by their jealous natures, have only 
severely hurt themselves. In fact my 
only troubles lie along this path. Many 
of them I  have benefitted in various 
ways, for I  cannot resist an appeal 
from a fellow being for help. That 
would be disobeying the divine com
mand. Please answer the above in the 
“Oracle.” I  will word it in this-wise 
“What can I do to circumvent the 
making of enemies through jealousy in 
my profession ?” Beg pardon for thus 
intruding upon your valuable time. I 
remain with best wishes for the success 
of P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e . Yours for 
knowledge, Miss C. H. B.

A . The only thing to do in a case 
like this is to attend strictly to your 
own duties, and thus heap coals of fire 
upon those who need the purging 
flames of truth and justice, which right 
motives, right actions and high and 
holy desires, ever enkindle in the 
human breast. But of course the rea
son is beneath the surface, and.can only 
be recognized by the inner conscious
ness. You are not of their group. You 
belong to a soul school which trains 
and evolves its members until they 
know from within the duties of one 
toward another, whether environed in 
matter or moving in the realms of 
other spheres. It is well that you are a 
teacher. The world needs a million 
more of the same stamp. Those who 
are much less than you are, have a

faint perception of the fact, hence, 
they attract towards their own state. 
The only place they can attack you is 
on the plane where such practices are 
carried on, which is the physical, the 
sensual, the animal. A s long as you 
keep above their plane you cannot be 
molested, nothing that they can do will 
hurt you, so the less thought you give 
to the matter the better. Let your du
ties and labors have your attention— 
know you are right and do not be dis
turbed, even by the most slanderous 
statements, for “they know not what 
they do.” They have their way. You 
have your way. L et them ‘go their 
way. They have the same right to do 
so that you have. Y ou  do not need to 
follow them. Ignore their attacks, and 
keep in the right way, and you will be 
victorious.

Q. C. H. W., M. D., Lynn, Mass.— 
What is back of the Sun? Of course 
you do not imagine that they are 
moving through space one above the 
other, like a cast wheel, with Sun for 
the hub, or in straight line one above 
the other like wavy ornamentations 
upon a wall.

A . In order to produce the varied 
phenomena found to transpire at cer
tain fixed points, like, for example, 
eclipses, the planets certainly have to 
cross each other’s sun meridians or 
Radius vectors. This shows that they 
are moving on different planes, or they 
would cross these points at each regu
lar transit. It is unquestionably true 
that the planets together with the Sun 
are moving in a spiral line, which, 
when considered mechanically, the so
lar machine might be likened to a 
screw wheel of a ship going up and 
down over the waves, and at the same 
time its different flanges or parts turn
ing around, some very fast and others 
quite slow. It really needs considera
ble mechanism to show the real pyra
midal workings of planetary bodies.

Q. W. C. M., Emma, Mo.—I would 
like to ask if  the Earth goes through 
all the signs in the same months and
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days? For instance, was the Earth in 
the same sign on Sept. 4th, 1859 as it 
was on Sept. 4th, 1893.

A. The Earth moves precisely the 
same every year, and it  is only leap 
year that any change in calculation is 
necessary, in which case, if  using the 
mechanical chart, all that is necessary 
to do is to count one day later on those 
years after February 28th. This will 
only be necessary when planets are 
found to be close to a line, a position 
which may be changed by one day’s 
time.

Q. P. W. M., Minneapolis, Minn.— 
Would like to have the Zodiac ex
plained to show why March is placed in 
Virgo in one and in another Pisces and 
in another Aries.

A. March begins when the Earth 
reaches about ten degrees of the sign 
Virgo, and continues until the Earth 
reaches about ten degrees of the sign 
Libra. From ten degrees of Virgo to 
the first degree of Libra the Sun will 
appear just opposite. That is, will ap
pear to pass from ten degrees of Pisces 
to the first degree of Aries. Some say 
it is March when the Sun appears at 
ten degrees of Pisces, so they place 
March opposite Pisces denoting the ap
parent position of the Sun. Others 
prefer to say the Earth is moving at 
ten degrees of Virgo when March be
gins, so they place March opposite or 
with Virgo. This is merely a choice in 
referring to the Sun or Earth when 
considering the months. It will be 
seen when the Earth reaches the first 
degree of Libra March 22d, that the 
Sun appears in the first degree of Aries, 
so from the 22d of March to the 1st of 
April the Earth is in Libra and the Sun 
is in Aries, and some have seen fit to 
make their Zodiacs with the months 
arranged for positions during the last 
ten days of each month. These ar
rangements are all educational, for 
they cause one to think and study into 
the inner principles of things, which is 
the object of mysticism.

Q. By the same. Do the months 
or the signs represent the quarters of 
Love, Wisdom, Wealth and Labor?

A. The signs of the Helio-centric 
Zodiac determining these four great 
divisions in the solar system.

M other a n d  C hild.

is
Two little, dimpled, rose-bud feet,
As the apple blossoms sweet,
Nestled in one loving hand,
Where bright sea waves kissed the sand, 

Long ago I

Two little hands like the rose leaves lay 
On a warm breast as fair as they;
Two little hands all pink and white,
Like the tinted sea-shells bright,

Long ago 1

Two merry, glad, wide-open eyes 
Looked up with wondering sweet surprise 
Into two mirrors, faithful, true,
Which mother eyes looked fondly through, 

Long ago I

Two pretty, pouting, pink-pearl lips, 
Peach-tinged, like toes and finger-tips;
Two lips of richer, riper red.
On love’s warm kisses sweetly fed,

Long ago I

A precious, helpless lump of clay 
In which a pure, bright spirit lay 
Waiting the mother’s watchful eye 
To train it for the “by and by,”

Long ago!

n.
Two wrinkled hands like dead leaves lay 
Soft folded o’er a breast of clay;
Two wrinkled, bony, bare, brown hands, 
Where sea waves kiss the crystal sands,

Now as then!

Two tired, tired feet, all thin and worn—
On life’s rough rocks oft bruised and torn: 
Two weary feet too weak to go 
On life’s rough pathway to and fro,

Now as then I

Two tearless eyes close veiled from light, 
’Neath soft fringed lids of pearl-gray white; 
Two love-lit eyes, deep, tender, true,
No more the mother soul looks through, 

Now as then!

A precious, lifeless lump of clay 
From which the soul hath passed away:
A loving woman, tender, sweet,
Kisses the face, the hands, the feet,

,Now as then!
— D e tr o it  F r e e  Press.
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In order to follow closely the magnet
ic law of physical expression, it will be 
best to sow the first few days such 
seeds as

Wheat,
Rye,
Oats,
Barley,
Rice,
Cabbage,
Mustard,
Sunflower,
Top Onions,
Tomatoes,

and such other seeds as produce fruit
age at the positive or top portion of the 
physical structure. This is not the 
best time, nor the right conditions un
der which these seeds should be plant
ed, but it is the most promising time to 
be found during the month of April. 
This week will, however, be a very pro
pitious time for planting the following 
list of seeds, where the climate will ad
mit:

Corn,
Peas,
Beans,
Squash,
Melons,
Pumpkins,
Cucumbers,
Sugar Cane,
Lettuce, etc.

From the 10th to the 20th all seeds 
whose fruitage is beneath the surface 
of the Earth should be given their free
dom, such as

Potatoes,
Carrots,
Parsnips,
Turnips,
Radishes,
Beets, etc.

The last week of the month, that is 
after the 23d, the first named list of 
cereals, etc., will be in order and the very 
best time for them during the entire 
seeding season will be in force for a 
good crop. A s we have not facilities 
for testing this law ourselves, we shall 
be pleased to hear from those who fol
low these suggestions, when their crops 
begin to develop. We have found the 
law that governs all life forces, and 
would be pleased to publish corrobora
tive statements from our subscribers 
who will, no doubt, test these rules very 
carefully, in order to satisfy themselves 
that there is a science back of a genera
tion of physical things.

Arlesian Wells.
A scientific journal gives some interest

ing facts regarding artesian wells. Among 
the deepest in this country is the well at 
Northampton, Mass., 3,700 feet deep, and 
that at St. Louis, 3,180 feet, which fur 
nishes a large supply of sulphur water. 
The deepest well in the world is in Prus
sia, a Government work, and something 
over 4,000 feet deep, and furnishing hot 
water. The largest well in the world is 
believed to be that at Passy, near Paris. It 
is two feet in diameter, 1,913 feet deep 
and delivers 3,795,000 gallons per day. 
The most celebrated is at Grenelle, a 
suburb of Paris, with a depth of 1,802 feet 
and a delivery of 880,000 gallons per day, 
with a force sufficient to raise it 120 feet 
above the surface. Wells 1,500 and 1,800 
feet deep are said to exist in the province 
of On Tong Kiao in China.

S TO R M  S H E E T  FOR APRIL.
April starts in with the element of fire more expressive than most anything 

else. The first week will, no doubt, be quite windy and disagreeable, and it will 
be a period of danger from conflagrations. The second week ought to bring 
rain very freely together with pleasant warm days, there being two weeks fol
lowing of quite harmonious conditions with the planets. The two remarkable 
triple conjunctions, the 22d and 23d, will no doubt stir up the elements some, and 
is the beginning of geological upheavals which will, in the not far distant future, 
stir up the Earth from center to circumference. The month, as a whole, bids fair 
to be an improvement upon those of the past few years, as the Earth will be 
under higher vibrations and more beneficent influences.
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ZALENE’S  INITIATION, 
O R

W i t h i n  t h e  S h r i n e .

Zalene had looked forward to the 
time when she would be able to meet 
with a genuine occultist; those who 
were in possession of true knowledge, 
and who were able and ready to give 
freely such light as her inmost soul 
yearned to possess. She had this day 
sought admission to the sphere or cir
cle, where she understood or had 
imagined, would be given in plain and 
simple terms the instruction necessary 
to her growth and development toward 
adeptship. After passing the outer 
door unmolested, for she chose to 
do so of her own free will, she stood at 
last spellbound within the shrine. 
Everything seemed most beautiful to 
her. The room she entered seemed to 
be filled with the very ether of compos
ure, contentment, satisfaction and rest. 
She looked about her and began tracing 
the ceiling to see what this illustration, 
that motto, the symbols, signs and to
kens meant, and what all of the varied

colorings and tints displayed about the 
walls were designed to illustrate, feast
ing the vision upon these entrancing 
but peculiar things. She was alone,and 
she began to weary of the scene and 
wanted something to happen as soon as 
as possible; but she was left for some 
time unmolested. Finally she heard ap
proaching footsteps, and presently a 
man, apparently of foreign birth, en
tered the room and passed leisurely 
along, glancing first at one motto and 
then at another, until he had crossed to 
the other side of the room, when he as 
quietly passed out at another door. 
Zalene’s heart was all about her during 
this proceeding, for she had expected 
every moment he would approach her 
and tell her what to do, where to go, or 
do something that would relieve her of 
her anxiety. Again she was alone, and it 
seemed an age before a sound of any 
kind broke the silence. In fact she 
felt that she would have hysterics if 
something was not done at once.

She finally began to study some of the 
paintings, mottoes, etc., which the 
strange man had casually glanced at 
while slowly passing through the 
room. She found strange and peculiar 
figures upon some of the beautiful lit
tle landscape paintings, among which 
was a beautiful sunset scene having up
on the left the figure of a young 
woman standing by a spring of crystal 
water holding an earthen jug, and as 
she apparently looked toward the west, 
she seemed to draw a long deep breath.
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Further search revealed the figure of a 
man coming by a circuitous route 
toward this very spring.

"Symbol of what ?'* thought Zalene; 
"they have simply arranged a meeting, 
foreordained and predestined them
selves to meet at this “quiet little spot.’* 
She was then attracted by a door-yard 
scene in which a boy and a girl were 
riding a whirligig or "dying dutchman” 
as they are sometimes called. A sort of 
a balance on which to whirl around in 
a circle or rock up and down in merry 
glee.

A large St. Bernard lays upon the 
porch of the dwelling holding a watch
ful eye over the yard. "Symbol of the 
ups and downs in one's life, and of the 
cycles of the soul, perhaps,” Zalene 
mused to herself. "The dog, however 
watchful and powerful he may be, can 
not symbolise wisdom, surely; but then 
we are not always guarded and directed 
by wisdom. Possibly it means that the 
animal nature is very often the very 
governor of our daily sports and 
pleasures,”

"But,” she said, "1 will not bother 
about deciphering the hidden mean
ing of these simple, ordinary paintings; 
1 want to get into the something that 
1 want to know about, whatever it is,”

She heard footsteps again, so she 
quietly seated herself and waited re
sults. Again the same man entered 
and leisurely strolled through the room 
as before, stopping now and then to 
look at some painting or motto upon 
the walls, and then passed out. "Why 
don't he speak to me! What am 1 here 
for! Do they think 1 am fooling with 
this business, and that my time is not 
worth anything?” Zalene was getting 
excited. She finally decided to wait 
ten minutes, and if no one came to give 
her light, she would make a racket and 
know the reason why. When the ten 
minutes was up, she added ten more to 
it, and when that had passed she added 
five more, and at the end of that 
time she had become sufficiently calm 
to decide to wait in sileuce as long as

it was necessary. She waited and 
waited and then she waited some more, 
and time seemed to be absolutely 
worthless and of no account. Hours 
passed before a single sound was heard; 
she had become exhausted and faiut 
from hunger. If she could have had a 
glass of water or something to take 
away that goneness feeling, she 
might have stood it a little better, but 
no, nothing presented itself but to 
wait.

Again she scanned the ceilings and 
scrutinized the paintings. This time 

'her eyes caught sight of the painting of 
the old brindled steer, leading the 
Texas bovines to the slaughtering pen, 
where they are to face and meet 
death.

She had heard of this brindled steer, 
which was trained to march before the 
newcomers at the stockyards and lead 
them on, taking a slight turn at the in
ner gate and remaining outside, while 
the herd were ushered.iu for slaughter. 
"This is a peculiar painting for occult
ists to have around,” Zaleue thought to 
herself. "Can it be this is a dissecting 
society or a grave-robbing gang. Hor
rors, the thought of such a thing is 
enough to set one wild. If ever my 
vibrations were stirred up, it is now. 
What in the 'old nick’ is it all about, 
anyhow ? This thing is going quite too 
far for my endurance. If ever a man 
comes tins way again I'll know what 
this means, or there will be a scene.’ 
She waited and used up all the time 
she thought there was in heaven and 
earth combined, when again she heard 
footsteps and the same identical man 
paced leisurely through the room and 
passed out as usual without a manner,

Zalene seemed to be speechless. She 
could not think of anything to say. 
There was nothing to say. Exhausted 
and heart-sick, she was about to make 
a retreat by the way she had entered, 
when she suddenly thought of the 
death scenes brought into her mind by 
the painting last referred to, and the 
ridiculous side of the whole business
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culminated in the thought: “Perhaps 
that man represents the old brindled 
steer. I’ll venture to follow him, any
how, lead where it may.”

Zalene approached the door through 
which thestrange man had madehis exit. 
Half mad, she pushed it open, and 
then peered through. She saw several 
persons apparently busy, so she stepped 
inside. No one appeared to notice her, 
but there were quite a number of live 
beings present, and this was a relief. 
She was so tired and weary she was just 
ready to drop in her tracks, when in 
looking for a seat or place to rest, 
she caught sight of a little booth in one 
corner of the room, on which was a 
placard which read,

"Bureau or I n f o r m a t i o n .”

“Great celestial!” exclaimed Zalene. 
“So near all this time, and yet I was 
left to suffer this way. 'What a heart
less set they must be here, not to have 
sent some one tell me all about it 
Now, its my time to worry them, and 
you can just ‘stake your marbles’ I’ll 
not be slow about i t ” She made her 
way to the booth. A  lady was in at
tendance, and she felt that the battle 
was easy.

"What have I been kept waiting out 
there in this manner for?” broke out 
Zalene, half crying, from faint and 
hunger.

“That is the waiting room,” automat
ically replied the clerk.

"Where is that man that came out 
there and aggravated me so ? I am des
perate.”

“We are not running a detective 
agency,” was the reply. And the in
formant was as stiff and cold as an em
balmed masterpiece.

“Have you anything to eat here?” in
quired Zalene.

“We are not running a cafeterie, a 
hotel, or soup-house,” scathingly re
joined the auto.

“Well, what does all this mean, any
how?” again queried Zalene. "What 
am I here for.”

“That’s your business,” replied Iceis.

Zalene had become aroused by the 
1 last few answers she had received, and 

she started for another part of the 
room. Her mind was so confused 
that she took no notice of the surround
ings, for her eyes had caught sight of a 
man sitting in an easy chair, partly 
dozing, whom she thought was the man 
she was looking for. She rushed for him 
with both feet.

“Say you, Mr., where can I find—what 
am I—who runs things here ?”

The man, which was the same she 
had seen leisurely strolling about the 
room where she* waited, woke up, came 
to his senses, and with apparent sur
prise exclaimed:

“Well! Well! Have you got here at 
last.”

“Got here at last?” shouted Zalene. 
“Haven’t I been waiting out in that 
room for the last eight hours?”

“You must have lingered by the way- 
side, somewhere, for it was announced 
early in the day that a pilgrim was ap
proaching, and would no doubt soon 
appear within the walls of our hidden 
chambers,” was the reply he made to 
her.

“Well,” said Zalene. “I did appear 
and you saw me and knew I was wait
ing for some one to lead me, to guide 
me.”

“Have you lost your rudder?” he 
queried. “Are you disabled and unfit 
for active service ? Do you need towing 
around in order to be of use in the 
world? I tried hard several times to 
make you understand by passing before 
you, but you waited.”

“But,” she said, “you might have 
gotten me out of that room.”

“No one interfered with your getting 
out, did they? Did you think we em
ployed a windlass and jackscrews to lift 
people and drag them around from one 
room to another? Occultists are sup
posed to go where they please, 0/  their 
own free will. If they enjoy waiting, 
it is their privilege; and if they wish to 
press on, this is a free country, and the 

I universe is about them.”
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Zalene looked at him, half mad, half 

amused, and thoroughly disgusted. She 
was hungry, having gone without her 
usual dinner, and she ventured to ask 
iu as po.ite and agreeable a manner as 
possible, i f  she* could get something to 
eat there.

His reply was to the point. “ Occult
ists live largely upon the ‘flame;’ the 
universal gastric substance resulting 
from the friction produced by the ether 
and the atmosphere. This we do not 
furnish to others, yet, all are welcome 
to partake of it. It is free.”

“Heavens and Earth man! For what 
are we created!”

“Give it up,” he replied, and he turned 
to leave her.

“But hold! What shall I  do?”
"My dear lady,”  the man replied, 

“that is something you should take 
time to cousider and calmly decide for 
yourself; no one can do it satisfactorily 
for you. It is time now for me to go. 
I  have other duties to perform.”

The hour was late. Within this 
mystic hall she did not notice the 
gradual passing of the day, and as the 
man moved from her she noticed he 
glanced about the place in a suggestive 
manner, and in a moment passed 
through a door to other apartments. 
During her conversation with this man 
several persons had come into the room, 
and looked about, until they seemed 
satisfied and ready to go; so Zalene 
thought she would follow suit and at 
once begun to look at the work of art, 
etc., about her. There were objects 
standing about next to the walls 
which, in her extreme condition she had 
not noticed: they were covered by cur
tains, draperies or something, evidently 
to keep off the dust.

Observing a chart upon the wall, she 
approached close to it, and found it was 
an anatomical illustration exposing to 
view a man with the intestines re
moved. “ Well,” thought Zalene. “this 
is perhaps my next experience. I f  they 
don't eat. of what use are they ? Per
haps this is the way they remove or 
overcome the desire for food.”

Coming near one of the veiled objects 
she noticed a bony something through 
the covering,and the cold chills streaked 
down her spinal column in a way that 
told her she had better move on. This 
she did without urging. She heard a 
bell or gong strike in an adjoining room 
and she went in that direction; as she 
entered, she found it was the waiting- 
room she was so familiar with, only she 
had entered it by another door. A 
strange man was standing by the en
trance where she first came in, and 
which seemed to be the only exit of the 
place. She concluded the lateness of 
the hour and the man suggested closing 
time, and she approached him and 
asked if  this was the way out. He 
raised his hand and asked if  she had 
the “pass.”

“Pass! Xo, I haven't been given any
thing. How could I have it?”

“Xo one is allowed to leave here, 
when once they have euterd o f their 
own free w ith until they secure the 
pass.”

•Where shall I go to secure the pass0 
Who will give it to me ?” she asked.

“Xone but a master, and the hour is 
late.”

“ How long will it take ?” she queried.
“It takes some hours, usually,and the 

hour is late,” he again remarked.
“Hours,” thought Zalene, “hours be

fore I can get out of this, and nearly 
starved at that. This is too muck. I 
can stand it no longer, nor will I;” and 
she rose in her might and started 
through the apartments as one pos
sessed with a dynamo. “ Where in the 
secret caverns of this ghastly rendez
vous is he who holds the power to 
give, even the pass that will admit me 
to the outer world!” she exclaimed in 
thundering tones.

The veiled figures began to tremble, 
and before Zalene fairly realized the 
situation seven of them shook their 
mystic robes and marched before her. 
She trembled but stood as firm as she 
could. They in chorus thus responded 

I to her call:
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“You have called for light and wis
dom to guide you toward the outer 
world, away from that which alone is 
worth the seeking. Bead upon these 
seven brows the letters of fire which 
give the pass.” * * * * * * *

But Zalene saw no letters and she 
wondered what it meant. “ They seem 
to be ready and willing to have me go, 
and yet they do not yield up the pass. 
Are they mortal,” she thought to her
self, “ or have I  called them up from the 
regions of ghostland.”  The cold chills 
began to creep over her again. She 
never was so tried in her life. The very 
fires of her being had been kindled and 
were becoming a roaring flame of dan
gerous proportions. She noticed the 
ghostly forms were gradually retreat
ing, so she remained quiet for a time, 
hoping that they would disappear alto
gether. They soon returned to the 
walls and behind the shrouds that had 
previously hid them from view. When 
all was quiet again, she begun to look 
around with a view of making another 
trial for light or liberty, she did not care 
which (synonymous terms).

She finally approached the center of 
the large room where a sort of an alter 
and seats were located, and sitting 
down she dropped her head into her 
half raised hands and began to sob and 
sigh. Her strength had at last failed 
her,or nearly so, and all she wanted now 
was rest. The fires of her being had 
spent their fury, and she was fast 
humbling herself before the inevitable, 
before the absolute, before the Infinite. 
Thinking that she heard a noise as of 
some one approaching, she raised her 
head and was startled to find that she 
was surrounded by twelve peculiar 
people-, she could not imagine what had 
happened. Shortly one of the number 
approached nearer to her and thus ad
dressed her:

“Pilgrim, you have had a toilsome, 
weary journey to this central point, 
within these mystical halls, but as you 
have arrived safely, and quietly sought 
at the inmost center of your being for

consolation and rest, it is my duty to 
come to you and render such aid as I 
am able to bestow in explaining the law 
to beginners. Each human consfdous- 
ness is a center, around which a ll other 
things o f whatsoever. kind are in  
phenomenal action. When one seeks 
this center of being, and finally learns 
the secret of its power and source of 
wisdom, the way is open for all knowl
edge. Not that all knowledge will 
thrust itself upon you at once, but that 
the way is prepared and open, so that 
truth may enter and become a part of 
one’s possessions. It was said by an 
ancient brother, ‘seek first the kingdom, 
(which is within) and all else will be 
added.’ You have humbly sought, and 
such aid as I  can give you to find, I  
most gladly offer you.”

Tears of joy filled Zalene’s large blue 
eyes, and her emotion was intense, but 
she spoke not.

The next stranger then came near and 
said: “I  come to you this night to offer 
you a symbol. I f  you interpret it cor
rectly it is yours, i f  not, it will fall 
upon waste ground. It is this: The 
phenomena o f physical life  is under 
unerring law w ithin the comprehen
sion o f man.’ Consider this at your 
leisure.”  And he held before her a 
flaming globule.

This Zalene did not grasp to any ex* 
tent, yet, it  was impressive. Then 
came the third messenger, who ad
vanced and placed a white rose upon 
her bosom, as i f  to win her admiration 
and love. He looked her straight in 
the eye and in an occult way must have 
spoken to her, for she felt a peculiar 
sensation which she did not quite un
derstand. The fourth came, whose 

| duty seemed to be, making demands, for 
he said: “ You must observe very closely 
what is said to you, for remember you 
have come for that, which, when ob
tained, will drag you to the Earth i f  you 
are unable to care for and protect it. 
Therefore, I  say, keep your eyes and 
ears open and clear for the reception of 
that which you need.”
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The Afth came forward with a pitcher 

of water, and pouring a glass, offered 
her to drink. She had forgotten all 
about being thirsty or hungry, and but 
for the courtesy extended to her at this 
time, would have refused. l ie  said: 
“ 1 bring you drink, not that you needs 
be thirsty, but to explain to you that 
water is the one element from which 
we derive the greatest blessings, for it 
bears up and carries forward the com
merce of the entire world. Steam is 
made from it, which does the wonder
ful labor that makes and unites conti
nents, countries, states and territories, 
and above all supplies the human econ
omy with sustenance, and makes it pos
sible for us to keep clean and healthy. 
Drink and think on these things." 
Then the sixth came, and he seemed 
sad and sick at heart. He said, "P il
grim, I have lost a very dear child, one 
of the brightest, most joyous and 
loving of creatures, so I feel impressed 
to speak to you concerning death." lie  
had on a long black robe and, calling at
tention to the collar, continued: “ You 
see I am dressed in black, which custom 
originated from the practice in vogue 
many years ago of preparing a dark 
curtain to serve as a background, in 
front of which astral forms of the de
parted souls manifested their presences 
to mortal eyes. A s clothing was more 
extensively used, later on veils made 
from black goods were used for draping 
the form, and Anally entire costumes 
were used in commemoration of the. 
dead. I wish to point out the error in 
connection with this practice.” He then 
removed his shroud displaying another 
of pure white. “The law of this astral 
phenomena is this: I f  we prepare the 
canvas, to use a modern expression, it 
is for the purpose of obtaining phenom
ena, and in order to produce such 
phenomena, those who vibrate beyond 
the powers of sight must needs come 
down to meet our condition. A s black 
is the lowest negative condition, any 
manifestation within the scope of the 
human vision that came before it could

be seen. Those in the astral meeting 
the requirement, although inconvenient 
and degrading to them, did so merely to 
call those still in the Aesh to higher 
heights, if  of good report. But when 
we are conscious of the truth of these 
things, and our perceptions are quick
ened, we cast off forever this depressing 
darkness, and turn in spirit to the 
spheres of the departed. This is best 
accomplished in the purest white. 
Think o f whatsoever things are true.”

This Zalene drank in in all of its sig
nificance. It was plain English to her, 
and she believed it.

The seventh appeared before her 
bearing a basket of food. Zalene was 
delighted, yet she was not hungry in 
the least. The mystic messenger ex
plained: “The human economy re
quires fuel. It is the law of life that 
we must feed our bodies in order to 
sustain them. They are made up by 
the assim ilation of the potencies inher
ent in other forms of life. We obtain 
life and power from the things that 
contain them, hence, we should intelli
gently select from nature’s vast labora
tory, such foods as best meet the re
quirements for energetic expression. I 
have here a small selection, eat and be 
strengthened," and he handed her the 
basket. She accepted it with thanks, 
but quietly waited for the next lesson.

The eighth soon appeared, and when 
he reached the usual position held by 
the others, when addressing her, he 
suddenly threw off his robe, and in the 
costume of an athlete stood before her. 
Said he: “I come to illustrate the 
law of assimilation and continuity, of 
multiplication and procreation. This 
is best accomplished by the proper use 
of food together with the proper use of 
the body. The body becomes dormant 
if  not properly exercised. Every Abre 
and muscle must be vibrated in order 
to keep them in a healthy, energetic 
state.” And he displayed wonderful 
development in several movements 
suited to the time and place. He An- 
ished by saying, “ whatsoever things are 
healthy, think on these."
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The next one appeared in due time 
and dropping the robe from the should
ers startled Zalene, somewhat, for it was 
a lady pressing to her bosom a beauti
ful babe. “I come,” she said, “to show 
you the one chief desire and duty of 
every true woman, namely, to bring 
forth the young. A s it is not consid
ered honorable to do this, except under 
strictly circumscribed and oftimes la
mentable conditions, I will explain to 
you the law, not made by man. Good 
mothers are born such. Many are unfit. 
Some women love too much and some 
too little, to fulfill this office properly. 
Ignorance is the cause of much sorrow 
and suffering in this respect. The 
higher law of sex which responds to the 
quickening spirit and not othei'wise, 
is the lesson I present you for consider
ation. Whatsoever things are pure, 
think on these.”

This made a deep and lasting im
pression upon Zalene, and she began to 
feel well paid for waiting.

The tenth came, and it was- plain to 
be seen that he was a student, for he 
held a book in his hand. “I come,’’ 
said he, “to warn you against the snares 
that books ar« liable to lead one into. 
Books are usually written for profit, 
not to convey light. There are very few 
who have real light, and they, having 
gained it through patient, laborious 
toil, and found it obtainable in but this 
one way, see the folly of trying to con
vey the same through books. There
fore, I warn you to weigh well what 
you read, and test it by the law which is 
eternal, before you allow it an abiding 
place in your brain. Think of this.”

This Zalene had found to be true in 
several instances while searching for 
occult knowledge, so she agreed with 
him, and he retired. The next in ord6r 
slowly approached, and dropping the 
mantle, stood before her. A  beautiful 
young lady it was, who held a large 
bouquet of flowers. She said: “ I come 
to you with affection, love and har
mony, that vibrates from the soul cen
ter of being, that reverberates through
out the spheres and which is the su

preme ruler of all that is high, holy and 
sublime in the lives of human beings.” 
She paused for a moment, and then 
sung that soulful farewell hymn, which 
all are familiar with:

“ God be with you 'til we meet again, etc.”

Her beautiful voice won the heart of 
Zalene, and her soul responded in a 
manner that all present understood. 
She was contented and willing then to 
stay and wait; but this last lesson sug
gested that she must go, but there was 
one more to hear from and he soon ap
peared.

Zalene was breathless, and the silence 
was etheric when he quietly seated him
self near her, and without the move
ment of a muscle, or a single word or 
gesture, held the fort for at least ten 
minutes.

During this time a wonderful bap
tism of peace and rest came over her, 
and her youth seemed to return in all of 
its purity and simplicity, and she be
came one with the brothers and sisters 
of light. The Master broke the silence 
by saying: “Pilgrim, our work at this 
time is completed. Now, before you 
leave us, if  there is any question you 
wish to ask, we shall be pleased to an
swer it.”

Zalene hated to disturb a single atom 
of the atmosphere in which she was 
bathing, but she did not wish to intrude 
further upon their time, so she asked: 
“What about the pass that I need to ad
mit me through the outer door?” 

“Sister,” he replied, “the ‘word’ which 
comes to you at that time, is the pass 
which will admit you to and from these 
mystic halls.” Zalene wondered at this, 
and could think of nothing else for 
some minutes. Finally she wondered 
when she could come again, for at last 
she had found what she long had 
sought. So she asked: “When shall I 
come again ?”

The Master answered again in a pe
culiar way: “When you need to come 
again you will come. Your daily duties 
deserve attention, that the mental part 
may yield fruition.”
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“Is this not a secret organization ?” 

queried Zalene, in a low tone of voice.
‘I t  is a secret occult brotherhood, 

and when you are able to perceive, 
know, and understand its secrets, you 
will have wisdom , and wisdom needs 
no bands, bars or inclosures, for it is 
the way, the truth and the life.”

“ Well, here is my address,” and she 
handed out her card.

“W e do not need your address,but will 
call you, and you will respond, whenever 
the occasion demands your mortal 
presence.”

Zalene dropped her eyes as i f  she 1 
were thinking of something else to ask 
about, and looking up found herself 
entirely alone. The twelve had disap
peared as quietly and suddenly as they 
came. N ot a sound could be heard. 
She arose and started for the exit, and 
in wondering what word she should 
give for the pass, thought of every
thing she had read of, dreamed of, or 
had found within the covers of the dic
tionary. A s  she approached the guard, 
he again called for the pass. Zalene 
stood for a second trembling, then 
spoke the word which she afterwards 
knew the seven had really revealed to 
her. “Y o u  may pass,” said the guard, 
and she once more breathed the air of 
the outer world, but this time an ini
tiate, destined to rank high in the wis
dom of occultism.

Phindu Seekle.

“Merely as a new experience, Wendell,” 
said the Boston young woman, blushing 
faintly and wiping her lips. “ I find it 
not disagreeable, but do not let it 
happen again. It  is utterly illogical, 
irrelevant, and recent scientific investi
gation shows that it is fraught with 
microbes.”

It seems the foolhardy young man 
had kissed her.

E llerton— I should like to know 
where the bright girls of the past are.

Bronson— I should say that some of 
them are administering cautious doses 
of paregoric to the bright girls of the 
future.

PHYSIOLOGICAL DELINEATION.

W e find our subject was bom in 
the center of the house of Libra, the 
mental sign in the quarter of wealth. 
That is toeay: the Earth was moving 
at this point, when he was given the 
universal magnetic stamp. This being 
the sectional division which co-ordi
nates with the center of man’s physical 
body, it signifies an evenness and bal
ance of his magnetic powers, or phys
ical forces. Libra being the most im
portant of all the signs of the Zodiac, 
from a physical point of view, gives to 
those bom there, so far as its influence 
alone is concerned, exceedingly good 
health, hence, they are usually happy 
and pleasant, loving the beautiful and 
the natural, and making the most of 
life’s opportunities for pleasure and 
comfort.

In this latitude it is the first of 
spring when the Earth enters this sign, 
and all nature seems to be happy, get
ting ready for a season of activity, a 
season of expression. Like unto this 
manifestation are the desires and im
pulses of those born in Libra. This is 
physiological, magnetic and zodiacal, 
or universal. The center, therefore, of 
the physical body of our subject, is also 
its planetary or magnetic center. This 
is important, as all other powers and in
fluences are drawn toward it.
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W. F. NUTT,

Now, in considering the other indica
tions of this horoscope,we first find that 
the planet Jupiter plays the leading 
role in the life and work of the doctor, 
and is the magnet that furnishes the 
physical attributes of his being to a 
much greater degree than any other 
planet. We find at the same time that 
Jupiter is alone, comparatively, in his 
action on the above date. Being alone, 
his action is free and uncontaminated 
with lesser annoying powers, hence, 
physical power and endurance run high. 
The power to control, to govern and 
direct is greatly intensified and made 
positive, because of the singleness of 
the greatest physical power our system 
holds.

Jupiter being a harmonious and 
agreeable force, gives health, strength, 
mental power, muscular and healthy 
tissue to the brain, clearness of thought 
and large comprehension. Broad and 
liberal views will develop under this 
influence. The mental quadrate being 
free from other influences, and Jupiter 
polarized or centered below the so âr- 
plexus, negatives the mental faculties, 
and thus intensifies the condition nec-

M. D., V. D.

essary to receptivity and perception. 
Receptivity of thoughts and ideas, and 
the analysis of the same are rendered 
clearer because of, 1st, a healthy cellu
lar brain action; 2d, because of the vital 
position of the Earth phrenologically, 
and 3d by the negative condition here
tofore mentioned. Being born in the 
mental quadrate, the tendency of 
course would be to the mental and in
tellectual pursuits in life. Jupiter be
ing not in the quarter of wealth and 
commercial life, but in that of labor 
and physical expression, earthly or neg
ative, naturally leads to the physical 
conditions of those who suffer most. 
That is to the quarter of labor.

These tendencies alone, however, 
would not make a physician, but when 
we turn to the other planets and find 
Mars in Virgo, Saturn in Gemini in 
quadrature, with Neptune in Pisces in 
opposition, we find combinations that 
are very strong and influential in a life. 
Mars and Saturn are related in a man
ner to make the medical practice de
sirable, while Mars and Neptune tend 
to law and government.

The latter, from a physical stand
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point, is indicative of the extreme con
ditions in the system. The tendency 
of this combination, including the 
planet Saturn, is to interfere with the 
assimilation of food. This is only 
periodically brought on, however, and 
as the Earth is so strongly related to 
Jupiter, the health magnet, this influ
ence is of no great importance to con
sider. A  bad feeling in the stomach 
will indicate the magnetic periodicity 
of this influence. The section of the 
stomach is under contending vibrations, 
is the reason for the above conclusions. 
Saturn being in the division which in
cludes the lungs, lowers to some extent 
the activities, circulation, etc., of those 
parts, but the irritation thus produced, 
does not signify a weakness particu
larly. A  weakness would mean a lack 
of force and power, while this is a com
bination of forces which at times pro
duce irritation and annoyance.

While the vital powers of our subject 
produced by Mercury, are not high, 
they are very intense upon the nervous 
system, and coupled with that higher 
nerve planet Uranus,and the equalizing 
soothing influence of Venus gives a 
very intense and influential aura. This 
will be felt and recognized by most 
people who meet it or come near enough 
to sense its quality. It has the feeling 
of intensity and strength. Therefore, 
it plays an important part in the heal
ing art, and is useful to a physician. 
The circulation is very good in spite of 
the interference with the assimilation. 
The latter generally brings on rheu
matic troubles, while the freedom of the 
blood wards off such attacks, and the 
action of the two forces may cause 
darting pains,sharp and short, in various 
parts of the system, whenever very 
marked magnetic relations to which 
the organism Is related come into force.

The combination acting upon the 
nerve centers mdy cause throat diffi
culties, irritation, etc., to some extent, 
but nothing of a serious nature is indi
cated. The alimentary canal is vibrated

very high and intense about the throat, 
while lower down it comes under very 
low and contending influences, causing 
a nervous condition, which, though not 
dangerous, is very annoying at times.

This latter combination acting upon 
the nerves and higher transmutations 
of the system, gives musical ability and 
artistic tendencies. The single, harmo
nious Jupiter, drawing the same into 
the mental sphere, gives clearness of 
perception in music, and a harmonious 
blending of all the notes that act and 
react upon this conscious center. 
Power and harmony in music, these are 
natural to our subject.

Jupiter being the largest body in our 
solar system gives capacity and power, 
both physical and mental, hence our 
subject is a success in his undertakings. 
Failure does not enter the mind; self- 
reliance is very high. Some might call 
the doctor stubborn, because of this 
quality; but it is strength, more than a 
tendency to be dogmatical. In business 
relations, partnership, etc., his relations 
come under Jupiter, hence are harmo
nious and profitable. He will draw those 
having wealth and position to him; they 
will feel his Jupiter strength and place 
their confidence accordingly. This 
means business and financial gain. Mon
ey will come to him with very little ef
fort, apparently, on his part. He will 
no doubt accumulate quite an amount of 
wealth, as Jupiter is most favorably 
poised, perhaps *electro-poised, to give 
him much of this world’s goods. The 
free and open hearts of Libra people 
prevent very large holdings however.

The doctor’s financial outlook is very 
bright, as Jupiter is now moving upon 
the quadrate of his birth in the sign 
Cancer, with nothing to interfere with 
his potent power for business and profit 
The next three years should re
dound to his glory, as every one of our 
students can clearly see if  they fix 
clearly in their minds the relations of 
the horoscope of birth with the present 
positions.
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A S T R O N O M IC A L  SYM BO LS.

The above symbols, which, as has al
ready been stated in previous numbers 
of P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e , are simply 
mathematical and symbolical expres
sions of planetary magnetic forces co
ordinated with the anatomy of man. 
The above card selection gives one 
phase of the life of our subject, which 
reads as follows:

Representing the seven planets and 
the Sun or Earth, or central quality of 
his being, they express to the students 
of occult astronony, first: by the Sun 
card four of spades, a love for labor, for 
humanity, spades symbolizing human
ity and labor, and four in mathematics 
expressing completion, satisfaction, 
contentment. Follow this further, and 
we see there are four elements, etc. 
This, therefore, stands for the central 
and main characteristic, satisfaction in 
his business and work in the world. 
This agrees with the significance of the 
sign Libra as explained.

The next symbol is the ten of hearts 
and in this combination expresses the 
emotional or physiological influence of 
the planet Mercury upon the relative 
man, showing first: by hearts, which

mean friends, affection, love and har
mony, that our subject is so magnetic
ally constituted, that he makes friends 
quickly and easily, in other words is 
very successful in making friends. Ten 
means success in occult mathematics, 
because ten is the beginning of a new 
digital cycle. It shows that something 
has been completed and has been a suc
cess, and that a new era has been be
gun. A  new era would not have been 
begun, but for the success found in the 
previous one. There are no failures in 
mathematics.

Our next symbol, expressive of the 
beautiful Venus is a commercial one of 
the successful type also, and expresses 
first: commercial or financial benefits 
accruing from the friendship and confi
dence expressed by Mercury’s symbol. 
The horoscope shows Venus to give 
a universal regard for people, and 
therefore the doctor is not dying for 
the single love and sympathy of any 
one person. Because of this the Venus 
symbol shows financial success, money 
coming freely and without effort on his 
part, at the same time because it is Ve
nus which is significant of freehearted
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ness, there will not be the grasping de
sire for money; in fact there will be 
very little real desire to hold and save 
up treasure of that kind. The symbol 
under Yen us, therefore, signifies a good 
income from the people, and a free use 
of the same for the good it may do.

The planet Mars comes next in order 
and is symbolically represented by the 
eight of spades. This is another labor 
card and its spot value, eight, denotes 
power, which is further correspondence 
to what has been stated from the horo
scope. Power to accomplish in what
ever is undertaken. Mars is called the 
God of war, which means that the mag
netic influence of Mars causes one to 
stand up and fight for the right.

The eight shows the magnetic force 
of the relative position of Mars to the 
Earth, as it blends in the life and char
acter of our subject, all things con
sidered.

Jupiter, the ruling planet, has a sym
bol at the birth of our subject, which ex
presses a desire. One means the center, 
of the inmost nature, the soul’s desire» 
which being a heart pertains to the a f
fections, to the people, and as J upiter 
is all powerful in this horoscope, it 
means a desire to reach and do good to 
humanity, not to accumulate wealth, so 
much as to do good. The one of dia
monds would have signified a very dif
ferent state. There is no selfishness 
expressed in the ace of hearts. Ho 
grasping money desire, but simply an 
affectionate universal desire for good.

Saturn, which is very weak in the 
horoscope, has for its symbol the ace of 
diamonds; but it expresses very little, 
from the fact that money does not come 
to Saturn people anyhow, and our sub
ject is not a Saturn character. Saturn 
being the flesh planet, or the magnet 
that causes the most of the suffering in 
the world, a desire, expressed by the one 
spot or numeral, in relation to Saturn, 
would suggest a desire to have money 
for operations in treating the sick- 
This of course, must be considered to

gether with the Tenus and Jupiter 
symbols.

The planet Uranus is also very weak 
in the horoscope, and as the symbol is 
the queen and represents the opposite 
sex, we find the expression of that 
quality or condition which may be best 
explained in this way. Uranus is the 
magnet of science, of spirituality, of 
occult and secret knowledge, also the 
planet of labor, for such knowledge is 
obtainable in no other way. Diamonds 
and lovers of diamonds do not co-ordi
nate with the occult, therefore, the 
queen of diamonds would signify more 
or less opposition and contention in 
higher thoughts.

Neptune is symbolized by a change
able emblem. Five means change math
ematically. Neptune means change 
magnetically. Two strong indications 
for change, together with emblematic 
significance of the heart, fully corrobo
rates the expression of the Zodiac and 
planets where it is stated that the affec
tions are for humanity, and not for a 
single individual only. Large and uni
versal like unto the largeness of the 
planet or ruling star Jupiter.

"We believe this to be a most liberal 
and conscientious person, as every indi
cation points to freedom of thought and 
largeness of comprehension.

N o t e .—T his em blem  delineation  is given in 
order to  exp la in  to  some exten t the meaning 
and sign ificance o f  cards in relation  to  people. 
O f course i t  requ ired deep and patient research 
to  find the tru th  o f  these tbings, therefore they 
are m isapplied  by the m ajority .

There are many things which might be 
touched upon in these delineations, but 
the object of them is to call attention to 
this magnetic law of being, and give 
some of the many reasons why we are 
what we are, and to suggest to the 
world, especially the medical world, the 
necessity of knowing and using the 
science of the planets in the treatment 
of the sick. A s Dr. Nutt is an entire 
stranger to us, we await his criticism 
upon what we have stated.—[Ed .]

N o t e .—The elootropoise is fu lly  explained 
elsewhere, and is a magnetic or electrical in
strum ent fo r  trea ting various forms o f disease.
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M A G N E T IC  C H A R T .

The accompanying magnetic chart 
illustrates more clearly the vibrant re
actions of the polarized forces from 
the planets, psychometrically respond
ed to by the organisms under consider
ation. The solid lines indicate the 
centers of power in the body, physic
ally. That is to say, what we call mag
netic powers. It will be seen that, 
with the exception of Jupiter and Nep
tune, the strength of the planets is in 
the physical, which gives a physical 
aura having considerable life and po
tency, and which, coupled with Jupi
ter’s mental strength, is a good combi
nation for physical results in treating 
the sick. They act from those section
al divisions in the physical man which j

we term vital. The magnetic percent
ages of each planet are indicated by 
numbers, and are based upon 100 as the 
highest power.

The mental powers are also given at 
the top, and we see that Jupiter is men
tal ruler, physical ruler, and being in 
strongest aspect to the Earth, is what 
we term the life ruler also. Jupiter 
rules this character whichever way we 
look at it. The broken lines directed 
to the brain show the secondary action 
of Jupiter, or Jupiter affecting the 
mental quadrate, the mental man. The 
Earth being in Libra in the horoscope, 
is as stated, in the center of the physic
al man, showing a balance in the oper
ating forces throughout the organism.

Note.—This chart is intended more for the 
purpose o f co-ordinating two organisms in part
nership, etc., at the same tim e it  serves to illus
tra te  what we mean by magnetic centers in hu
man beings.
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ALEX. L. FYFE, P. ft., Homb Lodob, No. 4X6, 
1,0.0. F., Chicago, Illinois.

Hollo-Onritrie Horoioops of Mr. Alox. L. Fyfe, 
born July 20tii, 1837, about 3, A. H.

We And our subject born in the men
tal sign Capricomus of the quarter of 
labor,'which shows first a fitness and ten
dency toward such pursuits as require 
patient labor. Being born In the men
tal sign, however, gives a desire to be at 
the head of every undertaking, hence 
It follows that he would not be con
tented In the employ of others, although 
a hard worker. This sign in this case 
denotes strength and capacity In the

management and direction of whatever 
Is undertaken. Venus is in the mental 
sign in the quarter of love, and is his 
ruling star. Being in quadrature to 
the Earth, the magnetic influence is 
strong upon the mentality. The 
thoughts and desires, as well as the ex
pressions partake largely of the quality 
given to character by this harmonious 
magnet. This character is so under the 
dominion of this planet, that the tongue 
is constantly guarded, therefore no 
slanderous or cutting remarks are natu
ral to 1dm. The tender and sympa
thetic qidver in the language, is because 
of this primal condition. In opposition 
to this harmonious Venus is the planet 
Mars, also in quadrature to the Earth, 
and in the mental sign of the quarter of 
wealth. This planet Mars being next 
to the Earth outward in our solar 
system, and the planet Venus being the 
next on the inside, or toward the Bun, 
and there being no other planets strong 
with the Earth or In the mental quad
rate, we see at once that this character 
is under the influence of these two 
magnets, Mars and Venus. Mars gives 
intellectual power, in contradistinction 
from mental power, which is possible to 
have without Intellectuality, and being 
a rather small nearby body, gives 
ability, accuracy and persistency in 
matters of detail pertaining to indi
vidual affairs, business details and the 
person. This is important in this case, 
as otherwise Venus would cause him to 
yield up ull he possessed, und keep him 
in trouble ail the time, while on the 
other hand, if  Mars was without the 
soottdng Influence of Venus, our sub
ject would be a “ tartar,” so to speak,for 
he would then be so particular he could 
hardly accomplish enough to make a 
living, and no one would want to live 
near him if he did live.

The two qualities so unfavorably 
considered separately, when blended, 
make a very desirable combination for 
either sex. It denotes a well-balanced 
mind. One not easily disturbed. One 
who desires its own way, and at the
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same time is willing others should 
enjoy the same privilege.

Being born in the mental sign with 
tills combination would naturally lead 
toward intellectual lines of business. 
Geo-centrically considered the horo
scope indicates Venus as ruling star, the 
same as by the first method, and the 
sign Gemini, the house of home und 
family as the ruling sign. Venus, the 
planet of love, togetiier witti this sign 
rising in the life and being of man, 
means that nothing short of a home 
will keep one so born, within the 
sphere of contentment and satisfaction. 
Therefore our subject is from necessity, 
a great lover of home and family, and 
could not live wittiout them.

These influential planets, however, 
are not indicative of large undertak
ings, therefore great wealtli is not indi
cated in any of the combinations. The 
even balance, however, shows an even 
life, which is usually accompanied by a 
sufficiency.

We find indications of rheumatic 
attacks In the knees and arms because 
of Neptune’s position, and by reflex or 
sympathetic action the throat and ton
sils receive this same vibration. Tills 
latter effect is, however, more easily re
moved because of its point in the circu
latory ducts. The general health of 
our subject is good as the balance of 
the planets are in combinations and 
signs favorable to health.

deferring to the card symbols, which 
give by an ancient, occult method the 
relation of human lives to the forces 
of nature, we find in tills case, the eight

of clubs as the central indicator. 
Clubs pertain to intellect, to knowledge, 
to wisdom, and the magnetic quality of 
its mathematical value, is that of energy, 
potency, effort, persistency, power and 
achievement.

With such a central quality in one’s 
being, favorable symbols necessarily 
follow, and the six of diamonds giving 
the significance of Mercury in tills lay
out shows by its digital value monotony 
in tilings pertaining to diamonds, which 
is wealth, business und commercial af
fairs generally.

Tills, it will be seen is in harmony 
with the delineation of the Zodiac or 
horoscope. Under Venus, the four of 
spudes indicates satisfaction in work 
completed, and also with the nature of 
one’s business. In other words it indi
cates that the disposition is such, that 
a greut deul of real enjoyment und satis
faction is enjoyed by our subject in Ids 
business. Mars being expressed by the 
ten of Iieartssliows Ids power in making 
and holding friends in business and 
also socially. lie enjoys the compan
ionship of men. .Jupiter having the 
ten of diamonds signifies in this case a 
sufficiency in money matters through 
life, but becuusc of the weuk uspect of 
Jupiter to the Kartli, this symbol is not 
so expressive as those of Venus and 
Mars, hence, the importance of its suc
cessful spot value significance is some
what curtailed. Saturn having a power 
slgnlflcator In the symbol eight of 
spades which pertains to labor, shows 
adaptability to such lines of labor as 
result in intellectual advancement, as 
the first card eight of clubs specifically 
typifies.

Uranus, the labor planet, as well as 
the spiritual magnet, reveals a desire in 
the heart of our subject for friendship 
and harmony, therefore Ids main mo
tive will be to keep as calm and har
monious as possible with every one he 
meets. Neptune, which is a weak 
planet in the horoscope, having the one 
spot of diamonds, which Indicates a 
desire of the heart for money, does not

Ml
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apply strong enough to overthrow the 
significance of Venus and Mars, so the 
desire is nil, so to speak. There being 
no sevens or nines, no men or women 
in contention, there is every indication 
of a generally useful and happy life 
throughout.

Note.—This is but one phase of the subject of 
cards, _ as they symbolically express magnetic 
qualities, characteristics and tendencies in 
human life. To go further into such delinea
tion requires too much work for these lessons 
which, even as they are given means a great 
deal of labor.

We now come to the magnetic chart 
and we find the mental average to be 
79, which is very high, and which alone 
shows that our friend can not be 
bossed. Mercury gives a high physical 
persistency, but medium expression or 
every day influence, being equal to 
Venus in magnetic strength upon the 
life as a whole. This chart shows the 
magnetic emanations evenly distributed 
down through the entire body. An
other indication of poise and self- 
government.

The Earth in the lower extremities

prevents undue verbal expression, as 
no active force is in operation that 
overcomes or counteracts it. A  some
what reserved nature, therefore, is the 
result.

The Perfect Husband.

There are husbands who are pretty,
There are husbands who are witty,

There are husbands who in public are as smiling 
as the mom;

There are husbands who are healthy, 
There are husbands who are wealthy,

But the real angelic husband—well, he’s never 
yet been born 1

Some for strength of love are noted,
Who are really so devoted 

That whene’er their wives are absent they are 
lonesome and forlorn;

And while now and then you’ll find one. 
Who’s a fairly good and kind one,

Yet the real angelic husband—oh, he’s never yet 
been born I

So the woman who is mated 
To the man who may be rated 

As pretty fair, should cherish him forever and a 
day;

For the real angelic creature,
Perfect quite in every feature 

He has never been discovered—and he won't be, 
so they say 1
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NATURE’S UNVEILING.
URIEL BUCHANAN.

Absolute Force, unpolarized,
Forever veiled from mortal sight,
Y et filling all immensity, ;
Divides the darkness from the light 
In electro-magnetic waves 
T h at vibrate through the shoreless sea, 
And with creative heat displays 
T h e deathless, endless Trinity.

Eternal Love vibrates with Light,
And flashing through the azure sea 
It bathes the universe with Life—  
Im pelling suns arid worlds to BK;
F illin g with life the sparkling streams; 
Feeding the soil with rain and wind; 
Carpeting hills with lovely green;
Giving to insects gauzy wings.

From nature’s soul comes beasts and birds 
T o fill the fields with song and life,

-  Uritil the fragments of the “ Word,” 
Veiled for a time in clouds of night, 
Evolves from land, and air and sea,
A  culmination of the plan 
Foreseen and willed by Deity—
A  microcosmic star-crowned man.

Sublime and archetypal man,
Whose time began in lives agone,
Subdues the waves by his command; 
Speaks to the winds and they respond, 
And harnessed by his magic skill,
The lightnings leap o’er sea and land; 
Sustained by the creative will,
A n  image of the Word, is MAN.
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EDITORIAL.

We see by the report of the last meet
ing of the Vegetarian Society given in the 
daily press, that arrangements have been 
completed to start a vegetarian restaurant 
in Chicago. We hope that this is true, 
and to encourage the movement, we give on 
another page our order for various dishes 
and combinations of foods in advance, to 
be served from time to time as our assimi
lation requires. The subject of diet is 
certainly and surely coming to the front, 
and the quicker the better, for no reform 
or very great, if any, improvement is possi
ble, until such time as people see the 
evils of appetite and its gratification, 
without th o u g h t a n d  consideration. 
The Garden of Eden allegory has a very 
deep hygienic diatetic current running 
all the way through it, and how Christians 
can overlook its meaning and significance 
is a conundrum. By nature man belongs 
in a garden among the fruits and flowers. 
By strife, competition, appetite and ag
gravations, he is driven and dragged into 
states beneath the brute. B y  disobeying 
the la w  o f  h is  being, he becomes a prey, 
sooner or later, to the evils of the flesh. It 
is only by overcoming and eliminating 
the evil tendencies, which have been vi
brating in the human species down 
through the ages, that we can make for 
ourselves a better state in which to dwell. 
Vegetarianism, when thoroughly and sci
entifically in operation, will unquestion
ably solve the problem of living, by do
ing away with a very large portion of the 
suffering and misery of the world.

In stating last month what we did about 
photographs, etc., of those who wished to 
have physiological delineations, we meant 
this: It costs considerable to have engrav
ings and illustrations made to properly 
present a delineation, and what we desire 
is, that those who have cuts of themselves 
will furnish us the same with the data, 
etc., necessary to the production of an in
teresting and instructive lesson that all 
may profit by. Those having plates or 
cuts of themselves and desire a horoscope, 
will please correspond with us, and get
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full particulars as to what we require. 
This number presents another sample of 
this feature of our magazine, and with 
sufficient encouragement we hope to con
tinue such lessons in future numbers. We 
would like ladies and children illustrated 
in this way in order to lend variety to the 
lessons. Such a delineation as we give, 
fully illustrated, would be worth many 
dollars to the young and growing child. 
Write for information if you wish to 
stand the expense of engravings, or can 
furnish the plates for them.

We were surprised to find that some 
of our readers were disturbed by the ac
count of Zalene’s experiences in trying to 
meet the adepts. But they must remem
ber that the lesson on sanitation and 
health was intended only for those who 
needed it, and the writer certainly 
thought that the end to be attained justi
fied the means. It is shockingly and 
painfully true, that the world is in sore 
need of a few characters who have their 
eyes open sufficiently to see the horrible 
condition in which we find most women 
with regard to dress. To ride on a street
car is painful, to stand on the street and 
think of the people is to almost have 
hysterics. If a knowledge of the higher 
laws of life arid being is worth anything, 
it ought to make one more influential for 
reform work, for the necessary change 
and improvement in all that goes to 
make up the comfort and health of the 
race. If we had a thousand Dr. Mary Wal
kers, they might accomplish something 
in the way of reform, even by the ex
treme methods to which she with her in
tensity of character employed. It is not 
extreme measures that we need, but a 
good, common, sensible adjustment of 
the clothing in a style giving the greatest 
possible freedom to every muscle and 
function of being. The reason there is 
such a thriving business done in the 
"Nude in Art,”  is because most people 
have forgotten what the human form 
looks like, and believing that the form of 
woman is the most perfect of nature’s 
productions, people go wild over a piece
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of statuary made in its image, for the 
brain cells are crammed with the images 
of saturnalian hats that give one neural
gia to look up to, and the monstrosities 
of busts and sleeves disfiguring and 
mutilating God’s divine art, is something 
to drive one to the South Sea Islands, to 
Java, to Dahomey, anywhere that the 
natural and beautiful is looked upon with 
reverence and without lust. Occultists 
are leaders, not followers. They pen
etrate into the secrets of the most high, 
and learn that which is good for men 
and women to know. They lead the way 
and set a higher example for those to fol
low who will. Unless one is capable of 
rising to some degree above and superior 
to what is practiced by the people at large, 
he or she is still groveling in the mire of 
ignorance and slavery. Those who seek 
the higher goal must build for themselves 
a better foundation, and a more suitable 
covering. The experiences of Zalene 
were given for the purpose of presenting 
truth. Those who are disturbed by it, 
need to be initiated and woke up to the 
evils of the hour.

Notice.

We have been urged from time to time 
to give a course of lessons in the Helio
centric science of the stars, but we have 
thus far found it impossible to do so. 
Now, before deciding to begin such a 
work we would like an expresión from 
those interested, as to whether a sufficient 
number will take the course should it be 
given. The course would consist of 
twelve lessons, six for the presentation 
and elucidation of laws and principles, 
and six for exercises and drills, giving 
the fundamental basis of astronomical 
law in its relation to human life.

A school would be opened, classes 
taught and the entire proceedings taken 
by a stenographer, type written and 
mailed to each student, accompanied by 
suitable blanks to be studied and filled in 
by each, and returned in time for con
sideration by the class at a future meet
ing. The dates of each member, being 
the basis for the work, each would com
plete during the course a certificate of the 
law as it applies to them, which, alone 
would be worth the cost of the course. 
The twelve lessons would be $10.00, pay
able in advance. Let us hear from all 
who would take such a course.
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Enterprise.

The advantages of the “ Play of the 
Planets”  as an educational chart has 
aroused a number of thinking, progress
ive minds to the extent, that a company 
has been formed and incorporated for the 
purpose of publishing on a large scale a 
new astronomical work,which includes the 
chart together with other objective para
phernalia simplifying the study of the 
stars. This new work is the most com
prehensive and instructive arrangement 
of astronomy ever presented to the world, 
for it was not possible without such 
mechanical arrangement to make the 
study of astronomy sufficiently attractive 
to hold the attention of the pupil, and 
impress him with the majesty and glory 
of the heavenly firmament.

This new company is called “ The 
Planetary Publishing Company,”  incor
porated under the laws of the state of 
Illinois, with a capital stock of $30,000. 
The new work which this company will 
place upon the market, while it is 
intended for school use, will find fully as 
many ready buyers outside among all 
classes of people, for it places the most 
fascinating and uplifting study known to 
man -within the reach of all.

The field for the sale of this work is 
therefore unlimited, and as the same is 
protected both by patent and copyright, 
the business future of the Planetary Pub
lishing Co. is all that could be wished.

The American School-board Journal 
has this to say of the new work:

INSTRUCTIVE AND ENTERTAIN ING.
The “ Play of the Planets,”  and text

book which accompanies it is the product 
of one of Chicago’s brightest thinkers 
along the line of astronomical research.

The “ Play of the Planets”  is an unas
suming chart, with a movable circular 
disk in the center. This unpretentious 
chart is, however, endowed with capa
bilities for giving informaton to the 
student who understands the scale for its 
manipulation, that are most marvelous. 
By following the instructions in the text
book which accompanies this chart, the 
entire solar system is open to inspection, 
and each planet in its celestial flight about 
the Sun can, within a moment, be located 
by the student. In fact, though these

celestial travelers are moving on their 
starry pathway at a velocity almost be
yond the power of mind to grasp, should 
it be desired to give the location of any 
one of them on any day during the last 
seventy-five years, it is as easily done as 
the train despatcher can locate his train 
that is moving on schedule time. This is 
the first time in human history when the 
movement of our neighboring planets in 
the solar system has been presented in a 
simplified form, so as to convey to the 
mind a clear understanding of their rela
tionship to the Sun and each other.

The mechanical derice by which this 
has been accomplished is most ingenious 
and has required years of patient study 
and careful mathematical calculation that 
in magnitude of numbers is almost be
wildering. The author in this work has 
achieved a triumph and will bequeath to 
his race a knowledge so simplified on this 
important science as to create an entire 
revolution in the method of study and 
make the science of astronomy, especially, 
as it relates to our solar system, as prac
tical in all knowledge of our celestial 
neighbors as we can have of the physical 
construction of the Earth as illustrated by 
the use of the globe.

We are informed that it is in con
templation in the near future, through 
private enterprise or by the organization 
of a company, to arrange for the intro
duction into the common schools of the 
country this simplified system of astro
nomical instruction. It cannot fail to 
receive the hearty endorsement of educa
tors everywhere, and the effect upon the 
intelligence of the people of the United 
States in a few years will be most salutary; 
and the children in our public schools, 
and in fact students in all our higher in
stitutions of learning, will regard the in
ventor and author as a public benefactor.

The chart has been perfected since the 
first trial issue of five thousand, and all 
of the little errors and imperfections 
eliminated, making it the most reliable 
scientific demonstrator of the wonders of 
the heavens ever constructed.

It is designed to place this work in the 
hands of competent men in the several 
counties or sections of the United States, 
who are able to operate the same in 
the interest of higher education for the 
masses. A few shares of stock only are 
offered for sale to those desiring to take 
an active interest in its introduction and 
sale.

Address PLANETARY PUB. CO., 
169 Jackson St., Chicago.
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P R E SS AND PEOPLE.

A Sim ple Character Delineation
o f  t h e  H o r o s c o p e  a s  f o u n d  i n  F i r s t  

L e s s o n  i n  B o o k  o f  I n s t r u c t i o n

W H IC H  AC C O M PA N IE S  T H E
P l a y  o f  t h e  P l a n e t s .

The Earth is in the neutral sign of the 
quarter of labor, so Baby Esther is in
clined to be quiet, negative, and studious. 
We find Mars is ruling star, being in sixth 
aspect or opposition. This signifies a 
combative nature, high temper, but par
ticular, methodical and accurate in her 
ways. Mars indicates leadership, the 
power to rule, and also the desire to study 
law or medicine. We find Neptune in 
fifth aspect in the negative sign Gemini, 
which tells us that Baby Esther will be a 
traveler and will see much of the world, 
and as Mars and Neptune both indicate 
governmental tendencies, the character is 
one that cannot be influenced or turned 
from a straight and systematic course of 
her own fashioning. It  is safe to say she 
already rules the household. As Mars 
gives cold intellectuality the travels under 
the impulse of Neptune mean great wis
dom to her. These two planets will govern 
the general expression of the whole life. 
Venus is also in quadrature, and the har
monious vibrations from that magnet, 
blended with the first two mentioned, 
makes a very tender and sympathetic 
nature, with strong and intense feminine 
qualities. These three stars give a won
derfully fine and even balance, to be en
vied by many less favored. Saturn is in

the mental sign Libra, second aspect, 
which is very weak, hence does not affect 
the character but very little. Uranus and 
Mercury are both in vital signs, and sig
nify vitality, endurance, nerve.

As all of the planets are in strong aspect 
to each other in some way, it indicates a 
most powerful character, long life, great 
force and determination, intellectual capa
bilities and good judgment. Mars is her 
ruling star.

In corroboration of the above a friend 
hands us a clipping from the St. Louis 
Globe-Democi’at, which we append:

E S TH ER  IS A  TE A R E R .

The youngest daughter of the President 
of the United States has been very recently 
a subject of absorbing interest to the lace 
trade of New York.

Mrs. Cleveland sent on to the metropolis 
an order for many yards of very expensive 
curtain material to adorn the young lady's 
cradle.

The stuff was forwarded in due course, 
but suddenly the order was duplicated in a 
violent hurry, and on the same day a new 
cradle was ordered with equal haste

When the merchandise had been shipped 
and paid for still another order for a 
specially made cradle and more lace came 
in a hurry likewise, and then a curious 
state of affairs was made known.

Little Esther is an unusually destructive 
miss. All babies are, more or less, but 
this baby tears everything she can, and has 
a particular aversion to cradles.

The trouble is that the little one is very 
strong for a mere babe, and can tear and 
smash things that a grown person might, 
under ordinary circumstances, have diffi 
culty in destroying. She likewise has a 
weakness, says the St. Louis Globe-Demo
crat, for beating out the brains of nurses 
with rattles and spoons and objects of 
similar nature that happen to be handy.

P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  for June opens 
with a short and curious story entitled 
“ Zalene’s Initiation,” and this is followed 
by a sensible lesson in astronomy, an ad
vance weekly star report for June, some 
sound advice regarding health and vege
tarianism, and many appropriate selec
tions in prose and verse by advanced 
thinkers. It has also some instructive 
charts, which will interest those who be
lieve in planetary influences. The study 
of occult subjects has spread greatly oj 
late years, and students of such subjects 
will find much that is novel andprofitable 
in P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e .—N . Y.Herald.
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G o o d i n g , M i c h ., May 13th, 1895.
F .  E .  O r m s b y .

D e a r  S i r :— Please pardon if I ’m in
truding. I have no wish to bore any one, 
nor to monopolize your time; but am a 
“ lone explorer”  (here), and there is so 
much I w ant to know. The one point 
now (which you need not answer, unless 
of general interest) is, what was the 
cause of the sudden fall of temperature 
the night of the 10th ? My first impression 
was, that Mercury coming in conjunction 
with Neptune must be the cause, but on 
looking back to the 18th of May of last 
year we had just as sudden and a greater 
change,and Mercury did not come in con
junction with Neptune until the 20th. Now 
I ’ll give a you a little of myfamily affirs, 
not for publication, but to show that I ’m 
studying “ causes”  and believe with you, 
that there is everything in the science. 
Some four years ago, my brother-in-law’s 
mind became deranged (he was born 
Aug. 2d, ’55). He had for a number of 
years been afflicted with heart troubles. 
When Saturn crossed the line from a 
mental to a vital sign January 1st, 1895, I 
predicted that his mind would improve, 
but his old difficulties with the heart grow 
worse. I told my people that his worst 
time would be between April 21st and 
May 21st, that i f  he lived  through that 
space, I thought he would be much better. 
Poor fellow died the morning of May 2d 
and eight others at the Pontiac Asylum 
went the same night. The particulars of 
their death I have not learned, only that 
they were quite sudden. My predictions 
in regard to the change, I afterward 
learned, proved true, as he was moved to 
the hospital about January 1st, and his 
mind did improve, as his bodily ailments 
grew worse.

M r s . A. F. H a r r i s o n .

The above account is very interesting 
to those applying themselves to the study 
of causes in the affairs of life, and if peo
ple would pay more attention to such 
cases the evidence of planetary influences 
would be overwhelming. Concerning the 
warm spell and sudden change, such 
spells and changes are going on all the

time upon the Earth, acting and reacting, 
but in such a marvelously complex man
ner, that it is impossible to trace the 
forces to their culminating points.

B o s t o n , May 28th, 1895. 
P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e , 169 Jackson St.,

Chicago, 111.
G e n t l e m e n :— Inclosed please find 

$2.50 in payment of P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o 

p l e  for one year commencing with the 
first number. I have just seen copies of 
this magazine and am highly interested 
in its contents. I have made a study of 
Astrology, both esoterically and exoteric- 
ally for over three years, and try to take 
every magazine I can which treats of this 
subject, but I must say I think P l a n e t s  

a n d  P e o p l e  is the best one I have read 
so far. I have a very large circle of ac
quaintances and friends who are also in
terested in this line of thought and I shall 
certainly mention your magazine. If you 
ever send out sample copies, I would sug
gest your mailing one to J. Heber Smith, 
M. D., 279 Dartmouth St., Boston, who 
makes a study of the Science of the Stars, 
and whose influence is very widely felt in 
this locality.

If I am entitled to one of your Charts, 
by being among the first thousand sub
scribers, please send it by return mail, as 
I am interested in what you say about it. 
If not, I shall send for it later.

Wishing you the very best success, 1 
remain

Yours respectfully,
E v a n g e l i n e  S . A d a m s ,

P. O. Box 1617, Boston.

B o s t o n , M a s s ., 140 Boylston St.
G e n t l e m e n .— The information I get 

from P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  fills a long 
felt want. I can put no money value upon 
it, and am truly grateful to the author for 
the pleasure he has given me.

I am very sincerely,
M r s . H .  E .  W o t t o n .
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★  PROGNOSTICATION

As we have given numerous reports 
from many sources in corroboration of 
the prognostications made in P e a n e t s  

a n d  P E O P L E , we will only call attention 
to the fact that they are still coming in 
and the daily papers are full of promising 
accounts concerning the commercial 
world. Wages are being increased, build
ing proceedings are being pushed forward 
with great rapidity, and the air is teeming 
with life and activity, which surprises 
those who only see beneath the clouds. 
The bare fact that there has been nothing 
accomplished in the way of legislation, 
by Congress, that in any way has had a 
bearing upon the financial world, must 
be evidence to many that there is some 
cause outside of legislative bodies which 
has brought about this wonderful change 
in the affairs of men since the close of 
1894. The great strides made in wheat 
and other products, without any traceable 
cause in the regular channels of trade and 
commerce are solely due to these higher 
and more potent influences, which operate 
in long and short sweeps, some for a 
week, some for a month, two months, a 
year, two, three and seven years, and so 
on through the cycle. And the cycles 
are also of different kinds and periods, 
some short and some long, blending and 
interblending one with the other. Men 
—the pigmies of the dust, flicker around 
and shiver their bones in accordance with 
the laws of these wonderful transforma
tions.

If this is all true, why then should we

FOR THE FUTURE. ★

try to shape our lives and build for our
selves a future of our own designing? Be
cause it is in the daily life, the near bye 
and closely related things that we have 
jurisdiction over.

For example. Our lives, as a whole, are 
dominated over by these more potent 
powers, while our every day proceedings 
are in a large measure what we make 
them. The will of man is creative like 
unto the creative will of the infinite, but 
so limited in comparison that it is scarce
ly traceable.

The best we can do for ourselves is to 
gain knowledge. Knowledge concerning 
whatsoever things are true. If the plan
ets of our solar system do have an influ
ence upon our lives, we should get knowl
edge of that truth. If man is endowed 
with a creative will, though limited and 
circumscribed, he should get understand
ing as to the possibilities of his being, by 
studying the relation of mind to the uni
verse of phenomenal life of which he is a 
part. In this way, with such knowledge, 
one is able to so adjust himself to the sur
rounding environments that he is able to 
enjoy life better. A machine of any kind 
may be out of order and harmony in its 
parts, and thus cause friction and wear. 
The adjustment of the parts, the use of 
proper lubricates, and the right direction 
of the power to use, is within the creative 
jurisdiction of man’s will. His own or
ganism disordered and inharmonious in 
its parts and relations, he may also read
just and direct in more even and harmo-
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HELIO-CENTRIC HOROSCOPE FOR JULY 1s t , 1895.

nious channels, creating, if he will, a 
better condition or state in which to live, 
and move, and have his being. Therefore 
we advise the study of the stars in all of 
their majesty and beauty, for they lift 
one into a larger and grander realm, 
where the cares and burdens of life may 
be put aside for the time, while a higher 
sphere is realized.

Delineations July ist.
The month of July starts in under the 

grand old commercial planet Jupiter, who 
is alone in the active angles of the busi
ness quadrate. This is very promising in 
everything pertaining to the commercial 
world,and business should be good, espec
ially in wholesale lines. The Barth is

magnificently situated at this time to reap 
the benefit of Jupiter’s vibrant power.

Mercury, Mars and Neptune are in col
lusion, and speculation will attract large 
numbers and call them to the pits in con
sequence. Some respond quickly to such a 
combination as this and make terrible 
lunges in speculative dealings. Panics 
sometimes result from such wild breaks, 
and a wild and uncontrollable market re
sults. All in the minds of men.

Physiologically.
The planets are in very good magnetic 

relation for health, and with the excep
tion of an intense feeling about the head, 
which feels to many like an immense 
hand holding them by the top of the
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head, and which may annoy those born in 
the mental quadrate with a scarcity of 
magnets therein at the time, there is 
nothing to be anticipated in physical dis
turbances. The vitality of a great num
ber will be low, and they will, therefore, 
be depressed by the elements to a greater 
extent for a week or so than usual. But 
this is not a serious indication, as other 
conditions are favorable.

Children.
Children born at this time will be Jupi

ter characters first, last, and all the time. 
Great heads for business and large under
takings. Slow and deliberate in demean
or, physical endurance high, vital powers 
low, makes a combination not often met

with, and it shows that while the physical 
man will not amount to much in active 
working capacity, the head will make up 
for this discrepancy in its powerful force 
for the direction and manipulation of af
fairs in commercial life.

They will be natural speculators and 
successful ones. They should be given a 
commercial education beginning at twelve 
years of age. Languages, art, science and 
mechanics should never be given these 
characters to study. They will receive 
all they need by reading about them in 
the daily papers.

They will be traders and all around 
business characters, with no ability for 
technical proceedings and details. Large
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results will be the object of their desires. 
This applies to both sexes and must be 
applied according to the natures and op
portunities of each, if followed and profit
ed by.

flarriage.
This is quite a favorable week for 

unions, and they who take advantage of 
the time, will start the new life under 
good financial indications, which seems 
to be the basis of nearly all happiness and 
satisfaction in married life.

July 8th.
This Monday morning presents an en

tirely different figure of the heavens in 
many respects. The planet Mercury has 
passed into conjunction with the Earth in

opposition to Jupiter; the Moon also 
plays an important part, being at its full 
phase during this potent effect of Mercury, 
the whole combination meaning great ac
tivity and life in business matters; specu
lation, especially, will be very exciting 
while this lasts. It is the culminating 
week for the summer, as there must come 
a change in the tide of things. The combi
nations acting upon the Earth at this 
time are so largely of the Jupiter stamp, 
that there is not much to say about any
thing but business and speculation. The 
retail trade will fare better now than dur
ing the past ten days or two weeks, al
though the season is against an active 
business in many lines.

HELIO-CENTRIC HOROSCOPE FOR JULY 15th . 1895.
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Physiologically.
There have been more important changes 

produced from this standpoint than 
from most any other, because of the 
quickening, vitalizing force of the planet 
Mercury in conjunction with the Earth. 
This will set the vibration and circulation 
of the head again in rapid action, and in 
a few days will clear up the feeling pre
viously mentioned. Generally speaking, 
the indications are very good for the 
health.

Children.
Children, therefore, born at this time 

will have good health and they will be 
very powerful characters. They will have 
the Jupiter element very strong, but will

be more active, have greater thinking 
powers,and will be very expressive. They 
will make good retail merchants, and 
dealers generally in the smaller trades. 
They will tend toward speculation, but 
will be too impulsive to operate large 
transactions safely. Money, however, is 
sure to come to such as these, so there is 
nothing to fear. They will need no 
guardians.

iTarriages.
The time still continues favorable for 

matrimonial unions, and the general indi
cations' are about the same as for last 
week.

July 15 th.
Since last Monday Venus alone has

HELIO-CENTRIC HOROSCOPE FOR JULY 2 2 d , 1895.
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brought about another change, by passing 
from triple conjunction with Saturn and 
Uranus in Scorpio, to the relative position 
held by Mercury the first week of the 
month, namely: in the neutral quadrate 
with Mars and Neptune. This change 
evens up the magnetic situation to some 
extent and means a favorable change all 
around. It will be seen that Mercury is 
still with the Earth and Jupiter, so the 
general business outlook is good. This is 
a good combination for both wholesale 
and retail trades, and under the impulse 
of the past week speculation should also 
be very active and interesting.

Physiologically.
There are but slight changes from this 

view of the situation and those are favor
able to the improvement in the general 
health of the people.

Children.
The delineation of the past week will al

so apply very closely to this date, only that 
a more favorable balance is herein shown; 
hence, those bom this week will be better 
business characters naturally, and more 
even in temper and expression.

Marriage.
Marriage is not quite so favorably in

fluenced as it was last week, but the 
change being slight, no one should post
pone the day because of it.

Ju ly 2 d.
W e find one important change in the 

figure for this date, and also important 
movements which will greatly change 
the entire situation. Mercury has passed 
from conjunction with the Earth into the 
sign Aquarius, while the Earth is now 
crossing the line, coming into conjunc
tion with Mercury. This would seem 
impossible for the Earth to apparently 
catch up with Mercury,but for the fact that 
we are calculating by the sectional lines 
or divisions in our magnetic machine.

Mercury, of course, will soon pass on 
ov5r another line to the sign Pisces, when 
the Earth will be left until Mercury again 
catches up with her after passing about 
the Sun.

Business.
Business will be a little easier and may

lag some for a spell, but the unusually 
good impetus given to most lines during 
the first three weeks of the month, ought 
to keep producing results to some extent 
through this dull spell so clearly indicat
ed at this time.

Physiologically.
This is the beginning of a period when 

nervous people will be wrought up and 
tried. Diseases of the nervous system 
should be soothed in the simplest and 
mildest way for the next thirty days or 
so, for it will soon be over and all will 
be better. The knowledge of this fact 
alone should be sufficient to keep most 
of those, who suffer from this cause, free 
from the need of nurse or physician. It 
will only last a short time. Don’t worry 
about it.

Children.
Children born with this combination 

for a horoscope, will be the greatest work
ers born this year. They will be genuises, 
intensely spiritual, high strung, ar
tistic and suited to the details of business. 
They are not business characters, how
ever, and should never enter mercantile 
lines. They belong in the educational 
fields, the scientific and technical realm 
of physical life. Teach them the arts 
and sciences and they will thrive and be 
content.

Marriages.
These little every day affairs, which 

may be entered into any time might be 
postponed for a week. This will give 
the universe a chance to fix things up to 
your liking.

July 2 9 th.
We still have three more days to consid

er in this month and we find three chnges 
have taken place since last Monday. Mer- 
ercury to Pisces, Venus to Capricornus 
and the Earth completed its movement 
to Aquarius. This might be said to mean 
a little better business than was indicated 
last week, but it is slight and may be 
passed. It is a little easier on the nerve 
centers, hence, will have a beneficial phys
iological effect. The brain and head 
generally, will feel better and more har
monious because of the soothing influ-
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ence of Venus in the mental quadrate. 

Children.
Those born at this time will be workers 

but they will complain about it and get 
tired out very easy. They should be as
sisted into lives that are artistic and mus
ical, and not be forced into doing things 
requiring large expenditure of physical 
force. Those born last week had the 
physical force necessary to any sort of 
hard work; these will not have it, so they 
need directing and protecting. Is this 
worth knowing ? Let the mothers of this 
land once realize what these simple sug
gestions really convey, and a new heaven 
and a new Earth will soon appear.

Trust not to each accusing tongue,
As most weak persons do,
But still believe that story false 
Which ought not to be true.

“ Have you any new studies this term ?”
“ Ye’m; I’m studyin’ yellocution.”

A little boy who was looking at the 
stars. They seemed a long way off.

“ Mamma,” he said, “ is heaven up 
there?"

“ Yes, dear.”
“ Did I come from heaven?”
“ Yes.”
The little boy looked up again at the 

stars.
“ Mamma,” he said, “ did God let me 

down easy?”  j
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VICTOR SIDNEY RICE, 
E n g l e w o o d , III .

HELIO-CENTBIC HOROSCOPE.

Victor Sidney Rice being born in the 
neutral sign of the quarter of business 
and commerce, the sign Sagittarius, 
from a physiological standpoint is indi
cative of strength and physical power, 
and from a commercial view suggests 
a character that will be most daring in 
his undertakings. Mercury being in 
conjunction and his ruling planet, 
gives him vital power very high, with 
nerve and energy, quick in action and 
free to express his views. He responds 
quickly to the influences about him.

Is very, very sensitive, impulsive and 
impressional. Mercury being a mental 
planet, the strong aspect indicates in
tensity in the action of the brain and 
intellectuality is thereby increased 
more rapidly than by some other mag
nets. Nearly in opposition, just enter
ing the sign Gemini, is the planet Sat
urn. This planet is in a position to 
affect, physically, the trachse and bron
chial tubes.

Colds naturally settle in these parts 
and cause annoyances that alarm; but 
which in reality are not dangerous, for 
with the high vitality given by Mercury 
and the easy, free expression resulting 
from Venus, a little cough does not 
mean danger at all. We might add 
here that the best method to employ in 
attacks of this kind is a cold drink 
within, and a hot wet poultice, plaster, 
or what is better still a linen towel and 
hot water without. The hot applica
tion meets the natural action of the 
high vibrations of Mercury, while the 
cold drink corresponds with the influ
ence of Saturn.

The two acting at the same time re
store the natural, uninflamed state na
tive to our subject. The cold drink 
should be taken a swallow at a time 
every few minutes, while the hot towel 
is operating. This applies to all attacks 
of colds through life, especially when 
they lodge in this section, where they 
naturally must lodge.

While Uranus nerves up the system 
to quite an extent in this case, being in 
the sign Virgo in quadrature to the 
Earth and the other two planets Mer
cury and Saturn, the physical influence 
is better than that of either of the 
others. In combination with Saturn 
there is an equalization of very high 
and intense power and very low forces. 
Mercury adding potency and a healthier 
action to the whole.

It will be seen by the horoscope that 
the vital quadrate is entirely free from 
active planets, indicating a negative or 
calm condition in the nervous system, 
Neptune being slow and easy in action.
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Outdoor exercise is very necessary to 
this character and will be through life 
because of this negative state, for the 
assimilation and conversion of foods 
could not be carried on without such 
exercise, for otherwise the first-named 
combination would have added advan ■ 
tages in aggravating the primal state 
mentioned.

The mental quadrate, however, is 
loaded, for Aries has a conjunction 
consisting of Venus and Mars, and in 
quadratic aspect thereto, the planet Ju
piter is in the mental sign Cancer. 
This gives brain capacity of a very 
powerful nature. Venus renders the 
combination quite harmonious, hence 
tenderness will characterize the expres
sions, and tone down the tendency to 
harshness otherwise indicated. This 
latter combination causes a little weak
ness in the bowels, and at the age of 
thirty there w ill be a period of time 
lasting some months, when frequent 
purging and sweating of the system will 
be necessary. This is the result of a 
culmination in magnetic effects and im
portant changes in the entire system 
will be brought about at this time. The 
treatment mentioned will aid very 
much toward eliminating the old and 
building up the new, while drugs at 
such a time will prolong the change, and 
prevent to a great extent its success. 
There is a tendency to rectal inflamma
tion, which the sitz bath will reduce to 
the minimum.

This will come more troublesome 
about the age of thirty; but may be 
rendered harmless and painless by the 
simple treatment suggested. We might 
say the heart beats very slow naturally; 
but it is all right.

This character is naturally very reli
gious, and Saturn will lead him into the 
occult world of thought and research, 
and although born in the business 
quarter of our magnetic system, he is 
not cut out for business.

He does not belong to the business 
world at all. The ideal, the sublime, 
the beautiful will draw his mind away

from the traffic and hum of the world, 
and he will naturally seek other fields- 
Art and science will attract him. Be
cause of his high vitality he would 
make a good physician, but Uranus 
would not consent, probably, to such a 
career Electrical science would be 
suited to his nature. Mining is also 
favorable. Art and music seem to lead, 
for he can use his hands very deftly; 
but if  he sings he will sing bass. A  
deep basso voice may be developed, 
though with some effort. This is a 
very keen character, with mental 
powers capable of a great amount of 
intellectual labor.

This delineation is of service just so 
far as it will be heeded and studied, as 
master Victor gradually develops into 
manhood. By knowing the natural 
traits of character, it is possible to edu
cate more particularly for those lines or 
professions most suited for him to fol
low. It would be a waste of time to teach 
him business. He never ought to be 
led into the notion of it, for these early 
impressions are very clearly marked or 
stamped upon the brain, and they oft- 
times interfere with natural gifts in 
later life. A  line should be chosen for 
him. One that would give him out
door exercise, and at the same time em
ploy his artistic talents. He would be 
better at landscape painting, than at 
particular, more accurate and mathe
matical work. He tends more to the 
ideal than the technical or accurate. 
Electricity, however, is a good scien
tific study for him.
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The magnetic chart shows us a strong j 
and forceful expression at the positive 
and vital end of the physical structure« 
The horoscope would not indicate or 
rather illustrate this tendency to the 
casual observer of Zodiacal polarities, 
but this object lesson fully explains the 
powers and their auric center. It will 
be seen that the organism is balanced 
on Uranus, the spiritual or occult planet. 
A s Mercury is not in a mental sign, the 
thought and speech are not smoothly 
connected or blended, therefore, a cer
tain training will be required to make 
it possible for our subject to intelli
gently express his individual ideas in 
public.

Although Mercury is ruling planet 
so far as the general life is concerned, 
yet Saturn is strongest in physical 
magnetism, and Yenus the most influ
ential upon the action of the brain and 
expression.

Although this person is bora in the 
neutral sign and is very impressionable 
as a natural result, still the magnetic 
chart shows mental power very high 
for such a position, it being 65.

The influence of Mercury makes it 
easy for him to work with the hands, 
and a good writer will he be when 
matured. Journalistic work, therefore, 
would be suited to his nature, and 
since studying the magnetic chart, it 
appears to be one of the favorable 
avenues open to this young mind.

jf

8481

Emblematically, Mr. Rice has a very 
significant sign in this combination of 
the cards. The eight of diamonds as a 
central quality indicates very clearly that 
he will always be able to look out for 
number one in money matters.

That he will provide for the future 
sufficiently to keep free from the trials 
and worries resulting from negligence 
in financial management. The jack of 
spades under Mercury, the ruling planet, 
has the face turned away from the 
spade, the emblem of labor. This 
shows which way the mind will natur
ally turn regarding manual labor. It 
also indicates an aptness for position, 
and shows adaptability to positions of 
importance politically or nationally.

Not as a leader, but as a competent 
executive. The three of hearts under 
Yenus reveals the nature of the emo
tional and affectionate tendencies, and 
says that it will be hard to decide 
which of his many loves he really pre
fers. His spiritual nature and his 
pathetic and tender utterances result
ing from the effects of Venus, will 
make many admirers, hence the diffi
culty indicated by this symbol.

Mars, the intellectual planet has for a 
symbol the ace of clubs, emblem of 
knowledge, indicating an unceasing 
desire for more knowledge. The queen 
of clubs shows a tendency to seek out 
intellectual people, and especially of 
the opposite sex, and coming under Ju
piter shows that money will be secondary 
in the selection of a partner, and if from 
any cause he yields to money and its en
ticing power in this respect, it shows 
an unsatisfactory result.

Under Saturn a success indicator is 
speaking to us of his ability to accom
plish in work suited to his nature, for 
Saturn means tenacious, persistent ef
fort until success is attained. Saturn 
people never give up. Uranus has a 
wisdom significator and because it in
dicates a change by its mathematical 
face, it shows clearly the gaining of 
great wisdom.

The three of diamonds indicates less 
than any of the others, as it comes un
der Neptune and denotes uncertainty 
in the mind concerning financial re
sults. This is related to the queen of 
clubs, and indicates in connection 
therewith an undecided condition of 
mind concerning the queen’s signifi
cance, as already explained. There are 
not troublous signs in these tokens or 
symbols, therefore it may be considered 
a favorable “lay-out.”
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H EA LTH  DEPAR TflENT.

Queer Plants Used For Food.

In the Department of Agriculture at 
Washington, hidden away in an obscure 
corner, is an odd sort of exhibit of queer 
foods eaten by out-of-the-way people. 
There is a loaf of bread made from the 
roasted leaves of a plant allied to the 
century plant. Another kind of bread 
is from a dough of juniper berries. These 
are relished by some tribes of Indians, 
while others manufacture cakes out of 
different kinds of bulbs. The prairie In
dians relish a dish of wild turnips, which 
civilized people would not be likely to en
joy at all. In the great American Desert 
the “ screw-beans,”  which grow on mes- 
quite bushes, are utilized for food. Soap 
berries furnish an agreeable diet for some 
savages in this country, while in Califor
nia the copper-colored aborigines do not 
disdain the seeds of salt grass. Also in 
California the Digger Indians collect pine 
nuts, which are the seeds of a certain 
species of pine— sometimes called “ pin
ions” —by kindling fires against the 
trees, thus causing the nuts to fall out of 
the cones. At the same time a sweet 
gum exudes from the bark, serving the 
purpose of sugar. The seeds of gourds 
are consumed in the shape of a mush by 
Indians in Arizona. In addition to all 
these things, the exhibit referred to in
cludes a jar of pulverized crickets, which 
are eaten in that form by the Indians of 
Oregon. They are roasted, as are like
wise grasshoppers, and even slugs. These 
delicacies are cooked in a pit, being ar
ranged in alternate layers with hot stones. 
After being thus prepared they are dried 
and ground to powder. They are mixed 
with pounded acorns or berries, the flour 
in this way being kneaded into cakes and 
dried in the Sun.

Cultivate the habit of breathing through 
the nose and taking deep breaths. If this 
habit was universal, there is little doubt 
that pulmonary affections would be de
creased one-half. An English physician 
calls attention to this fact, that deep and 
forced respirations will keep the entire 
body in a glow in the coldest weather, no 
matter how thinly one may be clad. He 
was himself half frozen to death one 
night, and began taking deep breaths and 
keeping the air in his lungs as long as 
possible. The result was that he was 
thoroughly comfortable in a few minutes. 
The deep respirations, he says, stimulate 
the blood currents by direct muscular ex-

ertion, and cause the entire system to be
come pervaded with the rapidly generated 
heat.—Medical Report.
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My Order For Lunches.

Anticipating some of the good things 
which the new Vegetarian Restaurant for 
Chicago will undoubtedly place before its 
patrons, we thought best to encourage the 
enterprise by “ ordering” a little in ad
vance such lunches as we would like 
from time to time. When writing this 
order, in our mind, we eagerly approached 
the “ Picnic,” the new Vegetarian lunch 
room, and on entering beheld a bevy of 
neat young ladies dressed in washable 
pinks, blues and creams, with every 
mother’s head of them wearing a “ natty” 
lace cap. Of course to keep the hair out 
of the soup and butter, and also for the 
purpose of making the service the most 
unique and tidy possible.

In seeing ladies here it pleases us, be
cause it makes us think of home and 
home comforts. It is more natural and in 
closer harmony with the higher ideals of 
living to be served by ladies. They also 
harmonize much better with the products 
of the garden, for the garden is the home 
of the natural woman.

Dishes and fine table linen also appear 
to better advantage under the manipula
tion of feminine touch. There being no 
hog to sling, no dead fish to stink up the 
place, no lumpy jaw laying around on the 
waiters, and no castoff refuse of objection
able taint to unsettle one’s mind as to 
which way the digestive apparatus ope
rates in the human economy, the work 
necessary to the service was very light, 
clean and refined, and this was also en
hanced by the the tender, emotional and 
beautiful in woman’s character.

Having found a comfortable seat in the 
midst of the crowd, we were charmed by 
the scene, and also by the sweet notes 
from the large music box hid among 
the growing palms. There is nothing 
like music to aid digestion, and cause one 
to take time to eat. But we could not 
spend all day getting a lunch, so we 
glanced at the bill of fare which reads:

Deep Breathing.
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P IC N IC  L U N C H  R O O M .

VEGETARIAN SPECIALTIF5 FOR TO-DAY.

Soups.
Vegetable,

Lima Bean,
Navel Bean,

Pea,
Barley,

Cauliflower,
Vegetable Oyster, 

Lentil,
Com,

Tomatoes.
Celery, Salted Wafers, Dumplings, Olives.

Potatoes.
Baked Irish. Baked Sweet.
Steamed Irish, whole skins. Steamed Sweet. 
Mashed Irish. “ and dressedSweet.

niscellaneous.
Steamed Parsnips, plain. Baked Squash.

Turnips. 
Beans, plain.

Carrots,
Beets,
Cabbage,
Turnips,
Onions,

Lima Beans. 
Bermuda Onions. 

Tomatoes.

Cereals.
Steamed Wheat,

Oats,
Rye,

Barley,
Hulled Com,

Rice,
Corn Meal Mush, 

Graham Mush.

Apple, 
B  i

Sauces.

aked Apples,
Banana,

Berry,
Cherry,

Currant,
Cranberry,

Peach,
Pear,

Plum,
Pineapple,

Orange,
Rhubarb.

Raisin.

Fruits.
Apples. Bananas, Oranges, Raisins, Figs 

regular, and other fruits in season.

Garden, Green Goods. 
Green Peas, Telephone.

“  “  Sweet Maries.
“ Com on the cob.

String Beans, green.
“  “  wax.

Spinach.
Young Beet Tops.
Asparagus.

Bread.
Graham,

Hop Yeast,
Boston Brown,

German Rye,
Unleavened Jerusalem,

Com Bread,
Rustic Biscuits,

Rye Biscuits,_
Soda Biscuits,

Vienna Rolls,
Graham Rolls,

Trinity Hoe Cake.

Sandwiches.
With Wheat Bread, Rye, Graham Rolls or 

Biscuit.
Pickled Beets, sliced thin;

Steamed Parsnips, sliced thin;
Boiled Turnips, mashed;

Boiled Squash, mashed;
Onion Pickles, sliced; 

Shaved Maple Sugar.
Rye Bread, sliced thin;

Chopped Mustard Pickles;
Thin Layers of Cheese;

Onion or Beet Pickles;
Parsnips, Turnips or Squash. 

Chopped Raisins;
Chopped Raisins and Nut Meats;
Washed Fard Dates, chopped with Nut Meats; 
Washed Figs, pressed flat, or 
Pressed Figs, dressed.

Radishes. 
Cucumbers, sliced. 
Tomatoes “ 
Lettuce.
Water Cress. 
Onions.
Water Melon. 
Musk “

Berries.
Strawberry, Raspberry, Blackberry, Blueberry.

Pastry.
Apple Pie,

Pineapple Pie,
Peach Pie,

Plum Pie,
Lemon Pie,

Rhubarb Pie,
Cocoanut Pie, 

Blueberry Pie, 
Pumpkin Pie.

Note.—We do not mince matters, but tell you 
plainly. We make our own pies. No lard in 
them.

Puddings.
Rice Pudding,

Steamed Pudding,
Bread Pudding,

Fruit Pudding,
Apple Dumpling,

Berry Shortcake.

Nuts.
Nuts of all kinds ready cracked, but not sepa

rated. The list includes:
Black Walnuts, Butternuts, Peanuts and Cocoa- 

nuts. Served mixed or separately.
------ a pint.

Pickled.
Olives, Cucumber, Beet, Carrot, Onions, Cab

bage, Mustard mixed, Sweet and Sour.

Drinks.
Japan Tea. Java Coffee.
Cereal Tea. ‘Alf and ‘Alf Coffee.
Slippery Elm Tea. Peanut Coffee.
Smartweed Tea, Pea Coffee.
Tansy Tea. Clear Rio Coffee.
Lemonade, Cider, Grape-juice, Burdock-bitters.
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Imagine our surprise when reading 
such a bill of fare as the above. It was 
bewildering, there were so many good 
things one could hardly tell which to 
order first. But one in “ blue”  came up, 
and seeing that we were dazzled suggested 
a look at the other side of the card, and 
to our greater surprise we found the whole 
business scientifically arranged in sys
tematic order, by one who went crazy 
waiting for such a place as this to be 
started. I read a few, which were as fol
lows:

Orders Ready Made.

No. 1. Lima Bean Soup with Dumplings, 
Mashed Potatoes,
Steamed Cabbage,

No. 2. Vegetable Oyster Soup, Wafers,
Sweet Potatoes,
Sliced Tomatoes,
Boston Brown Bread
Layer Raisins. 25 Cents.

No. 3. Turnip Sandwich,
Sliced Cucumbers,
Rice Pudding,
Cup of Rio. 20 Cents.

No. 4. Boiled Potatoes,
Asparagus,
Trinity Hoe-cake,
Strawberry Shortcake,
Cup o f ------- 30 Cents.

There were many ready made orders on 
this side showing the different varieties of 
lunches possible to obtain at this popular 
resort; but we turned back to the regular 
list, and began at the top with a view of 
trying the entire list, so ordered vegeta
ble soup with wafers and olives. As we 
found the soup contained a number of 
vegetables, as well as cereals and celery, 
we concluded that this kind of soup had 
filling properties, and we concluded to 
skip a few, so ordered some steamed rice, 
unleavened bread and baked apples. 
This seemed to fill both the bill and the 
stomach and it cost 20c. But in the ex
citement due to the first visit at this 
Edenic garden we felt dry, so run over 
the “ drinks”  list and concluded that Bur
dock Bitters would admirably fill the 
place of plug tobacco or a smoke, because 
it is said that “ that which is bitter to the 
taste, is sweet to the stomach;”  so we 
drank a cup of it, and judging from the 
taste our stomach must have been refining 
sugar the balance of the day. But for

all that we know that there are many 
good, healthy drinks of this nature, 
which if indulged in on other than 
special occasions, instead of filling one’s 
system up with coffee all the time, there 
would be less complaining of rheumatic 
and other pains. It was pleasing to find 
these different drinks on tap, to say the 
least. After paying the price at a coun
ter where no smell of tobacco nauseated 
our insides, we made haste to tell every
one we knew where to go and eat.

A New Disease From flilk.

Telegraphic despatches bring a report 
of a new and mysterious malady which 
has recently broken out in Berlin. The 
leading symptoms of the malady are in
flammation and the formation of pustules 
in the mouth and throat. The patients 
suffer from high fever and intense thirst. 
Professor Virchow has made an investiga
tion of the outbreak, and expresses the 
opinion that it is due to infection commu
nicated through the milk of cows. The 
opinion has been expressed by medical 
men that the disease is a form of the so- 
called foot-and-mouth disease which 
hitherto has been observed only in cattle.

Evidence is accumulating on every 
hand to show that cow’s milk is an article 
of food quite as unsafe for human con
sumption as cow’s meat, and that the time 
has come when the use of unsterilized 
milk must be regarded as a hazardous 
proceeding. The prejudice which has 
existed against the sterilization of milk is 
gradually disappearing, and physicians 
are coming to understand more and more 
the danger and the disadvantages of the 
use of raw milk, either by invalids or 
other human beings. The time cannot 
be far distant when the sanitary laws of 
cities will require the sterilization of the 
public milk supply, and unsterilized milk 
will be looked upon with as great a de
gree of suspicion as cholera-infected wa
ter.— Mod. Med.

When it is understood that cows are 
subject to the same diseases that afflict 
human beings, people will be more care
ful about mixing the milk from large 
numbers, and converting it into various 
products for the table. And when the 
people learn more of the nature and in
fluence of cow’s milk upon the human 
system, the less they will use iin any 
form.— [E d .]
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THE ORACLE.

Q u e s t io n . W ill you please indicate 
the order in which ancient astrology com
pared the twelve soub of Jacob with the 
signs of the Zodiac? For instance: would 
Aries represent Reuben, Taurus, Simeon 
and so on in the order of tho alleged 
births of the sous of Jacob, or did some 
other order obtain it, and do best modern 
authorities agree ? S. I). G.

An sw er . S o  ecillod  authorities do not 
agree in their interpretations of this mis
understood mysticism, which connects 
the no m ill'd  sons of Jacob with the signs 
of the Zodiac. The reason they do not 
agree, is because they do not grasp the 
meaning of Jacob's relation to the Zodiac. 
To answer this fully, would mean to give 
a portion of the initiutory work, which 
leads the way to mystical knowledge, and 
to translate the ancient methods of ex
pressing and teaching into our modern 
ways and means of giving light. The 
mcunlng of the twelve sons, ns they are, 
or were then called concerns us very lit
tle, and if the system of science, which 
as then is still in the keeping and com
prehension of the mystics, is properly en
tered into, twelve sous may again be 
created to take their places in regular or
der, as did the so called sous of Jacob. 
These, however, may be selected by the 
son o f man from the noun of m en  , and 
according to their births they would ex
press the principles sought to be conveyed 
by the arrangement of the twelve sous of 
Jacob. W e must remember that these 
ancient ceremonies relate to laws and 
forces, and not merely to the superficial 
personal and surface appearances; so to 
know what they mean, we must first know 
the hut) to which they refer, and of which 
they are systematically and mystically 
symbolical of.

Q. Where was the planet Mars on Oc
tober 25th, 1838,111 Libra or Cancer, ac
cording to your chart ?

No N a m e , Hannibal, Mo,

A. We answer this question here, ns 
the questioner evidently forgot to sign 
his or her name to the letter of inquiry.
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Mars was in the sign Cancer, for the cor
rection for that year was Aquarius, Janu
ary 1st, and after the resetting of the disk 
according to black star rule, we must 
then follow the outer circle,

Q. The Almanac says Saturn is gov
erning planet this year, l'lcase explain, 

C. II, Weaver.

A. Oeo-ccntrieally ami astrologically 
the planet Saturn was the first to rise Oil 
the first day of January, 1893, lienee, 
from such standpoint may be considered 
the ruling planet. To test the case, how
ever, observe first, that magnetically, Sat
urn was the ruling planet for over two 
years as the planets apply to the world 
and the peoplo at large, and oil January 
first, 1 8 9 5 , Jupiter came Into power &■  we 
have fully explained and illustrated, and 
what is more,verified over and over again. 
Tho mere statement that Saturn is the 
ruling planet for the year, is not informa
tion unless the law is explained which 
makes it so. During tho years that Sat
urn was iu power maynetioally, busi
ness and everything else went to pieces, 
war was threatened and serious strikes 
and contentions were experienced. Legis
lation, what little there was, had noiufiu- 
cucu to speak of, but the mighty hosU of 
the ethcric depths fulfilled the law of des
tiny, and iu due time a magnetic change 
reconstructed the affairs of men, This 
was the mighty Jupiter, which in the TUl• 

la y  p la n e t  f o r  1895,

Q. Are the influences of the planets 
upon the Earth worse for character, when 
iu quadrature or opposition, than when 
in other angles?

Mrs. 8. A. B. S.
A. Tho angles mentioned are strong 

angles and relations, and when a good 
combination is in force, it means good 
as well as potency and power, for action, 
for tho expression of tho good, and when, 
the planetary combination is bad, it 
shows a lack of the power for good. The 
latter case shows the necessity for culti
vation and improvement iu the ways of 
goodness, while the former will be good 
naturally.
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VEGETARIANISn AND HIGHER 
THOUGHT.

Historically Considered.
Thought is the most potent factor in 

the evolution o f human life. “As a 
man thinketb in his heart so is he.” 
Men come and go,kingdoms rise and fall, 
nations are bora and then perish as in a 
day; but the tide o f the world’s thought 
sweeps on forever. He who does one 
kind act is a true benefactor to man
kind but they who increase the great 
underlying forces that are behind all 
noble action are the friends o f all hu
manity, and are benefactors to all eter
nity. They who bring their own, 
action into harmony with the eternal 
plans which control and give meaning 
to the development o f higher life, they 
who shape their lives in accordance 
with the forces evolving a noble exist
ence, are they to whom an eternity yet 
to come will owe the most.

A ll contribute more or less to the 
development o f man and to the develop
ment o f mankind; all likewise contrib
ute to a greater or less extent to the

evils to which human flesh is heir; but 
among the nobler of the human race, 
there is ever an aim to a better and a 
purer life. The evils of the past are 
avoided in the future. Reflection takes 
the place of inconsiderate action.

; Philosophy takes the place of ignorance 
of nature’s laws. Thought in the 
course of time must reign in the king
dom of men.

It  is therefore incumbent upon us to 
inquire as to what is the conclusion of 
thought upon the problem as to what is 
the proper food for man, and then in 
turn as to what is the effect of such 
food upon the production of thought. 
To ascertain in the first place to whom 
we must go to seek out the great em
bodiments of thought, it is but neces
sary to call attention to the fact that it 
is to the first heralds of the great 
truths of the world that we must go to 
find the intellectual giants who have 
made civilization what it is. I t  is in 
the first stages of reform, in the early 
development of religion, science, philos
ophy, humanitarianism, and of all that 
is great and good, that we see the over
towering minds which have dared to 
face derision and contempt, and to lift 
truth head and shoulders above the 
errors of the day. To them it is that we 
must go to find the man of intellect who 
is nature’s herald proclaiming the evo
lution o f the age, while we find in so
ciety merely the thermometer register
ing the progress already made.
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What is then the position of these 
heralds of higher thought upon tem
perance—especially vegetarianism, the 
crowning glory of the noblest temper
ance—and the influence in return of 
temperance upon the work of the great 
advanced thinkers of the past?

Representative of great religious re
forms, it is necessary to note three: 
Buddhism, the light of the orient; 
Christianity, the light of the world; and 
Judaism, the forerunner of Christianity. 
All of these, both in their beginnings, 
and in their ideals, are bloodless relig
ions. To them all, blood means sin, 
misery, death. Life means righteous
ness, happiness, immortality.
THE RELIGION OF GAUTAMA THE 

BUDDHA.

The whole theory of Indian philoso
phy and of Buddhistic teaching on the 
destruction of life is comprehended in 
a few words:

“If a man live a hundred years, and 
engage the whole of his time and at
tention in religious offerings to the 
gods, sacrificing elephants and horses, 
and other life, all this is not equal to 
one act of pure love in saving life.”

“Now wherein, Yasettha, is his (the 
true disciple’s) conduct good ? Herein, 
O Yasettha, that putting away the mur
der of that which lives, he abstains 
from destroying life. The cudgel and 
the sword he lays aside; and, full of 
modesty and pity, he is compassionate 
and kind to all beings that have life.”

“This is the kind of goodness that he 
has,” and Arnold in his “Light of Asia,” 
beautifully describes Buddha’s inter
ference with the slaughter of a poor 
victim in their heathen sacrifice. The 
defenceless animal was bound as Isaac 
was in olden time, ready to be offered 
by the priest:

“ But Buddha softly said,
‘Let him not strike, great king,’ and therewith 

loosed
The victim’s bonds, none staying him, so great 
His presence was. Then, craving leave, he spake 
Of life which all can take but none can give. 
L.fe, which all creatures love and strive to keep, 
Wonderful, dear, and pleasant unto each,
Even to the meanest; yea, a boon to all 
Where pity is, for pity makes the world 
Soft to the weak, and noble for the strong.

Unto the dumb lips of his flock he lent 
Sad pleading words, showing how man, who 

prays
For mercy to the gods, is merciless,
Being as God to those: Albeit all life 
Is linked and kin, and what we slay have given 
Meek tribute of the milk and wool, and set 
Fast trust upon the hands that murder them. * * * * * *  
“ Nor,”  spake he, “ shall one wash his spirit clean 
By blood; nor gladden gods, being good, with 

blood;
Nor bribe them, being evil: nay, nor lay 
Upon the brow of innocent bound beasts 
One hair’s weight of that answer all must give 
For all things done amiss or wrongfully,
Alone—each for himself—reckoning with that 
The fixed arithmic of the universe,
Which meteth good for good and ill for ill, 
Measure for measure, unto deeds, words, 

thoughts.* * * * * * 
“ While still, our Lord went on, teaching how 

.fair
This Earth were, if all living things be linked 
In friendliness, and common use of foods, 
Bloodless and pure, the golden grain, bright 

fruits,
Sweet herbs, which grow for all, the waters 

wan,
Sufficient drinks and meats—which when these 

heard,
The might of gentleness so conquered them,
The priests themselves scattered their altar- 

flames
And flung away the steel of sacrifice:
And through the land next day passed a decree 
Proclaimed by criers, and in this wise graved 
On rock and column: ‘Thus the king’s will is:— 
There hath been slaughter, for the sacrifice,
And slaying for the meat, but henceforth none 
Shall spill the blood of life, nor taste of flesh, 
Seeing that knowledge, and life, is one,
And mercy cometh to the merciful.’ ”

THE RELIGION OF JESUS, THE CHRIST.

Christianity is somewhat different 
from Buddhism in that it is primarily a 
gospel of salvation, not a code of 
ethics. Christianity is a part of Juda
ism and as such must be considered 
together with the Hebraic system in 
the ascertainment of its ethical code. 
“I came not to destroy,” said the Gali- 
leean, speaking of the religious and 
moral system of the Jew, “I came not 
to destroy but to fulfill.” Christianity 
historically considered, is a sect of God’s 
people, the Jews. Their religion is one, 
the people in their beginnings are one, 
their bible is one. So in the opening of 
their sacred word we read: “And God 
said, behold, I have given you every 
herb bearing seed, which is upon the 
face of the Earth, and every tree, in the 
which is the fruit of a tree yielding 
seed; to you it shall be meat.

“And to every beast of the Earth,and 
to every fowl of the air, and to every
thing that creepeth upon the Earth,
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wherein there is life, I have given every 
green herb for meat: And it was so.”

“And God saw everything that he 
had made, and, behold, it was very 
good.”
THE RECORD OF MOSES, THE LAW 

GIVER.

Nor was it until a longer time had 
elapsed than from Christ’s day to ours 
before any change in patriarchal usage 
takes place. It is plainly evident from 
scattered passages that flesh eating was 
only tolerated and never fully approved 
in the Jewish economy. When, ac
cording to the record, the Lord fed the 
children of Israel in their forty years’ 
wanderings in the wilderness, a vege
tarian diet was furnished them. But 
they lusted after flesh, as does the 
modern luster after the blood and flesh 
of his fellow being. The mixed multi
tude demanded the food of the low 
civilization it had had in Egypt. Did he 
not there slay and eat to his fill ? And 
what was deliverance and freedom, 
health and prosperity, and national 
glory in comparison with filling one’s 
stomach with dead flesh? None, alas! 
None! so they rebelled against the wis
dom of the Lord. “Who shall give us 
flesh to eat?” They cried in their bitter
ness. And the Lord replied through 
Moses, “the Lord will give you flesh and 
ye shall eat. Y e  shall not eat one day 
nor two days, nor five days, neither ten 
days, nor twenty days, but even a whole 
month.”

“And the people stood up all that 
day, and all that night, and all the next 
day, and they gathered the quails: he 
that gathered least gathered ten” 
Homers: and they spread them all 
abroad for themselves round about the 
camp, and while the flesh was yet be
tween their teeth, ere it was chewed, 
the wrath of the Lord was kindled 
against the people, and the Lord smote 
the people with a very great plague.”

There is but one striking difference 
between these ancient semi-Egyptian 
people and the people of to-day. The 
modern stomach seems to be able to
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stand the abuse longer, and it is not till 
the cholera, the plague, black death, or 
other similar contagions arising from 
unsanitary conditions, which sweep 
over meat-eating lands, that we see re
sults so fatal as the one recorded. But 
nevertheless, modern statistics are 
strikingly similar and the meat eater, 
when disease stalks the country, be
comes a vegetarian or a semi-vegetarian 
until the angel of death has passed by- 
Similar to the temporary believer on the 
disabled ship, who seeks refuge in prayer 
till the storm is past, the flesh eater 
foregoes his customary meat diet merely 
until he thinks he can continue it with 
impunity.

THE TEACHING OF DANIEL, THE  
PROPHET.

But the man of brains is made of 
sterner stuff. There is none of the 
“good-Lord-good-devil” make-up about 
him. He stands like the mountain, 
unmoved by storm, unchanged by 
Sun. Of this class the vegetarian 
prophet Daniel and his Hebrew com
panions in captivity are memorable ex
amples. These men were favored, be
cause of their intellectual superiority, 
above their fellows and were selected 
to sit among the wise men of the realm, 
as counselors to the king.

“And the king appointed them a daily 
provision of the king’s meat, and of the 
wine which he drank, so nourishing 
them three years, that at the end thereof 
they might stand before the king.” 
But Daniel purposed in his heart that he 
would not defile himself with the por
tion of the king’s meat, nor with the 
wine which he drank: therefore he re
quested of the prince of eunuchs that 
he might not defile himself. And at the 
end of ten days he was healthier and 
fairer than those who lived on the flesh 
food provided from the king’s palace* 
So Melzar took away the portion of 
their meat, and the wine that they 
should drink; and gave them pulse.

These ideas were taken up and made 
a tenet of faith of-whole sects of Jews, 
as among the Rechabites, the Nazarites,
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the Nazerenes, and the Essenes. The 
latter especially, who have during all 
the centuries been known as humani
tarian socialists, were strict vegetarians.

It was this high-minded sect of the 
Jews who eschewed flesh eating as de
moralizing, as a perversion of God’s or
der among his earthly creatures. 
PR ACTICE OF THE EAR LY CHRISTIANS.

This was the light in which flesh 
eating was regarded by the more ad
vanced among the ancient Jews. But 
there appears to be no change in the 
dawn of the new light, when the sun of 
Christianity succeeds the lesser light of 
Judaism. Such testimony as we have 
regards the early leaders of the Chris
tians as vegetarians.

This fact is brought out by Eusebius. 
The Christians were accused of the 
most horrible crimes, among them the 
slaughter of children for their impious 
rites. Eusebius relates that “Biblias, 
under the influence of fear, had re
nounced the persecuted faith, but was 
nevertheless subjected to torture that 
she might be induced to testify against 
her former companions, but torment 
had an opposite effect to that which 
was intended to wake her, as out of a 
deep sleep, to the enormity of her 
apostacy. She was indignant at the 
charges leveled against the Christians. 
‘How,’ she demanded, ‘could such as 
these devour children, who consider it 
unlawful even to taste the blood of irra
tional animals ?’ With this declaration 
of the Christian faith she was added to 
the number of martyrs. The plain 
meaning of such a passage would seem 
to be that she and her fellow Christians 
were vegetarians and did not slaughter 
animals for food * * * ”  The apostle 
Peter, also, in the Clementine homilies 
is represented as describing his own 
frugality of life, using only bread and 
olives, and rarely pot herbs. This is 
not a strong authority, but the same 
tradition is recorded by Epiphanius.

“Clement says: ‘And happiness is 
found in the practice of virtue. A c
cordingly the apostle Matthew partook

seeds, hard shelled fruits, and vege 
tables, without flesh.’ ”

“Clemens Alexandrinus, whilst ar
guing that there is no sin in flesh eat
ing, appears to place Paul among vege
tarians.”

“ Hegesippus gives a remarkable ac
count of James, the brother of the 
Lord, and the first elder of the Christian 
church in Jerusalem. James, we are 
told, was holy from his birth. He 
drank no wine nor strong drink, nor 
ate he any living thing. * * * Even his 
clothes were free from any taint of 
death, for he wore no woolen, but linen 
garments only.”*

•From a lecture on Vegetarianism and the 
early Christian Church, by Wm. E. A. Axon, of 
England.

Vegetarianism was so general among 
the early Christian leaders that Evelyn, 
the celebrated English writer of two 
centuries ago, after noting the great 
number of vegetarians among them, 
says:

“In short, so very many especially of 
the Christian profession advocate it, 
that some of the ancient fathers them
selves have thought that permission of 
eating flesh to Noah and his sons was 
granted to him no otherwise than re
pudiation of wives was to the Jews— 
namely, for the hardness of their hearts 
and to satisfy a murmuring generation.” 
IDEALS OF CHRISTIANITY AND JUDA

ISM.
These were the ideas and practices of 

the early Christians. But a thousand 
fold above this advanced position taken 
in practice, were the ideals of their relig
ion. Paradise is where every element 
of savagery is eliminated. Blood is no 
longer taken by human hands, and even 
the brute itself ceases to prey upon its 
fellow brute. The Earth again is re
stored to its pristine loveliness and even 
the suggestion of death is no more. 
Happiness reigns supreme, pain is for
gotten, and beauty dwells on every hill- 
top. “For behold,” says the Lord, “I 
create new heavens and a new Earth; 
and the former shall not be remembered, 
nor come into mind, and I will rejoice
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in Jerusalem, and joy in my people; and 
the voice of weeping shall be no more 
heard in her, nor the voice of crying- 
The wolf and the lamb shall feed to
gether, and the lion shall eat straw like 
the bullock; and dust shall be the ser
pent’s meat. They shall not hurt nor 
destroy in all my holy mountain, saith 
the Lord.

“The wilderness and the solitary 
place shall be glad for them, and the 
desert shall rejoice and blossom as the 
rose. It shall blossom abundantly, and 
rejoice even with joy and singing; the 
glory of Lebanon shall be given unto it, 
the excellency of Carmel and Sharon 
they shall see the glory of the Lord, and 
the excellency of our God * * * Then the 
eyes of the blind shall be opened, and 
the ears of the deaf shall be unstopped. 
Then shall the lame man leap as an 
hart, and the tongue of the dumb sing; 
for in the wilderness shall waters break 
out, and streams in the desert * * * is o 
lion shall be there, nor any ravenous 
beast go up thereon, it shall not be 
found there; but the redeemed shall 
walk there: and the ransomed of the 
Lord shall return, and come to Zion with 
songs and everlasting joy upon their 
heads: they shall obtain joy and glad
ness, and sorrow and sighing shall flee 
away.”

This beautiful picture is the idealism 
of the religion which is to enlighten the 
world. Neither blood nor death has 
any place therein, but happiness with
out alloy, and life without end are the 
ends for which it is.

IDEALS OF GREEK PHILOSOPHY.

Among pagan philosophers the ideal 
of life seems to have been much the 
same. Hesiod of his 8th century be
fore Christ in his charming poem on 
the three ages represents the golden age 
as living on pure ambrosial foods, life- 
giving and bloodless, with necter for 
their drink. The brazen age, filled 
with violence, is a lower race, which in
augurates the feast of blood:
“Strong with the ashen spear, and fierce and

bold,
Their thoughts were bent on violence alone,
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The deed of battle, and the dying groan.
Bloody their feasts, with wheaten food un

blessed.

The absence of the products of the 
soil is evidence of their depraved state. 
Thus contrasting with the elevating 
diet of the golden and silver ages 
whose food is the “first of herbs, the 
dainties of the field-”
‘The life-bestowing tilth its fruitage bore,
A full, spontaneous and ungrudging store.
They with abundant goods midst quiet lands,
All willing, shared the gatherings of the hands. 
And shower the wealth of seasons from above.”

Ovid paints a similar picture; con
trasting the ideal life of vegetarianism 
to the low ideas connected with car
nage:
“Not so the golden age who fed on fruit.
Nor durst with bloody meals their mouths pol

lute:
Then birds in airy space might safely move :
And timorous hares on heaths securely rove,
Nor needed fish the guileful hooks to fear,
For all was peaceful and that peace serene.”

Pythagoras, the eminent Greek philos
opher of the sixth century before 
Christ held vegetarianism to be prac
tically essential to the well-being of 
mankind. Iamblichus, another Greek 
philosopher says of him: “Amongst 
other reasons, Pythagoras enjoined ab
stinence from the flesh of animals be
cause it is conducive to peace. For 
those who are accustomed to abomi
nate the slaughter of other animals, as 
iniquitous and unnatural, will think it 
more unjust and unlawful to kill a man 
or to engage in war.” Especially, he 
“exhorted those politicians who are 
legislators to abstain. For if  they 
were willing to act justly in the highest 
degree, it was indubitably incumbent 
upon them not to injure any of the 
lower animals. Since how could they 
persuade others to act justly, if  they 
themselves were proved to be indulging 
an insatiable avidity by devouring 
these animals that are allied to us. 
For through the communion of life and 
the same elements, and the sympathy 
thus existing, they are, as it were, con
joined to us by fraternal alliance.”

With the ancient Greeks the vegeta
rian regime was a higher life, one to be 
adopted by philosophers, athletes, 
poets, statesmen, and the like,—those
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who were supposed to care less for the 
sensual pleasures of life. The power
ful Spartans were a striking illustration 
of the physical development vegetarian, 
ism gives; these philosophers of the 
mental.

Plato, one of the greatest of all philos
ophers, in his republic sets forth the 
great value of a vegetarian regime, es
pecially from the hygienic point of 
view. Vegetarianism would be cheaper, 
healthier, and happier, and insure lon
ger life. Flesh-eating would introduce 
into his ideal republic the evils of con
tagious diseases, luxury, weakness, and 
war, thus virtually destroying even the 
possibility of the attainment of his 
ideal.

Seneca, contemporary with Christ, 
held that cruelty was the offspring of 
the shedding of blood and said to his 
followers: “I f  these maxims (of our 
philosophy) are true, then to abstain 
from the flesh of animals is to en
courage and foster innocence; if  ill- 
founded, at least they teach us frugality 
and simplicity of living, and what loss 
have you in losing your cruelty? I 
merely deprive you of the food of lions 
and vultures?

“Moved by these and similar argu
ments, I  (myself) resolved to abstain 
from flesh meat, and at the end of the 
end of the year the habit was not only 
easy but delightful. I firmly believed 
that the faculties of my mind were 
more active * * * It is disagreeable, you 
say, to abstain from the pleasures of 
the customary diet. Such abstinence 
is, I grant, difficult at first, but in course 
of time the desire for that diet will be
gin to languish; the incentive to our un
natural wants failing, the stomach at 
first rebellious, will after a time feel 
an aversion for what formerly it eagerly 
coveted. The desire dies of itself, and 
it is no severe loss to be without those 
things that you have ceased to long for. 
Add to this that there is no disease, on 
pain, which is not certainly inter
mitted or relieved, or cured altogether.”

Plutarch’s numerous writings on 
flesh-eating were to the same effect: 

“Does it not shame you to mingle 
murder and blood with their beneficent 
fruits ? other carnivora you call savage 
and ferocious—lions, and tigers, and 
serpents— while yourselves come behind 
them in no species of barbarity. And 
yet for them murder is the only means 
of sustenance; whereas to you it is a 
superfluous luxury and crime * * * 

“Alas for our savage inhumanity! It 
is a terrible thing to see the table of 
rich men decked out by those layers out 
of corpses, the butchers and cooks; a still 
more terrible sight is the same table af
ter the feast—for the wasted relics are 
more than the consumption. These 
victims then have given up their lives 
uselessly.”

These are a few of the prominent 
Greek philosophers who regarded vege
tarianism as the ideal diet for man. 
It has, in fact been noted by professor 
Mahaffy, in his work on old Greek life, 
that slaughter houses and butchers are 
seldom or never mentioned in Greek 
literature. “The eating of (flesh) meat,” 
he observes, “must have been almost 
confined to sacrificial feasts, for, in or
dinary language, butcher’s meat was 
called ‘victim.’ The most esteemed or 
popular dishes were madsa, a sort of 
porridge of wheat or barley, various 
kinds of bread, honey, beans, lupines, 
lettuce and'salad, onions, and leeks; 
olives, dates, and figs, formed the usual 
fruit portion of their meals.”

And so we might continue. The 
vegetarians of Greek and Latin civili
zation were the lights of their times, 
and the light of vegetarianism to-day 
shines but by the reflection of the glory 
of its illustrious past- 

Throughout the world of intellect the 
results would be the same. The dis
coverer of electricity in the clouds, the 
great Franklin, whose work has en
abled the world to move on five cen
turies in less than a hundred year was a 
vegetarian. The inventor of modern 
stenography, that time and labor saving
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device so necessary to modern progress, 
was a vegetarian, and so on. In fact, 
the mind is so constituted that one can
not possibly dwell on the higher and 
nobler themes of life, and view with in
difference the needless sacrifice of sen
tient life. Who among us can conceive 
of an ideal spot of happiness, beauty 
and love, whether temporal or eter
nal, with pain of any kind therein, 
much less the heart-rending cries and 
groans of the sickening slaughter 
house and the sight of mangled flesh to 
be torn asunder with human teeth 
merely for the gratification of the 
palate.
THE E V IL  E FFE C T S OF SACRIFICING  

L IF E .

What more striking contrast could 
there be to an ideal state ? and in what 
way is the gratification of the feelings 
of taste higher or holier than the grati
fication of human feelings other than 
taste ? Take as an illustration the emi
nent London physician whose gratifica
tion of feeling in the taking of brute 
life so crazed him finally that the whole 
civilized world was shocked at his 
atrocious barbarities in the mutilation 
of his score of victims under the appe- 
lation- of “Jack the ripper.” His in
terest in vivisection in the course of 
time was transformed into a mania.

This so grew upon him that he ex
perienced the keenest delight in inflict
ing tortures upon defenseless animals. 
One of his favorite pastimes was to re
move the eyelids from a rabbit and ex
pose it for hours in a fixed position to a 
blinding Sun. He would take a seat 
near it, totally forgetful of meals, of the 
passage of time and of everything ex
cept the exquisite sensations he experi
enced in watching the agonized con
tortions of his victim.

This passion for inflicting pain so 
grew upon the man who was afterward 
to rank as a disciple of cruelty with 
Nero or Ghengis Khan that as he ap
proached manhood and his softer nature 
impelled him to seek a wife he could 
hardly restrain himself from an indul

2o9

gence in his barbaric pursuits long 
enough to woo and win her. He had 
scarcely been married a month before 
his wife discovered he had a mania for 
inflicting pain. In testifying before 
the commission she gave the following 
extraordinary evidence:

‘“ One night we were sitting in the 
drawing-room. It was quite late. I 
arose to go to bed. When I arrived up
stairs I remembered I  had left my 
watch upon the drawing-room mantel
piece. I descended the stairs. As j  
approached the drawing-room I heard 
the sounds of a cat mewing piteously. 
Looking through the door, which hap
pened to be open, I was horrified to see 
my husband holding the cat over the 
flame of the moderator lamp. I was 
too frightened to do anything but re
treat upstairs. When my husband 
came to bed along toward daylight I 
felt that I was occupying the same 
couch with a monster. I discovered 
later that he had spent almost the 
whole night in burning the cat to death. 

* * * * * * *  
“The next day he was as kind and 

loving as possible. I discovered later 
that he was subject to an unconquer
able mania for inflicting pain. It was 
quite possible for me, as I studied him 
closely, to tell when these moods were 
coming on. On such occasions some 
apparently trivial act would put me on 
my guard. He was apt at such times 
to begin by catching a fly and twirling 
it impaled upon a pin. He was a 
strange contradiction. When our little 
boy, only four years old, imitated him 
once in this respect the father was 
actually shocked and was so indignant 
that he gave the child a sound whip
ping. As the boy screamed with the 
pain of the punishment the ferocious 
side of my husband’s nature asserted 
itself. He would in all probability 
have beaten the child to death if  I had 
not interfered. In his normal moods 
he was an excellent husband and 
father and one of the gentlest and most 
tractable of men. I have frequently
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heard him express sincere sympathy 
with persons in misfortune.’ ”

By this account our senses are 
shocked, and yet we approve of the 
slaughter of animals merely for the joy 
of burying our teeth in their dead flesh 
and thereby momentarily experiencing 
a pleasure of taste. There is perhaps, a 
difference in these cases; and yet the 
similarity is so striking that it is diffi
cult to see how anyone can tear the flesh 
of his fellow creatures with his teeth 
without reflecting on the ferociousness 
o f the act.
NECESSITY OF VEGETARIANISM TO THE 

HIGHER THOUGHT.

It  would appear upon reflection, and 
upon following out the suggestions 
given us by so many leaders of thought 
in the past, that no one can realize the 
highest life, can experience the sweet
est joys of existence, can reap the 
fruits of the most enlightened con
science, unless he wash his hands from 
the blood of his fellow creatures.

Nor are the ethical considerations the 
only important ones; man owes it to 
himself, to humanity, and to his God, 
to perfect his body; to develop a 
vigorous intellect, and to eliminate dis
ease from living kind. This cannot 
be done and at the same time flesh eat
ing be indulged. Most of humanity 
will eat only clean animals, an ex
pression meaning animals subsisting 
upon vegetables. According to the 
verdict of flesh eaters themselves, the 
habit of living upon other animals so 
pollutes the eater, that it is rendered 
unfit for food. Who would think of 
devouring the vulture, the hyena, or 
other animal of like kind ? Is not that 
in itself a confession of the pollution of 
the eater by the eating? And do not the 
fleetness of the horse and reindeer, the 
strength of the elephant and the gorilla, 
the endurance of the camel, and the 
superior intelligence of vegetarian ani
mals, all suggest the hygienic advan
tages of the fruits of the earth ?

Nor do esthetic considerations com
mend themselves less emphatically to

our judgment. The beautiful bird of 
song, the graceful gazelle, the sportive 
lamb, and all o f those animals with the 
charming features which appeal most 
strongly to our love of the beautiful are 
vegetarian in their practice. In fact it 
seems that all nature with one voice 
declares that plant products are the 
proper food for man. From ethics we 
infer it, from experience we sense it, 
from esthetics we see it, from econom
ics we feel it, and from all we know it.

The lessons from intemperance and 
indulgence of appetite on every hand 
make emphatic the demand that flesh 
shall be no longer used for food. From 
every part o f nature come evidences 
that the development of the human 
race w ill necessitate an increasing 
vegetarian tendency, which must in 
time give way to complete vegetarian
ism. Intemperance in either eating or 
drinking cannot be permanent. Evil, 
in time, is self destructive. Its ranks 
do not supply the populations of other 
ages. The healthier and better class of 
people are those who furnish the brain 
and sinew of coming generations; and 
as time goes on the intemperate nations 
must go the way of the intemperate na
tions of the past. They will either be
come temperate or like the Egyptians, 
the Babylonians, and the Homans, their 
weaknesses will destroy them, and 
more temperate and hardy people will 
take their seats and wield the scepter of 
life in their stead.

Vegetarianism, as the highest form 
of temperance, considered in whatever 
light, ennobles man, and elevates man
hood. I t  lifts him up from the low 
plane of the cannibal—the indiscrimi
nate eater of flesh, to the plane of 
humanity; from the plane of the flesh 
eater, other than cannibals, to the plane 
of higher manhood; it  purifies the tem
ple of his God— whose temple ye are. 
It recognizes the fellow relationship of 
fellow creatures, it  lengthens life, 
strengthens the physique,dissipates dis
ease, elevates the mind, quickens relig
ious thought, and gives tone to moral
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ity. It suppresses the sensual, stifles 
self-indulgence, frowns upon intem
perance, and abolishes murder and 
blood thirstiness. The savagery of the 
race disappears. Human brutishness 
dies for the want of food. A s a man 
eateth so is he. Even the lion loses 
largely his savage disposition if  he has 
never tasted blood. So with man. 
Living as the bloodhound, he thus be
comes; living as the vegetarian ideals 
of the poetic Greeks, he becomes a 
benefactor of all creation, and a power 
in the higher evolution which would 
make men intellectual giants and con
servators of all that is great and noble, 
of all that is beautiful and good and 
makes him a fit subject for an associa
tion with immortals in the life that is 
to come.

P r o f . W . E . H e n r y ,
University of Chicago.

The following beautiful verses, written 
over forty years ago by the late Hodges 
Reed, are reprinted from The Boston 
Transcript:

The Child’ s  Prayer.

Into her chamber went 
A little maid one day.

And by a chair she knelt 
And ihtu began to pray:

“Jesus, my eyes I close—
Thy form I cannot see;

If Thou art near me, Lord,
I pray Thee speak to me.”

A still small voice she heard within her soul, 
“What is it, child? 1 hear thee—tell Me all.”

“Ipray Thee, Lord,” she said,
That Thou wilt condescend 

To tarry in my heart 
And ever be my friend.

The path of life is dark—
I wonld not go astray.

Oh. let me have Thy hand 
To lead me in the way.”

“Fear not—I will not leave thee, child, alone.” 
She thought she felt a soft hand press her own.

“They tell me, Lord, that all 
The living pass away—

The aged soon must die,
And even childrenmay.

Oh. let my parents live 
Till I a woman grow;

For if they die, what can 
A little orphan do7”

“Fear not, my child—whatever ills may come. 
I’ll not forsake thee till I bring thee home.”

Her little player was said.
And from her chamber, now.

She passed forth, with the light 
Of heaven upon her brow.

“Mother, I’ve seen the Lord—
His hand in mine I felt,

And. oh. I beard Him say,
As by ray chair I dnelt,

“Fear not, my child, whatever ills may come,
I’ll nor forsake the till 1 bring the home.”

Prize Article
Written for Pl a n e ts  a n d  P e o p l e  

securing for the author the Center 
Table mentioned in June number.

Nature’s Unveiling.

A  keen perception, deep penetration, 
and harmonious union with occult 
forces, finds nature always unveiled.

The senses properly developed and 
cultivated, reveal the truths of life to 
every searcher in close communication 
with the divine principle underlying 
the great cause world. Nature is sim
ple and confiding as a child. Her 
flowers look at us with their sweet 
faces, and even the delicate perfume of 
some dainty blossom breathes a tender 
little story all its own. Her shrubs 
and trees speak to us in many varied 
tones, the grass beneath our feet makes 
response to touch and feeling, and a 
mere clod of dirt from the street will 
tell us volumes if  we listen to its minor 
strain.

I mention these things in nature 
which some would designate as com
mon, yet if  we can catch inspiration 
from these pages first, we shall then be 
able to look upon the higher, and come 
in touch with the one great soul of 
existence.

What does nature teach us as the 
years pass ? To many a tragedy, others 
a comedy, and to a few she brings the 
enjoyment experienced by viewing a 
beautiful picture with all the lights and 
shadings artistically blended.

As the shadows creep o’er us at even
tide, we are rested from the day’s labors, 
and we hear comforting voices that 
make us forget our worries and vexa
tions; we drift away into quiet dream
land, where the departing rays of sun
light linger lovingly and give us hope 
for the morrow.

How exhilerating an evening ride, 
when the spirits of the air fill us with 
good thoughts and peaceful content.

Those to whom nature is an open 
book cannot have aught else but grand 
characters; she produces beneficial ef
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fects upon the minds and lives of her 
children that can come from no other 
source or companionship.

Nature in her manifold expression of 
life’s emotions is the best teacher we 
can possibly embrace if  we desire to 
learn the workings of the universal 
law.

One bright summer day, while stroll
ing through a woodland valley I came 
suddenly upon a delightful scene that 
will always be a pleasing reflection. 
Beautiful beyond description was the 
silvery cascade that met my view, 
dashing in frolicsome glee from one 
rock to another, sparkling diamond 
scintillations of jubilant hope through 
radiant colors of brilliant light, which 
flashed along its boisterous crest, and 
sang rapturous melodies of wild de
light, holding me spellbound. The 
thrilling cadence of the low, soft under
tones mingling again with spontaneous 
bursts of joy, now rising higher and 
higher, then back again to sweet repose, 
brought an indescribable sense of com
fort to my troubled mind. I gazed in 
silent admiration, with a prayer in my 
heart, to the God that spoke to me 
throughout these musical waters of en
chantment. To the Almighty One who 
appealed to my senses from the very 
depths of the huge rocks o’er which the 
white spray struck resonant notes. I 
made silent supplication, and while 
thus entreating came these words in 
firm, ringing tones: “ To all who see and 
know me as I am, and recognize this 
power within themselves, will I bestow 
blessings innumerable, happiness com
plete.

On another memorable day in early 
spring, the woods again afforded me 
ample subjects for studying the ways, 
laws and uses of the true divinity.

Near the spot selected for contem
plation I saw a bunch of violets; dear, 
sweet little harbingers of love, bearing 
messages from the Master Mind, their 
roots kept alive through the cold win
ter months, now gave evidence of a 
kind and loving care. As they

looked up at me so modestly I ques
tioned them thus: “Tell me little 
treasures what do you bring me to-day, 
words of cheerfulness, or will you speak 
in mournful measure ?

I listened attentively using my soul’s 
power of discernment and presently 
their little voices sounded in chorus: 
“We are two weeks old to-day, but we 
will not live in these woods longer than 
to-morrow. A  pretty maiden will come 
for us, and take us to her home, there 
to grace her table and give out our 
share of pleasure to observant ones. 
We will be admired, perhaps caressed 
by gentle hands, and we will see strange 
new things undreamt of in these quiet 
woods; then just as we think we are 
beginning a new era in life, our strength 
will fail us, we will grow faint and 
wither, and be thrown in the street, to 
mingle again with the dust of the 
Earth. We will not complain, we may 
combine with the soil once more and 
help nourish some grand flower, destined 
to a higher life than ours, and we will 
be happy, for God’s ways are our 
ways.”

The greatest masterpiece in nature, 
the human form, must through habit 
and false ideas, be doubly veiled, and 
men and women are ashamed of na
ture’s best gifts. I f  they would do 
away with this silly modesty, and make 
the human form and its most sacred 
functions an object of worship and 
adoration we would have a better, 
stronger, nobler race of people in the 
next generation. Everything in nature 
is gloriously beautiful in its charming 
nudity, and nothing equals the loveli
ness of the symmetrical nude figure. A 
right development of all that tends to 
make the body conform to the rules of 
right physical life will give a larger 
soul growth.

If  men and women would reverence 
the human form in all its purity and 
sweetness, thinking only of its magnifi
cent uses, it would be a religion pro
ducing much better results than the 
present old, worn out creeds that send
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forth emanations of rust and mildew.
The physical form is made up of all 

the elements in nature, and is nature’s 
finest expression; it should therefore be 
thoroughly understood and perfected,in 
order that the soul may have greater 
liberty.

If  people would only wake up and 
realize what might be accomplished by 
taking nature and all her manifesta
tions as a basis for a new religion, 
follow her teachings, obey her laws, and 
heed the counsels of the inner voice 
speaking to them through this religion 
they would then fulfill the law, and there 
would no longer be a necessity of run
ning to church half clean, and listening 
to preachers who neglect their bodies at 
the expense of pouring out spiritual 
advice that may possibly exalt their 
hearers for the time being, but is of no 
lasting benefit to the race in general.

Is it not time to ridicule such non
sense, and make a firm stand for the 
satisfying truths in nature, that we can 
see and know each day by using our 
good common sense?

What absurdity to cling to religions 
that are only an accumulation of non
sensical trash made palatable through 
custom.

Make nature your God and the for
ever burning Hell and the harp angel 
Heaven will be a ludicrous thing of the 
past. Y ou  will then know all the 
pleasures of life while yet in the flesh, 
without waiting for your “just reward” 
through needless pain and suffering.

A da Be b to k i.

A Delsartean Plea.

Dear Mr. Delsarte!
Since you’re taught us that art 

Must replace Mother Nature’s injunctions 
And teach us anew 
What we really should do 

With our various physical functions;
We beg you will add 
To the lessons we’ve had 

About walking and breathing and posing, 
Other hints that will make 
All our doings partake _

Of a grace more perfection disclosing.
We'd be taught, if you please,
How to gracefully sneeze.

How to snore in symmetrical manner,
How to get out of bed.
How to drop when we tread 

On the cuticle of a banana;

How to smell, how to wink,
How to chew, how to drink,

How sublimely to shake an ash-sifter; 
How to step on a tack,
How to get in a hack,

How to toy with a heated stove-lifter;

How to hiccough with ease,
How to groan, now to wheeze,

How to spank a night-bawling relation;
In short, how to mend 
The mistakes that our friend 

Dame Nature mixed in our creation.
— Boston Courier.

How Many Worlds Are There?

I f  man was so constituted as to know 
and retain all knowledge, he might be 
able to give us some information about 
the number of worlds that brighten 
every darkened sky, when the vapory 
clouds of moisture do not intervene- 
The astronomers of all ages have been 
busy with their various appliances, try 
ing to register and map out the num
ber and course of the planets and stars 
in space, but the task is so great, that 
we can hardly hope for correct infor
mation from them, within the lifetime 
of the present generation. In order 
that we may have a comprehensive 
idea of the immensity of the cosmos of 
which this Earth forms but an infinites- 
mal part, let us put on our speculative 
wings of thought, and soar away on the 
etherial ocean of space, so that we may 
closely observe the matchless and won
derful display of a procession of worlds 

I in their course around the Sun. It will 
| not be necessary to provide ourselves 

with any ordinary tape line, for the pur
pose of measuring the distances we tra
vel, for when we return, any good work 
on astronomy will give us the exact dis
tance between the various planets, as 
determined by experts in astronomical 
formulas.

The Sun that sheds its light and 
warmth on the galaxy of encircling 
orbs, is so far away, that we could not 
hope to reach it in time to see its dark 
spots consumed, only for the fact, that 
thought travels faster than light, and 
there are no impediments in the way. 
Look at the dazzling brilliancy o f the 
mighty globe of fire, as it poses in its 

I ether of electricity in motion, and think
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of the fallacy of the theory that all this 
light and heat is caused by burning 
worlds and meteors, that are con
tinually falling into its photosphere of 
quenchless fire. Follow a sunbeam 
back to Earth, and analyze its life- 
giving properties with every plant and 
flower, look a t the dewdrop on every 
blade of grass, and see how it vaporizes 
with the magic heat that has traveled 
ninety-two million miles.

Thought is not material in its nature, 
and hence we need not fear to approach 
a little nearer this electrical wonder of 
the ages, that has furnished light and 
heat for our world, during the millions 
of years since the single term of chaos 
expressed the unorganized condition of 
all worlds in space.

Think of this seething, flaming world 
of ceaseless fire, eight hundred and 
eighty thousand miles in diameter, and 
over one million times as large as the 
E arth on which we live. Is it  any 
wonder th a t we should want to hasten 
back and help hold in place our own 
little world. Think of the two hundred 
and forty-nine planets and planetoids, 
as they chase each other around this 
central globe of etherial fire, each in its 
own orbit,without danger of a collision. 
See that immense comet, as it goes 
tearing through space with the speed of 
a million cyclones, and a tail so long 
that the mind of man cannot compre
hend the figures which would repre
sent it.

Think of the millions upon millions 
of worlds and stars, outside our imme
diate solar system that are within the 
range of our powerful telescopes. Let 
us pause and count the worlds here 
mentioned, then add the minor stars of 
the Milky Way, so distant that even 
with the speed of thought the distance 
is tiresome, and then remember that 
out beyond all these is unending space 
filled with similar worlds of grandeur 
and beauty.

I t  will not be necessary to name the 
exact number of worlds in space, but 
every person should be satisfied, that

this mighty moving cosmos of worlds 
did not come by chance, and their cir
cuits are not traveled without the 
guiding thought of a Divine mind.

ARE ALL WORLDS INHABITED?

I t  is not sure that any person can tell 
how many worlds there are in space, 
but it is more than likely that every 
person has wondered, and wondered 
again, if all the planets and stars were 
inhabited, so that a few thoughts on 
this subject will not seem out of place- 
Take, if you please, any good work on 
astronomy, and you will find a descrip
tion of the planets and stars, as they 
appear from this Earth through the 
telescope; then by consulting any 
geography you will find a map of the 
globe on which we live, and the resem
blance between the pictures in the 
astronomy and geography will impress 
you as strikingly similar. How put 
aside your books, and walk out into the 
darkness of a sunless night, where the 
bright worlds of a limitless space have 
an opportunity to shine upon you in 
all their dazzling brilliancy. Look in 
any direction you please, and the bright 
orbs of reflected light as well as the 
burning Suns of more distant systems 
seem to be vieing with each other to 
give you pleasure. Look until you are 
entranced with admiration, then break 
the spell by looking in some other 
direction, and everywhere, and on every 
hand a similar view can be secured.

Do not stop to count the array of 
noiselessly moving globes of splendor, 
but find a telescope and look again 
and again, at the spherical phantoms of 
light in their procession across a dark
ened sky. The Sun has gone below the 
horizon, and is hastening to furnish 
light for the Mongolians of Asia, leav
ing the sky above blacker than Egyp
tian darkness,were it not for the torches 
in this great star procession at which 
we have been looking.

Compare what you know of the 
Earth, with what you think about the 
planets and stars, and does it not seem
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that all, or nearly all of those wonder
ful worlds must be inhabited ?

Does it not seem that the Creator 
must have designed this mighty con
course of moving worlds for some good 
purpose, besides furnishing pleasure to 
the few people who live on our little 
Earth. .Think how small our globe, 
compared with many others, and try if 
you can to imagine some reason for 
their creation unless it was to furnish 
a dwelling place for man.

Let your mind frequently rest during 
this contemplation, so that your reason
ing may be logical, and when you have 
finally reached a conclusion, give your 
thoughts to the world through the 
medium of some good magazine or pa
per, for everybody is anxious to have 
some reliable information on this 
subject.

D. H. L a m b e r s o n .

Meteoric Hypothesis.

Prof. J. Norman Lockyer gives the fol
lowing as the new points of view in the 
Meteoritic Hypothesis:

(1) There is the closest possible con
nection between nebulae and stars.

(2 ) The first stage in the development 
of cosmical bodies is not a mass of hot 
gas, but a swarm of cold meteorites.

(3 ) Many bodies in space which look 
like stars are really centres of nebulae; 
that is, of meteoritic swarms.

(4 ) Stars with bright-line spectra must 
be associated with nebulae.

(5 ) Some of the heavenly bodies are in
creasing their temperatures; others are 
decreasing their temperatures.

(6 ) Double swarms, in any stages of 
condensation, may give rise to the phe
nomena of variability.

(7 ) New stars are produced by the clash 
of meteor swarms. They are closely re
lated to nebulae and bright-line stars.

(8 ) Cosmical space is a meteoritic ple
num.

(9 ) A  new classification of the heavenly 
bodies based on the varying states of a 
condensation of the meteoritic swarms.

( 10 ) The Sun is one of those stars the 
temperature of which is rapidly de
creasing.

( 1 1 ) Many of the changing phenomena 
of the Sun are due to the fall of meteor
itic  matter upon the photosphere.
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The Fate of Pious Dan.

“ Run down and get the doctor, quick!”
Cried Jack Bean with a whoop;

“ Run, Dan, for mercy’s sake be quick,
Our baby’s got the croup 1”

But Daniel shook his solemn head,
His sanctimonious brow,

And said: “ 1 cannot go, for I  
Must read my bible now;

For I  have regular hours,, to read 
The scripture for my spirit’s need.”

Said Silas Grove to Pious Dan;
“ Our neighbor, ’Rastus Wright,

Is very sick. W ill you come down 
And watch with him to nightV”

“ He has my sympathy,” says Dan,
“ And would sure be there 

Did I  not feel an inward call 
To spend the night in prayer.

Some other man with Wright must stay. 
Excuse me, while 1 go and pray.”

“ Old Briggs has fallen in the pond!”
Cried little Bijah Brown;

“ Run, Pious Dan, and help him out,
Or else he sure w ill drown!”

“ I  trust he’ll swim ashore,”  said Dan,
“ But now my soul is awed,

And I  must meditate upon 
The goodness of the Lord ;

And nothing merely temporal ought 
To interrupt my holy thought.”

So Daniel lived a pious life,
As Daniel understood,

But all his neighbors thought he was 
Too pious to be good.

And Daniel died and then his soul,
On wings of hope elate.

In glad expectancy flew up 
To Peter’s golden gate.

“ Now let your gate wide open fly ;
Come, hasten, Peter. Here am I.”

“ I ’m sorry. Pious Dan,”  said he,
“ That time w ill not allow,

But you must wait a space, for I  
Must read my bible now.”

So Daniel waited long and long 
And Peter read all day.

“ Now. Peter let me in,”  he cried,
Said Peter, “ I must pray;

And no mean temporal affairs 
Must ever interrupt my prayers.”

Then Satan who was passing by,
Saw Dan’s poor, shivering form 

And said: “ My man, its cold out here,
Come down where it is warm.”

The angel baby of Jack Bean.
The angel, ’Rastus Wright.

And old Briggs, a white angel, too,
A ll chuckled with delight;

And Satan said: “ Come, Pious Dan,
For you are just my style of man.”

— Sam  W a lter Foss in  N ew  Y o rk  Sun.

The people perish for the lack of 
knowledge. Nothing but education— 
scientific education—can benefit man
kind. We must find out the laws of 
nature and conform to them.—In- 
gersoll. __________

“Peace is the virtue of civilization; 
war is its crime.”— Victor Hugo.
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CONCERNING TH E OCCULT.

Taking for his text “They in their 
courses fought against Sisera,” the 
astronomer Colebert, sometime Super
intendent of Dearborn Observatory, 
and professor of Astronomy in the 
University of Chicago, writes in his 
book entitled “Humanity:” “Doubtless 
some who read of the way in which the 
ancient religions,and much of our mod
ern theology grew out of the love of 
the stars (astrology), will feel curious 
to know if anything can be said in favor 
of that antiquated doctrine, which is 
now generally supposed to be a long 
since exploded delusion of olden times. 
They may ask that if it be possible that 
any of the rules of the alleged science, 
which for so many centuries dominated 
the human mind, are worthy of serious 
consideration near the close of the nine
teenth century. The present writer may 
not be able to give an authoritative an
swer to such queries, and if able might 
not be willing to run the risk of being 
misunderstood. But it is fair to admit 
that he has had exceptional opportuni
ties for gauging the claim that the 
stars rule men.

The late R. A. Proctor cannot be ac
cused of willingness to furnish an argu
ment tending to foster the belief in 
j udicial astrology. Yet, that great man 
unwittingly conceded the very stron
gest of all the purely theoretical pleas 
that have been advanced in justification 
of the theory. In ‘Other Worlds than 
Ours,’ he wrote: “If a great naturalist 
like Owen or Huxley can tell by exam
ining the tooth of a creature, belonging 
to some long extinct race, not only 
what the characteristics of that race 
were, but the general nature of the scen
ery amid which such creatures lived, 
we see at once that a single grain of 
sand or drop of water must convey to 
the omniscient the history of the whole 
world of which it forms a part. Nay, 
why should we pause here ? The history 
of that world is bound up so intimately 
with the history of the universe, that 
the drop of water conveys not only the

history of the world, but the entire uni
verse. In fact, if we consider the mat
ter attentively, we see that there cannot 
be a single throughout space, which 
could have attained its present exact 
position and state, had the history of 
any part of our universe, however in
significant, been otherwise than it act
ually has been, in even the minutest 
degree. Obviously also, every event, 
however trifling, must be held to con
tain in itself the whole history of the 
universe throughout the infinite past, 
and throughout the infinite future.

“For every event is indissolubly bound 
up with events preceding, accompany
ing and following it, in an endless 
series of causation, interaction and 
effect.”

Colbert then quotes from an author 
with whom he claims intimate acquain
tance: “The fundamental principles of 
the science of astro-philosophy are, 
that the physical and moral universe 
are regulated by certain laws of action 
originally established by the Creator; 
and that all the various parts of this 
grand total are so intimately connected 
with each other, as that no action or 
motion can take place among any of 
the particles of matter of which it is 
composed, without producing an effect 
upon the rest, and operating at least as 
a secondary cause of changes in the 
economy of the whole. I am well 
aware that the belief in the influences 
of the stars upon human life, health and 
character appears to rest on a primeval 
delusion. To the early observers, the 
pi* -ets were gods.

I am free to say that this proved 
a stumbling block, which only a 
positive and convincing array of facts 
could remove. I know something of 
the mathematical formula in regard to 
probabilities, and have applied them to 
some extent to the ‘coincidences’ I have 
met with in the course of my observa
tions. As a result I am compelled to 
believe that there is a radical connec
tion between the position of the stars 
at the time and place of birth of the in
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dividual and his or her character and 
career. 1  am not prepared to say that 
I think the connection between the two 
is one of cause and effect. It seems to 
me most rational to suppose that the 
movements of the stars as referred to 
any particular spot on the face of the 
Earth are of the exponential order, as 
the hands of a clock show the lapse of 
time, which they neither make nor reg
ulate. But I have no doubt as to the 
fact of such a connection. It has been 
aid that the two delusions, astrology 
and alchemy, were the parents of 
astronomy and chemistry. But did it 
never strike you that the ideas of the 
olden time were simply erroneous in 
detail, not in fact or principle? In all of 
those primeval studies, there was a 
germ of truth, and in some of them it 
was a large one.

“To myself the great value of the 
science of astrology is couched in the 
fact that it lies at the foundation of 
the whole philosophy of nature, and in 
that sense I can cordially commend it 
to the attention and search of any who 
may wish to look through nature up to 
nature’s God, and understand some
thing of the harmony that reigns 
throughout the vast domain of created 
things. We may say that astrology, as 
delivered to us by the men of many 
centuries ago, is sheer nonsense. So it 
is, if  you seek to apply it literally.

“The letter will kill. But that does 
not hinder the spirit of those primitive 
rules from being full of life to those 
who study old exposition of natural 
law in the light of modern devtt&p- 
ments. The gospel parables were none 
the less valuable, because not under
stood by the multitude.”

This is obviously a return to the 
ancient, prehistoric science, in the 
days of which the men we call prophets 
were rightly known as what they really 
were, namely, mathematicians. To their 
computations and observations, the 
world is indebted for the ancient astrol
ogy, at once the handmaid of religion 
and the mother of astronomy.
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Not only astrology, but palmistry has 
by some been discovered in certain pas
sages of the Bible. Thus, an anony
mous writer observes:

“The declaration, ‘Behold, I have 
graven thee upon the palms of my 
hands,’ contains an ardent promise of 
continued remembrance, hardly to be 
construed in any other way, than that 
of assigning an intelligible significance 
to the lines of the hand, and according 
perfectly with the declarations of chiro- 
mantic experts that these lines do 
change to correspond with the changes 
in the character. There is not want
ing to palmistry the sanction of other 
ancient authorities, notably Aristotle 
and Pythagoras.

“It was practiced by the Augurs of 
Rome, and the Emperor Augustus was 
exhaustingly treated of by Roger Ba
con and Paracelsus, and was given a 
toleration by the church, not accorded 
to astrology. Most people will readily 
concede that the general shape of the 
head, the expression of the face, and 
the tones of the voice are eloquent in 
their revelations of the soul behind 
them. Is it any less reasonable to be
lieve that the hand into which the di
recting will continually flows, and by 
which its purposes are carried out, par- 
takes of the peculiar nature of that vo
lition, and may reveal it to the discern
ing eyef Scientific chiromancy is based 
upon a vast number of observations, of 
the shape and lines of the hand, and a 
comparison therewith of the known 
characters of the persons observed. If, 
in a very large number of cases, a cer
tain degree of rashness and ultra self- 
confidence is found to accompany a 
separation of the lines of the head and 
life, and a marked degree of caution to 
characterize the person in whose hands 
these lines are united for some distance, 
with few or no clearly marked excep
tions to the rule, is it not a fair scien
tific conclusion that there is some con
nection between the two sets of facts, 
and that one being observed in the case 
of an unknown person, the other may
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reasonably be looked for and predicted ? No Faith.
So in this case, as in so many others, 
revelation and science may not be at 
variance.

“The principal difficulty is in correlat
ing, combining and harmonizing seem
ingly conflicting indications. Most in
telligent persons have complex and of
ten inharmonious natures, and these 
conflicting indications written in the 
tracery upon the palms have to be well 
weighed and considered to reach a cor
rect estimate.

“There is no Christian faith:
A man may say all increase is of God,
But he who plants not seed beneath the clod 

Reaps barren sod.

"in a t man wno nastes, wnen clouds are in the 
sky,

To house his grain, knows that no God on high 
Will keep it dry.

“The mariner seeks heaven’s aid no more, 
But life preservers, when the breakers roar 

On leeward shore.

“The wind is tempered, says the Christian seer, 
Yet prudent herdsmen scarce are known to shear 

At fall of year.

“Salient and strongly marked charac
teristics are often written in the hand 
in half a dozen different ways, and can 
be told at the merest glance; but few 
hands are thus easily read, because few 
people in this complex age have a men
tal constitution of this strong and 
simple type.”

“We go to rest with prayer when day is o'er 
But seldom lock our sense in sleep before 

We’ve locked the door.

“ Believers rear their temples high and broad, 
And then attach, not having trust in God,

A lightning rod.

“ ‘And who has read of flaming holacaust,’ 
Nor noted, touching churches, that were lost, 

‘Insured for cost?’

Extract from “ New Light from the Great 
Pyramid,” by Albert Ross Parsons.

They Are Curses to the Country.

Too m uch cannot be said against the 
men of wealth who sacrifice everything to 
getting wealth. There is not in the 
world a  more ignoble character than the 
mere m oney-getting American, insensible 
to every duty, regardless of every princi
ple, bent only on amassing a fortune, and 
putting his fortune only to the basest uses 
— whether these uses be to speculate in 
stocks and w reck railroads himself, or to 
allow his son to lead a life  of foolish and 
expensive idleness and gross debauchery, 
or to purchase some scoundrel of high so
cial position, foreign or native, for his 
daughter. Such a man is only the more 
dangerous if  he occasionally does some 
deed lik e  founding a college or endowing 
a church, which makes those good people 
who are also foolish forget his real iniqui
ty . These men are equally careless of the 
workingmen, ■ whom they oppress, and of 
the State, whose existence they imperil. 
There are not very m any of them, but 
there is a very great number of men who 
approach more or less closely to the type, 
and, just in so far as they do so approach, 
th ey are curses to the country.— Foi'titn.

“Whoever for another day prepares,
And guards ’gainst danger coming unawares, 

God’s word forswears.

“ He rises from his knees when prayers are said, 
And shunning heaven to whom he prayed,

Seeks human aid.

“There is no Christian faith;
Men with their lips may trust a God on high, 
And by their every act their word deny,

1 know not why.
— Truth Seeker.

Rest.

Rest to the toil-worn brain,
Rest to the hands and feet,

Rest from life’s struggle and strain,
Rest from its fever and heat.

Rest in some quiet country lane,
Far from the loud city street,

With its wretchedness, squalor and pain;
There with calm Nature to meet,

From her lips fresh with dew or with rain, 
Alone in her sacred retreat,

The secret of rest thus to gain.
Such rest—ah! how sweet 1

After labor comes rest,
After the day cometh night,

Peace to the troubled breast,
Joy to the sad and opprest.

And to the darkened sight,
Out of the distant west,

At eventide cometh light.

So when the weary tight 
Of life has been fought and won,

To the captive soul cometh flight 
To regions beyond the Sun.

The A ca d em y•
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NEIGHBOR JONES.

I ’m thinking, wife, of neighbor Jones, the man with a stalwart arm—  

He lives in peace and plenty on a forty-acre farm;

When men are all around us, with hearts and hands a-sore,

Who own two hundred acres, and still are wanting more.

He has a pretty little farm, a pretty little house,

He has a loving wife within, as quiet as a mouse;

His children play around the door, their father’s heart to charm,

Looking just as neat and tidy as the tidy little farm.

No weeds are in the cornfield, no thistles in the oats;

The horses show good keeping by their fine and glossy coats;

The cows within the meadow, ’neath the beechen shade,

Learn all their gentle manners from a gentle milking-maid.

Within the fields on Saturday he leaves no cradled grain 

To be gathered on the morrow, for fear of coming rain;

He lives in joy and gladness, and happy are his days;

He keeps his Sabbath holy; his children learn his ways.

He never had a lawsuit to take him to the town,

For the very simple reason there are no fences down;

The bar-room in the village for him has not a charm;

I can always find my neighbor on his forty-acre farm.

His acres are so few that he plows them very deep;

’Tis his own hand that turns the sod, ’tis his own hands that reap;

He has a place for everything and everything its place;
The sunshine smiles upon his fields, contentment on his face.

May we not learn a lesson, wife, from the prudent neighbor Jones,
And not sigh for what we haven’t got— give vent to sighs and groans? 

The rich aren’t always happy, nor free from life’s alarms;

But blest are those who live content, though small may be their farms.
— Atlanta Constitution.

269
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Boyal Insurance Building, 169 Jackson Street, 
CHICAGO, ILL.

Address all communications as above.

F. E. ORMSBY, - E dito* and  P ro pr ieto r .

P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p le  is a monthly publica
tion, devoted to Education in tne Occult 
Branches of Learning.

TERM S OF SUBSCRIPTION— IN ADVAN CE.
United States and Canada per year...........  $2.50
Foreign (Postal Union) '* “ ...........  2.75
Single Copies...................................................... 25

Remittances should be made by P. O. or 
Express money order, Registered Letter or Bank 
Draft.

CORRESPONDENCE.
All communications concerning Business, 

Advertising, etc., should be kept separate from 
those intended for publication. Write them on 
separate sheets of paper. Make all communica
tions aB short as possible, and they will be given 
more attention.

The Question department is open to thoeewhn 
are earnestly seeking. Questions will be pub
lished and answered in the order they are 
received, if of sufficient import.

a d v e r t i s i n g .
I The advertising space must necessarily be 

limited in a journal of this nature; hence, will 
be all the more valuable. Write for termB.

Good and reliable agents wanted in every town 
and city in the United States, to solioit subscrip
tions for P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e . The very best 
terms offered to those who are able to furnish 
good references.

EDITORIAL.

The Planetary Publishing Company 
held its first meeting on July 6th, and 
elected its officers for the ensuing year: 
F. E. Ormsby, president; W. F. Nutt, 
vice president; Ebenezer Sprague, secre
tary; Ervin A. Rice, treasurer. The 
company is now ready for business, and 
with the work already accomplished 
they believe the undertaking is fraught 
with success, not only from a financial 
point of view, but from an educational 
standpoint as well. The system of in
struction which they propose to operate 
is being explained to interested parties 
and strangers calling at the offices of the 
company, and its advantages are more 
than appreciated, for those who have 
studied astronomy say they really see 
and learn more in ten minutes by this 
system than they learned in a course in 
college.

We have been informed by Dr. Nutt 
that a larger number of inquiries about 
the Electropoise have been received at the 
Chicago office in response to their “ ad.” 
in July p l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  than from 
any other similar channel, which shows 
that our readers are thinking along the 
lines of the higher forces in the relation 
of physician and patient. We looked 
into the secrets of the “ electropoise” 
somewhat before accepting an advertise
ment from the company, and we are 
quite sure there is greater merit in the 
basic principle of the instrument, than is 
generally understood by those who own 
it. They have found that it does certain 
things and produces marked results, but 
just why and how, is as yet, somewhat 
theoretical. It is occult to that extent 
and a true expose is yet to be given. 
Hereafter the office of P l a n e t s  a n d  
P e o p l e  will look after and fill all orders 
for the specialties heretofore advertised 
by Sprague & Co. and Gardner & Co.

We are having many inquiries as to 
cost of the delineations as published in 
the July number of P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e , 
so we give full information that all may
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understand. We can not afford to do 
such work free of charge. Planets and  
People is not on a sufficiently profitable 
basis to warrant it. The cash expense is 
considerable for drawings and etchings, 
and the calculations and judgment of 
the figures, symbols and charts require 
close, laborious work, for these things 
must not be done loosely in the work we 
are engaged in. It is not sensational, but 
educational, therefore must be strictly 
scientific.

Because of this, it is much harder to 
prepare such delineations than it would 
be if we touched lightly of a hundred and 
one things without giving any reason or 
information concerning it, as is usually 
done by astrologers. We make the easiest 
terms we can afford to and do it right.

Parties sending us a good photograph 
and $12.00, will receive twelve copies of 
the magazine containing a delineation 
similar in style to those already given, 
without the cards and magnetic chart cuts.

Those desiring the cards and magnetic 
illustrations and explanations also, may 
have a delineation complete as already 
given in July number, and also have 
special features that they desire more 
fully explained, added, and have mailed 
to them 25 copies of the magazine con
taining the delineation, by sending us a 
photograph and $25.00. The plate made 
from photo will be sent to them also, af
ter the issue is out.

Those desiring delineations without 
illustrations may have them in Planets 
and People with five copies of the same, 
for $5.00. The cut or horoscope giving 
the planetary positions is included in all 
of them.

Always send day of birth, place of 
birth, nationality, and time of day if 
known. We do not depend on time of 
day generally, as very few know it cor
rectly.

Strangers to us may test the accuracy 
of planetary science by having one of 
these delineations made from the above 
data.

In the horoscope of Mr. A. I/. Fyfe, as 
given in the July number, an error oc

curred which we very much regret. The 
pressure of work in this line causes one 
sometimes to make very foolish errors, 
and this one seems to be of this class, for 
there is nothing to indicate that Venus is 
in Aries. The chart clearly places her in 
the spiritual sign Virgo the highest in the 
quarter of wisdom. The sign virtue—  
the virgin. We wondered how Mr. Fyfe 
could have Venus so strong when writing 
the delineation, as we knew some
thing of his character, but with Venus in 
Virgo in opposition to Jupiter and in 
quadrature to Mercury it is a powerful 
combination for health, and less effective 
from an emotional or affectionate stand
point. It leaves Mars as the ruling plan
et, which fits the case better, for he is 
the most particular man in every way 
that we have ever met. It will be seen 
that the four of hearts symbolizes Venus 
in Virgo far better than it does in Aries, 
and when these things came into the 
mind, as they did, we should have gone 
over the calculations to see wherein the 
difference lay. This, wt thought, we 
were too busy to do, hence the error. It 
is well worth the cost, however, for now 
we know what must be done with every 
horoscope before it is given in Planets 
and  People, for the eyes of the sharp- 
sighted are upon us, and we must be pre. 
pared to meet them with the truth.

Thus far there have not been a suffi
cient number of responses to the an
nouncement concerning classes men
tioned in last number, and as we do not 
see our way clear to start such a work 
with less than fifty students, we cannot 
begin the work until that number re
spond. We are not worrying at all be
cause of this lack of interest, for the 
time is well taken now with the duties of 
our present labors; still, when a sufficient 
number are ready, we are ready.

The Astronomical Quarterly is the 
name of a new journal soon to be issued 
by the Planetary Publishing Company. 
It will be in size 9x 12, sixteen pages, de
voted to the leading questions of the 
times concerning the stars. The price 
will be but 25c per year, in advance, 10c
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single copies. First edition will be 
twenty-five thousand copies. The grow
ing demand for such a journal has 
prompted the management of this com
pany to start the same contemporaneously 
with placing upon the market the new j 
text-book heretofore mentioned. The 
new journal will be profusely illustrated, 
and will be in other ways a very attract
ive. entertaining and instructive publica
tion. A  small amount of space w ill be 
used for advertising purposes, and the 
same may be secured now by addressing 
the company, providing the nature of the 
business to be advertised in no way con
flicts with the interests or mission of the 
journal. As it will not touch the hem, 
even, of the garment of the occult and ! 
mystical. P lan ets a n d  Pe o ple  w ill 
still be at the front in that particular, an d I 
as some say, peculiar line. Send your 
subscription for this new quarterly, to 
the Planetary Pub. Co., 169 Jackson St-, 
Chicago. One year, only 25c.

The Planetarv Publishing Companv Hag 
been duly launched with the following as 
the personnel of its officers. President. 
F . E . Ormsby; vice-president. W . F.Ntrtt. 
1 L  D ..V . D-Z secretary. Ebenezer Sprague; 
treasurer. Ervin A. Rice. Messrs Orms- 
by and Sprague being known to our 
readers, we will say this concerning the 
other two officers of the company. Dr. 
Nutt, the vice-president, is a physician of 
more than ordinary ability, having passed, 
with High honors through two schools of 
medicine, and also studied deeply into the 
various systems and appliances not in
cluded in the ‘ 'regular" courses. His 
office is in the Masonic Temple where he 
m jm  5 a large practice, the "dectropoise" 

many advanced thinkers under 
h k  charge. The doctor sees in the new

■patit  a large, free field and he says suc
cess'is sure. He being a strong Jupiter 
character, there is a significance in his re-

ilr . E- A_ Birr, the treasurer, is the west
ern manager of the New England Mince- 
nmar Q jm janr, a gentleman of bo an es  
o n a d tv  an d 'a deep student of nature 
and nature's laws. He. too. is enthusiastic 
wMwmtfKr the hoaness of the company.

of children which bede- 
orpg ghaTI be educated in these higher

u i r  w in d  
pee b v t i s s

business oc 
Hesdwav.

to  b e  p la ce d  before th e  p eo - 
tpanT. T h e  n ew  ch arts an d
nhstranon are being p re  

oocip&Ev w ill be under

Books Received.

W e  h a v e  received a copy o f “Infinite Ener- 
(fl. The M ystery SolTed,”  issned in twenty parts 
by Benjamin fran klin  Downing, Chicago. As 
stated the first number shows indications of 
what the first pages state, v iz : “it is a remark
able work o f investigation. I t  is a romance of 
ho man knowledge. It is a story of the myste
ries o f nature, etc., etc. The writer has evi
dently given m uch tim e and close attention to 
other authors, for we find frequent quotations 
on nearly every page, and the work will there
fore be a correlation  o f the thoughts of many 
minds on the questions which are promised, in 
the first number, to  be treated. I t  deals more or 
less w ith  th e stars, b at more especially as to 
th eir  m yth ological o r  h istorical data than from 
a scientific basis. Considerable stress is placed 
upon the constellations, and gilt representations 
of the imaginary forms which they are supposed 
to outline, are scattered through the wore. It 
will no doubt be interesting to many minds. 
We understand it w ill be sold by subscription at 
SLOO per number.

Crim inal Reform is a pamphlet giving 
the address delivered before the Social Eetmo- 
mie. Club, o f Chicago, by Mrs. Harilah Squires. 
The dosing paragraph w ill give the sense of the 
lecture. “Crim inal Reform shall have been ac
complished when the erring one has been ap
proached through the heart, for that which 
comes from the heart touches the heart.”  It is 
an a hie effort, w ell worth reading.

“ V it a .”  b ytlx»^im oanth ir L-a im iH Tdlnae 
in paper, on the "Prolongation of L ife and the 
Perpetuation of lo m h ." I t  is fo il of gorgLdear 
cut idea- and suited to  the mmd» of advanced 
thinkers. The Lecture, lac ; ""Yita.~ S c . Prudy 
Pub. C o - Me V ickers b ld g- Chicago.

T h e  World’s Advanced Thougtrt-Xa. 
C. YoL 9 is received, and we find it a well edited 
m onthly devoted to  the growing, liberal ques
tions of the hoar. We notice vegetarian !^  has 
attention, as w ell as spiritual and pbDoscpineal 
lines in ta n o w  fields o f research. Mrs- Lacy 
A. M allory. Editor and Publisher. Portland. 
Oregon.

“ W h y  I a m  a  V e g e t a r ia n .”  Just re
ceived is an address in pamphlet form delivered 
by J. Howard Moore, o f the Cnirerary of Chi
cago- before the Chicago Vegetarian Society as 
the Great Northern H otel. Mr. Moore given 
many -eirihlr ethical and hygienic reasons for 
embracing the principles o f vegetarianism, 
which a ll may read w ith profit. In the back 
part o f the pamphlet a m a b e r o f mean* are 
given, “ selected ax random from those used by 
the Vegetarian Bam«? Club «faring the year. 
which suggest numerous combinations that may 
easQy be prepared for the various meals and 
days o f the week. Price. S e . For sale at tkas 
o fie e.

"W h a tO rm im d  T h in k s .”  is a booklet 
comaanag suggestive essays on various subjects 
by IX H- tu u m u o a  Chicago. It is euterta*- 
= g  awdiu'jnutfiie- aud appeals to metaphymeal 
■wad* perhaps. more than tw «W  —i—tin. |j 
treats of "The rim tim o fn m ." 
pci ware generally, in ......... mvm to the Dar
winian theory of eroiatnm It m another 
theory. Prire. Leatherette- 2Se;doth-Sic. For 
sale ax tkisoCee-

“ T h e Men tal W orld" m treh ef mx the 
o f iR c fP u s m  M s P s a ru . rkk k m f a f  m 
fe rn u l to “Advanced •*— «hr g—- , rm, 
jUJhicvcue ag. Spiiira irum. Psyehual tm w rk  
Curreur Tapies- « t t  A- M. Premio» f i r «  
m l  Pebhifirr. C  Were Mi h  
¿ a fa scrip ce m . f l i t -
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PRESS AND PEOPLE.

W ic h ita  Fa lls , T exas.,
Jane 9th, 1895.

F. E. Oemsby, Esq.,
Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir  axd  Brother:—!  note 
Dr, Weaver’s letter in the Jane P la n - \ 

ets axd  People in which he states 
his little daughter is as good as an Ephe- | 
menes to locate Mercury. I, too, am 
quite sensitive, and for the past few 
months have been able to note the 
movements of all the planets when 
they have moved from one sign to an
other. A t present I am suffering from 
nervous vibrations, so I can scarcely 
sleep. I was born April 26th, 1864, 7 
a. hl, in Scorpio, and at present Saturn, 
Mercury mid Uranus occupy that sign 
with Mars in Leo in strong aspect. 
When Earth was in Scorpio and Mer- ' 
eury and Mars in Leo, I  had a hard 
time. I also suffered greatly from intesti - 
nal indigestion when Saturn was in jj 
Libra. When Saturn left Libra I was 
better, and greatly improved when 
Venus came into that sign. I note the 
effects on myself when I feel a change, 
then look up the positions and adjust 
them on my piamtarinm. I  do this 
after I feel the change, so as not to let 
my mind lead me as it  might if  I ad- ‘ 
justed the planets daily. 1  stopped using 
meat and rich and greasy foods a year 
and a half ago and have gained greatly I 
in sensitiveness since. I ean readily J 
describe a person's feelings by sitting 
in a chair occupied by them within I 
three or four days, and do not bare to see 
the person or know that the chair has 
been occupied. Gemini was rising 9:55 
with Mereary on the cusp of same and 
Uranus was in Gemini. This by the 
Geo-centric system. That my whole 
mind is turned to occultism will be no | 
surprise to yon. I am deeply inter- I 
ested and hope soon to have plenty of | 
time to devote to the "Law and the I 
Prophets."

Tours fraternally,
L  W. Y a i  D m .

M in n e a p o l is , M in x ., July 10th,1895. 
F. E. Ormsby, Esq.

My  De a r  B r o t h e r :— I have looked 
for the one dozen “sample copies," 
you wrote me you would send me to 
hand to friends, but as yet they have not 
put in an appearance. I wish they 
would come as I cannot keep mine 
home long enough to read. All who 
see them want to take them home to  
look them through, and they are de
lighted with them. They are just what 
the people need, and I hope subscrip
tions will come in thick and fast. 1 
hope to send you more before Iong. 
I have read “Zalene’s Initiation" a  
number of times, and am delighted with 
it, and each mystic, who reads it, will 
catch the deeper meaning as they read 
between the linen.

T is  grand, and sublime, and so in
structive. I  feel as I  read P l a n e t s  
a x d  P e o p l e  that I  wish off, yes, every
body could read them, and were I so 
financially placed that I could, I would 
place the magazine in every mystic 
home (you know mystics are usually 
poor) and 'tis hard to get the where
withal sometimes.

3Tow, if  you wish to fix this up in any 
way and put it in the Planets and 
P e o p l e  do so; and affix my name, for 
there cannot be enough said in praise 
of the grand and noble work you are 
doing with the wonderful magazine. 1 
want my horoscope in it. W ill yon let 
me know the cost.

Beth  A . W adsworth.

Black  Bock, A r il , July 12th, % .
Brother Okxsbt;—I  have read 

“Zalene" several times. The first time 
with a feeling akin to displeasure. The 
last time, with admiration and profit. 
The story of Zalene “grows on me like 
Moonrise on the night.”

It  is like a fruit, the rind o f which is 
bitter, but the meat sweet and nutri
tions. This is an oeenit, mystical, old 
world. The adepts are few, the neo
phytes many. We seek for knowledge, 
and press forward to the unknown.

078
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The Goddess of Wisdom is fabled to 
have sprung from the brain of Jove, 
full grown and in full panoply. She 
does not thus manifest herself to the 
children of men, but speaks to them 
through a deputy named experience. 
The adage says: “Experience keeps a 
dear school, but fools will learn in no 
other.” The thought may be amended, 
for the wise have been taught in her 
school, fools only, failing to learn her 
lessons. “Though thou shouldst bray a 
fool in  a m ortar among wheat with a 
pestle, yet his foolishness will not de
part from him.”—Prov. 27—22.

The belief is quite general, that, by a 
vicarious atonement, or some special 
cleansing, a brutish, filthy, ignorant 
person may be instan tly  transformed 
into an angel of goodness and wisdom. 
N ature teaches differently. Her pro
cesses are slow. Spectacles will not en
able a blind man to see, neither help 
one to read, who has not learned how 
to read.

“Zalene’s Initiation” is, in a  measure 
my own experience. If  you have space, 
please insert this gem of J . G. Hol
lands:

“ GRADATION.”
“ Heaven is not reached by a single bound,
But we build the ladder by which we rise 
From the lowly Earth to Hie vaulted skies.
And we mount its summit round by round.

“ We rise by things that are under our feet,
By what we have mastered of greed and gain,
By the pride deposed and the passion slam,
And the vanquished ill that we hourly meet.

“ We hope, we resolve, we aspire, we trust,
When the morning calls to life and light.
But our hearts grow weary, and ere tne night 
Our lives are trailing the sordid dust.

“ Wings for the angels, but feet for the men!
We must borrow the wings to find the w ay;
We may hope, and resolve, and aspire and pray. 
But our feet must rise, or we fall again.”

Hoping Zalene will persevere in her 
pursuit of knowledge, and that you may 
succeed in your undertakings to en
lighten “us women folks,”

I  am very sincerely your friend,
N. M. R ich m ond.

A t l a n t i c , I a ., July 7th, 1895. 
Mr . F . E. O r m sb y , Chicago, 111.

Dear  Sir :—Y our July number of 
P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  at hand, and is

getting better all the time. I am very 
much interested in occult studies, but 
have not much time, as I  am a traveler 
and bread winner for a large family. It 
keeps me at work. I  bought a copy of 
“The Law and the Prophets” and am 
well pleased with it.

I  find on page 235 “Notice,” and to 
help s ta rt a class I  shall take the twelve 
lessons and w ant to be notified when 
you begin your school should you start 
same.

Y our Astronomical chart on 248 is 
something new to me, and I  should 
like to  know how to make out that $  
is three of diamonds and so on.

I  regret th a t my time is taken up so 
much with work, tha t I  have to delay 
my studies. Truly,

C h as. Motz.

Brother Sprague’s magazine P lanets 
a n d  P e o p l e  increases in interest with 
each issue and we know it must have 
established for itself a firm place in its 
own unique geld. Horoscopes, Star Re
ports, Oracular Sayings fairly take one 
off the E arth to peruse their pages. 
And yet the study of the firmament, 
astrology, that oldest of all sciences, 
makes one better able to live on this 
mundane sphere. In  fact if we believe 
the writers in P l a n e t s  a n d  P eople  
you cannot otherwise fulfill your mis
sion.—New E ngland Gh'ocer.

W e have heaped upon us daily by 
advanced thinkers such statements as 
the following:— [Ed .]

“I  receive more instruction and bene
fit from reading your magazine, than 
from any other source.”

“I can hardly wait until the next 
number is out.”

“I have dropped all my other maga
zines, and am making P l a n e t s  and  
Pe o p l e  a daily study. It  is so in
structive! How did you get this knowl
edge?”

“It is entirely original, and deals with 
the deepest and most far-reaching ques
tions of life and eternity.”

“It is queer how it is done, but we 
cannot deny the facts that are shown 
by this science.
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Aquarius in the quarter of labor signi
fies a season when the greatest amount of 
vital energy is expended in securing that 
which goes to supply that same force 
again to the body. People perspire more 
freely, throw off as it were, the forces 
and impurities of the flesh to a greater 
extent than at any other season, and be- I 
cause of these conditions in this quarter 
of the Zodiacal heavens, those bom  in 
the sign Aquarius are always the greatest 
workers among the people.

This sign influence however is, as in 
the case of all other signs, modified by 
the planets ruling the E arth  at the time 
of birth. The symbol illustrates the 
season and also the significant desire that 
is prominent at this season of the year, 
namely:

The desire for drink, for water, hence 
the “waterbearer.” It took many years of 
close attention and study of the phenom
ena of life to arrive at a knowledge that 
would enable man to measure up the solar 
system in its relation to our Earth, but 
it took many more years to find the con
necting link between man and the in
fluence of the planets of which our system 
is composed.

It is not strange that people, yes, very 
intelligent people, in this age should 
doubt such facts, but it is a little strange 
that they should decide for themselves, 
and declare to the world that there is no 
such influence affecting them , and this, 
without giving an hour’s study to the 
science. This is indeed a very strange I

characteristic common to the majority.
Possibly the teachings of the would-be 

leaders in dogmatical religions have, 
through the ages inflicted the minds and 
perceptions of the people, and the denials 
of such laws and influences made by these 
self-constituted ignoramuses may, and no 
doubt have been the principal cause for 
the prejudice which exists to-day against 
the facts of the science which are so easily 
and clearly demonstrated. But we must 
accept of the situation and mingle our 
thoughts with those of out feather until 
such time as the souls of a nation awake 
to light which the science of the stars 
alone holds.

August 5th.
We have to report for this month, be

ginning Monday, the 5th, that the Earth 
is in the sign Aquarius under the vibrant 
powers of the combined action of Uranus 
and Saturn in the sign Scorpio.

These two planets alone having su
preme power over the anatomy of man for 
several days, will raise the vibrations of 
the physical man, and as they are a  
neutralization of the high nerve force of 
Uranus and the low, depressing influence 
of Saturn, the general effect is better than 
it would be with either one of them alone. 
I t  is not a bad combination, or one that 
will cause any disturbance out of the 
common and ordinary. That times gen
erally will be a little slow while it lasts 
must be expected, for it is not a power 
for active operations in the commercial 
world. Mercury, however, will soon be
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in  line with the planet Jupiter when 
greater activity will be manifested again.

Physiologically.
Generally speaking, the physiological 

influences are as stated about Saturn and 
Uranus, but the other combinations have 
their secondary influences and among 
them at this time is one which causes 
many speculative minds to make lunges, 
take big risks as it were.

This should be a stimulus to proceed
ings in the stock markets. This influence 
also applies to the acts of individuals as 
i t  applies to health; and carelessness, or 
recklessness, natural at this time, will re
sult in severe colds and lung affections 
generally. At this season, however,

there is very much less danger from such 
attacks than at other times.

Children.
Children having this figure for a horo

scope will be religious in nature and 
greatly influenced by the artistic and 
beautiful all about them. They will be 
somewhat slow in physical expression, 
but deep students of the occult world. 
Their ambition will take care of them, 
but they will not get great wealth by any 
work of their own. They will make 
good physicians if given an opportunity, 
and will be able to fill most any lucrative 
position. Uranus will make it possible 
for them to do many kinds of labor, 
therefore, it will be difficult to hold them 
to one position long.
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Marriage.
This is a very good time for people to 

become united in marriage, as there are 
no afflicting or conflicting conditions 
which have a direct bearing upon this par
ticular side of life. A period will soon 
begin, which will flood the matrimonial 
market with applicants, and a rush of 
business in this line will result.

August 12th.
The horoscope for this date shows but 

one change from that of last week, which 
is that of Mercury passing into the sign 
Cancer in conjunction with Jupiter. 
This will stir up the active, quick chang
ing lines in commercial affairs and make 
things lively for a few days. Mercury

will pass into the sign Leo by the 14th, 
and cut short this quickening up of 
things commercial, and transfer the in
fluence to things physical, resulting in a 
spiritual outpouring and great religious 
awakening. It will be a musical week 
and a time for amusement and recreation. 
A real healthy and restorative combina
tion. Let everybody take a week off and 
enjoy the harmonious vibrations of the 
music of the spheres, for they will be 
wonderful beyond the highest conception 
to all who live in the realm or “sphere of 
vibration,” as Lillian Whiting puts it. 
Every person that is suffering in any way 
should open up their systems to this in
fluence, and drink in the nectar of the 
Gods.



Business.
From a business point of view people 

will not incline that way very intensely, 
hence, the indications are not so favor
able to the business world; at the same 
time, there are lines which come under 
the influences that cause people to 
recreate, and these will be greatly bene
fited at this time. The diversity of 
business interests are such that one line  
is affected at one time, or for a period 
lasting through one of the wave periods 
of the planets, when the influence 

changes and strikes another entirely dif

ferent line. This often puzzles people, 

but there is an all-powerful cause back of 

all life and activity.

Children.
Children born the first two days of the 

week need to have their appetites held 
in check, and not aggravated into a con
dition of uncontrollable desire, for natur
ally they will crave for the things which 
tend toward physical degeneracy. After 
Tuesday the conditions will be much bet
ter in this respect and the entire nature of 
the combination will be changed. The 

I first two days indicate mental power, and 
very intense and strong characters. Such 
as have the gift of speech backed by wis
dom, and even oratorical ability very 
marked. The balance of the week shows 
much less of such ability to express, yet 
a far better balance with equal mental 
grasp. It is really a week for characters 

I to be born.

H E L I O - C E N T R I C  H O R O S C O P E  FOR A U G U S T  19th , 1895.
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Marriage.

This little matter of marriage also is 
greatly agitated by this horoscope of the 
heavens, and the latter half of the week 
is the beginning of the period heretofore 
referred to. Everyone should get mar
ried at this time, at least those who want 
to and those who have to; and those who 
do not want to should not be compelled 
to, for it is a greater sin than to suffer 
in freedom. The weaker sex in unfor
tunate circumstances in these matters, 
should be provided for and not crushed 
by the respects paid to Almighty God in 
yielding for a time to liis ways, and for_ 
getting the inflictions from a benighted 
and ignorant race acting under the in>

I fluence of fleeting, transient and chang
ing m ind. God’s way is the way in the 
production of offspring, and the quicken
ing spirit gives evidence of the high favor 
and respect in which motherhood should 
be held.

And when we say motherhood, we 
mean motherhood whenever and wherever 
it is found; for it is more honorable, not 
only in the sight of the Infinite, but also 
in the sight of every honorable man and 
woman, to bring forth healthy offspring 
out of wedlock, than to gratify sexual de
sire for a score of years in wedlock, and 
produce nothing. Therefore, we say, 
motherhood should be respected, and 
every mother cared for if we wish to reach

H E L I O -C E N T R I C  H O R O S C O P E  FOR A U G U S T  2 5 t h , 1 8 9 5 .
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a higher civilization. I t  is honorable in 
the sight of God to bear children, make 
it honorable also in the sight of men and 
women. August 19th.

We have this week three conjunctions 
of the planets which generally indicates 
strength; but at this time, -with the Earth 
in such strong aspect to Venus, is not so 
marked. The tendency of this aspect of 
the planets is toward quiet and calm and it 
is an excellent week for rest, quiet rest. 
Jupiter is free in the business of the 
world, so there is every indication for a 
good, steady showing through the month, 
but a short period of monotony will be 
experienced while this combination lasts. 
I t is a good, healthy figure, however, and 
physiological improvement will be the 
general result.

Children.
Like unto the conditions, so will the 

characters be of children coming into the 
world at this time. They will be Venus 
souls all the way through and their 
hearts will be a source of great annoyance 
to them, for they will be too trusting and 
believing in humanity not to meet with 
disappointments. But Venus natures can 
stand any amount of such experience and 
get right up and go through it again, so 
there is experience in store for these lives.

Later in life Uranus and Saturn will 
come into greater force, and they will de
velop into very strong natures. They 
will not be speechmakers, nor will they 
have business capacity sufficient to do for 
themselves. They naturally want to 
work for others whether they get pay for 
i t  or not. But Saturn plays a fine hand 
in this combination and will cause them 
to look out very well for number one. 

narriage.
This is a very good time for marriages 

for various reasons. The conjunctions in 
three signs favors it, and the Venus, 
Saturn, Uranus combination also sheds a 
blessing upon such relations.

August 25th.
August 25th everything is changed and 

a new heaven is presented to our view. 
From a business standpoint everything is

on the gain, two of these movements 
being quite favorable. Pick them out for 
yourselves. This is a very marked specu
lative combination and great activity will 
be the result. Shall we say that wheat 
will boom and go higher at this time? Or 
is it wrong to use the knowledge which 
the stars impart for such purposes?

Some would say it is wrong, while others 
would say it is just the thing to do, for to 
get ahead of the board is the highest con
ception they have of life. We are in the 
educational and scientific sphere, not the 
speculative and visionary which includes 
the commercial world.

In giving the general influences of the 
planets upon the business world, it is not 
for the purpose of enabling one person 
to take advantage of another, but to call 
the attention of each to a larger and 
grander sphere of life and existence, 
than they have hitherto dreamed of. 
This is our motive and purpose.

Physiologically.
While this changed condition does not 

show any improvement in the general 
health of the people, still it is not very 
much below the average of last week, 
hence, is fairly good.

Children.
Children of this date or week will be 

rovers, and desire the high seas in pref
erence to the land for comfort and satis
faction. They will make good travelers, 
and being inclined to the medical practice 
would make good surgeons. They will be 
leaders, with strong minds and physiolog
ical powers very high. They would 
make good lawyers if they could be con
tent to stay in one place long enough to 
try a case, but this would be too hard for 
them. Marriages.

If we were going to get married this 
week we would postpone it until Novem
ber, but we are different from the major
ity, so we would not say don’t, for oppor
tunities must be taken advantage of, and 
we should never put off till to-morrow, 
that which we can just as well do to-day. 
We do not care to take the responsibility 
of others in these matters so we say 
nothing about it. But look out! If you 
get married this week that is your busi
ness and not ours.
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Hoboscope of Mb s . Ol iv e  Co vebdale.

We find our subject was born in the 
sign Taurus, the vital section in the quar
ter of love, with the planet Jupiter in 
conjunction at 92 per cent, of physical 
power and 66 per cent, of mental force, 
and at the same time is the ruler of the 
life as a whole. This indication could 
not be better from a financial point of 
view, and when we search the other divi
sions of the Zodiac we find there is noth
ing meddling with Jupiter’s vibrant power, 
so there is nothing to fear from afflictions 
on this plane. We conclude at once, then, 
that this is a Jupiter character in earnest, 
and that financial matters will surely be 
easy, and not only that, but the possibility 
of making considerable wealth is quite 
prominently shown. The planet Jupiter 
being alone, as it were, and of such stu- 
pendous proportions, moving quite slow 
compared with the smaller planets nearer 
the Earth, shows us a rather slow devel
opment and growth in the financial abili
ties of our subject, for people develop 
slow in everything under the single ac
tion of such a magnet.

Two cycles are necessary before Jupiter 
begins to govern much in financial affairs, 
and these cycles cover about twentyf-our 
years. The Twenty-fifth year his *power 
is felt very strongly and the desire for 
gain is intensified. This is the real be
ginning of success.

The very strong physical percentage of 
Jupiter indicates that money must be
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made by personal effort and application 
to business. In other words, money 
must be made. The Moon in I/ibra, the 
sign of business and commercial life, 
points the way our. subject should direct 
her efforts. Trade of some kind; as 
she is born in Taurus, the sign of the 
shoulders, from which clothing hangs, it 
is not strange that she has become a 
dressmaker at this early period in her 
life. The millinery business is also well 
suited to her characteristics and business 
tendencies.

Next to the planet Jupiter comes the 
little Mercury at 89 per cent, of physical 
force and 80 per cent, of mental; both 
very high, and being in the mental 
quadrate, gives a quick mind and high 
intuition, also mental capacity and 
powers of expression. Venus comes next 
and although 74 per cent, in physical 
power, the aspect is only sextile and 
position is not one to give that over 
abundance of affection which renders 
many unfit or incapable of being proprie
tor to a business, and besides the opposite 
sex will never break her heart. She is 
governed largely by that all inclusive 
planet Jupiter, hence, the affections are 
broad and far reaching, including hu
manity, not one person merely. Uranus 
is next in force, a t 68 per cent physical 
and 54 per cent mental. The physical is 
very high for Uranus, but acting on the 
mind quickens and intensifies the spirit
ual sight and perceptions, more than to 
add working capacity to the physical 
powers. Mars in Capricornus at 62 per 
cent, physical and 57 per cent, mental is 
also significant of mental power and cal
culation, therefore, and accuracy are 
quite high in our subject. Neptune runs 
high at 53 per cent, physical and 48 per 
cent, mental, and in combination with 
Mercury, Mars and Uranus gives a power
ful force in the mental quadrate, and 
great capacity as a leader or director in 
the material affairs which come under the 
planet Jupiter as already explained. Stu
dents of P l a n e t s  a n d  Pe o p l e  will ob
serve the high average of magnetic 
powers which the figures present.
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MRS. OLIVE 
PER CEN TA G ES.

M e r c u r y ,
P h y s i c a l .

8 9

M e n t a l .

84 100
V e n u s , 74 48 99
M a r s , 6 2 57 90
J u p i t e r , 92 6 6 97
S a t u r n , 4 1 30 88
U r a n u s , 68 54 8 4
N e p t u n e , 53 48 6 6

4 7 9 = 6 8  387=55 624
The average being 68 per cent, physical 

and  55 per cent, mental, show a promising 
life force, which m ust manifest itself un
der Jupiter’s all-powerful life-ruling di
rection.

H E ALTH .

The health  of our subject, coming as it 
does under Jupiter’s single influence, 
very largely, m ust be very good generally 
speaking, and will no doubt more than 
balance Saturn’s weakening effect upon 
th e  lung  section, as Venus is in quadra
tu re  to  Saturn and relieves the situation. 
T he lungs will no doubt be affected 
slightly, but th is may be overcome easily 
by abstinence from the things which feed 
an d  develop such weaknesses.

Flesh food is one of the things to  be

'OVERDALE.

avoided by our subject, and beans, peas 
and corn substituted therefor. Butter 
and m ilk should be used very sparingly. 
Sweets should not be eaten at the end of 
the meal, as the alimentary canal should 
be free from such high vibrations as 
sweets represent when the meal is finished. 
When eating sweets, begin  the meal with 
them and for dessert eat a pickle, olive, 
raddish or a dry piece of bread.

This alone will starve lung difficulties 
to death in a short time. Our subject 
can easily control any weakness of this 
nature by observing these simple rules. 
There are no other indications reflecting 
to  any extent upon the health of this 
person. Dressmaking and millinery are her 
successful lines to follow, and she belongs 
in  the commercial field.

N o t e .— We selected this la d y  a n d  in d u ced  her 
to h a v e  this delineation given, first, because of 
her more than favorable horoscope, and second, 
because she is l iv in g  the la w  o f her being to 
the extent that she is a dress reform er, and 
works principally upon h e a lth  garments, 
dresses and gowns made for comfort and grace. 
She does not wear corsets herself, so we are in
formed, and she has a style distinctly her own 
which is a feature among womankind seldom 
met with. Her reform, or as she prefers to call 
them, “correct”  dress attracted our attention, 
for we are always on the lookout for a correct
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gown, and a conversation on the subject re
sulted in the above delineation. Knowing her to 
be a devoted wife and mother, with ideas far in 
advance of the majority, and especially so with 
regard to dress we cheerfully recommend her to 
those desiring garments made our style. We 
have been seeking one who would not make 
dresses any other way, bat if they will encour
age “correct” dressing we will encourage them.

The accompanying illustrations give views of 
a very neat and dressy costume o f 1 ’correct” pat
tern as free and easy upon the person as a bath 
robe. Address Mrs. Olive Coverdale, 123, 35th st„ 
Chicago for particulars.

Hymn of the Conquered.

He belongs to that shining army of 
whom the poet, Story, has sung.

“I sing the hymn of the conquered, who fell in 
the battle of life—

The hymn of the wounded, the beaten, who died 
overwhelmed in the strife.

Not the jubilant song of the victor, for whom 
the resounding acclaim

Of nations was lifted in chorus, whose brows 
wore the chaplets of fame;

But the hymn of the low and the humble, the 
weary, the broken in heart,

Who strove and who failed, acting bravely a 
silent and desperate p a r t;

Whose youth bore no flower on its branches, 
whose hopes burned in ashes away;

From whose hands slipped the prize they had 
grasped at, who stood a t the dying of day 

With the work of their life all around them, un
pitied, unheeded, alone,

With death swooping down on their failure and 
all but their faith overthrown.

While the voice of the world shouts in chorus, 
its paeon for those who have won—

While the trumpet is sounding triumphant, and 
high to the breeze and the Sun 

Gay banners are waving, hands clapping, and 
hurrying feet

Thronging after the laurel-crowned victors, I 
stand on the field of defeat;

In the shadow, ’mongst those who are fallen and 
wounded and dying, and there 

Chant a requiem low, place my hand on their 
pain-knotted brows, breathe a prayer,

Hold the hand that is helpless and whisper, 
They only the victory win 

Who have fought the good fight and have van
quished the demon that tempts us within: 

Who have held to their faith unseduced by the 
prize that the world holds on high,

Who have dared for a high cause to suffer, re
sist, fight—if need be to die.

"Speak, history! who are life’s victors?—unroll 
thy long annals and say—

Are they those whom the world calls the victors, 
who won the success of a day?

The martyrs or Nero? The Spartans who fell at 
Thermopylae’e tryst.

Or the Persians and Xerxes, his judges or 
Socrates? Pilate or Christ?”

THE ORACLE.

Question.
Editor Planets and People.

Dear Sir:—I would like to ask a 
question, if in order, and have it answered 
in August number if convenient? What 
is your idea of a true mystic, and can a 
person be a mystic and not be true? Mr. 
Richmond says, ' ‘true mystics do not lay 
up treasure on Earth.” But I am not 
troubled with much to lay up, mystic or 
no mystic. But I do feel a little disap
pointed because I could not make that 
Uranus star come anywhere near being 
my ruling star. I am going to draw out 
the circle and put the planets in as they 
stand for me, and if you see that I  had 
better continue taking P l a n e t s  and 
P e o p l e , and I could progress without 
having Uranus for my ruling star, please 
say so when you answer about mystics, 
true or otherwise. I have read “ Religion 
of the Stars” until I feel that I knew it 
all somehow before, and that it was 
what I believed all the time and could 
not express it myself. I  also am the 
possessor of “The Mystic Text Book,” and 
I hope that it is in my destiny to have 
“The Law and the Prophets.” I inclose 
25c. for July number of Planets and 
P e o p l e , and the other numbers have 
been such a comfort to me.

Respectfully yours,
E l l a  J. S im m o n s ,

21 Silver St., Pittsfield, Mass.
An s w e r . A mystic is one who delves 

into the innermost depths of things, and 
who has had certain experiences and ad
vancement in previous incarnations along 
the line of the occult. The soul having 
once tasted the sweets of such inner 
riches, naturally continues to seek no 
matter under what stars they re-appear. 
The possibilities of their grasping and be
coming mentally cognizant of occult 
forces, and of gaining through such lines of 
study great knowledge in the present em
bodiment, is governed very largely by the 
planets sealing their expression at birth 
Having once sought and found, you are 
bound to reach out as far as you can,
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which you should do, for the possibilities 
of gaining under any environment are 
great at this time compared with any pre
vious cycle known to man. As to being 
a mystic and not be true, he may be a 
mystic and be a  scoundrel, the same as 
one may be a Christian and a hypocrite 
a t the same time. This is one of the les
sons that mystics should learn in their 
present incarnation. People are people, 
wherever you find them, and mystics are 
a special or peculiar people, twelve in 
manner, the same as any other kind or 
class. If we could all be born a t the 
same time a  million or so of mystics 
could incarnate and all be alike; but 
variety is the spice of life, and mystics 
would be a  monotonous crowd if they 
were all alike. We want them all differ
ent, therefore our wants agree with God’s 
ways.

Q. I  am anxious to know what num
ber of stars and what their position, or 
rather the position of stars in the differ
ent constellations forming the Zodiac.

R. W. Mill e r .
A. I t  would require too long an an

swer to give the names of each principal 
star in  each of the constellations of the 
Zodiac. We do not take them into ac
count in  our work, hence, we would have 
to resort to some star'm aps to find them, 
and use the names given them. This any 
one can do for themselves if interested. 
I t  is quite a task, however, for very little 
gain.

Q. In  a horoscope where the Earth is 
in  Taurus and no other planets are in 
vital quadrate, and the physical scale 
is much stronger than the mental, does 
the  horoscope govern on the physical 
scale. Would you say there was a lack 
of vitality?

A. I t  is difficult to give a clear answer 
to  so complex a question, as the horo
scope may be very weak or very strong 
w ith the Earth in  position mentioned. 
No judgm ent can be given without a 
figure to base i t  on. Vitality, however, 
depends upon various causes and combi
nations, hence, there are various kinds of

force which make for strength and en
durance. The real, active, high life kind 
is generally well supported by the planet 
Mercury.

Q. If two persons born on the same 
day, one has very good pre-natal antece
dents, the other very bad, does the plane
tary law hold the primary influences.

J. K . D e a r t h , M. D.

A. All things have their influence and 
good pre-natal influences or conditions 
furnish better material to use or work 
with. The quality of clay is better in 
every way, hence, a more favorable ex
pression is possible. But the real charac
ter and life of each is, after all, more un
der the action of the planets than any 
other one thing or of all other influences 
combined; so we make this the all-im
portant science of life and destiny.

Q. There have been presented a num
ber of questions concerning the horo
scopes given in star report. Some claim 
there are errors, that Mercury does not 
enter the signs on the days given, etc.

A. In  the delineations no dates are 
given when planets cross a line except 
occasionally. Generally no mention is 
made of it. We delineate the positions 
on each Monday morning, and some
times a change occurs before the next 
Monday. Sometimes several changes oc
cur, one in three or four days and an
other in perhaps five days; but wherever 
they are on Monday, there they are de
lineated.

Q. We have been asked to explain 
why the Scientific Am erican  of July 6th, 
1895, in giving “ the heavens for July,” 
vary so much from the positions as given 
in P la n e t s  a n d  Pe o p l e .

A. We find on examining the article, 
that the writer has treated the phenomena 
for July from the Geo-centric standpoint, 
and, although the planets are in the 
same relative positions with regard to the 
Sun, they appear differently to the ob
server from the Earth. The Geo-centric 
Zodiac as given in January number of 
P la n e ts  a n d  Pe o ple  explains why this 
difference is found.
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F. E. Or m sby.
My  De a r  S i r :—Your 7th number to 

hand, I take the liberty of asking a few 
questions seeking information.

I have not studied your method much, 
yet I find a similarity in your readings to 
the Geo-centric.

Q. Why have you placed Aries at the 
bottom (north), instead of east, south or 
west ? By what method do you compute 
directions? I observe you do. You seem 
to place the planets in the chart, what 
appears to be at random when measured 
by degrees and minutes. Would it not be 
more correct to use a nautical ephemeris, 
and place in the degrees also for future 
reference. Could you give the method 
of erecting your chart by figures.

A. First question. The Zodiac being 
a mathematical figure co-ordinating the 
human organism with the action of vi
brant forces from the planets, this form 
and arrangement of it is in accordance 
with that law. I t  is fully treated in “The 
Law and the Prophets,” which is an ex
pose of the Helio-centric science.

Second question. As the Helio-centric 
system includes the Geo-centric, of course 
it is easy and much easier to compute di
rections by it than by the Geo-centric 
alone. January number of P l a n e t s  a n d  
People  gives a faint idea of the possi
bilities of directions by our method.

We place the planets in the signs, not at 
random but ss we find them, and they 
may be placed to a degree just where 
they are by the chart “ Play of the 
Planets, which we use for the purpose.

Nautical almanac figures we find are of 
human production and subject to many 
errors. We do away with 90 per cent, of 
the possible errors by using our system. 
To give the method of erecting our chart 
by figures is too extensive a piece of work. 
No one could afford to pay us for the 
time, hence, we do not offer it for sale.

Q. In comparison is the sign in mid
heaven by the Geo-centric system, the 
same as that of the Helio-centric ? If not, 
what is the difference ?

Mrs. S. A. B. S.

2HZ

A. In the first number of this maga
zine will be found a time chart, and we 
refer our questioner to it. I t will be seen 
that the sign Cancer is in mid-heaven at 
12 o’clock midnight by both systems, 
while at 6 A. M. Virgo is in mid-heaven 
Helio-centrically and Libra Geo-centric- 
ally. Our illustrations greatly exagge
rates the difference, but it gives the tide 
in the best manner possible.

Q. I t is said that cards, (playing 
cards) being astronomical, as you admit 
they are, when handled by people, act in 
accordance with planetary movements 
and influences, and that they are always 
drawn or dealt under absolute mathemat
ical law. I would like your explanation 
of the same. F. D. E.

A. We have twenty-six letters, simple 
characters, in our alphabet, and they are 
used according to their several qualities 
to express the ideas of man in written 
language. The cards are as these twenty- 
six letters, only there are just twice as 
many of them. They, however, are com
plex  symbols, worked out and perfected, 
for the purpose of recording planetary 
movements, effects, culminations of cy
cles, and all astronomical phenomena 
transpiring during the cycles, including 
the relation of man to this magnetic en
vironment. Now, that record, or records 
of these things, the cards, are subject to 
the same law that books are in which 
mortgages, deeds or any other proceed
ings are recorded. The cards, however, 
are not only a book of record, but they 
are a mechanical system, the operation 
of which reveals their phenomenal e- 
cord. They are wheels within wheels, 
squares, triangles and circles, which may 
be superimposed one upon the other, and 
which when properly started and ope
rated, “put together,” at any given time, 
shows to man the handiwork of the Infi
nite. To know how to accomplish this 
is to reach a very high altitude, degree, 
in the learning of mysticism. It can only 
be accomplished by very patient, labor
ious application for a long time with 
most minds, for the brain must needs de- 
ve op into a condition to hold an enorm- 
oui number of scientific, mathematical 
and symbolical impressions. When thus 
operated they express the magnetic law. 
When out of this divine balance, they 
serve as centralizers in emblematical psy- 
chometry, as symbols in mystical les
sons for mental and spiritual growth, in 
which case they may be manipulated in a 
thousand and one ways, and for games, 
amusing as well as instructive.
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HEALTH DEPARTJ*IENT.

Life and Death.

In the descending scale of animal life, 
the relations between the organs are less 
and less intimate, and the misleading sud
denness of the arrest of their machinery 
fades away. The heart of a turtle from 
which the brain has been removed will 
continue to beat for days. A worm or a 
star-fisli may be cut in pieces, and each 
piece remains alive, sometimes even re
producing the whole. Who shall name the 
point of death of an oyster, or of a sea- 
anemone ? No stoppage of a single organ 
causes sudden and conspicuous change in 
the whole; when protoplasmic death of a 
part occurs, either the part is sloughed 
away and replaced, or the ripples of de
structive change spread slowly from cell 
to cell, each unaffected part remaining 
active to the last. In the simplest ani
mals of all, organisms that consist each of 
a single cell, death may be seen at it 
lowest terms. There is no composite 
multicellular body, no bodily mechanism 
to break down, no possibility of the fail
ure of one set of cells gradually creeping 
upon others. Each organism is alive or 
dead as its protoplasm is alive or dead.

Here, in their simplest forms, are life 
and death; and here, asking if death be 
inherent in living matter, we find sur
prising answer. Violence of heat and 
cold, mechanical forces, and the assaults 
of chemical affinities may destroy these 
single particles of life; but if not 
overthrown by rude accident, and if pro
vided with food and drink, their proto
plasm lives forever. Each particle feeds, 
until, outgrowing a convenient size, it 
cleaves asunder and one life becomes two 
lives. So far ns reason and observation 
can inform us, the living particles in the 
ponds and seas of to-day have descended 
in a direct continuity of living material 
from the first dawn of life. No other 
solution is open, save the possi
bility of a spontaneous generation of 
living matter so continual and so com
mon that it could not have eluded the 
search of science. This is that ' ‘immor
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tality of the protozoa” hinted at by Lan- 
kester in England, blazoned into fame by 
Weismann.

Whether or not the protoplasm of the 
tissues of higher organisms be potentially 
immortal can be only a matter of infer
ence. The reproductive cells, indeed, 
form a living chain, binding the animals 
and plants of the present with the ani
mals and plants of the remotest past. 
This reproductive protoplasm is immortal 
in precisely the same sense as the proto
plasm of single cells is immortal, and 
there seems no reason to believe with 
Weismann that the protoplasm of the 
other tissues has acquired immortality and 
is different in kind. It dies, but only be
cause it is part of a complex structure. 
The machinery of the body is not regu
lated to last forever; on the other hand it 
is to the advantage of the race that it 
should break down when reproduction 
has been accomplished, and its break
down results in the ruin of its component 
parts. There is no reason to suppose 
that the protoplasm itself grows old. A 
slip cut from a tree many centuries old 
may be grafted on a young tree and so 
enter on a new lease of life. Were the 
process to be continued, a continuity of 
protoplasmic life might be maintained. 
So far as we can tell, death is not in
herent in living matter. Protoplasm may 
live forever, as a flame shielded from the 
wind and fed from an endless store would 
burn forever.—London Saturday E(~ 
view.

Freak of Nature.

How t h e  Popular Naval Orange first 
Game to this Country.

There have been more naval oranges in 
the market this winter than ever before. 
The fruit is doubtless gaining in popularity, 
the flavor being exceptionally fine, though 
the skin is muoh thicker than that of the 
Indian River orange. Inasmuch as all sorts 
of theories are in circulation as to the origin 
of the variety, a few words of aoourate in
formation on the subjeot may not be amiss. 
To begin with, the first naval orange was 
doubtless a freak, or 4‘sport,” as horti-
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oultùrists say. To make such a fruit by 
artifice would be impossible, according to 
the Washington Star. It is abnormal, 
even in the bud. The navel shows in the 
bud as early as the latter can be examined 
under the mioroscope. It may even be 
traced back to the flower, which is double 
—though that word does not express the 
idea very well, each blossom having a 
secondary blossom within it. In the de
veloped fruit the navel is itself a secondary 
orauge, in some specimens having a dis
tinct skin surrounding it.

This two-story orange is no novelty. A 
book on horticulture, published in 1643, 
gives a picture of a naval orange and calls 
it “pomum Adami foetum.’’ This is the 
earliest reference known. The blossoms 
rarely have any pollen, and the fruit is 
usually, though not always, seedless. The 
variety is reproduced by budding. Where 
it originated is not known with certainty, 
but it was probably in Southern Asia. It 
was then brought to the region of the 
Mediterranean and eventually diffused 
over the world. A lady who had traveled 
in Brazil told Mr. Saunders, chief gardener 
of the department of agriculture, about 
the orange, which she had seen in that 
country. Acting on this information, Mr. 
Saunders told a Star reporter that he sent 
to Bahia and secured a dozen young bud
ded trees. These reached the United 
States in 1870, being the first navel orange 
trees known here.

From these trees others were propa
gated. One of the first batch thus ob
tained is now in the orange house of the 
department of agriculture. In 1873, two 
of the trees were sent to Mrs. L. G. Tib- 
bitts, of Riverside, Gal. At the same 
time others were sent to Florida. But 
those planted in California fruited more 
quickly and were the first to attract atten
tion. It soon became evident that the 
climate of that state was better suited to 
the cultivation of this varie;y. In Florida 
it is not sufficiently productive— i. e. does 
not bear freely enough to be profitable. 
Nevertheless the first naval oranges came 
from Florida, though they are not so hand
some as those from California.—Hein hi 
nf Com mervt.

A Leper From Vaccination.

On one of its lonesome and barren 
islands in the East River, New York city 
has provided a place for isolating lepers, 
and fortunately the population there is 
generally very small—owing to the scar
city of cases hereabouts. Just now it has 
one lonely young man, Wm. Brvan, a 
m ulatto, bom  in  the British W est Indies, 
in whom a t the age of seventeen the lep
rosy has broken out in such violent form 
th a t he is not expected to live long. The 
disease, though now developing its 
serious symptoms, has been traced back 
to his second year, and is attributed to 
compulsory arm-to-arm vaccination re
quired by the British colonial government. 
At th a t tim e his ann  became swollen, and 
a rash developed all over the  body. Mr. 
Wm. Tebb has in  his book on ‘ ‘Leprosy 
and Vaccination,”  m arshalled a  vast 
am ount of evidence, including the testi
mony of physicians, to show th a t vacci
nation has, in  m any countries, been re
sponsible for the ‘ ‘recrudescence of lep
rosy.” There is even yet, am ong those 
most observant of the disease, a great dif
ference of opinion as to the necessity of 
isolating victims of leprosy—some doubt
ing that it is contagious or “ catching” to 
the extent of requiring isolation.—Dr. 
Foote's Jfont/tly.

Rheumatism.

This malady is often preventable in  one 
or all of three following ways: F irst, and 
most im portant, by abstaining from such 
articles of diet as are known to consist very 
largely or almost entirely of nitrogen,

I such as lean meat, cheese and milk; 
second, by taking in as m uch oxygen by 
means of active exercise as may be neces
sary to  oxydize all the  nitrogen in  the 
blood; and third, if one is unw illing or 
unable to eat less m eat and take exercise, 
then the next best tiling  to  do is to  drink  
enough pure w ater to  dissolve as m uch of 
the  unoxidized nitrogen as possible, and 
thus elim inate it by means of the  kidneys 
from the blood. W hen necessary a mild 
and harmless cathartic should also be 
properly used.
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THE PYRAMID.

Giving Arabs an Electric Shock.

I stood upon the highest point of the 
pyramid and held up my own forefinger 
in the air. There was a slight, hardly 
perceptible prickling observable on the 
skin of the finger which was opposed 
to the wind. I could only explain this 
fact, observed by all of us, as an electri
cal phenomenon, and such it proved to 
be. When I  held up a full bottle of 
wine, the top of which was covered 
with tinfoil, I  heard the same singing 
sound as when the finger was held up. 
A t the same time little sparks sprang 
continually from the label to my hand, 
and when I  touched the head of the 
bottle with my other hand I received a 
strong electric shock. It is clear that 
the liquid inside the bottle, brought into 
metallic connection with the metallic 
covering of the head of the bottle 
through the damp cork, formed the in
ner coating of a Leyden jar, while the 
label and hand formed the outer coat
ing. When I  had completed the outer 
coating of my bottle by wrapping it iu 
damp paper the charge was so strong 
that I  could make use of it as a very 
powerful weapon of defense.

A fter the Arabs had watched our 
proceedings for a time with wonder, 
they came to the conclusion that we 
were engaged in sorcery, and requested 
us to leave the pyramid. A s their re
marks, when interpreted to us, were 
without effect, they wanted to use the 
power of the strongest to remove us 
from the top by violence. I  withdrew 
to the highest point and fully charged 
my strengthened flask, when the Arab 
leader caught hold of my hand and tried 
to drag me away from the position I 
had attained. A t this critical moment 
I  approached the top of my flask to 
within striking distance of the tip of 
his nose, which might be about ten 
millimeters. The action of the dis
charge exceeded my utmost expecta
tions. The son of the desert, whose 
nerves had never before received such a

shock, fell on the ground as though 
struck by lightning, rushed away with 
a loud howl, and vanished with a great 
spring from our vicinity, followed by 
the whole of his comrades. We had 
now a full opportunity of carrying out 
our experiments.— The Scientific and 
Technical Papers o f W. von Siemens.

A Big Bologna.

The revival of the trades after the 
long stagnation which followed in the 
wake of the crusades was responsible 
for many fantastic procession freaks in 
the larger towns of Western Europe. 
For an instance, we are told that in the 
chancellor’s procession, which took 
place at Nuremberg in 1847, the bakers 
of the town exhibited a loaf of bread 
weighing 1,141 pounds, and that in the 
same procession a cheesemaker ex
hibited a “star-shaped cheese which 
put three horses on their mettle to pull 
it through the streets mounted on a 
goodly dray.” The old account further 
says that this bread and cheese, which 
was distributed free of charge among 
the merrymakers, “was dinner sufficient 
for upward of 3,000 persons.” In the 
New Tear’s procession at Königsberg 
in 1558 a bologna sausage exhibited by 
the “butchermen” was 662 feet in length, 
and was carried on the shoulders of 
sixty-seven men and boys. The one ex
hibited in the same city in the year 1583 
was over 1,600 feet in length and 
weighed 434 pounds. But the giant of 
all sausages, and perhaps the largest of 
the kind ever made, was exhibited by 
the Königsberg butchers on New 
Tear’s day in 1601, when they paraded 
the streets with a bologna 3,750 feet in 
length and weighing nearly 2,000 
pounds. It was carried on the shoul
ders of 187 men, the first and last in the 
column having wound it around their 
necks.—St. Louis Republic.

Fried apples for breakfast, southern 
style, make one feel as if he had been 
steadily eating for forty-eight hours.
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ZALENE’S RETURN.

As Zalene retired to rest after her 
long and tiresome, yet most satisfac
tory experience at the mystic shrine, 
she wondered when she would be called, 
and how she would know when the call 
came. She fell asleep, and knew no 
more until she was aroused by a short 
rap upon the door of her room. She 
answered the call, quite surprised at 
this unusual alarm, but when she 
opened the door and found a number of 
the boarders anxiously waiting outside 
to learn whether she was still among the 
living,she concluded that there must be 
a cause somewhere for this seeming 
anxiety.

“Why, what is the matter?” she 
asked of the anxious visitors. “What 
does this mean ?”

“Oh, she is all right. Just having a 
sound sleep that is all,” she heard some 
one say in a low tone.

“Well,” spoke up the landlady, “we 
thought you were dead. We have been 
rapping and calling every half hour 
since morning.”

“Since morning!” said Zalene. “How 
late is it now ?”

“Three o’clock,” chimed in several at 
the same time, “and you have been 
sleeping all this time. Where were you 
so late last night? You must have had 
an interesting time to make you sleep 
this way.”

And they all began to joke with Za
lene to find out if possible the cause of 
this strange experience. Zalene stood 
and looked at them. What could she 
say?

She felt a little cheap at first to think 
she had overslept so long; but when she 
recalled the lateness of the hour when 
she last knew the time, which was long 
before she left the shrine, she began to 
think that it must have been near 
morning when she retired. So there 
was nothing to say.

Now that she was again awake and 
herself once more, the boarders with
drew one by one and Zalene was left 
alone in her room. She forgot all about 
dressing herself, and never thought of 
eating. She simply sat down and began 
to recall and consider what she had 
seen and experienced at the occult re
treat. As writing was her profession, 
she naturally took up a tablet and pen
cil. “I will just make a note of these 
things now,” she thought, “so I can re
call and study them up later. Let me 
see; there was the one I saw first—a 
man, the next I met was a lady, that 
gave me the short, cutting answers to 
my queries. Then there was the seven
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— mysterious «oven. And then came 
the twelve, and these are the ones I am 
interested in. What shall 1 write 
about it anyhow? All 1 know is that 
the ilrst part was very trying and the 
last part extremely pleasing, and that I 
overslept myself about ten hours get
ting over the physical effects of it. 
How long will it take to get over the 
mental or spiritual influence I can 
not say."

Zalene at this time suddenly remem
bered that she agreed to attend a meet
ing of the Women’s Bloomer Costume 
Association, a new organization for the 
furtherance of independence in matters 
of dress, and report the proceedings for 
the Woman's Weekly. She looked at 
her watch and found it rather late, but 
knowing that such gatherings are slow 
in getting started, she hurriedly dressed 
and made her way to the place of meet
ing. Some one with a loud, sharp voice 
had the floor, and Zalene arrived just in 
time to hear this'

“The bloomer is the emancipator of 
woman I Site lias followed the dictates 
of men, born all the children and slaved 
for his comfort until she is looked upon 
as a mere attendant or subject. This 
must not go any longer! Woman must 
assert her individuality by joining the 
Bloomer army and showing the world 
especially the male world, that fresh air 
is as important to the health of woman 
as it is to man. I f  we can have more 
of fresh air by wearing them than we 
can by yielding to those who oppose 
them, and the use of the wheel for 
women as well, let us by all means 
adopt them."

Tills speech was made by a lady who 
rides the wheel, and she was dressed in 
the style she was defending. She was 
followed by a representative of the W. 
C.T. IT., an elderly lady of portly figure, 
who spoke as follows:

“My dear Christian mothers. It seems 
to me it is high time we raised our 
voices against this terrible scourge 
which seems to be devastating our very 
homes and family circles. It is with n
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fearful feeling that 1 contemplate the 
result of such unchristian and unlady
like exhibition of femininity. I tell 
you if women cannot get fresh air 
without the vulgar bloomer, and that 
invention of Satan which is dragging 
young men and women down into sin 
and sorrow; then by far is it better that 
they return to their former place peace
fully within the home, and save them
selves by the grace of God, by attend
ing divine services on the Sabbath day. 
Our Sundays are desecrated, and we 
have no more the religious freedom, 
which we enjoyed in my early child
hood. I will call upon every Christian 
mother to use every possible means in 
her power to help check this growing 
monstrosity, the bloomer.”

The next lady to respond was a 
medium-sized brunette with sharp, 
black eyes and a mercurial tongue« 
She evidently was prepared to meet the 
exigencies of the occasion, for she held 
in her hand a roll of paper on which 
she had pencilled a few pointers. Her 
remarks were to the point, sharp, clear 
and shrill, and every one in the audience 
heard what she said, and all were 
stirred from their very centers by the 
forcefulness of her utterances. She 
spoke thus:

“As I rise on this occasion to give a 
few thoughts upon the questions of the 
hour, I would appeal to that quality in 
the nature of each of you that recog
nizes the law of the infinite,eternal God, 
What I mean by this is, that man and 
woman were made, produced, evolved, 
call it what you will; they are here upon 
the Earth, and by their efforts to reach 
a higher plnne of development, we must 
sooner or later learn that there is a 
higher plane before them. Let us con
sider for a moment the physiological 
status of the race; but more especially 
that of woman. Social oustoms have 
environed woman, surrounded her< 
housed her, bound her up with olothing 
the styles of which have produced an 
abnormal figure, ungainly, ungraceful, 
vulgar in appearance, with a tendency
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to incite the very lowest of thoughts and 
passions in their opposites, and to give 
rise to many forms of disease, which, 
even among the most Christian classes, 
is becoming alarming.

"We must admit that the forces of 
one’s being are for use for a purpose, 
and that each human being has its pe
culiar, inherent qualities which in the 
main are very similar with all. There
fore if man is benefited by the use of a 
wheel, woman may in like manner be 
benefited.

“If man is made healthier and better 
by such exercise, an exercise that causes 
every atom of his organism to respond 
to the power of the will, and in thus 
responding throwing off all dormant and 
diseased matter through perspiration 
as we know they do, is it not high time 
that woman, in order to keep pace 
with her male companion in health and 
strength, adopt some means to such an 
end. I f  we allow men to thus promote 
and strengthen their physical organ
isms, and hold woman back in the bond
age of home, which is a good place to 
rest, and that more blighting conditions 
resulting from a style of clothing 
which, thank the bloomer, can not be 
worn to advantage on the wheel, we 
must expect that the diseases of women 
will continue to increase; the beauty of 
woman diminish; the usefulness, of 
woman become less and less, uhtil the 
misery of marital relations will drag the 
race into the depths of despair. I tell 
you, my friends, women must be 
strengthened, they must assume a more 
natural and healthful condition, in or
der to fulfill the maternal office of their 
being, if we wish to have a better, 
healthier and purer race.

“These are times when great changes 
are upon us, and those who oppose the 
car of progress must be brushed aside, 
and the cause of woman be pushed for
ward to a successful end. In conclusion, 
I would say: Dress has very little to do 
with the case. People should have the 
privilege to do as they please in these 
matters, but exercise on the wheel

should be encouraged whether in 
bloomers, tights, short skirts or combi
nation suits which combine several of 
these. In fact variety is the spice of 
life, and the more styles there are the 
more individuality and force of charac
ter is displayed by the wearers. To my 
mind, we have no business meddling 
with the styles that are being worn.

“It is not for some morbid, creed- 
bound, rusty mind to say what the pro
gressive girl shall wear. It is a matter 
of design or choice with her. Let those 
who prefer the old customs of gossip
ing week days and attending church on 
Sundays during the summer months, 
when any other place on Earth is pref
erable, still do so if  they wish, for this 
is a free country and they have a right 
to do so, but health, happiness and the 
future of our race demands a change, 
and every progressive mind will lend 
every effort to bring it about.

“I did not come here for the purpose 
of discussing styles in dress. I  have 
another matter I wish to call your atten
tion to. I have been informed by the 
grace of God, and the ministrations of 
Guardian Angels, a beautiful young girl 
without a home has permitted, through 
the creative function of her being, the 
advent of a soul into mortal expression, 
and that in consequence of her straight
ened circumstances she has been ex
posed and become ill, and is now lying 
in a critical condition at the E. W. H.

“My dear Christian sisters there are 
hundreds of them all about us unfed, 
naked and ill, and you women living in 
comparative luxury, well clothed, well 
fed, and sleeping in the arms of gratifi
cation under the sanction of license, a 
license granted by a grade of intellect 
that knows about as much of the 
divine law of sex* as a tadpole does of 
mathematics, are here in convention 
assembled to discuss the propriety of 
the bloomer. Shame on thee!

“These little ones that come among 
us in this manner, my friends, come 
from a sphere which the world at large 
little dreams of. They are naked. It
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is  n o t  a  m a t t e r  o f  s t y l e  w i t h  t h e m , f o r  

m a n y  h a v e  n o t  t h e  first r e q u i s i t e  i n  t h e  

w a y  o f  c l o t h i n g ,  a  b a n d a g e  f o r  t h e  

solar plexus. A s  I  s a i d  b e f o r e  m y  a t 

t e n t i o n  h a s  b e e n  c a lle d  t o  t h i s  p a r t i c u l a r  

c a s e , f o r  r e a s o n s  w h i c h  I  c a n n o t  e x 

p la in , a n d  1  d e s ir e  o n e  t o  a c c o m p a n y  

m e  f o r  o t h e r  r e a s o n s  w h ic h  I  m u s t  n o t  

m e n t io n . W h o  a m o n g  y o u  w i l l  v o l 

u n t e e r  ? ”

Z a le n e  s p r a n g  t o  h e r  f e e t  a s  b y  m a g i c  

a n d  s h o u te d ,  “ I !  I  w i l l  g o  w i t h  y o u ! ”  

A s  t h i s  f ille d  t h e  b i l l  t h e r e  w a s  n o  n e e d  

o f  o th e r s , a l t h o u g h  s e v e r a l  f e e b l y  r e 

s p o n d e d  la t e r .

Z a le n e  w a t c h e d  v e r y  c lo s e ly  t h e  c o u n 

t e n a n c e  o f  t h e  la s t  s p e a k e r ,  f o r  w h a t  s h e  

s a id  h a d  a  p e c u lia r  t h r e a d  r u n n i n g  

t h r o u g h  i t  t h a t  s h e  c o u ld  n o t  h e lp  a d 

m ir in g .  S o  n o w  t h a t  s h e  w a s  t h r o u g h  

s h e  m a d e  i t  h e r  b u s in e s s  t o  m e e t  h e r  a n d  

a s k  f o r  h e r  n a m e  a n d  p r o fe s s io n .  

S h e  g a v e  Z a le n e  o n e  g la n c e ,  a n d  h o ld 

i n g  h e r  h a n d s  in  a  p e c u lia r  m a n n e r , a s  i f  

s h e  w a s  h o ld in g  s o m e t h i n g  i n  h e r  a r m s  

s a id ,  “ M y  n a m e  is  V i r g i n i a ,  a n d  I  c a m e  

h e r e  t o  s a y ,  w h a t s o e v e r  t h i n g s  a r e  pure 
t h i n k  o n  t h e s e ,  a n d  n o t  u p o n  t h e  s h a p e  

a n d  s t y l e  o f  i n e r t  f ib e r .”  T h i s  w a s  

e n o u g h .  Z a le n e  c a u g h t  t h e  m e a n in g  

a t  o n c e  a n d  t h e  r e c o g n i t i o n  w a s  c o m 

p le t e .  T h e  c o n v e n t i o n  w a s  n o  m o r e  t o  

t h e m . T h e y  r e t ir e d  t o  a  q u i e t  c o r n e r  

i n  t h e  lo b b y ,  a n d  t h e  s u b j e c t  o f  t h e  

m o t h e r  a n d  c h i ld  a t  t h e  h o s p it a l  w a s  

c a r e f u l l y  g o n e  o v e r .

M OTHER AND CHILD.

V i r g i n i a  t o l d  Z a le n e  t h e  s t o r y  o f  th e  

m o th e r  a n d  c h ild  in  a  p e c u lia r  w a y .  I t  

r a n  s o m e t h i n g  l i k e  t h i s :  “ T h i s  y o u n g  

m o t h e r  is  v e r y  b e a u t i f u l ,  b o r n  o f  p o o r  

b u t  h o n e s t  p a r e n ts ,  w i t h  a  d e g r e e  o f  

l i f e  a n d  v i t a l i t y  w h i c h  le d  h e r  fr o m  

h o m e  a t  a n  e a r ly  a g e  t o  s h i f t  f o r  h e r  

s e lf .  S h e  w a s  e m p lo y e d  b y  a  f a m i ly  in  

t h e  e a s t  w h o  d e c id e d , b e c a u s e  o f  i l l-  

h e a lt h  o f  t h e  w i f e ,  t o  m a k e  a  c h a n g e  

a n d  m o v e  o u t  w e s t  t o  a  s m a ll  t o w n  n o t  

f a r  f r o m  h e r e . T h e  l a d y  d ie d  s o o n  a f 

t e r  t h e i r  a r r iv a l,  a n d  t h i s  y o u n g  g ir l  

w a s  o b li g e d  t o  s e e k  o th e r  q u a r te r s .  

S h e  h e a r d  t h a t  t h e  E l g i n  W a t c h  W o r k s

e m p lo y e d  g ir ls  in  m a k i n g  w a tc h e s , and  

b e i n g  o f  Y a n k e e  b ir th ,  t h o u g h t  t h a t  she  

w o u l d  l i k e  t h e  w o r k ,  s o  s h e  s e n t  in  an  

a p p l i c a t i o n  f o r  a  p o s it io n  a n d  w a s  

g i v e n  a  p la c e .  O f  c o u r s e  t h e y  e m p lo y  

l a r g e  n u m b e r s  o f  m e n  a n d  w o m e n  

t h e r e ,  a n d  m a n y  e y e s  w e r e  u p o n  h e r  a t  

o n c e . S o m e  y o u n g  m a n  w h o s e  fa ls e  

p r id e  p r e v e n t e d  h im  f r o m  r e c o g n iz in g  

h e r  r e a l  w o r t h  b e c a u s e  o f  h e r  v o c a tio n ,  

b y  p r o m is e s  a n d  t h e  f r e e  u s e  o f  m o n e y  

w o n  h e r  f o r  a  t i m e  a n d  t o o k  a d v a n ta g e  

o f  h e r  t r u s t i n g  n a t u r e ,  s o o n  a f t e r  d e 

p a r t i n g  t o  p a r t s  u n k n o w n . X o w  th is  

is  t h e  u s u a l  s t o r y  o f  c a s e s  o f  t h is  k in d ;  

b u t  I  h a v e  a  m e s s a g e  t o  im p a r t  t o  one  

w h o  c a n  u n d e r s t a n d  c o n c e r n in g  th is  

l i t t l e  s tr a n g e r .  Y o u  k n o w  o f  a  p la ce, 

p e c u l i a r  in  i t s  w a y ,  a n d  o f  t h a t  w h ic h  

k e p t  y o u  i n  a n d  w h ic h  p a s s e d  y o u  o u t;  

t h i s  l i t t l e  o n e  is  d i r e c t l y  r e la te d . R e c o r d s  

o f  s o u ls  s h o w  m a n y  p la n e s  o f  e x p r e s 

s io n , a n d  t h e  h id d e n  s e c r e t  o f  l i f e  is  

f o u n d  i n  t h e  w a r p  a n d  w o o f  o f  th e  

f a b r i c  o f  s t a r r y  v i b r a t io n s .  G e n iu s  

p la c e s  s o m e  o n  t h e  t h r e s h o ld  o f  p o w e r, 

a n d  b y  p r e - a r r a n g e m e n t  s h a d o w s  are  

s o m e  t i m e s  c a s t  f o r  a  b a c k g r o u n d  t h a t  a  

l i v i n g  l i g h t  m a y  b e  m o r e  c le a r ly  p re 

s e n te d . W o r k i n g  in  u n is o n  f o r  a  h ig h e r  

g r a d e  o f  b e i n g  m e a n s  g r o w t h  a n d  

d e v e lo p m e n t  f o r  t h o s e  w h o  e n t e r  in. 

T h e  w a y s  a r e  m a n y , t h e  t r ia ls  a r e  m a n y ,  

b u t  t h e  c o n q u e r e r  s e e k s  t h a t  w h ic h  he  

d e s ir e s  t o  c o n q u e r , a n d  th o s e  w h o  m e n 

t a l l y  s u ffe r  g r o w  i n  s p i r i t  a n d  w is d o m .  

G r e a t  s o u ls  in c a r n a t e  f o r  a  p u rp o se .  

T h e y  w o r k  t o  a  c e r t a in  e n d . E n v i r o n 

m e n t s  a r e  m a d e  b y  o th e r s . M y  d u t y  

t h i s  d a y  i s  t o  p la n  a n d  s h a p e  th e  e n 

v ir o n m e n t  o f  a  s o u l. I  s h a ll  d o  th is  

u n d e r  in s t r u c t io n .  D o  y o u  u n d e r 

s t a n d  m e  ?”  ■ :

Z a le n e  r e s p o n d e d  b y  s a y in g ,  “ I  w ill  

g o  w i t h  y o u . I  t h i n k  i t  w i l l  a ll  c le a r  

u p  t o  m e .”

T h e y  l e f t  t h e  c o n v e n t io n  h a ll  a n d  

m a d e  t h e ir  w a y  t o  t h e  E .  W . H .  O n  

t h e ir  w a y  Z a le n e  r e c e iv e d  c e r t a in  in 

s tr u c t io n s ,  w h ic h  a re  o n ly  r e v e a le d  to  

th o s e  w h o  a r e  r e c o g n iz e d  b y  th e ir  

d e e d s  o f  c h a r it y  a n d  f a i t h f u l  d e v o tio n
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to the principles of God’s divine law in 
matters of vital importance to coming 
generations. They finally reached the 
bedside of the sick and disheartened 
mother. They asked to be left alone 
with her and her beautiful baby boy, 
which was granted by the matron of 
the place. Virginia instructed the 
matron to show the two gentlemen to 
the room, who would inquire for her 
in a short time. A ll was quiet, except 
the sobbing mother, who seemed to be 
throbbing in a state of returning joy 
after a terrible crisis.

Presently a tap was heard and V ir
ginia went to the door. It was the two 
previously mentioned. A s they entered 
Zalene started up suddenly. She had 
met them before. She merely spoke to 
them and they returned the recognition 
with a smile. Under the direction of 
one of these, the four in mystic manner 
released the bands that social customs 
placed upon this young girl, and appeal
ing to her higher life enkindled anew 
the flame that lighteth the way through 
the shadow. She sat up with a new 
luster in her eyes, and with a wonder
ing expression upon her countenance 
she watched every movement. Virginia 
then spoke to her and said:

“My dear girl we are here to bring 
you strength and surround you with 
that which your soul in its anguish is 
crying for. You may not understand 
what I say when I tell you that your 
sorrow and pain is over, and that your 
baby boy has been given you for a 
mystical purpose. Y ou  will be cared 
for from now on, and all that will be re
quired of you is that you give your at
tention to your child, and take no 
thought of the morrow. Throw off as 
much as is possible all care and worry, 
and spend your time improving your 
health and strength until you desire 
to once more take up the duties that 
devolve upon you.”

Then one of the men rose to his feet, 
and said, “My friends, permit me to in
troduce you to our re-incarnated brother 
who has come among us for further
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conquests under the environment of 
the dust.”

A t this he made certain passes, 
secret and sacred to the initiate, which 
linked together with magnetic power 
the helpless form and the circle incar
nate. This, of course, was all Greek 
to the mother, and Zalene even would 
not have grasped the meaning, but for 
advantage of knowing other things to 
connect with it that led into the depths 
of its significance.

“Now,” said he, turning to the mother 
“you both have our blessings and best 
wishes, and whenever you are weary
and lonely place your hands thus-------
and speak gently the name of this little 
one, which, with your permission, we 
will leave with you.”

“Most certainly,” said the mother, 
and the tears filled her eyes. Burning 
tears of joy, for a new hope had dawned 
upon her consciousness, and her glad
ness knew no bounds.

“ What is your name ?” he inquired.
“Florence,” she replied.
“Your maiden name?”
“Oh, don’t ask me that, please don’t 

ask me that.”
“Pardon me,” said he, “it matters not. 

Florence, it is enough that you have 
suffered for this returning soul, and 
one name is as good as two or a dozen. 
This little one has none, and as he was 
once called Julius, we will because of 
his condition at this time, add Incarna- 
tus and name him Julius Incarnatus. 
Born in the modern Bab. of a true and 
trusting mother.”

Another symbolical proceeding was 
gone through with, and this name and 
and record, together with the attending 
physician’s certificate was placed in the 
mother’s hand for safe keeping. V ir
ginia then said to her:

“We have a place arranged for you 
where comparative comfort may be en
joyed; as soon as you feel able to be 
driven there a carriage will call for you. 
Now remember all is well.”

The gentleman then spoke to her and 
said, “Florence, we will leave you now,
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and when Julius, at the age of seven, 
asks you to bring him to his brothers, 
come with him to the secret shrine. In 
the meantime think, yourself, on these 
things.” A  parting handshake and they 
were gone. A s they reached the walk, 
Virginia said:

“ We have to report at 7:30. Where 
will we dine ?” They soon found them
selves seated in a comfortable dining- 
hall, and throwing off the cares of the 
hour passed an hour of accumulative, 
absorbent recreation.

7:30.
A t the appointed hour the quartette 

appeared at the shrine, and after the 
formalities due to a proper entry within, 
which Zalene for the first time had 
been assisted in grasping and under
standing, she saw the way was simple 
and easy, and she began to feel a grow
ing condition in her powers of percep
tion and reasoning.

They passed again through the 
several passageways, and led by one of 
the men entered an apartment which 
Zalene for the first time had entered. 
She was the last of the four that en
tered and as she crossed the threshold, 
a sudden dazed feeling took possession 
of her and something appeared to shut 
off her vision.

She could not distinguish a single ob
ject in the room. She placed her hands 
up to her eyes, but she could feel no ob
struction. She called, “Virginia! V ir
ginia!”

Her companion soon reached her side 
and asked what was the matter.

“ I am blind! I am blind! I cannot see 
a single object in the room.”

“ Why, when were you stricken?” in
quired Virginia.

“Just as we entered this room,” re
plied Zalene. And she explained how 
it seemed to come over her.

“Perhaps it was coming from the light 
into the darkened chamber which we 
passed through as we entered that pro
duced the hazy condition.” You will 
be all right in a short time. Just sit 
here and keep quiet until our report is

accepted, and it will no doubt pass 
away.”

Virginia had led her to an easy chair, 
and, standing holding one of her hands 
turned to the one to whom they were to 
report, and said: “ A ll is well.”

“Brother, you may read your report,” 
said the scribe, and a large book was 
opened preparatory to receive and re
cord the same. The scribe first read:
“P. p. 720— He that was-------and-------
and------- from the time of the sign
to the last Neptunian culmination now 
appears under the present occult wave
as------- .” Here he stopped and looked
up to the brother who read:

“Julius Incarnatus. Born of a vir
gin mother whose love knew no bounds, 
and whose soul responded to his call for 
a vital, un contaminated spark and 
place that knew no social blight.”

“Julius Incarnatus!” shouted a score 
of voices all at once. “Julius Incarna
tus!” they shouted again, “we welcome 
thee.”

“Are you feeling better?” inquired 
Virginia of her blinded sister.

“I feel all right, but I cannot see a 
thing. I  believe it is getting worse,” 
Zalene replied.

“I  do hope you will be all right soon, 
for a most interesting sight is close at 
hand,” said Virginia.

“Well, why don’t some one help me 
out of this ?” Zalene earnestly queried. 
“ There must be some one here who has 
the power to do so. Call some one 
please, quick, I  am getting frantic. I 
don’t want to miss everything. Let me 
see. I must see,” and she rose to her 
feet with a firm determination to throw 
off this blinding condition. She was 
obliged to be seated again, for her sight 
did not seem to improve in the least.

Virginia spoke to her in a soothing 
vein, and told her she had better be 
calm and quiet until the important 
work was over, when, if  her condition 
was not improved she would call some 
one of the brothers, and they would see. 
what could be done for her. With this 
assurance Zalene tried to be contented,
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but was quite wrought up, as she feared 
some terrible calamity had befallen her. 
Just at this juncture faint strains of 
music could be heard as if in the distance. 
Zalene was all ears, and she heard near 
by a conversation in undertone with 
such remarks as these:

“The green, oh, how beautiful and 
significant! Yes, it is our duty to know 
and understand his position. A  lin
guist! Oh, just see that beautiful blue! 
How positive is its ray upon his coun
tenance. Have you put it down right ? 
It is where the first is last and the last 
is first. Could you ask for anything 
better? Now comes the red! What a 
wonderful balance! My, this is interest
ing. Ah! There comes a blight. I ex
pected it. How so ? Why don’t you see 
those two shades of red, the last across 
the green. But remember the blue for 
the reason that it gives us a clue at 
least. Yes, you can’t tell, that’s true. 
We’ll wait till the last. I f  it comes in the 
G. C. of these shades, he wins. The yel
low now appears and is good. I say bad. 
How so ? Don’t you see where badness 
comes from ? But, hold! There is white 
also in range which shades it to a beau
tiful, delicate cream. Good! We know 
the next, and it may be good or bad for 
him, blue as it appears.”

The music that accompanied these 
proceedings gradually died away, and 
the announcer rapped upon his desk 
and then said, “Brothers and sisters, 
students of the law, these are the seven 
seals of creation which must be 
broken. Aye! Broken by every one 
who desires to know the truths which 
they hold from the vulgar gaze. Y  ou 
are here to take notes of the wonders 
which these lights reveal, to report in 
the proper quarter, as the lights leadeth 
the way. We will now connect the 
eighth principle and the co-ordinate 
ninth, and leave the mysteries of Julius 
Incarnatus with you for solution. The 
eighth was melted in the significant 
blue, while the ninth increased its 
quarters. A  vision of power and wis
dom could be seen by the illumined
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soul, for the vibrant ray at two in the 
dark did a mystic tale unfold.”

Strains of music were again heard, 
and Virginia who had been close at 
hand during the exposition, now ap
proached Zalene and asked her how 
she felt.

“I never was quite so happy and 
quite so miserable before in my life,” 
she replied. “ What does this all mean ? 
Why can’t I  see ? Call some one to help 
me out of this or I shall go into hys
terics, I really believe.”

Presently some one approached and 
asked what the lady was agitated 
about, and Virginia explained by say
ing: “She says she is blind and can
not see.”

“Oh, that is nothing, the whole world 
nearly is blind and cannot see,” and he 
passed on unconcerned.

Another came and asked the cause 
of her trouble.

Zalene answered this time and said, 
“I am in total darkness.”

“Oh, that is not strange, the world is 
in darkness. Take courage. In a few 
thousand years things will probably 
appear brighter.”

“A  few thousand years,” thought Za
lene, “and then, probably. Well, this 
is comforting I must say.”

The brother continued: “You fitly 
represent on this occasion the condition 
of nearly all people on occult matters. 
There are very few who can see and un
derstand. I  will explain to you 
here that this brotherhood deals princi
pally with the soul. The development 
of the soul force enabling one to have 
greater power over physical environ
ments, and, also over magnetic tenden
cies primal in the expression of each. 
I f  you desire to know and understand 
the law of life, and are willing to pass 
the necessary trials, and do the neces
sary labor for the furthering its accom
plishment, we are ready to assist you, 
and will open your sight and reason to 
the mysteries of creation.”

“I am ready and willing,” said Zalene. 
“I feel that I can stand any test or trial
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in getting true knowledge.” She was 
then instructed as follows:

“ When you first entered here some 
months ago, you were given your free
dom. Freedom of expression. Free
dom to go where you pleased. This is 
natural to all who come into life. They 
are helpless and harmless and may be 
given perfect freedom. How, however, 
your soul has been awakened, and in 
order not to overbalance your condition 
by too easy and rapid climbing, you will 
be required to work your way to higher 
knowledge. Y o u  were led here this 
time for the purpose of calling your at
tention to the lessons already given, 
which pertain to the beginnings of 
mortal life. I t  is necessary for you to 
not only look into these lessons, and 
seek the solution for yourself, but you 
must continue to study and apply the 
rules given you until you become famil
iar with the subtle action of vibrant 
forces directly influencing the human 
economy in a most orderly and syste
matic manner. Y o u r attainment de
pends entirely upon your knowledge of 
the fixed principles gained through 
application and verification. People 
have to be born before they can study 
and attain. Our system of teaching is 
according to the true law of life and 
being. Study well the law and easy 
will be the way. Assistance will come 
to you in these matters according to the 
effort put forth by you to accomplish 
for yourself, and no faster. Energy 
wasted over the personal affairs of 
others will in time reduce you to mental 
and spiritual poverty. Remember each 
have their own way. Seek ye the way, 
and use your natural God-given powers 
to better understand the wonders of the 
heavens, for it was stated long ago by a 
mystic writer that ‘The Heavens de
clare the glory of God, and the Firma
ment showeth his handiwork.’ ‘There 
is no speech or language where their 
voice is not heard.’ ”

“Y ou  may see now,” he continued, 
and touched a button which lighted up 
the pitch dark room.

Zalene found no difficulty in seeing 
now, and she observed a screen before 
her which had evidently shut off her 
view of the beautiful colors she had 
heard about. She turned to her friend 
and asked: “ Has this room been dark 
all this time ?”

“Yes,”  was the response, “Every oc
cult manifestation, you know, needs a 
dark background. The colors thrown 
upon the shade in the east, there, could 
not have been appreciated in the light, 
and besides you might have been look
ing around to see who was here, and, 
possibly you would have missed much 
which you now have indelibly im
printed upon the brain. You should 
have more around, for blind people 
even must needs seek in order to find 
and gain wisdom.”

Zalene felt a little hurt to think she 
had come to this place the second time, 
and waited around and missed such 
grand sights. “Of course,” she said, 
“I f  you wish to see the stars, you must 
go where you can get a view of them. 
They will not come to you. Is it too 
late now for me to get this lesson on 
paper?”

“ Time and tide wait for no one,” was 
the response. “You will come again.”

Zalene gathered her memorandum of 
the woman’s convention up and in 
passing out, concluded to look after 
her own business for a time, and in 
doing so, she began to shape up in her 
mind what she would say for the 
woman’s weekly about Julius Incar- 
natus. P iiix  Du Seek le .

Composition of a Tear.

The chief element in the composition 
of a tear is water, but with it are asso
ciated minute proportions of soda, salt, 
phosphate of lime, phosphate of soda, 
mucus, etc. Allowed to evaporate and 
then viewed under a strong microscope 
the crystals of the above minerals pre
sent one of the prettiest sights imagi
nable. The crystals arrange themselves 
into the form of a fish bone, the salt 
furnishing the “backbone” and the soda 

I and lime making up the “ribs.”
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NATURE UNVEILED.

ALONG TH E LIN E OF FOUR GENERATIONS.

In one of the yesterdays, and at a time 
when England did not feel her best for 
France, a young man in little Wales of 
the higher birth, became enamored of, 
wooed and won the affections of a fair 
young French girl.

The same old story, “ either give up the 
girl or home.”

Caring more for principle than position, 
he turned his back on all that the years 
thus far had brought him, and his face to 
France, and into the presence of his love, 
to whom he explained existing condi
tions.

She did not send him away, but gave 
to him her willingness to do as he had 
done, and together create a home in the 
then “ new country.”

Settling in Virginia on a large planta
tion, they became in the true sense of the 
word one of the F. F. V ’s.

This man and woman gave up much, 
but they retained the old style of aristoc
racy. After these two (so much to each 
other) had been laid away, their son be
came the owner of said plantation.

After he had consorted, and through 
this had established himself in a home—  
as all men should— he said, “ As I am not 
only living in America, but of American 
birth, therefore an American, I must be 
one." Thus he put aside the formality 
under which he had been reared.

This man lived to have born unto him 
several sons and daughters; but unto one 
son was given the fullness of the law 
which governed his sires.

One of life’s mottoes with him was, “ if 
you are in Rome, do as the Romans do, 
but if you do not like Rome’s custom, 
get out." He loved the South with the 
love of his ardent nature, but thought 
slavery wrong in principle, and when 
on arriving at the so-called maturity age, 
his groom bridled, saddled and led to the 
stile this young man's favorite horse 
which he mounted, and— while the mist 
gathered in the eyes of friends who j
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longed to have him remain— rode away. 
On a little knoll not out of sight, he drew 
rein and looked back. Home never 
looked or seemed half so beautiful or dear 
as on that morn, when he was leaving it, 
and he debated if he should return unto 
his father and luxury; but the spirit of 
freedom, and the love of what this free
dom might bring burned within him. 
Thus he faced the future, a future hold
ing he knew not what; but as is the rule, 
conditions do not forget such noble 
and beautiful souls, and this young man 
throve.

In selecting a lifemate his choice was a 
little lady of the blonde type, a daughter 
of a cousin of Jefferson Davis— late ex
president of the southern confederacy, 
her father having settled in the Miami 
Valley, Ohio. This young man six feet, 
two inches tall, with almost black hair 
and eyes, was destined for progressive 
work. Raised a strong Whig, he was one 
of the few who stood for a third party; as 
a matter of course he became an aboli
tionist. He lived to see the war (he tried 
to avert) begin, to read the Proclamation 
of Emancipation, and to know that no 
longer could it be said of his countrymen 
that they were in chains. He rejoiced 
for the sake of his country and all those 
she should protect; but wept when he 
realized the lack of peace, and that we 
were brothers still, then we laid him 
where the shadows of the setting Sun 
lengthened, and in lengthening tell of 
what he had sacrificed for principle, and 
through this, had done for his fellow- 
man. *

What a legacy for his children, one of 
which destiny chose to encircle with the 
mantle of her sires.

Oh, destiny! in the day when the re
cord of this brief state of conditions have 
been handed in, will you stand approved 
in your choice!

Allotted space being small, we can but 
take a glimpse along the winding path 
from childhood thus far of this child of 
nature, surrounded by nature, as her 
home was a farm suburban to a little 
city in Indiana.
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W here in  her growth, |__
She could have th e  advantage o f  both.

From out the scenes of quietude and 
busy traffic there came to this girl many 
rich and varied experiences; in maturer 
thought these were woven into the web, 
permanent utility.

At sixteen, that wonderland time when 
we stand on the narrow ledge of this brief 
day, she stood by the bed of her expiring 
father.

The attending physician had been the 
bosom friend of years, and in his leave- 
taking he used these words:

‘•Charley, I have done all I can for you, 
but my arm is too short, now I leave you 
in the hands of a better physician than
I.”  While the father and friend was 
giving his blessing to this doctor, the bo
som of the girl was heaving its righteous 
indignation, while a voice within was 
saying, “ why did you not turn him over 
to the better physician in the first place, 
then I would need not have gone father
less.”  Where did this knowledge come 
from ? for this was in January of the year 
1864, and years before such a thing as di
vine healing was known of, or at least by 
the masses.

Likewise how little we knew of spirit 
return; and the little knowing, was 
classed as strange day or night dreams. 
The leavetaking, in the material, of this 
father meant much to this girl, for she 
seemed born to be “ alone”  in her 
thoughts, aspirations and desires.

It was not long ere father came again, 
to all intents and purposes, unto this girl. 
At such times he gave advice regarding 
home business, and wise counsel pertain
ing to the girl’s welfare, and as oft as 
this girl would reveal her knowledge of 
these things, as oft was she derided and 
ill-treated.

She soon learned to keep still.
Thus matters stood for several weeks, 

when on three successive evenings she 
had the same scene presented to her, a 
scene in which she was permitted to be 
a participant.

The father, the girl and her only and 
eldest sister (who had proven a persistent
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persecuter) were in a place dedicated for
the repose of the cast-off forms of our
loved ones, and very near an immense
tomb. The scene was as that of Washing-

©

ton at Mt. Vernon. The young girl cotn- 
panionated with the father, the sister 
being simply a spectator.

The girl said to her father, “ why are 
we at Washington’s tomb here in Spring- 
field, 111., instead of at Mt. Vernon? 
and besides the tomb has undergone a 
change in design; why all this?”  Ere 
the father gave answer, there came from 
the southern side from where they stood, 
a huge serpent with a covering like unto 
the crocodile, and along the wavy path it 
had made it left its slime like that of the 
snail. So that the path remained.

The girl and father at once set to work 
to kill the monster (with some stout clubs 
that were within reach) and succeeded 
after a violent struggle, but behold! after 
their hard task, the work was far from 
finished, for, from out of the mutilated 
body of the monster, there came forth 
(perhaps as many as seven) forms that 
were like unto the human, but of the bat 
order. These forms stationed themselves 
on the shrubs, lesser tombs and fence, 
and bade a defiance they were unable to 
cope with, and in this recognized ina
bility the scene passed away.

Had the girl known then, of the light 
we now have, how clear this would have 
been to her; but she had not the light or 
opportunity (for the people then, as now, 
were not ready to receive) to give the 
little light she had.

Unto those who have been given the 
knowledge of how to read between the 
lines, much you can know of what 
this thrice given scene portrayed. Yes, 
Lincoln could have been spared to us a 
longer time, if the symbol given unto the 
girl could at that time—as it could now— 
have been read.

The years came, and the girl grown to 
partial womanhood, had taken upon her
self the loving responsibility of wifehood. 
When in attendance of the Exposition of 
the Centennial, going the rounds, she  

came to the department of Egypt.



Raising her eyes she read the words 
and greeting, in so doing she seemed 
riveted to the spot whereon she stood. 
Why ? let us see. Lifting again the cur
tains that shaded the windows of her 
soul, she read again the written words, | 
her breast heaved and expanded, the soul j 
gave a great cry, as the comprehensive 
understanding unfolded in the third 
reading “ Egypt.”  “ The oldest nation | 
in the world, sends her morning greeting | 
to the new.”  Had she met an old friend | 
with whom in times past she held sweet 
council (perhaps in the long ago yester
days) in that greeting?

It seemed so, for she was led to com
prehend its import, and in comprehend
ing saw the child knowledge clothed as i 
with a garment of twelve years, in the i 
temple of wisdom talking to the doctors 
ana lawyers, and heard anew the words 
which were of such great importance. 
Astonishment reigned, and why not? if j 
the wisdom gained in the wonderful 
temple should be taken from these doc- j 
tors and lawyers and revealed unto the 
babe? As this girl woman read the signs j 
along time's way, she cried in her anguish 
of spirit’s comprehensive duty. Oh, : 
America! Thou babe spoken of. How 
great thy responsibility.

Was this all ? No.
One day there came an artist from j  

France. He stood where the feet of the j 
woman had left their imprint, but the 
unfolding of truth came to him through a | 
different attribute than that which came I 
to the woman.

The echo of the words of Madam Ro
land still rang in his ears. He had long 
searched for the time, place and oppor
tunity wherein he could find' that which 
he sought. He saw all the woman had 
seen, but comprehended the same with 
variance, and he said, “ surely, this is 
that which I have long searched for. 
Surely, here in this land wearing as yet 
her babe clothes, receiving her morning 
greeting as from the night, because of the 
age of the land sending the greeting. I 
have found the freedom under which 
crimes many cannot be committed.”

What did this man do ?
He went home, and out of available 

material, carved the beautiful (entitled) 
“ Liberty enlightening the world,”  and 
gave it as an appreciation of the knowl
edge he had received, unto the land from 
whence the knowledge came. Ameri
cans! what shall we say and do, as we 
listen to the silent warnings of this figure 
standing as she does in the harbor at 
New York ?

What of the summing ?
A philosopher from out the Egypt past, 

sent his geeting.
An embodied thought from adown the 

ages recognized the symbol, and was able 
to apply it.

While a third along this line was able 
not only to grasp the symbolized thought, 
but to demonstrate it.

Dear mother nature, thou art veiled; 
but thou art unveiling thy veil. What of 
us? having perceived a principle, it is our 
duty to dare to maintain the perception, 
and in maintaining the perception, dare 
to proclaim the principle, and in doing 
this, we come to where we know (from 
truth’s standpoint)
S o  p atrio t tru e, his vanquished foe would stab  

as w ith a  knife,
The lesser man alone m ost know the power o f 

wrong in strife .

Likewise we reach a plane of perfected 
thought where we feel a wrong done to 
the humblest is the same as having been 
done unto us.

The good name we crave, cannot be 
attained otherwise than through the help 
we give others in attaining it.

A help that comes from the within; 
that part of us which is of us and cannot 
be seen save through our life living, that 
others may see.

Therefore:
Yon would be true,
Yon would be true,
Dear boys in bine,
If yon only knew.
O f this grander light
O n to f which there comes no night;
Yon would be true,
Yon would be true 
I f  yon only knew,
Dear boys in bine.* * * * « *
Must the boys in gray  

Alone say,
“We measure men by the standard from which 

men measure men,’’ and
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“ Yes, they grow ta lle r  as th e  years go by 
And the world learns how they could  do and 

die.”
D ear boys in blue 
You w ill be true.

How the sires of the woman must have 
rejoiced on the last Decoration day in 
Chicago, when men echoed. “ Let us 
have peace, for we are brothers.”

W hile they strew ed the sym bols o f  new life  
begun.

Encouraged one the other and spiked each  gun*

Let us pray through right living, 
that in the early now we can say, “ all 
hail”  to the silent guns of false ideas 
through prejudice, dedicated as a divine 
attribute to love of right, moral courage 
and life.

From out the great store house of knowl
edge have a few grains been taken, which 
we will trust have been along the lines of 
culture, rather than the “ pendent.”

S. V. H u g h e s  G r a h a m .

Day and Night on M ercury.

Professor G. V . Schiaparelli, the as
tronomer, gives some curious points 
concerning day and night as exhibited 
to the people of Mercury— that is, of 
course, providing the torrid climate of 
that planet permits of the existence of 
organized beings. The professor says 
that on three eigths of the planet thick 
and eternal night forever reigns,except, 
perhaps, during an occasional exhibi
tion of some phenomenon similar to the 
aurora borealis.

Another portion o f the planet of 
similar area is continually exposed to 
the burning rays of the Sun, and the in
habitants, providing that there are any, 
know nothing whatever of night, sun
rises, and sunsets. “N ight,” says Schia
parelli, “ on that three-eighths of the 
Mercurian world is a physical impossi
bility and the only change that can take 
place is the varying obliquity to the 
Sun’s rays, which shift according to the 
Sun’s position during the eighty-eight 
days which go to make up the year.”

In another region of this planet there 
is two eighths of the entire surface 
which has alternations of light and

darkness. In  these favorable sections, 
the period o f eighty-eight days is 
divided into two intervals, one charac
terized by continual light and the other 
by perpetual darkness.

The Difference.

I t ’s n igh on th ir ty  y ear or more 
S in ce H annah le ft  her mother,

An’ we agreed th a t  she an' I  
Could house w ith  one another.

An’ a ll  these years o f m arried bliss 
T h a t 1 have shared  w ith Hannah,

H ave gone to  prove the difference 
’T w ix t m an an ’ woman’s manner.

Now, H annah has her garden beds,
An’ tends her p lants and posies,

W hile I  weed o u t my turnip  plot 
An’ hoe my early  roses.

Then H annah has her ca ts  an’ dogs,
H er p o ll an ’ pet canary,

W hile I  th in k  m ore o f useful beasts 
Ten keep th e  farm  an' dairy.

W e’re both  contented  w ith our lo t ;
1 le t  her have her p a rro ts ;

She never minds th a t I  prefer 
T he turnips, beets, an ’ carrots.

F o r  in th is life  th e  p retty  things 
Are pu t beside th e  common.

An’ th a t ’s th e  reason why a man 
W as m ade to  love a woman.

—New York Fashion Bazaar.

M oonrise.

I  see a stre tch  o f shining sky 
L ik e  some fa ir  ocean sunsetdit.

P eacefu l and wide its  spaces lie.
And purple shores encom pass it.

A litt le  slender silver boat 
Upon its  bosom is afloat.

This c ra ft, unstayed by winds or tides,
S lips out across the tw iligh t b a r ; 

Through rosy ripples, so ft she glides,
L ed  by a single p ilo t s t a r ;

W ith shadowy sa ils  and fairy crew, 
She d rifts  along the summer blue.

She’s filled from stem  to  stern  w ith flowers, 
And Love and Hope and Happiness.

W ill aught of w hat she brings be ours?
Ah m e ! i f  we could only g u ess !

She rides elusive and rem ote.
This little  slender silver boat.

—Francis Winn.

When Zerah Golburn, the-Verm ont 
mathematical “prodigy,” visited Har
vard College, he told in four seconds 
the exact number of seconds in eleven 
years, and answered other similar ques
tions with equal facility. He could no 
more tell how he did it than a child in 
singing can tell the laws of melody, but 
it is certain that it was done under nat
ural law, and not in opposition to it.
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Electricity Fails to Kill a Snake.

R ochester , P a ., Aug. 4.—A house 
snake four feet and two inches in length 
was captured yesterday near the resi
dence of C. P . Brobeck. Instead of 
killing the reptile at once it was decid
ed to try the effect of electricity on it. 
It was taken to the electric light power
house, where a wire was attached 
to his mouth and one to his tail. How 
many thousand volts were used is not 
stated, but the electrician said it was 
sufficient to instantly kill a dozen men. 
The snake twisted and turned and then 
stretched out stiff. The chief electri
cian said he was dead and ordered the 
current turned off. The apparently 
dead body of the reptile was then placed 
in the Sun and soon began to crawl off. 
Again it was caught and the current 
applied, but with no better results, and 
finally it was killed with a club.

Bacteriology of the Sea.

Dr. B. Fischer, bacteriologist of the 
1894 Plankton expedition, has just 
finished his report on the “Microbes of 
the Sea.” He says that microbes cap
able of germination are everywhere to 
be found in sea water except at great 
depths. They are more numerous in 
the Canary, Florida and Labrador 
currents than they are in either the 
Guinea or Equatorial currents. They 
were not detected with certainty in the 
ooze of the ocean’s bed, but were aban
doned at all depths shallower than 1,300, 
and some were found at a depth of 3,500 
feet. Like the bacteria of the differ
ent diseases, those of the ocean are 
found in all shapes and forms, the 
spiral predominating. Nearly all were 
found provided with hooks or suckers, 
and one large family are reported as 
being phosphorescent.

Average Age of flarriage.

In civilized countries the average age 
at which women marry is twenty-three 
■and a-half years.
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Fault of The Typewriter.

The Telegraph Age prints a letter al
leged to have been written by a news
paper reporter who used a type-writer 
from which the letters “f” and “k” were 
missing. The editor, it appears, had 
complained about the condition of the 
reporter’s copy. Here follows the re
porter’s apology:

M r. E ditor.—Mistaques are liable 
to happen in the best ov regulated 
phamilies, and to type-writers as well. 
I t  is, indeed, a very unphortunate 
aphair, but the “eph” and “cay” phell 
out and are lost. This morning I  called 
at the orphice ov the gentleman phrom 
whom I rent this outphit, but phailed 
to phind him in; in phact, the “orphice 
cid” says he will not return phor phour 
or phive days. I  do not lique the loox 
ov this variety ov spelling myselph, but 
will get the specials aphter a phashion. 
I, myselph, consider this no joque, but 
a serious aphair.

Phaithphully yours,
J. L o g an .

Some Planetary Comparisons.

Sir John Herschel once compared the 
relative size of Jupiter, the giant of the 
planets, to Venus, whose brightness 
cause some to consider it one of the 
largest of the Sun’s train, as an orange 
to a pea. Of late years Sir Robert Ball 
has stated that the Earth, as compared 
with the Sun, would be as the smallest 
gnat to a condor. Using the figure
1,000 as a basis of calculation, we find 
that the mass of Jupiter is represented 
by the figures 300,860, while that of 
Venus is but 885; the Earth, 1,000; Sat
urn, 89,692; Uranus, 12,650; Neptune, 
16,733; Mars, 118, and Mercury, 65. All 
the asteroids together are represented 
by the figure 100, while the Sun’s mass 
on the same scale, is 315,000,000.

We See all of the Sun.

The inhabitants of this Earth never 
get a glimpse of but one side of the 
Moon, but in the course of a year every 
portion of the Sun’s surface is turned 
toward us. This is because the Sun’s 
equator is almost coincident with the 
plane of the ecliptic, the inclination be
ing only about seven degrees.
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W ritten for P l a n e t s  an d  P e o p l e .

Ego.

B Y . S. B IR C H  GOTJRIiEY.

‘ ‘Go thou dual spark,” said the great First 
To atom divine; obedient to laws, [Cause, 
Eternal, Immutable, fair and just,
As thought creative amid cosmic dust 
Center magnetic did fully adjust,
B y simple laws of attractive force;
Atom to atom, and course upon course;
As constellation of nebulae crude,
Our solar system in embryo stood.
“ Thy destiny link with yon seething mass, 
With all of her changes move thou and pass 
Through ev’ry el’ment, condition and state, 
That doth in line of her destiny wait.
In crudest of elements do thou commence 
Thy course of unfoldment, evolving thence, 
With cycles and aeons rolling along,
Until through knowledge sufficiently

[strong,
Hast thou become, when with reason torch

[lit
Unto thy own hands thy ways I ’ll commit; 
Then self-controlling, thou dost to me prove 
Worthy a station archangel above,
Such a position awaiting will be,
Universal control sharing with me.”
Hence by the will of the absolute sent, 
Sped thence the atom on mission intent,
By law of attraction speedily flies 
Where forces magnetic do polarize. 
Embedding itself in immature sphere,
In crudest rock strata first to appear. 
Gradually gaining the strength to attain 
Unto another, and still higher plane 
Abiding the growth, the death, and decay 
Of rocky abode, then speeds it  away 
To the next higher form, and there to

[abide
An adequate time, then onward to glide. 
Each form of the mineral passing through, 
The vegetable kingdom next into,
The life germ enters; and this undergone 
By immutable law is speeded on,
Attaining thus unto the highest form 
As another era has come and gone.
The crisis reaching; a single bound.
In animal kingdom is life germ found 
From lowest to highest at length does come 
To the race called human, seeking ahome; 
In lowest form of Pre-Adamic race,
This living principle finds a place;
A period passing, and then behold 
Life germ possessing the Adamic mold,
Of conscious existence gaining a ray,
A law is attained that it must obey.
A course of instruction suiting its need, 
Ego then findeth upon which to feed 
And develop a mind on reason s plane 
That self-acting being it might attain,
An innate desire is soon found its lot

To learn what is good from that which 
Duality needs it must now dissolve [is not. 
Positive, negative, fully evolve;
Positive male; female negative;
Separate entities cycles to live, 
Incarnating each in different form.
The Adam and Eve of Biblical charm;
Eve for her Adam, a helpmeet to be,
In bounds of conjugal felicity;
Mutual sharers in sorrow and joy,
Mutual aid while new powers employ, 
Mast’ring the course of instruction de

signed,
For the unfoldment of immature mind, 
Incarnated Ego of Adam’s mold, 
Reasoning powers do slowly unfold, 
Wearing out bodies in sorrow and pain, 
E'er and anon cometh Ego again;
Product of self reproducing at will,
Ego and tenement increasing still, 
Tenement the master, Ego the slave, 
Through many cycles of time’s fleeting

[wave.
Opening each cycle as ’camated mates, 
With true adjustment of differing states; 
Fin’ly doth Ego to wisdom attain,
Master of tenement ever to reign;
Still pressing upward at length does he find 
Direct communion with Infinite mind; 
Thus aided, how he doth quicken his pace; 
How he ascendeth the scale of his race; 
Now at his pleasure doth tenement leave, 
And with impunity either realms cleave. 
Passing, repassing from sphere unto sphere, 
Meeting with those whom his heart holdeth

[dear
Penetrates oft inter-plan'tary space, 
Seeking for wisdom to uplift his race; 
Visiting Jupiter, Saturn and Mars;
Venus and Neptune and many fixed stars 
Hark’ning then e’er ceasing melodies roll— 
Entrancing the rhythmic vibrations of soul, 
Notes he the pulsing of eternal truth; 
Quaffs at the fountain perpetual youth. 
One more step upward and then will we see 
Mortal has put on immortality.
As powers God-like doth Ego assume,
Dual again does he slowly become;
United for age to negative part 
Mind unto his mind and heart unto heart; 
Spirit through spirit doth ever instill 
Blending," reblending by Infinite will.
As tenement yields unto Ego’s reign, 
Crudest material eliminating,
Tenement evolves to such a degree 
From Earth’s attraction she sets herself

[free;
Then upward, onward, through aeons of

[time.
Still pressing upward to heights most

[sublime;
Above and beyond the angelic sphere,
The voice of the silence still can he hear 
Calling him yet to a much higher plane 
One with the absolute ever remain.
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One Mile Downward.

A great novelty at the Paris Fair of 
1900 is to be a dive into the interior of 
the Earth. As it has been approved by 
the management, it is to dig a series of 
eight vertical shafts, each 600 feet in 
length, one beginning where another 
leaves off. Two passenger elevators are to 
run in each shaft, and there are to be two 
galleries or stations at the end of each 
elevator journey, where refreshments 
will be served under the blaze of elec
tric lights. The excavation, it is claimed, 
will be thoroughly ventilated, and the 
traveller who descends to the lowest 
depth will be about 4,800 feet below the 
surface. The estimated cost is $2,500,-
000. The projector says he hopes to 
throw new light upon the question of 
the increase of temperature as greater 
depths within the Earth’s core are at
tained, and upon other subterranean 
problems.

Some claim that the big hole in Paris 
will add little to our present knowledge 
of subterranean problems. Borings 
have now been carried about 900 feet 
nearer the center of the Earth than it 
is proposed to extend this one. I t  is 
claimed that the deepest boring yet 
made is that at Schladebach, Germany, 
where a distance of about 5,740 feet has 
been attained, with a temperature at the 
bottom of 56.6° centigrade. Such a 
thing as a uniform rate of heat-increase 
apparently does not exist in the subter
ranean regions. Mr. G. K. Gilbert says 
that the rate of increase varies in dif
ferent places, ranging from 1° Fahren
heit for each 150 feet of descent to 1° 
Fahrenheit for each 30 feet. The gener
al or normal rate is, perhaps, 1° in 75 
feet. There are many local causes that 
greatly affect the increase of heat. For 
instance, in some of the lower levels of 
the Comstock mines in Nevada, though 
not more than one half as deep as the 
boring at Schladebach, the men could 
work only three or four hours at a time, 
owing to the terrible heat. This was 
caused by scalding water, forced up
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from the lower depths, which raised the 
temperature to 120° Fahrenheit.

I t  is said that this great hole can pre
sent few special attractions for visitors. 
Perhaps the novelty of the descent—a 
considerable distance into the Earth— 
will fill the elevators. There will be 
lacking much of the sense of exhilera- 
tion such as comes from being at a 
great height. But if the ventilation is 
good, and the plans carried out, there 
will be many interesting and novel 
features in the descent and explorations 
of its various symbolical caverns.

The first gallery will represent the 
North Pole, the second will be given to 
various amusements, the third will be 
for smokers, the fourth to restaurants, 
the fifth to mines and mining, and the 
sixth wrill represent the bottom of the 
sea. Below will be a region of mineral 
springs, and at the bottom it is in
tended to give an example of the equa
torial tropics.

Though as yet very little compara
tively is known of the interior of the 
Earth below a few thousand feet, and 
many scientific men are devoting a great 
deal of time to finding out all that can 
be learned about it; they have found 
the upturned edges of rock strata lifted 
into the air, through which they know 
that at some remote age this rock must 
have been buried 20,000 feet under the 
surface. They have learned a great 
deal about the depth and geographical 
limits of permanently frozen soil, and 
they have found that excellent wheat 
lands, north of Manitoba, overlie frozen 
Earth that never thaws. But, after all, 
what they are able to examine, in the 
Earth beneath our feet is hardly more 
than what a pin prick on the skin of 
an apple shows of the fruit within. 
The result of this imperfect knowledge 
is that there are more theories among 
scientific men with regard to the in
terior of the Earth than about any 
other problems of physical science.— 
Popular Science Monthly.

A banana pudding is hearty enough 
to make one cordial with enemies.
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Friendships of Great Men.

When we speak of the affection of a 
man for a man, or a woman for a woman, 
we generally use the word “ friendship.” 
The word “love” would be quite as ap
plicable—sometimes even more so. 
Nothing short of love can constitute 
true friendship. Mutual esteem, even 
personal liking, are not enough; there 
must be love and trust. It  is a mistake 
to suppose that such love can only exist 
between the different sexes. Some of 
the most potent love that the world has 
seen, has been between man and man. 
Thoreau, whose words on friendship 
are among the best that were ever writ
ten, thought that it exists even more 
often between persons of the same than 
of opposite sexes. And Lord Bacon 
was of opinion that all the other relations 
of life, even marriage and family can
not always supply to a man the comfort 
of a friend. He looked upon friend
ship as a medicine for relieving fullness 
of the heart; “Nothing openeth the 
heart but a true friend, to whom you 
may impart griefs, joys, fears, hopes 
suspicions, counsels, and whatsoever 
lieth upon the heart to oppress it.”

The Scriptures gives us at least one 
great example of the love of a man for 
a man—the friendship of Jonathan and 
David. Jonathan’s love for David was 
“wonderful—passing the love of 
women.” Descending to a secular level, 
we find many instances of the power of 
man’s love for man. Classical stories 
are full o f them. The Greeks exalted 
friendship above that which we usually 
call love. I t  was the love of Achilles 
for his friend Patroclus, that brought 
the hero to the relief of his discomfited 
countrymen; and it is scarcely necessary 
to even mention the names of Pylades 
and Orestes, Damon and Pythias, Epi- 
mindas and Pelopidas. A  yet more in
teresting case is that of St. Augustine, 
who tells us, in his “Confessions,” of his 
wonderful love for a young man who 
was his friend. This friendship, says 
Augustine, was sweeter and dearer to 
him than all the other pleasures of 
his life.

Awakening of Thought.

Set the people thinking; teach them 
to think for themselves, to cast off 
the yoke of blind belief in dogmas and 
traditions, and to seek after truth and 
knowledge relating to their spiritual 
nature, and its relations to the spiritual 
world. "VVe have been taught that the 
work of Bedemption is an historical 
transaction, whereas the whole process 
of redemption is within you—in the 
awakening of your spiritual life, and 
the development o f the divine elements 
of your being. We have been told that 
salvation is attained by believing in 
what another has done; whereas salva
tion is the cultivation and development 
of your spiritual life; so that the spirit
ual shall have complete dominion over 
the material. When you are conscious 
that your inner life—your developed 
will—has complete control of your outer 
life, then you are saved; you are saved 
from the dominion of the material; 
your spiritual being is master, and your 
whole outer conduct is governed by the 
divine principle of your inner being. 
This, whilst quite compatible with self- 
preservation, is the exact antithesis of 
selfishness. It  is this purely spiritual 
and personal religion that we are striv
ing to promote; this great truth of Per
sonal Responsibility; of man’s own 
obligation to seek after knowledge for 
himself; that as he sows so will he reap; 
and that as he orders his life and con
duct here, so will be his condition in 
the life to come.— Sp iritual Review.

Immense Block of Coal.
The largest block of coal ever mined 

in the United States west of the Rocky 
mountains was taken from mine N o. 2 
at Clelum, Wash., in April, 1893. This 
immense block of “consolidated black 
diamonds” was 24 feet in length, 5 feet 
8 inches wide, and 4 feet 8 inches high. 
It weighed 41,000 pounds, or almost 22 
tons. Twenty men worked three weeks 
in cutting around and removing this 
gigantic block of fuel.
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T H E  S T A R  A N D  T H E  S T O R M .

The hour was midnight: I  sat alone,
Gazing out on the sea and sky.

Beneath, like ink, I  saw blackness sink,
Reflecting the blackness on high.

Ever and anon the lightning flashed—
Lighting up the face of the Jeep;

Its fitful glow made a wierd light show 
Where Nature was lying asleep.

There was naught but darkness beneath, above,
Save where, in a rift of cloud,

One tiny star, standing guard afar,
Just a bit of twinkle showed.

O, tell me thy name, O star so brave!
Is it Mercury’s quickening light,

That dares the sound of the thunder around,
In heaven’s dark vault, to-night.

Or art thou Venus; with love so strong 
For lonely ones like me,

That tho’ timid born, you brave the storm,
To comfort humanity?

Or art thou he who likes the war 
Of the elements ’gainst the stars ?

And so make a place to show thy face?
Shall I  call my lone star, Mars ?

May be you are Jupiter; hard to be hid 
By something so thin as a cloud;

And with thy vast power, exerted this hour 
Piercing through the murky shroud.

Urging on the minds o f the world,
Who seek o f the Earth its treasure dust.

And in the busy hum and whirl 
Blighting their growth, by grasping lust.

The thunder pealed; but that undimmed age 
Kept its watch o’er me and the sea,

And its whispered word in my ear was heard;
‘•What other should I  be,

Than the one, who, two thousand years ago,
Stood guard where the baby lay,

Thus showing its light, to guide aright 
The “ wise men” on their way?

“When the might of ignorance on the Earth,
Settled down with darkness so deep,

That beyond the ken o f the thoughts of men.
Did Wisdom her vigil keep—

From all the myriad host o f heaven,
That fill Night’s diadem,

One star alone on that midnight shone,
’Twas the “star of Bethlehem.”

Thus did <my star its message tell,
As I  watched the gathering storm;

For brave as he, I  sure should be,
Nor expect to suffer harm—

Since the majesty o f the infinite,
Can be my guiding star,

And no storm can lower, which has the power 
To cross that dividing bar.

Mrs. L . L  M itchell, Minneapolis, Minn.
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Royal Insurance Building, 169 Jackson Street,
CHICAGO, ILL .

Address all communications as above.

F. E. ORMSBY, - E d i t o r  a n d  P r o p r i e t o r .

P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  is a monthly publica
tion. devoted to Education in the Occult 
Branches of Learning.

TERM S O F SUBSCRIPTION — IN  AD VAN CE.
United States and Canada per year........—. $2.50
Foreign (Postal Union) “  “  ___ ...... 2.75
Single Copies.....— .....— ........—......— ..—. .25

Remittances should be made by P. O. oi 
Express money order, Registered Letter or Bank 
Draft.

CORRESPONDENCE.
All communications concerning Business, 

Advertising, etc., should be kept separate from 
those intended for publication. Write them on 
separate sheets of paper. Make allcommunica
tions as short as possible, and they will be given 
more attention.

The Question department is open to those who 
are earnestly seeking. Questions will be pub
lished and answered in the order they are 
received, if of sufficient import

A D VE R TISIN G .
The advertising space must necessarily be 

limited in a journal of this nature; hence, will 
be all the more valuable. Write for terms.

Good and reliable agents wanted in every town 
and city in the United States, to solicit subscrip
tions for P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e . The very best 
terms offered to those who are able to furnish 
good references.

, EDITORIAL.

Notice.
We stated in a previous number that we 

did not know what the shape, size and 
price of Pl a n e t s  a n d  P eo ple  would be 
for next year, and the time is now on 
hand when we must decide, therefore we 
desire an expression from our subscribers 
concerning our future plans. We have 
considered three methods of proceedure 
for the coming year beginning January 
1st. The first is: To continue the publi
cation in its present form and make the 
price $5.00 a year. Second: To make it a 
year book, leaving out all clippings, 
poems and articles, and giving such mat
ter as will interest those who study and 
apply themselves for intellectual growth 
in a knowledge of the stars, same folio 
with about 100 pages at a nominal price, 
say $1.00, or, third: To discontinue its 
publication altogether.

REASONS.
The reason for this change is, first, be

cause occult works do not pay, for 
mystics only appreciate such a magazine 
as P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e , and they are 
not numerous. While our subscription 
list is growing, the growth is not suffi
cient to keep up the expense necessary to 
its style of face, and unless this can be as
sured in some way, we do not feel that we 
can give the time longer to the work. 
As we have not received a single dollar 
for the work done thus far on it, and are 
willing to continue for some pay another 
year, it remains with our subscribers as 
to whether the magazine shall be con
tinued after this year or not. Not only 
this, but a cash outlay and loss of about 
$1,100.00 must be borne in completing the 
year, which we propose to stand. To go 
through another year means that an extra 
$1,200.00 must be in sight before we start 
in. Secondly: Our physical strength and 
flesh has been reduced by overwork, close 
confinement and long hours to the lowest 
point, by reason of these trying condi
tions. We feel that a year book will an
swer the purpose of the planetary lessons 

{ and ¿a\ e a iarge amount of work and ex-
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pense, and with sufficient encouragement I 
we would get out such a work in the 
name of P la n et s  a n d  P e o p l e , which 
work would have to be begun at once in or
der to get ready by January ist, and 
which is the reason we present the sub
ject in this number. Of course we should 
prefer to continue the publication in its 
present form monthly without compensa
tion, if we were assured of sufficient re
turns to meet the expense.

SUBSCRIBERS.
There is just one little message which 

I wish to have each subscriber send in, 
and this an answer, yes or no, to the fol
lowing

PROPOSITION.

Are you sufficiently interested in 
Planets an d  Peo ple  in its present form 
to subscribe for the same at $4.00 per 
year, and pay for same on before the 15th 
day of next December, the time the prin
ter must receive copy for the first number. 
This for the magazine in present form 
with all the improvement we can give it 
next year. All who will agree now to 
this proposition will please drop us a line, 
and if a sufficient number respond favor
ably we shall abide by it, and not begin 
the year book. If we do not receive 
enough encouragement by the 20th of 
September, we shall decide to get cut the 
year book instead.

ARE YOU A MYSTIC.
If you are a mystic and understand the 

significance of such work, and can realize 
the energy necessary to use in its pro
duction, you can quickly decide what to 
do. We can make money, that is, we 
know we will not lose or be out any 
money if we get out a year book. That 
is decided, and we need no reply con
cerning that. That is our plan if we can
not keep the magazine on a fr e e  fro m  
debt basis.

WRITE AT ONCE.
We have many hundreds of letters 

praising up the work the magazine is do
ing, the real good in an educational way 
that is being accomplished; but we know 
that it is only the brightest of minds, the 
most advanced thinkers and scholars that

read it, and, the circulation for this 
reason must be limited for some time to 
come. So write at once and help decide 
the matter, and we shall ever be grateful 
for the aid already given and to be given 
in presenting the one first volume of 
Pla n et s  an d  Pe o ple .

As the delineations which have been 
given in the last three numbers furnish 
the best possible lessons for students in 
this study, we hope to make this a more 
prominent feature of the magazine the 
coming year, providing the same is con
tinued in its present form. We therefore 
make this offer to our subscribers in con
nection with their subscription of $4.00 
per year. Bach subscriber sending us 
($10.00) ten dollars will receive the 
magazine for the year 1896, and a per
sonal certificate of themselves neatly pre
pared, illustrated and type-written, which 
alone is never written for less than $10.00. 
Or they may add two dollars ($2.00) 
more making ($12.00) twelve dollars, and 
send us a photograph, and the delineation 
will be published in the magazine, illus
trated similar to those already given. It 
may seem to some that this is a money 
making scheme, so it may be well to state 
what the profit will be, if any. The ex
pense of drawings, etching and half-tone 
portrait for each delineation cost between 
four and five dollars, while plates for the 
same set up cost about one dollar and fifty 
cents, leaving a balance for doing the ma
thematical work and writing the delinea
tion of one dollar and fifty cents. The fact 
that a very limited number can be publish
ed prevents one from using such a method 
for gain. We make the offer simply to 
make Pla n et s  a n d  Peo ple  more valu
able and interesting. We cannot afford 
to stand such expenses, so they are not 
often given. The offer really means 
laborious work for us without compensa
tion. There is no money in such an offer 
for us. The readers of Pla n e t s  a n d  
Peo ple  will receive the benefit. Those 
interested in having such delineations 
will please mention it in their communi
cation regarding subscriptions.
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A very able reply by one of the B ro 
therhood o f  In d ia  to the article “A Plea 
for Pantheism, ’ by Dr. Henri Hensoldt, 
appears in the August Arena. Chistian 
and mental scientists (?) will do well to 
consider some of the ideas presented, as 
they treat of the subject of matter in a 
practical and instructive manner seldom 
met with. The idea that matter is an 
illusion, indicates a mental plane which 
borders on the imaginative, and on which 
many souls are helplessly roosting. They 
are neither spiritual, nor intellectual, but 
are subjects easily influenced and operat
ed by those who are. ‘‘God helps him 
who helps himself.”

As the first volume of P l a n e t s  a n d  

People nears its close, and we pause to 
reflect upon the work done, the influence, 
and the necessity, seemingly, of such a 
magazine, the possibilities for education 
and improvement along these lines of re
search and study, we feel that, so far, we 
have given but a sample, and a very small 
sample of that which we would gladly 
present to our readers if sufficiently sus
tained. The future of this work must 
hereafter depend upon subscriptions re
ceived before the beginning of the next 
year or volume 2.

We give the full report of our remarks 
before the Chicago Vegetarian Society in 
the health department of this number. 
It was sent to an eastern journal, but as 
it failed to appear so we could furnish 
copies to those who had ordered and paid 
for same, we concluded to secure the 
copy and publish it ourselves. Many of 
our readers have written for copy of 
this report, but we have not been able to 
do anything about it until now. Those 
interested in the subject of diet will do 
well to observe closely the ideas presented, 
for they pertain to laws which we hope 
sometime to explain more in detail.

Receiving many inquiries concerning 
Personal Certificates we give on another 
page a more extended explanation of 
what they are and the price for writing 
them. Hereafter a magnetic chart will

accompany each certificate giving an ob
ject lesson, which, to many means more 
than could be written, for it illustrates 
the action, or expression of the various 
qualities found in human beings. "The 
Law and the Prophets” contains the basic 
principles of the law and its application, 
and those who buy it should, by close 
study, soon be able to write personal cer
tificates in a creditable manner, and also 
be able to teach classes in this science. 
As we wish to educate people in this line 
we prefer to sell the work rather than 
write delineations; but will do either.

The coming year promises a very in
teresting study for occult students, as a 
most powerful planetay combination will 
be in force during the entire twelve 
months. This is something unusual and 
out of the general trend; so much so that 
many are becoming stirred up over it al
ready. It will be an exceptional year. 
No such planetary conditions have pre
sented themselves in many years. In 
considering what we should do in this 
line the coming year, we have looked up 
some of the conditions to be met with, 
and they are interesting beyond anything 
we had previously imagined.

Instead of calling the new astronomical 
journal the “Astronomical Quarterly” as. 
was first suggested, the Planetary Pub
lishing Company have decided that “Our 
Solar System” is more appropriate, there
fore we announce the change or correc
tion. “Our Solar System,” only 25c a 
year, devoted to astronomy, and designed 
to interest the. masses in this sublime and 
far-reaching science.

We shall devote some time and space 
hereafter to short general delineations of 
about 100 words, giving special traits of 
character, physical conditions, business 
capabilities, etc. with initials and date of 
the person delineated. Students may 
then make the horoscope and learn the 
application. These delineations will be 
given on receipt of fi.oo. This will give 
every one a chance to learn of their mag
netic qualities at a low price. Pains will 
be taken to say as much as possible in as 
few words as will express clearly the spe
cific points treated. Send date of birth 

I and hour, if known, place and address.
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PRESS AND PEOPLE.

St . Pa u l , A ug. 5th, 1895.
F. E. Orm sby  :

Esteemed  F r ie n d :— I received the 
two numbers (April and March) of 
Plan ets an d  P e o p l e , and have read 
every line and word with soulfelt re
ception and heartfelt appreciation and 
understanding. I  find in the P l a n e t s  
and P e o p l e  just what my soul has 
been seeking for many years. I  have 
bought many books and listened to 
many teachings, but they all failed to 
impress me with perfect, clear light, 
but the P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  meets 
my ideal of esoteric teaching, and to 
me it is truly the esoteric key of reality, 
the key for the true, earnest seeker of 
occult science, and which will unlock 
the door of the inner temple of knowl
edge, wisdom, life, light of infinity. It 
brings my soul en rapport with the true» 
esoteric lessons of reality. I  cannot tell 
you how happy and grateful I  am for 
having met with your grand works. 
All true mystics will recognize you 
really as a saviour.

I  am a pilgrim who is most earnestly 
seeking for light and truth. My path 
of travel is indeed lonely and hard, as I 
have no one to travel it with me spirit
ually. My associates and surroundings, 
and past education are all on the ma
terial plane, hence am obliged to guard 
my inner life with secrecy, and at the 
same time I  exercise my influence or 
will to create harmony with all about 
me, which 1 consider as my life’s lesson, 
and have learned it and am master of 
the same, as I  believe that we should 
never repel nor yield to any discordant 
or adverse condition of life, but rather 
we should conquer them through spir
itual wisdom and judgment.

I  beg you will pardon me for intrud
ing upon your valuable time with this 
lengthy letter which may seem to you 
as an uninteresting and unimportant 
one. I  am impelled by an invisible in
fluence to write thus to you. I  do not 
quite understand why, but I believe you 
will understand the spirit of it. I be
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lieve your soul is too grand and noble 
to turn away from a smaller one.

I have Dever met you (speaking ma
terially) nor heard of you (only recently 
through your works and writings), but 
in spirit I  feel well acquainted with you.
I feel that our souls have met in the 
east as teacher and student; from your 
soul I realize rays of light and truth ex
tended to me. I  am the student or 
neophyte and you the teacher or master. 
Oh, I  shall have to travel many incarna
tions before I  can be unfolded to the 
esoteric degree as you have. I  am far 
in years of this life (forty years), but in 
all my life or during my travels, you 
are the first to whom 1 felt influenced 
to express myself from the inner 
temple life, when I  received your letter 
(in reply to mine); in substance there 
was nothing in it but an ordinary reply, 
but in a spiritual sense there came with 
it a grand host of influence which up
lift, cheer and strengthen me. They 
are soul responses to my soul’s appeal. 
They are soul inspirations to my soul’a 
aspiration. It  has brought a new and 
grand condition into my life, (you must 
understand that spiritually on the mortal 
side, I  am all alone) hence I  more fer
vently appreciate the spiritual influ
ences which has come to me through 
your unconsciousness, for which I shall 
feel indebted to you through all tides of 
eternity.

I  am deeply interested in all occult 
science,especially astronomy and astrol
ogy, but I  am only a neophyte in 
knowledge of the same, and my only 
source of knowledge is from books, and 
that source is limited because of 
straitened circumstances, and besides, 
am so afflicted physically which renders 
me unable to go but very seldom out
side of my home. I  secure as many 
occult books as my means will permit, 
for occult works are my world, my life, 
my all. ,

1 have your most grand and interest
ing study “The Play of the Planets,”1 
and a “Planetarium” (bought same from 
Progressive Thinker’s office).
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Inclosed, find order for two dollars 
for which will or can you send me the 
P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  from May to 
the balance o f this year? I have the 
March and April numbers and owe you 
for March number. I shall send for the 
book of “The Laws and the Prophets,” 
as soon as I  have sufficient money and 
also for Zodiac blanks.

Please pardon me if  I  have annoyed 
you with my lengthy letter, and believe 
me, Yours fraternally,

Mus. W. R. J oh n so n .
186 Fairfield ave.

Editor's N o t e .—Who could not write the lan
guage of the soul with such appeals, and such 
appreciation as is expressed in the above letter 1

A shaway, R. I., July 19th, 1895. 
Publisher Planets and P e o p l e ,

Chicago:
Dear Sir:—Copy of your publication 

ordered last week received to-day, and 
every word o f same carefully read. It 
is a grand number and few can read it 
without receiving added knowledge 
that shall be o f benefit to them in after 
life. The discourse by Mrs. L. V. 
Richmond is a gem of first water; the 
poetry is most meritorious; the selec
tions good and every feature of the 
magazine is worthy of praise and re
flects credit upon its editors.

Pay no attention to adverse criti
cisms originating in little minds, 
minds that “go up like a rocket and 
come down like a stick,”  but be con
vinced that the great, the good and the 
true will appreciate your efforts to in
struct the people on this planet and in 
every way sustain you. The young lady 
school teacher who writes so kindly 
about P lanets and People shows her 
good sense, generous nature and loving 
heart to advantage. Such souls as hers 
make this planet worth living upon. I 
I  wish you every imaginable success in 
your worthy enterprise and shall delight 
in reading your instructive and dainty 
little magazine whenever and wherever 
I  find opportunity to do so. I  beg to 
remain, dear sir, Sincerely yours, 

Rev. Chab. J. Budlong.

Extracts.
“Language cannot express the good 

your work is doing, and money cannot 
pay for the knowledge it contains. 
Wishing you full measure of success,

I  remain very respectfully, 
M r s . F. M. Overm an .

P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e .—This maga
zine, though only in its sixth number, 
gives evidence o f value and enterprise. 
Occult forces, astronomy, magnetism 
and kindred subjects, are treated with 
ability. In the June number “ Zalene’s 
Initiation” will command universal at
tention.— Banner o f  Light.

No Disease in the Breath.
A  press dispatch from Washington, in 

April, stated that Dr. John 8. Billings 
read a paper before the National Acad
emy o f Sciences on the “Composition 
of Exhaled A ir.” He claimed that 
no conditions of disease or poison
ous bacteria are in it. Even the 
breath of a consumptive is not danger
ous. 11 is only when the patient coughs 
or sneezes that the exhalation carries 
with it the germs of disease, but he be
lieved that the dust of the sputa might 
be inhaled and produce phthisis. Prof. 
Bowditch, is reported as agreeing with 
the general line of Dr. Billing’s paper. 
—Dr. Foote'a Monthly.

Water-Power Machine Gun.
A  patent has recently been taken out 

for what is called a “ water-power ma
chine gun.” It is described as having a 
number of circumferentially-arranged 
barrels, in the rear of which is a feed 
wheel carrying a cartridge belt and 
connected with a water wheel operat
ing the mechanism for exploding the 
cartridges. ______________

Wedding cake has been more gener
ously distributed this season than ever 
before. _______________

From December to April no Phila
delphia breakfast is complete without 
scrapple.
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★ ★

★ ★
a ADVANCE *

*  W E E K L Y  *

* STAR REPORT* *
«  --------AND-------- N

★  PROGNOSTICATION

The commercial reports are still follow
ing us up and proving the correctness of 
these forecasts of the business conditions 
of the country. Many are now watching 
these delineations, and the more atten
tion they pay to them, the greater their 
interest becomes in this deepest of all 
sciences. Some get anxious and wish to 
learn all about it in one or two lessons, 
which they are urging us to give them; 
but it is more of a study than the mere 
commitment of a lesson relating thereto. 
It means years of deep study, research 
and application to become familiar with 
some of the simplest principles, because 
it is necessary to learn a great deal before 
a simple proposition can be grasped and 
properly understood. In fact, one sim
ple question, or fact, properly perceived 
and known will bring more real knowl
edge to the consciousness than a hundred 
years of theoretical study and speculation. 
Most people are burdened with theories 
which can not be proven one way or the 
other. They have a sort of vague idea 
of what some writer more vaguely, per
haps, attempts to reach a conclusion 
about, and in this uncertain state most 
people are dwelling at the present time. 
If we cared for what the majority think 
about these reports we could not write 
them; but we do not, therefore, the few 
who are sufficiently awakened to be able 
to grasp their meaning, and appreciate the 
effort that is being made to direct atten
tion to these sublime themes of life and 
experience, will receive them and, per

FOR THE FUTURE. ★

haps, in time the number will increase 
until these simple truths will be known 
and understood in nearly every home, 
where progressive, thinking people dwell. 
To this end we are laboring. What will 
the harvest be?

Delineations For September.
September 2nd we find the Barth in 

the neutral sign Pisces in the quarter of 
labor, which is not a very forceful posi
tion, and as Venus is in conjunction 
the 3d, the Moon just passing its full 
phase, a short period of lethargy must 
be felt. People generally will take it 
easy; there-will not be that push and 
anxiety about doing something that char
acterizes a good, business period.

Business of the slow moving kind, such 
as foreign trade, building and large con
tract work will fare the best under these 
conditions. The wholesale business will 
not start as early this fall as usual, on ac
count of this period, which comes this 
year during the month that great activity 
should be manifested. It will be held Off 
for a later period which is more in keep
ing with commercial enterprise.

Speculation will be somewhat checked, 
as there is no force in operation that 
makes for quick returns in anything like 
a satisfactory manner. People will be 
conservative in what they do; they will 
reason cautiously and carefully before 
they decide to invest, and in a majority 
of cases will finally decide to hold off 
awhile. These conditions make for the 
general transactions in the commercial 
world a period of dullness.
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H E L IO -C E N T R IC  H O RO SC O PE  FOR S E P T E M B E R  2 d . 1895.

Physiologically.
T h e planets are in  fa ir  positions and as

p ects for health . T h e  nervous system  o f 
th e  grand  m an is w ro u gh t up to  som e e x 
te n t but n ot seriously so, a lth ou gh  deaths 
from  heart difficulties w ill be m ore fre
quen t th an  usual.

Children.
C hildren  born a t th is tim e w ill  be jo lly , 

go o d  people, free an d  rom antic in  th e ir  
natures, w ith  a  ten d en cy  to travel and | 
ch an ges, and th e y  w ill  ever be on th e ir  I 
fe e t m o vin g  about. T h e y  sh ould  becom e 
p h ysician s to  fill an  office in  su rgica l 
practice, a  surgeon. F em ales o f th is  na
tu re  w ill  m ak e good nurses as w ell. T h e y  
w il l  b e  h e a lth y , h arm onious characters, 
m eth o d ical, p articu lar and ch aritab le.

Marriages.
T h is  is  a  w e e k  favo ra b le  to  unions, for 

V en u s is  ru lin g  star an d  v e ry  s tro n g ly  in 
flu en cin g  th e  q uadrate o f unions and 
id e a lity . Q u ite  h arm on ious resu lts should 
fo llo w  m arriages co n tra cted  or culm inated 
w h ile  th is  com b in ation  lasts.

September 9th.
T h e  solar co n d itio n s are, in  m ost 

respects, ab o u t th e  sam e as th e y  w ere last 
w eek , M ars, a lon e, h a v in g  ch an g e d  posi
tio n  su fficien tly  to  cau se th e  p eo p le  to 
n o tice  a  d ifferen t v ib ratio n . T h is  ch an ge, 
h ow ever, is  n o t fo r  th e  b est in  a  business 
sense, an d  as b usiness is  th e  m ain  line, 
m ost p eop le are in terested  in , i t  m eans 
m ore to th em  th a n  it  w o u ld  i f  th e y  w ere  g iv 
in g  m ore atten tio n  to  in te lle c tu a l pursuits.
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HELIO-CENTRIC HOROSCOPE FOR SEPTEMBER 9 t h , 1895.

In the latter case the change would fore- | 
bode good, an improvement in mental i 
powers and perception. Business will 
have a little further delay on account of 
this move, but the effect will be upon the 
retail trade more especially, the larger 
dealings of a wholesale nature being but 
slightly affected.

The physiological changes are very 
slight and for the better, and children of 
this date will be very slow, easy going, 
and happy natures, inclined to travel and 
enjoy the open air, the fields and flowers. 
They will have very intense love natures, 
spiritually minded and suited for quiet 
life as gardeners, fruit raisers, and such 
lines as give them communion with

nature in all its freedom. Marriage is 
favorably vibrated by this wave and de
sirable unions may be made at this time.

September i6th.
This Monday morning the planets as

sume quite a different aspect by the 
movement of Mercury out of triple con
junction with Uranus and Saturn, and in
to quadrature to the Earth and Venus 
and also in opposition to Neptune. This 
makes a forceful condition for confidence 
and trust between those who deal with 
distant peoples or nations. From a busi
ness standpoint the conditions are some
what improved over last week, but still 
the home trades are not under a very po
tent force, therefore, the situation is of a
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lagging nature. There can be nothing so 
very favorable said for business for this 
date.

Children.
The characters of this horoscope will be 

workers, travelers and writers. The 
males will make good traveling salesmen, 
and the females will make good ste
nographers, type-writists, book-keepers, 
needle workers and talkers, especially the 
latter. They will all be very intuitive 
and inspirational, vitality fairly high, and 
the emotional natures very deep and sen
sitive. They will also be well adapted as 
clerks, retail salesmen and salesladies. 
They will not do so well alone in business 
for themselves.

/Carriage,
This is not an unfavorable combination 

for unions, yet there are better, and this 
week will be far better than the week 
that follows. It is a very good time for 
Neptune characters, but not so good for 
Jupiter, Saturn or Uranus people, while 
Mars natures are not in the vibrations for 
harmony and equality at all.

September 23d.
This Monday morning the Earth is in 

the last degree of Pisces, and Mercury is 
in the last of Sagittarius, and by Tuesday 
the Earth will be in Aries and Mercury 
in Capricornus. This is the most signifi
cant change we have had for some time, 
for it has a direct bearing upon the busi-

HELIO-CENTRIC HOROSCOPE FOR SEPTEMBER 16t h , 1895.
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ness of the country. The commercial in
terests generally. This should be a very 
active week in speculative lines, and no 
small amount of excitement will be mani
fested, for the inclination to control will 
be the dominant feature of the proceed
ings, and this will make heavy trading in 
many lines. The retail business should 
show marked improvement as a result of 
this favorable business impulse.

Physiologically.
Physiologically, the situation is also 

very good indeed for health and happi
ness, which will add to the favorable bus
iness aspect much that will give energy 
and push in all undertakings. Now is 
the appointed time which we have been |

hinting at, and every one should put the 
shoulder to the wheel, and push the car 
of orogress several leagues to the front.

Children.
This is a very intellectual combination 

and the little people who breathe such 
forces as these for their first breath, will 
charge themselves with a vibrant, mental 
power, capable of wonderful growth, de
velopment and intellectual fruition. They 
will be natural orators, and will take to 
law as frogs spring at a millpond.

They will make excellent teachers, lec
turers and very good doctors. The femi
nine portion would make the best teach
ers. They will all have great mental 
power for healing. Such as these can

HELIO-CEIMTRIC HOROSCOPE FOR SEPTEMBER 2 3 d, 1895.
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not be overtaxed mentally, for they have 
an abundance of force which must be 
used, exercised as it were, in order to 
keep the brain in a health}* state.

This is a good horoscope for climbing 
and getting to the front. There is but 
one favorable indication, and that is 
the appetite, which is very, very keen, 
and needs attention.

The mental power being high, in most 
cases, or whenever the environment is at 
all unfavorable, there will be sufficient 
force of character to withstand a severe 
trial in the gratification of this intense de- I 
sire for food and drink, especially the 
latter.

The young should be looked after in | 
their diet, and highly seasoned foods, 
dressings and stimulants should be kept 
from them. Meat is one of the worst 
foods to create an appetite for drink, for 
it is usually salted and seasoned very 
highly, and in itself is productive of 
thirst. Because of this meat should 
never be given children of this nature. 
Oh, the suffering and trials that might be 
avoided by such as these, if people could 
only know and understand the law that 
makes for good and evil in this wonder
ful universe! “What shall we do to be 
saved?” “Get understanding.” “Get 
wisdom,” concerning whatsoever is true.

Magnetic Chart.
This latter horoscope being such a re

markable combination for intellectual ex
pression, we give a magnetic chart to 
show the polarization of the forces object
ively, that a clearer idea may be had of 
what these powers signify. It trill be 
seen that the magnetic center primarily 
with the Earth is in the brain, and flood
ing this section are the vibrations of Mer
cury, Mars, Venus and Jupiter, giving a 
most powerful and intense center for 
radiation. As the speech will be fluent, 
pathetic and tender, as well as forceful 
and resonant, the possibilities may well I 
be imagined when the right start in the I 
proper line or sphere is begun. It will I 
be noticed that there is quite an even dis- | 
tribution of force throughout the system, 
which gives evenness in physical balance. |

The broken lines denote secondary men
tal potencies.

Marriage.
This aspect of the heavens would urge 

intellectual or mental people into wed
lock, and it is quite a favorable time for 
them. Those, however, of the emotional 
stamp would not be so favorably vibrated. 
Those whose labors are principally men
tal, therefore, may proceed with a favor
able future outlook.

MAGXETIC CHART.

The Hope of The Ages.

I f  you «lam up the river o f progress,
At your peril »nd cost let it  be.

T hat river must seawards despite you—  
T w ill  break down your dams and be free.

And we need not the pitiful barriers 
T hat you in its way have downcast

For roar efforts b a t add to  the torrent 
Whose flood m nsto’erwbelm yon at last.

We laugh in the face o f tbe forces 
T hat strengthen tbe flood they oppose.

For tbe harder tbe oppression tbe fiercer 
The current w ill be when it  flows.

We shall win. and tbe tyrant’s battalions 
W ill bescattered like chaff in tbe fight,

From which the true soldiers o f freedom 
Shall give her new courage and might.

Whether leading the van o f tbe fighters 
In the bitterest stress o f the strife,

O rpotiently bearing the burden 
O f changeless commonplace life;

One hope we have ever before ns.
One aim to  attain  and fulfill.

One watchword we cherish to  mark ns.
One kindred and brotherhood stilL

What matter i f  failure on failure  
C rowd closely upon os and press ?

When a hundred have bravely been heaten, 
The hundred and first wins success.

Oar watchword is “ Freedom” —new soldiers 
Flock each day when her flag is unfa tied.

Oar cry is the cry o f tbe ages.
Onr hope is the hope o f the world

— E . Xetbtt, in Coming Satiom.
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M b s .  R u t h  A .  W a d s w o r t h .

We find oar subject, Mrs. Wads
worth, was bom in the neutral sign 
Pisces in the quarter of labor, close to 
the line which marks the beginning of 
Aries, with the planet Yenns as ruling 
star of life generally, and also the mag
netic, physical ruler of the health, (it 
does not always occur that the life 
ruler and the health ruler are the same). 
The following percentages show the 
powers of each, and the ruler of the 
mentality which in the latter case is the 
planet Mercury at 76 per cent.

Physical. Mental.
Mercury, 51 76
Venus, 87 64
Mars, 72 40
Jupiter, 72 34
Saturn, 39 32
Uranus, 45 32
Neptune, 43 16

A s Mercury is in quadratic aspect to 
the planet Uranus in the sign Aries, 
the Earth only lacks twenty-four hours 
of coming directly under this union of 
high potencies, which would have 
enabled our subject to revel at will in 
the wonderful scenes of the astral 
plane. A s it is, she can feel the condi
tion and sense the finer forces quite 
clearly from the fact that the Earth is 
near enough to this line of Aries to 
catch the vibrations more or less. This 
makes impressions very clear, for we 
have said, she was bora in a negative 
or neutral sign.

Venus having such a powerful influ- j

an
ence over her, causes her to live and do 
very largely for others. Most Venus 
characters are apt to do this, and in 
some instances great suffering is the 
result. In this case the emotional cen
ters are not disturbed by the Venus 
force, hence, greater satisfaction will 
result in doing for others. But still 
this one particular expression should 
be guarded, lest ungrateful ones take 
advantage and life at her expense, 
which is neither good for them, nor 
just for her generous nature.

It will be seen also that .Saturn is in 
the mental sign Capricorn us in con
junction with Mercury, which adds 
much to the mental combination before 
mentioned. Being bom with the Earth 
in the last degree of Pisces would 
naturally cause her to be on her feet, 
for the central station of her physical 
forces is at the soles of the feet. That 
she is always on her feet goes without 
comment. The Moon also adds to 
the action of the lower limbs and 
makes it more probable that site is a 
worker. We find Mars, Jupiter and 
Neptune in Aquarius, which combina
tion or triple conjunction forms an
other center of magnetic energy in the 
lower limbs at the knees. This could 
not produce anything but activity, and 
may in case of insufficient exercise 
cause rheumatic difficulties in those 
parts.

The assimilation is good, however,and 
such attacks may be easily overcome. 
We find the mental combination Mer
cury, Saturn and Uranus that it is in
tensely spiritual- Note the psychic 
planet Uranus in Aries, the mental, 
high tension of Mercury quickening the 
action of the mind, and the occult plan
et Saturn in angle for potent effect, all 
in the mental quadrate, with the Earth 
just entering their vibrations. There 
could be no stronger combination to 
lead one into the occult fields of study 
and research. A s said before the 
Earth is behind a day, or in other words 
she arrived a day too soon to meet this 
occult combination at its best.
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Mrs. Ruth A. W a d s w o r t h , G. M. 
o f  0 . 0 . M. Tem ple, Minneapolis, Minn.

T H IS  L A D Y  A  W O R K E R .

To say that this lady is a hard worker 
in every line, does not mean that she 
will receive compensation for her work 
for the financial planets are not in posi* 
tion to give the desire strong enough 
to make her seek money for what she 
does. Therefore wealth will not come 
easy, and never in great quantities. If 
she had a large sum it would be hard 
work to keep it under the Venus in
fluence.

The mental combination gives ability 
to speak, lecture and interest people, 
but the Earth and Moon hold her back. 
It is hard to get the powers into action. 
A  specinl training, such as would tend 
to separate the astral from the physical 
would be necessary to bring them into 
active forceful expression. As there is 
not an indication of financial returns in 
work of this nature our subject must, 
if she works for the good of the race, 
be contented with a little revenue. 
Most humanitarians labor for love, and 
then feel that they have not accom
plished much because it is not appre
ciated, but we must remember that it 
takes the same quality to appreciate

| that it does to give and do, so disap
pointment is a natural consequence in 
all labor for the elevation of the race.

A n object lesson showing more clear
ly the acting principles of our subject’s 
powers, may be found in the magnetic 
chartjwhicli accompanies this delinea
tion. The mental powers are quite 
strong and forceful and highly imagi
native Being born in a neutral sign 
under Venus gives a very yielding na
ture, but this high mental action gives 
a good governing force to balance up 
the expression. This magnetic chart 
gives students in this study a better 
and clearer perception of the auras of 
different persons and our subject will, 
perhaps, better understand her own 
life, and find the cause of many experi
ences by a closer study of it.

C A R D S .

Turning to the “Ledger of Astrono
my,” page 15, we find a combination of 
symbols bearing upon the date of birth 
under consideration, which reads as 
follows:

“The two of clubs being an emblem ex
pressive of knowledge, the spot number 
being two indicating united action in 
things pertaining to the intellectual,that 
is to say, this symbol is a record of that 
quality in the magnetic composition of 
our subject which is of practical use ih 
co-operating in educational work, and 
is an expression of the central quality

m a g n e t i c  c h a r t .
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♦ 1

A S T R O N O M IC A L  C H A R T .

in the general expression through life. 
It relates to the Sun and is called the 
sun card. Sun cards give central qual
ities. It signifies united action. I t  is 
clearly backed up by the life-ruler of 
Venus, which is also indicative of union 
and action with others. The king 
clubs under Mercury comes next, and is 
an emblem of wisdom, the highest in 
quality, and as the planet Mercury is 
productive of intellectuality this em
blem shows very high possibilities, that 
is, the forces are born which may be
come highly evolved intellectually. 
Jacks are characters representing free
dom, and that quality of thought which 
thinks of the good that may be gotten 
out of every day life, and not that 
which accumulates and retains for self 
alone, either financially or intellect
ually.”

It signifies freedom and enjoyment. 
It will be noticed by students of these 
mysterious emblems that this card 
comes under Venus, which shows the 
quality produced in our subject by this 
planet, as already explained. She is a 
free, open-hearted, frank and jolly soul. 
The four of hearts under Mars shows 
that she never quarrels, but rules with 
the power of Venus, and is satisfied 
with such expression of her temper, 
which is as the four of hearts indicates 
very yielding. Under Jupiter the four 
of diamonds appears, which shows that 
her desire for great wealth is weak, and 
that satisfaction in financial ways is 
generally experienced. She is generally 
satisfied with results, whether great or 
small. The two of spades under Saturn 
shows that she prefers to work alone>

as though united with others in the 
general result. Spades show ability to 
workj but Saturn shows contention in 
union. The eight of hearts coming un
der Uranus, the occult planet, shows 
that quality which is so powerful and 
energetic in making friends and doing 
good in a labor of love. The six of 
clubs shows smooth sailing in intellect
ual lines even to the end, for harmony 
will prevail in the mind and thought 
concerning knowledge, sought for and 
attained unto.

Note.—These cards are one o f  the expressions 
o f  a l i f e  in  sym bolism  on ly. Each and every  
qu a lity  and characteristic  m ay be fou nd  by 
tnem  by tak in g  the t im e necessary to  w ork  them  
out. A  r igh t know ledge  o f  the Zod iac  however, 
g ives  in stan tly  the keys to  a  life ,  w h ich  the 
cards are a  record  o f. T he  ob jec t is to  show  
some o f  the re lations between the p lanets and 
th e  cards.

Antiquity of the Eagle.

The eagle was borne as a standard by 
many nations of antiquity. By the Ro
mans it was used at an early period of 
their history. They were borne on the 
tops of spears, and when the army 
marched the eagle was always visible 
to the legions, and when it encamped 
the eagle was placed before the tent o f 
the general.

Electricity Direct from Coal.

Efforts continue to be made to con
vert the stored-up energy of coal di
rectly into mechanical energy without 
the round about methods of steam and 
machinery. Some electricians prophesy 
a great future in this direction for 
what are known as gas batteries, in 
which different gases serve to gen
erate the electricity. Experiments 
which have been made, naturally on a 
small scale, show an energy secured 
between 15 and 25 per cent, of the total 
available; whereas the best commercial 
results of present method are not above 
10 per cent.

Modern corned beef conveys the taste 
of artificial treatment out of the 
ordinary.

A
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THE ORACLE.

Columbia Cit y , I n d I  July 21, 1895. 
M r . F. E. Ormsby, Chicago, 111.:

Question. Dear  Sir :—Being a sub
scriber to Planets a n d  People , I  take 
the opportunity of asking questions per
taining to occult astronomy:

1st. January 3d, 1895, Mercury entered 
Capricornus. Now we set the mechani
cal chart according to instructions, and 
referring around to July 23d, we find he 
enters Aries on that date. July number 
o f  P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  show that 
planet to be in Aquarius on the 22nd. 
How do you account for the difference in 
the calculation ?

2nd. You say, concerning the mechan
ical chart, with one annual correction, 
the positions and orderly movements of 
the planets for all past, present and fu
ture centuries can be ascertained. Now, 
would it not be in justice to your readers 
to give that information to them ?

I am wonderfully interested in the 
study, and hope to be able to follow it 
until I can make correct character 
delineations and diagnosis, that I may be 
able to help myself, and assist my fellow 
man to a higher plane of physical life.

Yours for more light,
D .  D .  G l a s s .

A n s w e r . We have discovered that in 
setting the disk for Mercury, when mak
ing the calculations and diagrams for the 
July report, that we used the sign Sagit
tarius instead of Capricornus, which was 
an error. This threw Mercury back of 
his position one sign. Those who use 
these reports for speculation or invest
ment purposes would be thrown off the 
track by such an error, but the student, 
who is studying for the knowledge he 
can gain of planetary influences will prof
it by the lesson, providing he is learning 
his lesson well. We are glad there is one 
who has discovered this error, for it 
shows there is close attention being paid 
to the work.

Q. Suppose a person was born in the 
sign of Libra with Neptune in opposition 
as ruling star, Venus in Leo and Jupiterin

Scorpio. What would such a person’s dis
position be as far as love of the opposite 
sex is concerned ? I  wish you would an
swer this question in the Oracle in a few 
words and to the point. I am a truth- 
seeker and as such I would like to know 
if there is anything in astrology.

W. C. Meyer.
A. We have often said that it was 

necessary to have a complete horoscope 
in order to give a good judgment; but if 
the questioner hangs his belief in astrol
ogy upon this one case, and this incom
plete figure, we would like very much to 
decide his mind one way or the other. 
Therefore, we should say that this person 
would have a general love and admira
tion for many people, and a general re
gard, perhaps a little distant and cool in 
expression, for the opposite sex. The 
planets not named may, however, be in 
position to counteract and produce very 
much different feelings, desires or 
qualities.

Q. W ill you please tell us if the chart 
“ Play of the Planets”  can be used for 
years previous to 1825, by turning it back 
and correcting for each year ?

A. In getting out the first edition of 
the charts we had difficulty in getting en
graving done accurately, and as the same 
was hurried through for the purpose of 
placing it upon the market as a game, for 
the purpose of interesting new thought in 
occult matters, making the mathematical 
calculations for the divisional lines, 
minutes and seconds were not taken into 
account, therefore, such a small chart 
thus calculated for days only could not 
be used for correcting backwards with 
very accurate results, except perhaps, for 
a year or two. A chart large enough to 
give the minute divisions could be used 
to correct back a hundred years with 
perfect results. The principle is there, 
but the minutes of a year are over 526,- 
000, making it impossible to use such di
visions in so small a compass. The new 
edition of the chart has been corrected to 
minutes and seconds in the figures, and a 
new plate made with great care and accu
racy drawing the divisional lines fine and
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perfect in accordance therewith, making i 
it the most perfect system for calculating 
planetary positions ever constructed. 
The same is now the property of the 
Planetary Pub. Co., who will publish an 
exhaustive work in connection there
with.

N e w  Y o r k  C i t y , July 26th, 1895. 
Mr . F. E. O r m s b y , editor P l a n e t s  a n d  

P e o p l e :

Q. I really cannot understand how 
you can determine anything satisfactorily, 
with any degree of scientific accuracy,— 
in your delineations of character and 
prognostications, with only the meagre 
data before you that you call for in your 
pamphlet.

I was born in New York City, Septem
ber 6th, 1856, of German parents. Now 
there may be one hundred persons living 
born on the same day, in the same city, 
of German parentage; but these persons 
may manifest the most diverse characters 
and fortunes. Some may be criminals, 
some philanthropists; some literary; some 
illiterate; one may be an anarchist, an
other the perfect opposite—a socialist; 
one may be worshipful, another scoffing 
and critical; one may be so original as to 
inaugurate a renaissance in philosophy; 
another may be so time-serving, imitative 
and conservative as to be a mere puppet 
of fashion gliding over the surface of 
society. Is not this possible, and if not, 
why? Have you verified your astrolog
ical implications, and have there never 
been any objective facts, such as I  have 
described, militating against your de
ductions?

I must ackowledge that I think there is 
some basis in the claim of planetary in
fluence; but I ednfess that I fear that you 
have not all of the data or factors neces
sary for a scientific judgment.

Fraternally,
A .  L .  E e u b u s c h e r .

A. On page 70, February number of 
P l a n e n s  a n d  P e o p l e  is our explanation 
of the principle question herein presented, 
and pages 106 and 107 give further expla
nations touching the same ideas. Con
cerning the question as to whether we
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have met with any cases which did not 
come strictly under the law as we had 
calculated, we say no. In every case we 
have figured on, whether the party was 
known and present or a stranger in a dis
tant land, we have yet to find one 
which we do not know from personal 
knowledge to conform to the law as given, 
or who has not made acknowledgement 
of the truthfulness of the same by letter. 
Our knowledge of the law was gained by 
application, having spent several years 
diagnosing and treating all manner of 
ailments, and through training and ad
justment, found the nature and strength 
of the forces which make up the magnetic 
state of man. The halt, the blind, the 
lame and those having all manner of 
flesh ailments, have been under our test
ing system, and when we speak of these 
things now it is from actual, demonstrated 
truth. Therefore, we do not fear being 
contradicted or having our statements 
refuted in any way. The statements 
made in P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  are made 
for the centuries, not for a day. They 
are based upon the absolute, not upon the 
theoretical and transient.

JTind and Body.

The ancient Romans used to say that 
“a healthy mind can only live in a 
healthy body,” and no doubt there is 
some truth to this. Not that deformed 
people may not be intelligent, but there 
can be no doubt that the conditions of 
the body to a great extent influence the 
general tenor of the mind. Proper food 
and good clothing are the essentials to 
a healthy body, as are also moral habits, 
and these three combined are the sole 
foundation for a contented and healthy 
life. Most forms of insanity have phy
sical causes. Take care of your bodies, 
and watch over your thoughts. Y ou  
cannot keep a bird from flying over 
your head, but you may prevent it from 
building a nest in your hair; neither 
can you prevent ill thoughts from en
tering your mind. They come by sug
gestion, but you need not permit them 
to dwell there.— Temple o f Health.
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Vegetarianism from the Standpoint 
of Life Principles.

Mr. Frauk G. Ormsby appeared before 
the Chicago Vegetarian Society in Parlor 
K-88, Great Northern Hotel, on Tuesday 
evening, and addressed the Club upon the 
subject of vegetarianism from the stand
point of life principles. His treatment of 
the subject of diet was entirely original 
and unique. Many physicians and profes
sors from the University of Chicago, as 
well as a number of practitioners and sci
entists from other parts of the city, were 
in attendance.

Mr. J. Howard Moore, organizer of the 
University of Chicago Vegetarian Eating 
Club, who occupied the chair, in introduc
ing the speaker, said: “ We have with us 
this evening one who has been a vegeta
rian for about eight or nine years. Pro
fessor Ormsby is a man who has patiently 
and earnestly investigated the laws of diet. 
The lecturer will present the subject from 
the standpoint of life principles instead of 
the chemical composition or analysis of 
foods. Professor Ormsby is editor of 
the new magazine, P i . a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e ,  

and is the author of several widely read 
books. He will now speak to you upon 
the subject of diet.”
V E G E T A R I A N I S M  F R O M  T H E  S T A N D P O I N T  

O F  L I F E  P R I N C I P L E S .

“ As this is my first introduction to a so
ciety of people styling themselves vegeta
rians, I am entirely ignorant of the views 
held by its members and also of the pro
ceedings at their regular convocations. I 
do not even know the motives and objects 
of the organization, hut suppose them to 
be reformatory in a basic sense. As a re
form movement, that of vegetarianism 
must in the near future produce the most 
far-reaching and beneficial result in the 
lives of human beings possible to be ac
complished, for what we eat has a more 
direct influence upon our lives, physiolog
ically, mentally, morally and spiritually 
than any other one thing, aye, than all 
other things combined. The temperance 
movement will never be a successful one 
until it is conducted on strictly vegetarian 
principles. The question of diet is the be
ginning of the only reformatory movement 
that will ever emancipate the race from 
the debauched condition in which it has 
wallowed for many centuries. We often 
hear it said that ‘if our thoughts are right, 
if we have right desires, motives and feel
ings when we are eating, we get good out 
of our food and it does not matter what 
the food is, whether animal or vegetable.’ 
Such reasoning is the result of the erro

neous idea that thoughts are first, and are 
all potent and powerful when directed 
toward the good, hence control the system 
and all things therein Now, do not mis
understand me; I do not mean that it is 
not a good thing to have and to cultivate 
good thoughts, but I do mean to say that 
we can have better thoughts, higher mo
tives, and be able to live purer lives, if we 
do not take into our systems animal foods.

“ We all have a reason why we eat, and 
vegetarians have a reason why they abstain 
from flesh-foodB. Some may have one 
reason, some another; I am not familiar 
with the reasons that have been, from time 
to time, presented here, so I can only 
speak for myself. I will give you my rea
sons for not using animal food. I will 
state them first in two short couplets, 
which have been my rule of notion;

“ First. Take nothing into the system 
that Nature, or God, does not yiold to the 
hand of man without resistance.

“ Second. Take no food into the system 
that does not contain life, that is to say, 
potential principle, that is to say, life ele
ments in the course of constructive ex
pression. This simply means that when 
you take food, take life; at the same time, 
take that which Nature gives abundantly 
and freely, under the creative processes of 
cultivation.

“ I do not abstain from animal food sim
ply because it is animal, but because it is 
dead, depotentialized substance, destruct
ive and disintegrating in its nature. Its 
polarity, so to speak, has been reversed, 
and it no longer contains that element or 
principle we term life.

“ The human organism is the most highly 
organized combination of matter upon the 
Earth, and is the most perfect hygrometer 
of nature possible to And or produoe. Be
ing the highest and most potent expres
sion, makes man the ruler among the spe
cies. Because man has the power to con
trol and subjugate all other forms of life, 
is no reason why he should attempt to in
corporate within his physical body all 
other products both animul and vegetable. 
On the contrary, bo should so operate in 
this great arcana of naturd that he will be 
able to increase his powers from day to 
day, both physically and mentally, but more 
especially the latter. To my mind, there 
is but one way for man to do this, and 
that is by taking life, joining other life to 
his own, incorporating potential, con
structive and creative principle into his 
being and transmuting that principle until 
it emanates or is given its freedom again 
upon the highest plane of intellect and 
reason. It is the expression of these life 
principles, through the avenue of the 
brain, that determines the status of man.
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“ The great law of affinity governs all 
things for good, while the great taw of an
tagonism causes and controls the misery of 
the world. I And that vegetarians, many 
of them, while they do not eat animal 
food, many times produce mixtures which 
are just as dead and destructive in their 
natures as is the corpse of an animal. All 
kinds of pastry mixtures, pie-crust, cake, 
puddings and dressings are abominations 
in food, the reason being that they are 
combinations of ingredients which do not 
harmonize, or if they do blend, they 
are of such a variety of natures that the 
stomach is racked to pieces and the system 
weakened because of the expenditure of 
strength and force necessary to their sepa 
ration, digestion and assimilation.

“ Eggs enter largely into most of what are 
called fancy mixtures, and while eggs are 
live food naturally, they are destroyed 
when so amalgamated with other sub
stances. Fine Hour is also a divided and 
reduced article of diet, without which 
these deleterious mixtures would almost 
be impossible.

“ We sometimes read about Oriental peo
ples who live upon black bread und dates 
and who will exchange other food for this, 
preferring it. The black bread is simply 
wheat or rye bread made from the entire 
kernel, without leaven, and if you have 
never made a meal from such a combina
tion, you have missed a treat. This is live 
food, especially the dates, and the bread 
is at its beHt, although the grain itself 
would no doubt give greater potency to the 
life forces of human beings, for it would 
then be taken with its full life principle 
freed within the system.

“ As I stated in my first rule of action, 
take nothing into the system that nature 
does not yield to the hand of man without 
resistance. Every animal creature on the 
Earth will tight for its life, Ihe same as 
man will, therefore, will resist man's at
tack upon it when he ventures to secure 
food from the animal kingdom. I f  it is 
because the animal is highly organized 
that we select it for food, it seemB to me 
that man would be still better and that 
the Fiji Islanders are getting ahead of us 
and we ought to keep our missionaries at 
home and eat them ourselves.

“ With the vegetable kingdom, it is differ
ent. The tree or stalk springs up from the 
seed, flourishes and increases, ripens and 
culminates and sheds its fruitage freely to 
the hand of man. The most tender
hearted and sensitive child can gather the 
same without a thought of fear or danger; 
in fact, it is the greatest of pleasures to 
harvest the crop and seoure the necessary 
food to meet the needs of the system. 
Send a sensitive child out to kill a chicken,

and how is it? Send a child out to kill a 
lamb that it has petted and played with 
through its young life, and how will it 
take to the operation? My friends, we can 
decide this question of diet very scientific
ally by the manner in which asensitive per
son approaches the various forms of life 
for the purpose of semiring food; such a 
one will not select food that nature does 
not yield to the band of man without re
sistance.

“ The second proposition or rule: Take no 
food into the system that does not contain 
potent life or latent energy. Let us 
explain.

“ In catching and killing the animal for 
food, man drives out the life principle—  
the soul force, if you please, and after 
draining the life blood from the organism, 
rendering it inert, devitalizing it, in other 
words, casting a pail, a shadow, a depres
sion over it, turning its course of action from 
the constructive and expressive to the 
negative, disintegrating and destructive 
course. What can be expected from it 
when used as food but the intensifying of 
destructiveness, combativeness, sensuality, 
debauchery and vice, in the expressions of 
a people impregnated with it? It is the life 
principle of the substance taken that de
termines the result not the material itself.

“ Now, consider for a moment the nature 
of wheat. Its latent energy, life and 
power is such thut it is able to reproduce 
its kind and bring forth a fruitage in mul
titudinous quantity. It has, you see, crea
tive power. One kernel brings forth, 
creates many kernels, and if you take it 
into your systems alive, you add that 
much life force or potency to what you al
ready have. In other words, you add or 
incorporate creative life principle into your 
being, while with the animal food you dis
integrate and destroy your forces.

“ 1 will leave these statements with you 
and expect you to pick me to pieces on 
them, later.

“ Concerning the kinds of vegetable foods 
that should be selected, for best results as 
to health and vitality, it is first necessary 
to know and understand the magnetic or 
sectional centers in the human economy, 
and the degree of str* ngth native to them. 
The great law of affinity controls the action 
of food upon the system, and if one has 
great mental power, it is not necessary to 
reed that function of being, but instead 
one should balance up the system by add
ing force and strength to the weaker parts. 
It would be impossible to suggest a course 
of diet without first knowing the magnetic 
condition of the subject, i t  is this law of 
life that has led me into the consideration 
of diet from this standpoint. Although a 
vegetarian for about eight years, I have
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formulated my real scientific reasons since 
learning the nature of physical organism, 
magnetically. To illustrate what 1 mean 
by the nature of man and the affinity of 
foods for particular sections in man, sup
pose, for example, a person naturally has 
a strong mind and a frail body. The mind 
would not need nourishment, but the body 
would have to be nursed and strengthened. 
The wheat we were speaking about is mag
netically related to the brain of man, 
hence, would not be the best food for this 
subject. Potatoes, corn, nuts and dates 
would, however, supply strength to the 
body. Potatoes have the tendency to 
intensify assimilation and to scatter the 
potent principles of other foods, hence are 
among the very best of foods for man. I  
will here leave room for a question.

‘ ‘It  is well understood among breeders of 
stock that to produce flesh upon cattle, 
they must feed corn largely. That is to 
say. they get more weight, more fat, and 
greater bulk from corn than from any 
other product. I  don't suppose any of 
them know why, but they have fonnd by 
observation that it  is a fact. The reason 
is simple. Com is more bulky than any 
other product, to begin with, which is the 
first reason. Com is fattening because its 
polar point is upon the body of its struct
ure instead of the head, hence lodges the 
active expressive life principle upon the 
body or structure of the animal, another 
reason. The third reason is because ker
nels of corn are more expansive when 
moistened than any other cereal. They 
■ will swell to greater size proportionally. 
You will see that all three of these princi
ples contained in the expressions of the 
com, tend to fatten the animal and in
crease the size and weight to a greater de
gree than would wheat, rye or oats, even 
though the latter were magnetically polar
ized, or had affinity for the same section of 
being that com  has.

“ As I  have been informed that my views 
npon the subject of diet are entirely new 
to yon, and I  am sure I  have never heard 
of the subject being treated from this 
standpoint of life principles, myself, be
fore, I  will not advance any more thoughts 
upon the subject this evening, except in 
answer to such questions as may arise as 
you discuss the subject as presented.”

As is customary at our meetings, the 
chairman called for questions and remarks. 
Among the questions that came up was 
that of the fattening properties of potatoes; 
containing as they do so much starchy 
matter. Mr. Moore suggested that they 
possessed, like other starchy foods, fatten
ing properties. Mr. Ormsby admitting 
the chemical resemblance to other foods, 
denied that they have fattening quality, as
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he said they are not co-ordinated to the 
parts of the human organism where flesh is 
increased, their polar point or relatednen 
being at the extreme negative pole of man 
namely, the feet.

In answer to the question, “what shall 
we eat. and how shall we prepare it?” the 
speaker said, “ As every human organism 
has its peculiar traits, weak and strong 
sectional centers, which are native and 

I magnetic, and which may be determined 
by a study of the magnetic law of being, I 
could not suggest a course of diet that 
could be adopted by all. Each person 
must select according to their innate 
powers or qualities. I f  a person has in
tense mental powers, he needs to nourish 
his physical body, hence, mnst have the 

j life principles or potencies that co-ordinate 
therewith. I  will venture to say that 

I ninety-nine per cent, of all the diseases flesh 
is heir to is the result of improper food. 
Butter is a promoter of consumption, ard 
meat, confections, and dressings of all 
kinds, feed and increase its ravages.”

Dr. Bartlett, a prominent Chicago phy
sician, asked: “ I f  this be true, how is it 
that our street car horses are dying every 
day, afflicted with the same diseases that 
man is, consumption, heart disease, etc., 
being among the more common or marked 
diseases? They eat no meat, but are strictly 
vegetarian.”

Mr. Ormsby replied by saying, “Yes, 
animals are afflicted with the same weak
nesses, primarily, that human beings are, 
and it  is because of a primal weakness in 
the section of the lungs that consumption 
results. A  horse may have this primal 
weakness and the manner in which our 
street car horses are worked into a state of 
perspiration, allowed to stand m the cold, 
to be chilled, and also the way in which 
they are fed and urged into service, ag
gravates the primal weakness, and such 
impurities as their congested organisms 
contain finally lodge in these parts, the 
same as in man, and disease and death 
result.”

After some other questions of minor im
portance, the meeting adjourned for one 
month.

F r a n c e s  L. D u s e x b e k h y , Secrtary.

Children eat grape seeds and flourish; 
adults do the same and send for a 
doctor.

Men are known by the company they 
keep, French cooks by the soups they 
make.

Those engaged in geneological re
search should eat mince pies to dream 

| of ancesters.
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ZALENE CRITICISED.

S ZALE N E  wended her 
way home from the occult 
test club, as she had about 
decided to name the mysti
cal retreat, she thought 

that so important an event as the return 
to earthly environment of one who 
seemed, from the demonstrations made 
by the brotherhood over him, to be of 
great significance to the world or to the 
people who seemed to recognize him> 
that the entire affair should be given to 
the public press, and the world at large 
made acquainted with the wonders of 
life and death which were so familiarly 
treated by the mystics.

I f  a returning soul could be thus rec
ognized and received, why not shout it 
from the house tops, that all may un
derstand and profit by such wonderful 
wisdom. She was inclined to believe 
that this secrecy about things of so 
much importance to the race must be 
faulty somewhere, and she concluded 
to find out if  possible the whys and 
wherefores of the seeming inconsis
tency.

She reached her room with the deter
mination of writing the matter up de
tail, and i f  possible, have the same pub
lished in one of the large dailies, or at 
least in the “ Woman’s Weekly.”  She 
spent several days thinking the matter 
over, getting it in shape and wondering 
how it would look in print. W ith all 
the experience of her life, she had never 
been placed in a position where the call 
for charity for one of her own sex was 
quite so apparent. Could she, in stat
ing the facts o f the case to the world 
from an ethical, scientific, or any other 
reason, hold the unfortunate mother 
up before the world as being in the 
right; or as one worthy the notice 
and respect of the moral and religious 
classes o f the people? This was the 
burning question which ever came up 
when she attempted to write about it. 
The more she pondered over it, the 
more she realized the importance and 
magnitude o f the task she had taken 
upon herself to carry out.

As far as the child was concerned, he 
was not responsible for being here (?), 
and she had no hesitancy about stating 
what she knew about him. His promi
nence from her standpoint seemed to 
require immediate attention, and as it 
was in her line to furnish news, and 
especially such news as would interest 
the largest number o f readers, she 
finally decided once for all that it was 
the opportunity of a lifetime to make 
her mark in the world as a “scribe.”

I She began to write what to her
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seemed to be the most marvelous ac
count of mystical life that had ever 
been offered to the world. She wanted 
to create a sensation among those who 
were in ignorance and darkness. Who 
were blind as she now realized she was 
once herself.

A fter laboring with her manuscript 
for several hours she finally pro
nounced the same complete. The fol
lowing is in substance what she wrote, 
head lines included.

A  W o n d e r f u l  E x p e r i e n c e .

A  C h i l d  i s  B o r n .

M y s t i c s  f r o m  t h e  S h r i n e  R e c o g 

n i z e  H I M  A N D  C A L L  H I M  B Y  N A M E .

A  W o n d e r f u l  I n c a r n a t i o n .

J u l i u s  I n c a r n a t u s .

“A  most wonderful experience was 
recently passed through by the writer, 
in which some of the most marvelous 
things ever dreamed of occurred. The 
story is not a long one, yet it deals with 
vast knowledge, and really covers a 
period when considered in detail, that 
is beyond the grasp of ordinary minds. 
It is somewhat painful to relate the in
cidents which lead up to the wonderful 
knowledge and power of what is known 
to the outside world as the “Mystic 
Brotherhood;” but in justice to the 
case we give the plain facts, which we 
are sure will interest everyone who 
reads the account.

*‘Our first knowledge of the case led 
us to the bedside of a sick girl who was 
the mother of a bright and beautiful 
baby boy, where, it seems, an arrange
ment had been made to do certain 
mystical things; perform some occult 
or magical ceremonies. There were 
three others present and during the 
ceremonies we learned something of the 
mystical which we shall never forget.

“It seems that the arrival of this 
child had been foreseen by these people, 
and they were there to receive and rec
ognize him, for he was called by name 
and blessed as one of the brotherhood, 
re-incarnated.

“A  new name was addedjto what they 
seemed to know was his name in his 
last embodiment, and with a peculiar 
christening and proper direction for his 
future welfare he was left in custody 
of his mother.

“A fter repairing to the hidden cham
bers of these peculiar people a report 
was handed in of the proceedings, and 
a general recognition was given by 
those present of the little soul in clay.”

The account continued with a general 
reference to the historical, and other 
accounts of theosophical lore and mys
tical wonders, but nothing more bear
ing directly upon this case.

Zalene concluded that she had said 
enough to stir up the people, and she 
started for the office of a daily paper. 
She finally found herself in front of the 
Inter Ocean building, and concluded to 
try this paper first. She stepped inside 
and was j ust on the point of calling for
M r.------- , the managing editor, when a
sudden thought came into her mind.

“I believe I’ll call on the brothers.” 
This thought was so impressive in her 
mind that she turned at once and 
stepped outside.“]^onsense,” she thought 
to herself, “I have got no business with 
them. They told me the. last time I was 
there, that, ‘people having business of 
their own had not time meddling with 
the affairs of others,’ so I guess I will 
look after my own business.”

She turned around and started back 
into the office of the Inter Ocean, and 
again approached the counter. She 
started to speak to the clerk, but for the 
life of her she could not think what she 
wanted to say. She could not collect 
her thoughts. Everything seemed be
wildering. She felt that the atmos
phere about her was close and stifling, 
and she turned to the door for fresh air. 
As it seemed to give relief, she stepped 
outside, and sauntered up the street. 
She kept on walking. A t last she 
looked up and found she was near the 
entrance to the mystical retreat. She 
stopped and thought.

“Am I in a condition to meet these
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people again so soon ? I guess it is to 
be,” and she stepped inside.

She rapped upon the door. It opened 
instantaneously, which frightened Za 
lene very much; but she was received 
in a very cordial manner by one of the 
brothers, who said he was waiting to re
ceive her on the very minute she was 
due there.

“Due here,” queried Zalene, “I had no 
intention of coming here; my work 
calls for every hour of my time. 1 will 
not stay.”

The door had been closed and se
curely fastened, and Zalene was evi
dently booked for an experience. She 
felt a little indignant at first, but con
cluded to submit and make the best 
of it.

The one who received her then spoke 
and said: “I have been detailed to con
duct] you before the critic’s tribunal, 
and you will, therefore, follow me.”

•‘But I don’t want to go before any
thing. I am in no condition. I won’t

go,” Zalene replied in an impulsive 
manner.”

“You must meet the critic’s tribunal,” 
he replied, “and if you will not go to it, 
it will come to you. Take your 
choice.”

Zalene looked around, but saw no 
place of escape, so concluded to go 
peaceably and meet her fate.

He then led her to another part of the 
building and gave her a seat. The 
same when she met the twelve on a pre
vious occasion.

She saw a man sitting at a desk at 
the side of the room, and she had hardly 
taken a second look before he called 
with a sharp, impressive accent for the 
report of the one who had guided her 
hither. He stepped forward and said:

“I have a case which has been ordered 
before the critic’s tribunal, and we are 
ready to proceed.”

The judge, for this he seemed to be, 
called for the mystical seven who 
quietly approached and arranged them-
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selves according to the law. They were 
robed aud could not be distinguished 
one from the other. In arranging 
themselves, they seemed to observe a 
peculiar system, and Zalene became so 
interested in the figure they were m a k 
ing, that she had forgot all about the 
part she had feared she would have to 
play herself.

When the arrangement was com 
pleted, and each one had taken his place 
in the m ystic circle, a signal w as given 
and the robes which had hid them from  
Zalene's fixed gaze disappeared. She 
did not know which w ay to look first, 
for she was startled by both good and 
disagreeable sights.

A t  this stage o f the proceedings her 
guide stepped into the circle and placed 
a steel hoop or band upon the floor. 
He then approached Zalene and led her 
to it, requesting her to stand inside 
o f it.

ot daring to refuse, she cautiously 
stepped within the hoop, her fears h av
ing by this tim e reached high tide. H er 
guide accompanied her by rem aining 
close by. The judge then approached 
and took a position in the center. He 
called for the hour. H er guide re
sponded. “ Six past noon.”

“Position!” he firmly commanded, 
and Zalene was told to look toward the 
east. She obeyed and her guide took 
his proper place. The judge then made 
the following statements which will ex
plain themselves.

“The conditions for the present time 
reveal to us the fact that she who is 
here this day on the charge o f disloyal 
proceedure, is under most evil and try
ing influences, and that the charges 
which have been made must necessarily 
hum iliate her in the extreme i f  proven 
true. Zalene! W hat have you to say 
for yourself?”

“ Why, I don’t know what you mean,” 
cried Zalene. “ I can’t  understand. I 
am sure I have done nothing out of the 
way.”

“ Then let the law be fulfilled,”  replied 
the judge.

“ Y o u r  honor, I charge this woman, 
Zalene, w ith  h aving taken that which 
does not belong to  her.” A n d  the 
speaker w as a sm all m an who stood di
rectly back o f Zalene, very close to the 
judge, and she fe lt a bad influence from 
him as he spoke.

Zalene w as greatly  agitated over 
w hat he had said, but know ing it  was 
not to her know ledge true, she said 
nothing.

A  lady standing between her and the 
center or court, then spoke as follows: 
“ M ost w orthy judge, m y feelings for 
this sister who is here on the charge of 
disloyalty, although it  would seem she 
is guilty, is too great and too grand a 
soul to  be crushed or tortured at our 
hands. Therefore, I  shall plead with 
all m y heart and strength that she be 
given her release no m atter w hat the 
charge m ay be.”

This touched Zalene’s em otional cen
ter and she burst into tears, without 
know ing w hat it  m eant.

The third to  respond w as a man who 
stood back of, or on the other side of 
the judge, and he said:

“ Y o u r  Honor, I  m ust have proof of 
these charges before I  can give an 
opinion in the m atter. I  would doubt 
the veracity  o f  the one who made the 
first charge. I  th ink he is too free to 
repeat what he hears, still I  believe it is 
an open secret th at this lady has been 
overstepping the bounds o f  propriety, 
and should be severely criticised for her 
shortcomings.

A  robust m an at the judge’s left 
offered to pay the fine and w ipe the en
tire affair from  the boards. H e was 
the fourth to  respond, and in  more 
ways than one his position indicated 
strength and forcefulness.

B u t one who seemed to be a general 
agitator broke out w ith  this:

“ This woman has been secretly col
lecting together various bits o f inform 
ation relative to  the high and holy 
mission in which w e are engaged, and 
is flaunting the same before the public 
as news. I t  is high tim e we called a
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halt. My partner on the right has been 
given clairvoyant vision, and he will 
read to you some of the evidence which 
stands against the accused.”

The last speaker and his right hand 
partner were both in “cahoots” with 
the first speaker, it seemed, for they 
were in close communion from the 
start.

The illumined seer then read as fol
lows:

“I see paper. Manuscript. Sheets of 
paper; on which great headlines an
nounce a piece of startling news. It is 
worded in a loose, sensational and com
mercial style befitting the condition of 
an average reporter. It speaks of our 
sacred work in a flippant manner, and 
ignores the law, the life, the principles, 
the spiritual significance of its reform
atory mission, and in a most un
worthy and uninfluential way gives out 
that which will re-act upon this silent 
baud, and do the world an injury.”

There was one more to hear from, so 
no comment was made upon the ut
terances of the seer; but Zalene began 
to understand what she was there for 
and she fished around for something 
to say in reply, when the time came, as 
she felt it must very soon.

The last to respond was a tall lady 
who stood away from the others toward 
the left of the judge. Zalene could not 
see clearly, as her guide was between 
them, but she heard what she said.

“The seer has failed to state that the 
paper bears upon the subject of mar
riage, the birth of children and the 
powers of the soul. Let us recognize 
the afiinital law, and in arbitrating the 
differences deal justly with her, and not 
allow our prejudices to swerve our 
higher judgment. I, for one, am willing 
to abide by the law of the present 
time.”

The judge then said: “The seven 
critics have spoken,” and then address
ing Zalene, called for her reply.

Zalene was unable to speak for some 
time, for she felt a little guilty, yet she 
did not know just why. Finally she 
ventured to say:

“ Well, the seer evidently saw an arti
cle I prepared for the press, which I 
have with me,” and she drew it forth.

“Guilty!” they all cried in unison, and 
Zalene was nearly prostrated.

“ What can it mean,” she thought to 
herself. “ I do not understand such 
proceedings at all.”

Zalene was requested to read her ar
ticle before the critic’s tribunal, which 
she was informed was now in session 
for her benefit.

She read the head lines and hesitated.
“Read it to the finish,” said the 

judge.
So she read it all. The call was then 

made for opinions to be given accord
ing to the rank or position held by 
each, and the first to offer one was, 
therefore, the lady nearest to her, who 
said:

“ It is all right; there is not a word or 
genture in connection with it that in 
any way will tend to bring reproach 
upon our secret band. I favor its pub
lication. The world must hear of us in 
some way, and Zalene is doing a good 
work in thus giving to humanity these 
grand flashes of light.”

The next came from the man the 
other side of the judge, and he thought 
that the whole thing was too visionary, 
frivolous and absurd.

“There is not a word of sense in the 
whole article,” said he, “and I shall 
hold her guilty of lacking common 
sense in matters pertaining to the oc
cult. Ho one can gather any informa
tion on a single principle in nature, nor 
a single moral or spiritual idea worth 
having. A  child ought to have more 
sense than to write such stuff as that.

The tall lady then respended. “The 
ideas which the writer no doubt wished 
to convey, are so superficially presented 
that they do not reach me clearly, and 
I would say that such writings are 
detrimental to any cause, for the reason 
that there seems to be no real worthy 
motive behind them. There needs to 
be a larger comprehension of the whole 
social and moral world before one is

329
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qualified to make such public announce
ment of occult proceedings. The writer 
lacks development. That is all.”

The large man at the left then said: 
“I don’t see that it makes any differ
ence what you write, and I  believe the 
lady means to do good, so I ’ll pay the 
fine whatever it is.”

The little fellow on the right had 
been very uneasy for some time, and 
judging from his first onslaught, it  was 
expected that he would be very severe 
now that he had an opportunity to say 
what he thought, but his remarks were 
favorable this time. The superficial 
manner in which Zalene’s account was 
written just fitted his nature. It had 
no sense in it to speak o f and he liked 
it, so he endorsed it and begged to be 
excused for his hasty charge m::de at 
first.

The one next to the last speaker rose 
in his might and said: “If such writings 
as this are allowed to be published, I 
shall use every power at my command to 
tear to pieces every occult society on the 
Earth. If the dignity of this work can
not be preserved, and held sacred to the 
cause we so earnestly labor for, disinte
gration must set in at once and prevent 
the further growth of our band. I, for 
one, oppose such trashy nonsense.”

The next and last speaker said: “I 
am in harmony with brother J. on the 
left, and also with the first lady of the
P. A., and personally it is not a matter 
of pride nor a desire to protect my own 
views, for he who really knows and un
derstands cannot be shaken or turned 
from the true path. Let the lady have 
the law to study for herself. Knowledge 
alone is power, and wisdom abideth not 
in the intellect, though brains I ad
mire.”

The judge then called for figures, and 
each of the seven advanced and handed 
him a slip of paper on which a number 
had been placed. The judge arranged 
the slips in the order in which the 
seven had first expressed themselves, 
and calling Zalene to him said to her:

“Sister, we judge not. We present the

law. The law judges, and judges 
justly and rightly. I f  you wish to 
know the verdict, this record will reveal 
it to you. I f  you will to consciously 
work in harmony with the principles 
which make for advancement, you 
must learn the interpretation of what 
has been presented to you in this occult 
manner. Here are the figures as pre
sented. When you understand them, 
you will know what course to pursue 
with your article. They will tell you 
whether it is best to have it published 
or not. W e do not judge or direct. 
We only show the way.”

Zalene was in the dark. She did not 
seem to realize the meaning of a single 
thing that had transpired, but took it 
all in good part. She took the memo
randum and saw the following num
bers in regular order— 52 55-61-55-28-22- 
37. She found by adding them up that 
they made 13, and finally 4, but it was 
too thick to unravel there, so she placed 
it in her purse for future reference.

While she was looking at the figures the 
seven disappeared, and the one who had 
presided during the proceedings said to 
her: “ When you intepret the signs to 
the time as they apply to you and your 
work, come again.”

Zalene realized most forcibly that she 
had work before her and she hastened 
to depart. A s  she reached the door 
the guard asked her what number she 
represented, and without thinking she 
said 44 and passed out. It was a 
response from the spirit.

P huj D u  Seek le .
(To be continued in the next two numbers.)

The flusic of Silence.

When you leave the city and flee away,
To rest in some country solitude.

It is not to hear the low brook play.
Or the woodbird's musical interlude.

It is not to hear the fantastic strains _
O f the symphony played by the wind on the 

trees.
The hum of insects, the patter of rains.

For there is a music more soft than these.

Go. stand an the crest of a lonely hill 
When the landscape lies in a sunset hush; 

When man is absent, and nature still.
And the west is bathed in a tender flush;

Let the notes of silence arise and meet 
And fill your soul with their ecstasy,

With a silent music, soft and sweet.
With a grand and moving melody.

—Horry /foaming.
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Relations of the W eather Bureau.

Extract from address by Professor 
Willis L. Moore, Chief of the U. S. 
Weather Bureau, at Springfield, Mass., 
on August 30, before the American A s
sociation' for the Advancement of 
Science.

“Horticulturists and the growers of 
tobacco and cranberries realize the vast 
benefit to be derived from accurate 
frost predictions and I will give a brief 
statement of what I  believe to be origi
nal ideas introduced into the making of 
frost forecasts while in charge of the 
Wisconsin State Weather Service, a 
State including within its domain the 
largest area of cranberry marshes in the 
world, and also including an extensive 
area devoted to the cultivation of 
tobacco.

“Heretofore I  believe that only the 
air conditions have been taken into 
consideration in the making of frost 
forecasts—such as pressure, tempera
ture, relative humidity, cloudiness and 
wind velocity. A s a result of my in
vestigations systematically prosecuted 
for three years I  found that the condi
tions of the soil were equally as impor
tant as those of the air.

“ When the high pressure area is mov
ing from the west, clear and colder 
weather anticipated, with the probabil
ity that the early morning temperature 
will permit the formation of frost, the 
most important elements to be con
sidered, in determining whether or not 
frost will occur injurious to growing 
crops, are as follows:—

“First, has rain recently fallen, and 
what is the condition of the soil rela
tive to the amount of moisture con
tained?

“Second, What are the natural prop
erties of the soil relative to the slow 
or rapid loss of heat by radiation ?

“Third, To what degree o f heat has 
vegetation been subjected to during the 
period immediately previous ?

“ The early fall frost injurious to ten
der crops is the one which occurs with the 
town or telegraphic minimum tempera- I

ture ranging from 40 to 50 degrees. Be
cause, when the early morning temper
ature in the town falls to nearly the 
freezing point it is usually so late in the 
season that all crops are gathered, or if  
not gathered they have been destroyed 
ere this condition arrives. A t  the time 
then that frost warnings are of benefit, 
we have to deal with the air consider
ably above the freezing point, and to 
receive a deposit of frost it  is necessary 
that the temperature of the top soil, or 
that of vegetation, be reduced to the 
freezing point. This of course is ac
complished by conduction and radia
tion of heat which takes place more rap
idly from the soil and vegetation 
than it does from the lower stratum of 
air to the higher.

“Anything that will seriously inter
fere with the rapid loss of heat after 
nightfall will tendt o prevent the forma- 

I tion of frost. Moisture does this, and 
i f  the soil be well charged it partakes 
greatly of the stable temperature con
dition of water, and cools but little if  
any below the temperature of the super
incumbent air, and no frost will occur 
even though all other conditions of 
clearness, gentle winds and cool air ob
tain. Even a small amount of moist
ure, say one-half inch of rainfall, will 
give ample protection if  well distributed 
and well precipitated within the 24 
hours previous. B ut when severe 
drought conditions are prevalent injuri
ous frosts may occur when the tele
graphic temperatures do not show a 
reading within ten degrees as low as the 
first case.

“I  have in mind two typical cases. 
In the first a high pressure area attended 
by clear, cool weather drifted from the 
westward until it covered the State, and 
no rain fell with the passage of the low 
pressure area immediately preceding it. 
Hence the ground was in excellent con
dition for the rapid loss of heat during 
the night, and a consequent lowering of 
the temperature of vegetation to the 
freezing point. Considerable damage 
was done to cranberries in unflooded 
marshes. In the second case, a high
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pressure area of slightly greater weight 
and slightly lower temperature covered 
the region about ten days later, but it 
was preceded within a few hours by a 
light but well distributed fall o f rain, 
averaging about one-half an inch, and 
no frost occurred. In both cases the 
wind was gentle from the northwest, 
and the nights were clear, with slightly 
lower air temperature and higher ba
rometer in the second condition. Heav
ier frost would have occurred than in 
the preceding case had it not been for 
the thinly spread moisture of the timely 
rain conserving heat at the surface of 
the Earth.

“Might not this principle be carried 
further in the improvement of the fore
cast ? Assuming that the caloric energy 
of the Sun is a constant factor, the 
Earth receives each year the same 
amount or intensity of heat, and as the 
atmosphere is warmer mainly in con
tact with or radiation from the Earth, 
seasonable variations of temperature 
which are marked departures from the 
normal might result from abnormal 
terrestrial surface conditions with 
respect to the conservation of this con
stant solar energy over large continent
al areas.

‘•Hence the excessive or deficient 
rainfall during the preceding seasons 
should receive careful consideration. 
The subject is one that requires deeper 
and more detailed investigation than 
the length of this paper will permit.

“I  find that the minimum tempera
tures in cranberry marshes during ab
normally dry seasons often fall 15 de
grees below the temperatures tele
graphed from the cities and towns 
within a few miles of the marshes. 
This is due to the fact that when the 
loose spongy peat of which the marsh 
is composed to the depth of several feet 
has dried out, the radiation of heat dur
ing the night is very rapid and the di
urnal range of temperature great. The 
temperature therefore in cranberry 
marshes is at all times much lower 
than that which obtains in marshes

composed of heavy black muck, where 
it preserves a more stable condition' 
such as is common to air resting over a 
considerable body of water. The cran
berry marsh does not therefore enjoy 
that immunity from frost which other 
marshy and watery lands get the bene
fit of. B ut when the ditches are flood
ed from the reserve water supply on re
ceipt of a frost warning, the water 
quickly percolates through the peat 
composing the marsh, and the rapid 
loss of heat by radiation is checked and 
the frost diverted.

“The degrees of heat to which vege
tation has been subjected immediately 
before the frost condition and the tem
perature under which it had made its 
growth, will in a great measure determ
ine the extent of damage to ensue.

“ By carefully considering the princi
ples herein enumerated, I  will say that in 
1894, 12 out of 14 official forecasts of 
frosts were fully verified—a much 
greater percentage of accuracy than 
has ever been attained by simply con
sidering air conditions alone.”—New 
England Weather Bureau.

Romances Sans Paroles.

The rain beats down, and through the trees the 
wind

Breathes a soft threnody,
W hile peaceful thoughts bestir my mind 

T h at I  would sing to thee.

The noon-time of a perfect summer day—
When a ll the world is still.

Save for a forest songster’s lay 
And murmur of the rill.

The tw ilight of a day in early fall—
When in the massing gloom 

Sweet hopes arise and shadows ta ll 
S teal through the fire-lit room.

Such are the thoughts—but mine no master’s 
hand,

Mere words would not atone,
These things all may not understand 

Save those who dream alone.

These thoughts of peace none but a master may 
Interpret in their might—

An “amen” breathed from lips that pray,
A beacon in the night.

— Flavel Scott Mines in Harper's Weekly,

The princess of Wales has in the hall 
at Sandringham a pet parrot which sa
lutes visitors by crying out “God save 
the Queen.
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W r i t t e n  f o r  P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e .

Psyche at the Funeral.

B Y  S .  B I B C H  D O U B L E T .

Hark! the mighty bell is tolling 
From the belfry steep and high,
How its message, sad, is rolling 
As the mourning ones draw nigh; 
Ceasing as the stricken-hearted 
Slowly moving in the rear 
Of the form so lately parted 
From the life to them so dear,
Enters at the open portal 
Where the many friends have come 
Last respects to pay the mortal 
Of one lately called home.
Little Mabel, only daughter 
Of the mighty millionaire.
Sweetly had the angels caught her 
To their home of bliss so fa ir ;
Such the love did they dispense her 
While she tarried here below 
That she seemed a perfumed censer 
Swung by angel hands, aglow 
With the fire of incense burning 
Love’s perpetual supply.
Ev’ry heart by contact learning 
With love’s mandates to comply.
But the poor grief-stricken mother, 
Closely veiled, with breaking heart, 
Grieved more sorely than another 
Fearing less the fatal dart.
All lifedong her priests had taught her 
Death to dread as ending all.
At his coming fully thought her 
Darling gone beyond recall;
All communion death did sever 
That her loved could ne’er return,
Till great judgment day she never 
Of her darling aught mignt learn.

Psyche saw about the altar 
Where the little casket lay,
Scene so sweet tongue might well falter 
In attempting to portray:
Radiant forms in love-light beaming 
O’er the chancel lightly floats.
And among the brightest gleaming 
Spirit Mabel there he notes.
Guarding angels hover ’ round her. 
Wisdom mother her enfolds.
But the scene.seems to astound her 
Uncompre’nding she beholds;
She the little form in seeming 
Yet doth know it is not she,
Does she wake or is she dreaming 
What this dual mystery!
Wisdom mother now unspeaking 
“ Darling ’tis the cloak you wore.
This the knowledge you are seeking 
When the mortal life you bore.” 
“ Wisdom mother please do tell me 
‘Ain’t- that ma’ma over there—
E’er this something has befell me—
She who was my ma’ma dear?”
“ Yes ’tis she who was the mother 
Of the little casket clay 
In which you lived until another 
Life you gained in endless day.”
“ Poor, poor mama, how 1 pity.
Oh 1 please don’t you feel so bad,
Mama looked up. 'tis your ’itty 
Mabel, she would make you glad.”
Thus plead she, her spirit Mabel,
But the grieving, mis-taught one,
To hear the pleading was unable 
Continued mourning for her own.
“  Wisdom mother please come help me 
For I  must, must make her know,
I  am here so close beside her.
It would cheer and comfort so.”
All the radiant ones are clust’ring 
’Round in semi-circle form.
Silently their forces mnst'ring 
To exert the magnets charm;

Formed now, left point extending 
Just where Mabel by her stands, 
Wisdom mother at left lending 
Armature, so join they hands;
Subtly the aura courses 
From her darling to her heart,
Borne by strength of angel forces 
Soon perform aesired part.
Peace, sweet peace is stealing o’er her. 
Senses she her darling near,
As the vision floats before her 
Growing clearer and more clear.
First, thinks she, 1 am but dreaming, 
Oh sweet dream of perfect bliss 
No, thank God! it is not seeming,
I  can feel my darling's kiss!
See her. as in love caressing 
Close she nestles on my breast—
And the angels give their blessing 
Sweetly lulling into rest.
Heeds she not discoursing preacher. 
Cares she not for choir songs, 
Hark’ning what the angels teach her 
Love’s caressing she prolongs?

But the audience slowly moving 
Indicates the service o’er.
Sadly speak of her, the loving,
“ That alas she is no more.”
‘ Is no more what ignorant mocking,” 
“ Gone is she of many charms,”
Little casket they are locking.
“  Gone! she’s nestling in my arms.” 
Psyche notes the angels leaving 
But the parting gives no pain,
Mother’s heart has ceased its grieving, 
Well she knows tbey’ll come again; 
Upward, and still upward going. 
Lovelight melting in their eyes. 
Backward looking, kisses throwing 
Airily do they arise.
Holy calm, like dew of Hermon, 
Preacher note«, supplied her need,
This attributes to his sermon 
And the comfort of his creed.

The Phoenix wheel at the Atlanta E x 
position will be 125 feet in diameter, 
resting upon the highest part of the 
Midway, fully 65 feet above the lake 
level, carrying passengers nearly 200 
feet above the general elevation o f the 
lake and the plaza, and giving a com
manding view of all the buildings, the 
grounds and the surrounding country. 
The wheel will be lighted by electricity 
at night. Its capacity will be about 250 
people at each revolution. The com
pany operating this wheel is composed 
of Jacob Haas, cashier o f the Capital 
City bank, V. H. Kriegshaber, presi
dent of the Atlanta Terra Cotta com
pany, and Mr. D. Kauffman.

Although the Manchester Ship Canal 
is only in its infancy as a maritime 
highway, 3.000 vessels passed through it 
in the first year since its opening, and 
o f these 501 were foreign vessels bound 
to Manchester direct.
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Opening the Dark Continent.

The British parliament just before its j 
adjournment appropriated ¿*20,000 for 
the preliminary surveys of a railway 
from a point ou the eastern coast of A fn- j 
ca to a point on Lake Victoria, the great 
feeder of the Nile, The fact is recognised 
that Africa cannot be subdued to civili
sation without railways, and Great Brit
ain is the first to step in with capital to 
bring about results.

It was Victor Hugo who said that 
“ Africa was the country of the tw en
tieth century." and now the twentieth 
century is at hand. That vast continent 
is the object of desire to European na
tions, a» America once was, and, as in the 
eighteenth century the great wars of Eu
rope had America for their object, so in 
the twentieth century Africa will be the 
spoil to be fought for. As in the six
teenth. seventeenth, and eighteenth cen
turies England, France and Spain con
tended for the possession of America, so 
in the next century will all the nations of 
Europe, save perhaps Russia, whose 
eyes are cast on Asia alone, contend, 
for the occupation of Africa. England, 
France. Germany and Italy all claim 
great possesions in the Dark Continent, 
and Belgium has acknowledged sover
eignty over the Congo Free State, which 
embraces an area of 1 ,000.000 square 
miles.

Africa, long neglected and unknown, 
is without question the richest division 
of the globe. I t  teems with wealth. Its 
soil yields every possible grain and fruit, 
and its products are gold and the most 
precious of gems. I f  every other quar
ter of the Earth were barren it could 
furnish food and raiment for all. Its 
merest border was the granary of Rome
2,000 years ago, and somewhere within it 
there always lay, according to fabled 
story, the garden of the Hesperides. Its 
resources are inexhaustible.

This is the land that Great Britain is 
opening up and for which the European 
nations are contending. Its wealth is 
the prey for which they strive. No 
longer is that wide and unknown land 
a hunting ground only for showmen, or 
a place for the capture of slaves, or a 
mere field of exploration. The whole 
country is now indissolubly connected 
with E'urope, so that every African ques
tion is a European question, and brings 
issues upon which cabinets may rise or 
fall.

Africa has been the scene of many 
wars, and the greatest soldiers of the 
world have contended there for the mas
tery. Alexander, Hannibal and Scipio.
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Cieser, Antony and Napoleon won renown 
in war on African battlefieds, and there 
will be still room there for as great a 
renown.

'W hen that vast continent is traversed 
from sea to sea by railways, as it will beat 
no distant day, it will be no longer dark.

—Chicago Timcs-Herald.

In Japanese Temples.

Mount Hive towers above the north
western suburbs of the ancient Imperial 
City of Kioto, the highest peak of the 
range separating the valley in which 
Kioto is situated and Lake Biwa. There 
are several routes by which the summit 
can be reached; following the north
eastern tributary of the river that flows 
through the city, up its valley, past a 
village noted for its young mothers 
having been chosen as the wet nurses 
for the Imperial family, a choice of 
paths must now be made; one leads to 
the camping ground where the mission
aries picnic out every midsummer; 
another passes the sites of many former 
temples. There is a canal from the 
lake to the city on which the passenger 
boats ply, affording a new sensation, in 
passing through several long tunnels, 
and fine views of the intermediate val
ley, rural life away from the high road, 
etc.: others by rail or road.byjinrikisha 
(Mans’ power car), the Pullman’s car of 
new Japan; or the sturdy pedestrian 
may take any one of several mountain 
paths, with a guide of course, on 
“shank’s mare."

There are three groups of temples 
on the lake side of the mountain 
Mii-dera, or on Ji Ji, above the entrance 
to the canal, near the village suburb of 
the town of Otsu, the seat of the pro
vincial government offices and a garri
son town; about three miles northeast, 
near the shores of the lake in the vil
lage of Sakamoto, there is a second 
group of temples of a sub sect and just 
above, the great temple of the Teudai 
sect (Chinese Tien-tae-shan). A pictur
esque ravine, through which flows a 
mountain torrent, the water of which 

I is icy cold, even on the hottest noon, is
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spanned by several stone bridges, the 
huge blocks for which have been 
brought from a distant quarry, excite 
the visitor’s wonder at the religious en
thusiasm and mechanical skill of the 
natives of the centuries long past.

Climbing the steep path is facilitated 
by sturdy, experienced men pushing 
from behind,with a long-handled crutch, 
that is placed against the back, just 
above the waist. The great temple San 
Butzu-do, “ the hall of the three Bud
dhas,” is soon reached; although of un
usually large dimensions, it  was too 
small to accommodate the great num
ber of bonzes o f the sect, who assem
bled on the annual festivals; a much 
larger hall was therefore erected, higher 
up; only a few o f the hundreds of minor 
temples formerly crowded with bonzes, 
now remain; but the numerous small 
Shinto shrines on either side, break the 
monotony of the ascent; a shrine to the 
triple visaged Daikoku, one of the 
seven demi-gods o f good fortune, the 
Mahakala. of the Hindus, is noticeable. 
The seminary of the sect, is, at length, 
reached; it  has been rebuilt quite re
cently, and is to be enlarged. The 
young people of the bonzes, throughout 
the country, are sent to provincial 
branches o f preparatory seminaries; and 
the most promising are sent to the 
headquarters here; something of foreign 
science, history, geography, and lan
guage, mostly English, is taught; the 
pupils, after graduating, are, i f  suitable 
promoted to assist the older bonzes; 
there being some 4,000 temples through
out the land for which incumbents 
must be prepared and selected.

A fter resting at the collage, the visi
tor reaches the Kai-dan-do “ the hall of 
obligation,” corresponding to the “sila” 
terrace of India. The present writer is 
the first, and only foreigner who has 
been initiated therein, to the order; 
even lay natives are excluded, the 
building being opened only on special 
occasions, at long intervals; this is the 
only Mahayana hall of initiation in the 
country; there is another at Tien-tae- |

shan, near Xingpo. A  course o f in
struction, at temples of the sect, pre
ceded the ceremony.

Higher up the mountain is the great 
hall, one of the very largest temples in 
the far East. The shrine on the altar 
is closed, and sealed; but contains ima
ges of incaniations of the supreme 
Buddha. There are several minor 
buildings, interesting from their con
nection with the founder o f the sect, 
Saicho, who returned from China A . D. 
805; his mausoleum is further on, the 
most sacred spot here, an outer chapel, 
and shrine in the rear, over the tomb, 
which is rarely exposed to the gaze of 
the visitor, except as a special favor to 
persons of distinction. On the anni
versary of the decease o f Saicho (Den- 
gyo Dai-shi is the posthumous title of 
the “saint” ) immense numbers of pil
grims worship at the shrine; and g r a r d  

services are held in all the t e m p le s ,  

many hundreds of bonzes, from far and 
near, attending to assist in the elabo
rate and imposing ceremonies.

There is another very large temple' 
near the summit, dedicated t o  S a k y a ;  

the roofs o f the buildings are sheathed 
with copper, the snow fall is heavy and 
the temperature extreme, at this ele
vation.

On the most recent occasion of visit
ing the seminary, the return was by 
torchlight: and the night was speut in 
the temple of the very reverend Ashisu, 
the Tendai learned bonze who visited 
the Parliament of Religions at Chicago. 
The pilgrim was iuvited to address the 
vast multitude that assembled in the 
great temples on the anniversary, and 
addresses of nearly an hour's duration 
each, were delivered in the native lan
guage, which the Pilgrim had acquired 
during previous residence a score o f 
years previous to the present visit; the 
subject-matter o f the lectures was 
ethics and religion; very plain spoken 
denunciation of the position of woman, 
and the relations o f the sexes, in Japan, 
being good naturedly received.

There are several points of the ascent
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and descent that afford magnificent 
views of the surrounding country; the 
lake on one side, the valley of Kioto on 
the other. There is still a large area of 
the mountain range still held by the 
order, although thousands of acres have 
been confiscated, with the valuable tim 
ber. The trees are of great age and of 
large size,—cryptomera, retinispora. 
chamscsoparis, etc.

A  relative of the Mikado formerly 
resided here; the palace was destroyed 
by lire, and the new buildings are very 
inferior.

Too numerous progeny of the near 
relatives of the Mikado, were disposed 
of, in former years, by settling them in 
the chief temples of the several sects; 
thus astutely shifting the expense of 
maintenance from the privy purse to 
the temples, and also checking offspring 
that would become a burden, and other 
obvious reasons; both sexes were in
cluded.

The Tendai sect was founded in 
China by Kumaragiva, who arrived 
from India, A . D. 401. Saicho, after 
his return from China, in the beginning 
of the ninth century, introduced the 
rite of baptism and the doctrines of the 
sect to Japan.

The mediaeval bonzes were very war
like, and were an important influence, 
but the power of the sect was broken 
after the end of the thirteenth century. 
Since the restoration, a quarter of a 
century ago, the sect has declined to an 
inferior position, and revenues ceasing, 
many of the remaining minor temples 
had to be demolished. The separation 
of Buddhism and Shintoism, after A.
D. 1874, further weakened this once 
powerful theocracy.

A  visit and leisurely examinaton of 
the locality, under competent guidance 
will well repay the archaeologist, the ar
tist especially.

The esoteric doctrines are inaccessi
ble; the ceremonies and ritual, elabo 
rate and impressive, the robes and altar 
furniture, gorgeous.

There is a large collection of valuable
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and interesting objects, but the govern
ment has very wisely catalogued the 
more valued historic objects, in all the 
temples throughout the empire, placing 
seals upon them, so that it is difficult to 
see many of the articles.

Several of the more modern sects are 
offspring of the Tendai: the Jodo (pure 
land); the popular Nichiren, that teach
es from the Saddharma pundarika 
sutra; and the Jodo Shin (new) sect, 
that depends solely upon invoking the 
name of Amitayus Buddha.— C. Pfownr 
des in  To-day.

Spiritualism for Our Children.

C o n d u c t o r . W h a t  is  S p iritu a lis m ?
L y c e u m . A n  educator that has led 

us into new fields of thought and kept 
lighted the conscious lamp of reason.

C. How do we regard the different 
phases of Spiritualism ?

L. We may compare them to the 
foundation of a mighty edifice which, 
to be lasting, must be laid deep and 
strong.

C. What is the object of Spirit
ualism ?

L . To demonstrate that man is a 
spirit, and show that the harvest of life 
will be in accordance with his en
deavors.

C. What is a medium ?
L. The window through which the 

light from another world shines.
C. What are the facts of to-day?
L . They are the foundation of Spir

itualism, also a lever that shall move a 
world of prejudice.

C. Why are different manifestations 
of spirit power given ?

L. To prove to all an immortal 
existence.

C. What do investigators wish ?
L. For phenomena, and say, that for 

Spiritualism to live and be a power in 
the land, that each fact must be demon
strated to their full satisfaction.

C. As the human mind is developed 
what is seen ?

L. An escape from the fetters that 
have for so many yearn been detrimen
tal to progress.
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C. What are the mental phases of 
mediumship ?

L. Clairvoyance, the unconscious 
trance condition, partial consciousness, 
entrancement.

C. Why is it a religion ?
L. It  appeals to the highest and 

finest senses o f humanity and calls out 
the best aspirations of the soul, it calls 
to man to look onward for something 
more holy and pure than merely 
material things can afford, and it di
rects humanity to the importance of a 
strictly good life.

C. What is phenomenal Spiritual
ism?

L . That which appeals to the ex
ternal senses o f mankind; it is produced 
by the agency o f magnetic and elec
trical forces.

C. What is the magnetic force ?
L. That fine spiritual part of all 

things in the universe.
C. What is the electric force ?
L. I t  is o f like nature to the mag

netic only that it holds its position 
more in the physical, it being a fluid of 
a physical nature.

C. What are the phenomenal phases 
o f  mediumship?

L. Magnetic, as physical force is 
used through and by the medium in im
parting mental and physical health or 
magnetism to the patient, the move
ment of objects or physical mediumship, 
independent slate-writing, the produc
tion of forms, known either as mate
rialization or etherealization.

C. What are the mental phases of 
mediumship ?

L . Automatic writing, where the 
hand of the medium is used independ
ently o f the brain; writing medium- 
ship, where the brain is empowered by 
thought, quickly conveyed through the 
hand to the page; inspirational me
diumship, wherein the brain o f the 
medium is quickened, its best mental 
vigor set in operation and controlled 
by spiritual intelligencies who direct 
upon it their own mental vigor and 
force, and thus give to the world their 
own grand thoughts.

C. How does Spiritualism without 
mediumship sound ?

L. Like Christianity without Christ.
C. What is the Spiritualists’ plat

form ?
L. The demonstrated knowledge of 

immortality; the belief in continual 
progression; that we, passing to spirit 
life, can, under certain conditions, re
turn and communicate with mortals.

C. Why is Spiritualism a science?
L. Because by proper investigation, 

in accordance with its established laws, 
the truth of Spiritualism and its claims 
can be demonstrated to the mind of 
man.

C. What is science ?
L. That which can be absolutely 

tested and demonstrated to human con
ception or knowledge, and certainly 
Spiritualism can be classed under that 
head.

C. How is Spiritualism a philos
ophy.

L. Because we can reason upon it; 
it presents ideas for consideration, it 
outlines for us a moral code o f conduct, 
and, i f  followed sincerely, will lead us 
to diviner heights o f knowledge, as well 
as o f happiness and experience.

C. What do we learn by intercourse 
with our ascended ones?

L. That a school of learning is 
established where both the mortal and 
spirit may learn something o f the les
sons of life, gain a knowledge o f the 
laws o f the universe, and recognize the 
established fact that there is running 
through all life a grand and eternal law 
which links mina to mind and which 
indeed governs the entire race.— Alonzo 
JDanforth in  Lyceum Banner, London.
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Suggestive of the powerful heat devel
oped by the electric current under certain 
conditions is the result, of the experiments 
in the steel works at Homestead, when a 
cupola of steel after “ chilling” was made 
to “ boil immediately” with such unprece
dented heat as to cause serious injury to 
the eyes of the workingmen handling it. 
This coupled with the statement of a 
French experimenter that steel can be in
stantaneously made by placing a bar of 
iron and a stick of charcoal parallel with 
each other, if sufficient heat can be pro 
cured” would seem to open up a ‘ ‘new idea. ”

Electric Heat.
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Show In July»

The oflloer in ohnrge of thè Uniteti 
Htutos Migliai Horviee Htiitlnu OH thè top of 
Pili" N Peilk pilHHOH hit* duys Iti li lOiVi Utili 
building, lumie of stono, miti uuoltoroil nini 
liulteil tu thè grnulto lioiihlei'M. Dtiriug 
thè winter he bus ho ooiineetioii whutevor 
with thè rest of tho worhl, No li 11 unni he- 
ing unii astienti to li Ih station, timi tt Im til - 
meste impossible for litio to po tlowu, A 
iv ri ter who uscendoti tlie snow-oovorod 
mouuttilii mie July tltty, suys tlmt thè nlg- 
uni otlloer'tt fnue WQflrs tlmt onreworu, da* 
proNMotl ex prossimi wliioh oomos frolli iiu* 
hrokeu sol Ito do,

»•Yoii doti t ofteu see show Ih JulyV" he 
suiti, ufter I liuti tliuwetl out bel'ovo u blus- 
ing Aro,

"Note ofteu, Ytm ilon't yourself, ilo 
youY

*'Yes; two or tliree tiiues u week, Hnow 
ls uiy ouly wuter aupply, Tlmt boiler 
there (poiutlug to tlie slove) Ih full of 
inoltlug hiiow, Kven iu tho heut of hiiiii* 
mer there is ulwuys ouotigh show ut my 
door to ftiruUh ttll thè wuter ueetled," 

'•Does uot li fé lieuotiio weury unti deso
late bere, so far frinii tlie worldf"

,lSo uiuub so tbut I soiiietlines feur it 
wlll drive ine orusy, My nltlolul tlutiesure 
light— tliey retpiire ouly mi outitiHioutil lo 
spoetimi of tlie lustroiiiout, The rest of 
thè timo 1 bave unthlug to ilo hot reati, 
Tuo limoli remi log hoonmos vourlsnme, 
Nometlmns 1 Htiiiul ut thè wiitdow wltli my 
tolasonpe, The wImi wlthout ìn keeu uutl 
uuttiug ns a k nife,"

“ I outi s ee  t h è  bouses of Oolorndo 
flprings,”  he anntluuod, “ tewenty m i le s  
i iw a y ;  s ee  t l i e  vlsitoi'N s l t t ln g  In t b e l r  sh lrt*  
Hleeves, slppiiig loetl i l r iu l is  t o  konp ootil, 
unti t l i e  l a d ie s  Wlll 11 log a h o u t  in wlvl'IlQ 
s i i iu n ie r  volies, T l i e u  1 l o w e r  t l i e  glusa; 
thè s u m m o r  snelle ls ponti, U rno i i  tl'ees 
an d  u ii lum l U fo ,  m e l i  ami woin tu ii  fatiti 
a w a y  ltke e r e a tu re s  In a fi vomii, unti I ani 
t l i e  ouly llving thing iu a w orlt l  of eternai 
lue and show ami s i le i iu e , "

— yVanfe ÌTiM’Wiion’fl iUiii/osbis,

Tho Tsnr’ s Wolf-HouiuU,

Wolves in lliiMsla uro uumorims, beiti, 
ami, dorliig novero wlutors, nxnoodiugly 
desteruotlvo of stuoli, llouoe wolf huut- 
lug is at Olino a iluty ami a sport to thè 
Tsar's people,

I ti ls prntitloed by a varlety of metbods, 
A favorito winter pastiniti of thè vlllugors 
near wnlf-imunteil fornata ls oallnd tlm 
“ oblnvu," The pensiiuts surround thè 
eovert wltli atout nata, Yoitng and old 
turi! OUt liuti tlrlve tho frlghteuod wolves 
tuwarti thè uot by shoutiug, rutti lug tilu

pausami bouting druins, VVhen tliO bQftHtiB 
Decorna ontunglod in thè moslios tliey aro 
shot, oluhhod, or spoaretl, ofteu hy sturily 
lioys unti girla,

A govorumout houuty of finir roulilos 
for a malo wolf ami nix l'or a she-wolf 
adda to tho Mosti of tho hiintors, and after a 
suooossfnl oh oso tho tluy ondo wltli ufniixt,

li ut thè weallhy uohlos biniti wolves 
WltlllOUt) auy woapoiiN, Thoy uhnso thein 
wltli ilogs hrotl ospeolully for thè sport, 
highly trai ned unti womlorfully uduptotl to 
tlielr work, (Ireyhoumls tlmt unii run 
down inni klll a harmloss Imre, stug-houmìs 
impalilo of pulltng tlowu tloer, eveu bear* 
houuils ami Imllhaitlng doga must tuko 
plaoe after tliese spltmditl wolf-houiitls, 
tlmt, uot ouly run down a wolf, hot suine 
ami Imiti tho lleroest iu suoli a wny tlmt, 
in spito of its streiigtli ami its snuppiug 
tuws, it is roudorotl so helpless tlmt lt ouu 
he miuxlod uutl lod uvvuy,

Tho il misti punk of wolf houuils in iltlN- 
sla lmloiigs to tlm Tsar, Teu Inipurial 
k orni ole Imve hoon bullt for tlmir aoooni- 
mnilutlnu iu dllftu'ent parta of tho empirti, 
ami tho doga uro kepi) iu thè hest ooiiill* 
timi ull thè year round iu ouse tlie Tsar 
sbolliti sutlileuly wlsh tt> liiiut witlll tlmiil, 
Ilo very solilom does so, liut tlie degù 
travet frani keunol to keuuel and klll 
huutlreds of wolves diiriug tho year,

The hhnperor's wolf liouuds are about 
llfiy in uumhor, Tweuty olmastuirs uutl 
as umny moro uttaudauts look ufi or tlioiu 
ami regniate all tho tlotalls of a wolf- 
hmiti. In allupo tliese sploudtd doga re- 
sondile Hoolitlsh tloor-houmls, but bave 
shorter ami moro poworful jaws, for wliou 
thoy s o Imii a wolf tliey uiusii uot lotgn untll 
so ordered,

Must, of tinnii stami ahout thlrty-thvoe 
inoli oh Itigli, wltli rotigli, shaggy uiiuts of 
groylsh hrowu or blaek ami whltti. Iu us 
poeti thoy aro ulovt, aggressivo and rutilar 
linceo, as woll thoy may he, for thoy are 
moro piignaolous timo auy othor houuils, 
Theiv speuial (inai Iti oh are tu ht< ritmi and 
liistiuotlvo, for ihotr nuoostora Imvo limiteli 
wolves for huiidreds of ytmrs,

do etili u of libo Importai liouuds aro salti 
to bave oost whtui pupplos 10,000 rouhlos, 
ahout #7,000 otto li, ami few prit'es aro 
tloomod tuo hlglt for a tdovor woif tlog if It 
is tlumght wtirthy of liolug atlilod tu tlds 
pack,

iiYnniii /farrisaa,

Uluok is miti thu oolor of thè nogrn 
w Itoli II rat borii, It is a roumckuhlo faot 
tlmt thè negro Infante ooiiion luto tlie 
World wlilte, ouly wltli a yollowlsh tingo; 
and tlmt ite liot'omos p vogvsssìvoly darkov 
untll tho tentili day, wlion ite is ìiorfootlv 
biade, 1 7
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DlmenaloiiH of the Universe.

0, P, Servian m the C/iantuntjuini'. 
While, however, it In interesting to know 
tilt) distance of Home ol' the Htni'H ill in I Ion, 
when stated in tliat way the numbers are 
ho large tlutl: they frequently uonvey very 
indistinct conceptions to til(i mind. for 
thin reason it Is ouNtomary to investigate 
star (llNtanueH in “ light yeai'H," A light 
year In the distance that light, moving lit 
the rate oi' 180,2)00 ndloN per Heoond, trav 
Ole in ouu year, Thin umouutH in round 
numbers to 0,880,000,000,000 miles, The 
duitunoe oi' Alpha (Jeutuurl in 1,2)0 light 
yearn; that of Hlrlus, the Dog Htar In 
uluumt exaotly twlue iih groat, or H,(l light 
yearn, In other words, light requires 8,0 
years to uoinu to ua from Hiriun, And 
theae are among the very ueareat of the 
stars, Home, wluiae parallaxes have been 
rather eatiuiated than ineaaured, appear to 
he aituated at a diatanee whiuh light uould 
not traverae in less than one or two oeut' 
uriea. The great star Aroturua, for in- 
atauee, haa, aueordlngto Dr. Klkln, a paral
lax of only eighteen oiui'llionaandtha of a 
aeeond, Its distance must, In that eaae,he 
about IHI light years,or more than a thon- 
aaml million million mlloa. And if it.a din- 
tauee ia ao groat then, alnee light varieaiu 
veraely aa the aipiare of the dlatauoo from 
ilia aouree it oau he ahowu that Areturua 
uiuat md.ua 11,v give forth (1,000 or 0,000 
times aa muoii light aa the Sun yieldn,

Yet Aroturua ia evidently inuuh nearer 
than the vaat majority of the atara are. 
Net one in a million are known to have a 
parallux large enough even to he Intelli
gently gueaand at. There may he atara 
wlioae light requires thouaauda Inaiiead of 
huudreda of yeara to eroaa the apaoe aepa- 
ratiug them from ua,

We thiia aee that only a few polutaouthe 
nearer almrea of the atarry univerae lie 
within resell of our measurements; here and 
there a jutting headland, while behind 
atretohea the vaatoxpunae over which the 
huudreda of millioua of atara known to 
exist are aeattered.

Protection from Lightning.

Do overhead wires ward olT lightning? 
Have our eitiea lieeu altogether wise in 
burying their eleotriu wires? Theae nve the 
questions that are being dismissed in 
Europe this summer, ami from the state
ment in the last bulletin on “ Protection 
from (lightning" issued by the Weather 
lbireuu that the "risk in the country ia 
live times greater than in the city" it 
would seem to lie well to dismiss them in 
our own country before putting all the 
wires underground. The theory thut

buildings in the o ouu try uro more liable to 
be atruok by lightning heuuuao of their 
isolation und elevation above surrounding 
points, la undoubtedly truu to a certain ex
tent, aa well aa thut the muuy metal root's 
and projections above the roofs in the 
cities allow a quiet discharge of the electric 
current.; but whether the overhead wires 
are not uu important factor in carrying on 
this unseen discharge is an open question. 
Observations have been made lately in 
(formally and the result seems to demon 
strato the faut that the net work of tele- 
phono wires haa diminished the violence of 
thunderstorms and lessoned the danger 
from lightning. Niue hundred plucos 
were examined of which 2)40 had city tele
phone systems and fi(ll) had not, and the 
ratio of injury to buildings in the tlrat to 
that in places without telephone systems 
was aa I to4.il, In places with telephone 
systems an average of three lightning dia 
c h a r g e s  struck the Kurtli during each 
hour of tlie storm, while in the places 
without them live bolts struck during the 
same time. Thus showing apparently 
without question that the network of wires 
hinders or weakens the llghtuingdlaohargo 
by gradually equalising the ditVorouoo of 
oiootrio potential which exist.s between the 
clouds and the Ifltu’th’n surface,

17, S. O', Ht /*•<//«•/#»!.

The Bye of the Needle.

Ilia* Howe almost beggnred himself be
fore be discovered where the eye of the 
needle of a sewing machine should Ite lo 
cated. His original idea was to follow the 
model of the eye at the heel, It never 
occurred to him that it should be placed 
near the potuti, and he might have failed 
altogether if he had not dreamed he was 
building a sewing machine for a savage 
king in a strange country, .lust as in his 
notimi waking experience, be was rather 
perplexed about, the needle’s eye. He 
thought the king gave him twenty-four 
hours to complete a machine and make it 
sew, I f not lluished in that time, death 
was to be the punishment. Howe worked 
and worked and puwmlcd and punnled, and 
tlunity gave it up. Then lie thought be 
Was taken out to be executed. He noticed 
thut the warriors carried spears that were 
pierced near the head, I nstantly came 
the solution of the dillhmlty, and while the 
inventor was hogging for time lie awoke. 
It was four o’clock in the morning lie 
Jumped out of bed, ran to bis workshop, 
and by nine a needle with an eye at the 
point had been rudely modeled. After 
that it was easy. This is the true story of 
an important incident in the invention of 
the sewing-machine.

889
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Dr. Boyle’s Strange Funeral Sermon.

New York Sun: Dr. James Boyle of 
Kingsville, Ont., whose death Nov. 26 was 
noticed in the Sun, wrote his own funeral 
sermon before his death and it  has now 
been printed in pamphlet form. He was 
87 years old. He was eccentric and was 
widely known as the man who habitually 
wore a continental costume, including 
knickerbockers and cocked hat. He kept 
this up to the time of his death. During 
the war he made a fortune in the sale of 
patent medicine and at his death was 
worth $100,000. He had an office in this 
city and half of his property is here.

Dr. Boyle’s funeral sermon begins thus:
“ You have come together as neighbors 

and friends to give my body a decent and 
respectable burial, which you owe to the 
friends of the departed. That body which 
lies in its narrow tenement is not mine any 
longer and is no part of me. I  have risen 
out of it  in full human form in the full 
stature and dimensions of a man, with all 
the organs, internal and external, that be
long to humanity. I  am not a shadow or 
a specter. I  am not air or ether, or mere 
breath. 1  have all the senses that I  ever 
had. I t  was the soul alone that saw and 
heard, and tasted and smelt, and felt, and 
when I  le ft the body I  took them with me 
as fundamental parts of my immortal exist
ence. The body was only a thin covering, 
a skin or film over the soul, to enable it  to 
act upon or communicate with the natural 
world, and when it had served its purpose 
i t  was cast off by the soul which needed it 
and could use it  no longer. I  will never 
return to it, and it never will come to me.”

The sermon then goes on to explain at 
great detail the peculiar religious beliefs 
of the writer. It is followed by two ap
pendices. The first is entitled “ The 
Authenticity of the Gospels; or, The Life 
and Character of Christ.”  In the second 
Dr. Boyle divides mankind into three 
classes, “ the Human, the Animal, and the 
Diabolical, or Devils.’' In the first class 
he places persons “ regenerated by the 
Holy Spirit,” in the second those still “ in 
a state of nature,” and in the third “ ani
mals in human form, but destitute of hu
man qualities.” Among the devils he 
places Jews and Roman Catholics. The 
pamphlet contains twenty-eight printed 
pages.

There were Two of Them.

It  was shortly after my admission to the 
bar that I  gave my hand in marriage to my 
present wife, writes Edgar Wilson Nye 
(“ B ill Nye” ) in the fourth article of the 
series “ The Woman Who Most Influenced

Me,” in the August Ladies' Home Jour
nal. Before that I had only a meagre 
confidence in my own ability. I had grave 
doubts about amounting to much, and my 
lack of confidence in myself was shared by 
my tailor.

But the right sort of a wife gives a man 
a feeling of self-reliance that he cannot 
get elsewhere. He finds for the first time 
that he has an audience. Friends hereto
fore may have flattered him, but he fears 
that it  is flattery, while his enemy, he 
feels, has been unjustly severe. His wife 
generally shows a genuine feeling of con
fidence and security in him which is a 
revelation. A t first he is surprised and 
then he resolves to deserve that confidence. 
It is very difficult in a publication which 
goes into nearly every home in America to 
snow one’s w ife completely under with en
comiums, thus using up the space which 
some other man wants to use for his own 
private encomiums, but in order to fully 
and honestly answer the question put to 
me, I must state over my own signature 
that my early industry and ambition were 
stimulated by the never flagging faith of 
my mother, and the still more deadly com
bat later on turned in my favor through 
the loyalty and confidence shown by my 
wife, who alone knows through what she 
has helped me.

In the City.

Jn a quaint corner where 
Old houses front the square,
She stood in deep despair

Holding her skirt
Gazing with rueful eye 
At one small Oxford-tie 
Whose shoestring, gone awry.

Dragged in the dirt.
Could she stoop, laced so tight?
Her gloves were newand light;
1 saw her helpless plight,

And tied her shoe.
She thanked me, flushed with shame, 
Tripped hack the way she came— 
“Who was she; and her name?”

I never knew.

Once on a Time.

“Once on a time,”—
How fondly falls that phrase 

Upon otir fancy, like a far-off chime 
Of half-heard hells, in some forgotten clime, 

Pealed from the Kingdom of Dead Yesterdays. 
“Once on a time,”—
The tale we loved, always 
Began just so, and every fairy rhyme 

Our mothers crooned commenced, “Once on a 
time,”

And ended with a burst of boyish praise.
Ab one who, in a lonely twilight-land.

Is startled by the wraith of some loved voice 
Long since that joined the silences sublime— 

So 1. amidst the shadows where I stand,
Ring'd with dim dreams of unreturning joys. 
Awaken at the words, “Once on a time.”

—James Newton Matthews.
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Written for P lan ets and  P eo ple.

A MEMORY.
C OR AL a ! THOMAS*

Where have I  known thee friend, in some past age? 
Thy voice, thy gestures, and thy every look 
Seems stamped upon the memory of life’s page;
Yet when I  open wide the! mystic book,
The lines are blurred and ¡dimmed, by Time, the sage.

And so, I  cannot read; it matters not 
How much I  puzzle o’er the things therein,
There’s something in the book I  have forgot;
A  memory lingers, of a past “ has been,”
And to the oblivion cast, seems all my lot.

And yet again, the lines I  treasure most 
I  seem to find; but when I  stoop to read 
The words I  would not lose at any cost,
I  see them slowly from my sight recede,
And so I  never find what I  have lost.

Still I  have known thee, friend, of that I ’m sure;
It may have been some former incarnation,
Where we have met as friends on Barth, before;
And being old as God, in any station,
W e live to die, and die, to live once more.

But sometime, in the history of the ages,
As heavenly bodies in their spheres revolve,
W e’ll cull the mystery from life’s book of pages,
And what seems hidden now, we then may solve,
And read from stars, our souls evolving stages.

And when above the open book we bend,
There’ll be no lingering memory still unseen;
W e’ll know each other; as the planets lend 
A  knowledge of what is, and what has been,
And so we’ll meet again, as friend to friend.
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F .  E .  O R M S B Y ,  - E d i t o r  a n d  P r o p r i e t o r .

P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  is a monthly publica
tion, devoted to Education in the Occult 
Branches of Learning.

t e r m s  o f  s u b s c r i p t i o n — i n  a d v a n c e .
United States and Canada per year...........  $2.50
Foreign (Postal Union) “  “ ............ 2.75
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Remittances should be made by P. O. or 
Express money order, Registered Letter or Bank 
Draft.

c o r r e s p o n d e n c e .
All communications concerning Business, 

Advertising, etc., should be kept separate from 
those intended for publication. Write them on 
separate sheets of paper. Make all communica
tions as short as possible, and they will be given 
more attention.-

The Question department is open to those who 
are earnestly seeking. I Questions will be pub
lished and answered in the order they are 
received, if of sufficient import.

A D V E R T ISIN G .
' The advertising space must necessarily be 

limited in a journal of this nature; hence, will 
be all the more valuable. Write for terms.

Good and reliable agents wanted in every town 
and city in the United States, to solicit subscrip
tions for P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e . The very best 
terms offered to those who are able to furnish 
good references.

EDITORIAL.

W e have m any replies in  answer to 
our question concerning the price of 
P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  for next year, and 
a large portion of them  favor its continu
ance in its present form  at $4 .00, but we 
feel that th ey m ust come in greater num
ber to w arrant it. Som e say they will 
ta k e  it  if the price is ten dollars, but we 
th in k  that inasm uch as we can give every
th in g  in  the astrological lin e a year in ad
vance ju st as w ell as a w eek or month, 
a year book w ill be m uch better, 
th at it  w ill save a great amount of labor 
to us, and w e can devote the time to push
in g  the new  w ork w hich  we believe will 
interest m ore people in  the study of the 
stars than an yth in g  that has ever before 
been attem pted. T h e year-book w ill cer
ta in ly  be gotten  out i f  nothing prevents, 
and the price w ill be $1.00.

W e have ju st one m ore question to ask 
our subscribers. I t  is this. H ow many 
w ill renew  th eir subscription at the 
present price if  continued in its present 
form , and secure one m ore subscription to 
send in at the same tim e. If all of our 
subscribers could do this, we would con
tinue the w ork w ithout change, except to 
im prove as m uch as possible on the mat
ter presented, w hich we too w ell know is 
possible A ll w ho w ill renew their sub
scriptions at present price and send a new 
one please drop us a card. Are we ask
in g  too m uch ?

It is said that a hen even is a sensitive 
thing, and w hen she is lay in g  an egg or 
hatching a brood, she must not be dis
turbed, for if  she is stirred up at such 
tim es she w ill fail to carry out her pro
ject. In  other words she w ill be render
ed unfit for the task before her, and she 
w ill be unable to return and concentrate 
her efforts upon the duties in hand. 
M any people are engaged in labors which 
renders them  very sensitive, and like the 
hen are subject to disturbance. They 
m ay be lending every effort to a project, 
w hich, when completed, means millions 
to its promotors, but if  th ey are shaken
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from their moorings, disturbed in their 
nest, or unduly wrought up over trifling 
annoyances about things which have no 
bearing upon the end to be attained, ex
cept to cause friction and inharmony, it 
often occurs that the whole project is set 
at naught, and the tide of events is turned 
another way. A  moral may be given 
those who are fortunate enough to know 
where valuable nests are located, and 
where wonderful prospects are already 
looming up before them. It is this: 
Never ju m p  on the goose that is laying 
the golden egg.

All who wish to secure one of the astro
nomical charts should subscribe for 
volume one of P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  now, 
for there is only a few of them left, and 
the patent has been sold to the Planetary 
Publishing Company, who propose to sell 
no more of them except with the new 
work on astronomy at $5.00 each. As 
long as the few we have last, they will go 
with P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  for $ 2 . 5 0  or 
$ 1 . 0 0  each alone.

One of the readers of P l a n e t s  a n d  

P e o p l e  recently wrote us that of the 
thirty-six pages of reading matter, only 
thirteen was what he called astrology. 
If he will read between the lines and find 
the occult lessons in Zalene, the story of 
a mystic, he will find many more pages 
devoted to the study of the stars.

The next two numbers of P l a n e t s  a n d  

P e o p l e  will contain some very startling 
announcements concerning results that 
must necessarily follow the magnetic in
fluences which the stars have in store for 
the people of the Earth in the near future. 
Conditions are almost upon us which are 
most astounding and startling to contem
plate. That serious results will have to 
be met is too true to ignore. It is a vast 
army of people under government direc. 
tion, which has been stirring up forces—  
munitions of war— that may be turned 
loose upon one another by different na
tions, that really gives alarm at this 
time. The significent period is a long 
one, lasting through November and De

cember, and even into the year 1896. 
This phenomenal year of prosperity, con
sidering the conditions existing January 
1st last, will no doubt end up in turmoil 
and riotous demonstrations, terrible to 
contemplate; and the nations of the Earth 
are very liable, yes almost certain to be 
plunged into a terrific struggle, for a war 
begins in the elements of nature about 
November 1st, and the co-ordinations of 
the Earth will vibrate in harmony there
with. Who is strong enough and wise 
enough to quell this disturbance in the 
lives of men ? Where are the seven lead
ers necessary to such an endf  They 
dwell not in high places to-day, for 
knowledge of the law is in the keeping of 
the meek and the lowly now, as in times 
gone bye.

A Sacred Concert.

At a sacred concert recently given 
in one of our Chicago theaters, which 
we attended, we believe that the sing
ing was good, and we believe that 
the violin solo was superbly ren
dered, and we believe that the soprano 
solo with violin obligato was a rare effort; 
but candidly, the organist made such a 
h— 1 of a noise from commencement to 
finish, that we could not hear anything 
else. He did not seem to have the faintest 
conception of what an accompaniment 
should be for a sweet soprano voice, a 
violin or even a brass band, although by 
terrific efforts the able cornetist did give 
us a note or two which could be heard 
above the din and roar of the bellowing 
blast from the would-be leader, filler and 
follower, who by the way, is an artist at 
the organ, for he really did give forth a 
few soft, gentle and suitable strains for 
the occasion when playing alone. He, 
perhaps, had a grudge against the soloists 
and took this opportunity to get even. 
To say the least,the vibrations were some
thing to be dreaded, and the effect upon 
the audience was telling, for over one- 
half the number made their escape before 
the grinder finished his last solo. W hat
ever made it sacred, the heavens will 
never declare.
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J. B., male, born Sept. 10th, 1849. 
Hour not given:

We find .Jupiter ruling star, Venus 
and Mercury strong. He can make 
money easily, but gives it away freely. 
Is a good magnetic healer. Should do 
this kind of work. Very sensitive. 
High vitality. Would make good tele
graph operator, quick with the hands. 
Has high perception. Is a deep thinker. 
Very impressional. Massage practice 
with a good manager would bring good 
results. Dilllculty at point below the 
stomach. Lower limbs troublesome. 
Easy and contented disposition gener
ally speaking. The year ’97 a good one 
for him. Ought to receive money then 
unexpected. Very much inclined to 
travel. Health generally good and as
similation line. Lots of friends. Too 
many for prollt. Live long and die 
happy. Soul expressive. Fond of op
posite sex. Keep the physical pure and 
heal the sick by the laying on o f hands. 
Call it massage and charge $5.00. Good 
thing.

G. W. T., male, born June 30th, 1890, 
4:20 a . m .:

This child is a natural physician, and 
should be given a medical education 
very early In life, for he is a rover as well 
and will travel over the entire Earth. 
Educated as a physician he will be in 
excellent condition to get the most out 
of a long voyage, for he will be near the 
people he comes in contact with. Health 
and happiness are very marked, and al
though he will not be gifted as a 
speaker, he will make a good talker. 
A s a  business he should become an im
porter or dealer In export goods, in 
trade that extends across the waters. 
The commission business. l ie  comes 
very near If not quite being a clair
voyant. Tie will be Inclined to specu
late. Love nature very intense. Sex 
function normal. Will not be a great 
worker. Too easy. A  natural explorer. 
Ought to locate in new lands for suc
cess. A s a physician he can best ac
complish tliis.

344
HOROSCOPE DELINEATIONS. Lady, born September 19th, 1872. 

11 a . m .:
1 his lady has Mercury for her guide, 

which keeps her on her feet continually. 
She loves the woods and the natural in 
life. Has ideal deBires and tendencies. 
Is very intellectual, but somewhat neg
ative and reserved in her expressions. 
Very impressional. Vitality very high. 
Excellent health. Ought to live in a 
garden, vineyard, or orchard. Would 
make good fruit-raiser. Saturn and 
Mercury, the two most potent planets, 
are retrograde, therefore she will meet 
with many disappointments; but they 
mean much wisdom, for the mental 
signs show high reasoning powers. She 
will never have much money. It will 
be a struggle in this respect, but the 
yearly earnings will be all sufficient. 
This is an intellectual career.

Lady, born August 10th, 1803, no 
hour given:

This person is a Jupiter character, a 
very hard worker and money-maker, a 
good, smooth conversationalist, good( 
clear judgment, with artistic ability. 
Her marriage relations are afflicted, 
hence, dissatisfaction of a serious na
ture will result. She has weak eyes, 
and nervousness resulting from the con
dition of the eyes. She is very sensitive, 
but fearful that something dreadful is 
happening somewhere which concerns 
her. Her fears are usually groundless. 
She will accumulate quite a property, 
as she will figure and work to that end. 
1890 a good year for her.

Girl of 9 years, born May 4th, 1880:
A  most remarkable horoscope. A 

born traveller with a mind and will 
power that knows no limitations. This 
child should be given a special educa
tion that would fit her for the lecture 
field. She should travel and talk to the 
people, and under proper direction may 
be made a wonderful personage. She 
will make lots of money, and the field 
mentioned will give the best returns. 
Sbe is all mind. Mental force intense. 
Bandage the head with oold, wet towels 
when feverish conditions, which she is 
subject to, are on.
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Male, born February 10th, 1841, no 
time given:

This is the character. One who tries 
to rule everything and everybody, with 
hardly power enough to accomplish 
much. He is an extremist, honorable 
and upright; but severe and exacting. 
We might say lie is crazy on some 
hobby. It would seem that this man 
was dead, but his time of birth not be
ing known, conditions may be a little 
different from the way they look. Tills 
person should be engaged in a line of 
business dealing with the whole world, 
publishing, or newspaper business. He 
will have plenty, but never become 
very wealthy.

E. F. G. W., male, born April 21st, 
1868,0:10 a . m., London:

This character has a very marked 
horoscope, and gives him a wonderful 
grasp of things. l ie  is very psychic» 
intuitional and keenly sensitive. Men
tal powerB very high, good reasoning 
faculties; but so intense in thought and 
quick in action, that he might be looked 
upon as a loony crank, for he is subject 
to the doing of strange and peculiar 
things. W ith the Moon, Mercury,Mars, 
Jupiter and Neptune all in Aries. 
Geo-centrlcally, it is not strange that 
he does things out of the ordinary. 
Sudden and unexpected changes will 
come to him. Can do most anything.

E. E. F., lady, born May 12th, 1858:
"\Vith Mercury as physical, mental 

and life ruler, this lady is possessed of 
a very keen mind, a very sensitive or
ganism and a great amount of vitality 
and energy. Mars, the planet of math
ematical exactness, is very strongly 
connected with Mercury and causes a 
general stampede within on short no
tice. The emotional center is disturbed 
by conflicting forces which interferes 
with Jupiter’s strengthening power 
across the Sun. The general expres
sions are under Venus, the mind and 
thought is of the tender and pathetic 
order, the emotions are so intensely 
vibrated, however, that they dominate

the life, and cause the mind to dwell 
too much upon the things that ought 
to be but are not. Heing very intellect
ual and high-lifed, some mental labor 
requiring expenditure of magnetism is 
most suited to this character.

E. S.. lady, born Nov. 10th, 1878. N o 
hour given:

This lady is a Neptune character, 
with Venus, the planet of love and 
sympathy, very strong. Jupiter in 
quadratic aspect witli Neptune makes 
tliis lady a business person, one capable 
of accomplishing much for herself if  
properly directed. The strong Venus, 
nature will no doubt cause her to marry 
quite young, but as she is bound to 
travel, this should not interfere with 
her work in the interest of the world, 
for she will be all the more fitted forcer- 
tain lines. A s a traveling correspondent 
she would succeed and do well. Her 
vitality is low and her musical combi
nation is weak, but as a writer she 
would be at home. She ought to have 
plenty of money, for her stars say so- 
She gives it up too freely. This should 
be looked after and guarded.

riy  Soul and I.

What wore you, soul, before that you wore I? 
Were you by (loath—some other form of doath— 
Unburdened from Homo other shape in pome 
Uncounted time, which 1 almost remember—
A co-existent. quantity with atoms of tho stars?' 
Or were you but a sign of nature’s brontli,
And had to liuvo embodiment to make doath 

possible?
Oh, passion-bounded, sorrow-tossod, poor soul; 
What have you gained, or what iiavo lost 
By wearing flesh's thrall?
Poor soul I what have you gninod or lost7 
Enough to pay tho troublous cost 
Of staying hero, of coming hero at all?
And if you were a soul nnil knew 
You were, why hither journeyed you?
Was tlioro not in vast space a place 

More fitting for a soul?
Poor soul: if creeds are true, and you 
Were fashioned by tho mighty Milker's hand,

Jn His own image mado;
A thing unsulliod ns tho Maker’s self, 
Wliito-winged with countless millionod happy 

years.
To sing Ilia prnisos in, why camo you lioro 
To mix idontitios with me?
To worry through the toil and moil of mnny 

years,
To wash yourself in toars,
And die at, last soro wounded, sullied, too.
Your white wiugs scorched, just for tho sloudot 

chance
Of getting back to what and whore you wero, 

Poor bouI 1
—Madge Morris Wagner
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PRESS AND PEOPLE.

G o o d i n g , M ie n . ,  Sept. 9th, ’95. 
P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e :

In regard to the continuation of the 
publication of P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e , 
that is for you to settle. I f  the price 
is raised, I, for one, will have to live 
without it. I appreciate all occult 
works; but they are already too high 
priced to do the good tl:ey might other
wise do. It  seems to me that our 
talents, no matter of what nature, were 
given us, to use for others. We to sow 
and in due time, we w ill surely reap. 
So soon a change will look as though 
you yourself doubted the planetary in
fluences. Y o u  remember under what 
ones you commenced the publication of 
your magazine.

M r s . A .  F .  H a r r i s o n .

Note.—Planets and People not only started 
nnder_ proper conditions for success, and we 
knew it and still know that it will be a success; 
it is only a matter of how best to bring it to a 
successful issue, and do the most good with 
this and other work in hand. No one ever start
ed a monthly magazine with the expectation of 
its making money the first year or even of its 
paying its way. Planets and People has 
done as well, so far as we are able to learn, and 
even better than any magazine ever before 
started. The question with us is, shall we de
vote our time for the benefit of a few hundred 
occult students or turn our attention to that 
which will enlighten and uplift several millions. 
The several millions will pay for the labor, but 
the few occultists, it seems are notable to doso. 
A large portion of the replies received say go 
ahead, we will pay the price whatever it is. 
Our time has now become a marketable quan
tity and must bring a living, our wealth all 
having been put into the works we have pub
lished.—[Ed.J

M i n n e a p o l i s , M i n n ., Sept. 5th, ’95. 
Editor P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e :

’Tis said, there is “a time for all 
things,” and the present seems a fitting 
moment for me to express myself re
garding P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e . T o  
me it seems to occupy a long-neglected 
niche in the educational world, dealing 
as it  does with sciences so far-reaching 
and beneficial to mankind, and coming 
at a period in the world’s history when 
thinking men and women are desirous 
o f the possession of a thoroughly scien
tific and ethical, as well as a practical 
education. Another demonstration of 
the advance of this mysterious and

valued study is the “Play of the Planets,” 
whose reliability is allied with the 
magazine, both of which have proven 
themselves to me as valuable guides.

Yours truly,
Mrs. M. A. Marsh.

S a l e m , O r e ., Sept. 12th, 1895.
D e a r  F r i e n d :— I would be very 

sorry if  you should stop the publication 
of P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e , as it has 
been a boon companion of both myself 
and my wife. We are always waiting 
for the first of the month to come and 
bring us our P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  
which we both read and study with 
eager interest. I  can truthfully say it 
has saved me fifty dollars at least in 
doctor’s bills and medicines, which it 
would do for anybody who will read 
and heed the lessons it teaches. We 
are now confirmed vegetarians, and are 
healthier, stronger and our heads are 
clearer than they were, when we kept 
our stomach filled with the decaying 
carcasses of dead animals, or in other 
words meat. We hope you will con
tinue the publication of P l a n e t s  a n d  
P e o p l e . We must have it if  it costs 
$10.00 per year. Hoping you will receive 
encouragement enough from your sub
scribers to justify  you in making the 
extra outlay of time and money to keep 
P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  alive another 
year, we are

Yours very respectfully,
L e o n a r d  B r o w n , 
H e l e n  B r o w n .

P . S. I f  you keep P l a n e t s  a n d  
P e o p l e  before the public another 
year, it  is almost sure to pay. This 
educational work is very hard to start, 
but when once started is a stayer. 
Count us as subscribers at anything 
under ten dollars per year.

Kleptomania is said to be so much on 
the increase among the well-to-do in 
Paris that extra shop assistants have to 
be kept to watch customers.

Want is the lash that drives us to our 
work.
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★  STAR REPORT *
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★  PROGNOSTICATION FOR THE FUTURE. ★

The month of October starts in under 
very powerful conditions. Observe the 
combination which is stirring up the 
Earth at this time. Venus, Mars, Jupi
ter and Mercury forming a grand cross . 
which signifies a very active time. Busi
ness should be very good indeed during 
this period. In speculative fields the 
cereals take the lead and there will be 
marked fluctuations. Stocks coming un
der other magnetic forces will be quiet.

A little attention is given these matters 
for the purpose of interesting more peo
ple in this deeper philosophy of things. 
We do not cater to those who make specu
lation a business, as very close, accu
rate and laborious work is necessary to a 
clear exposition of this intricate condition 
in the affairs of men. The general busi
ness trend, however, is of interest to all, 
and it is legitimate to state in this way 
what we may expect. In doing this we 
simply observe- the law under which all 
things operate and manifest themselves.

Those who have a taste for heavy bever
ages will find it interesting to note their 
feelings, appetites and desires at this 
time. They will be greatly intensified, 
and many will yield who are usually tem
perate, and pass a period of recklessness. 
If they could realize what it is that brings 
on these periodic spells, it would be very 
easy to avoid the ravages of a debauch 
by a simple thought.

Children.
Children coming into the world during 

this week, should be cared for carefully,

in order not to excite the glands with in
toxicating drinks or drugs, for either will 
create an uncontrollable taste for that 
which will eventually make their life 
miserable.

Proper food and drink will not create a 
morbid appetite, but will keep the sali
vating parts cool, calm and under control. 
These children will be exceedingly bright 
from early childhood, very expressive of 
love and tenderness, hence, very yielding 
to surrounding influences. They will 
make good business men and belong in 
the retail lines. Groceries, crockery and 
hardware being preferable to dry-goods. 
They will make good lawyers also, and 
will be gifted with eloquent speech, es
pecially if cultivated.

Marriage.
Generally speaking, this is an excellent 

time for every one to get married, who is 
not already in the “ harness,”  for a very 
favorable time is at hand for harmony and 
happiness. People will feel happy any
how, whether they get married or not,but 
those who do become one with another 
will start the dual expression well.

Health.
This is a time when those who are sick 

should pick up their beds and walk, for 
there is no disease-producing vibration in 
force except to those who yield to the 
stimulating attraction heretofore men
tioned. A most favorable time is at hand 
on this date for throwing off care and 
worry, and grasping onto new life and 
power for good, physically, financially,
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mentally and spiritually. Let all arise 
and extract from the renewed atmosphere 
the health producing “ glame.”

October 7th.
October 7th we find one quite impor

tant change has taken place, especially 
from a physiological point of view. This 
is the movement of Mercury from the 
sign Capricornus to that of Aquarius. 
This is not, as might be supposed, a 
weakening effect upon business; but if 
anything an improvement, for Jupiter 
now has free and full control of the busi
ness situation. This applies more to the 
trades and less to speculation. The latter 
may not have, or feel the single effect of 
Jupiter in a way to cause activity, but 
large transactions which are moving

slowly may be terminated with profitable 
result.

The business situation continues good 
and the season must be one of great 
results. This is a wholesale week. That 
is, a time when large purchases will be 
made. Persons trading will buy freely, 
and this will affect the wholesale market 
quite perceptibly. There is every.indica
tion of the largest fall trade experienced 
in many years, if not the largest ever ex
perienced.

Physiologically.
Considering the anatomy of man under 

this figure of the heavens, there is a ten
dency toward sluggish or bilious feelings. 
The vitality of the people ns a whole will 
be somewhat lower than usual, but the
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forces in action are all business, money 
and trade, and aside from the feelings sug
gested, and perhaps some heart difficul
ties, everything points to general good 
health.

Children.
Chidren born at this time will be busi

ness characters, suited to the wholesale 
trades, manufacturing, etc. They will 
also make good physicians, excellent 
nurses, and workers for the good of hu
manity. They will make money easily, 
and do much toward the cause of educa
tion with it. They will not be orators, 
but will possess good sound sense and 
judgment.

They should be given a good business 
education above all other branches of

learning. They should never do manual 
labor. Their physical strength will never 
be quite up to the average. Health and 
happiness is indicated quite clearly and 
harmony will dwell in the brain, and 
peace will reign supreme.

Marriage.
The season continues most favorable 

for unions. This week is ahead of last 
week in this respect and those contem
plating this step should not wait, for a 
period is close at hand which is not nearly 
so favorable. This is an excellent week 
for Jupiter people. Could not be much 
more favorable.

October 14th.
O11 October 14th we note two quite im

portant changes in the solar machine.
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Venus has passed from conjunction with 
the Earth in Aries, to the sign Taurus, 
and Mercury has crossed into the sign 
Pisces. This leaves Mars and Jupiter 
vibrating the Earth in quartile and oppo
sition aspects. Business will suffer some 
from this state of the operating powers, 
and a short period of inharmonious and 
antagonistic rays will meet and mingle in 
the affairs of state, as well as in commer
cial life.

It is a political situation. A time when 
would-be leaders will rise in their might, 
and seek to take advantage of every op
portunity that is presented for personal 
gain and leadership. It might be called 
a good time for a “ bull movement,”  in 
politics. Great plans will be concocted

and laid at this time for gainiug control 
in these matters, therefore much conten
tion will naturally result. The short 
time that this will last will not affect the 
general business of the country to any 
great extent; but it means a slight break 
and reaction from the previous good spell 
that has been in operation for some 
weeks.

Physiologically.
This is a short period for colds, pneu

monia and lung irritations. A sort of a 
chills and fever time, when two extremes 
are in force in the universal forces, there
fore, more or less sickness will come onto 
those who do not understand themselves, 
much less these universal conditions 
which hedge them about, and make
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them yield to the whistling winds. Rise 
in thy might, vibrate every molecule of 
the body, and meet these agitating throbs 
with a power created by intelligence and 
directed by the will! The elements of 
fire and water are se-sawing in the great 
balance of the eternal law.

Children.
While those born under this horoscope 

will not become so very wealthy, there is 
no indication that they w ill suffer for the 
things necessary to comfort and happi
ness. If, however, the males, and even 
the females are directed properly and 
educated or trained for the legal profes
sion, or as leaders in state and national 
affairs, heads of institutions of learning, 
captains and generals in the U. S. service,

or some line in keeping therewith, they 
may become quite conspicuous and use
ful people. There is a strong tendency, 
however, for them to enter the business 
world, but in such lines they will not 
reach their best and most promising 
height.

In the business world there is but one 
fitting place for them, and in connection 
or association w ith  others they may ac
cumulate property more or less success
fully. They should work entirely with 
their heads. Physical labor is out of the 
question with them. Females will also 
make excellent teachers, although high 
tempered.

October 21st.
We have before us a high-flyer horo-
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scope; one that signifies a lively time gen
erally in all circles or bodies of people 
where the leaders of commercial, political 
and national proceedings are in conven
tion assembled. A season of argument 
and combativeness is on, and many word 
battles will be fought while it lasts. No 
one will feel like striking from the shoul
der, however, as the swing of the Gemini 
is slow and under control. The heart is 
all right, but the vituperation centered in 
the end of the tongue has no bounds or 
limitations.

All yo who fool tho quivor.
Arising 'twlxt tho jaws,
Just force It on tho livor 
And, guarding woll tho ‘ ‘paws,’1 
Imagine Mint you're musior 
Of Earth, Moon and stars.
And tho' it oomoth faster

From Moroury and Mars,
Ariso in all thy power :
Suppress tho ovll strain.
It will soon bo over,
And you'll bo froo again.

This would seem to be a poetical and 
musical period, and in looking for the 
cause, we find Venus, Saturn and Uranus, 
a very spiritual and sentimental combina
tion welling up in the heart. Those co
ordinating with the latter combination 
will be in excellent condition to sing the 
melody of the inner spheres, and make a 
glowing appeal to their affinital associ
ates and listeners. As previously stated, 
the hearts of the people will be all right, 
and they will not mean half they say, 
when yielding to Mercury and Murs, as 
they naturally will.
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In a business way this is not much 
better than it was last week, yet wliere- 
ever there is a chance for speculation 
there will he more activity, (»old and 
silver are the metals most potently affected. 
Minerals generally will he stirred up by 
these forces. The iron industry ought 
to be more active as a result of this 
wave.

Children.
The little ones of this date will speak  

for themselves. They will have their 
own way, and they will develop very 
young; so young that they will never re
member when they did not know every
thing. Exceedingly bright minds, with a 
gift of speech keyed to high C. Natural 
musicians, that is, singers. They will 
sing very much better than they cun play. 
They are adapted to intellectual pursuits, 
but can endure a great amount of phys
ical labor ns well, so a line of work given 
expression to both physical and mental 
powers will fit them best.

Marriage.
Marriages contracted under this boro 

scope will be prolific of argumentative 
exercises. It is a good time for those 
who never say anything, to marry those 
who talk all the time; but rather against 
the opposite condition, or where both 
parties are ever ready Peter like, to rise 
up and speak.

October a8th.
Probably the most significant combina

tion of the planets, from a physiological 
standpoint is before us for consideration 
this Monday morning, October 28th. 
This striking effect is in full operation on 
the 29th, 30th and 31st of the month. 
The three last days only, and signifies a 
very high, nervous and fluctuating condi
tion of things in general; but it applies 
most forcibly to

Children
born during these three days. They will 
be bundles of nerves in active operation, 
and when first.born will show such in
tensity of soid force with a weak and 
puny organism, that there will be little 
hope in most enses of continued life.

Such children will cry incessantly and

show great suffering apparently, but if 
allowed to cry freely and no drugs or con
coctions given for suppressing such 
riotous proceedings, there is no danger of 
a collapse. The fact is, there is a high 
nerve action set up by the first contact 
with the universal force as an individual 
entity, that the agitation of the physical 
organism must be very great indeed, and 
to check this and suppress these inward 
powers is very liable to result in a stop
page of the heart, when death must result. 
I f the mother is not naturally very 
nervous, she should keep the little one 
close to her, within her aura, as much as 
possible, or a good Vonus nurse should 
do so, and then let the child express 
itself It is a very expressive situation 
physically When grown, such children 
will be all nerves, and should pass their 
lives in the open air in some lnhor which 
calls for the expenditure of physical force. 
They will be natural psychics, intensely 
sensitive and active.

Business.
The striking physiological nspects called 

our attention from the business indica
tions; but there is nothing to be said in 
favor of business at this time, and rather 
than pay something that will tend to 
discourage those thus engaged, we 
will merely state, that a period of dull
ness has come over the Earth which will 
no doubt retard commercial affairs to 
some extent.

Marriage.
This is not an unfavorable time for 

unions, for the spiritual and religious na
tures o f people are intensified, and the 
season is ripe for a great religious awak
ening, and the joining of couples ns well 
ns the joining of persons to religious 
bodies for social communion.

858

Vanity of Vanities.
In days of old, it onmo to pass 
That Vanity was born a lass,
And lovers woood hor all in vain,
8ho carnd not for tholr irriof or pain.

And Htill slio walks tho Earth to-day, 
DistfuiNud in Women’s lovoly clay,
And still nii'ii iirtovo it came to pass 
That Vanity was born—alas.

— B u ffa lo  Courier.
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Q. As most dwellings are provided 
with sinks, how should they be treated to 
avoid having offensive odors about them?

A. Every sink, no matter where it is 
located, should be treated with a solution 
of concentrated lye at least once a week. 
This, with sufficient soap to cut all the 
grease and oils from the dishes, will keep 
a sink in a comparatively clean condition.

Q. How should this solution be ap
plied?

A. Dissolve five cent’s worth of con
centrated lye in about two quarts of 
water, pour the same into the sink the 
last thing before retiring. In the morn
ing the grease and slime of the pipe to the 
safety will be eaten off, and flushing the 
same with plenty o f water all at once will 
drive the contents into the sewer, leaving 
the same perfectly clean and pure.

Q. Is the kitchen the proper place for 
a sink?

A. No. There never should be one in 
a kitchen, or even in a house, unless there 
is a separate room for the purpose, which 
is thoroughly ventilated a t the top for the 
escape of sewer gas.

Q. With everything neat, clean and 
sweet in the kitchen, even to the lady her 
self, what constitutes a well prepared 
meal?

A. A  well prepared meal must be one 
consisting of a combination of such pro
ducts as have affinity for each other, at 
least sufficiently to render the same di
gestible without exhaustion of the stomach.

Q. Name some combination that meets 
the requirement.

A. For a dinner on a warm summer 
day, steamed potatoes, summer squash, 
green peas, cottage biscuit, with fruit in 
season for dessert.

Q. • How should these things be 
cooked?

A. The potatoes should be washed clean 
as well as the squash, and placed in a com
mon steamer over a kettle of boiling water. 
The water should be boiling when the 
steamer is set on. The peas being ex
tracted from a pod, a covering, they 
should be placed in a thin cotton sack, and 
also put in the steamer with the other

two. The flavor of the peas is thuB pre
served to a much greater extent than is 
possible when they are placed in water to 
boil and throw off through steam the best 
part o f them.

The potatoes should be placed upon the 
table with skins left on, as they should 
not be pealed until ready to be eaten. 
The squash should be mashed and salted, 
as the Balt should be well worked through 
it. No other seasoning should be put into 
it. Each one at the table should have 
this privilege themselves. The peas 
should be placed in a dish, and a little hot 
water placed over them, and they too 
should be salted only.

The cottage biscuit should be made as 
follows: Take one pint of flour, either
wheat, rye, graham, or combination there
of, one teaspoonful baking pc wder, and 
about two-thirds as much salt. Stir the 
same until thoroughly mixed, then add 
cold water sufficient to stir smooth, but 
thick. Bake in quick oven.

Q. Why should we not use butter or 
lard, and thus enrich such foods and make 
them more palatable?

A. Because shortenings are detrimen
tal to the system, as their combination 
with oilier things causes a great expendi
ture of strength in digesting such mixture. 
The greasy condition given these things by 
the use of butter, renders it impossible for 
the salivas of the system to dissolve them 
when they reach the stomach. To prove 
this, take a little dough that is well short
ened, and dissolve it in some water, then 
take some that has none, and see how 
much easier it will go to pieces. This is 
what makes the difference in the stomach, 
and is the reason why we should never use 
shortening in our food.

Q. Why should we use water in mixing 
up the biscuit, is not milk preferable?

A. No. Water is clean and natural for 
such purpose, while milk is oily and greasy, 
and adds that which we have just ex
plained should be kept out

Q. Is milk then not good to drink or 
use as food?

A. Milk is good for sucklings in every 
species in which it is found, but being in
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itself a liquid life principle which is most 
subtle and sensitive, it is subject to rapid 
and sudden changes. In short, it  is a 
psychometric fluid which takes on every 
surrounding condition, hence, it is an ab
sorbent of disease, of microba of every 
conceivable nature. The atmosphere af
fects it, and in warm weather it  spoils in a 
very short time, when corruption begins to 
emanate from it. It unquestionably car
ries more disease into the human system 
of our race than any other one ingredient, 
unless it he meat. Therefore, we say 
milk is good for sucklings and only good 
for them. And we would add further, 
the human species should have human 
milk and that only.

Q. This would exclude butter also 
would it not?

A. Yes. Butter is a scrofulous ex
traction of milk and lays the foundation 
for more catarrh, bronchial ailments and 
consumption, than all other things put to • 
gether. Therefore we say butter is not 
good for food.

Q. What can we use in place of butter 
with our meals? How could we ever enjoy 
those biscuit?

A. I f  those biscuit are not delicious, 
jour system is out of harmony with clean, 
wholesome food or the cook has forgotten 
either the baking powder or the salt. The 
flavor of such bread is of the wheat or 
cereal of which it is composed, hence, 
does not need any dressing providing one 
likes the cereal. Eaten with green peas, 
there cannot be found a more satisfactoiy 
combination. Remember such food as 
this is easily digested, and will soon pro
duce harmony and health in the system, 
when it will become the choice of all who 
try it.

(To be continued.)

To be perfectly proportioned a man 
should weigh twenty-eight pounds for 
every foot of his height.

The average duration of marriages in 
England is 28 years; in France aod Ger
many, 26; Norway, 24; Russia, 80.

Ridicule is the argument of the ignorant.
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T ry  Scientific Shirking.

The writef of a recent magazine article 
advising overworked women to try * ‘scien
tific shirking” knows what she is talking 
about. No woman's strength is equal to 
the demands made upon it by claims— do
mestic, social and intellectual -  of these 
latter days, and since this fact is indispu
table why not look the problem squarely 
in the face and decide calmly when to 
shirk? The question of course chiefly con
cerns the homekeeper, she who endeavors 
to keep a house up to concert pitch of 
tidiness and not just occasionally and in 
spo s either, but all over and all the time. 
Besides the mere sweeping, dusting, ar
ranging and menu providing to be superin
tended, there are, too, the hospitality that 
she must be ever ready to offer smilingly 
and the duties to herself—not to speak of 
church and charitable work, club life and 
the claims of society. One cannot do 
everything. Why try?

Of course the question at once presents 
itself. Where shall the remedy be ap
plied? In answer to which common sense, 
system, a right estimate of essentials and 
self control may be suggested as the best 
aids to the conscience in deciding what 
shall be left undone. Of course each 
woman must decide for herself what is of 
the greatest importance. There are 
housewives whose standards of bliss are 
measured by the amount of real estate 
that their family and friends bring into 
the house upon their boots; others to whom 
the glory of belonging to every club in the 
community is all in all, and yet others who 
revel in “ keeping up” a calling list of sev
eral hundred. Some one has said that 
“ the spirit of homekeeping is lost because 
of discouraged housekeeping.”  With a ju
dicious application of “ scientific shirk
ing” there need be no lasting truth to this 
statement. However degenerate it may 
sound, “ shirking” is the only thing by 
which woman can, under the pressure of 
present living, hope to keep health and 
escape a care crazed brain.

— Chicago P ost.

In the summer baby was very busy sup
ervising everything that went on at the 
farm. After awhile she pushed away her 
chair at supper one afternoon, declaring 
that she did not want any more milk.

“ Why not, dear?” asked mamma gently.
“ Because,” said Baby, with an air of 

superiority, “ I know all about it  now; milk 
is nothing but chewed grass.”

________________  — Crypt.

Love gives its heart away, but hate 
“ steals” its own*
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TH E  O R A C L E .

Question. I f  you would get up a 
blank chart in pamphlet form w ith a good 
introduction, blank horoscopes lik e  those 
which accompany “ The P lay of the 
Planets,”  with the sign effects on the 
Earth as in “ Law and the Prophets, then 
separate the mental, vital and neutral 
powers of the planets in each of these 
quadrates so we could m ark instead of 
writing them; also print the physical and 
mental scale in blank, the names of plan- 
ets in full, and leave blank for positive 
and negative scale, I could use them.

Dr . J. K. De a r t h .
A n s w e r . Our time is so taken up 

with work that every moment is as a day, 
and even if we had leisure, there is not 
call enough for such a blank, as very 
few are, as yet, qualified to properly use 
them. W e hope sometime to g et up 
something that w ill make it  easy to give 
delineations, but can m ake no promises 
now.

Q. An old m ystic writes concerning 
his life and experience, and among other 
things says:

“ H igh authorities, whose veracity I 
cannot question, tell me I have been" in
carnated on seven different planets prior 
to Earth’s existence. I am unable to 
shake off the heavy karma that still 
binds me to earthly conditions.”

A. In answer to this w e would say, 
our brother has either mis-interpreted the 
messages received, or the messages have 
been given by those who are not fam iliar 
with the. laws of life, but have certain 
theories based upon tradition, belief and 
hope. Those in high authority on this 
subject make no claims as to their supe
rior wisdom, knowing that each one must 
understand the phenomena of life for 
themselves before the real truth concern
ing incarnations can be known and ap
preciated. The karma mentioned is the 
avenue of experience at this time, and 
m ay be the best for the soul’s attainment. 
It is for thee to know and understand 
through a study of the laws that make it.

Cin c in n a t i, O., Sept, n th , 1895. 
D e a r  Mr . Or m s b y :

Q. Pardon me for troubling you for a
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little  inform ation. Y o u  show the Earth 
as being in the sign Pisces this month un
der the H eliocentric system, while ac
cording to solar biology by Mr. Butler, 
who also claim s to use th e Heliocentric, 
the E arth is in V irgo at this time. Will 
you k in d ly  enlighten me as to this dis
crepancy.

2nd. A lso say as to whether it is 
proper to ever say, “ the Sun is in such a 
sign ”  and if  it  is not alw ays meant the 
E arth  is?

A . If w e understand the idea of Solar 
Biology positions, it  is not claimed that 
the planets are placed in their proper 
H elio cen tric  positions, but, instead, ac
cording to certain rules w hich the author 
has form ulated to produce certain results, 
and w hich are in  line w ith  Geo-centric 
astrology. A s there are no explanations 
o f the causes of things in said work any 
more than there is in  the Geo-centric 
system  or w orks, it  is not necessary that 
the planets be placed in  their true Helio
centric positions to follow  the rules laid 
dow n. Page 143  of P l a n e t s  a n d  P eople  
explains the Zodiac and Earth  positions. 
Concerning the second question: It is prop
er to say the Sun is in Aries when the 
E arth  is in Libra, i f  there is any occasion 
for m entioning the Sun. To say the 
Earth is in Libra, means that the Sun is 
in Aries.

P it t s f ie l d , M a s s ., Sept. 1st, 1895. 
E d it o r  P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e :

Q. Th ank you for answering my 
question in August m agazine. I can ac
cept the word incarnation in the answer 
as something hereditary, and that what I 
feel of the m ystic is w hat I suppose I in
herit from m y ancestors, and is re-incar
nated in me. Now I m ay be led astray 
being that I  am not born under the 
quarter of wisdom; but I  have read your 
answer over and over again, and I do not 
feel that it  is just exactly  in line with 
our idea of “ P lay of the Planets.”  I can 
understand evolution well enough, for 
that is what I believe. I can also believe 
in re-incarnation, that is from a lower de
gree to a higher. A nything lower than man 
until man is reached, then it  seems final,
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except, as we pass from babyhood to 
childhood, youth, middle age and old 
age, that is re-incarnation to me. And 
all the rest is progression freed from 
Earth matter. The spirit set free. I  
cannot yet grasp the idea of having lived in 
some other human form, but it seems well 
enough to believe that the spirit evoluted 
up until ready to become a conscious hu
man being, and I  should think one birth 
as good as twenty. Please send Septem
ber number, And oblige,

E lla  J. S immons,
21 Silver St., Pittsfield, Mass.

A. In all of the phenomena of life we 
see one condition or substance, or a com
bination of conditions and substances act
ing and reacting upon others. In the law 
of incarnations it is the same, and in re
incarnation the spirit is drawn to 
Earth by the very conditions or substan
ces which go to make them individual. 
Individuality is something to be attained 
unto, and it takes thousands, yes, millions 
of years on many planes to reach a high 
degree of attainment. Re-incarnation is 
natural. The life principle is intact in a 
kernel of wheat, and it is continually re
incarnating; going into a new body each 
year. Everything in nature exemplifies 
the law. Re-incarnation is the key to 
the secrets of the Infinite. Some may 
not like it, but they must abide by the 
law.

Ludlow, Vt ., Sept. 6th, 1895. 
Mr . E ditor:

Q. The signs of the Zodiac having re
trograded thirty degrees in about twenty- 
one hundred years, so that the sign 
Gemini is now in the constellation Taurus, 
what is the cause of the change in the 
quality of those constellations ?

Can the procession of the Earth’s 
Equinoxes be supposed to make any 
change in the nature of the constellations 
viewed from the standpoint of the Sun ? 
If not, why isn’t Neptune (being now in 
the constellation Taurus) among stars of 
a vital quality ?

2nd. How do you judge by the stars 
at birth whether one’s environment is 
limited or not ? Sincerely yours,

G . H . C h a s e .
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A. It is not necessary for us to look so 
far away as the constellations for forces 
which we can find within our solar sys
tem; and we never take constellations 
into account in writing the magnetic law. 
Having found our rules of practice not 
wanting, we have every reason to believe 
that the slight influence from far-off 
Suns in comparison with our own magnetic 
centers, is unimportant in horoscopical 
delineations. The milky-way seems to 
bear about the same relation to our 
Earth that it did when we gazed from the 
banks of the Nile thousands of years ago, 
and although it is changing slightly the 
same as the nearer constellations, it is not 
of sufficient moment to us to make note 
of. As far back as we can trace the or
ganism of man we find the organs, heart, 
lungs, etc. in the same relative positions 
that we find them in to-day. Now if the 
constellations rule the signs, our hearts 
should be where our stomachs are, our 
stomachs in our bowels, our brains in our 
neck, (which may be the case with some) 
and in time be in our boots. But instead 
of these wonderful transformations we 
are born and pass through life very 
similar to the ways of prehistoric times. 
Planets and  People  for February, 
Astronomy Lesson No. 2, page 44, con
tains some information which should be 
understood. As stated in a footnote: 
“ It is enough to think about for one 
whole lifetime.”

In answer to the second question: We 
judge of one’s limitations by the forces 
which center upon him. These forces 
are dual. That is, they produce physical 
as well as mental results, and explain the 
causes of every condition met with in an 
earthly experience. A ll are limited to 
possibilities within the natural law. The 
probabilities depend upon the degree of 
mental over physical forces or tendencies. 
Whenever the mental powers are suffi
ciently dominant and the physical powers 
are in harmonious and forceful co-ordina
tion, the possibilities of one’s achieve
ments seem almost unlimited, but it is 
merely a difference in degree of expres
sion, which also is modified by the soul’s 
previous attainments.
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Bristo ev ieeE, O.. Sept. 16th, 1895.
F . E .  O r m s b y  E s q . :

Q. De a r  S i r :— I have a question for 
you, which please answer through the 
oracle, if you have room. In your rules 
of diet you recommend fruits for the" 
morning meal. Now, on a cold 
morning does not the system need some
thing warm to keep up the activities? I 
have noticed that cold food eaten on a 
cold morning, seems to have a chilling 
effect upon the system. Now what is 
your experience along this line ?

Yours truly,
F. I. G a r d n e r .

A. M y experience is practical on 
these points, for I  have given a good 
many years to applying the rules or sug
gestions given from time to time. I f  the 
system is sufficiently clear and free from 
impurities, that is the things or sub
stances which have a tendency to hang on 
the system or remain in  the system, a 
person can generate all the heat necessary 
to the system from any natural food for 
breakfast, whether cold apples, potatoes, 
raisins, nuts, figs or anything else, and 
we know from experience that the cold of 
a winter’s morning w ill not strike so hard 
upon the surface of the body when cold 
apples are eaten as it w ill when a warm 
cup o f coffee, and some hot rolls or cakes 
are indulged in. I t  is the free action of 
the astral or spiritual body within and 
around the physical that keeps one feel
ing comfortable. This is only possible, 
when the body is free, entirely free from 
retarding dross.

Q. By a lady:—When w ill be the best 
time within the next year for a child to 
be born, and also have it  a boy, not in  a 
material way particularly, but one that 
w ill have a great brain for knowledge ?

A. W e are preparing at this time our 
calculations for next year, which w ill 
show in advance the planetary conditions 
as to births, and which w ill be a guide in 
these matters. I t  is interesting to know 
that some people think enough about 
having a body to proceed intelligently, 
for by such proceedings alone can we ex
pect to lift  the people o f this Earth onto

a higher and better plane. Every woman 
should be asking this same question, and 
know the favorable times for such a high 
mission. I t  is woman that we appeal to in 
these matters. Woman must govern and 
control these conditions. I t  is man’s 
duty to respond on ly when woman has 
set the time. This is the all-important 
mission o f the woman reformer to-day. 
She must set the example, and show the 
way to the grander achievement possiblefor 
our race. The coming volume of P e a n e t s  

a n d  P E O P L E  w ill be designed to meet 
this emergency. I t  w ill be out in Decem
ber for 1896.

Bill Nye a “Plumb Honey.”
H um orist B ill N ye sat in a corner of the 

Arlington lobby close to the open doorway 
and made individious comparisons of a me
teorological nature as between Washing
ton and his home in the North Carolina 
mountains. T o  emphasize his remarks, 
says the W ashington Post, Mr. Nye depos
ited his coat on a convenient chair and 
used his broad-brimmed panama vigor
ously. He wasn’t  used to visiting the cap
ital during the heated term, and only 
came, w ith  Mrs. Nye. out o f consideration 
for their tw o bright young daughters, who 
are here in attendance on Mrs. Somer’s 
school.

“ How do your tar-heel neighbors regard 
you, Mr. N ye, in  an agricultural way?” 
asked a P o s t  reporter. “ Living in the 
country, do th ey look upon you as a prac
tical tiller of the soil, or merely a book- 
farmer, a  visionary theorist?”

“ I  can’t  say as to  th a t,” quoth Nye, “ but 
generally speaking, I  have found the way 
to their hearts, and th ey bestow on me the 
highest eulogium o f the southland. I am 
alluded to by my Buncombe County friends 
as a ‘plumb honey.’ Whenever a man gets 
that title in North Carolina he vastly out
ranks a colonel or a judge. To be styled a 
‘plumb honey’ in  th at country is the acme 
of personal encomium.

Largest Belt In the World.
Mechanicians in the transmission of 

power w ill be interested in the dimensions 
of a belt just completed at Hartford, Conn., 
and said to be the largest in the world. It 
is six and one-half feet wide and 120  feet 
long and weighs a little over 3,200 pounds, 
and w ill transmit 2,000 horse power. It 
w ill be used by the Washburn &  Moen 
Iron Company, of Worcester, M u b s .
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ZA L E N E .

îr0 m
sha11 1  do! m a t  

shall I do!”  This was ail 
Zalene could say when 
she arose from a sound 
sleep after a night of trial 
and indecision with the 
mystic seven. One pos
sessed of perhaps so much 
valuable i n f o r m a t i o n ,  

without any real knowledge as to what 
it means or to what use to put it to, is in 
a state of agitation that needs relief very 
soon.

Zalene became dreamy on this particu
lar morning, and she sat down by the 
window and looked out upon an open 
field a short distance away. She ques
tioned: “ What is nature? What is right? 
What is truth ? What is good ? What is 
bad ? What is knowledge ?’ ’

The open field seemed to attract her, 
and she gazed steadily for some time. “ If 
I only had my life to live ov r again, I 
should choose the open field, and—  ah! 
This is nature, and the open field gives 
answer to my first question. Nature is 
an open field. Now, what is right?”

She looked again upon the open field, 
but her eyes could not rest there, for 
other things came to her view, and in a 
moment she saw everything about her, 
far and near in one stupendous conglom
erate whole. “ Can it be that a ll is 
right?”  she queried.

As she inwardly sought for guidance in 
her decission, everything seemed to 
vanish, and then she knew that, though 
all things in outward seeming are right, 
they are transitory and fleeting, and in 
this sense, she could accept the answer, 
for it is right for them to exist, if but for 
a second.

The next question puzzled her. She 
could not find any tangible starting point 
to begin the consideration of truth.

“ There did not seem to be any use for 
the term,”  she thought, after studying 
the question for some time. Truth 
seemed to be that which was right, and if 
all things are right, all things must be 
true also.

Becoming tired of puzzling her brain 
over this word truth, she decided that it 
meant everything, and passed on to the 
next question which seemed to be in or
der on this particular day. “ What is 
good? Let us see. Is everything good 
also? No, this cannot be, for people 
sometimes kill each other, and this is cer
tainly bad, very bad. Now what is good 
and what is bad ? It may be good for me to 
seek the higher wisdom, bnt so far it seems 
that it is bad for me to have, for I am in 
the most unsettled and undecided state a 
mortal ever was in.”
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She applied the good and bad ques
tions to herself, which very few ever do.

"Now I can see, after having been 
married to two different men, and sepa
rating from both after terrible trials, that 
that which may be all right for another 
may be all wrong for me, and that this 
higher knowledge which I am seeking, 
may perhaps, be beneficial to those I 
have met with at the shrine, and yet be 
bad and detrimental to m y wellbeing. 
The more I reason on it, the more I am 
convinced that it does not amount to 
much after all, but to keep one in a state 
of frenzy most of the time. How can I 
word these good and bad questions?

"W hatever is, is right. W hatever is 
right, is good. Whatever is bad, is all 
wrong— 0, that will never do. If what
ever is, is right, whatever is bad, is all right 
also, and whatever is false,is also true and 
vice verna.

"R eally  the more I reason the more ab
surd everything seems to me. These 
terms do not seem to have any meaning. 
That is, any tangible and substantial 
basis from which to draw conclusions. 
People repeat them without any thought, 
judgment or wisdom. They are cer
tainly very misleading. But what is 
knowledge ?”

This seemed to be a deeper question 
than any of the others, for Zalene had 
many times decided that she was thor
oughly supplied with knowledge, as a re
sult of her experiences, to find that it was 
of no practical use to her so far as deci
phering the mystical and mysterious ope
rations of the secret society she had of 
late been meeting with. So she again 
asks:

"W hat is knowledge? It certainly is 
not experience, for the Lord knows I 
have had my sliare of it, and the more I 
have the more freely it seems to come to 
me, and the less I seem to know ."

Zalene was balked at last, and the 
thought came to her:

"W hat answer would I receive from the 
mystics, I wonder, if I should ask them. 
W hat is knowledge?"

This also called to her mind the figures,

etc., which were given to her the evening 
before. She looked them over carefully 
and tried to find what they referred to, 
and what they had to do with her any
how, but she saw nothing in them that 
interested her, and she began to believe 
it was all a fake to excite her curiosity. 
Again she queried to herself:

"W hat is know ledge? If I only knew 
what I want to know — —"  Her thinking 
was cut short by three gentle raps upon 
her door. She opened it, and there stood 
Virginia her mystical friend. She re
ceiver 1 her with open arms, for she was in 
just the right frame of mind to ask for 
help.

A fter the usual greetings were over, 
Zalene said, "V irgin ia, where can I 
go to learn something. I have been sit
ting here all the morning wondering 
what life is for anyway. If I could only 
find what I want to, I would be so 
happy and contented, while now I am in 
a terrible frame of mind. I did not see 
you at the shrine last night, where were 
you ?"

Virginia replied by saying that she 
only went there when there was a call for 
her, and that she had been to see a sick 
friend the evening before.

"W e ll,”  again asked Zalene, "Where 
can I go to find what I desire and want."

"W hat do you want ?" asked her friend.
Za'ene hesitated, she could not find 

words to express just what she felt at the 
time she wished to say, so, she continued 
to pause, and finally she became nervons 
and gave up the search for words, and 
said, " I  hardly know what I want myself,
I only know I want something, but what 
that something is, I really do not know,"

Virginia replied by saying: "This is 
just the condition that the majority of 
people are in all over the world. They 
want something they haven’t got, or want 
to be in some other place, or they have 
some other unsupplied want, and they 
allow these wants to keep them in a state 
of discontent most of the time. Now the 
primal object of mystical proceedings 
is to lead people into the right line of 
thinking by calling their attention to a
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study, which, when properly entered into, 
means advancement and growth,”

“ Hut,”  broke in Zalenc, I have been to 
the shrine three times, and I  do not sec 
that I have been instructed in anything 
that will enable me to grow, and reach an 
understanding o f what they seem to take 
so much interest in. Here are some 
figures they gave me last night, but they 
do not mean anything to me, and they 
gave me no clue even to their solution.”  
And she handed them to her friend.

“ Why, these numbers arc force point
ers, and represent an environment on a 
given date. They were no doubt given 
you, that you m ight draw a conclusion 
from them concerning your studies or 
work.”

Zalene became interested and wanted 
to know how to apply them.

Virginia replied as follows, “ I have no 
key to them myself, as I was not present; 
but you hold the key to the answer which 
was in the heavens, but w ill never be 
again. Therefore, figures alone are your 
source o f light. These are the figures 
and the key, as I said before you have 
yourself.”

Zalene was a little bewildered as she 
tried to think how, and where, and what, 
but she gave it up then and was about to 
say something, when Virginia taking out 
her watch, exclaimed:

“ W hy! Have I  been here so long? I 
have an appointment at 12 o ’clock, and 
it is now ten minutes after, I must go at 
once.”

Zalenc could not urge her to stay under 
the circumstances, but ventured to hold 
her for one more question. It  was this: 
“ Virginia, this is all blank to me, and 
you are leaving just as I am getting in
terested, W ill you assist me to get 
started in the study, so I  can arrive at 
something. So I can accomplish some
thing.”

“ Zalene,”  replied Virginia, “ You have 
entered the sphere, for remember, as ye 
seek so shall ye find, as ye ask so shall ye 
receive, etc. Now you have asked me to 
assist you. I could not refuse, and I would 
not if I could. O f course I  could not offer

you assistance, for it is contrary to the 
law of growth, and we wish to have you 
grow. Meet us in the realm of wisdom 
*5 or 45 or 135 or all three, and bike that 
degree, which means knowledge to all 
who reach its plane of action, on the flay 
thereof, when all will be easy. I must 
go now. Goodbye.” And before Zalene 
could collect herself Virginia had gone, 
leaving her in a sea of something she did 
not know what.

“ W ell, this is kindness in a way, and 
yet it seems to be worse and more of it. 
Now I hardly know where I  am. I 
have not had my breakfast yet and it is 

I lunch time and all these figures and 
things to keep my head in a whirl. What 
nonsense.”

Zalene saw no more of mysticism -for 
some time. In fact several months 
passed before anything occurred to dis
turb her. She saw nothing of her friend, 
and did not seem to care about going to 
the shrine. She had about made up her 
mind the whole thing was over with, 
when 011c cold day she was down town 
looking after her duties for the publica. 
tion she was reporting and writing for, 
when she had occasion to pass the door 
of the peculiar place. After it was clos
ing time with the main stores and the 
streets and street cars were very much 
crowded, she stopped and took a good 
look at the entrance to the shrine, and 
thought to herself:

“ I  would just like to take a peep in 
there, and see if anything is goingon.”  

She stood for some time, and the de
sire seemed to grow upon her, so at last 
she approached the door and rapped light
ly. Not a sound greeted her ears.

“ I guess they have quit,”  she thought 
to herself, “ There is no sign of life to 
be seen or felt about the place.”

She rapped again, still there was no re
sponse. She repeated the third time, 
and still no voice or sound came. She 
was about to leave, when she suddenly 
thought of something that she had for
gotten, during the long interval since 
she had been there, so she thought she 
had.better try it once more.

# # # * * * *
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where certain instructions are given, and 
the mystical and occult laws of nature, 
of time and sense, of life and death, of 
things that are, have been and will be, 
and as the company of students present 
on this occasion were called upon to 
choose sittings, Zalene responded with 
the rest and took her place, and one side, 
as she thought, a little out of the way. 
She did not want to get where she would 
be too conspicuous.

The instructor or teacher, wc will call 
him for convenience, stepped in front of 
them and said, “ You have arranged 
yourself, I see, according to the law, so 
that the first shall be last, and the last 
shall be first. We will proceed.

“ To those not familiar with this 
sphere of work, I will say: We aim to 
give here practical, scientific demonstra
tions of a law, which has been found to 
be at the basis of all things. We call 
this the sphere of wisdom, and wisdom 
results from knowledge. Now I will 
ask the head of the class, the sister at the 
right, what is knowledge?

Zalene was that sister and she recalled 
the fact, that she had asked herself that 
question, and could not find a satifactory 
answer, but she did not wish to appear 
ignorant before the others, so she rose to 
her feet and replied: “ Knowledge is 
knowing things,”  and then sat down.

The teacher replied by saying: “ If 
knowledge consists merely in knowing 
things, why is it that people are not bet
ter guided by its light. People know it 
is wrong to do certain things, yet this is 
set at naught every day and those very 
acts are committed. No, knowledge 
must be something more than knowing 
things. What other member of the class 
can give us a clear definition of the term 
knowledge.”

One of the number answered by saying, 
“ Knowledge to my mind is the result of 
experience, which has placed one in pos
session of certain intelligence concerning 
facts, truth, right and wrong, etc., etc.”

“ This cannot be, for it places knowl
edge upon a superficial basis, and makes

it too much of a surface indication of the 
state or condition which it should stand 
for. No, knowledge must be more far- 
reaching. Is there any other member of 
the class to-day who wishes to express 
views on the question of knowledge.”

No one replied. They all seemed to be 
wondering what knowledge did really 
mean. The teacher continued: “ As you 
seem to be through, I will give you our 
view of what knowledge is, for it must be 
something from and through which wis
dom may be gained. It is this: Knowl
edge is conscious realization of the law of 
phenomenal life; a realization of the un
derlying causes of things. To have 
knowledge is to have reason; to have rea
son means to understand the primitive or 
basic principle of the law of universal 
forces, therefore, knowledge is not super
ficial and transitory. To know a thing to 
be so and so, or that it will produce a cer
tain result, is not knowledge unless we 
understand the modus operandi by 
which the result is produced.”

Just then one of the number spoke up 
and said: “ How can a person know and 
comprehend the causes of things; is not 
cause beyond the comprehension of the 
finite mind? We are told by most teach
ers that it is, and that we must not ex
pect to find the inner and primal source 
of things.”

The teacher answered by saying: 
“ Those who do not wish to exercise their 
intellectual faculties, are giving such ad
vice every day, but the student and 
worker for light and knowledge, alone 
knows the possibilities of the human soul 
and mind, and here in this room we hope 
to demonstrate some of the laws and 
means for finding out the deeper and in
ner meaning of things. I will leave the 
question of wisdom for a future time, as 
all who have knowledge, develope wis
dom according to the application they 
make of their forces after realizing the 
truth of things.”

“ In the quarter of wisdom where we 
are symbolically moving, we expect you 
to be exceedingly bright, quick and re
ceptive as the lessons are presented. We

364

Within these^ secret walls is a hall
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■ will proceed by calling for a subject. 
One which you have become familiar 
with. Who is the subject ?”

“ Julius! Julius!”  spoke up several 
voices in unison.

“ If there are no objections we will 
place the data of Julius Incarnatus then 
upon the scale, and learn if we can some
thing of his present life prospects. Let 
the shades of the evening come over us,” 
he calmly called. And gradually the 
room became dark.

Zaleue remembered her last experience 
in the dark, and she was on the alert to 
be ready for any demonstrations that 
might be given, so she searched with 
eager eyes every part of the room.

Presently in the vicinity of the teacher 
a spherical, cloudlike something appeared 
and gradually became more distinct, un
til it was clearly visible. It seemed to be 
of glass or porcelain, and was covered 
with lines very much like a globe.

“ This,”  said the teacher, “ Represents 
the Rarth on which we live, the mag
netic body on which our subject is at pres
ent environed in matter. Now we will 
start from this point and search the 
heavens for the signs and forces which at 
his birth were in operation, set the mys
tical combination in motion, and trace 
the causes of the wonderful changes that 
must come to him in periods of seven 
years each. We find that the wonderful 
forces of nature at his birth presented 
this combination of forces, colorings, 
shadings, chords, discords, lights and 
shadows, as well as mental and physical 
powers, attributes, etc., etc.,”  and in
stantly there flashed forth a  whole uni
verse of worlds, suns and systems, com
pletely dazzling all present. The sight 
was magnificent. Gradually they took 
form and adjusted themselves, some 
gradually fading, while others took more 
prominent shape, .until our own solar 
circle became clearly and distinctly visi
ble. It was simply charming, and no 
one wished to do anything but just sit 
and behold the grandeur in colors before 
them.

Zaleue was clear carried away with it,

and anxiously waited for explanations 
concerning its meaning in the life of him, 
whom she had attempted to write up for 
the daily press. She did not have to wait 
long, for the teacher then said: “ This, so 
far as our subject’s present mortal career 
is concerned, represents the astral powers, 
forces, qualities, etc. of the great univer
sal divine will, and each one of these 
seven globes represent angelic hosts, 
gods, demi-gods, guardian angels, or 
whatever one pleases to term them. It, as a 
whole, represents divine parentage.

“ We will now set the same in motion, 
and in orderly manner conform their ac
tion to the true solar circle movements.”

The globes began to move, and the 
lights began to mix with one another. 
The shadings were changed. The teacher 
advised them to watch the effects upon 
the greyish globe representing the Earth.

Effects of various kinds seemed to be 
produced upon each of the globes, but 
the Earth received most of the attention. 
Red seemed to predominate with the 
Earth, with frequent blue and green 
changes. Presently the system stopped 
short, and the teacher said: “ We have 
completed seven months of our subjects 
career only, and we find him attacked by 
diphtheria. Observe the blendings of the 
intense reds with the yellow and white, 
extracting the forces of the saliva glands 
with the blue and green pulling towards 
the positive section.”

“ Is it a dangerous case,”  some one 
asked.

“ Not at all. There is sufficient of the 
white to keep the circulation up, and the 
other shades must therefore grow light 
instead of dark. This is transitory. Let 
us proceed.”

The beautiful figure began to change, 
the feverish blendings passed away, and 
new combinations followed. It was a 
panoramic view of the tones and color
ings of the spheres. When certain posi
tions were reached, there seemed to be a 
long flicker or streak of light shoot out far 
across the canvas, or background, while 
at other times but short rays appeared. 
Again the “ Ixion”  halted, and the teach
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ers announced that this completed the 
first seven years of the shadings in the 
life of Julius, and left him with scarlet 
fever. “ Observe the yellow, green and 
red blending at this point.”

Zalene now for the first time took her 
eyes off from the figure, and as she turned 
to see what was going on about her, she 
saw that all the others in the class had 
tablets of paper, and were hard at work 
taking notes of the figure. They use let
ters to denote colors, and recorded every 
change or the combinations produced. 
She began to think she was enjoying too 
much and gaining too little. So she got 
out her paper and pencil. The figure 
again started, and Zalene began to make 
notes of some of the beautiful shadings. 
She soon discovered that some were very 
clear and bright, while others were dark, 
greyish and muddy looking. She made 
up her mind to find out how to tell where 
they were in the movement of the figure, 
so she stepped around to where her friend 
Virginia was sitting, and asked her how 
she could tell when and where they 
were.

“ Watch the Earth,”  said Virginia, 
“ You know he told us to.”

“ Zalene returned and made a figure to 
represent the Earth, and as it changed 
on the canvas, she changed or marked it 
on her sheet, at the same time noting the 
shading at that point. She began to see 
that a simple record of this kind would 
tell her on what day or week a certain 
color ruled the life of +he wonderful child, 
which all seemed to be so much interested 
in. These little pointers interested Za
lene very much in colors, and the 
grandeur of the illustrations simply cap
tivated her.

The teacher then announced that: “ As 
the early life of a personality was not 
of so much interest as the years of matu
rity, we will skip three seven year pe
riods and take up the thread of life there, 
and see what the colorings say of our 
subject.”

W ith rapid motion the figure changed, 
and presently all assumed a new position 
in the great figure. The colors were pe

culiarly mixed at this time. They showed 
a very high and somewhat agitated state 
of mind, and as the teacher explained, 
“ Our subject has three great years before 
him, for the law of affinity signifies asso
ciation with all grades and colors, and his 
powerful red means that he will be at the 
head at this time of some gigantic opera
tion. The intense red does not seem to 
change as the other shades come and go.” 
As the third year was reached the figure 
was stopped.

“ Observe the wonderful culminations,” 
explained the teacher. ‘ ‘The yellow, the 
blue, the white blended into the light 
green, nature’s natural shade, while the 
red, the intense and fiery red is still in
tact in all its power and significance.

“ My friends, to trace out the life line 
of a mortal, and find that certain combi
nations give certain results, and that col
ors play so important a part in the careers 
of every human being is marvelous 
enough, and furnishes a basis for study 
which will lead any faithful student to 
the very inmost secrets of the sphere of 
knowledge and wisdom. As we meet here 
often we will close the exercises for this 
time, that you may study and apply the 
law each day until you become so familiar 
with the universal movements, that every
thing will become natural, reasonable and 
satisfactory to you.”

Just here a loud voice in the rear cried 
out: “ What of the knight?”

Like a flash of lightning the figure was 
transformed and arranged for the time 
10:30 P. M.

Question by the teacher: “ What is the 
coming sign?”  And when they saw and 
understood, they each retired and went 
their several ways]

Zalene on approaching the exit felt 
that she might be called on for some sign 
or something before she passed out; but 
in this quarter people are supposed to 
know, that is have knowledge, when 
such restraints cease to be necessary. 
She passed out unmolested, and as she 
remembered that the teacher had said, 
that they met often in this quarter, she 
went away with the firm determination
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that she would come there often and 
study hard, until she became thoroughly 
familiar w ith the mystical figure which 
reveals so much o f the astral light she 
long has sought. This glimpse of the 
living light that giveth wisdom to the 
soul, had at last reached her inner con
sciousness, for she had that night entered 
the sphere of glory.

P h in  du SEEKXE.
(Concluded in next number.)

All's riaxims.

[From The Akhlak, by Mahmoud Essad Ef- 
fendi, President of the Court of Smyrna, 
Turkey.]

To pay every debt is a sacred duty.
The real brother is the one who 

comes to your help in a time of need.
Learning is better than gold.
The wealth of life is attained by the 

accomplishment of good actions.
I f  you wish to appear noble in the 

eyes of the learned, sin not.
Three causes may be the ruin of man: 

Avarice, V anity and Egotism.
Self-preservation is a garment that 

never wears out.
Modesty is the shield of man and you 

need fear naught.
Fear God and you will be safe from 

all other fears.
The best of your fellow-creatures is 

the one who leads you toward virtue.
The word of a man is his faith.
Honor thy father that thy son may 

honor thee.
Science is a degree upon degrees.
The wise man bears much:
Frequent those who do good and you 

will be rid of evil-doers.
He who sells his faith to the world 

remains in error.
To acquire knowledge is better than 

to amass gold.
V a lk  with your equals.
Man meets at first with obstructions; 

then all comes easy to him.
Who speaks not repents not.
He who is ever talking hears much ill.
Modesty is righteousness.
By righteousness a man takes rank 

among the virtuous.
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History of Therapeutics.

In appearing before you to present 
the subject of Electro-Therapeutics. I  
purpose first to give a sketch of the 
history of Therapeutics in general. By 
so doing the claims of the electric sys
tem will the better appear when shown 
in the relief that is given by contrast 
with former systems. In following out 
the history of Therapeutics I  shall not 
dwell upon details presenting salient 
points that, in the march of ages, have 
given impress and distinctiveness to 
healing art.

In making this historical digest I am 
indebted to the works of R. T. Trail, 
British Journal of Homeopathy, and 
Homeopathy the science of Therapeutics 
more than any other sources. The old
est records of our race furnish examples 
of the practice of the healing art, but 
following it as a calling or profession 
seems first to have originated among 
the Egyptians. To the Egyptians, 
therefore, belongs the demerit of taking 
the “first new departure” in Therapeu
tics. A  departure under which the 
world is groaning to-day. Previously 
they committed healing to the priest
hood as did other nations. There it al
ways should have remained. Religious 
teachers are the natural, philosophical, 
God ordained healers of the race. Since 
physical, mental and moral health are 
inseperably allied the same Master 
hand should deal with each. The result 
of this was, that in treatment, effects 
rather than causes became objective 
points. In Greece about 1300 years be
fore Christ Hippocrates elevated heal
ing to the rank of a science through his 
son Chiron, gets the main credit.

JSsculapius, a pupil of Chiron made 
medicine an exclusive study and prac
tice, his sons were surgeons in the Gre
cian armies in Homer’s time, their skill 
is sung in the Illiad. Administering 
drugs internally for the cure of disease, 
was an idea that neither iEscuiapius or 
his immediate successors ever dreamed 
of. Aside from their surgical treat
ment which was very simple, the sum



total of their materia medica was com
prised of ointments, fomentations, 
baths, balsams and astringent herbs. 
Occasionally they used wine and other 
stimulating substances, these all were 
applied externally. Since then, men 
have turned their system wrong side 
out and call themselves sons of JEscu- 
lapius, because their treatment is just 
the reverse of his. The descendente of 
j^Bscnlapius were called Ascleprades, 
they were priests in the temples whither 
the sick were brought. In connection 
with imposing ceremonies they pre
scribed for them temperance, cleanli
ness and simplicity of diet. Those tem
ples bore some resemblance to some 
modem cures. One of these Asclopra- 
des, Prupiencis by name (from Prussia, 
his birthplace) made a wager that he 
would not die of any disease, and won 
his wager too, as he was accidentally 
killed some years after. JESsculapius 
was deified and many temples erected 
in his honor. These temples became in 
reality Medical Schools for here the 
practice first obtained of regularly col
lecting data by patients recording on a 
tablet, for the benefit of those who 
came after, a statement of their diseases 
and the means employed by which they 
obtained relief. The result of this 
tabulation was what it has always been 
and always will be, while the human 
heart remains selfish, namely—individ
uals arose who desired to turn common 
knowledge to private advantage, and 
the temples of Cos and Guidos became 
rivals, one claimed to be philosophical, 
uniting reason with experience, while 
the other professed to be guided alto
gether by facts and observations.

In the sixth century before Christ 
Phythagoras established a school at 
Crotona, in which he taught compara
tive anatomy quite extensively and 
gave much attention to the investiga
tion of the structure and functions of 
the diseases of the human body. His 
adherents were celebrated not merely 
for medical knowledge, but for general 
erudition and philosophy. Among his 
followers appears the name of Demo-

critis, who is believed to be the first 
who attempted the dissection of a 
human subject. The next most illus
trious star that appears upon the med
ical horizon is Hipocrates the second, 
lie  has been styled the F a t h e r  of 
M e d ic in e . He traveled much, and 
devoted himself with untiring zeal to 
the study and practice of the healing 
art. IIis practice might be styled “the 
practice of inductive philosophy.” He 
carefully collected facts, then followed 
the leading of their sequences. His 
first philosophical dogma was that fire 
is the source of all matter; an idea anal
ogous to the modern one that makes 
the Sun the source of all our chemistry. 
His primal philosophical dogma was 
that there is a general vital principle 
pervading the whole body and a special 
one for each organ: A  proposition that 
would be difficult for the scientific phy
siologist of our day to gainsay.

He located the primary seat of disease 
in the fluid. l ie  originated the doctrine 
of crisis. l ie  seldom attempted to cut 
short any morbid action ; hence, did not 
break fevers, and thus also break the 
constitution of the patient. He en
deavored rather to aid nature to elimi
nate the impurities from the system in 
her own way. In this his philosophy 
was very much like the modem Hydro- 
path and Electrician. He possessed a 
powerful brain whose bent was to ana
lyze and classify. He was one of the 
truly great.

300 years before Christ the Ptolemies 
founded a medical school at Alexandria 
where the bodies of criminals were dis
sected. The teaching was against the 
use of violent remedies. Encourage
ment was given to trust nature more 
and art less. The action of the heart 
was regarded with more special atten
tion, and the various kinds of pulse ac
curately described. After the decline 
of Grecian literature, medicine made 
little progress. Rome was without a 
physician who made healing a profes
sion for 600 years, and that to during 
the warlike days.
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About 200 years before Christ the first 
R e g u l a r  P h y s ic ia n  established him
self at Rome. lie  was received by the 
people, at first with reverence; but his 
practice was so severe and unsuccessful 
that disgust succeeded admiration! the 
practice was prohibited by law and its 
professors banished.

About a century afterward Asclepra- 
des, of Bythema, went to Rome to prac
tice medicine. His practice was mild 
and cautious; and as he denounced the 
harsh measures of his predecessors,med
ical historians are in the habit of call
ing him a “quack.” l ie  was the first to 
divide diseases into two classes, acute 
and chronic.

Thermiston, his first pupil, was an 
eclectic. lie  referred disease to states 
of contraction and relaxation, and 
hence divided his remedies into two 
classes, astringents and relaxants. He 
regarded solids as the seat of disease; 
thus opposing the Hippocratic doctrine. 
Half a century flourished one who has 
moulded medical science more than any 
other. His name was Thesalus. Tie is 
described as a cunning, pompous,preten
tious, self-sufficient personage, who ac
quired great wealth and reputation. 
He regarded all predecessors and con
temporaries with contempt and mod
estly styled himself conqueror of phy
sicians.” He introduced a new system 
of practice, metasynocrises, which con
sisted in producing an entire change in 
the state of the body. He was the “ Bar- 
num” of his day. l ie  neither believed 
nor cared for his doctrine further than 
to gain money and notoriety by advo
cating it.

It is a matter of surprise that the 
dogma, absurd as it was, should become 
the chief cornerstone of a medical 
school known now by the name of al
lopathy. So to-day we have the melan
choly spectacle of hundreds of men 
learned, candid, magnificent men, in 
fact, sane on all other subjects, fighting 
like demons for the propagation of an 
idea, antagonistic to nature and one the 
author himself never believed. Before 
the time of Thessalus, physicians were

content to study the indications of na
ture and her efforts, and remove ob
stacles from her path. Since his ad
vent, faith in nature has declined to 
such an extent that men can be found 
to-day bold enough to say, “ we care 
nothing for nature!” Nature is often 
our worst enemy in treating disease 
and stands between us and the malady 
we are seeking to reach, and she must 
be subdued and put out of the way be
fore we can effect a cure. The result is 
that devastating armies have been 
hurled against nature until the whole 
domain of vitality must look to spirit 
eyes like “Sherman’s march to the sea.” 
The whole land groans under disease! 
No healthy ones are more to be found.

During the first two centuries of the 
Christian era a sect prevailed called 
T h e  M e t h o d iu s , they used a milder 
treatment than Thessalus. From them 
sprang the eclectic and pneuma
tics, the latter taught that the body 
was composed of solids, fluids and 
spirits. By the last they meant some
thing analogous to the modern doctrine 
of nervous influence. In the reign of 
Claudius Nero the F ir s t  P i ia r m a c o - 
p e r a  had its origin.

It was composed of sixty-one differ
ent ingredients, the essential one being 
the dried flesh of vipers. We now pass 
to Galen. A  man educated in the 
schools of philosophy. He traveled ex
tensively and wrote nearly two hundred 
treatises mostly connected with medi
cine. In theory he was connected with 
dogmatists, but practiced mainly the 
principles of Hippocrates. We pass the 
A rarian  School, which began to 
flourish in the seventh century, with 
the remark, that then came the intro
duction of chemical remedies. Chem
istry, as a science, then having began to 
take form. From the twelfth to the 
fifteenth centuries Therapeutics was 
mainly in the hands of monks, alche
mists and jugglers. The less said of 
them the better. The next important 
event in medical history was the forma
tion of the Ch e m ic a l  Se c t .

369
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The chemists advanced theories as 
wild as they were bold, and for a long 
time the battle raged between the gal- 
enists and chemists. But the galenists 
held a potent charm in the very name 
of Galen, who may be called the T h e  
P r in c e  o f  M e d ic a l  P h il o s o p h e r s . 
His system, however, was destined to 
be overthrown by one who with equal 
propriety may be styled the Prince of 
Emperics.

Of all the scoundrels in medical his
tory he bears away the palm. We will 
not except Thepalus,as the hyena differs 
from the lion. Thepalus gave the 
world allopathic principles, while Para
celsus introduced allopathic practice.

It is a singular fact, that while the 
whole medical world unite in branding 
him as a base, impudent, unprincipled 
charlatan; at the same time they are 
more indebted to him for the present 
style of drugging than to any other man 
that ever lived. To him we owe the 
antimonial and mercurial practice, 
which constitutes so important a factor 
in present medical science. The best 
educated physician I ever met told me 
that if mercury were stricken from 
the pharmacopacia, he would quit the 
practice of medicine. This was in ’67 
and drug practice is substantially the 
same now that it was then. Y et we are 
told that physicians rarely give mer
cury now. The same physician told me 
— my relations to him were such that 
he could speak freely—that allopathy 
was truly a science but it was the 
Science of Experiments. My first pa
tient was his four months old baby. 
Although I was a novice, and had never 
treated a case, yet he had seen some
thing of the electric system. He pre
ferred to risk my practice to his own: 
“For,” said he, “she is too young to 
have her bowels teased with medicine.”

To return: a few incidents in the life 
of Paracelsus may not be uninteresting. 
His full name was Philltppus Para- 
celsus Theophrastus Bombast de Ho• 
henheim. It gave him peculiar pleasure 
when writing or speaking his name, to

“put on all the handles.” This may ac
count for the extreme sensitivenes on 
that point that has ever since been 
enjoyed by his followers.

The father of Paracelsus was a phy
sician and took great pains in the edu
cation of his son, who became profi
cient in medicine and surgery. But 
he became charmed with the study 
of alchemy. So his parent committed 
him to the care of an instructor of 
that art.

By bold pretentions and a few lucky 
adventures in the field of medical prac
tice, he became celebrated among the 
learned of his day, and was made a 
medical professor in Basil in 1527, 
which position he held for a short time. 
Puffed up with his honor, he buried 
with great solemnity the works of 
Galen, declaring to the astonished mul
titude that as he had found the “philo
sophers stone,” he had no more need of 
the medical works of others. It is re
corded of Paracelsus, that he performed 
some great cures.

It is also certain that some of them 
were like some modern ones that we of
ten hear talked of largely.

He cured a printer of a severe pain in 
the heel after everything had been tried 
in vain. His friends tell that part of 
the story. The othe part is: that the 
pain moved from the heel to the toe, 
which became entirely stiffened, and al
though he had no pain, he was soon 
dead with apoplexy.

His doctrine that the human body is 
a compound of salt, mercury and sul
phur, was stolen from the writings of 
Valentine. His principle remedies in 
all diseases were antimony, mercury 
and opium.

If any one fail to discover the con
nection between his theory and practice, 
he will not be worse off than if he tried 
to reconcile with each other, the theo
ries and practice of medicine at the 
present time, the medical life of Para
celsus may be stated in a few words. 
He appropriated another man’s inven
tion as his own; practiced the vilest arts
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of charlatancy; assumed the most pom
pous titles; proclaimed that he had dis
covered a universal panacea, the long 
songht for elixer vital by which life 
could be prolonged to an indefinite 
period, and died a dissipated vagabond 
at the age of 48 years. But to give the 
devil his due we must not omit to men
tion that he made some valuable con
tributions to chemistry. Paracelsus is 
dead, but his “soul goes marching on.” 
His doctrines have long since been re
pudiated, but his practice has survived 
the wreck of all the medical sects.

During the seventeenth century, doc
trines of Hippocrates were resuscitated. 
Anatomy made progress. Harvey dis
covered the circulation of the blood. 
The absorbant system was traced out. 
The structure functions of the lungs 
explained. Boyle rescued chemistry 
from astrology.

Although these discoveries turned the 
attention of medical men to the vital 
powers as being the true seat of disease, 
yet, strangely enough, their practice 
was not in the least influenced by it, 
and never has been. Men have bent 
their energies to the investigation of the 
human structure with a zeal and devo
tion that excites our highest admira
tion. They have set in order results 
and classifications so marvelous that it 
would seem that the microscope had 
reached the last analysis of all structure.

The Anatomist can view the corpo
real man and exclaim triumphantly “I 
know him.” Yet, with all this mass of 
definite knowledge how much better 
are men treating disease than Paracel
sus? Are they doing as well? Are 
not diseases multiplying under their 
manipulation ?

We see then, that however important 
a knowledge of anatomy may be in sur
gery, it has no relation or bearing 
whatever upon the so-called science of 
medicine. The chemists can rise to an
other sect called The Fermentationists.

These tried to compound the crude 
physiology and chemistry of the day 
into a philosophical system. Their

leading doctrine was, that disease was 
“caused by certain fermentations in the 
fluids—the one acid—the other alkaline.” 
Thus: fever was an acid condition, and 
needed alkaline treatment. They seem 
to have obtained a glimpse of the germ 
of a true science, viz: that disease is an 
unbalanced condition of the vital forces. 
In 1759 Willis of England published a 
work in which he took the ground that 
every organ had its own particular fer
mentation. Sydenham, who has been 
called the English Hippocrates agreed 
with Willis in his chemical theories, 
but adopted the Hippocratic doctrine, 
that the primary changes in disease take 
place in the fluids instead of the solids. 
He agreed also with Hippocrates, that 
disease was an effort of nature to get 
rid of noxious matters, hence treated 
accordingly.

His practice has been called inert, 
but it would be diffiult to name a more 
successful practitioner among those 
who have boldly wielded more potent 
drugs since his day, notwithstanding 
all discoveries in anatomy, physiology 
and chemistry. N o more rational 
views are entertained of the nature of 
disease than those presented by Hippo
crates 3,000 years ago. None in the 
realm of medicine can be named more 
successful than Hippocrates, Galen and 
Sydenham.

The Mathematical School next ap  ̂
pears upon the stage, seizing upon the: 
discoveries of mathematics and me-, 
chanics, we find them seeking to ex
plain vital motions by the principles of 
hydraulics and hydrostatics, they make 
use of such terms as “gravity, impulse, 
deviation, center, friction, resolution, 
&c,” but in accordance with time hon
ored custom the theory did not meddle 
with the practice. Next The Vitalists- 
were ushered in by Y an  Helmont 
—he got an idea from Hippocrates, 
which, when he had established it, he 
called “a specific agent, residing in, or at
tached to the system, which controls 
its own, and the action of remedial 
agents” this was what was known as
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the vis vitas or the vital principle. Stahl, 
born at Auspaoh in 1660, carried this 
doctrine farther. My observing the in- 
lluence of the mind on the body, he con
cluded that all vital functions were pro
duced and sustained by an animating 
spiritual principle. Stahl was weak 
enough or wicked enough to violate the 
custom of his illustrious predecessors, 
and allow his theories to inlluence his 
practice; which he did to such a degree 
that he was inclined to trust nature 
more and drugs less. In 16D1 Olissen 
published a treatise on muscular irrita
bility; claiming it to be a specific pro
perty belonging to tissue, and thus op
posing the Hippocratic pathology. 
Toward the close of the seventeenth 
century llaghia, an eminent medical 
scholar, assumed the cause of disease to 
be an altered condition of the solids. 
The two last mentioned writers laid the 
foundation for the final overthrow of 
the Hippocratio pathology and the in
troduction of solidism, which has been 
generally received since. However, 
within a few years, it has begun to 
wane—but no effect noticeable on the 
practive. We now hasten on passing 
the theories of Boerhaave, Haller, Cul
len, Brown and in fact the eighteenth 
•century. Merely remembering that no 
new theories were advanced, but old 
ones were footballed about, rose and fell 
alternately, modified and influenced 
by the progress of collateral sciences. 
The opening of the pregent Century 
displays a drama so sad, and yet so lu
dicrous, that none but the American 
humorist can appreciate it. He will see 
as bright an array of scholars, philoso
phers and philanthropists as any pro
fession in any age of the world could 
boast, devoting themselves to the study 
and practice of medicine with a zeal 
and industry worthy of all praise! Yet, 
having no confidence in their own sys
tem, and wondering why the people do 
not, Bostock, the eminent medical his
torian says of the situation "our actual 
information does not increase in any 
degree in proportion to our experience,”

and further says; "so far as the practice 
is concerned, the benefit is rather in 
anticipation than in existence.”

What has been the cause of all this fail
ure, simply this,that Therapeutic science 
has been evolved from a wrong basis. 
If a man starts from a wrong premise, 
no matter how well he reasons, the 
more logical his arguments, the more 
surely will it lead to a wrong result.

So fully persuaded was Majendia, the 
great physiologist, that medical science 
had no solid foundation, that after a 
half century’s practice he said: "There 
is scarcely a sound physiological prin
ciple extant.” After his famous hospi
tal experiment he said: "It is better to 
do nothing." The learned Rush after 
his life long experience in watching the 
effects of drugs upon the human consti
tution, declared to his medical brethren 
"we have done little more than multi
ply diseases and increase their fatality.”

In closing this sad chapter of the his
tory of the prevailing medical practice, 
I can do no better than show you the es
timate placed upon it by some of the most 
eminent of Its own rankB. Prof. Par
ker says: "Of all sciences, that of medi
cine is the most uncertain and unsatis
factory.” Bays Dr. McClintock: "Medi
cine has made more cripples than all 
wars combined.” Says Dr. Bostwick: 
"The administration of drugs is a fright
ful cause of dyspepsia and deranged di
gestion.” Says Dr. Valentine Mott: 
“Medicines are very uncertain and un
reliable at best.” Says Sir Astley 
Cooper: "The practice of medicine is 
founded on conjecture and improved by 
murder.” Says Brown-Segward: “The 
time is coming when men will consult 
the physician not to be dosed for disease, 
but instructed how to live bo as not to 
get sick.” It must be borne in mind 
that these bold statements have not 
been made by irresponsible men but by 
authors of standard works. Authori
ties who challenge the world to dispute 
them, Yet have these words of warn
ing from the fathers produced any 
change in practice? None! None what-
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ever! But instead, our eyes rest upon 
one oi' the most remarkable spectacles 
in the history of our race.

We behold a body of intelligent men 
confessing the impotence of their own 
system, yet at the same time prescribing 
and persecuting to the death every man 
who tries to introduce anything better. 
Since we touched the present century, 
we have followed down to the present, 
the history of one school only. We 
will now go back and take up contem
poraries. The First Department from 
the established system that has main
tained a separate and distinct existence 
occurred about the beginning o f the 
century under the leadership of Samuel 
Ilahnnemann. lie  was regularly edu
cated and practiced in the allopathic 
school; was a thorough chemist and fine 
scholar. I f  It were not digressing so 
much from the purpose o f this paper, I 
would like to deliver a eulogy upon this 
good man. I  will not say great man, 
since I  have said good man, for good
ness is the only greatness.

He first got his clew of a new system 
(or rather a system, for there was no 
Therapeutic system until he elaborated 
it), while he was translating into Ger
man Cullen's Materia Medica. He was 
reading from the book that the effect of 
cinchona on the human system was to 
produce symptoms analogous to chills 
and fever. Now he knew that cinchona 
was the remedy in vogue to cure chills 
and fever.

So he reasoned that a disease may be 
cured by a remedy that produces simi
lar effects, their principle that like 
cures like, has usually been credited to 
Ilahnnemann as its discoverer; he did 
discover it, but others had discovered 
it before. Long before Hippocrates 
had said: “ By agencies producing effects 
similar to the symptoms o f the diseases 
and not by contraries must it be 
treated." Ilalmneman himself quotes 
Stahl to the same effect. Even Para
celsus said the same, but as he did not 
ant on the principle, we may suppose 
that he said It merely to controvert

Galen. Suetonius, however, says that 
some of the physicians in Home treated 
on this principle. To prove this prin
ciple Ilalmneman tried cinchona on 
himself and on other healthy persons; 
then he tried mercury and other drugs 
and his experiments confirmed his in
duction. lie  chose healtliy persons for 
his experiments, for he said: “Sick 
people are not the ones on whom to ex. 
périment, for you cannot tell whether 
the symptoms are a result o f the drug 
or o f the disease. Neither could a drug 
be expected to act the same in disease 
as in health, for the system would be in 
a different condition.

He tested sixty drugs on his own per
son, for he said: "When we have to do 
with an art whose end is the saving of 
human life, any neglect to make our
selves masters of it becomes a crime.” 
He got others to make experiments 
also and said: “ I f  experience show my 
method to be best, use it for the benefit 
of mankind and give God the glory." 
Toward the close o f his life he said: 
“My head is full o f truth for the good 
of mankind, and I  have no wish to live 
but in so far as I  can serve my fellow- 
men ."

Huh lineman was an honest practi
tioner, for his practice was in strict ac
cordance with his theories. A fter es
tablishing the law o f similars, his next 
step was to find out by experiment how 
much o f a dose it took to produce any 
given set of symptoms. The result was 
a great reduction in the amount given. 
In pursuing the divisiou of soluble sub
stances, he discovered that by tritura
tion with milk sugar in soluble substan
ces formerly supposed to be inert, were 
rendered active. To these facts he ap
pended a theory, that the process o f 
trituration o f solids and the analagous 
one of succession or shaking o f fluids, 
developed new powers in medical sub
stances. Hence, to these processes he 
applied the term potentialization, a 
term that is now captured by scientists. 
Ilahnneman discovered what Bacon, 
Boyle and Sydenham sighed for, viz: a
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system by which could be ascertained 
the exact properties of drugs before
hand, and tell what diseases they were 
applicable to: in other words the “doc
trine of specifics.”

He believed that in the realm of na
ture there existed a specific for every 
possible disease. He argued this from 
a theological basis, that God would not 
leave his children exposed to the rava
ges of disease, without an antidote 
that could be found by search. Before 
he made his discovery he was so dis
couraged with the practice of medicine, 
that he concluded that “his patients did 
better without his aid than they did 
with it,” so was trying to do little for 
them. He had almost discontinued 
medicine.

Hahnneman’s system may be summed 
up in four propositions: 1st. The law 
of similars in healing; first discovered 
by Hippocrates, afterward rediscov
ered by Hahnneman, was promulgated 
by him as a law, and a law so universal 
in its application as to be called The 
Science of Therapeutics. 2d. The great 
reduction of drug dose to meet the exi
gency of disease. 3d. The potential- 
ization of a remedy. 4th. The system 
of proving a remedy. In support of 
this last proposition it is cited, that 
when cholera made its appearance in 
Europe, before he had seen a case, he 
was able from his provings to prescribe 
a treatment for it. So sanguine was he 
that he could reach the disease, that he 
caused circulars in large numbers to 
be printed and distributed far and 
wide prescribing a treatment. Those 
who followed it were eminently suc
cessful.

He invited the medical profession 
everywhere to test his system and see if 
it was true. From what has been said 
it will be seen that Homeopathy as 
Hahnneman christened it, is a science 
—it may be termed the science of spe
cifics. It is a science of facts, it has no 
theories as such, yet, it has no philoso
phy. No mind has yet arisen great 
enough to explain why these things are

so. They only point us to the facts and 
say, “There they are gentlemen, explain 
them if you can, we can’t.” A  few 
explanations have been put forth mildly, 
but they have had no following. The 
whole march and final culmination of 
Hahnneman’s thought seemed to be, to 
get rid of drugs. Seeing their direful 
effects upon the constitution, we find 
him first, almost ceasing the practice of 
medicine.

Next, after having established his, 
what he believed to be a true principle, 
we see him reducing the dose to its 
minimum. Finally, as he seems to 
view drugs as so many fiends that bring 
disease, and fit only to use in fighting 
the devil, he invents a method by 
which he seeks to scourge and flay the 
life out of them, and cause them to put 
off their vile bodies, and purify their 
spirits sufficiently to enter the sacred 
realms of the human' domain. He be
lieved that “before feeing taken they 
should be well shaken.” His effort was 
to get rid of the drug, yet retain its 
power, its energy, or as he terms it its 
“potency.” We perceive that he here 
obtained a glimpse of our latest doc
trines of Electro-Physics. When atoms 
are tom apart, the energy that bound 
them together is liberated, and may be 
conducted along a wire.

The power it displays in overcoming 
resistance is called “Electro Motive 
force” or its potential. Could Hahnne
man have gazed down the corridors of 
the century and seen what our eyes see, 
how his great heart would have 
throbbed for joy. How fervently he 
would have thanked God.

When the golden shaft sped from Ju
piter’s quiver he saw it flash against 
the sky and stretched forth his arm to 
grasp it; but the light winged messen
ger came to Earth just a stride beyond 
his grave, and another plucked the 
dazzling gem. The boon that Bacon, 
Boyle and Sydenham craved, Hahnne
man supplied. The lamp that Hahnne
man sought to guide his feet, Faraday 
displayed in the electric light.
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While Hahnneman was dying an
other was yoking the axioms of physics 
to the therapeutic car. But Hahnne- 
man’s work was done, and well done. 
JSTo follower has added a single princi
ple to his work. A ll that has been 
done is to multiply the number of spe
cifics. Hahnneman was the John the 
Baptist to bow out the old dispensation 
and usher in the new. The old dispen
sation slew a thousand goats for a 
thousand sins. But they all only fore
shadowed the one great offering that 
was to take away all forms of sin< 
Homoeo-Therapeutics cures a thousand 
diseases with a thousand remedies; 
while Electro-Therapeutics masters all 
forms of disease with one principle. 
Homoeo-Therapeutics surrounds the 
enemy’s camp and takes accurate aim 
with a thousand deadly derringers; while 
Electro-Therapeutics drops a single 
1,000 pound shell within the heart 
of the citadel. Homoeo-Therapeutics 
sits down and patiently, industiously 
and honestly works out a thousand 
problems in mensuration, all different 
from each other— gets the answer, 
leaves her work on record in good shape; 
so that anybody can follow her for
mula and attain the same result. 
While Electro-Therapeutics says here 
is one rule that will solve all. The 
product of the magnitudes is the result 
sought. Says Homoeo-Therapeutics, 
when you see the squirrel’s head shoot 
him. Says Electro-Therapeutics shoot 
him in the nest with all his family, then 
pull down the nest.

Says Allo-Therapeutics, when the 
squirrel shows his head shoot at him, 
but mind that you don’t hit him, but 
hit the tree. Shoot all around him. 
Keep on shooting. Shoot anyhow, and 
when you have shot the tree down 
you’ll get the squirrel.

D r . A masa J. Cook.

In Great Britain weather forecasts 
are extensively telegraphed throughout 
the agricultural districts during the hay 
and harvest season.
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A Visit to Another World Desribed.

It has been my good fortune to see 
and know other worlds and their inha
bitants, and I wish in this paper to de
scribe a world and its people that has 
charmed me much. I think of it as a 
little world, because the scenery and 
the inhabitants are on a smaller scale 
than ours, but I believe that the world 
itself is much larger. The gently undu
lating hills with small valleys between 
seem just suited to the little people, 
who average four feet in height, but are 
finely formed and far from dwarfish 
looking. They live in what we would 
think very small houses, but they are 
exquisitely furnished, and fully as lux
urious as our own.

As they are spiritual beings— as were 
the people of this world when first cre
ated—they can visit other worlds, and 
often come here to get the benefit of 
our ideas in science, art and literature. 
So I  found miniature copies of our 
sewing machines, pianos and other 
modern inventions, and all our best 
authors and artists held in high esteem. 
I could only find one thing in which our 
Liliputian neighbers were in advance 
of ourselves, and that was in the em
ployment of time. To show you how 
far they surpass us in that, and how 
much more valuable life becomes under 
such a system, I  will describe a Lilipu
tian day.

We rose early in the morning in time 
to catch the first favors of the opening 
day, and my host went to the river near 
by—we would call it  a creek— and soon 
returned with several fine fish. These 
were duly broiled, and served with let
tuce and baked potatoes. Our repast 
began, however, with fresh strawber
ries served on their own leaves, and 
dipped or eaten in sugar. I t  wound up 
with dainty melons in season here, with 
strawberries.

A fter breakfast the little gem of a 
house was quickly put in order, and we 
strolled down to the river where we 
found a number of boats and all, or 
nearly all, the inhabitants of the town.



We then rowed across to an island 
where there was a large building con
taining rooms for study, an art gallery» 
library, and lecture hall. My host and 
hostess and myself went into a little 
room over the door, of which was a card 
with “Gray’s Elegy” printed on it. 
Here a young lady first read the poem 
in a most expressive and delightful 
way, and then we discussed the beauty 
of words and sentences, the general 
style and finish,and its depth of thought. 
Then we asked her to read the poem 
again, and again we discussed it. When 
we came out of the little room I noticed 
the cards on other doors “Keat’s Son
nets,” Longfellow, Lowell and other fa
miliar names, and I felt that I  should 
like to spend a morning in every room. 
In the larger room we sat and talked, 
or walked round and looked at pictures, 
while some sat at little tables busy with 
their notes of the morning’s work. 
A fter awhile a young man informed us 
that he could laugh like Tuefelsdroch, 
and the imitation was so good that the 
whole assembly laughed until they 
could laugh no longer. Then we wan
dered over the beautiful grounds and 
made an ample lunch on fruits and 
nuts. Then we returned to the town, 
and the business of the day commenced. 
The men went to their banks and stores 
and warehouses, and the women sewed 
and embroidered, visited and prepared 
the evening meal.

A fter supper the whole town went 
riding in the cunningest little carriages 
drawn by the cutest little ponies. The 
latter seemed made to be petted, so do
cile and affectionate were they, and to 
me they seemed the most interesting 
and delightful animals that I ever came 
across. Everything about the world 
pleased and interested me, and I wish 
that I  could convey to others some
thing of the pleasant impression these 
little people and their surroundings 
made upon me.

Y o u  who go out in the astral cer
tainly ought to visit this charming 
world, and it is probable that the astron

omers can tell just where to find it. The 
climate is equable and delightful all the 
year round. This reminds me that 
they are quite carried away with our 
northern latitudes, by way of contrast, 
and I  think go farther north than we 
do. Indeed, I should not be surprised 
to have one of them tell me that he had 
hung his hat on our north polel Adieu, 
till the next time. El l a  Gkace.

Peculiarities of the Insane.

A  woman who has a great deal to do 
professionally with the insane and with 
their treatment says that nothing has 
more impressed her in this strange and 
interesting people than the clairvoyance 
which they undoubtedly display. Often 
she has been told of occurrences in an
other part of the building which the 
mad narrator had no possible natural 
way of learning, and which were ex
actly correct as related. This curious 
fact would not surprise the psychical 
student who has a perfect belief in the 
undiscovered limitations of the subject
ive mind, but to most of us it is but fur
ther uncanny proof of the existence of 
more things in heaven and earth than 
are dreamed of in our philosophy.— 
New York Times.

Ideal Bicycle Suit.

It  is certainly a great relief to the 
New Y ork women that the New York 
World has discovered the ideal bicycle 
suit. A  weight is off the female mind, 
for this is the dress that is supposed to 
combine elegance with utility. The 
suit consists of three parts, bloomers, 
skirt and jacket. These are made so 
that any part may be worn without any 
other part. So far so good. “ When 
both skirt and jacket are worn they are 
hooked together beneath a belt in the 
back, thereby preventing the unseemly 
gaping which disfigures some riders. 
But here is the first weak point into 
which the experienced sticks a pin be
fore going in to learn that the skirt fits 
with moderate smoothness about the 
hips and flares somewhat toward the 
bottom, its width being about three 
yards. In the back there are a couple 
of plaits which give a graceful fullness. 
Off the wheel this ideal custom is cer
tainly attractive. It has a jaunty air 
that commends it to the young rider, 
and an appearance of adaptability that 
“100-mile” woman thinks must be 
lovely.
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Written for Planets and People.

CORAL A. THOMAS.

W i ’na sma’ vengeance do I hate 
Thy cauld, relentless grasp, O Fate! 
A ’tho’ I ken that thou art great 

I ’ song and story;
There’s naught to thee I ’d relegate 

To gi’e thee glory.

I ha’e na will to ca’ my own—^
A  being, on th’ bleak warl’ thrown, 
To wander in a path unknown;

An’ how I tread it 
It matters not; meanwhile I groan, 

An’ hate, an’ dread it.

I dinna think that I ’m to blame 
For fauts o’ min’, that frae ye came; 
For I was bom to do th’ same 

Or wadna done it ;
An’ whether works o’ gude or shame, 

I couldna shun it.

I dinna lik’ to think, that I 
Was born to live, as birds to fly,
By just th’ winkin’ o’ thy eye 

I ’ my direction;
A  worm that crawleth neath th’ sky 

For thy inspection.

An’ yet, I trust thou hast decreed,
A  life o’ virtue I may lead;
An’ o’ my wayward steps tak’ heed, 

An’ keep frae folly;
An’ fash me not wi’ creed or greed, 

Nor melancholy.

An’ whether I die young, or late,
I ’ wisdom sma’, or virtues great,
A  man to lo’e, or scorn an hate, 

Whiche’er it be,
Thou’ll ken, it was decreed by Fate; 

My destiny.
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Roy til Insurance Building, 169 Jackson Street, 
CHICAGO, ILL.

Address all communications as above.

F. E. ORMSBY, - E ditor and P ro prieto r .

P lanets  and P eo ple  is a monthly publica
tion, devoted toa Education in the Occult 
Branches of Learning.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION—IN ADVANCE.
United States and Canada per year.......... $2.50
Foreign (Postal Union) “ “ .......... 2.75
Single Copies..........:...................................25

Remittances should be made by P. O. or 
Express money order, Registered Letter or Bank 
Draft.

CORRESPONDENCE.
All communications concerning Business, 

Advertising, etc., should be, kept separate from 
those intended for publication. Write them on 
separate sheets of paper. Make all communica
tions as short as possible, and they will be given 
more attention.

The Question department is open to those who 
are earnestly seeking. Questions will be pub
lished and answered in the order they are 
received, if of sufficient import.

ADVERTISING.
The advertising space must necessarily be 

limited in a journal of this nature; hence, will 
be all the more valuable. Write for terms.

Good and reliable agents wanted in every town 
and city in the United States, to solicit subscrip
tions for P la n ets  and P e o p l e . The very best 
terms offered to those who are able to furnish 
good references.

EDITORIAL.

W e have sent out letters this month to 
all w ho have the “ L aw  and the Prophets,” 
requesting each to return the copy and 
chart, as w e w ish to m ake some correc
tions, and because w e are now getting 
out the second edition of the chart, with 
the s ig n ’s tim e figured to seconds. This 
changes s lig h tly  the lines dividing the 
signs, and in very  close w ork occasion
a lly  m akes a difference in  the calculation 
from  th at found b y  the first edition, 
w h ich  w as im p erfectly  gotten up in a 
h urry  to use in  connection w ith the book 
intended for a gam e. N ow , as said be
fore, w e are offering to correct the work 
and adjust to the new chart free of 
charge i f  the copies are returned soon. 
A ll w ho do not receive a letter concerning 
this w ill please take  notice that: If they 
w ill m ail us their copy of the “ Law  and 
the Prophets,”  together w ith  the.chart, 
“ P la y  o f the P lan ets,”  w hich  requires 
1 7 c postage, and 8c to register, if  desired, 
w e w ill m ake the necessary corrections 
and exchange the new  chart for the old 
one, free o f charge. W e do this because 
of the im portant w ork th at is being ac
com plished b y  physicians and others who 
are using the “ L aw  and the Prophets”  in 
treating the sick . W e w ant it  to be the 
most perfet system  possible to be made, 
and are therefore ready to improve upon 
it as m uch as possible. W e hope to add 
two hundred pages to it  as soon as time 
w ill perm it, and as the price w ill then be 
but ten dollars, those w ho hold copies of 
the first edition w ill be g iven  the privi
lege of exchanging for a mere trifle to 
cover expense. W e trust a ll w ill return 
their copies at once, as w e desire to com
plete the exchange as soon as possible.

Special Notice.

A s w e have received m any letters re
questing th at the year book for 1896  be 
issued b y  Decem ber 1 st. W e have de
cided to push the w ork to completion and 
get it  out as near Decem ber 1st as possi
ble, in w hich case it w ill be necessary to 
have all data in for delineations, etc., by 
the 15 th of November.
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It has been decided to get P l a n ets  
and  P e o p l e  out as a year bcok for ona 
year 1896 and try the plan. It will be is
sued monthly again- beginning January 
1897 should it be deemed best. We desire 
to make the same a regular magazine de
voted to reform work and education along 
occult lines, and after this year we see no 
reason why this cannot be done. The 
year book contains 52 delineations or les
sons in astronomy, many special delinea
tions, illustrated, and a world of valuable 
information never before found in print. 
Profusely illustrated with nearly one 
hundred engravings. Price: paper $ 1 .00; 
cloth $1 .50. We desire subscriptions to 
reach us by December 1st, as the issue will 
be governed by the number received.

In order to make the year book the 
most valuable and instructive, we shall 
devote a few pages to personal delinea
tions, illustrated. They will not only add 
to the attractiveness of the work, but will 
afford those who have been contemplat
ing having their horoscopes put in 
P pa n ets  a n d  P e o p l e , an opportunity 
of doing so. All who are interested in 
having this done, must send photo, 
date of birth, hour if known, and $10 .00. 
This will pay for one bound copy of the 
work besides covering the expense of de
lineation. These orders must reach us 
by November 15th. As the work will go 
to press very shortly after this date. Re
member f  10.00 secures a delineation fully 
illustrated, and a copy of the work, also 
the half tone plate of photo which is 
worth $3 .00, and which will be mailed as 
soon as used.

We have decided also, to put delinea
tions of one hundred words similar to 
those given in this number, for $1.0 0  

each. These orders must reach us by the 
15th of this month, as many of them may 
be used for filling out columns.

Bound Volumes.

All who desire th e ir  copies of P la n ets  
and  P e o p l e  for th is  year 1895 bound, 
m ay avail them selves of th e  follow ing 
offer if they  wish to :
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All who mail their copies to reach us 
by the 20th of November, may have them 
neatly bound in cloth and returned post
age free for 50c. We shall have a large 
number bound all at once, and subscrib
ers will find this an easy way of having 
such a job done. The December number 
will be bound in the volume with the rest 
and the completed book returned at the 
usual time of mailing the December num
ber. Remember, they must reach us by 
November 20th, or we could not bother 
with them at any price.

Bound volumes of 1895 numbers will be 
for sale December 25th for $1 .50 . We 
believe the matter contained in this first 
volume of P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  of such 
value that many volumes will be in de
mand, so we are preparing for the sale of 
them now. As a text book on planetary 
law, as well as upon health and various 
subjects of interest to all, it is a valuable 
work for any library.

A number of persons have sent in sub
scriptions for P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e , 
Vol. one, requesting us to send one of the 
charts as premium. Now let it be under
stood that charts will never be given away 
again, when the few we have of the first 
issue, marked “ game”  are gone. The 
chart has now taken its proper place in 
the scientific study, and its value is re
cognized. Therefore the new chart will 
be sold by the Planetary Publishing Co., 
who now own the patent, together with 
an outfit for teaching or studying astron
omy, which consists of
1 . A  Text book 9x 11— 125 pr. 100. Fine 

illustrations.
2. A  new chart, “ Play of the Planets.”
3 . A wall chart 28x 30 in. for daily posi

tions.
4 . A full set of fine colored metal 

planets.
5 . A new patent co-ordination and time 

chart,
which alone is a marvel in planetary 
revelation.

This complete outfit or system will be 
sold together only, for the small sum of 
$5 .00. It is proposed to introduce this 
system into the schools of this country,
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as it simplifies and makes most fascina
ting the study of this sublime science. 
Agents will be placed at every county 
seat or city of note, to introduce and sell 
it. State agents also may be made in 
in some of the territory. It will be an
nounced in the December number just 
when the outfit will be completed and 
ready to ship. There have been a num
ber of delays and interferences, which 
have prevented its being finished up be
fore. Address orders for this complete 
system to Planetary Publishing Co., 169 
Jackson st., Chicago.

Mr. J. B. Zock one of our subscribers 
called at the office of P l a n ets  a n d  P eo 
p l e  a few days ago, and in conversation 
with him on the conditions of the 
times he stated that farmers have been 
shipping their hogs to the Chicago mar
ket as fast as possible of late because 
they were affected with cholera,and that 
he saw at the Chicago stock yards any 
number of them laying around dead 
and dying. This is interesting to hear, 
but would be more so perhaps if  we 
were in the habit of eating flesh; but 
thank the stars we have passed the sev- 
en-year point of abstinence.

This recalls a letter received some 
months ago regarding the geneology of 
our family tree. It was from a name 
of ours who lives in Boston. He 
wanted to know if we knew where the 
name Ormsby originated, whether 
Scotch or English, etc. As he wanted to 
trace back as far as possible. Our reply 
was this: that we did not know wheth
er the name originated and descended 
from Orumz, the parsee deity, or as
cended from the orang-outang, and that 
we cared much less than we knew about 
it, that we recognized souls not compo
sitions and names of clay more or less 
impure as the lineal descent was envir
oned through the ages.

Now as we recall this letter and note 
the fact that hundreds of people will 
have their physical bodies impregnated 
with the diseased carcasses of the sick 
hogs now coming to this city, the ques
tion comes up very forcibly: What is 
Geneology ?

Let us see: Geneology with most of 
the human races may be likened to a 
great river like the Mississippi, which 
flows on and on, while souls from out 
the realms of space come and bathe in 
its waters dwell upon its banks, casting 
their refuse material and rubbish there
in to get rid of it. Yes, geneology is a 
ort of a stream into which the sewers 
of the races empty their polution, for it 
does not require any stretch of the im
agination to see that the polution inhu- 
human blood is continually being forced 
into the stream of lineal descent by a 
system of eating which is most abhor- 
ent. And it is this, that visits the sins 
of the parents upon the third and fourth 
generations.

N ow, is there anything to be proud 
of in ancestral lineage ? Not unless it is 
something that will lead us into a more 
wholesome and purer physical state, 
for it deals only with the physical man. 
This being plain, we must conclude 
that the only way to make ourselves 
worthy of the admiration of our de
scendants, is to begin now to purify our 
physical bodies. It seems to us there 
is no other possible way for improving 
coming generations, excepting this. 
Regeneration of the entire anatomy, 
that is important, and as the process 
is a slow and laborious one, because 
much of the result, and benefit must 
come several hundred years in the fu
ture, few people are ready and willing 
to forego the cleansing fires that con
sume the dross, and eliminate the de
composing and poisonous accumula
tions that have been handed down to 
us through our royal (?) lineage. We 
know of no better thing to do for the 
future beings of the Earth, which we all 
have to vivify sooner than we think, 
than to begin the purification of one’s 
own body, state on paper how it is done 
and hand the document along down the 
line with a request that it be pre
sented and followed by those who 
come after, and in order to accomplish 
this, it is first necessary, above all other 
things, to stop eating hog.
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Notice.

We have arranged to furnish a 
library self-binder for P l a n e t s  a n d  
P e o p l e , which will be mailed on and 
after December 1st on receipt of 50c. 
Those who desire a binding and do not 
care to mail th**ir copies to us will find 
this very convenient.

A Group of M ystics.

The year-book will be illustrated 
with several groups of faces made up 
from those who subscribe for and study 
this magazine. A ll who desire to be 
one of the number will please send 
photo and $1 .00, to cover cost of half
tone work, together with date of birth, 
and the grouping will be in accordance 
with the magnetic law of polar oppo
sites. Send at once, as time is very 
much limited. In case more are sent in 
than we can place to advantage, parties 
will be notified and the dollar returned. 
We do not expect any such number as 
will bar any out, but we wish to be pre
pared in case the number is large.

The short delineations which have 
been given in the last two numbers will 
be continued in the December number, 
and also in the year book for 1896. Ini
tials and dates only being given. Re- 
member the price of these delineations 
containing 100 words or thereabouts, is 
81.00. We would like quite a number 
for the year-book, as they afford ex. 
cellent lessons, as well as being very 
valuable to each one personally in
terested. ____ |______

As we are already receiving orders 
for the year-book, and expect to book 
the larger portion of the orders during 
the month of November, we would ad
vise our regular subscribers to send in 
their orders at once, so their names will 
be entered among the first, for our ar
rangements with book stores and news 
stands may exhaust the first lot printed 
suddanly and unexpectedly, which 
would delay late orders to some extent. 
The price being so low, everyone will be 
able to send whenever they wish to.

An idea of the value of the work may 
be gleaned from the following list of 
contents:

CONTENTS.
Preface.
Introduction.
Signs and Figures.
Advance Weekly Star Report for 1896 

containing 75 pages of matter pertain
ing to horoscopical delineations relative 
to the times.

A  Group of Mystics, emblematically 
illustrated.

A  Group of Vegetarians, amblematic- 
ally illustrated.

A  Group of Reformers, emblematic- 
all illustrated.

Personal Character Delineations, giv
ing numerous occult lessons for stu
dents of the law.

Ormsby’s Calendar Ephemeris,a mar
velous compilation of facts for the 
year 1896.

Agricultural Pointers, a guide for 
farmers and gardeners.

Weather Bulletin, showing storm 
periods for the year.

Physicians and Surgeons Anatomical 
Chronometer.

Health Department, giving numerous 
hints and suggestions of value to all.

Editorial Mention, Reviews, special 
matter, etc., etc.

Price, paper cover $1.00.
Price, bound in cloth $1.50.
Send now. Address all letters.

P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e ,
169 Jackson St.,

Chicago, 111.

A  safe, composed largely of cement^ 
having wire netting imbedded in it, 
was tested recently in Germany, in 
order to ascertain whether it is feasible 
to build safety vaults of such material. 
The safe was placed on blazing logs, 
which had been soaked in kerosene, 
and kept exposed for half an hour to a 
temperature of 1,800 degrees Fahren
heit. When the safe was opened the 
contents were entirely uninjured, and a 
maximum thermometer was found to 
have made a record of only 85 degrees 
inside the receptacle.
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R iv e r s id e , Ca l ., Sept. 13th, 1895. 
P r o f . F. E. Or m sby :

D e a r  S i r :—As one of your subscrib
ers I  feel interested in the propositions in 
the September P la n ets  a n d  P e o p l e , 
and regarding them, I would say I hardly 
know how I would get along without the 
magazine, but hardly feel I could spare 
$4.00 for it: I would suggest getting out
the year book, and then you will have 
more time to devote to getting out the 
new corrected chart and tables of “ Play 
of the Planets,”  and book of explanation 
and instruction. I  will take both as soon 
as they are published. I  get more plea
sure and instruction out of P la n ets  and  
P e o p l e  than out of everything else I  
read and don’t want to be without the 
information in some form, but I fear if I 
pay $4.00 for it, I  can’t spare $ 5.0 0 for the 
book and chart of “ Play of the Planets 
when it comes out, and I want it as soon 
as it can be had. Several of your sub
scribers here observed your error in July 
number, but we decided it was either in
tentional in order to test our alertness or 
else a result of overwork. It was quite a 
lesson teaching us to accept nothing on 
the dictum of some one else, but to test 
everything by the unerring measure of 
truth. I  have set the planets for several 
dates in next year, and from what little I 
know of the tendencies and influences of 
the planets in the various houses, I infer 
we will have a very stormy year of it, and 
I  must say, everything as I  see them as 
pointing that way. The strife between 
the A. P. A. and Catholics seems waxing 
hotter and hotter all over the land, and 
the restless and turbulent are turning to 
it, and hoping it will precipitate a war, 
so they may have an opportunity to work 
their bent. In the meantime the move
ment which is agitating in favor of social, 
economic and financial reforms along po
litical lines, seems threatened with de
struction through internecine broils en
gendered by this religio-political turmoil. 
I  am endeavoring to interest some of the 
leaders, and show them the dangerous

character of the spirits they are calling 
up, for if the spirit of religious persecution 
and fanaticism is once aroused, what lit
tle of civilization we have would be de
stroyed, and the world set back to the 
dark ages again. I  could use the year 
book you see to good advantage in show
ing my A. P. A. friends they were only 
yielding to a bad planetary combination, 
when it was their duty to be as quiet as 
possible, and resist their evil tendencies. 
If the combat really comes off, the lines 
will be drawn, and as we, who have some 
insight into the eternal law, don’t want 
to join a thing which merely reflects 
transitory passions of ignorant men, we 
are likely to be as badly mistreated as the 
Catholics, if the spirit of fanaticism and 
intolerance is properly aroused.

With best wishes to you in your work. 
I  remain Very truly yours,

F e l ix  G. H avens.

P la n ets  a n d  p e o p l e  for October is 
one of the very best numbers of that 
excellent magazine that has come to 
our table. This publication will inter
est everybody. It is filled with instruct
ive reading. Published at Chicago.— 
Farmers Voice.

“ We left our country for our country’s 
good,” is an expression first found in 
the prologue to a play presented by con
victs in Sidney. The prologue was by 
George Barrington, himself a convict, 
and the allusion was, it is said, keenly 
appreciated by the convict actors and 
the audience.

“ Barking up the wrong tree,” mean
ing that an individual is mistakenly 
following the wrong impression, is be
lieved to be an Americanism, borrowed 
from the fact that squirrel dogs will 
often bark at the root of a tree from 
which their game has escaped by passing 
from branch to branch.

_ “A  feather in his cap” has a Hunga
rian origin. During the centuries when 
war with the Turks was constantly go
ing on, a Hungarian soldier was al
lowed to wear one feather on his cap 
for every Turk he killed, and so the 
slaughter of an additional foe meant 
one more feather.
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★  PROGNOSTICATION FOR THE FUTURE. ★

As we stated in the November number 
of P la n ets  a n d  P e o p l e  we would have 
something important to report this month, 
we will explain here, that the magnetic 
changes that are rapidly being brought 
about, are Qf such vital and powerful 
character, that a very great number of 
people will come under their influence. 
In a short time election will be held, and 
this terrible state begins a few days before, 
so we may expect a very lively time then, 
and as there is no let up for some time, 
the things that are liable to occur then 
will continue to produce more discord 
than usual, and keep many people in 
trouble for some time to come. The 
month, to say the least, is a severe one 
to look forward to. Many people will be 
beside themselves, and will have no rea
son or sense in doing things.

Rashness and general jangling will 
characterize most of the political and 
national proceedings. The war cloud in 
foreign lands will thicken very fast while 
this wave lasts, for the conditions are ripe 
for a desperate struggle for supremacy, 
with no stability to the powers of reason
ing and the higher judgment of what is 
just. This country being comparatively 
free from danger so far as a war with 
other nations is concerned, will not be 
disturbed, probably, except by the con
tending forces within its own borders. 
This period is prophetic of strikes and re
ligious contentions, the latter especially 
being very much more severely influenced 
than most anything else. All who read

and understand that these conditions are 
magnetic will, through such knowledge, 
be able to escape from their harmful in
fluence; but woe be unto them that heed 
not this law, but through ignorance of it, 
dive into the circles of contention and 
follow the currents that lead to trouble, 
trial and reflection. Sad reflection. But 
time is precious and we must proceed to 
explain the figures for the month as they 
will appear from week to week.

November 4 th.
Since our last delineation last month, 

Mercury has passed a conjunction with 
Venus and Neptune in Gemini, and this 
day is in Cancer with the forceful Jupi
ter. This makes a very important change, 
and signifies strength, forcefulness and 
considerable activity. The planets are 
all strongly aspected, and although the 
Earth is not this week under the very bad 
influences, the near approach to it will 
cause sensitives to anticipate the real be
fore us.

Business.
In this particular feature of life which 

most people are interested in, the week is 
significant for activity, and a good, fair 
trade should be experienced. Nothing 
big however. In speculation the trend of 
those positive co-ordinates in commodL 
ties ought to be toward the affinital point. 
In other words there should be consider
able activity the middle days of the week.

Physiologically.
There is a tendency to nervousness, and 

atomic agitation in the systems of large
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numbers of people, but no serious diffi
culties will arise from this influence until 
next week. There will be considerable 
headache and a sort of a thick, feverish 
feeling without much expression to it. A 
sort of a dull, cumbersome, logy feeling. 
It will only last a few days, and opiates 
should be avoided for the nervous system 
should be kept clear at this time. Let 
the head ache a little, and keep the 
nerves as steady as possible.

Birth.
Lawyers and preachers. Law first 

probably, for these characters are talkers 
and great logicians. They will be able 
to present law in a forceful, logical man
ner. They are also natural actors, and 
would be suited to heavy parts in drama

and tragedy. They will be natural stu
dents of the occult in nature as well. 
Give them a good education, and teach 
them law.

Marriage.
This is quite a favorable time for 

unions, especially marriage unions. They 
certainly ought to be very spiritual and 
devoted unions. This is the week to 
marry if you intend to before next year, 
for the balance of the year is really bad 
for such proceedings.

November n th .
This Monday morning we find Mer

cury has passed into Leo, and the fiery 
planet Mars has entered Scorpio. Stu
dents of the occult «rill please observe 
the striking combination. To-morrow is
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election. Utter not a word when you go 
to vote, for an opinion is a dangerous 
thing to hold on this celebrated occasion. 
Exerything is in a straight line, and it 
ought to indicate that we should vote the 
straight ticket, if there is an opportunity.

Business.
Of course business generally will be at 

a standstill for a few days, so the week 
may be put down for a dull one in busi
ness circles. Speculation will be wild. 
Operators will lose their heads, and a fe
rocious time will be experienced. It will 
be a wild week on change, and the pits 
will present a scene seldom placed before 
the august gaze of the multitudes.

Physiologically.
The entire anatomy of man will be in

terrible throes for the entire week, but 
the life forces being raised to high ebb, 
will cause all to feel strong and powerful, 
which will have a strengthening influence 
all around. This may be said to be good 
for health, and it is, providing some "fool 
thing”  is not done which will cause a 
collapse when reaction from this strain 
comes on. It is a good time to take good 
care of one’s self. Keep quiet and calm. 
The power that can do this, is the power 
that wins against the fates.

Birth.
Every child born at this time will be of 

the very intensest physical make up. 
| They will need to be placed early where a 
! great amount of work will fall to them to 

do, in order to keep them, and train them
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into useful spheres of action. They 
should not be kept in school after twelve. 
This is the age they should begin to use 
their forces in manual service.

n&rriage.
Marriage will be a failure if contracted 

under this high vibration. Better remain 
single, and keep out of trouble.

November 18th.
I t  will be seen at once that the condi

tions of last week were run in just for 
election and have quietly weakened. 
Still there is nothing very favorable to be 
said about the present figure. The war
like conditions remain, and the tide of 
events is drifting toward conflict and 
more trouble. People w ill be out of their 
heads at these times.

Business.
This week there does not seem to be much 

that is favorable to say- It is something 
of a depressing thing all around. The 
war cry may stimulate trade in some 
lines, but generally speaking, people will 
hold off. They will not be numerous 
in the marts of trade. Speculation will 
be more quiet and a plunge or two the 
other way will characterize the manifest
ations in cereals.

Phy s iol ogicall y .

This is not quite so vital a combination 
on the physical man either, although the 
powers in operation now are very agitat
ing in their nature. A ll things con
sidered there is not much that is danger-

H E L IO -C E N TR IC  HOROSCOPE FOR NOVEM BER 18t h , 1 8 9 5 .
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ous, but many w ill foolishly resort to 
death for relief at this time. Relief from 
trouble and disease of long standing. It 
is a culminating time, physiologically.

Birth.
These characters are more favorably 

charged at birth than those of a week ago, 
and they w ill naturally take to the med
ical profession when they reach the ages \ 
of manhood and womanhood. This is 
probably the most desirable for them, al
though they have a great amount of ar
tistic ability, and would make good 
draughtsmen, architects, etc. Teach 
them mathematics and arts, and some 
may be given the knowledge of medicine.

Marriages.
This is more favorable than the last fig

ure so far as marriage is concerned, but 
still, as previously stated, the time is not 
the best for unions. Get married if you 
have to.

November 2 5 th .
Relief to some extent comes to the in

habitants of the Earth by her passage in
to the sign Gemini, under the calming in
fluence of the beneficent and protecting 
Neptune. Mercury has crossed into 
Libra and will cause Jupiter characters to 
yield a point, which means a little better 
monetary condition. These are forceful 
times right along. The intensity does 
not seem to wane much. The agitation 
upon the Earth, however, will be calmed

H E L IO -C E N T R IC  H O R O S C O P E  FOR N O V E M B E R  2 5 t h , 1 8 9 5 .
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some, and we may have occasion to note 
this week some important occurrences 
with foreign nations.

Business.
Business ought to be good in toys and 

fancy goods, and especially is this week 
noted for spending money foolishly in 
more ways than one. Good things to 
eat and drink will go freely for a few 
days. The speculative field is one way 
until the last of the week, which ought to 
produce a movement that is significant.

Physiological I y .
Chills and fever may afflict the phys

ical man this week, for two extremes are 
in operation, one very slow and cold, and 
the other very quick and hot. Rapid 
changes makes the above conditions ap
pear to people, and they take it on and 
wrestle with it until the stars play quits, 
when they stop that shaking and wait for 
the next opportunity. A good mastery 
over the body will reduce such attacks to 
a mere trifle.

Births.
Natural rovers will be born this week 

and very strong, forceful characters they 
will be when fully developed. They will 
come up slowly, however, and should not 
be crowded. Give them time to think. 
Teach them the science of navigation, 
and give them a chance to sail the wide 
ocean. They will sail anyway, no matter 
what they are taught. They are bound to 
see the world and all things therein. 
Thus they will grow in knowledge.

Marriage.
In some respets this is fairly favorable 

for marriages and unions generally. In 
fact it is a better week than we had an
ticipated finding this month, so we may 
say the time is all right. Not the very 
best, but medium. One more month of 
these reports this year, and then for 1896, 
a large volume of valuable information in 
this same form and size page will come 
out. We are aiming to make this new 
volume the most valuable, rare and inter
esting work ever gotten up on planetary 
law.

Rice is said to be the staple food of 
nearly one-half of the human race.

HOROSCOPE DELINEATIONS.

Uriel Buchanan, born December 14th, 
1872, a t  10:30 P . M.

We find the active, vital magnet Mer
cury the ruling planet of our subject,very 
high in power at this time, which gives a 
great amount of physical power, coupled 
with activity and energy. The intensity 
of this force also adds impulsiveness to 
the nature and may need guarding. In 
quadratic aspect we find Venus in the 
latter part of Pisces, and Mars in opposi
tion thereto in Virgo. This is a very 
favorable and significant combination, as 
it means in combination with Mercury 
very smooth and agreeable conditions 
through life. This combination in these 
relations give a very even balance and a 
very keen and sensitive nature.

In the Law and the Prophets, Phreno
logical zodiac, passivity, receptivity, in
tuition, impression, sensitiveness are 
written, which the aforesaid combination 
directly intensify and make more useful. 
Leo as rising sign would show great men
tal power considered Geo-centrically. 
Saturn and Neptune show the same 
quality Helio-centrically, and the two to
gether indicate great mental capacity. 
Jdpiter and Uranus, especially the latter 
draws the mind toward the mysterious. 
The first combination gives early develop
ment in all things, which shows us that 
our subject is quick to grasp the things 
that pertain to science. Jupiter and Ura
nus, however, are not in proper relations
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for the best financial results, although 
Saturn and Neptune are, but as neither 
combination is strong in magnetic rela
tion to the time and place, at birth the 
prospects for much money are not favor
able. That an all sufficient amount will 
be ever ready for the needs of our sub
ject, there can be no question, for there 
are no hitches in the general trend of the 
life as a whole.

Bu s in e s s .

This character belongs inside, although 
his vital strength would indicate that he 
ought to be out of doors. Much time 
should be spent outside for the good of 
the health, but he is a good inside man in 
business, suited to detail work of what
ever nature it may be. Very accurate 
and precise. Naturally neat. Would 
make a good physician, and as a profes
sional man would succeed best as one.

Being quick to learn and having such 
clear perception, the right thing to do in 
a case of sickness would be known at 
once. This combination with the Earth, 
however, is all of a negative nature, 
which intensifies the sensitiveness, and 
makes many persons quite disagreeable 
to meet.

H e a l t h .
Excellent health is shown, and devo

tion to home and family is very marked. 
Therefore, a home should be builded 
early in life. A  home with a beautiful 
garden and fruits and flowers will best 
satisfy such a nature. In fact, fruit 
growing as a business would be well 
suited to the general nature. Such stu
dies as border on the mystical could be 
better assimilated, and a work for the 
people at large accomplished that would 
be recognized. We say this on account 
of the over sensitiveness, which makes it 
disagreeable to meet many people. Long 
life is indicated, as well as a very satis
factory condition all through it.

W. P. B., male, born April 25th, 1888, 
2:37 p. M.:

We find this a Saturn-Neptune charac
ter, which is a combination that causes 
one to have great imaginations, and what 
would be considered wild theories. This

SR9

person will travel and meet with a strange 
experience. Do not overtax the brain by 
crowding the mind in study. Must de
velop very slow to avoid this. Sex func
tion needs attention. Should do light 
work, vitality low. Mind dazed at times. 
Be careful with high, vibrating drugs 
that operate on the brain. Ought to live 
in the country out with nature or upon 
the water. Not a business character. A  
good position under proper direction is 
best.

R. A. M., male, born March 25th, 1842, 
5:30  a . m .:

Eibra born, with Aries rising, Venus 
ruling star. Strong mind force, with ex
pression limited. Good physician, but 
too easy with finances. Heals best with 
the mind. Natural mental healer. 
Hands on some will be well, but not 
many are helped by this method. Good 
disposition, usually contented and happy. 
Wants are small. Very charitable, but 
likes to live well. Speech tender and 
sympathetic. Saturn and Uranus give 
both inclination toward the occult and 
mysterious. Better place your accounts 
with good collector and let patients know 
it. Ought to make money this way, as 
the power to make and hold friends and 
customers are very good.

A. L. F., female, born July 2d, 1886:
At whatever time on this day she was 

born, she is bound to be a phenomenon. 
A giantess in intellect. A natural elocu
tionist, actress or lecturer. Not so gifted 
in music. Never waste time on music 
but prepare her for the stage or for public 
work. Give her a good education, com
mon school good enough, and then pre
pare her for the special line. She will be 
ready at 15 for public work, if given a 
chance. This is the most significant 
horoscope for future possibilities we have 
seen in a long time. Opportunity is all 
that needs to be given this character.

W. F., male, born May 16th, 1888,some 
time in the morning:

Mars character, very strong-minded, 
self-willed and particular. A very live
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magnet. A natural psychometrist, born 
to travel, a natural physician and sur
geon, especially the latter. Needs no 
guardian either in work or in financial 
management. Very stern and stiff and 
unchangeable when once the mind is set. 
Subject to rheumatism, knees affected. 
Not serious probably. Hot water ban
dage and massage treatment best for 
them. Dungs in good shape, mind clear, 
expressions tender. Physical feelings 
not so tender. Rather harsh.

C. S., male, August 25th, 1867, at 6:30 
A. m ., Cincinnati, Ohio.

We find Jupiter both physical and life 
ruler, which indicates capacity and dispo
sition to make money, good balance, 
happy disposition, yet quite stubborn. 
Boot and shoe trade suited to this man, 
with drugs second, groceries third. He 
is a persistent worker, nervous times pe
riodical, caused by Mercury, they come 
later after 1896. Mars indicates condi
tions for a physician. No good for this 
man. Business better. Chest subject to 
irritation. No danger. Irritation of 
nerves of arms. First important cycle 
culminates middle of 1897. A  change 
comes then. Ought to accumulate quite 
a property.

S. W., female, born December 14th, 
1886, 7:30 o’clock p. m .:

This character we find to be a natural me
dium. Very negative and reserved,yet with 
great mental capacity. Fine brain. W ill 
be very sensitive to every condition, and 
easily agitated and caused to be afraid. 
The real character will develop slowly, 
and being a tender, sensitive body needs 
a great amount of sympathy and encour
agement. Sex function a little weak. 
W ill be a very strong character when 
fully developed, and will have an excel
lent quality of speech. Health generally 
will be good. W ill make an excellent wife 
for a refined and spiritual man, but not 
for a strong, physically inclined one.

It. J. B., female, born August 12th, 
1845, at 10 o’clock a. m.:

Born in the quarter of labor with Mars 
as ruling star, gives system and orderly

arrangement in all matters. A hard 
worker. Has rather a bad feeling about 
the heart. Very clear mind, and very 
psychometric. Quick with the hands.
Too particular to enjoy life at its best. 
Dikes to move, travel and be going some
where. Very accurate, careful and dig
nified. A  little hard to please because of 
a yearning for something, yet do not 
know just what it is. Would make a 
good teacher, writer or lawyer, although 
not gifted in speech. Verbal expressions 
harmonious and tender. November and 
December, this and next months signifi
cant for you.____________

A’ Law.

Co r a i, A. T hom as.

Mortals, dinna think ye’re great,
Bein’ as ye’re sma’ ;

A ’ th’ law there is, is Fate,
Ruling over a’ ;

W ill, ye ha’e na, o’ ye’re ain,
An’ ye surely ken,

That th’ law that rules a worm 
Is th’ same o’er men.

A* there is, is what it is,
. A* there is, is gude,

A ’ there is, ye couldna change,
Even if ye would;

Sae be ye resigned to law,
An’ th’ han’ o ’ Fate,

Better ’ tis to humble be,
Than to be’ o’er great.

Struck Fame.

A  P h ilad e lp h ia  inven tor has climbed  
to the top  by his inven tion  o f cornstalk  
pith  pack in g  as a  substitu te  fo r  cellu
lose in  the m an u fac tu re  o f  warships. 
I t  is a  m atter o f  n ation a l p ride  that the 
inven tor an d  the m ateria l are both 
A m e ric a n  p roducts . T h e  Governm ent  
has a lready  recogn ized the im portance  
o f  the invention , as a fte r  repeated and 
severe tests the p ith  p ack in g  easily  
proved  its superio rity  to  cellulose in  
closing u p  an d  becom in g  im perv ious to 
w ate r  a fte r  b e in g  pu n ctu red  w ith  a  
shot. A ls o , the cellu lose decom poses 
rap id ly  w h en  lo n g  w et an d  is danger
ously  in flam m ab le  w h en  dry, w hereas  
the p ith  p rod uct does n o t decom pose, 
is n on -in flam m able , an d  its  cheapness 
w ill  at once appear, even  to  the novice.
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THE ORACLE.

F riend Ormsby :
Question . I s it not possible for a per

son to exist continuously on this planet 
or in its atmosphere until they have at
tained sufficient astral strength to exist 
under existing laws of those planet rul
ers at birth, and that said rulers may 
never change, but remain the same dur
ing all incarnations, the ruling planet to 
linally be the home of the astral, and 
that but a few astrals are produced, 
nearly all by incarnations? Judging 
from the people, there was a bad lot of 
incarnations from 1849 to this date, and 
is it not one of the improbable things 
for a mystical student to attain so 
great an adebtship in occult science as 
some of the late students of the temple 
in Chicago have during one physical 
life, and does not mystical instructions 
come from past mystics, who are now 
in an incarnated state, but no longer 
subject to the laws of the physical, but 
are here as instructors and light 
bearers ?

A nswer. N o! N o! N o! None of the 
above is literally or even in the majority 
true. Souls cannot incarnate and remain 
in the flesh forever, neither can they 
accumulate sufficient force to live out
side of matter forever. And they do 
not have a single star to which they 
may become attached, and Anally locate 
on, as the final home of the soul. The 
incarnations since 1849 compare with 
those of previous years, probably.

Adeptship is the result of many over- 
comings through many incarnations, 
and is not attained at one bound in one 
life, in one society or temple.

Mystical instruction does not come 
from those who have gained occult 
knowledge in the past, and who are now 
environed or conditioned so they can 
use the accumulations of the ages. This 
latter condition is the result of the law 
of planetary bodies. They are subject 
to the law just the same, but if  they 
have in this embodiment gained a 
knowledge of the present conditions

under the law they may live in greater 
harmony with it, than those who are 
still ignorant of it, and it is this differ
ence very largely that enables them to 
teach others. No soul can be a light 
bearer, who has not through hard, la
borious research, study and application, 
especially the latter, ” accumulated 
knowledge, which begets wisdom, and 
which becomes the possession of the 
soul, determining its nature and quality 
both in and out of the physical body.

Pla n e ts  and  Pe o p le , Chicago, 111.:
Q . Dear  Sirs :—Since having one of 

your readers give my horoscope, I  am 
am anxious to ascertain if  others, hav
ing the same birthday as myself, are of 
similar fate and career. To gain this 
information I thought I would request 
you to ascertain through your col
umns from as many as would respond, 
who were bom February 1st, 1850. 
This was my birthday, and if  I  could 
find that all men bom on that date had 
similar fortunes and misfortunes, or 
that, environments being the same, 
their fates would be the same, I should 
certainly believe in planetary influen
ces. Of course I  have the best of 
reasons for this question. Dr. Dearth, 
of this city, who gave my horoscope, 
certainly told one peculiar thing of my 
life, which he had no possible chance of 
knowing, and which condition could 
not possibly exist in many other lives, 
hence my anxiety to know i f  others of 
the same natal day had the same condi
tions or careers in life. And i f  you will 
give this question room in your columns 
it will put me in correspondence with 
others of my natal day, and greatly 
oblige me and possibly many others. I  
am sirs, Most sincerely yours,

L. A. M orris.
A . We have found in every instance 

thus far, that those bom on a certain 
day, are physiologically constituted the 
same, and have very marked similar 
characteristics, but to say that when 
one stubs his toe .and falls down, that 
others born the same day will do the

5.92
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same thing does not apply. Previous 
uumbers of Pl a n e ts  a n d  Peo p le  con
tains explanations on this point, so we 
will not repeat them here. Those de
siring to exchange experiences with the 
questioner for the purpose of compari
son, will have an opportunity of do
ing so.

Ma r s h a lto w n , I ow a, Oct. 2,1895. 
F. E. Ormsby, E sq., Chicago, 111.

Q. D e a r  Sir  a n d  B ro.— I  cannot 
quite catch the meaning of your com
ments upon the extract from my per
sonal note, unless that you understood 
that by “light authorities” I  referred to 
mortals, when the referrence was to the 
dwellers upon the other shore.

H aving been both clarivoyant and 
clairaudient for years, I  can, and do 
converse with intelligences out o f the 
physical body, w ith as much satisfac
tion as with the embodied.

A n  ancient one o f venerable mien 
and profound wisdom, who kindly veils 
his natural radiance as he draws near, 
frequently talks w ith  me and has im 
parted this inform ation on the subject. 
“ W hile  mortals who have attained the 
plane o f effective work each leave many 
wisdom  fathers and mothers he was my 
father in a peculiar sense. H av in g  su
perintended my incarnations on differ
ent planets and upon the dissolution o f  
the covering about me had again  re
ceived me to his heart,” nam ing the 
planets on which I  had been embodied.

A  planet mother called Saida,the head 
o r  queen o f the Sun A n ge ls  O rder o f  
L igh t, (branches o f  which order are es
tablished am ong m ortals) gave the same 

in form ation  in regard to previous incar
nations, nam ing the sam e planets as the 
other only in  another order. A b o u t  a  

year o f  tim e passing between the com
m unications.

H a v e  also conversed w ith  different 

m em bers o f  the O rder o f the Stars an  

o rde r o f  the higher spheres whose m em 
bership is lim ited to those w ho have at
tained  the degree o f  sp iritual un fo ld - 
m ent represented by incarnations upon  

a t  least seven planets w ho  re fe r to me

as one of their officers and talk about 
things occurring in their meetings 
which I had been conversant with prior 

[to the present embodiment. I can not 
question the truthfulness of these 
things where my own inner conscious
ness bears definite witness thereto.

I am not ignorant of the fact that 
there are many lying spirits or elements 
who take delight in deceiving. And 
many is the fools-errand 1 have been 
sent on before I learned to discern be
tween the reliable and the false.

This is given simply in the interest of 
a better understanding between us.

S. B . G.

A . Regardless o f the source from 
which the information purports to 
come, we are obliged to stamp it as un
reliable, know ing as w e believe we do 
something o f the law  by which all souls 
are governed. W hen a spirit claims to 
have superintended several incarnations 
o f one now  in the flesh, upon various 
and numerous planets, the fact that 
they veil themselves when telling it, is 
indicative o f the condition o f such a 
one. Truth needs no veiling. A n d  if  
such a spirit knows what they are talk
ing about— really and truly— they must 
be frank  and open enough in expressing 
it to com m and the attention o f all. It  
is very easy to get things m ixed when 
talk ing about several incarnations. A  
different country on the E arth  is an
other planet to all intents and pur
poses, as the first incarnation in the 
U n ited  States m ight be considered one 

on a  new planet, fo r  the planet is 
changing all the time.

Those o f  the “order o f the stars,’» 
which claim  so h igh  a  rank, and which 

nam e you as one o f their officers, clearly 
present to you the stage o f  growth  they 

have reached, fo r  you  have bu t to size 
yourself up, to know  w ho and w hat the 

balance o f the personnel o f  officers are.
N o w  do not m isunderstand us and 

conclude that w e take no stock in these 

“brotherhoods,” and “sisterhoods,” as 

w ell as “angelhoods” o f  societies, mem- 
| bers o f  which claim  so m uch knowledge



and w isdom  an d  at the sam e tim e show  
so little com m on  sense. W e  know  
such societies o f  sou ls  ex ist, and  that  
they are w o rk in g  on  th is  m ateria l p lane  
very la rgely ; b u t  the m ore  w e  see and  
hear o f  them , the m ore  h um an  and  pe r
haps less w ise  they seem . I t  m ay  be 
the cond itions they m ix  w ith  near the 
su rface  th a t co lo rs th e ir  statem ents to 
som e exten t, b u t  i f  w isdom  m eans  
p o w er there is  n o  excuse  lo r  the grossly  
inconsistent u tteran ces that character
ize m ost o f  the m essages fro m  the realm  
o f  sp irits.

Providence, R . I., O ctober 12th, 1895. 

Editor Planets and People.
Q. Dear Sir :—I am much inter

ested in the contents of Planets and 
People. Will you please make plainer 
through the columns of your magazine 
the operation of the “black star” on 
your* astronomical chart. I think this 
will interest others as well as myself.

Yours truly,
W m. N. Deming.

A .  In  a n sw e r  to  the abo ve  question  
w e  w ill g iv e  th is  e xam p le :

TO F I N D  M E R C U R Y  D E C . 19tll, 1872.
Set the lin e  b e g in n in g  the  s ign  SI to  

the lin e  b e g in n in g  J a n u a ry  oth, hold  
in  p lace  and  o bse rve  the  end  a t  b lack  
sta r  D ecem b e r 3d. T h e  b lack  sta r  b e in g  
in P isces  x >  the la st  s ign  in  the Zodiac, 
(lo o k  a t  the  Z o d ia c ) o f  course the next  
s ign  fo llo w in g  is  A r ie s . X o w  tu rn  
the d isk  p a s t  the  cross lines or  
w aste  space  so th a t the beg in n in g  
o f  A r ie s  is  a t D ecem be r 3d, then hold  
in  p lace  a n d  look  opposite  D ecem 
ber 19th, w h ic h  is  the date  w e  are  look 
in g  u p , an d  w e  find M e rcu ry  has ju st  
en tered  C ancer.

T O  F I N D  V E N U S  S A M E  D A T E .

Set the d isk  so th a t the lin e  beg in n in g  
L ib r a  w i ll  be  a t  lin e  o f  J an u a ry  loth , 
h o ld  in  p lace  an d  observe  the date  op 
posite  the b lack  sta r  on  b lu e  circle  or  
V e n u s  circle , w h ich  is  Sept. 14th. T h is  
b lack  sta r  is  in  L ib ra , (look  a t  the Z o 
d iac , an y  Z o d iac ) an d  you  w ill see that

he next sign to L ib ra  is Scorpio. X o w  
trace the blue circle to the right until 
you com e to the sign  Scorpio. A n d  
turn  the line to Septem ber 14th, after  
w hich  proceed to Decem ber 19th, and  
observe the sign  opposite on the blue 
circle, w h ich  shows that V en u s has just 
passed into A ries.

T O  F IN D  M A R S.

A g a in  re fe rrin g  to correction tables, 
w e find in  M ars  colum n sam e year, that 
on January  1st, M ars  entered X  Pisces. 
So w e set the line beginn ing P isces x 
on the inside circle o f the red, to 
Jan uary  1st, and then w e  find the black  
star line a t F eb ru ary  19th. Th is  black  
star is in  the sign  x  on the M ars circle 
so the next sign  is A ries , the same 
as w ith  M ercury , so we sim ply turn  the 
disk  past the cross lines, and set A r ie s  
a t  F eb ru a ry  19th. N o w  w e  proceed 
around the M a rs  circle to Decem ber 
19th ou r date, and w e  find M ars  is in  the 
sign  V ir g o  tt̂ . W e  trust now  this w ill 
be sufficiently clear to all w ho find 
difficulty in  using  the chart at first. 
W e  selected a  date which required the 
resetting o f  the d isk  fo r each planet. 
T h is does not often  occur.

Brain Matter in Finger Ends.

I t  m ay not be so generally know n  
that recent post-m ortem  exam inations  
o f  the bodies o f  the b lind  reveal the 
fact that in  the nerves at the ends o f  
the fingers well-defined cells o f  gray  
m atter had form ed , identical in  sub 
stance and cell form ation  w ith  the 
g ray  m atter o f  the brain. W h a t  does 
this show ?  I t  proves that a  m an can 
think not alone in  his head, bu t a ll over 
his bodv, and especially in the great 
nerve centers like the solar plexus and  
the nerve ends on the palm s o f  the 
hand and in  the soles o f  the feet. The  
com ing m an w ill assuredly perceive and  
think in  every part from  his head dow n  
to his feet.

A  new  and w on derfu l substitute fo r  
com m on brittle  glass is announced by  
a  V ie n n a  journal devoted to the glass  
and porcelain  trade. The substitute is 
said  to have all the properties o f  com 
m on glass, except that it  is flexible. It  
is m ade o f  cu llod ian  wool.
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HEALTH D EPARTflEN T. 

Kitchen Katekism.

Qu e s tio n . Suppose one has com
pany, and among the guests are those 
who do not believe in giving so much 
attention to the question of diet, is it  not 
our duty to try and arrange some dish 
or dishes which wiil please such a guest, 
especially i f  they have been invited and 
their tastes are well known ?

A nswer. X o. We should never ca
ter to the vulgar appetite o f any person 
on any occasion; but, instead we should 
have upon the table such things as we 
know are proper and right for food, and 
then serve such o f the list as each may 
desire. I f  they, the guests, are ladies 
and gentlemen in the right sense, they 
will not feel slighted in the least, but 
w ill greatly appreciate the hostess for 
her advancement in hygienic cooking.

Q. Suppose a number o f guests were 
invited to dine, composed of those who 
favor vegetarianism and those who 
think they cannot live without meat, 
what would constitute a good, present
able meal ?

A . A s these occasions are generally 
only once in several weeks or months, 
it  may be admissible to have what 
might be termed a feast, and to elabo
rate upon the same we would suggest a 
bill of fare something like this:

1. V egetable Soap . C rackers.
2. (  Slashed Potatoes.
3. ! Baked H ubbard Squash .
4. -{ Stewed Tom atoes.
5. | B iscu its  and Bread.
6. (.Cranberry Sauce (fo r a  ta r t)
7. ( N ats. F ru it. Tea o r Coffee.
8 . < P ick les. S o ar P ickles.
Q. How should the soup be made ?
A . One half cup o f rice add a good 

sized potato, grated or'sliced thin, one 
parsnip, a good sized onion sliced, and 
water sufficient. Season only with salt, 
after cooking and just before removing 
from the fire.

Q. Y o u  have listed tea and coffee, 
and we thought you opposed them both 
as articles o f food or drink ?

A While we do not recommend tea 
and coffee as desirable drinks, they like

all others m ay be used moderately by 
some people w ithout any damaging ef
fect, especially meat eaters are in the 
habit o f using one or both on such oc
casions as the question refers to, they 
would not be out o f place.

Q .  W hat about style or etiquette at 
the table. Is  it  necessary, in order to 
appear properly, for one to use the 

I k n i fe  for certain arrangements of the 
I food, and adhere strictly to the use of 

the fork when eating, or is it  permissi
ble to partake o f some things from the 
knife as well ?

A . E very  person should judge for 
him or herself how they can best 
handle the food before them. With the 
right kind o f a  fork it  is much easier to 
raise the food to the lips with than with 
a knife, but there are things which 
sometimes require the use o f the knife, 
and in such cases it  is perfectly proper 
to use it. W hile the style o f using the 
kn ife  changed to the fork, millions of 
people had forks which were not adapted 
to such use, and m any people still have 
them, so there should not be any set 
rule concerning this matter, as a rut of 
any kind is not indicative o f common 
sense.

Q. How should napkins be spread or 
worn?

A . This all depends upon the phy
siological configurations of those using 
them. F or exam ple: I f  a  person is 
straight w ith fu ll front, that extends 
w ay out between the chin and food, it 
is well to have the napkin tucked in 
at the neck; but i f  one is long, narrow 
and stooped, so there is an immense 
abyss between the chin, stomach and 
plate, and the lower limbs run around 
under the table so the ends o f the shoes 
strike the under side o f the top, and 
the forehead and nose nearly strike the 
food, it  is not necessary to place or 
wear a  napkin under the chin, but may 
with great propriety be placed upon the 
lap or even upon the floor, as there is 
where such people usually have to look 
for it  when they have occasion to use it. 
No, there can be no set rule on this
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question, and the fewer set rules there 
are on these things the better. Persons 
having an individuality all their own, 
which all should have, usually have a 
peculiar way of their own for all of 
these things, and originality is to be 
commended wherever found.

The Chronoscope.

What is claimed to be the most won
derful timing instrument in the world 
was exhibited before members of the 
Department of Pedagogy and Psycholo- 
ny of the Brooklyn Institute of the 
Arts and Science recently. It is called 
a pendulum-ehronoscope, and has ex
cited widespread interest in the scienti
fic world. It measures accurately down 
to the 1000th part of a second, and is 
expected to take the place at once of 
the old style chronoscopes in scientific 
laboratories. The idea of the instru
ment was originally suggested by Pro
fessor Charles B. Bliss, of the School of 
Pedagogy of the New York University. 
The machine was made and perfected 
by J. J. Hogan, the head of the me
chanical department of the Psycho
logical Laboratory of Yale. It can be 
used with the quickness of a stop 
watch, and neither electrician nor math
ematician is needed as operator. Con
structed on the pendulum principle, it 
measures the reaction time between 
sight, hearing, or the operation of the 
will in muscular movement. The in
strument is a mechanical one, with 
simple electrical attachments. The 
speed of a cannon ball can be deter
mined by the new timer,and also telling 
the lapse of time between the firing of 
a revolver and the starting of a runner, 
or determine how long it takes a boxer 
to deliver a blow. The new instrument 
is about two feet high, and is mounted 
on silver and nickel. I t  costs about 
$200 to construct it.

A  simple description of this machine 
is that it consists of a pendulum and a 
pointer swinging independently on the 
same axle. The tip of the pointer 
swings along the face of a curved scale 
or indicator, which is so graduated 
that it shows the 1000th of a second. 
To measure the time required for the 
transmissian of any given impression a 
button is pressed, and this sets the pen
dulum in motion and registers the re
sult on the scale. I t  has been demon
strated that on an average the reflex 
action for sound occupies 0.130 of a 
second. In making a sign test when
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the pendulum comes in contact with 
the pointer of a black shutter is raised 
from a light disc. A s the disc flashes 
on his sight the subject touches the 
button and the pointer is at once 
stopped. It has been found that 0.300 
of a second is the average time between 
the exposure of the disc to the sight and 
the pressure of the button. A  test for 
discrimination is to exhibit from behind 
the shutter a square of some color. The 
person operated upon does not know 
what color may be exhibited. He is 
told for instance, to press the button 
when he sees blue. Such a test will in
volve a longer time, perhaps the one- 
fourth of a second altogether. Other 
trials are made with odors, sounds, or 
pin-punctures. A n Italian machine for 
making these tests is moved by clock
work and exhibits the results upon two 
dials, the one making hundredths and 
the other thousandths of a second. The 
value of these tests for the purposes of 
the School of Pedagogy, is to enable 
teachers to know what the mental char
acteristics of their scholars really are. 
Under the system of teaching of a gen
eration ago no one paid any attention 
to this in dealing with pupils. School
masters in those days, in fact, did little 
or nothing in the way of teaching. The 
routine of a school then consisted in a 
master’s telling his classes what pages 
of the books the lessons for next day 
were to be found upon, how long the 
lesson would be, and hearing the schol
ars recite.—New Ideas.

Crime and Criminals.

How far we are from an ideal social 
condition, from a state of true civili
zation, we need only read the head
lines of the daily papers to be re
minded. There are always men 
watching for an opportunity to prey 
upon their fellowmen to cheat them, 
to rob them, to murder them. The 
Chicago Inter Ocean of September 4th 
contained an account of robberies, 
headed “Burglars run Riot,” from 
which the following is taken:

On Warren Avenue and Fulton Street 
not less than 100 burglaries have been 
committed duringthe past three months. 
Few cases of highway robbery have 
been reported, but the presence of 
thieves is so well known that women 
and children are even afraid to remain 
alone at home at nights, much less visit 
their friends. Nearly every man on 
Warren Avenue and Fulton Street has 
purchased a revolver or other weapon 
of defense.”
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In another column of the same paper! 
mention is made of the opening of the 
September term of the criminal court, 
and this is said:

“ The September grand jury will hear 
between 800 and 900 cases. There are 
now over 500 cases on the docket ready 
for the jury, which begins work next 
Monday. A  large number of charges of 
murder are on the docket.”

What can be done to prevent crime 
or to keep it  down to a minimum? It 
is a serious problem. There is a class 
of persons criminally inclined with 
whom constant restraint is the only 
safeguard. There is a larger class not 
criminally inclined, but weak morally, 
and with opportunities and under 
strong temptations liable to be led into 
crime. In this city every day men and 
women out of employment and un. 
able to earn anything, commit thefts- 
The long business depression has no 
doubt reduced many to a condition 
which has led them to adopt criminal 
methods. The condition of those who 
are dependent upon wages and cannot 
obtain work for weeks and months at a 
time, especially now when men’s knowl
edge and wants have increased, is far 
worse than it was in feudal times. Let 
us hope that the methods of production 
and exchange and the relations between 
capital and labor will in the future 
eliminate some of the evils of our in
dustrial system. But the really crimi
nal class will probably for a long time 
present a problem for the study of the 
penologist as well as for the psycholo
gist.—Philosophical Journal.
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A Neglected Wonder.

The Escurial, the palace of she Span
ish King, an architectural marvel, for
merly described as the “eighth wonder 
of the world,” is now seldom spoken of, 
even by those who are ready to go wild 
over much less pretentious structures. 
The cornerstone of this “Spanish St. 
Peter’s” was laid by Philip II in 1503, 
but it was 302 years (1805) before the. 
monstrous building was pronounced fin
ished. It was built by Philip in fullfill- 
ment of a vow to “erect the linest mon
astery in the world” should his forces 
be successful in their great battle with 
the French. The battle was fought at 
St. Quentin on Aug. 10, 1557, St. Law 
rence day, and in order to honor that 
saint as well as to fulfill his vow the 
king had the foundation of his great 
memorial laid off in the shape of a grid
iron, the implement of torture upon

which the goodly Lawrence is reputed 
to have suh'ered martyrdom.

To those who have never visited the 
Escurial the size of the gigantic struct
ure is beyond comprehension. It is 749 
feet from north to south and 580  ̂ feet 
from east to west, the square towers at 
each corner rising to a height of over 
2i HJ feet. Within this monstrous build
ing is the king’s palace, a cathedral, a 
monastery of 200 cells, two colleges, 
three chapter houses, three library build
ings, live large halls, six dormitories, 
three hospitals and over 3,000 other 
rooms. In order to make St. Lawrence’s 
gridiron complete, the building is built 
in quadrangular form, with 17 rows or 
ranges of monstrous stone structures 
crossing each other at right angles, 
these forming the gridiron’s ribs, the 
handle being a wing 470 feet in length. 
The church, which is a part of this vast 
pile of masonry, is 364 feet long,230feet 
wide, with a dome 330 feet in height. It 
is estimated that the building cost 
850,000,000.—Ideal.

A  St. Paul, Minnesota, inventor 
claims to have invented a propeller 
which, without any increase of cost in 
power, will increase the speed of ves
sels 30 per cent., and the speed can be 
further increased by increasing the 
power. It can be attached to vessels 
now built.

In connection with the International 
Fair in the City of Mexico this year it 
is proposed to erect a number of build
ings for purposes of residence and ex
hibition that can be utilized afterward. 
This is expected to become a highly at
tractive as well as permanent feature of 
the city. __________

A  French photographer has arranged 
an alchohol lamp so that while it is im
mersed he can throw powdered magne
sium into the flame and thus secure a 
very brilliant light under water. In 
this manner he has been able to obtain 
some clear and beautiful photographs 
of the bed of the Mediterranean. Oxy
gen is carried down in the apparatus to 
promote combustion.

That wonderful British locomotive, 
the James Toleman, which was brought 
over to the Chicago Fair two summers 
ago, was afterward put on the Chicago, 
Milwaukee and St. Paul road to test 
her capacity. She developed so many 
faults, however, that after several mod
ifications in design she was sidetracked 
in Milwaukee, and is now for sale cheap.
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ZALENE.
HE new and beautiful reve
lations which Zalene wit
nessed, when last she visited 
the secret chamber, were so 

impressive, she could not think of much 
else, and for weeks it seemed that unless 
she could grasp and understand the 
deeper and somewhat hidden meaning of 
such demonstrations, she would never 
again be happy. She had at last been so 
awakened from within, that her soul 
seemed to be all aflame, and threatened 
to almost consume her unless things were 
cleared up in her mind. The fact last 
presented to her was, that a human being 
is a combination of various colors blend_ 
ing, shading, first clear and beautiful 
and then dull and imperfect in tone and 
beauty.

“ If the secret of life and happiness is 
in the blending of one’s own colors,”  she 
queried, “ To know this is to know all 
that goes to make contentment and hap
piness. It is certainly a grand thought 
and worth looking deeply into, and I 
must see to it that I am not the one who 
is ever looking, and never finding this

real and central truth concerning human 
life. Let me see. W hat have I  seen and 
heard in connection with this occult 
company ? Certain signs, symbols and 
numbers have been held before me, but I 
did not see much in them at the time, but 
now I  feel that more has been given me 
than I have even dreamed of, and they 
all must have a meaning. ’ ’

Zalene was questioning deeply into the 
meaning of things now, and for weeks 
she spent all of her spare time in making 
figures and signs, etc., such as she had 
seen. This exercise gradually called to 
mind the fact, that on one occasion she 
was confronted by seven peculiar people 
who told her to read upon their fore
heads the pass word which allowed her 
later to leave the shrine.

“ Let’s see. W hat was that word?”  
She had forgotten, or at least could not 
recall it then, so she thought further con
cerning the seven. It seemed to her that 
the number seven had a good deal to do 
with many of the things she had wit
nessed, so she concluded to take this 
number seven, and see what it  m ight 
apply to, so she began in this wise:

“ Yes, seven is a peculiar number. 
There are seven days in a week, seven 
colors in the rainbow, seven notes in 
music, and she remembered seeing a pe
culiar symbol of seven circles. S ix  en
closing one.

And then she thought of--------  yes,
and there are seven planets, and they say 
man has seven senses, which, i f  true, 
must make this peculiarity of seven very
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significant in the secret researches which 
occultists are m aking.”

It seemed to her that the seven peculiar 
people she first met must have conveyed 
to her something that she did not grasp; 
something besides the pass-word, which 
she now recalled, and found that its rela
tion to the number seven was important 
and significant, so she kept it after that 
in a secret chamber of her brain, where 
she could call for it at w ill.

Then the twelve came into her mind, 
and she thought of all they had said to 
her, when she remembered that a second 
time the seven appeared about the center, 
and gave evidence and criticism of her 
and her work.

“ W hy did not the twelve criticise her 
instead of the seven?’’ she queried.

The lesson in colors and star light in 
the life of Julius, the mysterious child, 
she could not get rid of. It haunted her 
every hom", and she grew more and more 
interested in knowing the philosophy or 
science, which would enable her to apply 
and use the information apparently so 
simple to those more fam iliar with the 
laws governing such phenomena.

“ W hat is knowledge ?”  she asked her
self. The question again came boldly up 
before her, and she thought of the answer 
given by one of the masters. “ Demon
stration. How can I prove that I know 
anything? That is the question.”

As Zalene was passing along Cottage- 
grove avenue one afternoon, she saw the 
sign of a clairvoyant, and she concluded 
to step in and see if  she could get any
thing practical and useful in the w ay of 
instruction in occultism.

She was received into a little room off 
from  the parlor, and the medium took a 
seat and immediately began to tell her 
about some peculiar condition she had 
brought with her, but presently drifted 
into personal lines and gave her a short 
history of her fam ily, and also of her un
fortunate experiences in married life, etc. 
when she suddenly started up and said: 

“ There comes a very ancient spirit here 
now, who does not seem to be able to 
speak our language, but I get it that he

wants you to do this w ay; and the medium 
made a strange movement, and with her 
first finger drew a sign upon the stand in 
front of her.

“ Do you understand?”  the medium 
asked.

“ W ell no, not ex a ctly ,”  said Zalene, 
and at once the finger made several more 
characters, w hich Zalene caught more 
clearly, and found they corresponded ex
actly  w ith  some she was familiar with. 
“ Oh! Yes! Y es!”  said Zalene, “ I under
stand.”

“ It is done,”  said the medium, “ Hehas 
gone. But another is here and says: 
T hat the ancient one desired to convey 
this message to the lady: “ Use the signs 
and figures w hich never change, if  you 
w ish to penetrate the secret realm of the 
hidden wonders o f creation.’ ”

Zalene was interested and desired more, 
and another spirit came, and said he was 
Frederick Sayne, an old schoolmate of 
hers, and that she must look out,for a cer
tain man was tryin g to injure her repu
tation.

Zalene could not im agine what it 
meant, and she becam e greatly  alarmed, 
and pressed the medium for further ex
planation.

A n Indian spirit then took hold and 
said, “ H e no good; bad man; me 
drive off.”

“ Now I see a bridge, and on it is a boy 
on horseback. T h e horse rears up and 
falls over the side of the bridge, boy and 
all, and are struggling in  the waters be
neath. There, the horse is free and is 
pulling for the shore, and the boy— , the 
boy— O, its gone from me now ”

“ Do you know  anything about this?”
“ W hy no. Is it  happening now, or 

w hat does it mean? Can I do anything?”  
And Zalene was excited.

“ No. Y es. W ell, I ’l l  see see if  I  can 
find out. No they say it  m ay have hap
pened when you was a little girl or else it 
is something to come in  the future,”  she 
could not te ll which.

“ W ell,”  said Zalene, “ That is very in
definite, and here I  am all excited 
over it, ”
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“Yes, they never give us dates. They 
only see it, that is all. ”

Zalene paid the price of the agitation, 
and stepped out in a most unsettled and 
undecided condition. But she did catch 
a point from the message given by 
the interpreter, who spoke of the ancient, 
and she saw how it was meant for her, as 
everything she had been receiving for the 
past year meant the same to her.

Zalene was not certain whether the 
Indian meant that the whole business 
was bad or just the one man who claimed 
to be an old schoolmate. And that man 
who is trying to do her harm ?

This disturbed her in spite of the In
dian’s remarks. It seemed to her to be a 
little mixed all through, and yet it was 
clear enough. As Zalene wended her 
way home she again asked, “ What is 
truth, and what is knowledge? I have 
now completed the rounds. I have seen 
all kinds of occultists and I am done. 
I must and will learn these things for 
myself, and abide by the master’s sug
gestion or statement, that we know only 
that which we can demonstrate to ourself 
to be,true. I shall demonstrate the law 
and prove to myself that the hidden se
crets are for me to know.

During the following six months Za
lene was a student of the law. She 
started in with colors, traced them to 
their primal beginnings or manifestations, 
found they had no direct connection with 
the planets, although planets, apparently, 
displayed different colors, and all colors 
are upon the Barth. She tested the mys
ticism of the twelve in a circle, and in 
connecting and comparing the seven 
principles to the twelve, found a clue to 
the situation, and like the stars of heaven 
the revelation came to fill her soul with 
wisdom from knowing the signs and sym
bols that are the same today, yesterday, 
and forever.

She applied the law to many people 
and things of the Barth, and found that 
it was true. Numerous applications ne
cessarily led to new thoughts and prob
lems, while the interest in the study be
came more and more enticing.

30.9

Zalene was alone a great deal during 
the months of study, and she became 
more sensitive from day to day, of the 
condition of things in general upon the 
Earth, but more particularly cognizant of 
the real physical and mental conditions 
of the people. She noticed as she went 
among them they seemed very different 
from the way they used to.

She was able now to understand to 
some extent at least, why people were 
ailing and diseased, why one seemed to 
fare so much better than another. In 
fact she was gradually realizing that no 
two were or could be the same; that each 
has a nich to fill and had the same right 
that she had to fill it. The causes of 
all these various traits in human charac
ter were traceable, by this divine science 
she was applying to the master mind, and 
power revealed to the occult student who 
persistently seeks, and by the sweat of 
his own brow finds by degrees the sim
plicity of the true and the beautiful in crea
tive force. ,

When one man took the life of another, 
there was no mystery in the act to Za
lene. In the inner sanctum she knew 
the reason, and upon the surface the law 
explained the culmination. There was 
no judgment in her heart as in the years 
that were past. The secret to all the acts, 
of life was an open book before her, and 
the causes of things were plain.

Thus Zalene was gradually drawn in 
the meshes of the occult network that 
threads the vast domain of creation, and 
dining those astral flights to which such 
as she will surely awaken, the occult 
brotherhood became known to her in its 
true sense and significance, and it was no 
longer necessary to be meek and mingle 
with those in the flesh, except to touch 
the soul of one who, like herself a year or 
so previous, is seeking for light and 
knowledge concerning the truths of na
ture, and the secret wisdom vouchsafed 
only to the initiate.

Zalene had decided the last time she 
visited the brotherhood in the flesh that 
she would prepare herself before she re
turned again, so it was not strange that she
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had not been near the shrine during many 
months; but having now fully awakened 
to the fact that through the avenue 
which this secret society alone could 
guide her, could she have gained what 
she now was fully conscious of. She felt 
impelled to journey thither, and meet 
again with those who were at last an open 
volume to her.

She dressed for the occasion and wended 
her way to the sacred shrine. Her soul 
was filled with joy and satisfaction. The 
world had become such a grand and 
glorious place. She felt at home any
where and everywhere. New ideas, new 
things to think about, new problems, in
teresting and entertaining ever presented 
themselves to her consideration, and this 
day about 7 p. M. she again rapped upon 
the outer door of that mystical retreat in 
the heart of the city, unknown to the 
world at large, and only visited by a few 
advanced souls who have a secret and 
sacred duty to perform in connection 
with the souls of former times, who dwelt 
in peace together, and formed an alliance 
by which they could through coming 
ages, “ know as they were know n,”  and 
meet the creation face to face.

She entared the shrine this time in full 
possession of her faculties, and greeted 
everyone with a knowing smile, and they 
seemed not at all surprised at the manner 
of her speech, which displayed the fact 
that she had at last caught up the line 
that had been thrown to her so many 
times, and in so many ways. She was 
now familiar with the powers above and 
the forces beneath, and was proficient in 
applying and relating cause and effect.

Her old friend Virginia was there, and 
from the appearances about the place 
there seemed to be something unusual in 
preparation. Virginia called her to one 
side and told her they were going in a 
body to call upon some friends, and the 
trip would be made as usual. In the 
meantime several points would be made, 
and that which was now dim to the con
sciousness would be developed, and 
striving would be a thing of the past.

Strange things took place among the 
assembled few, who seemed to be familiar 
with the proceedings, and Zalene was 
fast realizing the aim and object, when 
suddenly she realized that they were pre
pared to start on their journey.

Ted by one whose projective instincts 
seemed above the rest, they soon reached 
their friends, where they were received 
with a great deal of cordiality and loving 
kindness, and given a place in a crowded 
hall or assembly chamber where they 
could listen to the teachings of the higher 
life, and hear the wonderful harmonies 
vibrated through the mysterious ethers, 
uncontaminated by the dense and heavily 
laden atmosphere of the lower stratas of 
the surface. The music of the spheres 
was clearly defined at this time, and many 
of the deeper mysteries of life, and future 
glories that awaited those who attained 
unto a proper understanding of the 
secret way. The magnetic chain which 
cabled the messages to Zalene’s expanded 
cells was perfectly insulated at this time. 
Her physical regeneration, due to the 
past year’s observations of what is for the 
best, had made this experience as clear 
and plain to her as the common physical 
experiences of every day life. She had 
entered a new sphere, yet remained in 
full possession of all her senses, and all 
seemed as natural as the noonday sun.

The next that she remembered, the 
brothers and sisters were congratulating 
each other and comparing notes. Zalene 
with the rest knew the secret way, and all 
went merrily on, for the trials of life 
were done, and the large life and grander 
sphere in which it is possible to live and 
move and have our being, was as a beau
tiful garden in which our subject could 
retire into at will, and mingle with mys
tic matter, for she had learned to live in 
the eternal now at peace in the universe 
of God.

P h in d u  SEEKI.E.

“That cat made an awful noise in the 
back garden last night.”

“Yes, father, I suppose that since he 
ate the canary he thinks he can sing.— 
The Wasp.
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Color of M usic.

If an individual has a very quick and 
keen perception of color, it sometimes 
happens when he he hears a sudden 
sound that a Hash of color will appear 
before his eyes, red, blue, yellow, or oth
erwise, according to the loudness or 
character of the sound. One man is on 
record whose chromatic sense was so 
delicate that he saw flashes of color 
when he heard human voices and thus 
could tell the color of a voice. This 
man analyzed his impressions very care
fully and found that the flash of color 
reached him immediately before the 
sound did. Instances of this connection 
between light and sound are sufficient
ly numerous to be scientifically estab
lished.

The explanation of the phenomenon 
is perhaps not so difficult. In the well- 
known theory of the correlation of force 
sound, heat and light are considered to 
be all produced by the more or less vi
brations of one and the same ether. A  
disturbance of this ether in varying vi
brations might therefore produce both 
sound and color at the same moment 
and by the same operation.

This, in fact, is what does happen. 
Every note in music has its own corres
ponding color. Red is the color of C it 
is said, deeper or brighter according to 
whether it be middle C, high C, or that 
of the lower register.

Acting on this theory, Dr. Rivington, 
of London, has invented an instrument 
he calls a “color organ.” It is a won
derful device. As the musician strikes 
the keys there is cast upon a screen a 
succession of rhythmic color waves in 
beauty surpassing description. They 
are something like the ever-changing 
figures of a kaleidoscope. Perhaps by 
means of this, invention deaf people 
who cannot hear a note of music may 
nevertheless in time be enabled to enjoy 
it as fully as if it reached their auditory 
nerves.

Professor Hunicke of the Washing
ton University, according to the Rich
mond (Ya.) Tim es, is about applying 
for a process by which, he claims, 
$10,000 worth of gold can be obtained 
from sea water at acostof $1, every ton 
of water yielding from 2 to 4 cents’ 
worth of gold. He insists that no na
tion will hereafter suffer from a scarci
ty of gold; that gold will come from “the 
vasty deep ’ whenever called for,though 
spirits refuse to come. The free and 
unlimited coinage of gold will be the 
next craze.

Written for Planets and People.
A rt.

C o b a l  A . T h o m a s .
O, A rt! in all thy varied forms 

I gaze upon thee now:
I note thy tinted sunset,

And I note thy classic brow;
And in the far-off distance,

I see the hills made clear 
By artists’ skill, and paint-brush, 

Upon the canvas here.

And near, a modeled Venus 
In sculptured beauty stands;

I see the rays of evening 
Play o’er her maible hands;

While on a bed of roses,
A sleeping Cupid lies,

Surrounded by a winged host 
Of birds and butterflies.

A moonlit fountain glistens bright 
Beside a garden wall,

And o’er a trellised archway 
The moon-kissed roses fa ll:

While lovers lingering in its shade, 
Have sought a calm retreat,

And ’neath the dome of heaven 
Their vows of love repeat.

But Art, though beautiful to me, 
Thou’rt lacking, what I love,

Thy star-kissed dome of heaven 
Is not like that above;

Thy hills off in the distance 
That ever green appear,

Are not the hills, that to my soul 
I hold in memory dear.

Thy roses in the moonlight,
Are odorless and wan,

Aud uot like those I love to smell 
And feast my eyes upon;

And e’en thy lovers, ’next the trees, 
Are statuesque and cold ;

Here is no feeling in the scene, 
Though pleasing to behold.

And tho’ I find thee fair O, A rt!
And prize thee on the whole;

For thou art shadow of thy God, 
While Nature is the soul;

And soul of all things best, I love: 
Fair Art, amid thy shades,

While Nature lasts eternally,
Why beauty wanes and fades!

By actual experiment it has been 
ascertained that the explosive power of 
a sphere of water only one inch in dia
meter is sufficient to burst a brass ves
sel having a resisting power of 27,0000 
pounds.

An alloy formed of ninety-five parts 
of tin and five of copper will, it is as
serted, adhere to glass with such 
tenacity that it may be employed as a 
solder for connecting tubes end to end. 
It is obtained first by melting the tin 
and then adding the copper, the mix
ture being stirred all the while with a 
wooden rod. This mixture is run into 
a mold and melted anew when needed 
for use. It is rendered more or less 
hard by the addition of one-half to one 
per cent, of zinc or lead.
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HISTORY OF THERAPEUTICS.
The former lecture which closed with an 

account of the Homeopathic School of 
practice has been pronounced by the prac
titioners of that system as a fair and just 
statement of their claims. Passing now 
the minor sects such as the Herbalists, the 
Thomsonians and the like. All of whom 
have done some good work in their way, 
and have contributed toward modifying 
the “ Heroic practice”— we come to the 
Hygienists. This school is not yet fully 
crystalized. Unlike Homeopathy, which 
Minerva like sprung upon the world in 
any perfection, it  has been a growth; has 
required a great deal of weeding, as every 
system does until it  strikes basic principles.

Great diversity of method has existed 
among its adherents; a great deal of which 
has been the result of a lack of organiza
tion to prosecute their investigations. In
stitutions not being in proper sympathy 
and communication, have done a great 
deal of ' ‘own hook” business.

Hygienic institutions, have reached a 
high state of perfection the present com
posed with what they were when they ex
isted simply as “ Cold Water Care,”

This school has a broader basis than any 
other, rises higher in its conception of man ! 
digs down to the very foundation of man's 
being and planes the corner stone of its 
philosophy upon natural law. This school 
like that of Hippocrates may be truly 
called a School of Inductive Philosophy. 
Its representatives are pre-eminently phi
losophers, in fact they are the only sani
tary philosophers of the age. By general 
consent, the whole business of framing 
health formulas seems to have been turned 
over to them. They are the only school 
that lias had enough of Christ in it to reach 
the common people. They are the only 
ones who have been wise enough instead 
of helping man merely, to teach him how 
to help himself. To this end they have 
written purposely; made their publications 
within the reach of everybody and sown 
them broadcast among the people.

For years they have been doing what 
Dr. Brown Segward told his medical breth

ren the ideal physician would do in the 
good time coming, viz.; Instead of ear
ing diseases, teach people how to keep 
from getting sick. The attitude of the 
other school towards mankind has been 
“ eat and drink what you choose, wear 
what and how you please, abuse yourself 
all you like and when you get sick we will 
doctor you.”

The Hygienists on the other hand have 
said to man, “ quit your unhealthy habits 
and you will get well and keep well.” 
While other systems have considered man 
as an animal merely or as a chemists cru- 
sible, the hygienists have taken into ac
count his Mental and Moral Nature as be
ing prime factors in the cause and cure of 
disease. Aside from accidents they throw 
the responsibility of diseases very largely 
upon the individual himself. In like man
ner his cure to a great degree is in his own 
hands. This view is more worthy of man 
than that which considers him simply as a 
passive recipient. The Principles of Hygeo- 
Theraputics, as laid down by that old War- 
horse, the late It. T. Trail, are substantial
ly as follows:

1. All healing power is inherent in the 
healing system.

2. There is no law of cure in the uni
verse and the only condition of cure is 
obedience to physiological law.

3. Disease is not a thing or an entity to 
be destroyed, subdued, or suppressed; but 
an action to be regulated and directed.

4. Remedial agents do not act on the 
system, but are acted on by the vital pow
ers.

5. True remedial, agents are materials 
and influences which have normal relations
to the vital organs.

G. Diseases are caused by obstructions, 
the obstructiug materials being poisons or 
impurities of some kind.

7. The Hygienio system removes these 
obstructions and leaves the body sound.

8. Hygoo-Therepy is not a one-ideaism 
that professes to oure all diseases by water 
alone; but adopts all the remedial appli
ances in existence with the single excep
tions of poisons.

0. Nature's Materia Medioa consists of

J
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air, light, temperature, electricity, exer
cise, rest, food, drink, bathing, sleep, 
clothing, mental influences, and mechan
ical and surgical appliances.

1 0 . The true healing art consists in sup
plying the living system with whatever of 
the above mentioned it  can use under the 
circumstances.

Dr. James 0. Jackson the eminent Hy 
gienist lays down a similar code, but puts 
more stress upon mental and moral influ
ences. Here is his platform in brief.

1 . God has so created and related man 
to life on earth that —casualities excepted 
— in order to live free from sickness and 
die from old age he needs only to under
stand and obey the laws upon which life 
and health depend. Therefore as Chris
tians as well as advocates of a new medi
cal philosophy, we insist that sickness is 
no more necessary than sin.

2. That within the sphere m which they 
are designed to operate, physical laws 
are as sacred as moral laws are, and that 
mankind are as truly bound to obey them.

4. That obedience to physical laws 
would do away with disease and that in
stead of an unaccountable number of ail
ments which smite them all the way along 
from infancy to mature manhood— (casu
alities aside)— persons would die of old 
age.

5. That to be cured of any disease no 
matter what one needs simply to be 
brought within the range of the operation 
of the laws of his organism and to be so 
related to them that they can work unob- 
structedly and he cannot fail to get well.

0. That therefore the only sound philos
ophy upon which to proceed to treat the 
sick with a view to their restoration to 
health is to employ suoh means and suoh 
only as, had they been properly used would 
have kept them from getting sick.

Trail and Jackson differ very little in 
their conceptions of the nature of disease.

They both agree that it is an unbalanced 
condition of the vital powers though they 
have different ways of expressing it. The 
view is substantially the same as is held 
by the prevailing system,of Electro-Thera- 
putios. Trail goes a little farther back

than any of them and makes the cause of 
disease to be obstructions in the system. I 
shall refer to this subject again in a subse
quent lecture.

I  have made mention of Thall and Jack- 
son because they have been the veteran 
toilers and thinkers, whose ideas are worth 
a ll others of their school. They have 
nobly fought and grandly won. They have 
had some true followers, some imitators 
and some pretended disciples who have 
used the hygienic mantle to catch the un- 
warry and poison them with wholesale 
drugging.

The persistent efforts of the Hygienists 
has produced such a modification in so- 
called medical practice that it  amounts to 
little short of a revolution. Established 
Medicine has always had a very peculiar 
and “ regular” method of dealing with new 
ideas.

1. They are ridiculed.
2. They are fought and persecuted.
3. After the people have received them 

they are adopted by the faculty who mod
erately appropriate other mens’ wares and 
then swear “  we always had them.” The 
result is that to day medicine is not given 
as frequently, or in anything like the quan
tity it formerly was and the doctor scarce
ly makes a prescription without supple
menting it  with suggestions derived from 
the Hygienic school.

Hygienic Professorships begin to make 
their appearance in medical colleges and 
attempts at Hygienic literature from occa
sional medical quarters.

It is only a question for the people to 
settle as to what should be taught in the 
medical college of the future.

The faculty have never tried to teach 
the people anything, they simply contented 
themselves with trying to perform in the 
poorest manner the reforms the people 
have demanded. To the Hygienists we 
are indebted for whatever of Sanitary R e
form that has been accomplished. They 
have taught us how largely to prevent dis
eases, epidemics and pestilences by having 
ventilation, decent food, cleanliness, im 
proved clothing, less crowding, removal of 
offensive odors, improved drainage, letting
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sunlight into rooms and numberless minor 
matters that enter in as factors to produce 
sickness.

I f  the Hygienist had done nothing more 
than what he has in the way of preventing 
disease he would deserve an enduring 
crown of glory; but he does not rest here. 
He has given the world a Philosophy of 
disease and cure, the only rational philos
ophy it has ever had.

What other men had looked upon as 
disease he looked upon as simply the man
ifestations of disease. So that while oth
ers treat efleets he set to work to treat 
causes. The Hygienists found out that 
there was such a thing as Nature; and that 
Nature was a giant goddess, that her clas
sic name was Hygia; that she was a daugh
ter of Jupiter and had something of her 
father's strength. They found that often 
she was capable of not only driving away 
disease from her borders, but also of over
coming the clumsy though well meant ef
fort of the doctors to help her by putting 
stumbling blocks in her way. They set to 
work to learn her tactics of fighting dis
ease, that they might adapt their remedial 
agencies to work in harmony with her; in
stead of warring against her—heretofore 
when the doctors saw a man in a state of 
high fever, they said, “ this fever is disease; 
it  is killing the patient; it must be stopped*’ 
so they went to work to reduce the action 
of the heart and to “ break up” the fever, 
and it  did too; and often broke the consti
tution in the operation. The poison nature 
was trying to eliminate through the skin, 
the lungs and kidneys was conserved and 
retained in the system by this “ Breaking 
up ” Process or more properly breaking 
down process. The result was that after
wards when Nature made an effort to ex
pel the poison together with that whioh 
the doctors had put in she found her forces 
weakened and her foe stronger, she could 
no longer attempt to carry the enemy’s 
works by assault, but must approach more 
cautiously and lay siege by sapping and 
mining. This time she began to marshall 
her forces in the shape of typhoid, or ul- 
curs or consumption, or catarrh or ohronio 
irritations and congestions or neuralgias 
and low, obscene forms of disease.

When the Hygienist saw the fever, he 
said this is not disease but Nature in Ac
tion, trying to expel disease, this fever is 
only a manifestation of disease. Nature 
has on her work clothes and is house clean
ing, she is burning up some of the rubbish 
and carrying out the ashes, let us not hin
der but help her by adopting her methods 
and not ask her to adopt ours. So instead 
of depriving the patient of water and acids 
which he clamored for, as had been the 
custom they gave him all the water he 
wanted to drink and put water pads on 
him that he might drink through all the 
pores of his skin and thus be cured by ab
sorption by furnishing a solvent to dissolve 
the impurities of the system by which they 
might be more readily carried away. In
stead of taking away what little appetite 
he had by poisoning his stomach they gave 
him the acid fruits he longed for and the 
nourishing cereals. Thus they eliminated 
the disease fro m  the system instead of 
putting more into it, and aided Nature 
what they could with resources from her 
own laboratory.

The grand idea of the Hygienist is to 
get disease to the surface and so get rid of 
it, for this is Nature’ way.

The moral idea which Hygienists insist 
upon is a tremendous force in the care of 
the sick. It is bringing the reserve power 
of the soul and spirit to act upon the bodyt 
When a man believes that he ought to get 
well, that it is wicked to be sick, he is con
trolled by the most powerful motives of 
his being. It energizes his will, it gives 
him determination; he is not going to sur
render. Laying the responsibility of sick
ness on a man’s conscience is only a step
ping stone to the F a ith  Cure the highest 
and best of all forms of cure. Happy is 
he who can lay hold upon the Infinite and 
be made whole and not be obliged to grope 
in the lower planes of more uncertain sys
tems of cure.

Scobjell.— “I  don’t know what to do 
with my boy. H e  has »St. V itu s ’ dance. 
H is contortions are frightful.” 

Y aggers— “M ake a  great pianist of 
him and it w ill pass for eccentricity.”—  
The Wasp (San Francisco).
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The Earth’s Third Motion.
The late Rev. W illiam  Isaac Loomis 

sent to the Christian Watchman and 
Reilector, Boston, Mass., the following 
account of an astronomical discovery 
which he claimed to have made, and 
clearly demonstrated by the medium of 
a diagram of the solar system.

I propose to lay before the world the 
fact that the earth has as truly a third 
motion or revolution, as it  has an an
nual and diurnal motion. I  think the 
cause of this motion of the earth not 
occupying its true place in the astron
omical teachings of the present day, 
grew out of a mistake made by the 
early astronomers in saying and teach
ing that there are 356 sidereal days in a 
sidereal year. A n  astronomer of high 
repute speaks as follows:

“ A s every revolution of the earth on 
its axis completes a sidereal day, there 
must be 366 sidereal days in a year.”

Webster, the lexicographer, in his 
definition, but echoes the universal 
voice of astronomy, says:

“Sidereal day in astronomy, the period 
in which a star completes a revolution 
in the heavens; that being the exact 
period in which the earth revolves on 
its axis.”

Here then we have a true measure of 
a sideral day, but that there are 366 of 
them in a year may be j ustly questioned. 
I f  there are 366 in a year, one of the 
days must be without the Sun. This 
day would be 23 hours, 56 minutes, 4 
seconds long, in which the entire earth 
is veiled in night. I f  there be 366 sid
ereal days, each sidereal day demands a 
Sun as absolutely as each solar day. The 
introductin of a newly-discovered fact 
into the nomenclature of astronomy 
will stand thus: 365 sidereal days, and 
the yearly axial revolution of the Earth, 
equal a solar year. In illustration of 
this annual axial revolution, the Earth 
performs a daily sidereal revolution on 
its axis in 23 houis, 56 minutes, 4 sec
onds, and advances eastward in its or
bital path one-three hundred sixty-fifth 
part of its annual course; consequently, 
if  it advances one-three hundred sixty- 
fiifth in a day, in 365 days it will com
plete its revolution round the Sun; now 
where is the 366th sidereal day? The 
difference between a sidereal day and 
solar day being 3 minutes, 56 seconds, 
though these fragments of time for 365 
days being added together equal the 
time of a sidereal day, it is palpable be
yond contradiction that they cannot be

called a sidereal day. As the earth ad
vances in its annual course eacii day, it 
performs one entire revolution on its 
axis, and one-three hundred sixty-fifth 
part of another revolution, and this 
movement additional to the diurnal be
ing repeated each day of the year, con
stitutes truly and properly an annual 
axial revolution of the Earth.

The Ursa Major moves around the 
North Star each day of the year. These 
apparent revolutions are caused by the 
diurnal revolutions of the Earth. There 
is another revolution of the Ursa Major 
around the North Star. This is the 365th 
revolution of the year and is caused as 
follows:

In each sideral day, the Earth per
forms a complete revolution on its axis 
and one-three hundred sixty-fifth part 
of another revolntion. This one-three 
hundred sixty-fifth part of their annual 
course, or through a space of time equal 
to 3 minutes 55 seconds. The one year
ly and the 365 daily revolutions of the 
Ursa Major round the North Star 
are produced by the motions of the 
Earth. When the Earth performs a 
complete revolution on its axis, the 
Ursa Major indicates by it a daily revo
lution, and when the Earth performs 
one-three hundred sixty-fifth part of a 
revolution, the Ursa Major indicates it, 
and when the axial revolution is com
pleted, the Ursa Major indicates it  by a 
yearly revolution. Hence it follows that 
the motion of the stars alluded to are 
but the reflections of the Earth’s mo
tions truly mirrored.

1. The sideral day of the Earth 
brings forth the daily'revolution of the 
stars.

2. The advance o f the stars west
ward, 3 minutes, 50 seconds, is an effect 
also of the Earth moving a like distance 
from west to east on its axis, and the 
annual revolution of the Ursa Major is 
caused by the Earth performing one 
complete revolution on its axis during 
the year.

The Earth’s Fourth Motion.
James B. Babbitt, in bis work on the 

“Theory of the Earth,” says the Earth 
has another rotatory motion which he 
formulates as follows:

The earth in addition to its diurnal 
rotation, lias another proper rotatory 
motion, transverse, or across the diurnal 
rotation; the same determining, in 
stated periods, complete revolutions of 
the planet.

A  slow, constant, and uniform motion 
of the Earth at a right angle to its di
urnal revolution would be perfectly
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competent to effect manv climatical 
changes, and at the same time, if slow 
enough, would afford opportunity for 
the organisms inhabiting it to adapt 
themselves, by and through their innate 
plasticity of constitution, to the contin
ual change in conditions of life. A  
movement of the Earth of this nature 
is now in progress, and as far as our di
rect knowledge extends, always has 
been. A  geological period must invari
ably representan absolute determinable 
lapse of time Not but that the trans
verse rotation may proceed at a more 
rapid rate during some portions of such 
revolution than during others; the ele
ments upon which depend the duration 
of one great geological epoch control 
that of all others. I f  the transverse 
motion of the Earth proceeds from the 
cause of the attraction of the Moon on 
the excess of matter at the Earth’s equa
tor, we have an element that may more 
or less effect its velocity, if  the word 
may properly be used in connection with 
a movement so slow. The rate per cen
tury is about 48"; and the length of a 
geological period is about 1,350,000 
years, being one-half of a transverse ro
tation.—Notes and Queries.

A Soul’s Response.

There are times when in elated 
thought we touch the hem of today and 
cry, “Stay a little. Do not let tomorrow 
come yet!”

Imagination, I have said, was but the 
inner thought clamoring for expression. 
And one day while reading in Hag
gard’s “ Dawn,” I came to these words, 
“For what is imagination?”

Is it not a connecting link between 
us and our former and future state, the 
scent of heaven yet clinging to our 
souls, and recalling memories of our 
homes.

Imagination, what would our higher 
life be without it? It is what the mind 
is to the body, it is the soul’s thought.

Just my own words were glorified 
through expression, for which I am 
grateful, for I am so greatly misunder
stood in trying to live the real, even 
though in a small part. Faith is 
glorious. Hope is sustaining, but love 
is the key to all happiness.

“ Love, that amidst all the mutatilli- 
ties and disillusions of our life, the pure

love of a man or woman alone stands 
firm and beautiful, alone defies change 
and disappointment that it is the heaven 
sent salve for all our troubles, the 
remedy for our mistakes, the magic 
glass reflecting only what is true and 
good.”

These are lovely words freighted 
with meaning, and I appreciate them.

How crude seems my rural mode of 
expression alongside them. Yet the 
lover of the “natural state” will call my 
arranged words “original,” because of 
their rurality.

Men and women who think, and 
think , and think, till thought has 
widened and broadened and deepened, 
until it has become as broad as the 
“race,” and as wide as “time,” know 
that “one thing thou lackest,” if they 
stand without the pale of love; for it is 
the purest and most honorable part of 
them. It is the open door to grander 
possibilities, the garment of attainment, 
the mount from which we are to be 
transfigured.

It was from this standpoint, that one, 
through the muse portrayed the keen 
suffering of having once attained this 
eminence, but to find his idol dissolved 
clay; realizing it was better to have at
tained and “lost,” than not to have at
tained “at all.”

As a messenger of light bearing glad 
tidings of joy has come, your journal 
each month. Time is precious, and 
the waiting for each number seems 
long. October came and I was forgot.

I have wondered if  my name, like 
the letters in the “typewriter” had 
fallen out; if  so, perhaps, in the rectify
ing, I will receive two instead of one.

M r s . S. Y . H u g h E s - G r a i i a m .

P. S. I would be glad if  you could 
spare me a few copies of September 
numbers; my article is in this number 
but I look upon words written by my
self with the same critical eye, or un
derstanding as if written by another. 
For I realize I am but the instrument 
through which the inspiration flows, 
and that in this passive state the words
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dropping from my pen’s point are but 
the expressive “silence.” Therefore I 
am not proud or vain, but grateful.

Your words appear in said number, 
and I feel they should be respoken in 
every home.

Would it could be “even so.”
From this standpoint, I will be grate

ful for extras, and and will use them 
judiciously.

I f  the editor and his noble staff 
will grant the natural trend of thought 
of one, who through observation, has 
gleaned the idea, that to be able to 
arouse dormant thought into active 
longing, is quite as important as 
instructed inquiry. I will at odd times 
give gathered observation grains for 
the benefit of others.

Today, I sever from the stem a flower, 
I  think it beautiful (and so it is), and I 
realize it holds within its beauty the 
symbol of thought, whose expression is 
its fragrance.

I pluck a cluster of fruit purpled 
with ripeness, and enjoying the juices 
thereof, am reminded of the process of 
ripening character and flow of love.

I gather a stalk of grain, and while I 
admire the multiplicity from the one 
grain through evolution, I marvel at 
the symbolism to multiplied ideas from 
the one thought.

The flower fades and withers, the 
fruit decays, the grain moulds and 
turns to dust; but they have gone (just 
a little way) to meet conditions from 
whence they will return weighted with 
gladness.

Likewise with us.
Thought may be beautiful and fra

grant.
Love may be deep colored and pleas

ing its flow.
Character may be golden in its rich

ness. Ideas may be shining brilliants.
But, if, a wise influence calls these to 

take on a purer form— through condi
tions severe and not to our liking— in 
order that they in their returning will 
bring the fuller measure; w ill we recog -

nize the importance, and understand 
the significance of the meaning freighted 
words “none are perfect, no, not one.” 
Reflective soliloquy, “even so.”

Responsive aspiration, on, on, to 
greater perfection! counting the years 
as (but) so many milestones leading up 
to, and beyond the different cross-roads 
of individual decision, into a broader 
light, greater possibilities and deeper 
comprehensiveness.

In what other way can we know our
selves, or be able to comprehend 
others ?

Is not this the secret of the knowing 
each other as we are known?

Thou “ rock,” (strength through the 
knowing) of my “salvation,” (saved 
from ignorance) thou art indeed a wise 
counselor.

Do these words cast a shadow reflect
ive of the man of Galilee ? No, they aid 
us in revering one who dared to stand 
as a defence for greater knowledge of 
divine things. And, if, perchance, the 
man was, the principle was\ and should 
have been represented. Therefore, it 
does no harm to think that in another 
yesterday, truth, had a representative.

The name he bore is of minor conse
quence.

But, the (Samuel) where art thou ? (of 
youthful thinking, and thought is al
ways young) is of vast significance.

Dogs dispute over a bone; and thus 
search not for the carcass from which 
the bone was taken.

Men cavil over attributes, and thus 
lose sight of the wonderful principle 
just ahead.

M r s . S. V . H u g h e s - G r a h a m .

Fish hatching in China is sometimes 
conducted with the aid of a hen. The 
spawn is collected from the water’s 
edge and placed in an empty egg shell 
The egg is then sealed with wax and 
placed under a sitting hen. A fter some 
days the egg is carefully broken and 
the spawn emptied into water well 
warmed by the Sun. Here the little fish 
are nursed until they are strong enough 
to be turned into a lake or stream.



An Experiment.
“Now, Wally,”  said Edgar with a 

friendly smile, “ I just want to make an 
experiment. I f  you offer no resistance, 
I  think I  can hypnotize you. W hat you 
have to do is to maintain a passive 
mental attitude. Try and think of 
nothing whatever. N o, not even of me. 
Come, try to be serious. There, lean 
back and make yourself comfortable. 
So, that will do. Now turn your eye to 
this light, and don’t forget that your 
wind is to be kept entirely inactive. I 
will count sixty seconds by my watch.” 

The young lady scrupulously obeyed 
these instructions. In twenty seconds 
her eyes twinkled; after forty they 
closed completely. “ Ah! I  knew I 
should do the trick!” Edgar triumph- 
anely exclaimed. “ Now, Wally, I  com
mand you to reveal to the secrets of 
your heart. Whom do you love. Tell 
me, I  say!”

A n  expression of reluctance flitted 
for a moment over the maiden’s face; 
and she began in a monotonus drawl:

“ I love Edgar P ---- and----- ”
“ Y es! yes!” exclaimed the enraptured 

Edgar. “ Go on; tell me all the secrets 
of your heart!”

“ I  love Edgar P -----,” she went on in
the same tone, “ A nd 1 would love him 
still more were he not so stingy. I  
should like to go to the theater twice a 
week, but he only takes me there once 
in three months. I want diamond 
rings, and he gives me rings with cheap 
stones. I should like to go for a drive 
once or twice a week, but he never in
vites me. When I  walk out with him 
and feel hungry, he never thinks of
treating me oysters. When I -----”

“ Enough!” the young man cried, 
“wake up! I  command you!”

And so saying, he made a rapid exit, 
without awaiting the result of his com
mand.— Das Neue Blatt.

“I should think,” said the Horse Edi
tor this morning, as he calmly filled his 
pipe with the Baseball Editor’s tobacco, 
“ that the base-ball teams of this coun
try should join a labor union.”

“Oh, you would, would you?” sneered 
the Snake Editor, sarcastically, “ And 
m ay I enquire the reason of your won
derful thought?” And he laughed a 
hard, cold laugh.

“ Well,” replied the Horse Editor, 
smiling serenely, “They have so many 
strikes.” And the Snake Editor ad
m itted that they were on him, and the 
office filed out.— Rochester Union and 
Advertiser.

A H istory of the A rt of Engraving.

John Sartain, the venerable engraver 
and art critic, lately delivered an inter
esting lecture on “Engravers and En
gravings” to a large and appreciative 
audience in the North gallery of the 
Academ y o f the Fine Arts, in Philadel
phia. The following brief abstract will 
give some idea of the interesting nature 
of his remarks:

“ The art of engraving is, so to speak, 
as old as the lulls. Ic is of prehistoric 
origin, and beyond question was prac
ticed by semi-barbarous people as well 
as by those more civilized in times most 
remote. Many examples of their work 
are preserved in museums, both public 
and private. B ut it never occurred to 
any one that printed impressions on 
paper could be obtained from such en
graving, because the lines are incised, 
or sunk, and therefore seemed to be 
beyond the reach of pressure from a 
flat surface like paper. That it could 
be done was discovered by merest acci
dent.

“ Vasari, who has been styled the 
Herodotus of modern art, attributes to 
Tomaso Finiguerra, the eminent Flor
entine goldsmith, the invention of the 
art of what is termed chalcography, or 
plate printing. In the fifteenth century, 
and earlier, there was a species of hand
icraft much practiced throughout Italy, 
but especially in Florence, termed 
‘working in niello.’ This mode of work
manship, which fell into neglect in the 
sixteenth century, was used in the de
coration of plate destined for sacred 
uses, such as chalices, reliquaries and 
paxes, the hilts of swords, knife and 
fork handles, and a variety of female 
ornaments. The method of producing 
work in niello was no other than by 
cutting, or engraving, lines in silver. 
These lines, which were similar to lines 
drawn with a pen on paper, were then 
filled in with a black metallic compound 
reduced to powder, which was called 
niello.

“Among the goldsmiths in Florence 
who were distinguished for artistic 
skill in works of niello was Tomaso 
Finiguerra, who was either a pupil of 
Masaccio or a successful student of 
that artist’s works in a chapel of the 
Carmine at Florence. The consuls of 
the Society of the Calimala, desiring to 
present to the church of San Giovanni 
a silver pax of the finest workmanship 
regardless of cost, selected Finiguerra 
to execute the work. The subject 
chosen was the Coronation of the V ir
gin, and contained forty figures. The
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price paid the artist was over sixty-six 
florins of gold,and the plate was finished 
in 1452. A fter completing the engrav
ing, and before tilling in the lines with 
niello, he tried to obtain an impression 
from it by tilling in the lines with soot 
ground in oil and pressing thin damped 
paper upon it. The experiment proved 
successful, and was recorded as such; 
but the print he had made disappeared 
for more than three hundred years, and 
and was at length discovered in the 
great National Library at Paris toward 
the close of the last century.”

Mr. Sartain showed a photograph 
from the famous pax now placed in the 
Museum of Bargello, in Florence, and a 
fac simile of the print made from it. 
He told the interesting story of the 
finding of the unique print after the 
lapse of more than three hundred years 
by an antiquary named Zani.

Finiguerra was one of the goldsmiths 
who assisted Lorenzo Ghiberti in fin
ishing the work on the celebrated 
bronze gates of the Baptistery at St. 
John at Florence, by filing and chisel
ing the forms after the casting had 
been done. It does not appear that he 
ever realized that he originated an art 
that afterwards developed into such 
vast proportions. It was not until 
eight years later that artists began to 
engrave plates for the express purpose 
o f printing from them. Vasari dates 
that commencement at 1460, when Bal- 
dini, Mantegna, and others, published 
productions in the new art. In 1466 
appeared the first German print known.

The two great contemporary en
gravers, Marc Antonio Raimondi, of 
Italy, whose prints were copies from 
Raffaelle and other painters.and Albert 
Durer, of Germany, whose prints were 
from originals by himself, were then 
discussed. A ll the plates of the early 
engravers, and for sometime after, 
were produced by the graver alone, and 
were not begun with etching, as now. 
Albert Durer, it is true, is known to 
have practiced etching, and to him is 
attributed the invention of that art. 
Mr. Sartain showed a Holy Family, one 
of five etchings this artist made, and 
which is said to have been done on iron ; 
also a print known as the Sudariun of 
St. Veronica, engraved about 250 years 
ago by Claude Mellan, done by one line 
alone without cross hatchings, and en
gravings by Paul Pontius and Piranesi.

Fac-similes were displayed, showing 
the earlier development of the art, and 
then a number of originals as it further 
progressed, and a remarkable exhibit 
o f the progressive stages of many im-
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portant plates by the best masters. Mr. 
Sartain told the remarkable story about 
Allen Ramsey’s full-length portrait of 
George III. in the old State House Mu- 

.seum, and of that mean king’s twenty- 
five years’ persecution of Robert Strange 
because that engraver had declined to 
engrave it.

The elaborate engraving was shown 
that Strange made to effect a reconcili- 
tion, and the speaker referred to its 
success and the conferring of knight
hood upon him by the repentant king. 
The masterpieces of the rival artists, 
Robert Strange and Bartolozzi, were 
exhibited side by side, the latter having 
been induced by the king to come to 
England from his native country in or
der to crush out Strange.— The Manu
facturer.

Tooth Carpenters.

The Japanese make false teeth, tak
ing an impression of the mouth by 
means of a plate of wax, and then 
carving a plate in some hard wood. 
The plates are well made, frequently an 
exceedingly neat fit, but the substitutes 
for teeth are crude, being copper or 
brass headed nails driven through the 
plate, the heads being left for masticat
ing purposes. The apparatus is very 
rude, but it seems to answer the pur
pose well enough to suit the Japanese. 
But dentistry among them is by no 
meansa fine art. A  dentist ranks with 
a carpenter, and is, indeed, called a 
tooth carpenter.

Spider and Steel Thread.

It is not generally known that, size 
for size, a thread of spider silk is decid
edly tougher than a bar of steel. A n or
dinary thread will bear a weight of 
three grains. This is just about 50 per 
cent stronger than a steel thread of 
the same thickness.

Woman is only the rib of man, but 
she is worth all the other bones in his 
body put together.

Woman is the stringing of a fitful 
harp played by the wind; man is the 
golden framework.

Woman is man’s conscience, and it is 
a good thing for him to have his con
science always with him.

Woman is the index of the family 
book; from her you can judge of the 
chapters and the illustrations.

Woman is the sieve through which 
sift the finer attributes of human na
ture, and the filter that separates good 
from evil.—Masonic Tidings,.
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Telegraphy as it Used to Be.

A s with electrical telegraphy, so with 
aerial telegraphy, the earlier attempts 
were legion. A s far back as the seven
teenth century a scientilic attempt at 
long-distance telegraphy was made by 
the savant Amontous. The author 
Fontanelle.has written of these experi
ments. He states that the apparatus 
was a clever contrivance, permitting of 
the transmission of a message from 
Paris across the Alps to Home in the 
then incredibly brief time of three 
hours, and this without anybody know
ing the nature o f the message between 
the Italian and French capitals.

The procedure consisted in placing 
at several consecutive spots men who, 
having perceived, through long-dis
tance telescopes certain signals made 
at one post, transmitted such signals to 
the next post, and so on from post to 
post and these different signals were so 
many letters of an alphabet of secret 
ciphers. The key to these was only 
known to the parties interested at Paris 
and at the city a thousand miles away. 
The maximum range of the telescope 
constituted the distance between the 
different posts, the fewer of which the 
better for rapid transmission. Some 
experiments were successfully made 
oyer a little stretch of country but the 
vice-consumed functionaries of the 
time pronounced the Amontons project 
“impracticable” and the discouraged in
ventor abandoned the idea.

Cseser, in his “Commentaries,” relates 
how, during the invasion of Gaul, the 
inhabitants gave warning of his ap
proach by burning fires at night. These 
signals were called “huchees.” In the 
daytime the old Gauls resorted to cries. 
Thus, a number of men stationed at 
certain intervals apart over a long 
stretch of country, would turn out their 
warnings from one to the other. This 
species of mouth-to-mouth telegraphy 
answered so well, and the dispatches 
traveled so quickly, that Caesar states 
how, between the rising and the setting 
of the Sun, the natives could send a 
verbal message a distance of over fifty 
leagues.— Cassier’s Magazine.

The Prehensile Foot of East Indians.

The traveler who walks in the native 
quarters of the cities of India can easily 
study there all industries in their be
ginnings, as they were probably prac
ticed in Europe in the middle ages. 
The shops are usually open, and the 
workmen can be seen inside; textile in

dustries, pottery, shoemaking, joinery, 
armoring, jewelry, coniecuoners—all 
can be observed in a single street like 
Chitpore street, Calcutta. If  we take 
pains to examine attentively the 
methods of working, we shall be struck 
by the enormous function played by the 
lower limb. Whatever the industries, 
the Indian, squatting or sitting on the 
ground, works with his feet as well as 
with his hands; and it might be said 
that all four of his limbs are in constant 
exercise. The joiner, for example, has 
no assistant to hold his plank, but 
makes his great toe serve that purpose. 
The shoemaker does not employ a nxed 
clamp for the shoe on which he is sew
ing, but holds it  in his feet, which 
change position to suit his convenience, 
while his nimble hands do the sewing. 
The metal-worker holds the joint of his 
shears on his feet in cutting copper.

In the making of wooden combs, the 
comb is held straight up by the feet, 
while the workmen marks the teeth 
with one hand and with the other di
rects the hand-rest with his great toes; 
so, generally, do Egyptian and Arabian 
turners. In smoothing twine orsewing 
a bridle the Indians hold the article be
tween the first and second toes. When 
the butcher cuts his meat into small 
pieces, he holds his knife between the 
first and second toes, takes the meat in 
both hands, and pulls it up across the 
knife. Children have been seen climb
ing a tree and holding a branch be
tween their toes. These are enough 
details concerning the constant, univer
sal use of the foot.— Manufacturer 
and Builder.

W e w aste time over Newspapers.

I f  I were asked to select what one in
fluence more than another wastes the 
spare time of the modern man, I should 
be inclined to specify the reading of 
newspapers. The value of the modern 
daily newspaper as a short cut to 
knowledge of what is actually happen
ing in two hemispheres is indisputable, 
provided it is read regularly so that one 
can eliminate from the consciousness 
those facts which are contradicted or 
qualiñed on the following day. Of course 
it is indispensable to read the morning, 
and perhaps the evening, newspapers in 
order to know what is going on in the 
world. But the persistent reading of 
many newspapers, or the whole of any 
newspaper, is nearly as detrimental to 
the economy of time as the cigarette 
habit to health.— Robert Grant in 
Scribner.
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Trees Raise W ater.

A n additional reason why America 
should preserve her trees, says the Bos
ton Globe, is being contributed by the 
scientists, who anticipate that in the 
not far distant future the great motive 
power of civilization will be water, as 
related to gravitation and electricity.

Trees are the great water-lifters. 
The wise men tell us that an oak tree 
of average size, with 700,000 leaves, 
lifts from the Earth into the air about 
123 tons of water during the five 
months it displays its foliage.

From the leaves the water is evapor
ated and formed into clouds, which de
positing their weight of moisture, ulti
mately supply the Niagara capable of 
supplying a large part of the motive 
power of the country.

Trees are specially designed to facil
itate evaporation through the moisture 
spread over their myriad leaves. The 
new prospects as to coming motive 
power offer a very potent reason why 
they should be preserved and culti
vated.

Spare the trees. The destruction of 
our remaining forest areas would be a 
step toward economic suicide.

Besides his daily walk in the Vatican 
gardens, Pope Leo takes only one form 
of relaxation— chess. He is a remark
ably skillful player, and his favorite an
tagonist is Father Giella, who has 
played chess with the present Pope for 
thirty two years. Father Gilla, too, is 
a magnificent player, but is said to be 
so hot-tempered that the Pope often 
improves the occasion by a little homily 
on the virtues of resignation and 
meekness.

The custom of placing wedges or 
blocks of cork under the heel and in
step inside the shoe, in order to give 
the wearer an additional inch or two of 
height, has been in vogue in England 
and France for several years, and is be
ing introduced in the United States. It 
is said that at least 200 sets of these 
“elevators” are in use in New York 
City, chiefly among actors, actresses and 
singers, who are inartistically short in 
stature.

Miss Seidlstruck— “The Wagnerites 
have such exquisite ears for music?” 

Mr. Heyracque--“Y ep? Wal. i t ’pears 
tow me, tew jedge be the din the band 
raises that they air mighty hard o’ 
herin’, tho\”—N. Y. Recorder.

To Utilize the Sun’s Heat.

I f  the coal mines of the world were 
exhausted it would be a relief to know 
that other great sources of power are at 
our command; that no distress would 
ensue with such rapidity as to deprive 
us of means of warmth. In fact Eng
land has been contemplating the time 
when her fuel centres will have become 
diminished and the burrowed catacombs 
reaching far out beneath the ocean’s 
bed will have been emptied of their 
precious deposits. Then the miner will 
take his pick and shovel and mount up
ward to the air and glistening sunlight. 
It will not be a useless errand to move 
toward the sun’s light, because it is 
here, i f  all other resources fail, that we 
may look for greater power and wider 
possibilities. It is not the buried sun
light of the past ages that we need look 
for any more, for "that is forever gone. 
The heat of the Sun, the living, revi
ving rays of our parent planet, will 
yield its energy for countless years to 
come to warm our bodies and light our 
homes, John Ericsson invented a ma
chine with which he believed we would 
be independent of the coal supply, aud 
make direct use of the heat rays of the 
Sun. It might have been called a Sun 
steam engine— a steam engine heated 
by sunlight. The vast tracts of the Sa
hara or the deserts of A sia can supply 
heat that would generate millions of 
horse power in Ericsson’s solar engines. 
The torrent of Niagara is not compara
ble to the incalculable waste of power 
on the scorching surface of the enor
mous plains. The engineering schemes 
of to-day will fade into significance in 
comparison with those that the fierce 
cry of future necessity will force men 
to execute. It would be a curious sight 
to see a fully equipped power station 
situated in the centre of a dreary waste 
sending its threadlike lines across the 
desert to heat and light some distant 
town, thus guiding the warm sunlight 
that it may glow and glitter in the 
mosques and minarets of the far East. 
—New Ideas.

A  watch has been invented which 
measures distance by sound. The in
ventor, a French officer named Thou
venin, has called the instrument a plio- 
notelemeter. To operrte it a little but
ton is pressed at the instant of the flash 
and again at the sound. In the mean
time a needle traverses a dial, register
ing time to the one-tenth part of a sec
ond. The rest is a mere matter of cal
culation.
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Typesetting by Sound.

A t  the office of the Louisville Post 
there was recently demonstrated the 
feasibility of taking press despatches 
directly from the wire and putting it 
into type on a Mergenthaler machine. 
The experiment was conducted by lloyle
I. Boyle, managing editor of the Louis
ville Post, and itichard Cogan, of a 
Western news association. A  wire was 
run into the composing room of the 
Post office. A  giant telegraph sounder, 
placed within a resonator, was located 
at the height of the receiving operator’s 
ear, and close enough to him to avoid 
the slight noise of the machinery, says 
the Electrical Review. Then Mr. Cogan 
selected a number of press despatches 
and sent them over the wire to Mr. 
Boyle, who took them on the linotype 
directly from the telegraph instrument.

A t  first a speed of only fifteen words 
per minute was attempted, but it was at 
once apparent that the keyboard of the 
linotype was much swifter than this, 
and a much higher rate of speed could 
be maintained. Such a maximum speed 
of fifty words per minute was attained 
and kept up. The matter was sent in 
abbreviated form (“cut,” as the opera
tors say), so that the receiver on the 
linotype spelled it out in full and kept 
up with the sending operator.

The speed of the fastest telegraphers 
is seldom more than fifty words per 
minute, averaged on several hours’ 
work; the speed of the fastest linotype 
operators is often 7,500 ems; an average 
speed for the telegraph is twenty- 
five words per minute, allowing for 
stoppages; the average for the linotype 
is 4,500 ems per hour. So that it can be 
readily seen that the relative speed of 
the two are about the same, and, with 
proper practice, any intelligent tele
graph operator should be able to “take 
a report on the linotype. The keyboard 
and its attachments on the linotype are 
swifter than the typewriter, and it is 
thought that by introducing this ma
chine directly to the receiving operator 
that the intermediate services of the 
typewriter can be dispensed with, and 
the “ telegraph matter,” given to the 
newspaper editors in the form of 
“proof” instead of “copy.”— New Ideas.

A  couple of years ago, business pro
mised poorly, and kept its promise. 
Now business promises well. Let us 
pray that its promise may not be kept 
poorly.— The North Star, Westfield, 
Mass.

Successful Rotary Engine.

It would appear that a rotary engine 
capable of working had at last been in
vented, and if this be the fact, a vast 
saving of steam and energy will result. 
Charles A . Fisher, of Petersburg, Ills., 
claims to have succeeded in this under
taking, and a rotary engine is now run
ning in that town very successfully. 
This engine is of fifty horse power,non
condensing and measures at its base 
eight feet by twenty-eight inches. It 
is a duo-cylinder engine 12x21% inches. 
The speed so far developed is 350 revo
lutions a minutes, but it has been forced 
to 600 revolutions. The mechanical ef
ficiency is 97 per cent, or seven per cent, 
greater than the Corliss valve adjusting 
engine. In the cylinder there is allowed 
as much steam expansion as in the Cor
liss engine. There is perfect balance, 
avoiding vibration and the friction al
ways resulting from it.

The inventor who is a watchmaker 
by trade is but thirty-one years of age, 
and is the son of T. A . Fisher, who in
vented the process by which the St. 
Clair river tunnel was built. It is said 
that rotary engines on the same model 
will be manufactured for commer
cial use.

No Sae Far Awa’ .

For Heaven is no sae far awa’,
If but the heart be pure and true.

The lights that frae its windows fa’,
Reach oftentimes my view.

And whiles I hear, or think I hear,
At that sweet hour o’ gloaming gray,

Sae far awa’, and sma’, and clear,
Its blessed bells at play I

I ken its wa’s are stadium-height,
Upon their twal’ foundations set;

But whaur my thochts can win their flight, 
They’ll open me the yet!

I ken the varra speech they say—_
I’ve heard the ower-word o’ tneir sang—

I’ve seen their fit-prints on the way —
I’ll join them or its lang!

— S c o ttish  C a n a d ia n .

The coming man in Turkey is Tur- 
chan Pasha, the new foreign minister, 
who has had a remarkable career, and is 
in high favor with the sultan and 
grand vizier. He was educated in 
France, and his wife is one of Turkey’s 
rare “new women.” A t her husband’s 
official receptions she stands by his side 
unveiled, dressed in the latest European 
styles and wearing eyeglasses.

The teacher— ‘‘Now who can tell me 
which travels the faster, heat or cold ?” 

Johnie Bright (promptly)— “Heat, of 
course. Anybody can catch cold.”
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People W ill Talk.

SELECTED.
You may go through the world, hut ’twill be very slow,
I f  you listen to all that is said as you go;
You’ll be worried and fretted and kept in a stew,
For meddlesome tongues must have something to do.

And people will talk you know.

I f  quiet and modest, you’ll have it presumed 
That your humble position is only assumed;
You’re a wolf in sheep’s clothing or else you’re a fool; 
But don’t get excited, keep perfectly cool.

For people will talk, you know.

And then if  you show the least boldness of heart,
Or a slight inclination to take your own part,
T hey will call you an upstart, conceited and vain,
But keep straight ahead, don’t stop to explain.

For people will talk, you know.

I f  threadbare your dress, old-fashioned your hat,
Someone will be sure to take notice of that,
And hint rather strong you can’t pay your w a y;
But don’t get excited, whatever they say.

For people will talk, you know.

I f  your dress is the fashion, don’t think to escape,
For they’ll criticise then in a different shape—
You’re ahead of your means, or your tailor’s unpaid;
But mind your own business, there’s naught to be made. 

For people will talk, you know.

Now the best way to do is to do as you please,
For your mind, i f  you have one, will then be at ease ;
O f course you will meet with all sorts of abuse,
But don’t think to stop them, it’ll be no use.

For people will talk, you kuow.
A n on .

“ * * * Measure not with words
The Immeasurable: nor sink the string of thought
Into the Fathomless. Who asks doth err,
Who answers errs.— Say naught!”

“Silence is Golden.”
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EDITORIAL.

W h en  we sent ou t notice that we 
w ould m ake a few  corrections in "The 

I L aw  and the Prophets,” and exchange 
a new ch art for the old one, we did not 
dream  o f gettin g  h o  many letters prais
ing  the w o rk ; bu t nearly every one 
prizes it very  highly and Home are afraid 
to send their copy for fear they will 
never see it again . One man writes to 
know  w h at security he has that he will 
get it buck again . W e  wrote him that 
lie had the sam e security lie had for the 
ten do llars lie sent us for it, thinking 
perhaps lie w as a fra id  we were trying 
to get the copies ourselves and possibly 
sk ip  to C anada w ith  them.

A n o th e r doctor w rites first to know  
how  long it w ill tuke to iix it as he de* 
pends upon it da lly  fo r  reference, and 
does not w an t to let it go  fo r  more than 
tw o  or three days.

There could be no better pastime for 
sm all circles o f  friends than to take up 
the study o f  the planets, as explained  
and exem plified by the w onder “The 
P la y  o f  the P lanets.” I t  promises to 
be the greatest educator that has ever 
com e to the hum an fam ily , and when a 
few  people becom e interested in it, they 
very  soon find so m uch to think about, 
that they fo rget all their sorrows and 
trials and raise them selves up to an in
tellectual level, w here they generate 
m ind force enough to keep them in com
parative com fort. I t  is surprising  
w hat is being accom plished by this pe
culiarly  fuHciuuting system. The new  
edition o f tills rem arkable invention  
which  has been greatly im proved in 
both looks and accuracy o f lines and 
Hpacings, w ill, w ith  the new  tables and 
prim ary book o f instruction be $2.00 
each. The book is the same as has been 
given w ith  P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  pre
m ium , w ith  the exception o f tables.

W e  hope to get out a larger w ork  de
voted to lioroscoplcal delineations, g iv 
ing explicit Instructions on this par
ticu lar w ork alone. Th is book with the 
new  chart we expect to sell fo r $5.00.
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The “Law and. the Prophets,” which 
treats of the detunes of things will be 
enlarged upon from time to time, and 
we hope to add 200 pages or more to it 
the coming year.

This subject is such a vast one, we 
feel that many books are necessary to 
give even a small portion of that which 
the science covers.

Now that our confining work is over 
on P l a n e t s  a n d  Pe o p l e  for a time, 
we shall push to completion next, the 
Astronomical text-book and outfit for 
Public Schools. This we feel demands 
our attention first, as it deals with those 
yet in the dark concerning our solar 
system, and with the signs favorable 
we will no doubt have it completed by 
January 1st. See year-book for further 
particulars.

In this the closing number of P l a 
n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  for the year 1805, 
we feel to express our unbounded ap
preciation for the good, kind and en
couraging messages which have come 
to us by the hundreds, from those dear 
souls who feel and know that this great 
and grand science of the stars is the 
one all inclusive and absolute expression 
of nature and her laws, and we are sure 
they all feel as we feel, that the world 
needs the lessons we have to impart, 
and that a thousand times more than 
has been said and done may be accom
plished as the future affords the oppor
tunity.

We find in getting out the year-book 
for 18f)(J, that larger numbers are being 
interested in this than we expected, for 
the mere announcement has brought 
many new names to us. The price, no 
doubt, has much to do with the new 
subscriber, for few, indeed, take an in
terest in that which they have no evi
dence of concerning it. We expect the 
circulation of P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  to 
increase very rapidly, and we would be 
pleased to have every reader of the 
year-book drop us a card stating their 
choice between a year-book at #1.00, 
and a monthly issue at #2.50, that we

may be able to decide wisely concerning 
its issue January 1st, 1807.

Again thanking all who have con
tributed to the reading matter as well 
as by subscription and encouraging 
words by private letter, for their liberal 
and earnest support, we will close this 
the first volume of P l a n e t s  a n d  
P e o p l e , feeling more than satisfied 
with the results of a hard year’s work 
without yay, except in that realm where 
labor alone has its just reward.

Among the many interesting features 
of P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  for 1896, are 
numerous delineations of prominent 
characters together with their portraits. 
The Itev. M. J. Savage, of Hoston, Mrs. 
Helen II. Gardner, of Iioston, Mr. A lex
ander Fullerton, of New York, three of 
the leading lights of the Atlantic coast 
are among them, and besides these spe
cial attractions, there are a number of 
illustrated delineations, and one deline
ation of a noted personage of high 
estate, the princess Olga; first born of 
the czar of Russia,who lias a most mar
velous horoscope. Had as it is, how
ever, it is fully delineated and should 
be read by all students.

We shall be pleased to make terms to 
all of our subscribers to the year book 
for any extra subscriptions they may 
secure for us. We believe a great many 
copies can be sold by those who are 
used to canvassing for periodicals or 
books, as the illustrations alone will be 
worth the price of the work. A ll who 
are interested in taking up such work 
will be furnished subscription blanks 
upon application. A  person must be a 
subscriber themselves first in order to 
be successful in the work, for unless 
one is sufficiently interested in the work 
to subscribe for it we do not care to 
make terms. We find our subscribers 
are the best representatives we can get, 
so we have no other representation. 
Subscribers using their own copies for 
canvassing purposes, will be furnished 
a new fresh copy for their own use

4 in
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when they are through with the work, 
upon the return of the soiled copy. So 
do not hesitate to show your work and 
secure as many subscribers as possible. 
Terms sent with subscription blanks on 
application.

PR E SS AND PEOPLE.

Hot Springs, Nov. 5th, 1895. 
Mr. Ormsby, Chicago, 111.

D e a r  Sir :—Some time ago my hus
band sent in my name S. J. 13., born 
A ug. 12th, 1845, for a delineation. Am  
pleased to say it is indeed satisfactory:

This great science of the stars should 
be for everyone a Held of research and 
study. I t  will prove a treasure to the 
coming generations, and to every pro
gressive thinker.

It  is certain if  we will study, laying 
aside our preconceived ideas which we 
have imbibed from misconstrued 
teachings, for God has created in us 
reasoning minds, and we should not al
low our powers to remain dormant. 
They w ill avail us nothing in that 
higher life until they are acted upon 
and carried into activity. We should 
not remain babes, but grow into the 
full stature of men and women, know
ing the truth and the truth will make 
us free. This study of the stars— what a 
promise to mankind in the future of 
perfectibility, physically and mentally 
and spiritually 1 Confident hope and 
trust in the evolution of humanity to 
higher conditions and the realization of 
an ever nobler happiness.

I t  is sad to see so many men and 
women like blind bats groping in the 
oppressive dusk of their one individual 
souls, and refusing to see this great 
science of the stars, for it is a school of 
instruction and a profit to all who will 
investigate.

Brother Ormsby, may you be success
fu l in this public work as you are drift
ing along upon the currents of the 
great truths that underlie and form the 
base upon which it  is constructed, 
trusting in them to give you faith and 
carry you through the troubled season

o f personal conflicts until you wear the 
conqueror, crown and gain the victor’s 
laurels is the wish of your humble sis
ter who will work and be a crusader 
along the line and prepare the soil 
plant the seed, that it will spring up in* 
its beauty and prove a blessing to 
all mankind.

L izzie j . Boyer

That very interesting magazine, 
P lan ets and  P eo ple , published in 
Chicago, is going to issue a great Year 
Book of the Heavens, which will give 
advance weekly star reports for the 
entire year 1896, besides a vast amount 
o f very interesting matter relating to 
the occult. The Mysteries of Life and 
Death, the Secrets of Nature and the 
Law  of God will be specially treated of 
and profusely illustrated. We have 
been very much interested in P la n e t s  

and  P e o p l e  during this year,—Jno. 
De Morgan in  The American Fireside.

Her Lenten Sacrifice.

“What have you Riven up for Lent?
She asked him, gently chiding.

(He’d given up nothing, so intent 
And grievous his backsliding.)

But artfully he made reply,
“The point’s not quite decided.

Tell me your self-denial; I 
May then bo better guided.’’

She nnsworod low. (’Tis seldom met, 
Such sacrifice as this is),

“I’ve given up waltzing and, dear Vet 
(A pause), I’ve given up—lcissos I"

“How horrible 1’’ aghast he criod.
“You’d foroe mo to consent, dear,

To do the same?’’ She gontly sighed 
“ Yes—that was what I meant, dear.”

— Judge.

If we could only see, in one view, the 
torrents of hypocrisy and cruelty, the 
lies, the slaughter, the violations of 
every obligation of humanity, which 
have llowed from this source [the Chris
tian tendency to oppose truth] along 
the course of the history of Christian 
nations, our worst imaginations of hell 
would pale beside the vision — Huxley.

The only rock foundation for virtue 
is knowledge.— Robert Date Owen.
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THE ORACLE.

Columbia Cit y , I n d ., N ov. 3d, 1895. 
Mu. F. E. Ormsby.

Question. Dear  Sir :— In the horo
scope delineation of Mr. Uriel Bucha
nan in P lanets and  P eople, Novem
ber number, you say: “Leo as rising 
sign would show great mental power, 
considered Geo-centrically. Saturn and 
Neptune show the same quality Helio- 
centrically, and the two together indi
cate great mental capacity.” Now, 
what are we to understand by “rising 
sign ?”

I never fail to read all horoscope de
lineations coming under my observa
tion, and I often find something new, 
similar to the above, that I have found 
no explanation of in any of your works, 
“Law and the Prophets” included.

Yours truly,
D. D. Glass.

A nswer. This statement or sentence 
was put there for the express purpose 
of calling forth a question, and we are 
pleased to hear from one who caught 
it up.

We have stated that we would en
large the work “Law  and the Prophets,” 
and add about two hundred pages there
to, in order to elucidate more fully and 
clearly planetary law. In doing this 
we shall co ordinate the Geo-centric 
and Ilelio-centric relations, and explain 
fully their operations.

There is no confliction in the law of 
the two systems, but astrology or the 
theories concerning the subject, have 
nearly buried the true science and 
smothered it to death, and we propose 
to eliminate the trash, and simplify the 
study until it is brought, like our Helio
centric science within the reach and 
comprehension of all.

We say the Sun rises in the east, and 
it appears to, because the Earth turn
ing upon her axis produces the pheno
mena. The signs of the Zodiac appear 
to rise also from the same cause, hence 
the term “rising sign.” I f  it is clear 
and bright when the Sun rises, we say

this is a beautiful day, and it means 
good to us. The same affairs apply to 
a Zodiacal sign, and if  the sign is favor
able and no disturbing magnet is posited 
therein, it is well, and vice versa. 
P lanets and  P eople was made a 
year book in order to give us time for 
the work mentioned.

P rovidence, R. I., Nov. 5th, 1895.
F. E. Ormsby.

Q. De a r  Sir:— Am  a reader of 
P lanets and  P eo ple , and think the 
Helio-centric astronomy, demonstrated 
in this journal, far superior to the Geo
centric. Can you in your next issue 
give an example of the application of 
horary questions by this method. For 
example: A  person, male, born July 
14th, 1844, wishes to know today, N ov. 
5th, i f  he will recover from the disease 
afflicting him.

Yours truly,
A . M. B arnes.

A . In horary astrology a figure is 
made for the time of the question, and 
a judgment given according to the con
ditions then in force. I f  there are se
vere afflictions from a physiological 
standpoint, the verdict would be that 
he would not recover, and i f  all was 
moving harmoniously, that he would 
come through all right. Now, in a- 
great many cases, this system of prac
tice is successful, but as no astrologer 
can explain the reason, the law o f it, 
with all of his boasted astrological wis
dom, we question the practicability of 
such data, and much prefer to have a 
horoscope of birth which is just as easy 
to make, and from the actual potent 
forces of his being find the time of their 
culmination and base- the decission 
upon the bed rock basis of the magnetic 
law scientifically calculated. There
fore, we will only say, that conditions 
are unfavorable on the date men
tioned.

Q. 1st. Are there not different 
theories concerning the real fact o f re
incarnation ?

2nd. What is the difference between
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evolution and re incarnation ? How can 
one be accepted and the other not ?

3d. How can any orthodox evolu
tionist prove or demonstrate the evolu
tion of any being or entity, if, accord
ing to their theories they only observe 
one embodiment?

My idea is that the soul can only un
fold and attain esoteric experiences or 
reincarnations. Mbs. W. R. J.

A. To the first question we will an
swer: Yes. There are many ideas and 
theories concerning the fact as well as 
the law of re-incarnation. W e will not 
attem pt to enumerate even those we 
have heard of, for space will not admit; 
but the lady’s idea that it  is necessary, 
is right. W e are not floundering around 
in mud or clay for nothing, as some peo
ple seem to imagine. I t  is the law, the 
fixed and eternal law, that causes us to 
be here, and the soul, which is substance, 
matter, potency, or force, call it  by 
whatever name seems best, is merely 
acting upon other substance less potent
ly vibrated. And the soul can, does and 
must continue to so act, as it is its life 
and destiny. Just how all this reincar
nation phenomena takes places may be 
a difficult thing to explain, still it is a 
simple action and reaction, an inbreath
ing and an outpouring process, the 
same as in all nature, worlds, suns and 
systems, and perfectly natural.

Second question: There can be no evo
lution except through embodiments or 
reincarnation. Over and over again 
must this individual acretion, aggrega
tion or concentration of vibrant, potent 
energy, be worked, environed tied up 
and partially let free until such time as 
there is no more force to add to one’s 
accumulations, when the course will be 
run, and a change in the tide of affairs 
will set in.

Third question: The only thing the 
material evolutionist can see is the fact, 
the outward fact, that man is today 
more highly developed than the mon
key, which, though similar to man, does 
not belong to magnetic rays, which co
ordinates with the special race, man.

So. Dee rfield , Mass., Nov., 1895. <
Mr . F. E. Orm sby.

Q . D e a r  F r i e n d  a n d  B r o t h e r :—
I am in receipt of your letter and offer 
concerning the “Law  and the Prophets” 
and chart, and gladly avail myself of 
the opportunity of having the work cor
rected, for in studying and making ap
plication of such a work it is much bet
ter to feel and know that it is perfectly 
correct and reliable.

I had intended to write my apprecia
tion of P lan ets  and People long ago.
My health has been so miserable for the 
past year, that I  have been able to de
vote very little time to the study of the 
work, and 1  sometimes feel myself hope
lessly in the rear, and another thing, 
out of all the people I have shown tms 
work to, not one can I find, sufficiently 
interested in it  to take hold, and stuay 
it  up with me, and I  have not yet suc
ceeded in getting anyone to subscribe 
for the magazine; but, I  am in hopes of 
getting you some subscribers to the 
year-book after a time. A s far as my 
experience goes in trying to got people 
in these things, it brings to mind forci
bly the lamentation of the poet.
“Truths would teach you to save a sinking land,
All shun, none aid you and few, understand,”

and I  think it must seem so to you 
sometimes.

I never took a publication before that 
I  prized as highly as I  do P l A n e t s  a n d  

P e o p l e . It  somehow strikes a respon
sive chord in my nature, and appeals to 
me in a way that I cannot explain.
I  can feel to say, amen to all within its 
pages.

Although there is much that I do not 
fully understand, and many things that 
I would like to have further explana
tion of. I have been interested in the 
ideas presented, in regard to food and 
diet, and I have become a strict vegeta
rian since reading your works, but there 
are some things in regard to it that I 
would like to have you further explain.

Now, in the February number of 
P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e , page 66, i f  what 

Continued on page 424.
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DECEHBER ad.
December 2nd, there seems to be but 

one slight change in planetary positions 
and aspects, said change being produced 
by the planet Mercury making a quad- 
luplicate scene in the house of Scorpio; 
but this slight change produces a combi
nation different from any that has passed 
during this century, and possibly for 
many centuries.

All who are at all familiar with the in
fluences of the stars will watch very 
■ closely the doings of men during this 
phenomenal transit.

As the mighty Jupiter is just passing 
into Deo (cut does not show the exact po
sition of Jupiter) and will be over the 
line a little before Mercury passes out of 
Scorpio, at which time Venus also will 
be in Deo, it is a very significant state of 
affairs in our solar circle, and many 
marked and marvelous things must neces
sarily occur. The Earth is safely housed 
under the protecting wing of Neptune in 
Gemini, which, we are very much pleased 
to announce,is a very strong indication in 
favor of the safety of people generally.

Our solar system will be under a great 
strain while this lasts, and the meteoric 
phenomena would be a sight to behold, if 
we could stand one side and look at 
the real, as we do the diagram which rep
resents it; but as it is, we will feel more 
or less this terrific time, even with our 
Earth at a comparative weak aspect to the 
disturbing center.

Business.
This is a fair week, for business, con

sidering the conditions during November. 
People will be quite free with their 
money, that is, those that have money 
which will stimulate trade to some extent. 
In speculation it must necessarily be a 
wild time. Very marked and phenome
nal changes will occur in prices of se
curities. Physiological.

From a physiological standpoint it is a 
very serious time for many people who 
are directly related, magnetically, to 
several of these special indicators for the 
week. The general health, however, of

all others will be good. It is more of a time 
for accidents, suicides and murders than 
for real physiological depressions. Severe 
trials and tests of the souls' accumulated 
powers will be forced upon those who 
feel that they are above and beyond the 
tempters' snare.

Children.
Children at this date will be Neptunian 

rovers with occult possibilities very 
marked. They will be most powerful 
characters, but owing to the phenomenal 
sex vitality and power, they will live a 
life filled to overflowing with unusual ex
periences. A life on the ocean wave will 
suit them best, so we would suggest that 
they be fitted for such a career. They 
certainly must and will travel a great 
deal.

Marriage.
As better times are before us for wed

dings we would suggest a delay, if possi
ble that the severest of this present influ
ence may pass away.

December 9th.
On December 9th Jupiter and Venus 

are in Deo, and Mercury is just leaving 
Scorpio, and while this is very striking as 
an aspect, Venus in Perihelion softens 
very materially the otherwise harsh and 
terrific forces. The Earth is still protected 
by Neptune, and the added relief of 
Venus makes the week less frightful to 
contemplate.

Business.
The liberality of the people is in more 

forceful expression this week than it was 
last, if anything, so the business of this 
week should be fully as good. In the 
world of speculation there are indications 
of quite sudden and unexpected changes, 
as considerable agitation is shown.

Physiological.
This is a week of colds, pneumonia and 

congestion generally. As are the changes 
so should be the treatments given for 
whatever afflicts at this time. Sweating 
is a hot extreme, and plenty of cold water 
taken inside is another. These are suffi
cient to break up the worst attacks. 
Quinine may do its work, but it is very 
liable to do more.

VZ) PEOPLE.
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Children.
This week we have very changeable 

people, coming into the world; but very 
active and faithful workers. Good pen
men, stenographers, draughtsmen, me
chanics, artists, etc., etc.

Marriage.
While this is not the best time we 

know of for unions, it is more favorable 
than last week, and as it may be the best 
week of the month, we would advise all 
to marry now.

December 16th.
December 16th it will be seen, there is 

no change in the planetary signs, so there 
is very little to say. The year is drawing 
to a close under quite au agitating combi
nation, which may by reflection upon the

future have more -to do with the 
year 1896, than the present month.

Business.
The season of Christmas being about a 

period of activity in business circles, to 
state here that business will be good this 
week is superfluous. The world of specu
lation, however, may be considered briefly 
— the indications point to quite extreme 
conditions. There should be considera
ble of a change back and forth in prices, 
Tuesday and Wednesday being significant 
days.

The physiological conditions, children 
born, and marriages are under the same 
aspects delineated last week, to which 
the reader is referred.
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December 33 d.
This the closing week of the year pre

sents a very different figure from those of 
the last two weeks. The Earth is just 
entering Cancer, Mercury is in Capricor- I 
mis, and Venus is entering the sign Virgo, 
all of which are very important changes 
for us to consider. The Earth is now un
der the mental magnet Mercury, in men
tal signs. This is very good, as people 
will think more and clearly, although 
they will speak quickly and exhibit a 
great deal of impulsiveness as well.

Business.
As everyone knows this is a business 

week we will only state that in the world, 
of speculation we find a quiet time gen
erally with some depression in the 
“powers that be.’’

Children.
This is a time for speech-makers to be 

born. Children that will come to fruition 
and live the best part of their lives before 
they are twenty-one. Very bright, sensi
tive and quick to learn. They will make 
good salesmen, especially in retail lines, 
and should be put to work, at ten or 
twelve years of age. If environments are 
good, they will make good lecturers and 
preachers perhaps. Music is one of their 
uatural traits, but they would need spe
cially good training to put them in com
mand of themselves. A little too much, 
impulsiveness to be steady before an 
audience.

M arria ge .
Unions will be more intellectual if con-
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Forty states and territories forbid 
marriage between uncle and niece.

traded this week, and it is quite favora
ble from this standpoint; but the fact 
that Venus has passed from L,eo does not 
add a favorable change to the combina
tion, so we would prefer to advise last 
week as preferable.

The Great Year-book, PLANETS and 
People for 1896, will give one and all 
who are interested in these studies an 
opportunity to read their titles clear dur
ing the coming year all in advance, and 
they will do well to look often at the les
sons given, and observe closely the opera
tions of the magnetic currents or waves 
that sweep over the Earth from day to 
day, week to week and month to month. 1 The custom of bottling teats is pe- 
All intelligent people must sooner or culiar to the people of Persia. There it  
later make P lanets  and  P eople  one of constitutes an important part of theob- 
.heir chief studies. sequies of the dead.

Church bells are tuned by chipping 
the edge till the proper notéis obtained.

Ttemember that it requires persever- 
ence, good manners, brains and money 
to succeed in courtship and marriage, 
as well as anything else.

The highest temperature in the world 
is recorded in the great desert of A frica, 
where the thermometer often marks lbO 
degrees Fahrenheit.
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Oracle continued fro m  page 418. 
you claim in regard to flesh food be 
true, will you expiain how it is that 
physical strength can be built up and 
maintained on a meat diet, as we know 
it is; and if, in killing the animal we 
drive out every particle of the life prin
ciple, do we not in boiling or roasting 
corn, or in baking potatoes and beans, 
and submitting various other things to 
the fire, also destroy or drive out every 
particle o f the life principle in them 
for we all know that a baked potato 
will not grow, nor will cooked wheat 
germinate.

Now, it seems to me that there are 
others that would be interested as well 
as myself to have you explain and elu
cidate this m atter further, and i f  this 
letter reaches you in season, I  would 
respectfully ask that you give it  a little 
consideration in the December number 
of P lan ets  and  P e o p l e  or, in  the 
year-book. I should have been pleased to 
have had P lan e ts  an d  P e o p l e  con
tinued as a monthly magazine, but at 
the advanced price it  would have been 
out of my reach, although I  know it 
would be well worth it, in fact there 
can be no money value placed on the 
truths it  teaches.

I  feel that 1  am intruding upon your 
time, so will bring this to a  close, 
though there is much more I could say» 
Enclosed, please find one dollar (SI) for 
my subscription to the year-book, and 
shall try to obtain some others, but do 
not know how I will succeed.

Shall mail the book “Law  and Pro
phets and chart the same time I do this 
letter.

Sincerely and fraternally yours,
E lwin L . F isher.

A . In answer to the above queries, 
we would say: No person can build up 
and sustain physical strength on meat 
alone. Those who attempt it  sooner or 
later come to an untimely end, for the 
very, nature of such food is to tear to 
pieces, disintegrate and destroy. The 
fact is, people who eat meat, and make 
it  the principal element in their food,

eat, also, plenty and more than enough 
o f life  g iv in g  foods to sustain them,and 
even to overcome the ravages upon the 
system  o f the flesh foods.

The cooking o f a  live potato simply 
adds the elem ent o f heat to it which is 
the case in the process o f sprouting and 
growing, and when potatoes are taken 
fresh from the oven and eaten warm, 
the potency o f the potato as well as the 
added quality o f fire is freed within the 
system. A  cold boiled potato is a poor 
kind o f food, as is all other cooked 
foods after the cooking heat has been 
thrown off. I t  m ust be observed also, 
that a potato is a  different species and 
kind o f life. I t  w ill sprout and grow 
when cu t in a  dozen different pieces, 
each piece, w ith  an eye, reproducing 
m any fold. This shows us clearly that 
the life  principle cannot be driven from 
the potato as it  can be driven from the 
organism o f an animal. The nature of 
a thing, therefore, m ust be considered as 
well as the fa c t th at it  has potent life 
principle.

Concerning the experience of the 
questioner in tryin g to interest people 
in our m agazine; we know that it use
less to  try  i f  they fa il to respond at 
once on sight o f a  copy, for this work 
appeals to the soul and inner conscious
ness o f man, and unless that inner de
velopment be o f the righ t kind, no re
sponse m ust be expected. I t  is the 
M ystic— the old, old M ystic, that we 
knew in a  form er tim e th at gives his 
subscription to P l a n e t s  an d  P eople. 
W e know them  by their letters and 
words o f deep and hidden import 
which, in  many cases, they write blindly 
to us, the outer consciousness not real
izing the w orkings o f their mystical 
natures.

Q. In Oct. number o f P la n e ts  and 
P e o p l e  in  one o f the horoscopes, you 
mention Saturn and M ercury as being 
“retrograde.” A s  I  am only a beginner 
in the study and have no knowledge of 
the planets retrograding, excepting 
U ranus’ revolution on its axis, please 
explain which planets retrograde and 
when.
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2. In March number you state that 
the Moon only apparently goes around 
the Earth, that being true what causes 
the different phases of the Moon every 
month ?

3. You affirm that planets only ap
parently go round the Sun, which is 
contrary to that which I  have been 
taught to believe, yet, I can understand 
it only in the sense that while they do 
not revolve around the Sun, still they 
do go around their respective orbits. 
Am I right?

4. Will you please explain why the 
four stars on the front cover of P l a n 
e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  are shaded different
ly, and also the shooting star or comet.

I am an earnest student of the occult 
in Nature; but I do not accept any au
thority or teaching unless I can assimi
late the same and perceive it with reason 
and understanding. I appeal to you 
because intuitively I recognize in you 
a Master Teacher of Esoteric Law, for 
I truly appreciate the fact that you do 
not veil the occult truths from students 
as the majority of teachers do.

With fraternal wishes I am yours’ 
for the great cause of truth and know
ledge.

M r s . W . R . J o h n s o n .

A . We mentioned the fact that the 
planets Mercury and Saturn were “ re
trograde” to call out a question or two 
as we have applied for a patent on a 
new system for showing clearly what is 
meant by retrograde. It  is an apparent 
motion produced by the difference in 
speed between the Earth and the other 
planets, and all planets retrograde at 
times, apparently turning and moving 
backwards in their courses. The real 
occult significance of such relations we 
shall fully elucidate in the addition to 
The Law and the Prophets as soon as 
the time will admit.

2. Pages 6 and 81 of P l a n e t s  a n d  
P e o p l e  answer quite clearly, we think, 
the second question, to which please re
fer.

3. The planets move about the Sun as 
the Earth and Moon do, as illustrated

on page 81. They get on all sides of the 
Sun but do not circle round.

4. Concerning the four mysterious 
stars at the four corners of the frontis
piece of P lanets and People  we will 
say:—

The upper left hand corner which is 
the quarter of business, the star repre
sents the spiritual nature of those who 
seek for physical things. Symbolically, 
you see, it is bright all about the sur
face, and to outward appearances it 
shines pure and white all round, but it 
is dark within. The soul nature is re
tarded, stifled and smothered, by the 
outward showy glamour. The lower 
left hand corner, which is in the quar
ter of labor, emblematically shows just 
the opposite state.

It  is dark and discouraging without 
or upon the surface, but he who earns 
his bread by daily toil conscious o f  its 
divine and holy way, creates a perfect 
light within the soul, that guides ever 
in the higher way of truth and justice.

The bright star of hope that shines 
from the lower right hand corner repre
sents the crystaline beauty of pure love, 
for this is the quarter of love. There is 
no darkness in pure love, for the entire 
being is illumined by its sacred 
presence.

The quarter of wisdom is symbolized 
by a shaft of light and love piercing 
the pyramid of darkness through and 
through, until a divine and perfect 
balance between the physical and the 
spiritual is attained.

When these four principles are fully 
known, and lived from day to day, the 
way is clear for a perfect understand
ing of man and God. The comet is or
namental merely.

“Stare sweep and quosiion not. This is enough— 
That life and death, and joy and woe. abide; 
And cause and sequence, and the course of time, 
And Being's ceaseless tide.”

"All the planets a-o sot up in proper position on 1 he (treat Trestle Board. They move in har
mony—

* *. * , •  Unto the working out of doom ; [Pain 
Their threads are Love and Life; and Death and 
the shuttles of their loom.’

So mote it be.”
Mbs. Nancy Richmond.

L
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HEALTH DEPARTnENT.

A Private Letter.

[First published by the Moral Education So
ciety, Washington, D. C.J

I take the liberty of offering for your 
consideration some views on the sper
matic secretion which, so far as 1 know, 
have not been hitherto entertained, 
either by physicians or the public gen
erally.

It has been customary for physiolo
gists and writers on the sexual organs 
and functions to assume that the sper
matic secretion is anaologous to the 
bile, pancreatic juice, saliva, and other 
secretions which are essential to human 
life and which, when once formed, 
must be used and expelled from the 
system. The logical deduction from 
this theory is that to insure the perfect 
health of every man and boy who has 
attained the age of fourteen or there
abouts, he must expel this secretion at 
regular or irregular periods, either by 
intercommunication with one of the 
other sex or by masturbation, unless 
the secretion passes away by the blad
der or by involuntary action during 
sleep. A. further deduction is that 
there exists a natural necessity for un
restricted intercommunication between 
the sexes, or, since society will not 
sanction that, the establishment of 
houses of prostitution. Now the moral 
nature and finer sensibilities of both 
men and women protest against such 
a  conclusion, and therefore the truth of 
the theory which gives rise to it is to be 
doubted. For myself I consider that 
to this theory, so generally believed, is 
due a large part of the sexual immoral
ity which turns the heaven of the affec
tions into the hell of the passions, and 
is destroying at once the vitality and 
happiness o f our race.

“A s a man thinketh so ishe.” This is 
classic truth. I f  the boy obtains im
pression from books, or from compan
ions older than himself, that at the age 
of fourteen or fifteen the spermatic se
cretion is necessarily formed and accu
mulated, and that, too, without his 
knowledge, volition, or power of pre
vention, and that in order to keep his 
health he must, in some way, periodic
ally throw off the secretion, his actions 
will immediately begin to correspond 
with his belief.

The comparison, by medical men, of 
this secretion with the bile, gastric 
juice, etc., fixes this theory in his mind 
and confirms him in his pernicious 
habits. But substitute the word “tears” 
for bile, and you put before that boy’s

mind an altogether different idea. He 
knows that tears, in falling drops are 
not essential to life or health. A mau 
may be in perfect health and not cry 
once in five, or even fifty, years. The 
lachrymal finid is ever present, but in 
such small quantities that it is unno
ticed. Where are the tears while they 
remain unshed? They are ever ready, 
waiting to spring forth when there is 
adequate cause— but they do not accu
mulate and distress the man because 
they are not shed weekly or monthly. 
The component elements of the tears 
are prepared in the system; they are on 
hand, passing through the circulation, 
ready to mix and flow whenever needed; 
but i f  they mix, accumulate and flow 
without adequate cause—without phy
sical irritation or mental emotion—the 
physician at once decides that there isa 
disease of the lachrymal glands. It is 
my belief that tears and the spermatic 
fluids are much more analogous in their 
normal manner of secretion and use 
than is the gastric juice or bile and the 
spermatic fluids. Neither flow of tears 
or sperm is essential to life or health. 
Both are greatly under the control of 
the imagination, the emotions and the 
w ill; and the flow of either is liable to be 
arrested in a moment by sudden men
tal action. Also, when a man sheds 
tears, there is a certain depression 
arising from nervous exhaustion,conse
quent upon the violent emotions which 
caused the tears, and a similar effect 
follows seminal losses.

Now, were men and boys taught to 
believe and feel that it is infinitely 
more degrading for them to allow sex 
excitement without proper, rational 
cause, than it  is unmanly for them to 
shed tears frequently and on trivial oc
casions, and that, moreover, uncalled- 
for emission is a destructive waste of 
life material, the destructive habits of 
masturbation, promiscuous intercourse, 
and marital profligacy, with all their 
disastrous consequences, might be 
largely prevented.

The difficulty of dealing with this 
subject, aside from the delicacy which 
is supposed to attend its consideration, 
lies chiefly in the fact that most people 
are born with strong amative propen
sities. The sexual license of past gen
erations has engendered a sexual exci
tability in the present, which can only 
be counteracted, and even then very 
gradually, direct education of the 
young on sexual ethics, and by the 
general dissemination of knowledge on 
the normal functions and rational uses 
of the generative organs.
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In beginning thus to educate the 

people in sexual hygiene, scientists 
should be very careful to arrive at the 
true theory on the subject. A  theory 
which tends to bad results, which now 
distresses humanity, is not to be enter
tained.

My heart ached when, at the close of 
a physiological lecture on the“ Passions,” 
a young man exclaimed, in appealing 
tones,“ W hatshall we young men do? 
We want to do right, but our passions 
are strong and you doctors don’t tell us 
what to do.” Though several medical 
men were present not one offered a 
word to strengthen that young man’s 
will power in the line of continence.

Is it not probable that help in ascer
taining the normal action of the human 
organism may be obtained from com
parative anatomy and physiology ? Sup
pose the student of nature dissects and 
examines the sexual structure of the 
wild deer, or ape and compares it with 
the human. W ill not such comparison 
aid in determining whether it  is in ac
cordance with nature’s simple, unvitia
ted law and with human happiness 
that the spermatic secretion should be 
formed in such quantity and repro
duced so continuously as is now con
sidered natural in man? It is at least 
pertinent to ask whether, i f  this accu
mulation and mixture of the sexual se
cretions is found, it is not, to a very 
great extent, the result of habit, just as 
an enormous flow of saliva is conse
quent upon a cultivated habit of ex
pectorating. Some men spit a pint a 
day, others seldom or never spit.

On parents and teachers devolves the 
duty of preventing the formation of 
wrong sexual habits in childhood and 
youth. Besides direct instruction on 
the subject children should be early 
trained to the habit of self-control. 
The valuable teachings contained in 
the following extract should be deeply 
pondered by all who have the manage
ment of youth. The writer says: “I f  
there is one habit which, above all 
others, is deserving of cultivation, it  is 
that of self-control. In fact, it  includes 
so much that is of valuable importance 
in life that it may almost be said that 
in proportion to its power does the man 
obtain his manhood and the woman her 
womanhood. The ability to identify 
self with the highest and best parts of 
our nature, and to bring all the lower 
parts into subjection, or rather to draw 
them all upwards into harwony with 
the best that we know, is the one cen
tral power which supplies vitality to 
all the rest. How to develop this in the

child may well absorb the energy o f 
every parent; how to cultivate it in him 
self may well employ the wisdom and 
enthusiasm of every youth. Y e t  it is 
no mysterious or complicated path that 
leads to this goal. The habit of self- 
control is but the accumulation of re
peated acts of self-denial for a worthy 
object; it is but the continued authority 
of reason over impulse, of judgment 
over inclination, of conscience over de
sire. He who has acquired this habit, 
who can govern himself intelligently, 
without painful effort, and without 
fear of revolt from his appetites and 
passions, has within him the source of 
all real power and of all true happiness. 
The force and energy which he has put 
forth day by day, and hour by hour, 
is not exhausted nor even diminished. 
On the contrary, it  has increased by use, 
and has become keener and stronger by 
exercise, and although it has completed 
its w ort in the past it is still his well 
tried, true and powerful Weapon for fu 
ture conflicts in higher regions.”

In earlier stages of the world’s history 
conditions aside from sexual needs 
caused woman to become the slave o f 
man. Had the sexes remained as they 
came into being, equal and free, with 
full liberty of choice and refusal in 
sexual relations, with equal liberty o f 
advance and repulse in every one of the 
many steps by which love proceeds, 
from the glance of an eye to that of in
tercommunication, which is primarily 
and, as I  think, solely intended for the 
production of offspring, there is reason 
to believe that this free communion o f 
man with woman would, by equalizing 
the sexual forces, have prevented that 
sexual desire for intercommunication 
which has possessed man through all 
recorded time and which amounts to 
little less than a mania afflicting the 
whole race. Sa x o n .

Note.—Before any great progress is possible 
in this direction, people old, must learn to con
trol themselves, and find out the cause of their 
intense sexual desires, even quite late in life. 
This can be best accomplished by studying the 
laws of diet, for we are the result of what we 
build upon on, and most people eat and live on 
the very things that intensify the sexual pas
sions. To feed young and growing boys and 
girls, chicken, beef-steak, pork and eggs, es
pecially the latter, which forms the chief diet 
of a breeding stallion in season, and theu mildly 
suggest to them that they should control their 
feelings and commit no sin upon their person, is 
a proceeding worthy of a Fiji islander. The 
brain has not yet developed the power of con
trol. It is trying to develop and flower out. but 
is hampered to death, in many cases by the po- 
lution concocted through ignorance to tickle 
the tongue and palate. As long as the appetite 
is catered to and every known combination of a 
stimulating character is set before the rising 
youth and maiden, just so long will they con
tinue in this revolting practice.—[Editor.]
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Able Plea for Youth’ s Instruction.

The sexual instinct is the strongest 
and the ruling passion of the human 
race—it was always been so and al
ways will be.

The sexual instinct is the founda
tion of most that is good and most 
that is bad. The political economist 
can trace most of the social distress' of 
today to abuse of the sexual instinct; 
the physician can trace most of the 
physical suffering to the same cause. 
Much of this suffering can be avoided, 
by proper training. Possibly, in the 
distant future, the human race will be 
intelligent enough to believe that it  is 
a  social crime for weakness and dis
ease to beget offspring; possibly then 
it  may be recognized that the breeding 
of humauity is governed by the same 
laws as the breeding of cattle.

Today, however the laws of heredity 
are [almost] entirely ignored, and dis
ease and weakness are allowed to pro
duce like qualities and libitum, result
ing in endless suffering. Could the 
results be truthfully painted, the sight 
would cause humanity to shudder 
with horror, and everywhere people 
would debate as to how these terrible 
crimes against society could be ended.

Children are born with disease who 
would be almost justified in condemn
ing their parents for their birth, were 
it  not for the fact that parents have 
been kept in ignorance. The remedy 
is proper physical instruction— that 
will plainly teach that children have a 
right to demand sound physical bodies 
as well as trained minds—instruction 
which will plainly show that disease 
produces disease.

From the beginning of man the 
greatest social forces have been self- 
preservation and reproduction, or, 
what may be called mental and sexual 
training. Thus far sexual training 
has been left to blind instinct, with no 
reason and no self-control, resulting 
in venereal disease and hereditary 
weakness, much of which can be 
avoided by proper and necessary in
struction. People absolutely yearn for 
just such instruction, but those who 
could and should give it to them do not. 
Meanwhile our youth receive instruc
tion from their companions—instruc
tion filled with ignorance and filth, and 
never touching the great, yet simple, 
law that “ like begets like.”

In a crowded room of a boarding 
school I have heard a boy of nineteen 
proudlv telling innocent young lads of 
the location of certain houses in New

Y o rk —young lads who should have 
been kept at home and truthfully in
structed rather than be “posted*’ by 
such instruction.

I  have been in a school attended by 
noble young lads, and have seen one 
foul boy contaminate an innocent school 
— ay! because parents hesitate to in
struct in what so closely concerns thé 
welfare o f their children. What a satire 
it is upon the intelligence of “posted” 
men who remember the days of then- 
youth— days of sexual curiosity and ig
norance— that children are iorced to be 
trained by foul and ignorant com
panions.

We who have mingled much among 
young boys, know how keen is their de
sire for facts; we have seen it in their 
anxious faces and in their eager ques
tions— questions which prove that they 
instinctively believe they should know 
these things. Then let them be in
structed carefully and correctly; let 
them be taught the value of a sound 
body in the battle for life and social po
sition; let them be taught the use of the 
sexual function ; let them be taught the 
stern, yet kind, laws of heredity; let 
them be posted correctly, for posted in 
some way they will be.

The silence of the profession upon 
this subject has long been a mystery to 
me; daily we see weakness and disease 
reproduced; daily we see children born 
but to suffer and die; daily we see ve
nereal disease acquired through igno
rance; daily we see ruin, and suffering 
and death, much of which could be 
avoided by proper training—which 
would, in itself, suppress quack 
lectures and pamphlets and ignorant 
discussions, and substitute in their place 
truth.

Youth, today, bright and curious, 
knocks at the door of our profession 
for instruction. They should receive 
it and we alone can properly give i t  
For this reason I have sought the col
umns of the Medical Record, hoping 
that its host of earnest, observing men 
will seriously consider how sexual in
struction can best be imparted. Many 
favor compulsory lectures, few in num
ber and lasting for several years—the 
years in which youth should change 
from animals to men of self-control— 
the years _ from fifteen to eighteen— 
where, without this instruction, in 
many cases, the growth is from young 
animals to corrupt, ignorant men—ani
mals still. In the name o f our children 
and our children s chi'dren, in the name 
of health and purity and perfect man
hood, I beg of my readers, filled with
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my memory of the temptations and ig
norance of their young manhood, to see 
to it that the light of intelligence is cast 
upon that ignorance which now, unne
cessarily, causes unlimited suffering, 
disease and death.— R. E llis , M. D., 
Danbury, Conn., in  the Medical Record.

New Position for Sleeping.

Another iconoclast! The rampant 
reformer of the day has now invaded 
bedrooms. The orthodox fashion in 
making up the beds so as to gently slope 
toward the feet and having a good-sized 
pillow or two under the head is all 
wrong. A  prominent French doctor, 
M. Vilhelm Fischer, is responsible for 
this statement. He asserts that after a 
long series of experiments he has proved 
conclusively that the sleep in a bed pre
pared in the old-fashioned way is sim
ply to induce ailments of all kinds. He 
advocates a complete reversal of things. 
Vou must have your head on a level 
with or lower than your feet. I f  pil
lows are to be used they must be under 
your feet instead of under the head. 
The result, he claims, will be amazing, 
being a sure cure for insomnia, as well 
as a preveutive for the nightmare. Dr. 
Fischer says further that sleep in this 
new position “ will always be intellectu
al, because more profound, the entire 
nervous system ameliorated; while peo
ple inclined to lung and kidney trouble 
will be vastly benefited by sleeping in 
this position.” To prevent any incon
venience by too sudden a change the 
pillows should be gradually reduced and 
finally placed under the feet.

Wedding Cake.

Writing in the Strand Magazine on 
the subject of wedding cakes, Framley 
Steelcroft says: Only a very small per
centage of the readers of this article 
will be able to recall Her Majesty’s 
wedding day, Monday, Feb. 10, 1840, 
when the theatres were open free to the 
public. In the evening a banquet was 
given at St. James’ palace, and covers 
were laid for 130 persons. There were 
three tables, and at the upper end of 
the Queen’s table stood the two chief 
wedding cakes. This cake was made 
by Messrs. Gunter of Berkeley square, 
and before being sent to the palace it 
was exhibited on the firm’s premises to 
more than 21,000 persons. It is said 
that besides the two principal wedding 
cakes there were nearly a hundred 
smaller ones, which were subsequently
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cut up and distributed, practically all 
over the world.

The next free theatrical night marked 
the marriage of the Prince of VVales, on 
March 10,1863. The wedding cake was 
made by Messrs. Bolland of Chester. 
This was what is known as a “three- 
tier” cake, and around the base were 
festoons composed of the rose, thistle 
and shamrock, entwined with the Royal 
and Denmark arms. On the tiers were 
placed alternately reflectors and figures 
of seraphs with harps; also satin flags, 
on which were painted miniature like
nesses of the Prince and Princess. The 
whole was surinonted by a temple em
bedded in orange blossoms and silver 
leaves, on the summit of which was 
placed the Prince’s coronet and a mag
nificent plume of ostrich feathers. The 
cake, which stood nearly five feet high, 
was of colossal proportions.

I may mention, incidentally, that the 
largest cake ever made by Messrs. Gun
ter was that which figured among the 
Jubilee presents. This cake was 13 
feet high and weighed a quarter of a 
ton, its value being about £300. The 
smollest wedding cake made was or
dered by a lady for a child. I t  was a 
doll’s wedding cake, three inches high, 
and weighing about four ounces; it cost 
10s. because it was perfect in every 
respect, and the confectioner had great 
difficulty in getting molds small enough.

It is interesting to note that each of 
the royal bakers has a distinct recipe, 
which is guarded like a Cabinet secret. 
Roughly speaking, a bride cake takes 
about half a day to bake, but after the 
tins have been removed from the oven 
and the cake turned out, the serious part 
of the work only commences—for a wed
ding cake has to be at least six months 
old before it is fit to be eaten. During 
this time it is kept in an enormous 
warehouse, called the “cake room,” and 
each firm keeps a separate staff of ar
tists employed in making new designs 
and altering the fashions in wedding 
cakes. Natural flowers are the great 
feature in modern wedding cakes, 
white roses and orange blossoms being 
the most popular varieties in use.

German Prince (visiting the public 
library in one of the small towns of the 
principality)— “Everything very com
plete! But why is it that the books are 
placed so that you can’t read the 
titles ?”

Burgomaster—“Oh, your Highness, 
1 couldn’t allow that the books should 
turn their backs upon your Highness.” 
—Flicgende Blatter.
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Ideal Marriage.

I f  the married state proves to be a 
condition of limitation then it may well 
be pronounced a “failure.” We speak 
now with regard to the higher uses 
which it may subserve to the true 
student of occultism. It may be a 
heavenly state and it may be an infer
nal one. It is within the power of 
either party to make it a perpetual 
means of peace and happiness. B ut the 
principal work is the husband’s and 
his influence is quickest felt and the 
most lasting, either good or bad as he 
elects. The wife is usually ready to ac
cept any plane which the husband occu
pies. I f  this plane is high and pure 
then the bond of matrimony is a celes
tial state, indeed, and the influence for 
good which the two will exert cannot 
be estimated.

There must be harmony and this can 
come only through constant watchful
ness and forbearance by one or both 
parties. The unruly tongue is the prin
cipal source of trouble with man and 
wife and if  this weakness is studied 
and remedied the “family jars” would 
be reduced to a minimum. And there 
must be full liberty or freedom or here, 
again, we lose the ideal degree. We 
know exactly what this means and ad
mit that it is an almost impossible 
principle to carry out in actual life. 
Tell the average woman that you do 
not want her to feel limited and bound 
simply from the fact that you have a 
mere legal claim to her and what is the 
result? It is this: she will accept invita
tions to theatres, dances .and other 
places of amusement and will never 
have a pang that you are at home alone 
and full of regret because your wife has 
been unable to know your heart.

The true man and husband will tell 
his wife to enjoy all possible freedom, 
but his heart and soul will suffer in
tensely if  she finds it agreeable to seek 
any form of freedom distinctly apart 
from him and his interests. Now the 
question arises, “has he any right to

feel thns, and is it not extreme selfish
ness for him to allow such emotions?” 
Well, the subject is pregnant with all 
sorts of possible arguments, but since 
we are considering the ideal marriage 
state, we must say that the husband’s 
position is correct and his heart de
cision entirely right and of a most di
vine character. His words may say to 
her: “ I married you to help you; to 
broaden your sphere of usefulness; to 
give you higher and diviner enjoy
ments; to insure your greater freedom, 
but not to limit or crush out any inde
pendent work which your soul has 
yearned for and lacked the opportunity 
to bring to fruition.” These words 
translated into heart throbs read some
what differently, however: “Cannot my 
aim be yours ? Is not my constancy and 
devotion to you sufficient! There is 
none other in all the world that can as
sist to give me true pleasure save you 
and I would that you could know the 
true spirit of the words which my prin
ciple of honor compels me to utter ?”

But, alas! There are few if any women 
who have attained the sublimated plane 
where they can see a thoroughly pure 
man’s heart. The truly unselfish hus
band gives his wife a certain privilege 
and his heart, at the same time, yearns 
for her to renounce that privilege be
cause it leaves him outside the circle 
which she must enter in order to par
take. But she fails to read him aright 
and thus severs anosher strand in the 
rope of pure love. She may be the per
sonification of virtue and possess the 
most sterling qualities of a true wife; 
she may own deep and unchanging love 
for her husband and never be disloyal 
to him by word or act, as disloyalty is 
reckoned by science. But this is of 
small account. She widens the gap 
which must be crossed before the “twain 
becomes one,” and she misses the golden 
enjoyment of the ideal marriage.

The reader may conclude that our 
“ideal” is too higli for any possible as
sociation of earth. Not so, however; it 
is entirely possible of attaining, and 
the hint of selfishness is fully removed 
when the true state is reached by both 
parties.— The Oracle.
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Virility.

Virile power, wisely used, and conti
nence go hand in hand. They are co
existent and inseparable. I f  there is 
no virility there is no continence, al
though the subject may claim it. He 
simply does not know what he is ta lk
ing about, and his continency (?) is 
merely a forcible retention in one way 
and a constant loss in another. The 
man who uses opium and tobacco does 
not make very much of a victory if  he 
drops one of these habits and clings to 
the other. This is especially true if  as 
is usually the case, when he renouncces 
opium he uses three times his custo
mary allowance of tobacco. The rege
neration is very slightly comprehended 
by most of our occult friends. Other
wise they would not be held in one de
gree for so long a time. They hypno
tize themselves into the belief that they 
have it all, when, in reality, they have 
perceived but one point, and there are 
eleven more still beyond their range of 
■ vision. The narrow way is a peculiar 
path to tread. Its margin is micros
copic!— The Oracle.

The Monetary Reform Association.

In the belief that our present mone
tary system is enriching a privileged 
few, and doing an incalculable wrong 
to many, we seek its abolishment root 
and branch, and advocate as a substi
tute for all coin and currency now in 
use, full legal-tender paper money (not 
notes), to be issued by the Government 
for a consideration, and in sufficient 
volume for doing the business of the 
country for cash.

This money should be issued direct to 
the people without the intervention of 
interest-bearing bonds or banks, and 
being receivable for taxes and for all 
dues to the Government, would be self- 
redeeming, thus making unnecessary 
all coinage of precious metals for re
demption purposes.

Under an equitable monetary system, 
a favored few will not have their pro
ducts stamped as money, thereby giving 
them an immense advantage over their 
fellow producers to whom this privilege 
is denied, but all producers will be 
placed on an equal footing, and no one

will be able to obtain money unless they 
give to society some useful product or 
service in return.

Under a free coinage system, and un
der our national banking system, the 
circulating medium is first placed in the 
hands of those who merely fu rn ish  or 
pay fo r  the material of which the cir
culating medium is made. I f  the ma
terial is valuable, it represents so much 
wasted labor, but whether valuable or 
not, the effect upon society is precisely 
the same. Neither the coined metal 
nor the bank-notes represent anything 
that has been done for the benefit of the 
community, and yet the community 
obligates itself to receive this money in 
enchange for hard earned and useful 
products, and to pay high rates of in
terest for its use.

The monopoly thus enjoyed by private 
individuals has led to numberless other 
monopolies, and will in time concen
trate all wealth in a few hands i f  the 
present system is not reversed.

Let the people in the collective capa
city that we call Government, issue all 
money, let it be issued for a considera
tion only, and received as it is issued, 
thereby forming a natural and perfect 
circulation.

Under this system the money will first 
come into tha possession of the indus
trious people, and those who have been 
absorbing labor’s products by the mere 
control and manipulation of money, 
will be compelled to either live on what 
they have accumulated, or become in
dustrious also.

Paper money, properly issued, can be 
made more stable in purchasing power 
than gold money, by the simple regula
tion of volume.

A s value exists by reason of demand, 
the ideal money unit may be said to 
represent the demand unit, the sum of 
demand or of value being represented 
by the total of money in circulation.

A ny change therefore in the money 
volume disproportionate with change 
in population, changes the purchasing 
power of the money unit.
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Astral Flight.

We consider the principle and most 
important point about astral journeys 
to be this: Do not desire to go to any 
particular person or place, but hold a 
steady and passive attitude, allowing 
the soul to move as it deems wise. It 
is well, however, to be cautious in de
termining soul action and thought ac
tion. The latter is wavering and un- 
uncertain, the former steady and un
changing. To make my meaning clearer, 
the thoughts will lead out into one di
rection and then immediately fly to 
some other field, while the soul will 
usually usher you at once into tne pre- 
ence of a distant person or scene and 
will stay there as long as the brain is 
kept in a passive condiiion.

The most propitious period for astral 
journeys is between the waking and 
sleeping state: at night before going to 
sleep, or early in the morning upon par
tially awakening. A  great deal depends 
upon the ability to hold the mental and 
physical still, and give them thoroughly 
into the position of observer, allowing 
the higher nature to conduct the opera
tion after its own manner. This advice 
is particularly applicable to those whose 
astral “ wings” are just beginning to 
plume. A lter repeated experiences, 
and when the three mysteries of the m i
crocosm have become thoroughly in 
harmony with each other, then the ex
ternal man may more safely choose the 
friends and scenes which he shall visit.

In the Peter Ibbetson astral experi
ences the position of the body was al
ways the same, namely, one foot was 
crossed lightly over the other, the arms 
were thrown above the head and the 
body flat upon the back. These are 
details which I have no doubt were 
worked into the story merely as points 
which first accurred to the author. 
Nevertheless we are convinced that the 
body’s attitude is of more or less im
portance, but it is not well to lay down 
a general rule, for the reason that men
tal and physical habits and weaknesses 
of each person will best decide as to 
this point. A  favorable position for 
one person might be very unfavorable 
to another. Self-study, alone, will en
lighten us here.— The Oracle.

There is but one disinterested factor 
in civilization, and that is science, and 
its leadership only can be followed with 
safety.— Cassius Clay.

For the change that has taken place 
we are indebted only to science.

No religious or scientific movement 
of modern times has done more for the 
enlightenment of the civilized world 
than Spiritualism. It has been the 
leaven which “ leavens tl.e whole lump.” 
In the ranks of Spiritualism starts the 
investigation that leads up to the high
est planes of Earth life, provided the 
investigator has the courage to hasten 
forward as soon as the true uses of 
that school have been subserved. Noth
ing under heaven, save Spiritualism, 
could have held out a hope to us of im
mortality, when grim despair forced us 
to look higher than Earth’s resources 
for our peace of miud. We own and 
bless this bridge that guided us into |  
conception of life’s nobler possibilities. 
— The Oracle.

M. Soyer, the noted French cook made 
a curious calculation on the amount of 
food a healthy man will consume in a 
lifetime of 70 years. M. Soyer says: 
“The average epicure of three score and 
ten years will have consumed 30 oxen, 
200 sheep, 100 calves, 200 lambs, 50 pigs, 
2,200 fowls, 10,000 fishes of different 
kinds, 50,000 oysters, 5,475 pounds of 
vegetables, 243 pounds of butter, 24,000 
eggs and four tons of bread. To this 
may be added several hogsheads of tea, 
coffee, wine, water, etc.” The above 
amonnt of solid liquid would weigh but 
little short of forty tons.

“ How true it is that occult students 
who do not pay sufficient attention to 
bodily culture sooner or later become 
unbalanced.” So writes one of our 
students. IIis observations have been 
wisely directed and his conclusions cor
rectly drawn. The physical has not 
been given us through any blunder or 
series of blunders. We have it for a 
purpose. We cannot get out of it per
manently until that purpose is over
wrought and understood.—The Oracle.

A  short time before Dr. Charcot died 
he said in a lecture that semi-scientists 
had for more than fifty years ridiculed 
the idea that the full of the Moon was 
a dangerous time for mad people. Bet
ter informed men are coming back to 
that old-time notion, said Dr. Charcot, 
as the result of increased learning on 
the subject of earth tides, similar to 
the oscillation of sea tides.

It would require volumes to record 
the ameliorations that took place in do
mestic and social life after science be
gan to exert its beneficent influences.— 
Professor Draper.
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Keys to Occult Studies.
“ T h e  L a w  a n d  t h e  P r o p h e t s .”

By FRANK EARL ORMSBY.

“ The Law and the Prophets” is a work devoted to the Occult 
Science of the Stars, in which may be found the keys that unlock the 
mysteries of planetary law, and reveals the hidden secrets of life, death, 
character, and the primal causes of the varied states and conditions in 
human beings, together with other valuable and interesting information.

WHAT THE PEOPLE SAY OF THE WORK.
Mrs. Helen Dryden, of Hollister, Cal., 

writes: “ I do not feel that the $10  liqui
dates the obligation, and 1  wish you suc
cess in your work.”

Mr. 0. 0. Adams, of Lowell, Mich., 
says: “ There can be no money value 
placed on the information the work con
tains, and the price would be low enough 
at twenty-five dollars a copy. My work is 
not for sale unless I am sure of getting 
another copy.”

Mr. E. H. Grove, of Los Angeles, Cal., 
writes: “ There is no money that would 
buy my book if I could not get another. 
My soul yearned for just such a work, 
that would give me the foundation prin
ciples of the law of life. I tried in many 
ways to obtain it, but found it was not to 
be had, so waited contentedly, when I 
found you were at work on such a 
book. I have found out more concerning 
the cause of diseases in the short time I 
have had it, than from all other sources. 
I feel that the book will do more towards 
the regeneration of humanity than any 
other book before the world to-day. ”

Dr. Weaver. Glenbeulah, writes: “ I
have owned all of the best works of the 
Homeopathic and Electric schools, and 
simply as a medical adviser, it  is  worth  
them all.

Mr. Uriel Buchanan, of Marionville, 
Mo., writes: “  ‘The Law and the
Prophets’ is of inestimable value to those 
making the higher attainment. I speak 
from that unfailing authority, intuition, 
and can truly say it is the grandest work 
of the age for those, who would know the 
fixed law of the universe.”

Mr. Dennis Murphy, Ft. Omaha, Neb. 
writes: “ It is what I have been wishing 
for these many years. It  is by far the 
best expose on Occult Astronomy I have 
yet seen. It answers the question, ‘Why 
is it thus?’ I like it; it is full of truth; its. 
style is clear, simple and exact, being, as 
it were, all wheat and no chaff. In my 
opinion the information contained in this 
work is worth $100 to any person of good 
understanding. I admire the genius 
that produced this work.”

The work contains, or includes, the Astronomical Chart which gives 
a complete ephemeris for every year during seventy-five years of this 
century, from 1825 to 1900.

The edition is limited.
The work is valuable to the student and researcher, being too ex

pensive for the ordinary reader, unless he can well afford it.
Price by mail, $10.00. Address,

MR5. STELLA ORMSBY,
1935 Washington Boulevard,

Sta. E, CHICAGO.a
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Are You a Mystic?
If so, you will be interested in the 

S tudy of the Celestial 
Planetarium.

Positions of the Planets in our Solar System at 
the Opening of the World’s Fair,

May 1st, 1893.

These Vlanetariums are 24 inches square, 
made from fine blue_ cloth, mounted on wood 
frame, with circles, lines and signs worked in 
«ilk, with adjustable silk plush planets in the 
seven colors of the stars, together with an 
ephemeris, showing how to keep the positions 
which illustrate the wonderful changes going on 
in our solar system from day to day and year to 
year. An elegant parlor ornament as well as the 
best teacher of astronomy and the occult in 
nature that can be procured. Every home 
should have one to educate the children as well 
as those of mature years. A very interesting 
study for all.

Price complete, ready to hang or place upon 
an easel, by express, $10.00.

A cheaper Planetarium, printed on satin, with 
colored metal planets, neatly framed, 14 x 18 
inches, for only $2.50.

The same style and size on cloth, mounted on 
heavy cardboard, price, $2.00, including the 
ephemeris.

Large Wall Charts, canvas, $5.00, including 
set of planets.

A D D R E S S  P L A N E T S  A N D  P EO P LE. ,

Do you use Cocoa?
Have you ever tried 

B E N S D O ^P ’S?

IT 15 THE BEST. 
Yes, truly, The Best

Cocoa.
COCOA, or Cacas, is the kernel of a fruit which 

furnishes a most nourishing and invigorating 
beverage, called by the great botanist Linnæus, 

“ Theobrom o,” or “Food for the Gods.” The use 
of Cocoa is not followed by any of the detrimen
tal effects caused by the excessive use of Coffee 
or .Tea, viz.: irr ita tio n  o f  the nervous system, 
sleeplessness, w eakening o f  the stomach, etc. To 
make Cocoa in every way satisfactory, so that it 
may be recommended as a nourishing and 
strengthening beverage even to delicate people, 
it is of the greatest imçortance, indeed a prin
c ip a l requirem ent, that it should he prepared on 
scientific principles, in  order to retain the Theo
brom ine, or V olatile O il. Bensdorp’s Cocoa is 
so prepared.

STATE AGENTS WANTED.
M en o f enterprise, with some capital, to act as State 

A gen ts for our new educational work. Som ething new and 
takin g. N o competition.

For full particulars address at once,

O R M S B Y  &  S P R A G U E ,

R oyal Insurance Building,

h C hicago, ill.
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We are prepared to furnish Globes in any size and style, at lowest prices. 
Special attention called to the following:

No. 6, Library, 12 in. diam., 3 feet high, $45.00. 
No. 18, “ 18 “ “ 3 feet 8 in. “ 60.00.

Terrestrial and Celestial.
Frame furnished in Nickle, Japanese Copper or 

Clouded Silver.

A H. ANDREWS & CO.,
215-217 Wabash Avenue,

C CHICAGO, ILL
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FOR DEVELOPING 

t h e  SP IR IT U A L

S I G H T __  w M

AN EGYPTIAN INVENTION.

' For the convenience of students in Oc
cult Astronomy, the above stamp, same 
sue as the illustration, will be found most 
valuable and time saving. Price by mail, 
prepaid, ode.

A D D R E S S  T H I S  O F F IC E .

Used by grand masters, adepts and others. 
Size. S x 10 inches; fine polished hard-wood 
plush-lined cases; our own make. By express. 
$15.00.

These instruments are intended for those 
who wish to delve deeply into mystic secrets. 

Bead Moore’s poem. ‘‘The Magic Mirror."

ADDRESS PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

★  ★  S T A R  S T U F F .  ★  ★
ZODIACAL ENIOnA NO. i.

A  lover bold strode forth from his home at the close of day to meet, if  possi
ble, and, i f  all was well, perchance to court for a little time the maiden of his 
choice. A t  last he reached the suburban home, where Alta, judging by the signs 
and surroundings, must have been named. He paused at the old, old well by the 
roadside, where many a traveler had lingered before for refreshment. He mused 
to himself, as the sweet name of A lta  came to his mind. I have come a long dis
tance. I wonder i f  she is alone. Such a lovely creature must be sought by others 
he tremulously thought to himself. He turned to the well and began to turn. 
One— two— three— four—five, and the pure sparkling nectar gushed forth. He 
sign is significant, and he spoke aloud. His heart quickened its beats and he 
sought for other favorable signs, and aspects, and low! the second proved equally 
propitious. The third and fourth were also favorable, and he knew they applied 
to his A lta  from the beginning. He drew from his pocket a watch. What! Ten 
o’clock! He looked up with surprise, and his eyes caught the spirit of the hour in 
the heavens above. The sky seemed to be filled, and he seemed to be alive, with 
the love darts o f Cupid. He turned to the east for a special sign or token, but 
emptiness seemed to characterize the immediate spheres. He turned to the west,

d
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and far, far, away there first appeared the star Uranus. His heart leaped with 
joy, for this sign betokened sincerity.

Saturn not far away indicated a yearning, that love alone can pacify. This 
last indication stirred within him a responsive chord, and he too became anxious 
to know and feel that he was welcome. Time was rapidly passing, although it 
seemed long to him. He turned suddenly and gazed at the window,where, A lta  
was wont to sit, and beheld just nestling in the hazy mountain tops in the west 
the beautiful Venus sinking to rest. A ll was quiet; the Moon seemed to favor 
the situation by her absence. The ardent lover stole gently up the garden walk, 
and stood beneath the cherished sill. He was not loved by all the household, 
hence, the necessity for strategy. He saw standing near an apple-tree, a small 
ladder with seven rounds. It was soon in conjunction with the sill, and as he 
slowly and carefully ascended he felt greater force from the signs and premoni
tions he had received. Alta! he whispered, and he gently tapped upon the pane. 
A t last their physical forms were in the same house—they were alone, although 
there was contention and opposition from quick tempers and impulsive natures 
near by.

This had its corresponding effect upon the twain, and they decided to leave 
the house at once and cast their lots together. Their hearts quickened and under 
the impulse of the moment they made ready and quietly stole away. They jour
neyed in a mystical manner to evade their pursuers, although it was farther by 
this route to their place of destination. They traveled the balance of the night, 
the Moon lighting them safely through the morning hours.

It being A ltas’ 16th natal day, they stopped at a wayside church, and the 
pastor residing near by made them one. * * * * * Under this
new impulse they journeyed on, gaining in wisdom, by the way, till, they reached, 
the home of the groom, and although there was opposition to meet, a power for 
harmony in some occult way ruled the hour, and the marriage feast was 
prepared.

A CASH PRIZE OF $5.00
To the first one giving: 1—correct date this year for the above romance, 2—  
explaining the secret of Altas’ name, 3— stating where her lover resides, 4— how 
far, in signs, he traveled to meet her, 5— where he found her, 6— the ruling star of 
their meeting, 7—the route by which they returned, 8— where they were married, 
9—the life ruling star of their marriage vow, 10—and their financial prospects for 
the year.

The star chart T h e  Pl a t  of t h e  Pl a x e ts , with this number of Pl a x e t s  
a x d  Pe o p le , give all the information required in answering this enigma. And 
the first to send correct answers to the first five points, will receive as a prize, 
this chart with book of instruction.

Answers must reach us by January 8 th.
Prizes will be offered each month in this department.
The full answer will be published in February issue.
Open to annual subscribers only.

LADISE PRIZE ARTICLE.
In order to make Pl a x e ts  a x d  Peo p le  the most attractive, as well as the 

deepest educational journal the world has yet seen, we offer a prize to the Lady 
who sends us the best article, touching upon the science of Occult Astronomy,
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and the effect of such a study upon the rising generation; the influence it would 
have in shaping character, broadening out the intellect, liberalizing the mind and 
making grander and more beautiful the life and work of each.

Public school teachers especially, are invited to enter the contest. The Prize 
consists of a

iuupkes @@yg> w&irm
Waltham iTovement.

Full -

V A L U E  A B O U T  $ 2 0 .0 0 .

CO N D ITIO N S O F T H E  O F F E R :

1. The contest is open to those who subscribe 
for the journal for the year 1895, on or before 
January 12th.

2. The article must not contain more than 3,000 words nor less than 2500.
3. The same must be written plainly on one side of the paper only.
4. Manuscript must reach our office by the 8 th of January.
As we desire the very best thought upon the subject, we reserve the right to 

select the article most desirable for our columns. The prize will be sent on the 
day of publication. Enclose stamp for return of manuscript. Address Planets 
and  People.

EDUCATIONAL LESSONS.

A ll who are interested in the study o f the occult meaning 
o f Astronomy, w ill no doubt be pleased to learn that the pub
lication office o f P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p l e  will hereafter be a 
center for such instruction. W e  have arranged to have com
petent teachers here each day, to give private lessons in 
Horoscope work, according to the new and simple method of 
the

HELIO-CENTRIC SCIENCE.
H a lf hour lessons, which, i f  desired, may include making and 

delineating the personal Horoscope o f the one receiving
the Lesson....................................................................... $ .50

Including a chart and book o f instruction.......................  1.50
Hour Lessons....................................................................  1.00

In  this way personal Horoscopes may be obtained at one 
quarter o f their value, together with valuable information of 
an occult nature. f
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Desks *  at *  Wholesale *  Factory *  Prices,
Shipped to any point in the United States.

No. 8, Low Top,.......,....................$14.50.
No. 8, High Top,...........................  15.50.

42x30 inches. Drawers, 11 inches wide.
Weight, 240 pounds..

This is the best desk on the market for 
the money. It is rub finish, has our 
improved flexible curtain, our patent 
combination lock. The writing board 
is solid. Desk has three long drawers, 
and one deep drawer for books to stand 
edgewise.

No. 22, Low Top, 4 feet,................$22.00.
No. 24, I  “ 4% feet,...........  25.00.
No. 26, “ “ 5 feet,..............  27.00.

Same Nos. High Roll, $1.00 more.

OAK OR BIRCH.
34 inches deep outside, 30 inches deep inside, 45% inches high.

Drawers 11 inches wide. Weight, 335 pounds.
This Desk is highly polished on all sides. Has heavy sides, the writing board 

is veneered on both sides, the slides are framed. The drawers are provided with 
our patent combination lock, which locks all drawers on both bottom cases. The 
drawers are also provided with movable partitions. The drawer sides are all 
hard wood, and dovetailed front and back. Desk is provided with our improved 
flexible curtain, which is dust proof and warranted not to get out of order.

High roll means two rows of pigeon holes, low roll one row.- The reason 
these desks are sold so cheap is because they are shipped direct from the factory 
to the purchaser. They are securely crated in a suitable manner for shipping to 
any point in the United States. The prices are F. O. B. at the factory. Always 
state whether Oak or Birch is desired. A ll goods warranted as represented.

Send Chicago or New Y ork draft to
GARDNER & CO., Special Agents,

g 112 Quincy St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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N. K. FAIRBANK & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

A Fine G E N U IN E  DIAM OND, 14 Karat,

%

KARAT

DIAMOND.

ONLY $33.75.

A SOLID SOLD, Imitation Diamond,

FOR $2 .00.
D. T. SPRAGUE & CO.,

112 QUINCY STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

CALL FOB NEW STYLE PACKAGE.
u s e  NOTHING BUT

b u t t e r m i l k  s o a p

h
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Cheap and Pretty Pomes.
100 BUILDING P LAN S AN D  E S T IM A T E S .

UnW til Dllilfl Cottage, Farm House, Country Seat,
JlUu IU iJ U.1J.U. Hotel and Summer Place.

A  $ 1 5 0 0  H O U S E .

A large Atlas showing views and floor plans of low cost houses, of neat modern architecture and 
convenient proportions, ranging from $100 up. If you intend to build a home, whether a small cot
tage or more pretentious mansion, it will pay you to look over these plans and consult about them 
with your carpenter, builder, wife or neighbor. Only thus can you get a clear idea of what you 
want, and avoid disappointment in the end as to style and price.

It is false economy to start out to build a home without such a guide at hand as this complete 
and practical Atlas. P r ic e  on ly  $1.00 by mail, postage paid. Stamps taken, but postal note pre
ferred. Address,

DWIGHT T. SPRAGUE & CO.,
■ 12 Quincy Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Profitable Poultry Raising:
The author has made a success in this 

business, and speaks from years of practi

cal experience.

Brim ful of valuable information on 

Poultry interests. All about breeds, in

cubators, poultry houses, diseases, etc. 

Sent postpaid for 25 cents in stamps.

Address,

A. B. TEMPLE,
2 0 5 3  W a s h i n g t o n  B o u l .

C h i c a g o ,  III.i
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A GOOD THING!
Windsor Fountain Pen*

M A D E  F R O M  T H E

Best Hard Rubber,

Mottled Holder, 

Beautifully Finished,

Gold Top,

Guaranteed 14 Karat,

Solid Gold Pen.

Each pen is put in a 

neat paper box. with 

filler and directions. 

Sent post-paid for $3.20, 

D. T . SPRAGOE & GO.,

112 Quincy St., 

CHICAGO.

i

No. 1%. N IC K E L .

R E T A IL , . . . .  $ 2 .5 0 .

The Columbian Postal Scale gives exact 
amount of postage in cents on any package from 
1 ounce to 1VS pounds. A very attractive scale, 
finely finished in nickel, with celluloid dial. 

Warranted absolutely accurate.
Address,

DWIGHT T. SPRAGUE,
112 Quincy St., 

Chicago, I I I .

k

PRESS OF ALEX. L. FYFE, 
334 DEARBORN STREET, 
CHICAGO, ILLINO IS.
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R O P P ’S

Com m ercial Calculator
No. 1 . ---- W ILL----

PREVENT MISTAKES,
RELIEVE THE MIND,

-------- SAVE---------

Labor, Time # Money,
---- AND----

DO YOUR RECKONING
1h the TWINKLING of an

No. 8 .

A READY CALCULATOR, BUSINESS ARITHMETIC and ACCOUNT-BOOK Combined,

T h is  is  u nquestionably the m ost com plete and convenient w ork on iiffM w , for 
P R A C T I C A L  U SS, e ve r  published. I t  oontaina n e a rly  a ll  the SHORT CUTS known; 
H u n d red s o f  Sim ple Kwles and Methods to r “  R a s y  and R apid Calculation,''
an d  M illions o f  ¿¿cowrote Awswero to  B usin ess E xam  pies and to  P ractical Problems,

I t  S i f t s  and S im p lifie s  th e  w h ale  science o f  A rith m etic, retaining1 only the Proms, 
in  a n u t-sh e ll, a s  i t  w ere. I t s  T ab les, R u le s  and M ethods are a ll  extrem ely simple, 
em in ently  useful, practical, an d  fh lly  ab reast w ith  th e  a g e  o f  steam  and electricity.

E v e r y  one w ho prefers to  ta k e  th e Sim plest, th e Shortest and the Easiest w ay for 
doin g  h is w ork, should possess a  copy o f  th is  useful and convenient Pocket Manual, 
I t  w ill  en ab le  E veryb o d y  to  V »came Proficien t and Q uick in  F ig u re s; and to many a 
yo u n g  person, i t  m ay  p rove tv  be a  steppin g stone to  a  successful business careen.

KO FAUMK15, MKtilANlO OK Bl'&INKSS VAN SHOULD BK WITHOUT IT. BKCATSK

IT WILL SHOW I T  A GLANCE, WITHOUT THE USE OF PENCIL, PEN OR PAPER,
The number of ftushets and pownds in a load 

of Wheat, Corn, Rve, Oats, or lUurley, and thè 
w r w l  umuMnt tur santo, at uny prioo por bu.

The ero et aiauwnt tor a lot o f litiga or Cattle, Tram 1 ilv to a car load. at any prive por Cwt, 
The corm t tnaouat tor a load of Hay, Straw, Coal or Ouke, froiu 95 cents tu #90 per tea.
The «nel polite of a baie of Cottoli, at any 

prive per Ih. Alsct thè Tuli tor gluniug it.
The carnet nmoNwt of articles soid hy thè Bushel. l*ound, Yard or Uoacn, from Ho, to f i ,  
The e.niot IPiiges tor auy tinte, at various 

ratea per tuonth, per week, and per day.
The SgHtcalent of Wheat in Flour, wheu ex- 

ehanglng suine, troni 95 to 40 Iba. to thè bu.
The ewlg eerreef Rute and Tahle tor enti' 

mathtg thè wnid contenta of Lega of all « ina 
The MKtct contenta of latmber. Cisterna, Ulna, 

TV’ ngoU'heda, Cormorlbs, lYinl-wood, and Car* 
pantera', Plaaterera' and Ilrtch-luyvre' work.

The ftttu't I  uteres# on any sum, tor any timet 
at aity praoticai rate percent.

The «¡quit’«dent of two or more discounts; as 
for instance, 33'*, 10, and 5 off, ojutiis 48Sfl off.

The per cent of coin when goods are bought 
at aoertain diso't /rota, and stud at list prices.

The per cent o f oni'ts or loss, when goods are 
sold at a discount From the marking price.

The marking! price, from which a certain diso't 
may he given, and yet realise a certain \  oncost.

The percent of uuiw, when buying, and selling 
again, at certain uisc'ts from some price list.

The Dog of the Week, tor any date in SOD yrs., 
besides hundreds of other very useful things.

It gives sll the Latest and Shortest methods known, 
besides many published tor the Jirst the*, via,! on 
A\it|f and litwriwi process for "Adding long Gw 
tnuus;“ g iw t Cuts in Multiidicstion and Pivuiou. 
Problems in Fractions, Interest. Percentage, Meuaurs* 
Mon. etc., are usually solved with loss than wertail 
the figures and labor, reguired hy ordinary methods.

It is neatly printed on Hue paper, and elegantly bound in '*Pocket-book “  form. The No. 9 binding con* 
talus s ttMoate Kiste sud s practical “Accenni-hook,“ which nas «sfAtastrnctiag "Formula»“ tor recording 
Receipts, Expenditures, Purchases. Sales, etc. lu tact, all about " Poak-kespiug “ that is needed by the people. 
It will commend Itselt to every thoughtful and progressive mind, tor its uric nudity, simplicity and usefulness.

PRICES OF DIFFERENT STYLES OF BINDING.
No. I, Bound tn Waterproof leatherette, UeauUf ully Kuibelllshed in cottura ... .9 AO 
No, 8, F lu e  ArtlBclol Leather with pocket. Silicate Slate and Aecannt-ltnok.,,,, VS 
No* 3, A m , Russia or Morocco, with poeket,Slate aud R enew able Account-Rook, 1,00 
No, A, Fine Russia or Mor„ Ulliled, m a m a <« 1.5®

DW IQHT T. SP R A G U E  A C O ., 112 Q uinov S t . C hiqaqo.
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I T  O T J P l E i S

ASTHMA  

SCIATICA  

CATARRH  

LA GRIPPE  

NEURALGIA 

BRONCHITIS  

INDIGESTION 

TORPID LIVER 

CONSUMPTION  

DYSMEMORHEA  

S L E E P L E S S N E S S  

BRIGHT'S DISEASE  

GENERAL DEBILITY 
NERVOUS DISEASES 
BACTERIAL DISEASES 
FEMALE COMPLAINTS

P J t A m 4JYZ) PEOPLE,

IF \'0V NRKU HELP, SRNP AT ONl'R FOR THIS

^p®W IM F®!L
I F you have a chronic case of many years standing this Food is prepared to 

reaoh that oaae. Many of our oases of twenty yeavs standing havo yielded 
and been permanently onred with from one to alx bottles. We nan say to you the 
Food does not contain one drop of poison of any nature whatever, and you have 
no ailment to cure after having your malady cured by Aunt Jane’s Flower Food. 
The Flower Food is compounded, we believe, on a vibratory law that has never 
before been used, and is simply working wonders, revivifying the entire anatomy 
of those whom it has cured. It makes the weak strong, and the strong healthy, 
and all say It does the business, whether it is composed of the seven colors of the 
rainbow or the magnetic vibrations of the star's.

POUND BOTTLE, ONE MONTH’S TREATMENT, $1.00.

Aunt Jane’s Flower Food Co.
A. H. BUSS. President. a SHERMAN ST., CHICAGO.

A tw n y .  m e n t io n  IV  v n k t s  a n o  1Va >c i i . w h e n  o v d n v h rg  t h U  w o n d e r fu l  iv u io i ly .
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Our Premium Offer To the first 1000 Subscribers to 
PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

I i

I  i l l

E ach  and e ve ry  subscriber o f ^ p L ^ N E T S  A N D  P E O P L E , to  the num ber of one 
thousand, w ill  receive  in  addition  to  th e jo u rn al fo r  tw e lv e  m onths, O rm sby’s patented 
A stron om ical System , en titled

THE PLAY OF THE PLANETS.
T he accom panying diagram  and m atter w ill  exp lain  the nature o f  the system  and 

study, w hich  h o w ever can o n ly  be apreciated w hen its  deep er im port is realized by 
application and dem onstration.

i nit ii1

★  PLAY OF THE PLANETS. ★
P atented  in th is and foreign  countries.

T H IS  N E W  S T A B  STU D Y IN  O CCU LT ASTRONOM Y C O N T A IN S :

'  1. A  system  for finding th e position  o f the planets in our solar system  and day during seventy-. 
five years o f  th is century. T his know ledge has for ages been held in secrecy.

N ote—T h is inform ation  in  any oth er form , if  i t  were published, would cost from  seventy-five to 
one hundred dollars.

2. T h is svstem  also contains a ch art w hich w ill g ive th e.position s and orderly movements of 
p lanets for a ll p a st present and fu tu re  centuries, w ith  one annual correction, w hich makes it  the 
greatest astronom ical device ever invented by man.

3. T he ch art also gives th e moon’s relations to  the earth  and son, and the regularity o f its 
phases, for a ll tim e, in lik e  manner.

4. • T he study contains a book on th e  o ccu lt m eaning o f the positions and relation o f the stars as 
th ey;pperate upon th e earth , and influence hum an life .

а. T h e  w ork contains th e Zodiac, and explains its signs.
б. ' The signs o f the planets, the harm ony and inharm ony o f their po larities is a feature of the

study-i. . . .  f
7. - The effect o f  th e planets upon hum an life, and the tendency to yield  to  their vibrations, is 

c learly  stated.
8., The com parative force and energy o f the aspects o f the planets to the earth, is fu lly  illustrated 

and .explained.
9. T h e affinity ex istin g  between some m agnets is illustrated.

10. The pure teachings o f ancient astronom ers illu strated  and explained.
11. T his study contains th e basic principles upon which rests a ll the O ccult W isdom, o f both the 

O rient and the_ Occident, and explains and teaches in language com prehensible by a ll the eternal 
tru th s o f  infinity.

12. T he closing pages reveal some o f th e wonders o f tim e and space, o f distance and motion, of 
power and force, o f  greatness and grandeur, and presents a picture to the m ind's eye, which shows 
the w on derful relation  and action  o f worlds, suns and system s, in a ll their glory and m ajesty.

T his w onderful know ledge sim plified and b rought w ithin  the reach of all, for the sm all sum of 
$1.00, postpaid, upon receipt o f price.

J u st th in k. 1000 to  be given  aw ay to  subscribers to  P l a n e t s  a n d  P e o p le .

Address
P L A N E T 8  A N D  P E O P L E , 169 Jackson Street, Chicago.
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Keys to Occult Studies.
“ T h e  L a w  a n d  t h e  P r o p h e t s .”

By PRANK EARL ORMSBY.

“ The Law and the Prophets”  is a work devoted to the Occult 
Science of the Stars, in which may be found the keys that unlock the 
mysteries of planetary law, and reveals the hidden secrets of life, death, 
character, and the primal causes of the varied states and conditions in 
human beings, together with other valuable and interesting information.

WHAT THE PEOPLE SAY OF THE WORK.
Mrs. Helen Dryden, of Hollister, Cal., 

writes: “ I do not feel that the $10  liqui
dates the obligation, and I wish you suc
cess in your work.”

Mr. 0. 0. Adams, of Lowell, Mich., 
says: “ There can be no money value 
placed on the information the work con
tains, and the price would be low enough 
at twenty-five dollars a copy. My work is 
not for sale unless I  am sure of getting 
another copy.”

Mr. E. H. Grove, of Los Angeles, Cal., 
writes: “ There is no money that would 
buy my book if  I  could not get another. 
My soul yearned for just such a work, 
that would give me the foundation prin
ciples of the law of life. I tried in many 
ways to obtain it, but found it was not to 
be had, so waited contentedly, when I 
found you were at work on such a 
book. I  have found out more concerning 
the cause of diseases in the short time I 
have had it, than from all other sources. 
I  feel that the book will do more towards 
the regeneration of humanity than any 
other hook before the world to-day.”

Dr. Weaver. Glenbeulah, writes: “ I
have owned all of the best works of the 
Homeopathic and Electric schools, and 
simply as a medical adviser, i t  is worth  
them all.

Mr. Uriel Buchanan, of Marionville, 
Mo., writes: “ ‘The Law and the
Prophets’ is of inestimable value to those 
making the higher attainment. I speak 
from that unfailing authority, intuition, 
and can truly say it is the grandest work 
of the age for those, who would know the 
fixed law of the universe.”

Mr. Dennis Murphy, Ft. Omaha, Neb. 
writes: “ It is what I  have been wishing 
for these many years. It is by far the 
best expose on Occult Astronomy I have 
yet seen. It answers the question, ‘Why 
is it thus?’ I like it; it is full of truth; its 
style is clear, simple and exact, being, as 
it were, all wheat and no chaff. In my 
opinion the information contained in this 
work is worth $100 to any person of good 
understanding. I admire the genius 
that produced this work.”

The work contains, or includes, the Astronomical Chart which gives 
a complete ephemeris for every year during seventy-five years of this 
century, from 1825 to 1900. .

The edition is limited.
The work is valuable to the student and researcher, being too ex

pensive for the ordinary reader, unless he can well afford it.
Price by mail, $10.00. Address,

MRS. STELLA ORMSBY,
1925 Washington Boulevard,

Sta. E, CHICAGO.a
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Are You a Mystic?
IF SO, YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN THE 

STUDY OF THE CELESTIAL 
PLANETARIUM.

P o sitio n s of the Planets in our Solar System at 
the opening of the World’s Fair,

May 1st, 1893.

These Planetariums are 24 inchas square, 
made from fine blue cloth, mounted on wood 
frame, with circles, lines and signs worked in 
silk, with adjustable silk plush planets in the 
seven colors of _ the stars, together with an 
ephemeris, showing how to keep the positions 
wtaich illustrate the wonderful changes going 
on in our solar system from day to day and year 
to year. An elegant parlor ornament as well as 
the best teacher of astronomy and the occult in 
nature, that can be procured. Every home 
should have one to educate the children as well 
as those of mature years. A very interesting 
study for all.

Price complete, ready to hang or place upon 
an easel, by express. $10.00

A cheaper Planetarium, printed on satin, with 
colored metal planets, neatly framed, 14 x 18 
inches, for only $2.50.

The same style and size on cloth, mounted on 
heavy cardboard, price, $2.03, including the 
ephemeris.

Large Wall Charts, canvas, $5.00, including 
set of planets.

ADDRESS PLANETS A N D  P E O P L E .

rustic 
©ressmalci

DELSARTE
AND

M ATERNITY

GOWNS.

LADIES ’
TAILORING.

W R A P S  A N D  C L O A K S  M A D E  IN T HE

L A T E S T  D E S I G N S .

P R I C E S  n O D E R A T E .

Special Attention to Mail Orders for 
Purchasing Dry Goods and Millinery.

Upon application, with stamp en
closed, will forward samples and esti
mate prices of garments.

r e f e r e n c e s :
MARSHALL FIELD A CO.

" p l a n e t s  AND PEOPLE.”

MADAME E. C. FYFE,
Suite 9 11  Masonic Temple, CHICAGO.

State Agents Wanted.
Men of enterprise, with some capital, to act as State 

Agents for our new educational work. Something new and 
taking. No competition.

For full particulars address at once,

O l^ M S B Y  6c S P R A G U E ,

ROYAL INSURANCE BUILDING C h ica g o , I I I
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We are prepared to furnish Globes in any size and style, at lowest prices. 
Special attention called to the following:

No. 6, Library, 12 in. diam., 3 feet high, $45.00. 
No. 18, “ 18“ “ 3feet8in.“ 00.00.

Terrestrial and Celestial.
Frame furnished in Nickle, Japanese Copper or 

Clouded Silver.

A H. ANDREWS & CO.,
215-217 Wabash Avenue,

c CHICAGO, ILL
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★  ★  S T A R  S T U R T .  ★  *

ANSWER TO ZODIACAL ENIGHA No. i.

A s we have received no correct answer to this enigma, we have concluded it is 
a little too deep for a starter, hence we give the answer trusting it will be an eye- 
opener for those who strive for the next prize in this series.

EXPLANATION.

The name A lta explains where he found his lady. The first letter A  begins 
the sign Aquarius, for it  reads, “ where A lta, judging by the signs and surround
ings must have been named,” and later “The sign is significant.”— (the water sign) 
“He knew they applied to his A lta  from the beginning.”

It also reads “His heart quickened its beats” (Leo the next sign in power), 
“the second proved equally propitious” L  the “beginning” of Leo. The third 
(quadrature of Taurus the strong sign) gives us the T. The fourth Aries in sex- 
tile gives us the A . He knew by the water gushing forth at five turns of the well 
that the five houses or signs in which he had traveled to reach his Alta, meant 
success to him. The time chart given in No. 1, with the enigma time 10 p. m., 
when placed in Aries, gives the appearances of the heavens when the Earth 
reaches the last five degrees of Aquarius or thereabouts. Sagitarius, the darts of 
Cupid shows where the Earth must have been at a certain time, also Venus going 
down in the west gives exact data. Emptiness in the east also places the Earth, 
the absence of the Moon also. The ladder with seven rounds shows how far he 
had to climb to reach his A lta, also the signs necessary to reach his destination 
afterwards. The “conjunction” refers to the Earth and Venus alone in the sign 
Aquarius, which was brought about that very evening, Venus passing into Aqua
rius on August 15th, refer to Pl a y  of Pla n e ts  chart. The impulsive natures 
were Mercury in Leo, in “opposition” made inharmonious by Saturn in 
Scorpio, in quadrature. Mercury quickening the effect of Venus in conjunction 
with the Earth caused the sudden intense desire to wed, and under the impulse 
they stole away as many have done and will hereafter do. The mystical manner 
in which they proceeded on their journey will be well understood by those who 
sometimes walk in mystical ways. The Moon shows the direction.

The next day was A lta ’s 16th natal day, which is another clue to the 15th of 
the evening before. They were married in Gemini where true love unions are 
usually consummated, for it reads “Under the new impulse they journeyed on, 
gaining in  wisdom by the way.” On reaching Libra the home of the groom, al
though not the feasting-house, they were then under the influence of Jupiter, the 
ruler of our system, and all was well. Jupiter ruling the young man’s sign, 
means good financial prospects of course.

This will explain the nature of Zodiacal enigmas; so look out for coming 
numbers of P l a n e ts  a n d  Pe o p le .

The answer, as it should be sent in:
1.—Date of romance, August 15th. 2.—Alta, the first letters of Aquarius, 

Leo, Taurus and Aries. 3.—Libra. 4.—Five signs. 5.—Aquarius. 6.—Venus. 
7.— Toward Pisces. 8.—Gemini. 9.— Neptune. 10.—Good because of Jupiter’s 
aspect to Libra, the home of the groom.
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ZODIACAL ENIGMA No. 2.
ROMANCE CONTINUED.

By their stars ye shall know them. The days and weeks of A lta ’s new life 
were passing rapidly; her husband hearing that the stars controlled the destinies 
of men concluded to make some observations himself, for he was already a pros
pective father, and he was anxious to know what the future held in store for 
him. Would it be a girl, or a boy? He hoped for the latter. He took T h e  Pl a y  of 
t h e  Pl a n e ts , and adjusted the disk as near as possible to the fruitful time. 
Knowing that he might be a week or two from the exact date, he concluded to 
select the best combination of forces within a radius of ten days surrounding the 
prospective period. He finally decided that when the planets and Moon were in 
such relation to each other, that at 6 p. m. he could see but one, at 12 p. m. but 
one, at 6 a . m. but four, and at 12 m . seven of these bodies, would be the most 
favorable.

There seemed to be two or three days that this phenomenal condition might 
be observed, so he concluded to add the planets up as they appeared at the times 
specified, and then add the number of each sign in which there were planets, sub
tracted one from the number, and reduced the balance to a single digit. He then 
added the number of the aspect of the ruling star and the number of the star 
counting from the sun outward. This gave the exact date he sought.

PRIZE.
The one giving correct date, together with the best written delineation of 

character of this child, a girl, to be published in our next number, will receive a 
copy of T h e  L aw  an d  t h e  Pr ophets , (see second page). This work is never 
sold for less than $10.00 cash.

CONDITIONS.
1. — Open to regular annual subscribers only.
2. —Answer and manuscript of delineations must reach our office by Feb

ruary 12 th.
The work will be mailed on receipt of same.

ZODIACAL ENIGMA No. 3.
W H A T TIM E IS IT ?

What time is it, when the Earth moves out 
And in rapid flight around, about, 
lteaches a point in her orbit grand,
When mighty power is in the land ?

What time is it, when we see the Moon,— 
Find her with Mercury in a swoon,
Just basking 'twixt heavenly bars 
With Venus strong, and other stars?

What time is it, when Jupiter comes 
Next to the Earth in the busy hum.
Idealizing power that doth command 
The warring factions in the land ?

What time is it, when, in aspects bold 
Mighty hosts of heaven are rolled ?
O, the prophecy we fain would give,
But for the ones who may not live.
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W hat tim e is it, when, the heart doth leap 
A n d  urges man to so ftly  speak,
W hen a w ar-like God w ith  pointed dart 
A t  one comm and w ould pierce the heart ?

W hat tim e is it, when here in our  land,
B y  virtue o f God’s own com m and 
These hum an m agnets m ade up from  clay,
W ill recklessly despoil the day ?

O, ye m ighty hosts! roll on, roll on!
A fte r  the storm , then comes the calm .
L e t the candle o f your soul be lit,
Tell us the date, “ W hat tim e is i t ? ”

The first one to  send the correct date in 1896 (tim e o f day not required) will 
receive as a prize, a fine Planetarium  w ith  fu ll set o f  planets, for keeping a re
cord the daily m ovem ents o f the stars. Conditions sam e as w ith  N o. 2.

A NEW  BOOK.

W e have ju st received the L ife  W ork o f Cora L . V .  R ichm ond beginning with 
her birth, and givin g  her school experience, the com m encem ent o f her public 
utterances a t the age o f ten, and fo llow ing the line o f  her p ublic career from  that 
tim e up to the present tim e, revealing the m ost rem arkable life  w ork ever before 
accomplished upon the E arth  by either m an or wom an.

The w ork states th at during the fo rty  years o f  her m inistrations as a lecturer 
and teacher, she has delivered over 2000 discourses w ithou t preparation or manu
script, and given over 4000 im prom ptu poems; th at she has appeared before the 
m ost skeptical and scientific m inds o f both Europe and A m erica, and from  sub
jects of the m ost difficult character g iven  her a t the hour o f  speaking, she has 
rendered the deepest thought o f the same into the m ost exp licit and correct lan
guage for their fu ll elucidation, possible for any hum an being to  do.

The w ork is replete w ith evidences such as personal letters, press notices and 
accounts o f her w onderful w ork from  every p art o f the globe, and furnishes a 
fund of inform ation concerning the spiritual philosophy th at all who are interest
ed in the m ysteries o f life  and death should read.

The w ork was prepared by Mr. H . D. B arrett,P resid en t o f the N ational Asso
ciation o f Spiritualists, W ashington, D. C . I t  contains over 750 pages of matter 
elegantly printed and bound. P rice $2.00.

Address M ks. Co r a  L . Y .  R ic h m o n d ,
Station  Y ,  Chicago.

STO RM  S H E E T.
A s the m onth starts in under a very vita l strain, the result o f the planet Mer

cury in opposition to Saturn and Uranus, the three in quadrature to the Earth, 
it  is significant of much activ ity  in the elements, lienee we m ust prepare for 
weather intense in its effect upon the physical man. The reason that the physical 
body w ill be so much wrought up by the elements is because o f the strain which 
w ill be brought to bear aside from the disturbed condition in the atmosphere. 
Those livin g in cold and damp atmospheres w ill receive the vibrations more 
keenly, of course, but those even in warm er clim ates w ill feel the effect percept- 
ably. There seems to be very strong pulling most o f the month, and many sud
den changes are indicated by M ercury’s perihelion passage.
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Desks *  at *  Wholesale *  Factory *  Prices,
Shipped to any point in the United States.

No. 8, Low Top,........................814.50.
No. 8, High Top,.........................  15.50.

42x30 inches. Drawers, 11 inches wide.
Weight, 240 pounds.

This is the best desk on the market for 
the money. It is rub finish, has our 
improved flexible curtain, our patent 
combination lock. The writing board 
is solid. Desk has three long drawers, 
and one deep drawer for books to stand 
edgewise.

OAK OR BIRCH .

No. 22, Low Top, 4 feet,.............. $22.00.
No. 24, “ “ 4y2 feet,.......... 25.00.
No. 26, “ “ 5 feet,.............. 27.00.

Same Nos. High Roll, $1.00 more.

OAK OR BIRCH.
34 inches deep outside, 30 inches deep inside, 45^ inches high.

Drawers 11 inches wide. Weight, 335 pounds.
This Desk is highly polished on all sides. Has heavy sides, the writing board 

is veneered on both sides, the slides are framed. Tbe drawers are provided with 
our patent combination lock, which locks all drawers on both bottom cases. The 
drawers are also provided with movable partitions. The drawer sides are all 
hard wood, and dovetailed front and back. Desk is provided with our improved 
flexible curtain, which is dust proof and warranted not to get out of order.

High roll means two rows of pigeon holes, low roll one row. The reason 
these desks are sold so cheap is because they are shipped direct from the factory 
to the purchaser. They are securely crated in a suitable manner for shipping to 
any point in the United States. The prices are F. O. B. at the factory. Always 
state whether Oak or Birch is desired. A ll goods warranted as represented.

Send Chicago or New York draft to
GARDNER & CO., Special Agents,

g 112 Quincy St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Rubber : : Stamps

For the convenience of students in 
:: Occult Astronomy, the above 
:: stamp, same size of illustra- 
:: tion, willbe found most val-
:: uable and time saving. :: ::

P r ic e , by m ail, p repaid , -  50 Cts.

A ddress T his O ffice.

Used by grand masters, adepts and oth- 
. ers. Size 8x10 inches; fire polished 

hard-wood plush-lined cases; our 
. \ own make. By Express, $15.00.

These Instruments are intended for those 
. \ who wish to delve deeply into mys- 
. \ ticsecrets. Bead Moore’s poem, 
.\ “ The Magic Mirror.”

Address: PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

M w M i % *’■

L L  who are interested in the study of the occult meaning of Astronomy, 
will no doubt be pleased to learn that the publication office of Planets 
and  Peo ple  will hereafter be a center for such instruction. We have 

arranged to have competent teachers here each day, to give private lessons in 
Horoscope work, according to the new and simple method of the

Helio=Centric Science

Half-hour lessons, which, if desired, may include making and delineating
the personal Horoscope of the one receiving the Lesson.........................  $ .50

Including a Chart and Book of Instruction......................................................  1.50
Hour Lessons.......................................................................................................  1.00

In this way Personal Horoscopes may be obtained at one-quarter of their 
value, together with valuable information of an occult nature.
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Cheap and Pretty Homes.
100 BUI LDING P L A N S  A N D  E S T I M A T E S .

ïïnw til Build cottage, Farm House, Country Seat, flU n IU JJ llllll Hotel and Summer Place.

A  $ 1 5 0 0  HOUSE.
A large Atlas showing views and floor plans of low cost honses, of neat modern architecture and 

convenient proportions, ranging from $100 up. If you intend to build a home, whether a small cot
tage or more pretentious mansion, it willpay you to look over these plans and consult about them 
with your carpenter, builder, wife or neighbor. Only thus can you get a clear idea of what you 
want, and avoid disappointment in the end as to style and price.

It is false economy to start out to build a home without such a guide at hand as this complete 
and practical Atlas. P r ic e  only $1.00 by mail, postage paid. Stamps taken, but postal note pre
ferred. Address,

DWIGHT T. SPRAGUE & CO.,
ii2 Quincy Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Profitable Poultry Raising.
The author has made a success in this 

business, and speaks from years of practi
cal experience.

Brimful of valuable information on 
Poultry interests. All about breeds, in
cubators, poultry houses, diseases, etc. 
Sent postpaid for 25 cents in stamps.

Address,

A. B. TEMPLE,
2 0 5 3  W a s h i n g t o n  B o u l .  

i _ C h i c a g o ,  III.
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THE MYSTIC *  [ R ELIGIO N  
*  TEST BOOK ^ üslSTARS

. ..  o r  t h e  . . .  By OLNEY H. RICHMOND,
y v r ,  r r u o  n r . , .  Grand Magea and Master of the Inner Temple of the

MAGIC OF THE CARDS, Ancient Order of the Magi.

... B Y  ...

O L N E Y  H. R I C H M O N D ,

G R A N D  M A S T E R  O F T H E  I N N E R  T E M P L E ,  
O R D E R  O F T H E  M A G I .

Under the Authority of the Brotherhood of Magic.

I l l u s t r a t e d  w i t h  o v e r  f o u r  th o u s a n d  e n g r a v 
in g s  o f  t h e  e m b le m s  in  v a r io u s  p o s it io n s ,  g i v i n g  
th e  m y s t ic  m e a n in g  o f  t h e  c a r d s  u n d e r  a l l  c o n 
d it io n s  a n d  u n d e r  a l l  t h e  p la n e t s .  G iv e s  f u l l  
r u le s  a n d  in s t r u c t io n s  f o r  d e lin e a t in g  o r  r e a d in g  
fr o m  t h e  q u a d r a t ic  s p r e a d , in c lu d in g  t h e  q u a d -  
r a t io n  o f  th e  m y s t ic  b o o k .

T h is  w o r k  g iv e s  t h e  w o n d e r fu l  a n d  m a g ic  
p r o p e r t ie s  o f  th e  s a c r e d  t a r o t ,  t h e  m y s t ic  t r i 
a n g le  a n d  m a n y  o t h e r  i l lu s t r a t io n s  in 'o c c u lt is m .

S tu d e n t s  in  m a g ic  a n d  o c c u lt is m  w i l l  f in d  a n  
e n d le s s  fu n d  o f  in v e s t ig a t io n  in  t h e  M y s t ic  T e s t  
B o o k .

858 pages, bound in leather, with gold side and 
back. Price, Five Dollars.

S u b s c r ip t io n  b la n k s  s e n t  t o  a n y  a d d r e s s  o n  
r e c e ip t  o f  s ta m p . 

tW ’ Hot sold through the trade.

O. H. RICH M O N D ,
1910 Washington Blvd,, 0HI0ACH).

This work embraces nineteen Grand 
Temple Lectures delivered to Classes 
o f Advancement in the

GRAND TEM PLE OF THE ORDER OF 
TH E MAGI, CHICAGO.

Mystics, Students o f Magic and Occult
ism, Free Masons, and all others inter
ested in the Great Coming Religion 
should read this book. I t  is the key to 
the hidden knowledge.

C O N T E N T S  ^
The Astral B ody—Astral Magnetism^—Astral 

Evolution—A Mystic Temple—A Mysterious Tale 
—Body and Soul—Evolution of Matter—Evolu
tion in General— Governing Forces—Infinity— 
Looking Backward — Life Beginnings—Magne
tism of the Stars— Magic Chart of the Magi— 
Magical Wonders—Needs of Mankind—Religion 
of the Stars — Re-incarnation— Soul of Man- 
Study of Infinity— Vibrations— Tribute to the 
“ Word” —What the Magi Teach, etc., etc., etc.

330 pages on heavy paper with wide margin 
for rebinding purposes. In pebbled cloth, gold 
side and back, with cabinet sized portrait of the 
author. Price, $  1 . 2 5 ,  postage paid to any 
address.

FOR S A L E  BY

O . H .  R I C H M O N D ,
1910 Washington Boulevard, CHICAGO, ILL

- A. L. F Y F E ,  -

Pr in t e r  an d  Pu b l is h e r ,
334 Dearborn St., Chicago.

PATENTS
Promptly secured. Trade-Marks, Copyrights 
and Labels registered. T w e n ty -fiv e  years ex
perience. We report whether patent can be 
secured or not, free o f charge. Our fee not due 
until patent is allowed. 3 »  p u b «' Book Free. 
H. B. W ILLSO N  A  CO., Atton.rv* at Law, 
Opp. U.B. fas. Office. W ASH IN G TO N , D. a
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A GOOD THING!
Windsor Fountain Pen.

MADE FROM  TH E

Best Hard Rubber,

Mottled Holder, 

Beautifully Finished,

Gold Top,

Guaranteed 14 Karat,

Solid Gold Pen. 

Each pen is put in a 

neat paper box. with 

filler and directions. 

Sent post-paid for $3.20. 

D. T . SPRAGUE & GO.,

ii3 Quincy St., 

CHICAGO.

© © ¡tamibasa R r a i M  © sal® »

R ETAIL. . . . .  $2.50 .

The Colum bian  P ostal. Sc a l e  givej exact 
amount of postage in cents on any package from 
1 ounce to 1H pounds. A very attractive scale, 
fin e ly  fin ish ed in nickel, with celluloid dial. 

Warranted absolutely accurate.
Address,

DW IGH T T. SPRA GU E,
112 Q uincy St., 

Chicago , Tt.t_

P R E S S  O F  A L E X . L. F Y F E . 
3 3 4  D E A R B O R N  S T R E E T .
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ROPP'S

Commercial Calculator
Ko. L

PREVENT MISTAKES,
RELIEVE THE HIND,

------------- S A V E -------------

Labor, Time #  Money,
DO YOUR R E C K O N IN G  

b o e n n u j ic i r a i

50.2.

A  READ Y CALCULATOR. BUSINESS AR ITHM ETIC and ACCOUNT-BOOK C w iff f i

This is unquestionably the nxst complete ami convenient work on Fipmwes, fern 
PkACTICAT. TTSTR, pott pnhiichpH Xt contains nearly all the SHORT CUTS knows; 
Hundreds of Simple £ « t o  aiw i Original Methods far “ Easy and Sapid Calculation/* 
and HilHnns of Aerurmte l»»wr» to Business Examples and to Ptadical Probleca.

It and Simplifies the whole gwcnw of Arithmetic, retaining only the Cream,
in a trot-shell, as it were- Its Tables. Soles and Methods are all ezbandr simple, 
eminentiy nspfnl, practical, and fully abreast with the age of steam and electnoty.

Svery one who pwfrrg to fab* flic Simplest, the Shortest ¡mH the Easiest way £r 
fleiftg bis work, s=hoghi pmn—r~i a copy of fl»» ncpfal mm* convenient Pocket Mar.a¡at 
Tt willprothle Busybody to 1 TVcficiwit and qm * in Vtgnres; and to many a
Twuig person, it may prove h. be a stepping «*««<» to a successful bosmesa c&icsx.

SO FAEXXS. E n i n  OS BTSDESS SAI «HOOD BE WTTHCtT IT. ÏST1I3

H HLL SHOW a  i  (LUCE, WITHOUT
J h e m t e r a f  R uti’ii and pararti in a load 
*  Wheat- Cora. Bye. Oats, or Barley, and the tonati amami tar mime, at any price per bn.

The e w t  amane Cor s  lot of Hogs or CMOe. 
Croat l a n a  ear load, at m y price p r C r t

The carrot rmmmt for a load of Hay. Straw, thaï or Ooke, from 25 cents to $20 pertta.
The amt amba of a bale of Cotton, at any 

prieeperM. Also the M  for gmnacg it.
The correct amarai of articiea aoM by the 

Bn«hrl round. Tart or Dozen, from -¿e. to $1.
The am t Wmpa tor any ttae. at venons 

sates per month, per week, and per day.
The epafaaleaf of Wheat ia Float; when ex- r* tang tag same, frnw S  to 40 b e to the bo.
The only correct Bale and Thbie tor eatf- 

mmtmr the enact evaderti o< Logs of a l  enee.
The exact rostrata ot Inai» . Ostens. Bhg, Wagon-beds. Corn u ia . Cord-wood. sad Car- 

PE itrnf, rh crim ' and Brick-layers' work.

THE USE OF F E H L , FEI OR PIPES,
The exact Isteresi on any sum. idrasy t s a  

at any prartica l ta te  percent.
Theeaafcnfeat of too or more d m ate as for iaaing . 3%  10. and 5 of. oprata 43% o f 
The percent of seta whagoodt arebunghr 

at aeertam «feet from. and sold at Kst psfiæs- 
The per cent of psta oria t «fca (no* axs soldat adfeconra from the aanfaag pdee.
The wtartSmg-prier, tinea which a octtaiadhrT 

may be given. and yet roaäs« a certain % on art.
TVepereeatof gaia, when baying, and adfag 

f i n  at certain disc ts from aaaac price h t  
The Dap af She ffa t. for any date ia W j i f ,  

hrarifs humh wh of other r a y  urn fai Ifcapi
H d w i d l t t e t i t t C r t  A artest methods t o m .  

b a i a  many paUtael for A e /M  a aciE .: j a  
t o y  and Cstrrisf  festem fm * lh h f  hag fid- m air Short Com m MaKmbaUm ami nr mm
TTohhraala natiiiw laimw rmratarr hm-----
ttn .t fo .w  — a b a l n i  wVhhaa h n « n d w *  
I h i ç n a n i  bbar. msneed by a t a a r a m a h .

k h M A r a h k l  «  iae m o ;  aad ckpadr k n al ia 'h d d tM k 'ia m . ThaSa.SWadmr<aa- 
thaa a artoeae ane and apmcetnl-Aeanmbeeh.” «dark bm aeyiawwemw •FmmaÉaB-hr aeoaedhr 
■ s d flth y a d n m .P n d B m .h la .ftt: h h & d h a C 'B M f c t a f h r ’ I h ta a e e M h h tfM h .  
A r t  commend iartt ta corny thonghttal and i k o b o r  mied, tarin oafghrthr. dnvMrtr aad n d h o a .

PRICES OF DIFFERENT STYLES OF BINDING.
5 a . i .  Beam d i n  W ateroro f l  — •— — ■-------r aab rirlrT i—  fa r r t w i .....................S  50
•*■ 2 PS—  * - “ * - * V  * —**--t —itbp —ket fT fllratn  flla f i and li r r aaa t  l t aah ....... 75
5 a .  3, Am R aada nM araw n , with porker,State and Bonawable Accaaat-BaW, L M  
So. S. Bine F aroe « r l w ^ Oih td, “  m m  m a  u p

DW IGHT T. SPRAGUE 4  CO.. 112 Quincy St . Chicago.
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I F  TO C T E E D  H E L P .  S E 5 D  AT O S C E  F O E  THE*

IF  you have a chronic case o f many years standing this Food is prepared to 
I reads ♦<»«* case. Many o f our eases o f twenty years standing h a re  yielded 

anH txmn ppm nnpntlji*nrpH with from one to six bottle*. W eean u j  to you the 
Food A k «  not contain one drop o f poison o f any nature whatever, and you hare 
no ailment to cure after haring your malady cured by Aunt Jane’s Flower Food. 
The Flower Food is compounded, we believe, on a vibratory law that has never 
before been used, and is simply working wonders, revivifying the entire anatomy 
o f those whom it has cured. It makes the weak strong, and the strong healthy, 
and all say it «tops the business*, whether it is composed o f the seven colors o f the 
rainbow or the magnetic vibrations o f the stars.

P O U N D  B O T T L E .  O N E  M O N T H ’S  T R E A T M E N T ,  $1.00.

Aunt Jane’s Flower Food Co.
A. H. BLASS, President. a SHERMAN ST., CHICAGO.

Aimer* wemtiem Plavkt* exm Paoru whem ev*ariar thi> wcmderfal remedy.

I T  C U R E S

A S T H M A  

S C I A T I C A  

C A T A R R H  

L A  G R I P P E  

N E U R A L G I A  

B R O N C H I T I S  

I N D I G E S T I O N  

T O R P I D  L I V E R  

C O N S U M P T I O N  

D Y S M E M O R H E A  

S L E E P L E S S N E S S  

B R I G H T ’ S  D I S E A S E  

G E N E R A L  D E B I L I T Y  

N E R V O U S  D IS E A S E S  
B A C T E R IA L  D IS E A S E S  
F E M A L E  C O M P L A IN T S

*



PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

Our Premium Offer
Each, and every subscriber o f P L A N E T S  A N D  P E O P L E , w ill receive in addition 

to the journal for twelve months, Ormsby’s patented Astronomical System, entitled

THE PLA Y OF THE PLANETS.
The accompanying diagram and matter w ill explain the nature o f the system and 

study, which however can only be apreciated when its deeper import is realized by 
application and demonstration.

★  PLAY OF T H E  PLAN ETS. ★
Patented in this and foreign countries.

TH IS NEW  S T A B  STUDY IN  OCCULT A8TBONOMY C O N TA IN S:

1. A system for finding the position of the planets in onr solar system and day during seventy' 
five years, of this century. This knowledge has for ages been held in secrecy.

Note—This information in any other form, if it were published, would cost from seventy-five to 
one hundred dollars.

2. This svstem also contains a chart which will give the positions and orderly movements of 
planets for all past present and future centuries, with one annual correction, which makes it the 
greatest astronomical device ever invented by man.

3. The chart also gives the moon’s relations to the earth and son, and the regularity of its 
phases, for all time, in like manner.

4. The study contains a book on the occult meaning of the positions and relation of the stars as 
they operate upon the earth, and influence human life.

5. The work contains the Zodiac, and explains its signs.
6. The signs of the planets, the harmony and inharmony of their polarities is a feature of the 

study.;
7. The effect of the planets upon human life, and the tendency to yield to their vibrations, is 

clearly stated.
8. The comparative force and energy of the aspects of the planets to the earth, is fully illustrated 

and explained.
9. The affinity existing between some magnets is illustrated.

10. The pure teachings of ancient astronomers illustrated and explained.
11. This study contains the basic principles upon which rests all the Occult Wisdom, of both the 

Orient and the Occident, and explains and teaches in language comprehensible by all the eternal 
truths of infinity.

12. The closing pages reveal some of the wonders of time and space, of distance and motion, of 
power and force, o f  greatness and grandeur, and presents a picture to the mind’s eye, which shows 
the wonderful relation and action of worlds, suns and systems, in all their glory and majesty.

This wonderful knowledge simplified and brought within the reach of all, for the small sum of 
$1.00, postpaid, upon receipt of price.

Address
F L A N E T 8  A N D  PEOPLE!, 160 Jackson Street, Chicago.



P L A N E T H  A N D  P E  i P  L E .

Keys to Occult Studies.
“ T h e  L a w  a n d  t h e  P r o p h e t s .”

By PRANK EARL ORMSBY.

“ The Law and the Prophets” is a work devoted to the Occult 
Science of the Stars, in which may be found the keys that unlock the 
mysteries of planetary law, and reveals the hidden secrets of life, death, 
character, and the primal causes of the varied states and conditions in 
human beings, together with other valuable and interesting information.

W HAT TH E PEOPLE SA Y  OF TH E WORK.

Mrs. Helen Dryden, of Hollister, Cal., 
writes: “ I  do not feel that the" $10 liqui
dates the obligation, and I  wish you suc
cess in your work.”

Mr. 0. O. Adams, of Lowell, Mich., 
says: “ There can be no money value 
placed on the information the work con
tains, and the price would be low enough 
at twenty-five dollars a copy. My work is 
not for sale unless I  am sure of getting 
another copy.”

Mr. £. H. Grove, of Los Angeles, Cal., 
writes: “ There is no money that would 
buy my book if I  could not get another. 
My soul yearned for just such a work, 
that would give me the foundation prin
ciples of the law of life. I  tried in many 
ways to obtain it, but found it was not to 
be had, so waited contentedly, when I 
found you were at work on such a 
book. I  have found out more concerning 
the cause of diseases in the short time I  
have had it. than from all other sources. 
I  feel that the book will do more towards 
the regeneration of humanity than any 
other book before the world to-day.”

Dr. Weaver. Glenbenlah, writes: “ I
have owned all of the best works of the 
Homeopathic and Electric schools, and 
simply as a medical adviser, it  is worth 
them all.

Mr. Uriel Buchanan, of Marionville, 
Mo., writes: “ ‘The Law and the
Prophets’ is of inestimable value to those 
making the higher attainment. I  speak 
from that unfailing authority, intuition, 
and can truly say it is the grandest work 
of the age for those, who would know the 
fixed law of the universe.”

Mr. Dennis Murphy, Ft. Omaha, Neb. 
writes: “ It  is what I  have been wishing 
for these many years. It  is by far the 
best expose on Occult Astronomy I  have 
yet seen. It  answers the question, ‘Why 
is it thus?’ I  like it; it is full of truth; its 
style is clear, simple and exact, being, as 
it were, all wheat and no chaff. In my 
opinion the information contained in this 
work is worth $100 to any person of good 
understanding. I  admire the genius 
that produced this work.”

The work contains, or includes, the Astronomical Chart which gives 
a complete ephemeris for every year during seventy-five years of this 
century, from 1825 to 1900.

The edition is limited.
The work is valuable to the student and researcher, being too ex

pensive for the ordinary reader, unless he can well afford it.
Price by mail, $10.00. Address,

MRS. STELLA ORMSBY,
1925 Washington Boulevard,

Sta. E, CHICAGO.a
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Are You a Mystic?
IF SO, YOU WILL BE IN T E R E S T E D  IN T H E  

S TU D Y  OF T H E  C E L E S T IA L  
P LAN ETAR IUM .

Positions of the Planets in onr Solar System at 
the opening of the World’s Fair,

May 1st, 1893.

These Planetarinms are 24 inchas square, 
made from fine blue cloth, mounted on wood 
frame, with circles, lines and signs worked in 
silk, with adjustable silk plush planets in the 
seven colors of the stars, together with an 
ephemeris, showing how to keep the positions 
which illustrate the wonderful changes going 
on in our solar system from day to day and year 
to year. An elegant parlor ornament as well as 
the best teacher of astronomy and the occult in 
nature, that can be procured. Every home 
should have-one to educate the children as well 
as those of mature years. A very interesting 
study for all.

Price complete, ready to hang or place upon 
an easel, by express, $10.00

A cheaper Planetarium, printed on satin, with 
colored metal planets, neatly framed, 14 x 18 
inches, for only $2.50.

The same style and size on cloth, mounted on 
heavy cardboard, price, $2.00, including the 
ephemeris.

Large Wall Charts, canvas, $5.00, including 
set of planets.

A D D R E S S  P L A N E T S  A N D  P E O P L E .

Qlrtistic-
^  ©ressmakiru

DELSARTE
AND

MATERNITY
GOWNS.

LADIES’
TAILORING.

WRAPS A ND CLOAKS MADE IN THE 
L A TE ST  DESIGNS.

P R I C E S  f l O D E R A T E .

Special Attention to Mail Orders for 
Purchasing Dry Goods and Millinery.

Upon application, with stamp en
closed, will forward samples and esti
mate prices of garments.

r e f e r e n c e s :
M ARSHALL FIELD & CO.

" p l a n e t s  AND PEOPLE.”

MADAME E. C. FYFE,
Suite 911 Masonic Temple, CHICAGO.

State Agents W anted.
Men of enterprise, with some capital, to act as State 

Agents for our new educational work. Something new and 
taking. No competition.

For full particulars address at once,

OJ^MSBY S c SPRAGUE,

ROYAL INSURANCE BUILDING, C h i c a g o , I I I .
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We are prepared to furnish Globes in any size and style, at lowest prices.

A H. ANDREWS & CO.,

215=217 Wabash Avenue,

c  C H I CA G O,  I LL .



P L A N E T S AND PE Op IJ?

S E X E N N I A L .
HISTORY.

Organized and Chartered July 18th, 1888.
Has put up 433 Lodges.
Written 21,000 Certificates.
Paid 13,000 Claims, amounting to $1,200,000.
Has accumulated $1,000,000 in Reserve Fund. 
Has paid $400,000 in Matured Claims.

PLAN.
Relief Fund pays

$23 per 'week in Sickness,
$500 in total Disability,
$1000 at Death.
50 to 100 per cent, gains if you don’t die in 6 years.

riORTUARY CLASS.
You can join for $200.00 to $3,000.00.

SEXENNIAL GIVES $i,ooo.
Death Protection at an approximate cost of 

$4.00 per year. Hands back the cost of Sick Pro
tection in 6 years.

Best Investment.
Lowest Cost.

Inquire of
Sexennial League, Hale Building, 

Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

A  N E W

RUBBER STAMP,
Price, 50 cents.

m v M A

The Rocker Washer
tte  maijtet It i. warranted* 
S -i'«Sa0i2i?i,ry family "“hing
n A .i>»PIrcES ™ one

a ? * .® *  clean as can be 
washed on the washboard. Write 
*or Prices and full description.

rocker washer co.
f t . w aynb , ind .

Liberal inducement, to live agenta

M

A GOOD THING!!
WINSOR FOUNTAIN PEN

M 4DE FROM THE

Best Hard Rubber,

Mottled Holder, 

Beautifully Finished,

Fine Gold Top, 

Guaranteed 1 4  Karat,

Solid Gold Pen.

Each Pen is put In a neat paper 
box, with filler and directions.

Sent post-paid for $3.20.

D. T. SPRAGUE & CO.,

112 Quincy St.,
CHICAGO.



P L A N E T S  A N D  P E O P L E .

★  ★  ★  ★  STAR STUFF. ★  ★  ★  ★
C o r r e c t  A n s w e r  t o  E n i g m a  No. 2  s e n t  i n  b y  M i s s  A .  H a s t e , 5 1 3  W e s t

M a d is o n  St ., Ch ic a g o .

Horoscope of correct date, Feb. 9th, 1896.

We are pleased to report, from the many answers received for Enigm a No. 
2, one, that is perfectly correct. The fact that this has been accomplished 
proves that there was no intention on our part to avoid in any way, the grant
ing of said prize, as some may have thought. I t  was our earnest desire 
that these prizes should be secured by some one or more of our subscribers, 
and they were made very much more simple in form than the first, for this 
reason. Miss A . Haste of this city who has given our astronomical chart, T h e  
P l a y  o f  t h e  P l a n e t s , some attention, devoted some time to the arrange
ments of positions, and finally found a date which suited No. 3, and having the 
horoscope before her naturally applied the rules for No. 2 also, and found they 
agreed, and as a rule for proving No. 2 was included in it, she found at last that 
February 9th was tne only date that would fit the case. The answer to both No. 
2 and No. 3 being the same, February 9th. This in substance is her explanation 
of how she reached the correct result.

Her delineation as sent in for the date February 9th follows, which shows 
the striking combinations of this significant time. “ Little A lta  came to us on the 
9th day of February, under very peculiar aspects of the planets. The universal 
forces stamped her with an intense love nature, high vitality, and the promise of 
a wonderful spiritual development.

Being born in the quarter o f knowledge, in the house of Leo, with the planet 
Mercury as hex ruling star, and Jupiter the auxiliary, quadrated by Venus, Sat
urn and Uranus in the sign Scorpio, is very significant, and means a life full of 
experiences. The sign of the heart, with the intensifying characteristics of her 
ruling star, gives her a very strong and impulsive nature. She will act from her 
heart instead of her head; from her emotions instead of her reason. This will 
cause her to have many heart-aches.

The Earth being quadrated by Venus, Saturn and Uranus, the planets that 
govern beauty, harmony and spirituality, gives her a very spiritual and religious 
tendency, with a love for the beautiful and artistic in human life. The strength 
and power imparted by Mercury and Jupiter gives her power in religious work,.



in which she would best succeed as a leader. Being a good talker and quick reas- 
oner she would make a good inspirational speaker.

She will not be rich, for Jupiter, although very strong with her, is in detri
mental aspect to Saturn and Uranus, which are not conducive to financial success 
in business matters. She will, however, be rich with that which gold can not buy, 
namely: spirituality. The influence of Neptune is very slight, while Mars in a 
neutral sign indicates love of home, and also parental love, which is the crowning 
beauty of woman.”

Correct answer to Enigma No. 3 sent in by Miss A . Haste, Chicago, is also 
February 9 th, 1896.

ZODIACAL ENIGMA No. 4 WITH CARDS.

Far back in the misty ages of the past there dwelt in a certain country four 
kings, who held dominion over the affairs of the people; each of which ruled a 
certain quarter of said country. I t  was customary in those days to celebrate cer
tain events which occurred regularly each year. Among which were changes of 
seasons, polar angularities, orbital relatedness, transitorial culminations, 
periodicities and commencements.

When one of these days fell in a certain quarter, the ruler of that section 
would invite the other kings, with his subjects, to join him in celebrating the 
event. On one of these occasions preparations were made by one of the kings to 
receive the people from the other quarters. A n  elaborate program had been ar
ranged for the day’s doings. This king who was to be the host of the day called 
his people together in proper form, and the other three did the same, prepa
ratory for the march to the quarter of pleasure and feasting. A s they ap
proached the entertainers, they were received in regular order, when the exercises 
o f the day began.

They marched by threes and formed in squads, then gathered their forces to
gether, repeating the drill in single file, then falling into order. In order to make 
themselves familiar with this exercise, they repeated, again and again this astro
nomical ceremony due the occasion, and in doing this changed places and 
mingled one with the other for a common cause.

Suddenly they were surprised by approaching rain, so they formed in line, 
four abreast, and marched into the several houses, around the white throne about 
which were stationed a suitable guard to signal the return of sunshine and pleas
ure to the four quarters. Where is the hostess, the queen of wisdom ? some one 
asked. A  search was instituted, when lo and behold they found her in other quar
ters than her own, in company with three men.

“ Mena, mena teckle npharsen.”

W hat was the date of the celebration ?

The first subscriber sending correct day of the year for above celebration 
will receive a fine linen pack of astronomical emblems 52 in number.
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Desks * at *  Wholesale * Factory *  Prices,
Shipped to any point in the United States.

No. 8, Low Top........................... 814.50.
No. 8, High Top,.........................  15.50.

42x80 inches. Drawers, 11 inches wide.
Weight, 240 pounds.

This is the best desk on the market for 
the money. I t  is rub finish, has our 
improved flexible curtain, our patent 
combination lock. The writing board 
is solid. Desk has three long drawers, 
and one deep drawer for books to stand 
edgewise.

OAK OR BIRCH.

No. 22, Low Top, 4 feet,............... $22.00.
No. 24, “ “ 43̂  feet,........... 25.00.
No. 26, “ “ 5 feet,..............  27.00.

Same Nos. High Roll, $1.00 more.

OAK OR BIRCH.
34 inches deep outside, 30 inches deep inside, 4 5 inches high.

Drawers 11 inches wide. Weight, 335 pounds.
This Desk is highly polished on all sides. Has heavy sides, the writing board 

is veneered on both sides, the slides are framed. The drawers are provided with 
our patent combination lock, which locks all drawers on both bottom cases. The 
drawers are also provided with movable partitions. The drawer sides are all 
hard wood, and dovetailed front and back. Desk is provided with our improved 
flexible curtain, which is dust proof and warranted not to get out of order.

High roll means two rows of pigeon holes, low roll one row. The reason 
these desks are sold so cheap is because they are shipped direct from the factory 
to the purchaser. They are securely crated in a suitable manner for shipping to 
any point in the United States. The prices are F. O. B. at the factory. Always 
state whether Oak or Birch is desired. All goods warranted as represented.

Send Chicago or New Tork draft to
GARDNER & CO., Special Agents,

g 112 Quincy St., CHICAGO, ILL .



Rubber :: Stamps

For the convenience of students in 
:: Occult Astronomy, the above 
:: stamp, same size of illustra- 
:: tion, will be found most val-
:: uable and time saving. :: ::

Price, by mail, prepaid, -  50 Cts.

An Egyptian Invention.

Used by grand masters, adepts and oth- 
. \ ers. Size 8x10 inches; fire polished 
.*. hard-wood plush-lined cases; our 
.*. own make. By Express, $15.00,

Tliesc Instruments are intended for those 
. \ who wish to delve deeply into mys- 
.'. ticseorets. Bead Moore’s poem, 

“ The Magic Mirror. ”

A ddress T h is  O f f ic e . A ddress : PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

(2% L L  who are interested in the study of the occult meaning of Astronomy, 
will no doubt be pleased to learn that the publication office of P l a n e t s  

'  a n d  P e o p l e  will hereafter be a center for such instruction. We have 
arranged to have competent teachers here each day, to give private lessons in 
Horoscope work, according to the new and simple method of the

Helio-Centric Science

Ilalf-hour lessons, which, if desired, may include making and delineating
the personal Horoscope of the one receiving the Lesson..........................  $ .50

Including a Chart and Book of Instruction......................................................... 1.50
Hour Lessons............................................................................................................ 1.00

In this way Personal Horoscopes may be obtained at one-quarter of their 
value, together with valuable information of an occult nature.
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Cheap and Pretty Homes
100 B U I L D I N G  P L A N S  A N D  E S T I M A T E S .

TJnw til Build Cottage, Farm House, Country Seat, HUu III DUllll Hotel and Summer Place.

A $ 1 5 0 0  HOUSE.
A largo Atlas showing views and floor plans of low cost housos, of neat modern architecture and 

convenient proportions, ranging from $100 up. If you intend to build a home, whether a small cot- 
tago or more pretentious mansion, it will puy you to look ovor these plans and consult about them 
with your carpontor, buildor, wife or neighbor. Only thus can you get a clear idea of what you 
want, and avoid disappointment in the end as to style and price.

It is false ooonomy to start out to build a home without such a guide at hand ns this complote 
nnd practical Atlas. P r ic e  only $1.00 by mail, postage paid. Stamps taken, but postal note pre* 
forrod. Address,

DWIOHT T. SPRAGUE & CO.,
ua Quincy Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Profitable Poultry Raising.
The author has made a success in this 

business, and speaks from years of practi

cal experience.

Brimful of valuable information on 
Poultry interests. All about breeds, in
cubators, poultry houses, diseases, etc. 
Sent postpaid for 25 cents in stamps. 

Address,

A. B. TEMPLE,
2053 Washington Boul.

Chicago, III.i
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THE MYSTIC *
★  TEST BOOK

. ..  OR THE ...

MAGIC OF THE CARDS,
... B Y  ...

O L N E Y  H . R IC H M O N D ,
G R A N D  M A S T E R  O F  T H E  I N N E R  T E M P L E ,  

O R D E R  O F T H E  M A G I.

Under the Authority of the Brotherhood of Magic.

Illustrated •with over four thousand engrav
ings of the emblems in various positions, giving 
the mystic meaning of the cards under all con
ditions and under all the planets. Gives full 
rules and instructions for delineating or reading 
from the quadratic spread, including the quad- 
ration of the mystic book.

This work gives the wonderful and magic 
properties of the sacred tarot, the mystic tri
angle and many other illustrations in occultism.

Students in magic and occultism will find an 
endless fund of investigation in the Mystic Test 
Book.

256 p a g es, bound in  leather, vnth gold  sid e  an d  
back. P r ic e , F iv e  D o lla rs.

Subscription blanks sent to any address on 
receipt of stamp.

t ^ ~ N o t  so ld  through the trade.

O. H. RICHMOND,
1910 Washington Blvd., CHICAGO.

RELIGION
o p  T U B  S T A R S
By OLNEY H. RICHMOND,

Grand Magea and Master of the Inner Temple of the 
Ancient Order of the Magi.

This work embraces nineteen Grand 
Temple Lectures delivered to Classes 
of Advancement in the

GRAND TEM PLE OF THE ORDER OF 
THE MAGI, CHICAGO.

Mystics, Students of Magic and Occult
ism, Free Masons, and all others inter
ested in the Great Coming Religion 
should read this book. It is the key to 
the hidden knowledge.

^  C O N T E N T S  ^
The Astral Body— Astral Magnetism—Astral 

Evolution—A Mystic Temple—A Mysterious Tale 
—Body and Soul—Evolution of Matter—Evolu
tion in General— Governing Forces-Infinity- 
Looking Backward — Life Beginnings—Magne
tism of the Stars— Magic Chart of the Magi— 
Magical Wonders—Needs of Mankind—Religion 
of the Stars— Re-incarnation— Soul of Man- 
Study of Infinity— Vibrations— Tribute to the 
“ Word” —What the Magi Teach, etc., etc., etc.

320 pages on heavy paper with wide margin 
for rebinding purposes. In pebbled cloth, gold 
side and back, with cabinet sized portrait of the 
author. Price, $ 1 . 2 5 ,  postage paid to any 
address.

FOR S A LE  BY

O . H .  R I C H M O N D ,
1910 Washington Boulevard, CHICAGO, ILL

PATENTS
Promptly secured. Trade-Marks, Copyrights 
and Labels registered. Twenty-five years ex
perience. We report whether patent can be 
secured or not, free of charge. Our f e e  not due 
until patent is allowed. 3 »  p a g e  B o o k  F r e e .  
H .  B .  W I L L S O N  &. C O . ,  Attorneys at Law, 
Opp. U.S. Pat. Office. W A S H I N G T O N ,  O . C .

- A. L. FYFE, »
P r i n t e r  a n d  P u b l i s h e r ,

334  Dearborn S t „  Chicago.
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Time Saved is ^toney Earned.
NA10NAL POSTAL SCALE. U. S. POSTAT. SCALE.

NO OFFICE SHOULD BE WITHOUT ONE.

©IfcTE O S ' T H E  B E S T .  
Price, $3.00.

W E W I  TTTSŒ O TTTI 
Price, $3.50.

These Scales indicate instantly the exact amount of postage in 
cents required for letters, books, newspapers and merch

andise to any part of the United States and Canada. 
Beautifully finished in Brass, Nickle-plated.

The National Postal Scale is made of Pressed Brass, highly 
in Japan, and Striped.

Computes amount of postage in cents on any package from 
O NE OUNCE T O  FO U R POUNDS.

Easily regulated by adjustable screw on top. Every Scale 
W A R R A N T E D  A B S O L U T E L Y  A C CU R A TE .

Address,
DWIGHT T. SPRAGUE & CO.,

112 Quincy Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.
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ROPP’S

Commercial Calculator
No. 1. ----W IL L ----

PREVENT MISTAKES,
RELIEVE THE MIND,

--------- S A V E ---------

Labor, Time # Money,
---- AND----

DO YOUR R E C K O N IN G
In  th e  TW INKLING o f  a n

12

No. J9.

A READY CALCULATOR, BUSINESS ARITHMETIC and ACCOUNT-BOOK Combined.

Th is  is unquestionably the most complete and convenient work on Figure», for 
P R A C T IC A L  USE, ever published. I t  contains nearly a ll the SHORT CUTS known; 
Hundreds o f S im p le  M ules and O rig in a l M ethods fo r “  Easy and Rapid Calculation," 
and M illions o f A ccu ra te  A n sw ers to  Business Examples and to Practical Problems.

I t  S ifts  and Sim p lifies the whole science o f  Arithmetic, retaining only the Cream, 
in  a  nut-shell, as i t  were. Its  Tables, Rules and Methods are a ll extremely simple, 
em inently useful, practical, and fu lly  abreast w ith  the age o f steam and electricity.

E veryon e  who prefers to take the Sim p lest, the Shortest and the E asiest way for 
doing his work, should possess a copy o f  this useful and convenient Pocket Manual. 
I t  w ill enable Everybody to l  scome Proficient and Quick in  F igu res; and to many a 
young person, it  m ay prove to be a stepping stone to a successful business career.

NO FARM ER, MECHANIC OR RUSINES8 MAN SIIOULD RE WITIIOUT IT, BECAUSE

IT WILL SHOW AT A GLANCE, WITHOUT THE USE OF PENCIL, PEN OR PAPER,
The number of Bushels and pounds in a load 

of Wheat, Corn, Rye, Oats, or Barley, and the 
correct amount for same, at any price per bu.

The exact amount for a lot o f Hogs or Cattle, 
from 1 lb. to a car load, at any price per Cwt.

The correct amount for a load of Hay, Straw, 
Coal or Coke, from 25 cents to $20 per ton.

The exact value o f a bale o f Cotton, at any 
price per lb. Also the Toll for ginning it.

The correct amount o f articles sold by the 
Bushel. Pound, Yard or Dozen, from VtC. to $1.

The exact Wages for any time, at various 
rates per month, par week, and per day.

The equivalent o f Wheat In Flour, when ex
changing same, from 25 to 40 lbs. to the bu.

The on ly  correct Rule and Table for estl* 
mating the exact contents ot Logs of all sizes.

Too exact contents o f Lumber. Cisterns, Bins, 
Wagon-beds, Corn-cribs. Cord-wood, and Car
penters’ , Plasterers' and Brick-layers’ work.

The exact In terest on any sum, for any time, 
at any practical rate per cent.

The equivalent o t two or more discounts; as 
for Instance, 33%, 10, and 5 off. equals 48% off.

The per cent o t gain when goods are bought 
at a certain disc’t from, and sold at list prices.

The per cent o f gain or loss, when goods are 
sold at a discount from the marking price.

The marking price, from which a certain dlso’t 
may be given, and yet realize a certain % on post,

The percent o f gain, when buying, and selling 
again, at certain disc’ts from same price list.

The Day of the Week, for any date In 300 yrs., 
besides hundreds of other very useful things.

It gives all the Latest and Shortest methods known, 
besides many published for the first time, viz.: an 
Easy and Unerring process for “ Adding long Col
umns Short Cuts in Multiplication and Division. 
Problems In Fractions, Interest, Percentage, Mensura
tion, etc., are usually solved with leas than one-third 
the figures and labor, required by ordinary methods.

It is neatly printed on fine paper, and elegantly bound in “ Pocket-book” form. The No. 2 binding con
tains a silicate elate and a practical “Acconnt-book," which has self-instructing "  Formulas " for recording 
Receipts, Expenditures, Purchases, Sales, etc. In fact, all about " Book-keeping ’’  that Is needed by the people. 
It will commend itself to every thoughtful and progressive mind, tor Its originality, simplicity and usefulness.

PRICES OF D IFFEREN T STYLES OF BINDING.
No. 1, Bound In W aterproof Leatherette, Ueautlf a lly  Embellished In colors.....9 50
No, 2, F ine A rtific ia l Leather with pocket. Silicate Slate and Aeoonnt-Book.....  7$
No, 3, Am . Russia or Blorocoo, with pocket, Slate and Renewable Account-Hook, 1.00 
No. 5, F ine Russia or Mor., Ulided, •* •• •• •• *• 1,00

D W IG H T  T .  SP R A G U E & C O ., 112 Q u in c y  S t „  C h ic ag o .
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PL A N E T S  A N D  PE O PLE .

IF you have a chronic case of many years standing this Food is prepared to 
reach that case. Many of our cases of twenty years standing have yielded 

and been permanently cured with from one to six bottles. We can say to you the 
Food does not contain one drop of poison of any nature whatever, and you have 
no ailment to cure after having your malady cured by Aunt Jane’s Flower Food. 
The Flower Food is compounded, we believe, on a vibratory law that has never 
before been used, and is simply working wonders, revivifying the entire anatomy 
of those whom it has cured. It makes the weak strong, and the strong healthy, 
and all say it does the business, whether it is composed of the seven colors of the 
rainbow or the magnetic vibrations of the stars.

POUND BOTTLE, ONE MONTH'S TR EATMENT,  $1.00.

Aunt Jane’s Flower Food Co.
A. H. BLISS, President. a SH E R M A N  ST., CHICAGO.

AlwnyB mention P lanets  and P eople when ordering this wonderful remedy.

I T  C U R E S

A S T H M A  
S C I A T I C A  
C A T A R R H  
LA G R I P P E  
N E U R A L G I A  
B R O N C H I T I S  
I N D I G E S T I O N  
T O R P I D  LIVER  
C O N S U M P T I O N  
D Y S M E M O R H E A  
S L E E P L E S S N E S S  
B R I G H T ’S  D I S E A S E  
G E N E R A L  D E B I L I T Y  
NERVOUS DISEASES  
BACTERIAL DISEASES  
FEMALE COMPLAINTS

*
IF YOU NEED HELP, SEND AT ONCE FOR THIS
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Our Premium Offer
Each and every subscriber o f P L A N E T S  A N D  P E O P L E , w ill receive in addition 

to the journal for twelve months, Ormsby’s patented Astronomical System, entitled:

T H E  P L A Y  O F T H E  P L A N E T S .

The accompanying diagram and matter w ill explain the nature o f the system and 
study, which however can only be apreciated when its deeper import is realized by 
application and demonstration.

★  PLAY OF T H E  PLAN ETS. ★
Patented in this and foreign countries.

T H IS  N E W  S T A B  STU D Y  IN  O C C U LT A STE O N O M Y C O N T A IN S !

1. A system for finding the position of the planets in our solar system and day during seventy- 
five years of this century. This knowledge has for ages been held in secrecy.

Note—This information in any other form, if it were published, would cost from seventy-five to 
one hundred dollars.

2. This system also contains a chart which w ill give the positions and orderly movements of 
planets for all past present and future centuries, with one annual correction, which makes it the 
greatest astronomical device ever invented by man.

3. The chart also gives the moon’s relations to the earth and son, and the regularity of its 
phases, for all time, in like manner.

4. The study contains a book on the occult meaning of the positions and relation of the stars as 
they operate upon the earth, and influence human life.

5. The work contains the Zodiac, and explains its signs.
6. The signs of the planets, the harmony and inharmony of their polarities is a feature of the 

study.
7. The effect of the planets upon human life, and the tendency to yield to their vibrations, is 

clearly stated.
8. The comparative force and energy of the aspects of the planets to the earth, is fully illustrated 

and explained.
9. The affinity existing between some magnets is illustrated.

10. The pure teachings of ancient astronomers illustrated and explained.
11. This study contains the basic principles upon which rests all the Occult Wisdom, of both the 

Orient and the Occident, and explains and teaches in language comprehensible by all the eternal 
truths of infinity.

12. The closing pages reveal some of the wonders of time and space, of distance and motion, of 
power and force, or greatness and grandeur, and presents a picture to the mind’s eye, which shows 
the wonderful relation and action of worlds, suns and systems, in all their glory and majesty.

This wonderful knowledge simplified and brought within the reach of all, for the small sum of 
$1 .00, postpaid, upon receipt of price.

Address
P L A N E T S  A N D  PE O PLE , 169 Jackson Street, Chioago.
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Keys to Occult Studies.
“ T h e  L a w  a n d  t h e  P r o p h e t s .”

By FRANK EARL ORMSBY.

“ The Law and the Prophets” is a work devoted to the Occult 
Science of the Stars, in which may be found the keys that unlock the 
mysteries of planetary law, and reveals the hidden secrets of life, death, 
character, and the primal causes of the varied states and conditions in 
human beings, together with other valuable and interesting information.

W H AT TH E PEO PLE SA Y OF TH E W ORK.

Mrs. Helen Dryden, of Hollister, Cal., 
writes: “ I  do not feel that the $ 10  liqui
dates the obligation, and I wish you suc
cess in your work. ”

Mr. O. 0. Adams, of Lowell, Mich., 
says: “ There can be no money value 
placed on the information the work con
tains, and the price would be low enough 
at twenty-five dollars a copy. My work is 
not for sale unless 1  am sure of getting 
another copy.”

Mr. E. H. Grove, of Los Angeles, Cal., 
writes: “ There is no money that would 
buy my book if  I  could not get another. 
My soul yearned for just such a work, 
that would give me the foundation prin
ciples of the law of life. I tried in many 
ways to obtain it, but found it was not to 
be had, so waited contentedly, when I 
found you were at work on such a 
book. I  have found out more concerning 
the cause of diseases in the short time I 
have had it, than from all other sources. 
I  feel that the book will do more towards 
the regeneration of humanity than any 
other hook before the world to-day.”

Dr. Weaver. Glenbeulah, writes: “ I
have owned all of the best works of the 
Homeopathic and Electric schools, and 
simply as a medical adviser, it is worth 
them all.

Mr. Uriel Buchanan, of Marionville, 
Mo., writes: “ ‘The Law and the
Prophets’ is of inestimable value to those 
making the higher attainment. I  speak 
from that unfailing authority, intuition, 
and can truly say it is the grandest work 
of the age for those, who would know the 
fixed law of the universe.”

Mr. Dennis Murphy, Ft. Omaha, Neb. 
writes: “ It is what I  have been wishing 
for these many years. I t  is by far the 
best expose on Occult Astronomy I have 
yet seen. It answers the question, ‘Why 
is it thus?’ I  like it; it is full of truth; its 
style is clear, simple and exact, being, as 
it were, all wheat and no chaff. In my 
opinion the information contained in this 
work is worth $100  to any person of good 
understanding. I  admire the genius 
that produced this work.”

The work contains, or includes, the Astronomical Chart which gives 
a complete ephemeris for every year during seventy-five years of this 
century, from 1825 to 1900.

The edition is limited.
The work is valuable to the student and researcher, being too ex

pensive for the ordinary reader, unless he can well afford it.
Price by mail, $10.00. Address,

MRS. STE LLA  ORM SBY,
1925 Washington Boulevard,

Sta. E, CHICAGO.a
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Are You a Mystic?
IF SO, YOU WILL BE IN T E R E S T E D  IN T H E  

S TU D Y  OF T H E  C E L E S T IA L  
P L A N ETA R IU M .

Positions of the Planets in onr Solar System at 
the opening of the World’s Fair,

May 1st, 1893.
These Planetariums are 24 inchas square, 

made from fine blue cloth, mounted on wood 
frame, with circles, lines and signs worked in 
silk, with adjustable silk plush planets in the 
seven colors of the stars, together with an 
ephemeris, showing how to keep the positions 
which illustrate the wonderful changes going 
on in our solar system from day to day and year 
to year. An elegant parlor ornament as well as 
the best teacher of astronomy and the occult in 
nature, that can be procured. Every home 
should have-one to educate the children as well 
as those of mature years. A very interesting 
study for all.

Price complete, ready to hang or place upon 
an easel, by express, $10.00

A cheaper Planetarium, printed on satin, with 
colored metal planets, neatly framed, 14 x 18 
inches, for only $2.50.

The same style and size on cloth, mounted on 
heavy cardboard, price, $2.00, including the 
ephemeris.

Large Wall Charts, canvas, $5.00, including 
set of planets.

A D D R E S S  P L A N E T S  A N D  P E O P L E .

/1 V * V ■/ 1 V*T1 P T 1 A
( ^ r u s u c -

©ressmakim
DELSARTE

AND
MATERNITY
GOWNS.

LADIES’
TAILORING.

WRAPS AND CLOAKS MADE IN THE 
LA TE ST  DESIGNS.

P R I C E S  H O D E R A T E .

Special Attention to Mail Orders for 
Purchasing Dry Goods and Millinery.

Upon application, with stamp en
closed, will forward samples and esti
mate prices of garments.

r e f e r e n c e s :
M ARSHALL FIELD & CO.

"P L A N E T S  AND PEOPLE.”

MADAME E. C. FYFE,
j Suite 91X Masonic Temple, CHICAGO.

State Agents W anted.
Men of enterprise, witli some capital, to act as State 

A gents for our new educational work. Something new and 
taking. No competition.

For full particulars address at once,

O ^M SBY Sc SPRAGUE,
ROYAL INSURANCE BUILDING, C h ic a g o , I II .
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We are prepared to furnish Globes in any size and style, at lowest prices.

A H. ANDREWS & CO.,
215=217 Wabash Avenue,

c CHICAGO, ILL.
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S E X E N N I A L .
HISTORY.

Organized and Chartered July 18th, 1888. 
Has put up 435 Lodges.
W ritten 21,000 Certificates.
Paid 15,000 Claims, amounting to $1,200,000.
Has accumulated $1,000,000 in Reserve Fund. 
Has paid $400,000 in Matured Claims.

r a ' H 6  0 C t t 0 SU K t » W VT.

The Rocker Washer
's r s v js s f a s ^
the It u warr^teTSwub an ordinary family 

I V ® " . * *  c,cai> os can bo
washed on the waahhoard. Write 
for prices and full description

ROCKER WASHER CO.
FT. WAYNE, 1ND 

Liberal inducements to live icenU

I

PLAN.
Relief Fund pays 

$25 per week in Sickness,
$500 in total Disability,
$1000 at Death.
50 to 100 per cent, gains if you don't die in6 years.

HORTUARY CLASS.
You can join for $200.00 to $3,000.00.

SEXENNIAL GIVES $i,ooo.
Death Protection at an approximate cost of 

$4.00 per year. Hands back the cost of Sick Pro
tection in 6 years.

Best Investment.
Lowest Cost.

Inquire of
Sexennial League, Hale Building, 
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

A NEW

RUBBER STAMP,
Price, 50 cents.

A GOOD THING!!
WINSOR FOUNTAIN PEN

M A D E  FRO M  THE

Best Hard Rubber,

Mottled Holder, 

Beautifully Finished,

Fine Gold Top, 

Guaranteed 14 Karat,

Solid Gold Pen.

Each Pen is put in a neat paper 
box, w ith filler and directions.

Sent post-paid for $8.20.

D. T. SPRAGUE & CO.,

112 Quincy St.,
CHICAGO.
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★  ★  ★  ★  STAR STUFF. ★  ★  ★  ★
A n s w e r  t o  N o . 4 , w i t h  c a r d s .

This enigma was given to test a certain class of students, who are giving 
cards, in their astronomical significance, a great deal of attention. We have re. 
ceived several answers, but none were correct. It will not be necessary to ex
plain this puzzle, as those interested in cards will understand the same, by having 
the answer alone given.

A n s w e r .— The date of celebration was New Years.
The Zodiacal planetary enigma for this month we have made very easy, as we 

wish to encourage this branch of study, for those who give attention to these 
puzzles claim they learn more of astronomy and magnetic law in this way than 
they do in any other. Answers must always reach us by the 10th of the month? 
hereafter, to secure prizes.

ZODIACAL ENIGflA No. 5.
A  mystic maiden of sixteen summers, having many admirers, becomes some

what agitated when she realizes that two of them have fell desperately in love 
with her. She plays her cards well by planning to see them at different times, but 
like all deceptive maneuverings she is at last discovered.

Without thinking, or merely as a pastime, she becomes engaged to both of 
these lovers, and at last is forced to devise some means by which she can clear 
herself. A  happy thought comes into her mind. “I f  I could get one of 
them onto another planet,” she said to herself, “ I would be all right.” But 
as she could not accomplish this, she arranged for a meeting of the two the 
first spring evening, after the first spring morning in the year of our Lord, 1895» 
at which time she intended to settle the matter once and for all. They met and 
contested their rights to claim her as their prize, when suddenly this mystic girl 
again looked up at the stars, and spoke as one under the influence of heaven’s 
holy messengers. “Boys, I ’ll tell what we’ll do; you shall each choose a star until 
you choose them all, which shall guide your matrimonial destinies. Do you agree 
to this?” They promised to abide by her decision. “Then listen: Do you see that 
beautiful gem yonder in the west? That is Yenus, the goddess of love. When 
that star shall again have visited and vibrated all other planets and passed on in 
her course, of the stars which you shall select, he who holds the one in strongest 
aspect and force with the Earth, the following day may come and claim me as 
his own.”

With fear and trembling they chose their stars. George being the oldest was 
given first choice. He was excited, yet elated, for his opportunity to choose 
Yenus, which had been explained as the goddess of love, pleased him, and he felt 
that the battle was surely won.

William having had an experience or two, knew that Yenus led more people 
into trouble than any other star, so he seemed calm and collected. He chose for 
his first star of hope Jupiter, the ruler of the system, especially in financial mat
ters, which are an important item in family relations. George then selected Ura
nus; William, Neptune; George, Mercury; William, Mars, and George Saturn. A s 
George had first choice, he secured four of the seven planets; so, to give each an 
equal show, William was allowed to select one of the signs, its aspect to be figured 
as a planet. William labored long before he could decide on one of the twelve 
signs, but finally chose Aries. They parted then by “the cold light of stars.” 
Each to figure out the day on which to come and secure this Angel prize.
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PRIZE.

The first to send in the correct date for the return of the lucky lover, giving 
his name, and naming the star or sign which won for him his bride, may have a 
choice of the following articles:

One Ladies’ Gold Watch, same as offered in January number.
One copy of The Law and the Prophets, price $10.00.
One Zodiac Table, $6.00, with set of planets, $2.00. Value $8.00.
Open to the world.

REVIEW
of Scie n tific , L itera ry  and  Ph ilo

sophical Periodicals r eceived
AT THE OFFICE OF PLANETS

and Peo ple.

T h e  S e x e n n ia l  L e v e r ,  official organ of 
the Sexennial League. Devoted to the interests 
of a secret fraternity having a beneficiary or in
surance fund, from which its members receive 
protection and benefits. Contains reports and 
general information relative to the order. Pub
lished by the Supreme Lodge. $1.00 per year. 
The Sexennial Lever, Hale bldg., Philadelphia, 
Pa.

N o t e s  a n d  Q u e r ie s .  A monthly maga
zine devoted to History, Folk-lore, Mathematics, 
Mysticism, Art, Science, etc., giving much val
uable data. $1.00 a year. S. C. Gould, Editor, 
Manchester, N. H.

O c c u lt is m . The Law of Nature Revealed. 
Contains many occult features not found in 
other publications, abounds in parables and 
soulful thoughts clearly and easily compre
hended by deep students of nature. $1.00 per 
annum. Jos. M. Wade, Editor, Dorchester, 
Mass.

F r a n k  H a r r is o n ’s  F a m ily  M a g a z in e  
contains a fund of information on many sub
jects of interest, select quotations from many 
authors, and has many forceful utterances, and 
logical deductions by itsleditor. Address Frank 
Harrison, Stock Exchange Bldg., Boston, Mass.

T h e  A r e n a .  Everyone knows what the 
Arena is for it is for sale everywhere. The deep 
philosophical subjects treated by gifted authors, 
together with the brilliant thoughts of its edi
tor. Mr. O. W. Flower, makes the Arena one of 
the leading magazines of the times, $5.00 a year. 
The Arena Pub. Co., Boston, Mass.

T h e  H o u s e h o ld  is one of the leading 
family journals and contains a fund of interest
ing matter pertaining to home and home life. 
I t  is full of suggestions regarding the duties of 
members of the family, cooking, etc. Address 
The Household, 110 Roylston St., Boston, Mass.

T a b le  T a lk .  The American authority up
on culinary and household topics, decorations, 
diet, sociology and fashions, etc. $1.00 per year. 
Table Talk Pub. Co., 1113 Chestnut St., Phila
delphia, Pa.

T h e  D ia t e t lc  a n d  H y g ie n ic  G a z e t t e .  
A monthly journal of physiological medicine, is 
full of scientific information relative to diseases, 
their treatment, etc., from a medical stand
point. Many good suggestions concerning the 
subject of diet are given, together with recipes 
for the better preparation of foods usually ren
dered indigestible. The Gazette Pub. Co., 1213 
Broadway, New York.

T h e  B u s in e s s  F o lio . Devoted to the 
study of business laws and methods. Designed 
to enlarge the thought and knowledge of 
woman, and to give her better opportunities in 
the world of business. 50c a year. Ellen A. 
and Helena M. Richardson, editors. Address 
The Business Folio, 185 Summer St., Boston, 
Mass.

T h e  P r o g r e s s i v e  T hinker._  Devoted 
to the spiritual philosophy is full of ideas and 
progressive thoughts upon various subjects, 
prominent among which are those of free 
speech, antagonistic religious systems and the 
redemption of the world through spiritualism. 
$1.00 a year. Jno. R. Francis, Editor, 40 Loomis 
St., Chicago, 111.

D r. F o o t e ’s  H e a lth  M o n th ly  is an 
interesting journal published in the interest of 
reform and regeneration through right eating 
and proper physical training. Purification of 
the body seems to be the leading idea conveyed 
through its pages. A most worthy one. 50c a 
year. Published by Drs. E. B. Foote, Sr. and Jr., 
129 E-28th St., New York.

T h e  L ig h t  o f  T r u t h .  An exponent of the 
new philosophy of life here and hereafter. Is 
full of interesting matter concerning spiritual
ism and psychical research generally. $1.00 a 
year: C. C. StowelL Editor. Address Light of 
Truth, Cincinnati, O.

T h e  B a n n e r  o f  L ig h t . The oldest jour
nal devoted to the spiritual philosophy is full of 
interesting accounts of life, death and life again, 
also scientific and philosophical reasonings 
from various phases of thought. $2.50 a year. 
Colby & Rich, Publishers Boston, Mass.

T he  Religio Philosophical Journal. 
This journal is the oldest publication in the 
west devoted to the spiritual philosophy. It 
being the official organ of the Psychical Re
search Society, places it in the hands of deep 
thinkers and searchers in occult fields. Founded 
in 1865 by S. S. Jones. Present editor and pub
lisher. Mr. B. F. Underwood, 92 La Salle St., 
Chicago, 111.

T h e  L y c e u m  B a n n e r ,  edited and pub
lished by J. J. Morse, 26 Osnaburgh Street, 
Euston Road, London, N. W., is a monthly got
ten, up in. a style peculiar to English publica
tions, devoted to spiritualism, and its cause in 
England. Judging from the accounts of meet
ings, etc., given in its columns, there is quite an 
interest taken in occult subjects, at this time, 
in the old world, as well as the new. Address as 
above.

P o p u la r  S c ie n c e  N e w s  and Boston 
Journal of Chemistry is one of the oldest jour
nals devoted to the sciences, and is replete with 
illustrations and contains much valuable infor
mation for those having scientific tendencies. 
$1.00a year; address Popular Science News. 72 
William St., New York.
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Desks *  at *  Wholesale *  Factory *  Prices,
Shipped to any point in the United States.

OAK OR B IR CH .

No. 8, Low Top,...........................$14.50.
No. 8, High Top,..........................  15.50.

42x30 inches. Drawers, 11 inches wide.
Weight, 240 pounds.

This is the best desk on the market for 
the money. It is rub finish, has our 
improved flexible curtain, our patent 
combination lock. The writing board 
is solid. Desk has three long drawers, 
and one deep drawer for books to stand 
edgewise.

No. 22, Low Top, 4 feet,................$22.00.
No. 24, “ “ 4J£ feet,........... 25.00.
No. 26, “ “ 5 feet,..............  27.00.

Same Nos. High Roll, $1.00 more.

OAK OR B IR CH .
34 inches deep outside, 30 inches deep inside, 45 inches high.

Drawers 11 inches wide. Weight, 335 pounds.
This Desk is highly polished on all sides. Has heavy sides, the writing board 

is veneered on both sides, the slides are framed. The drawers are provided with 
our patent combination lock, which locks all drawers on both bottom cases. The 
drawers are also provided with movable partitions. The drawer sides are all 
hard wood, and dovetailed front and back. Desk is provided with our improved 
flexible curtain, which is dust proof and warranted not to get out of order.

High roll means two rows of pigeon holes, low roll one row. The reason 
these desks are sold so cheap is because they are shipped direct from the factory 
to the purchaser. They are securely crated in a suitable manner for shipping to 
any point in the United States. The prices are F. O. B. at the factory. Always 
state whether Oak or Birch is desired. All goods warranted as represented.

Send Chicago or New York draft to
GARDNER & CO., Special Agents,

g ii2 Quincy St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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S P E C I A L  ••• D I A M O N D ,
W A R R A N T E D  IN E V E R Y  R E S P E C T .

No. so. s p o t  C a s h , $50.00. La d i e s * W h e e l , s a m e  q u a l i t y , n o . 55. s p o t  c a s h , $50.00.

These are special bargains, shipped to any point in the U. S.

GARDNER & CO., Special Agents, 112 Quincy St., Chicago.
1 y reco*n«nended b y  the  publ ishers of  P L A N E T S  AND  PE OP L E.
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THE CELEBRATED BICYCLE,
IX L  PH ANTOM ,

For 1895.

Road Wheel, 22 lbs. 
Gear, 68 inches.

P E I C E :

Regular Finish...................................... $ 90.00.
Full Nickel Plated...............................  120.00.

Solid drawn Steel tubing. Ball bearing. Dust proof.
The highest grade wheel on the market.

Simple and durable in construction.
Ladies' Wheel same price.

GARDNER & CO., Special Agents, 112 Quincy St.
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THE MYSTIC *
★  TEST BOOK

. . .  OR T H E  . . .

MAGIC OF T H E  C A R D S,
... B Y  ...

O L N E Y  H . R I C H M O N D ,

G R A N D  M A S T E R  O F T H E  I N N E R  T E M P L E ,  

O R D E R  O F T H E  M A G I .

Under the Authority of the Brotherhood of Magic.

Illustrated w ith over four thousand engrav
ings of the emblems in various positions, giving 
the mystic meaning of the cards under a ll con
ditions and under all the planets. Gives fu ll 
rules and instructions for delineating or reading 
from the quadratic spread, including the quad- 
ration of the mystic book.

This work gives the wonderful and m agic 
properties of the sacred tarot, the m ystic tr i
angle and many other illustrations in occultism .

Students in m agic and occultism  w ill find an 
endless fund of investigation in the Mystic Test 
Book.

266 pages, bound in leather, with gold side and 
back. Price, Five Dollars.

Subscription blanks sent to any address on 
receipt of stamp.

J ^ “ Not sold through the trade.

O. H. RICHM OND,
1910 Washington Blvd., CHICAGO.

RELIG ION
| OP THE .ST A PS

B y OLNEY H. RICHMOND,
Grand Magea and Master of the Inner Temple of the 

Ancient Order of the Magi.

T his work em braces nineteen Grand 
Tem ple L ectures delivered to Classes 
o f A dvancem ent in the

GRAND T E M P L E  O F  T H E  ORDER OF 
T H E  MAGI, CHICAGO.

M ystics, Students of M agic and Occult
ism, F ree Masons, and all others inter
ested in the G reat Coming Religion 
should read this book. I t  is the key to 
the hidden knowledge.

^ C O N T E N T S  ^
T h e  A s tr a l  B o d y — A s t r a l  M a g n e tis m — Astral 

E v o lu t io n — A  M y s tic  T e m p le — A  M ysterious Tale 
— B o d y  a n d  S o u l— E v o lu t io n  o f  M a tte r— Evolu
t io n  in  G e n e r a l— G o v e r n in g  F o r c e s —In fin ity -  
L o o k in g  B a c k w a r d  —  L i f e  B e g in n in g s— Magne
t is m  o f  th e  S ta r s  —  M a g ic  C h a r t  q f  th e  M agi— 
M a g ic a l  W o n d e rs— N e e d s o f  M a n k in d -R e lig io n  
o f  th e  S ta r s  —  R e -in c a r n a tio n  —  S o u l o f M an— 
S tu d y  o f  In fin ity  —  V ib r a t io n s  —  T r ib u te  to the 
“ W o r d ” — W h a t  th e  M a g i T e a c h , e tc ., etc., etc.

320 p a g e s  o n  h e a v y  p a p e r  w ith  w id e m argin 
fo r  re b in d in g  p u rp o se s . I n  p e b b le d  clo th , gold 
s id e  a n d  b a c k , w ith  c a b in e t  s iz e d  p o r tr a it  o f the 
a u th o r . P r ic e , $ 1  . 2 5 ,  p o s ta g e  p a id  to  any 
a d d ress .

F O R  S A L E  B Y

O. H. R IC H M O N D ,
1910 Washington Boulevard, CHICAGO, ILL

PATENTS
Promptly secured. Trade-Marks, Copyrights 
and babels registered. Twenty-five years ex
perience. We report whether patent can be 
secured or not, free of charge. Our fee not due 
until patent is allowed. 3&puge Book Free. 
H .  B .  W I L L S O N  ¿L C O . ,  Attorneys at Law,  
Opp.U. 8. Fat. Office. W A S H I N G T O N ,  D .  C .

-  A. L. F Y F E , -

P r i n t e r  a n d  P u b l i s h e r ,

334 Dearborn S t„  Chicago.
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PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

Cheap and Pretty Homes.
100 BUILDING PLANS AND ESTIM ATES.

M tn Dinlrl Cottage, Farm House, Country Seat, 
IU fl llllll Hotel and Summer Place.

A $ 1 5 0 0  HOUSE.
A large Atlas showing views and floor plans of low cost houses, of neat modern architecture and 

convenient proportions, ranging from $100 up. If you intend to build a home, whether a small cot
tage or more pretentious mansion, it will pay you to look over these plans and consult about them 
with your carpenter, builder, wife or neighbor. Only thus can you get a clear idea of what you 
want, and avoid disappointment in the end as to style and price.

It is false economy to start out to build a home without such a guide at hand as this complete 
and practical Atlas. P r i c e  o n ly  $1.00 by mail, postage paid. Stamps taken, hut postal note pre
ferred. Address,

DWIOHT T. SPRAGUE & CO.,
112 Quincy Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR D EVELO PIN G  
the  S P IR ITU A L  

S IG H T '

An Egyptian Invention.

U sed by grand masters, adepts and oth- 

. \ ers. Size 8x10 inches; fire polished 

. \ hard-wood plush-lined cases; our 

own make. B y Express, .$15.00.

These Instruments are intended for those 

. \ who wish to delve deeply into mys- 

. \ ticsecrets. Read Moore’s poem, 

. \ “ The Magic Mirror.”

Ad d r e ss : PLANETS AND PEOPLE



PLAN ETH AND PEOPLE.

RO PP'S

Commercial Calculator
Mo. 1. ---- W IL L ----

PREVENT MISTAKES,
RELIEVE THE MIND,

-------- SAVE--------
Labor, Time # Money,

-------AND-------

DO YOUR R ECK O N IN G
In the TWINKLING of an

No.».

il

A READY CALCULATOR, BUSINESS ARITHMETIC and ACCOUNT-BOOK Combined.
T h is  is  u n q u estio n a b ly  th e  m ost com plete an d  convenient w ork on Figures, for 

P R A C T I C A L  U S E , e v e r  published. I t  c o n ta in s  n e a r ly  a ll  th e S H O R T  CU TS known; 
H u n d red s o f  Simple itules an d  Original Methoda fo r  “  E a s y  and R ap id  Calculation," 
a n d  M illion s o f  Accurate Answere to  B u sin ess  E x a m p le s  an d  to  P ractica l Problems,

I t  Sifts an d  Simplifies th e  w h o le  scien ce o f  A rith m etic , re ta in in g  only the Cream, 
in  a  n u t-sh e ll, a s  i t  w ere . I t s  T a b le s , R u le s  an d  M eth ods a re  a ll  extrem ely simple, 
e m in en tly  useful, p ractica l, an d  fu lly  a b re a st w ith  th e  a g e  o f  steam  and electricity.

E v e r y  one w h o prefers to  ta k e  th e  Simplest, th e  Shortest an d  th e Easiest w ay for 
d o in g  h is  w ork , sh ou ld  p ossess a  co p y  o f  th is  u sefu l an d  convenient Pocket Manual. 
I t  w ill  e n a b le  E v e ry b o d y  to  l  »come P ro fic ien t a n d  Q u ick  in  F ig u r e s ; and to many a  
y o u n g  person, i t  m a y  p ro ve  to  b e a  step p in g  stone to  a  successfu l business career.

NO FARMER, MECHANIC OR BUSINESS MAN SHOULD RE WITHOUT IT, BECAUSE

IT HILL SHOW AT A GLANCE, WITHOUT THE USE OF PENCIL, FEN OR PAPER,
The number o f Bushels and pounds In a load 

o f Wheat, Corn, Rye, Oats, or barley, and the 
correct amount tor same, at any price per bu.

The exact amount tor a  lot o f Hogs or Cattle, 
from  1 lb. to a car load, at any price per Cwt.

The correct amount tor a load o f Hay, Straw, 
Coal or Coke, from 25 cents to $ 20  per ton.

The exact value o f a  bale o f Cotton, at any 
price per lb. Also the Toll tor ginning it.

The correct amount o f articles sold by the 
Bushel. Pound, Yard or Dozen, from ViO. to $1.

The exact Wages tor any time, at various 
rates per month, per week, and per day.

The equivalent o f Wheat in Flour, when ex
changing same, from 25 to 40 lbs. to the bu.

T h e only correct Rule and Table for esti* 
m ating the exact contents ot Logs o f all sizes.

The exact contents ot I,umber. Cisterns, Bins, 
Wagon-beds, Corn-cribs, Cord-wood, and Car
penters’ , Plasterers’ and Brick-layers’ work.

The exact interest on any sum, for any time, 
at any practical rate per cent.

The equivalent ot two or more discounts: as 
for instance, 33*4, XO, and 5 off. afuals 43% off.

The per cent o f gain when goods are bought 
at a certain disc’t from, and sold at list prices.

The per cent o f gain or loss, when goods are 
sold at a discount from the marking price.

The marking price, from which a certain dlsc't 
may be given, and yet realize a, certain % oncost.

The percent o f pain, when buying, and selling 
again, at certain alsc’ts from same price list.

The Day of the Week, tor any date in 300 yrs., 
besides hundreds o f other very useful things.

I t  gives all the Latest and Shortest methods known, 
besides m an y  pub lished  fo r  the first time, v iz.: an 
Easy  and  Unerring p rocess fo r  “ Adding long Col
u m ns f  Short Cuts la  M ultiplication and Division. 
P rob lem s in  Fractions, Interest, Percentage, Mensura
tion, etc., are  u sua lly  solved  w ith less than one-lMrd 
the figures and labor, requ ired  b y  ordinary methods.

I t  Is neatly  prin ted  on  fine paper, and elegantly  bound, in “ P ock et-boo k " fo rm . The  N o . 2 binding con
ta ins a  silicate M ate and a  practical “ A cconnt-book ," which has self-instructing “  Form u las "  fo r  recording 
Receipts, E xpenditures, Purchases, Bales, etc. In  fact, a ll abou t “ B oo k -k e ep in g ''th a t  is needed by  the people. 
I t  w ill com m en d  itse lf to  eve ry  thoughtfu l and  progressive m ind , lo r  its originality, simplicity and usefulness.

PRICES OF DIFFERENT STYLES OF BINDING.
Me. 1 , B ound in  W aterp ro o f L eath erette , B e a u tifu lly  E m bellished In co lors...... V 00
Mo, 2, F in e  A r tif ic ia l L eath er w ith  pocket, S ilicate  Slate and Aceount-Bnok......  70
Mo* 3, A m ,R u ssia  o r M orocco, w ith  pocket, Slate and R en ew able Account-Book, 1,00 
Ho* 0, F lu e  R u ssia  or M o r„ G lided, “  •» •* « « 1.00

D W IG H T T .  SPRAGUE & CO., 112 Q u in c y  S t ., C h ic a o o .
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PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

ROPP'S

Commercial Calculator
No. 1. No. 59,----W IL L ----

PREVENT MISTAKES,
RELIEVE THE MIND,

---------S A V E ---------
Labor, Time # Money,

DO YOUR RECK O N IN G
In  th e  TWINKLING o f  an

A READY CALCULATOR, BUSINESS ARITHMETIC and ACCOUNT-BOOK Combined.
This is unquestionably the most complete and convenient work on Figures, for 

P R A C T IC A L  HSR, ever published. I t  contains nearly a ll the SHORT CUTS known; 
Hundreds o f Simple Buies and Original Methods for “ Rasy and Rapid Calculation,'’ 
and Millions o f Accurate Answers to Business Examples and to Practical Problems.

I t  Sifts and Simplifies the whole science o f Arithmetic, retaining: only the Cream, 
in a nut-shell, as it  were. Its  Tables, Rules and Methods are all extremely simple, 
eminently useful, practical, and fu lly  abreast w ith  the age o f steam and electricity.

E very  one who prefers to take the Simplest, the Shortest and the Easiest way for 
doing his work, should possess a copy o f this useful and convenient Pocket Manual. 
I t  w ill enable Everybody to l  scome Proficient and Quick in Figures; and to many a 
young person, it  may prove to be a stepping stone to a successful business career.

NO FARMER, MECHANIC OR BUSINESS MAN SHOULD BE WITHOUT IT, BECAUSE

IT WILL SHOW AT i  GLANCE, WITHOUT THE OSE OF PENCIL, FEN OR PAPER.
The number of Bushels and pounds in a load 

of Wheat, Corn, Rye, Oats, or Barley, and the 
correct amount for same, at any price per bu.

The exact amount for a lot o f Hogs or Cattle, 
from  1 lb. to a car load, at any price per Cwt.

The correct amount for a load of Hay, Straw, 
Coal or Coke, from 25 cents to $20 per ton.

The exact value of a bale of Cotton, at any 
price per lb. Also the Toll for ginning it.

The. correct amount of articles sold by the 
Bushel. Found, Yard or Dozen, from VtO. to $1.

The exact Wages for any time, at various 
rates per month, per week, and per day.

The equivalent of Wheat in Flour, when ex
changing same, from 25 to 40 lbs. to the bu.

The only correct Rule and Table for esti* 
mating the exact contents ol Logs of all sizes.

The exact contents of Lumber. Cisterns, Bins, 
Wagon-beds, Corn-cribs, Cord-wood, and Car
penters’ , Plasterers’ and Brick-layers’ work.

The exact Interest on any sum, for any time, 
at any practical rate per cent.

The equivalent of two or more discounts; as 
for instance, 33$S> 10, and 5 off, equals 43% off.

The per cent of gain when goods are bought 
at a certain disc’t from, and sold at list prices.

The per cent o f gain or loss, when goods are 
sold at a discount from the marking price.

The marking price, from which a certain dlsc’t 
may be given, and yet realize a certain % on cost.

The per cent o f gain, when buying, and selling 
again, at certain disc'ts from same price list.

The Day of the Week, for any date in 300 yrs., 
besides hundreds of other very useful things.

It gives all the Latest and Shortest methods known, 
besides many published for the fir s t  time, viz.: an 
E a sy  and U n erring process for “Adding long Col
umns S h ort C uts in Multiplication and Division. 
Problems in Fractions, Interest, Percentage, Mensura
tion, etc., are usually solved with less than one-third 
the figures and labor, required by ordinary methods.

It is neatly printed on fine paper, and elegantly bound in “ Pocket-book’’ form. The No. 2 binding con
tains a silicate Slate and a p r a ctica l “Account-book,” which has self-in stru ctin g “ Formulas" for recording 
Receipts, Expenditures, Purchases, Sales, etc. In fact, all about "  Book-keeping "that is needed by the people. 
It will commend itself to every thoughtful and progressive mind, for its originality, simplicity and usefulness.

PRICES OF DIFFERENT STYLES OF BINDING.
No. 1, Bound In Waterproof Leatherette, Beautifully Embellished in colors.....9 50
No. ¡8, Fine Artificial Leather with pocket, Silicate Slate and Account-Book.....  75
No. 3, Am,Russia or Morocco, with pocket, Slate and Renewable Account-Book, 1.00 
No. 5, Fine Russia or Mor., Gilded, “  •• “  «  «* 1.00

D W IG H T T .  SPRAGUE & CO., 112 Q u in c y  S t ., C hicago .
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Our Premium Offer
i s d  s iis c r tb ifr  o f  P U L 3 T E T S  A T P  P E O P L E *  w il l  recerre in  swmfe»^

Vo t o r  a K s i ib s .  O c a s b y ^ s  p »itgn tg< i A ^ in .g o m Tc ^ I  S y s te s a . g^isislt=g8~

THE PLAY OF THE PLANETS.

ssauy , wiLicii. k c w ^ re r  s z .  c n ly  b ^a rp ie tiA S ec w te n  its  deep er import* is realiaeti by

ag^ tàcafew a » a d  d e a s o m e n S s iiL .

★  PLAY OF T H E  P LA N ETS . ★

^  o r^ S O i §#C TT-rt-rnj- :à if M gg B K t o f  |Q Q 0 S  BS. «JOT SO ilT S jU g BI  S B Ì  cfcsy - in  i f  STO H J-
T in i—  s r fs b a s  xrtSLCEry- T i i :  n u T k i i t n '  t o r  f a r  i ir r ~  V i"ttt b r i f  r r  = *r r r r r

eeSeeaeaciott. ìb  aeer «tiher ¿ fit  w a^  p d b fe ia i w ^ A io ie s  fnam. ì ^ m y - ^ a i
V « C S > .

TU«- i (in- i f e i  ruosenfcs a  d h ert n b irb  w il l  tk e  gosÈtLons s o il  w i a t g  movements m  
ibn gtr jfcr d i  gn »w tr ¿3%i. 6rtitr» c ifu m ivs widb matt .r-rrt—f " cvctwcml. w ik i  mtikeg ft A ?  
c ^ ia ^ K C E v o ìn iE a l^ v ÌK ^ v e r  f i i r n i i r i

i*. r.'uirr ¿ r s t  vbe m t n s  refttfHK to tne m ch. « n i  sul. « i  tke R ^ th o c r  ^  is  
Kmt a f t  t i « * i  i s i k ? « ■ « .  % .

4̂  Ttu i « i |  r i w f i r i t r i  r r  n rr i~
■ jhwr « M t t A m u t k .  « a i  M É a M c g  ì t n a a n

3». i W v u n o n G H B t f e l d i S > ( > « ^ ' i s p n « « s K ^  _ ,  ,  ,  „
«L T ^ - a p ^ d g " h » f f c M M ^ t W I « g D « T  ! ■ !  « f a r a w e r  * f  t i e B : y » H B i n i '  « a f e a s____  jc  t a *^ aj^ p«BWK — T9 «B t »mmmm ^ «   -—

i f  A t p j — ~r~ irxjmn b — «■  M r  A m i ?a" , fa l lg T  ^  ^  ■ tV a zu n & . b

^  Pu*tM ii[m i t im i finn « i t i r r T  <r“̂ p y p T T i f  »ir= r* ■ fl-L-fA. K fMlTTai^r.riniil
« n i  ____  «. _  ,

O,. ^ fc ^ ^ fc ^ y M Ì <ànc ì ilCBI!>LU.Sl— ? in IfliT f ‘ SB lB fcgMWi>
ML TS»r | T tu« frinir #f«PKig «cw— g  ¿gnstmagii ̂  _

iT iij  nun Tin bin ir
fkùvE  « n i  tin* 0 **n fa «L  « n i  —? * «  « n i  qgaefrog in Ino^cnp^ c ifflip r e o a s i»  by «1  tne «em e l
a«*l r.j>  ̂ J3l£JUXSy -̂  ̂ m -r-~___ ____« «■ m

r> M > n ^  m « g a i  5« »  o c  A n  w o m f e s  mi a m e » l  j p a g ^ » « r y n f  MB à m tm m +m
o m r « n i s i c » . -  * t~ * * m s m oàf m i v a r -  le n i peesenes mjim B K aam thttm m Ts«ye~
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*TS a t d  F E D F L J L  19 9  X ic fa c ii  S m &  CTricaga.
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Keys to Occult Studies.
“ T h e  L a w  a n d  t h e  P r o p h e t s .”

B y FRANK EARL ORJtSBY.

“ The Law and the Prophets”  is a work deroted to the Oeeult 
Scienee of the btars, in which may be found the kevs that n n W t the 
mysteries of planetary law. and reveals the hidden secrets of life, death, 
character, and the primal causes of the varied states and conditions in 
human beings, together with other valuable and interesting information.

WHAT THE PEOPLE SAY OF THE WORK.

Wrg Helen Drydat. of Hnflntyr CaL, 
mises: -Idosos fee l tkaS Ses $10 B|ñ- 
d m s the oti^ it k a .  a d  I  wish job. soe
ces  in. Tour work.""

M r. O. O. e f  L o n fl. Mich.,
says: "Tkere n a  be ■ o 'mamey n h e  
placed oa «he ñ fw iiM io  the work con- 
fenggs: m l  th . puce v n l d  be low uiuygk 
a* twenty-five dolíais a  copy. My work is 
■oc for sale D i e s  I  am snre o f getting 
another copy.*

Mr. EL H_ Groce, of Loa Angeles. CaL. 
arises: “ th ere  is no mtmpy that would 
bay my book i f  I  coaid not gei another. 
My soni yearned for jnst sack a weak, 
that woald give De the foundation j m -  
oples a£ tke law a f fife. I  tried ia  m b t  
w a y s»  obtain it. bat found is eras nab to 
be bad. so waited cnntentedfy. w ire  I
found rack
book. I  bave found oak pare 
the cause a f diseases in th  
have bad i t  than frene all 
I  fe d  that the book will do pore towards

regeneration, of bamsaity toan aay 
’ book before the world to-day.9

D r. Weaver. Glenbealab, weites: *rE
have owned all of toe best works of toe 
Homeopathic «ni 10L'>tii> sehoois, «ni 
simply as a Dedica) adviser, i t  i s  iP O rth  
them alL

Mr. ITnd Buchanan, of MariamuOe, 
Mg . writes: 84 JE&e L e v  and toe
Prophets7 i s  of iaeainaUe T állete these 
making toe higher attainment. I  speak 
frena that unfailing aaatoonty. wtuUim 
and can truly say it  is toe grandest week 
af toe age far these, who woald know toe 
fixed law of the sÉ sa sa .5

Mr. Heads Murphy. F t  Omaha. 5efe. 
writes: —I t  is what I  have t e a  
far these H a s  years. I t  is by far toe 
best expose cn Oeeult Astronomy I  hare 
yet seat. It answers the question. ‘Why 
is it  toas? I  like it; it  is fen  of trato; its 
style is drar ample sad exact, being, as 
it  w oe. all wheat and no chaff In my 

m  fefoTTEatÉRB w tam ed  in toss 
work h  wrerto $300 to auy p osos of good 
underscaadrag. I  admíre toe g a ñ a  
toas pradaced this work.9

The work rontamt or includes, the .Astronomical Chart which gives 
a complete ephemeris for every year during severity-fire years of this 
century, f rom 1825 to 1900.

The edition is limited.
The work is valuable to the student and researcher, being too ex- 

penmve far the ordinary reader, nmlbs he can well affoed it
Price fey mail, flftiOOL Address,

MRS. STELLA ORMSBY,
■ 935 W ashington Boulevard,

S ts . E, CHICAGO.
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HEALTH PRODUCERS.
It is a well known fact that unless the surface of one’s 

body is properly cleansed, there remains lodged in the pores 
of the skin effete matter which retards the circulation and in 
many instances lays the foundation for a deranged and dis
eased system. A ll manner of feverish aggravations are caused 
by this one neglect alone, and every person who desires the 
best and surest method for removing every obstruction to the 
natural flow of the excrescences of the system, should send for 
one of our

H E A L T H  B A T H  BRUSHES, 
and use the same over the entire surface of the body every 
night and morning, and also with the best of soap when bath
ing. An air both with such a stirring up of the flesh will do 
more for Health and Physical Beauty, than all the cosmetics, 
powders and washes known to the world.

EA CH  P E R SO N  SH O U LD  H A V E  A B R U SH  O F  T H E IR  OWN TO 
P R E V E N T  T H E  TR A N SM ISSIO N  O F  S K IN  A FFEC T IO N S.

We furnish the following by mail, post-paid:

B A TH  BRUSHES.

No. 53-—B en t handle, fo r w et o r dry use................................ .............. ................ .............-S  •&>
•« 54.—Bent, larger and heavier, for wet or dry use................ ........................... ......... i-oo
“  55.— Bent, best quality made, “  “  “  “  .........................I>25

No. 57.—This style, long brush .$1.25

KEEP T H E  T E E T H  CLEAN.

Post-paid on receipt of price.

SPRAGUE & CO., Special Agents,
169  J a c k s o n  St ., C h ic a g o .
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We are prepared to furnish Globes in any size and style, at lowest prices.

A H. ANDREWS & CO.,
215-217 Wabash Avenue,

CHICAGO, ILL.c
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S E X E N N I A L .
HISTORY.

Organized and Chartered July 18th, 1888. 
Has put up 435 Lodges.
Written 21,000 Certificates.
Paid 15,000 Claims, amounting to $1,200,000.
Has accumulated $1 ,000,000 in Reserve Fund. 
Has paid $400,000 in Matured Claims.

PLAN.
B elie f Fund pays 

$25 per week in Sickness,
$500 in total Disability,
$1000 at Death.
50 to 100 per cent, gains if you don’t die in 6 years.

riORTUARY CLASS.
You can join fo r  $200.00 to $8,000.00.

SEXENNIAL GIVES $i,ooo.
Death Protection at an approximate cost of 

$4.00 per year. Hands back the cost of Sick Pro
tection in 6 years.

Best Investment.
Lowest Cost.

Inquire o f
Sexennial League, Hale Building, 

Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

A NEW

THE MEDIUM ^
An eight-page weekly journal,

DEVOTED TO

The Philosophy and Phenomena 
of Spiritualism.

The only paper of its kind on the Pacific coast. 
Specimen copies sent free. Subscription 50 cts.

THE MEDIUM,
Donney Block. Los Angeles, Cal.

THE ISLAMIC WORLD t f f i i S A u X
numbers amongst its contributors the leading 
and most learned Muslim writers throughout 
the world. Subscription 7 / -per year. Post free.

SHEIKH W. H. ABDULLAH QUILLIAM, 
EDITOR,

15, Manchester-street, Liverpool, England.

m P D P C m jT  a weekly journal published 
ImCiOliLl'l 1 b y  th e  Liverpool Muslim 
Society; is a record of Islamic progress through

out the world, and advocates belief in One God 
and Mahommed as His inspired Prophet. Send 
for a sample copy to

SHEIKH ABDULLAH QUILLIAM,
15, Manchester-street, Liverpool, England. 

Subscriptions 4s. 4d. per annum to all parts of 
the world.

THE PERFECT CUFF HOLDER
FASTEN S TH E  CUFF  

TO TH E  LIN IN G  OF THE  
COAT SLEEVE. 

Holds the Cuff in exactly 
the same position at all 
times. Just what Cuff 
Wearers have been want- 

__ ___ lng. Will last a life lime.
B EST,W AY TO HOLD TH E CUFFS.
Cannot get out of order. Will save their price in 
laundry bills In one month. Put Holder in the back 
button hole of the cuff, with clasps open, place cuff in 
position in coat sleeve after coat Is on,then press down 
on the outside of the Coat Sleeve closing the Clasp 
Ipu5! the jaws of the Holder will fasten to the Coat 
Sleeve lining. Cuffs come off with the Coat, or their 
position can be changed without removing the Coat. 
Sample pair, prepaid by mail 85c. Agents 
wanted for these Holders and the Barney Medicator, 
an Instrumen t an d Home treatmen t f or Catarrh and 
all head and throat troubles. Sell at sight.

Money Saved
BV ORDERING

* * GOODS FROH U S * *

RUBBER STAMP.
Price, 50 cents.

SPRAGUE & CO.,
169 Jackson Street,

CHICAGO.



PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

The Metaphysical Magazine,
Occult, Philosophic and Scientific.

The only first-class Magazine in the world devoted to the higher or Metaphysical 
side of every important subject of life, presented in a trustworthy manner by the best 
writers of the day in all parts of the world.

ALWAYS THE BEST V *  V *  V *  V*******vjv ^  ip 7P VT* ip IF

Subscription price, $2.50 per annum. Single copies, 25 cents. At all newsstands, 
or mailed to any address upon receipt of price. Agents wanted in every locality. 
Issued monthly, by

T H E  M E T A P H Y S IC A L  P U B L ISH IN G  C O M P A N Y ,
Publishers, Importers and Dealers in Oriental Literature, Books and Periodicals relat
ing to Progressive Thought, works on Metaphysical Healing and Mental Philosophy. 
Catalogue free to any address.

New Light from the Great Pyramid!
T he  A s tr o n o m ic o -Ge o g r a p h ic a l  Sy s t e m  o p  t h e  A n c ie n t s  
R e c o v e r e d  a n d  A p p l ie d  t o  t h e  E l u c id a t io n  o p  H is t o r y ,
Ce r e m o n y , Sy m b o l is m , a n d  R e l ig io n . :: :: :: :: ::

By A L B E R T  ROSS P A R S O N S .
“ A book that will commend itself to students of the symbolism which underlies 

all religions. A multitude of correspondencesare traced by careful etymological re
search, and a vast amount of venerable symbolism in astronomy and old religion is 
found to apply to Christ. The book displays remarkable learning.” —Northwest 
Magazine.

‘ ‘A curious book which will greatly interest the votaries of the occult and 
mysterious.” — Detroit Free Press.

‘ ‘A notable contribution of correlated facts drawn from the Hebrew Bible, the 
Hindu Scriptures, and the religions of the civilized nations of antiquity.” —Boston 
Traveller.

The work contains a map both of the surface of the Globe and of the constella
tions in the heavens, with numerous rare and significant illustrations of great value. 

S E N D  F O R  P U L L  P R E S S  N O T IC E S  A N D  D E S C R IP T IV E  C IR C U L A R .

P r ic e ,  $4.00.

The Philosophy of Mental Healing,
By L E A N D E R  E D M U N D  W H IP P L E .

C lo th , $2.00 ; F u l l  G old , $ 2.50 .
” . . .  It stands at the head of the list of metaphysical explanations of mind- 

cure.” — Hartford Times, Hartford, Conn.
“ The author’s presentation of the subject is calm and dignified, free from cant, 

and hence commends itself to the consideration of thoughtful people. To many who 
have been looking for a reliable and logical presentation of a subject which is forcing 
its way into public notice this book will be a welcome visitor.” —Home Journal, New 
York.

“ A remarkably interesting chapter of the work is that entitled ‘How Mental 
Action Causes Disease,’ in which the effect of the mind upon the body is illustrated 
by familiar examples. There is a constant temptation to quote, in turning over the 
pages of the volume, but we must leave interested readers to enjoy the work as a 
whole. Meanwhile, we commend it as the most valuable contribution to the litera
ture of mental healing yet given to the public; dignified in tone, clear and definite in 
statement, and logical in its conclusions.” —Boston Evening Transcript.

Any book post-paid to any part of the world reached by the Postal Union. 
THE METAPHYSICAL PUBLISHING CO.,

5 0 3  Fifth Avenue, New York.



PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

A Lung Gymnasium.
THE WILHIDE
f y h a i  f p  ^

Affords the most perfect athletic exercise known fo r  all the muscles o f the T h r o a t , 
L u n g s , C h e s t , St o m a c h  and A b d o m e n . Strengthens the vocal organs and enlarges 
the chest. W ill speedily cure common colds, relieve hoarseness, and prevent as well as 
cure throat and lung troubles, and fo r  the overcoming o f nervousness and indigestion 
it  is invaluable.

Indorsed by physicians, clergymen, and public speakers.
Its  Graduated Exhaust is especially valuable, adapting it  to every condition of 

strength without mental effort or exhaustion. Made o f purest hard rubber, finest finish, 
a beautiful pocket piece. I t  costs only the price o f one visit to the doctor and will last 
a life-tim e. I t  is Simple, Scientific, Safe and Sure.

C O N S U M P T I O N  I S  C U R A B L E .

So says Prof. Austin Flint, Prof. Bennett, Dr. 
F. H. Ramadge, and others.

Dr. Dio Lewis says, “ Consumption is incura
ble by medicines I adm it; that it  is often cured 
by pure air, exercise, right habits, no intelligent 
and candid physician will doubt.’*

J. M. Buckley, D. D.. of New York, Editor of 
the Christian Advocate, came of a consumptive 
family, at an early age he was considered “ as 
good as dead.” _ In his book entitled “A Heredi
tary Consumptive’s Successful Battle for Life," 
tells us he tried all the patent and proprietary 
medicines and specifics—Courses of treatment 
by both Homoeopathic and Allopathic physi
cians. The malt, liquor and whiskey treatment, 
all failed. A sea voyage was talked of, but his 
Presiding Elder suggested he go home to his 
friends, as the end seemed near.

It was now he read the medical work “ Medi
cine cures no chronic disease of the general sys
tem, it may mitigate, sometimes, assist natural 
processes, give relief _ from pain, but nature 
cures, air, diet, exercise, light, rest, peace of 
mind, do the work.

He now began the systematic and daily use of 
a Breathing Tube of which he writes: “ To this 
Instrument I owe more than all medicines, or 
out door exercise, and were I compelled to 
choose between the use of the tube for one and 
a half hours a day, and all other exercises and 
medicines without it  for the removal of pulmo
nary disease, experience and observation would 
lead me to prefer the tube.”

W H A T  I S  S A I D  O F  T H E  E X H A L E R .

1. “ It is almost an instantaneous cure of com
mon colds.”

2. “ It aids digestion and gives me an appe
tite” —

3. “ It relieves me of mental and physical wea
riness from close study and indoor work”------

4. “ It heats medicines for giving sweet, refresh
ing sleep.”

5. “ It is the best tonic”------
6. “ (Ian do no hurt and always does good”—
7. “ It increased my chest two inches in a few 

months and 1 am a healthier man.”8. A minister, “I had a weak throat from 
childhood, made worse by a long spell of Bron
chitis, thought I would have to quit preaching, 
but the use of the tube, as directed, has cured 
me. I can talk all day with ease and comfort."

A consumptive says: “ My Becond break down 
terminated in consumption. Doctors sent me 
South, no benefit; returned North; the doctors 
said the top of my left lung was hardened, but 
might be absorbed in eighteen months, or sup
purate, but would have to go South for the win
ter ;now I began the use of an exhaler, as direct
ed, in 4 months the air was circulating freely 
and easily all through my lungs, appetite excel
lent, strength increasing, spirits revived and 
every indication of returning health, and no 
need to go South.”

These claims are not the heated imagination 
of the Inventer. They are facts, and the effects 
guarantee the claims.

Full directions, with other valuable health hints, worth many times its cost, free with every tube. 
P rice  by mail, p ost-p aid , only $ 1 .5 0 .

D. T. SPRAGUE & CO.,
Royal Ins. B ld g , Chicago.

S P IR IT U A L , OCCULT  
AND LIBERAL 

O f  every name and date, constantly on hand, or secured 

to order, for those who cannot find the works 

th ey seek. Send for list and prices to

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER,
40 LOOMIS ST., CHICAGO.
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Our Premium Offer
Each and every subscriber of PLA N E TS  AND  PEOPLE, w ill receive in addition 

to the journal for twelve months, Ormsby’s patented Astronomical System, entitled:

THE PLAY OF THE PLANETS.
The accompanying diagram and matter w ill explain the nature of the system and 

study, which however can only be appreciated when its deeper import iB realized by 
application and demonstration.

★  PLAY OF THE PLANETS. ★
Patented in this and foreign countries.

THIS NEW STAB STUDY IN  OCCULT A8TBONOMY CONTAINS :

1. A system for finding the position of the planets in our solar system and day during seventy- 
five years of this centurjr. This knowledge has for ages been held in secrecy.

Note—This information in any other form, if it were published, would cost from seventy-five to 
one hundred dollars.

2. This system also contains a chart which will give the positions and orderly movements of 
planets for all past present and future centuries, with one annual correction, which makes it the 
greatest astronomical device ever invented by,man.

3. The chart also gives the moon’s relations to the earth and Bun, and the regularity of its 
phases, for all time, in like manner.

4. The study contains a book on the occult meaning of the positions and relation of the stars as 
they operate upon the earth, and influence human life.

5. The work contains the Zodiac, and explains, its sigUB.
6. The signs of the planets, the harmony and inharmony of their polarities is a feature of the

study. | , p
7. The effect of the planets upon human life, and the tendency to yield to their vibrations, is

clearly stated. .
8. The comparative force and energy of the aspects of the planets to the earth, is fully illustrated 

and explained.
0. The affinity existing between some magnets iB illustrated.

10. The pure teachings of ancient astronomers illustrated and explained.
11 . This study contains the basic principles upon which rests all the Occult Wisdom, of both the 

Orient and the Occident, and explains and teaches in language comprehensible by all the eternal 
truths of infinity.

12. The dosing pages reveal some of the wonders of time and space, of distance and motion, of 
power and force, or greatness and grandeur, and presents a picture to the mind’s eye, which shows 
the wonderful relation and action of worlds, suns and systems, in all their glory and majesty.

This wonderful knowledge simplified and brought within the reach of all, for the small sum of 
$1 .00, postpaid, upon receipt of price.

Address
F L A N E T 8 AND  PEO PLE, 169 Jaokson Street, Chicago.



S P E C I A L  D IA M O N D .
W ARRANTED IN EVERY RESPECT.

N O . 5 0 .  S P O T  C A S H ,  $ 5 0 . 0 0 .  LAD IES ' W H E E L ,  SAM E QUALITY, NO. 55. S P O T CASH, $ 5 0 .0 0 .

These are special bargains, shipped to any point in the U. S.

GARDNER & CO., Special Agents, na Quincy St., Chicago
Highly recommended by the publishers ot PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

& AKHk MMMMIkt.
— »-**,*. mm&ai
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Road Wheel, 22 lbs. 
Gear, 68 inches.

P R I C E :

Solid drawn Steel tubing. Ball bearing. Dust proof. 
The highest grade wheel on the market. 

Simple and durable in construction.
Regular Finish................................. . qo qq Ladies’ Wheel same price.
Full Nickel Plated.................. ..........  12Q.00. GARDNER &  CO., Special Agents, u a  Quincy St.
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THE MYSTIC *
★  TEST BOOK

...  OR THE ...

MAGIC OF THE CARDS,
... B Y  ...

O L N E Y  H . R IC H M O N D ,

G R A N D  M A S T E R  O F  T H E  IN N E R  T E M P L E ,  
O R D E R  O F  T H E  M A G I.

Under the Authority of the Brotherhood of Magic.

Illustrated with over four thousand engrav
ings of the emblems in various positions, giving 
the mystic meaning of the cards under all con
ditions and under all the planets. Gives full 
rules and instructions for delineating or reading 
from the quadratic spread, including the quad- 
ration of the mystic book.

This work gives the wonderful and magic 
properties of the sacred tarot, the mystic tri
angle and many other illustrations in occultism.

Students in magic and occultism will find an 
endless fund of investigation in the Mystic Test 
Book.

256 popes, bound in  leather, with gold side and  
back. P rice , F iv e  Dollars.

Subscription blanks sent to any address on 
receipt of stamp.

t& “ N o t sold through the trade.

O. H. RICHMOND,
1910 Washington Blvd., OHIO AGO.

RELIGION
OP ra B  STARS
By OLNEY H. RICHMOND,

Grand Magea and Master of the Inner Temple of the 
Ancient Order of the Magi.

This work embraces nineteen Grand 
Temple Lectures delivered to Classes 
of Advancement in the

GRAND TE M P LE  OF TH E  ORDER OF 
TH E  MAGI, CHICAGO.

Mystics, Students of Magic and Occult
ism, Free Masons, and all others inter
ested in the Great Coming Beligion 
should read this book. It is the key to 
the hidden knowledge.

^  C O N T E N T S  ^
The Astral Body— Astral Magnetism—Astral 

Evolution—A Mystic Temple—A Mysterious Tale 
—Body and Soul—Evolution of Matter—Evolu
tion in General— Governing Forces-Infinity- 
Looking Backward — Life Beginnings—Magne
tism of the Stars— Magic Chart of the Magi— 
Magical Wonders—Needs of Mankind—Religion 
of the Stars— Re-incarnation—Soni of Man- 
Study of Infinity— Vibrations— Tribute to the 
“ Word” —What the Magi Teach, etc., etc., etc.

320 pages on heavy paper with wide margin 
for rebinding purposes. In pebbled cloth, gold 
side and back, with cabinet sized portrait of the 
author. Price, $ 1 .2 5 ,  postage paid to any 
address.

FOR SALE BY

O . H . R I C H M O N D ,
1910 Washington Boulevard, CHICAGO, ILL

<MVM

PATENTS
Prom p tly  secu red . Trade-M arks, Copyrights 
and L ab els  reg istered . Tw enty-five years ex
perience. W e report- w h eth er p atent can be 
secured  o r  n o t, fre e  o f  charg e. Our fe e  not due 
u n til p aten t is  allow ed. 32 page Book Free. 
H. B ,  W ILLSO N &  CO.. Attorneys at Law, 
Opp. U.B. Fat. Office. W ASHINGTON, D.O.

- A. L. FYFE, -
P r i n t e r  a n d  P u b l i s h e r ,

334 Dearborn St., Chicago.
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Cheap and Pretty Homes.
100 B U ILD IN G  PLANS A N D  E S T IM A T E S .

M tn Diiilrl Cottage, Farm House, Country Seat, III Dllllll Hotel and Summer Place.

A $1500 HOUSE.
A large Atlas showing views and floor plans of low cost houses, of neat modern architecture and 

convenient proportions, ranging from $100 up. If you intend to build a home, whether a small cot
tage or more pretentious mansion, it will pay you to look over these plans and consult about them 
with your carpenter, builder, wife or neighbor. Only thus can you get a clear idea of what you 
want, and avoid disappointment in the end as to style and price.

It is false economy to start out to build a home without such a guide at hand as this complete 
and practical Atlas. Price only $1.00 by mail, postage paid. Stamps taken, but postal note pre
ferred. Address,

DWIGHT T. SPRAGUE &  CO.,
i i 2 Quincy Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR DEVELOPING 
t h e  SPIRITUAL 

SIGHT"

An Egyptian Invention.

U sed  by grand masters, adepts and oth- 

. \ ers. Size 8x10 inches; fire polished 

. \ hard-wood plush-lined cases; our 

. \ own make. B y  Express, $15.00.

These Instruments are intended for those 

. \ who wish to delve deeply into mys- 

. \ ticsecrets. Bead Moore’s poem, 

. \ “  The Magic Mirror. ”

Address: PLANETS AND PEOPLE.
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R O P P ’S

Commercial Calculator
N o . 1. - W i l l

PREVENT MISTAKES,
RELIEVE THE MIND,

---------S A V E ---------

Labor, Time # Money,
DO YOUR R ECK O N IN G

In the TWINKLING of an

No.».

Xz

A READY CALCULATOR, BUSINESS ARITHM ETIC and ACCOUNT-BOOK Combined.
Th is  is unquestionably the most complete and convenient work on Figure», tor 

P R A C T IC A L  TJSE, ever published. I t  contains nearly all the S H O R T  C U TS  known; 
Hundreds of Sim ple Mule» and Original Method» for “ Rasy and Rapid Calculation," 
and millions at Accurate Answers to Business Examples and to Practical Problems.

I t  Sift» and Sim plifies the whole science of Arithmetic, retaining only the Cream, 
in  a nut-shell, as it  were. Its  Tables, Rules and Methods are all extremely simple, 
eminently useful, practical, and folly abreast w ith  the age of steam and electricity.

E v e ry  one who prefers to take the Simplest, the Shortest and the Easiest way lot 
doing his work, should possess a copy of this useful and convenient Pocket Manual. 
I t  w ill enable Everybody to l  »come Proficient and Quick in  Figures; and to many a 
young person, it  m ay prove to be a stepping stone to a successful business career.

HO FABMEB, MECHANIC OB BUSINESS MAN SHOULD BE WITHOUT IT, BECAUSE

IT WILL SHOW AT A GLANCE, WITHOUT
The number of Bushels and pound* in a load 

of Wheat, Corn, Rye, Oats, or Barley, and the 
correct amount tor same, at any price per bo.

The exact amount tor a lot of Hogs or Cattle, 
from 1 lb. to a car load, at any price per Cwt.

The correct amount tor a load of Hay, Straw, 
Coal or Coke, from 25 cents to $ 2 0  per ton.

The exact value a t  a bale of Cotton, at any 
price per lb. Also the ToU tor ginning it.

The correct amount of articles sold by the 
Bushel. Pound, Tard or Dozen, from 'Ac. io $1.

The exact Wages tor any time, at various 
rates per month, per week, and per day.

The equivalent of Wheat In Flour, when ex
changing same, from 25 to 40 lbs. to the bu.

The only correct Rule and Table for estt* 
mating the exact contents of Logs of all sizes.

The exact contents of Lumber. Cisterns, Bins, 
Wagon-beds, Corn-cribs, Cord-wood, and Car
penters’, Plasterers’ and D rick-layers’ work.

THE USE OF PENCIL, PEN OR PAPER.
The exact Interest on any sum, for any timst 

at any practical rate per cent.
The equlv'dent of two or more discounts; as 

for instance, 3354, 10, and 5 off, equals 43% off.
The per cent of gain when goods are be—  H* 

at a certain disc’t from, and sold at list pri
The per cent of gain or low. when goods at 

sold at a discount from the marking price.
The marking price, from which a certain disc’s 

may be given, and yet realize a certain % on cost.
The percent of gain, when buying, and selling 

again, at certain disc’ts from same price list.
The Dag of the Week, tor any date in 300 yrs., 

besides hundreds of other very useful things.
It gives ill the l a t e s t  and S h o r te s t methods known, 

besides many published for the f i r s t  t im e , viz.: an 
E a s y  and U n e r r in g  p r o c e s s  t o r  "Adding long Cob 
rnnoi f*  S h o r t  C u ts  u x Multiplication and Division. 
Problems In Fractions, Interest. Percentage, Mensura
tion, etc., are usually solved with less than o n e-th ird  
the figures and labor, required by ordinary methods.

It is neatly printed on fine paper, and elegantly bound, ax "Pocket-book" form. The No. 2 binding con
tains a silicate Slate and a p r a c t ic a l "Acconnt-book," which has s e lf - in s t r u c t in g  "Form ulas" for recording 
Receipts, Expenditures, Purchases, Bales, etc. In fact, all about "Book-keeping" that is needed by the people. 
It will commend itself to every thoughtful and progressive mind, tor its originality, simplicity and nsufnlness

PRICES OF DIFFERENT STYLES OF BINDING.
N s .  I ,  B o u n d  in  W a t e r p r o o f  L e a th e re t te , B e a u t i fu l ly  E m b e llish e d  In  c o lo r s .......|  SO
No# 2, F in e  A r t i f i c ia l  L e a th e r  w ith  pocket, S i lic a te  S la te  an d  A c c o u n t -B o o k . . . . .  f S  
No# 3 , A m , Russia o r  M orocco , w ith  pocket, Slate an d  R e n e w a b le  A ccoun t-B ook , 1.00  
No. 5, F in e  R u ss ia  o r  M o r .,  Gilded, •* ss ss ss „  1.50

D W IG H T  T .  S P R A G U E  A  C O ., 112 Q u in c y  S t ., C h ic a g o .

ik
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Oranci

Personal Certificates
OF TH E  MAGNETIC LAW OF BEING.

Calculated, Elucidated and Illustrated
F O B  T H O S E  W H O  W IS H  T O  

K N O W  T H E M S E L V E S ,
Men tally  and  P h y s i o l o g i c a l l y . 

Individual Powers, Attributes, Capabilities 
and Possibilities clearly defined for the 

better guidance of all who desire 
that knowledge, instead of 

impulse, shall govern 
their deliberations.

The only true guide obtainable, as it is based 
upon the absolute verities of nature. 

Address,
F .  E. O R M S B Y ,

1 6 9  J A C K S O N  S T . ,  
C H I C A G O .

-throat D beajej CPÖStöhSTfiicario

L I F E  ••• L I l i E l

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.
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H u i  v
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TRADE MARK.

is a little instrument weighing 
less than a pound, which, when 
attached to the body causes the 
whole system to absorb

O X Y G E N — P U R E  O X Y G E N

from the atmosphere. It introduces 
this potent curative agent—oxygen— 
into the remotest and most recondite 
parts. It purifies the blood. It

V IT A L IZ E S  E V E R Y  ORGAN.

It makes war on disease by destroy
ing its producing cause. It elim
inates the morbid and noxious 
elements that act injuriously.

LO W E R  V IT A L IT Y .

It neutralizes or expels all poisons, 
either of malaria, contagion, 
or from the effects of powerful 
drugs. With the body plentifully

S U P P L IE D  W IT H  O X YG E N

and freely oxygenized blood, it  is 
impossible for disease to exist, be
cause the conditions that made it 
possible have been removed, burnt out.

I T  IS  H ARM LE SS.

As the Electropoise simply induces 
the absorption of oxygen, no 
injury can possibly result from its 
application.

A B A N D O N E D  CASES

have been treated from all sections 
and the results fully warrant the 
claim that “ the Electropoise cures 
when all else has failed.”

DO N O T  D E S PA IR

If  you have tried physicians, 
specialists, change of scene and 
climate—everything, in the vain hope 
of cure, and are desperate.

R E M E M B ER

the Electropoise has made its reputa
tion by curing cases that were sup
posed to be “ incurable” and pro
nounced by physicians as such.

IN V E S T IG A T IO N  COURTED.

We solicit the closest investi
gation into the Electropoise, its 
workings, our methods, results that 
attend its use, etc.

E S P E C IA L L Y

do we ask physicians and scientists 
to investigate the matter. _ Think
ing people of all classes will be 
interested in our book.

STATE SM E N , JU R ISTS ,

clerygmen, scientists, physicians 
and intelligent members of all classes 
of society, use and endorse the 
Electropoise. In our book

T H E IR  C E R T IF IC A T E S

are given, together with other infor
mation about the Electropoise, its 
price, method of applying, ease of 
application, certainty of effect,

ABSENCE O P  SHOCK

or other sensation except increase 
of vigor, its total difference from 
the “ electrical appliances” com
monly known. This book

M A ILE D  FRE E

to interested applicants.
Write for one and learn more 
of this remarkable home cure for 
disease without medicine.

E s e ..  " W .  y .  2STC TTT.

Lessee and Manager.

1207 Masonic Temple, i’I|II' | M
’Phone ruin 3*44- U l l t i W V »



P  L A N  E T  fi A N D  P E O P L E .

Keys to Occult Studies.
“ T h e  L a w  a n d  t h e  P r o p h e t s .”

By PRANK EARL ORMSBY.

“ The Law and the Prophets” is a work devoted to the Occult 
Science of the Stars, in which may be found the keys that unlock the 
mysteries of planetary law, and reveals the hidden secrets of life, death, 
character, and the primal causes of the varied states and conditions in 
human beings, together with other valuable and interesting information.

WHAT THE PEOPLE SAY OF THE WORK.

Mrs. Helen Dry den, of Hollister, Cal., | 
writes: *T do not feel that the $10 liqoi- | 
dates the obligation, and I  wish yon suc
cess in your work.”

Mr. O. O. Adams, of Lowell, Mich., 
says: “ There can be no money value 
placed on the information the work con
tains, and the price would be low enough 
at twenty-five dollars a copy. My work is j 
not for sale unless I  am sure of getting | 
another copy.”

Mr. E. H. Grove, of Los Angeles, Cal., 
writes: “ There is no money that would 
buy my book if  I  could not get another. 
My soul yearned for just such a work, 
that would give me the foundation prin
ciples of the law of life. I tried in many 
ways to obtain it, but found it was not to 
be had, so waited contentedly, when I 
found you were at work on such a 
book. I  have found out more concerning | 
the cause of diseases in the short time I 
have had it, than from all other sources. | 
I  feel that the book will do more towards 
the regeneration of humanity than any 
other book before the world to-day.”

Dr. Weaver. Glenbeulah, writes: ((I
have owned all of the best works of the 
Homeopathic and Electric schools, and 
simply as a medical adviser, it is worth 
them all.

Mr. Uriel Buchanan, of Marionville, 
Mo., writes: “  ‘The Law and the
Prophets’ is of inestimable value to those 
making the higher attainment. I speak 
from that unfailing authority, intuition, 
and can truly say it is the grandest work 
of the age for those, who would know the 
fixed law of the universe.” A

Mr. Dennis Murphy, Ft. Omaha, Neb. 
writes: “ It is what I have been wishing 
for these many years. It is by far the 
best expose on Occult Astronomy I have 
yet seen. It answers the question, ‘Why 
is it thus?’ I like it; it is full of truth; its 
style is clear, simple and exact, being, as 
it were, all wheat and no chaff. In my 
opinion the information contained in this 
work is worth $100 to any person of good 
understanding. I admire the genius 
that produced this work.”

The work contains, or includes, the Astronomical Chart which gives 
a complete ephemeris for every year daring seventy-five years of this 
century, from 1825 to 1900.

The edition is limited.
The work is valuable to the stndent and researcher, being too ex

pensive for the ordinary reader, unless he can well afford it.
Price by mail, $10.00. Address,

MRS. STELLA ORMSBY,
1 9 2 5  Washington Boulevard,

Sta. E, CHICAGO.a
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E le c t r o p o is e .
TR A D E  M A R K .

is a little instrument weighing 
less than a pound, which, when 
attached to the body causes the 
whole system to absorb

OXYGEN— PURE OXYGEN
from the atmosphere. It introduces 
this potent curative agent—oxygen—  
into the remotest and most recondite 
parts. It purities the blood. It

V ITA LIZ E S  EV ER Y ORGAN.
It makes war on disease by destroy
ing its producing cause. It elim
inates the morbid and noxious 
elements that act injuriously.

LOWER V IT A L IT Y .
It neutralizes or expels all poisons, 
either of malaria, contagion, 
or from the effects of powerful 
drugs. With the body plentifully

SUPPLIED W IT H  OXYGEN
and freely oxygonized blood, it is 
impossible for disease to exist, be
cause the conditions that made it 
possible have been removed, burnt out.

I T  IS HARMLESS.

REM EM BER

the Electropoise has made its reputa
tion by curing? cases that were sup
posed to be “ incurable” and pro
nounced by physicians as such.

IN V E S T IG A T IO N  COURTED.
We solicit the closest investi
gation into the Electropoise, its 
workings, our methods, results that 
attend its use, etc.

E S PE C IA LLY

do we ask physicians and scientists 
to investigate the matter. % Think
ing people of all classes will be 
interested in our book.

STATESM EN, JU R ISTS ,

clerygmen, scientists, physicians 
and intelligent members of all classes 
of society, use and endorse the 
Electropoise. In our book

T H E IR  C E R T IF IC A TE S
are driven, together with other infor
mation about the Electropoise, its 
price, method of applying, ease of 
application, certainty of effect,

ABSENCE OF SHOCK
or other sensation except increase 
of vigor, its total difference from 
the “ electrical appliances” com
monly known. This book

As the Electropoise simply induces 
the absorption of oxygen, no 
injury can possibly result from its 
application.

ABANDONED CASES

M AILED  FREE
to interested applicants.
Write for one and learn more 
of this remarkable home cure for 
disease without medicine.

have been treated from all sections 
and the results fully warrant the
claim that “the Electro poise cures ___  _______
when all olse has failed. D R .  W  - P .  I T ' O T T ,

DO N O T DESPAIR
If you have tried physicians, 
specialists, change of sceno and 
climate—everything, in the vain hope 
of euro, and are desperate.

Lessee and Manager.

1207 Masonic Temple, finifUflA  
'Phone rialn 3*44- vIlll/AUV#
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Keys to Occult Studies.
“ T h e  L a w  a n d  t h e  P r o p h e t s .”

By PRANK EARL ORMSBY.

“ The Law and the Prophets” is a work devoted to the Occult 
Science of the Stars, in which may be found the keys that unlock the 
mysteries of planetary law, and reveals the hidden secrets of life, death, 
character, and the primal causes of the varied states and conditions in 
human beings, together with other valuable and interesting information.

WHAT THE PEOPLE SAY OF THE WORK.

Mrs. Helen Dryden, of Hollister, Cal., I 
writes: “ I  do not feel that the $ 1 0  liqui
dates the obligation, and I  wish you suc
cess in your work.”

Mr. O. O. Adams, of Lowell, Mich., 
says: “ There can be no money value 
placed on the information the work con
tains, and the price would be low enough 
at twenty-five dollars a copy. My work is 
not for sale unless I  am sure of getting 
another copy.”

Mr. E. H. Grove, of Los Angeles, Cal., 
writes: “ There is no money that would 
buy my book if I  could not get another. 
My soul yearned for just such a work, 
that would give me the foundation prin
ciples of the law of life. I  tried in many 
ways to obtain it, but found it was not to 
be had, so waited contentedly, when I  
found you were at work on such a 
book. I  have found out more concerning 
the cause of diseases in the short time I  
have had it, than' from all other sources. 
I  feel that the book will do more towards 
the regeneration of humanity than any 
other book before the world to-day.”

Dr. Weaver. Glenbeulah, writes: “ I
have owned all of the best works of the 
Homeopathic aud Electric schools, and 
simply as a medical adviser, it is worth 
them all.

Mr. Uriel Buchanan, of Marionville, 
Mo., writes: “ ‘The Law and the
Prophets’ is of inestimable value to those 
making the higher attainment. I  speak 
from that unfailing authority, intuition, 
and can truly say it is the grandest work 
of the age for those, who would know the 
fixed law of the universe.”

Mr. Dennis Murphy, Ft, Omaha, Neb. 
writes: “ It is what I  have been wishing 
for these many years. It is by far the 
best expose on Occult Astronomy I have 
yet seen. It answers the question, ‘Why 
is it thus?’ I  like it; it is full of truth; its 
style is clear, simple and exact, being, as 
it were, all wheat and no chaff. In my 
opinion the information contained in this 
work is worth $ 10 0  to any person of good 
understanding. I admire the genius 
that produced this work.”

The work contains, or includes, the Astronomical Chart which gives 
a complete ephemeris for every year during seventy-five years of this 
century, from 1825 to 1900.

The edition is limited.
The work is valuable to the student and researcher, being too ex

pensive for the ordinary reader, unless he can well afford it.
Price by mail, $10.00. Address,

MRS. STELLA ORMSBY,
1 9 2 5  Washington Boulevard,

Sta. E, CHICAGO.a
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HEALTH PRODUCERS.
It is a well known fact that unless the surface o f one’s 

body is properly cleansed, there remains lodged in the pores 
o f the skin effete matter which retards the circulation and in 
many instances lays the foundation for a deranged and dis
eased system. A ll manner o f feverish aggravations are caused 
by this one neglect alone, and every person who desires the 
best and surest method for removing every obstruction to the 
natural flow o f the excrescences o f the system, should send for 
one of our

H E A L T H  B A T H  BRUSHES, 
and use the same over the entire surface o f the body every 
night and morning, and also with the best o f soap when bath
ing. An air both with such a stirring up o f the flesh will do 
more for Health and Physical Beauty, than all the cosmetics, 
powders and washes known to the world.

EACH PERSON SHOULD HAVE A BRUSH O F  T H E IR jfO W N  TO  
PREVENT THE TRANSMISSION OF S K IN  A F F E C T IO N S .

We furnish the following by mail, post-paid:

B A T H  BRUSHES.

No. 53.— Bent handle, for wet or dry use......................
“  54.— Bent, larger and heavier, for wet or dry use, 
“  55.—Bent, best quality made, “  “  “ “ .

No. 57.—This style, long brush.

.$ .60 
; 1.00 
I x.25

41.25

K E E P T H E  T E E T H  CLEAN .

Post-paid on receipt of price.
Address all orders to

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.



PLA N ETS AND PEO PLE.

We are prepared to furnish Globes in any size and style, at lowest prices.

Address all orders to
PLANETS AND PEOPLE.
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SEXENNIAL.
HISTORY.

Organized and Chartered July 18th, 1888.
Has pat ap 435 Lodges.
Written 21,000 Certificates.
Paid 15,000 Claims, amounting to $1,200,000.
Has accumulated $1,000,000 in Reserve Fund.
Has paid $400,000 in Matured Claims.

PLAN.
Relief Fund pays 

$25 per week in Sickness,
$500 in total Disability,
$1000 at Death.
90 to 100 per cent, gains if you don’tdie in 6 years.

MORTUARY CLASS.
Yon can join for $200.00 to $8,000.00.

SEXENNIAL GIVES $i,ooo.
Death Protection at an approximate cost of 

$4 .00 per yoar. Hands back the cost of Sick Pro
tection in fl yoars.

Best Investment.
Lowest Cost.

Inquire of
Sexennial League, hale Building, 
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE MEDIUM.

RUBBER STAMP

An eight-page weekly journal,
DEVOTED TO

The Philosophy and Phenomena 
of Spiritualism.

The only paper o f its kind on the Pacific coast. 
Specimen copies sent free. Subscription 50 eta.

THE MEDIUM,
Donney Block. Los Angeles, Cal.

TUP IQ 14 Mlf WflPT n a High-class Monthly Inti lobAnllv nUKLU M agazin e, w h ich
numbers amongst its contributors the leading 
and most learned Muslim writers throughout 
the world. Subscription 1 / - per year. Post free.

SH EIK H  W. H. ABDULLAH QUILLIAM, 
EDITOR,

15, Manchester-street, Liverpool, England.

a weekly jou rn al published 
b y  t h e  Liverpool MuslimTHE CRESCENT g yT h f £ £

Society; is a record o f Islamic progress through* 
out the world, and advocates belief in One Ood 
and Mahommed as His inspired Prophet. Send 
for a sample copy to

SHEIKH ABDULLAH QUILLIAM,
15, Manchester-street, Liverpool, England. 

Subscriptions 4s. 4d. per annum to all parts of 
the world.

THE PERFECT CUFF HOLDER
FASTENS THE CUFF 

TO THE LINING OF THE 
COAT SLEEVE. 

Holds the Cuff In exactly 
the same position at all 
times. Just what Cuff 
Wearers lmvo been want
ing. W ill last a life lime.

BEST.WAY TO HOLD TH E C U FFS .
Cannot get out o f order. W ill save tbelr price In 
laundry bills In one month. Put Holder In the back 
button hole of the cuff, with clasps open, plarecuff In 
position Incoat sleevo after coat I son .then prersdown 
on the outside of the Cost Sleevo closing the Clasp 
•bur the Jaws of the Holder will fasten to tbe Cost 
Risers lining. Cuflh come off with tbe Cost, or their
Keillor. can be changed without removing thoCoat.

am ple pair, p repaid  by m ail iiGo. Agents 
wanted for these Holders and the Ramey lfedlcator, 
an Instrument and Hom e treatment for Catarrh and 
all head and throat troubles. Sell at sight.

Money Saved^^
BY ORDERING

* * GOODS FROH U S * *

Price, 50 cents.



The rietaphysical flagazine,
Occult, Philosophic and Scientific.

The only first-class Magazine in the world devoted to the higher or Metaphysical 
side of every important subject of life, presented in a trustworthy manner by the best 
writers of the day in all parts of the world.

ALWAYS THE BEST V * V # % % V * * * V *
Subscription price, $2.50 per annum. Single copies, 25 cents. At all newsstands, 

or mailed to any address upon receipt of price. Agents wanted in every locality. 
Issued monthly, by

T H E  M E T A P H Y S I C A L  P U B L IS H IN G  C O M P A N Y ,
Publishers, Importers and Dealers in Oriental Literature, Books and Periodicals relat
ing to Progressive Thought, works on Metaphysical Healing and Mental Philosophy. 
Catalogue free to any address.

New Light from the Great Pyramid!
T h e  A s t r o n o m ic o -Ge o g r a p u ic a l  Sy s t e m  o f  t h e  A n c ie n t s  
R e c o v e r e d  a n d  A p p l ie d  t o  t h e  E l u c id a t io n  o f  H is t o r y ,
C e r e m o n y , S y m b o l is m , a n d  R e l ig io n . :: :: :: :: ::

By A L B E R T  ROSS P A R S O N S .
“ A book that will commend itself to students of the symbolism which underlies 

all religions. A multitude of correspondencesare traced by careful etymological re
search, and a vast amount of venerable symbolism in astronomy and old religion is 
found to apply to Christ. The book displays remarkable learning.” — Northwest 
Magazine.

"A  curious book which will greatly interest the votaries of the occult and 
mysterious.”—Detroit Free Press,

‘ ‘A notable contribution of correlated facts drawn from the Hebrew Bible, the 
Hindu Scriptures, and the religions of the civilized nations of antiquity.” — Boston 
Traveller.

The work contains a map both of the surface of the Globe and of the constella
tions in the heavens, with numerous rare and significant illustrations of great value. 

b e nd  f o r  f u l l  p r e s s  n o t ic e s  a n d  d e s c r ip t iv e  c ir c u l a r .

Price, $4.00.

The Philosophy of Mental Healing,
By L E A N D E R  E D M U N D  W H IP P L E .

Cloth, $2.00; Full Gold, $2.BO.
” . . .  It stands at the head of the list of metaphysical explanations of mind- 

cure.” — Hartford Times, Hartford, Conn.
"The author's presentation of the subject is calm and dignified, free from cant, 

and hence commends itself to the consideration of thoughtful people. To many who 
have been looking for a reliable and logical presentation of a subject which is forcing 
its way into public notice this book will be a welcome visitor.” — Home Journal, New 
York.

"A  remarkably interesting chapter of the work is that entitled 'How Mental 
Action Causes Disease,' in which the effect of the mind upon the body is illustrated 
by familiar examples. There is a constant temptation to quote, in turning over the 
pages of the volume, but we must leave interested readers to enjoy the work as a 
whole. Meanwhile, we commend it as the most valuable contribution to the litera
ture of mental healing yet given to the public; dignified in tone, clear and definite in 
statement, and logical in its conclusions.” —Boston Evening Transcript.

Any book post-paid to any part o f  the world reached by the Postal Union.

THE riETAPHYSICAL PUBLISHING CO.,
5 0 3  Fifth Avenue, New York.

PLANETS AND PEOPLE._______________________
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A Lung Gymnasium.
THE WILHIDE
f y h a i  f p  ^

Affords the most perfect athletic exercise known fo r all the m uscles o f th e T h r o a t , 
L u n g s , C h e s t , S t o m a c h  and A b d o m e n . Strengthens the vocal organs and enlarges 
the chest. Will speedily cure common colds, relieve hoarseness, and p reven t as w ell as 
cure throat and lung troubles, and for the overcoming o f nervousness and indigestion  
it is invaluable.

Indorsed by physicians, clergymen, and public speakers
Its Graduated Exhaust is especially valuable, adapting it  to every condition of  

strength without mental effort or exhaustion. Made o f purest hard rubber, finest finish, 
a beautiful pocket piece. I t  costs only the price o f one visit to the doctor aud w ill last 
a life-time. I t  is Simple, Scientific, Safe and Sure.

CONSUMPTION IS CURABLE.
So says Prof. Austin Flint, Prof. Bennett, Dr. 

F. H. Ramadge, and others.
Dr. Dio Lewis says, “Consumption is incura

ble by medicines 1 admit; that it is often cured 
by pure air, exercise, right habits, no intelligent 
and candid physician will doubt.”

J. M. Buckley, D. D.. of New York, Editor of 
the Christian Advocate, came of a consumptive 
family, at an early age he was considered “as 
good as dead.” In his book entitled “A Heredi
tary Consumptive’s Successful Battle for Life,“ 
tellsus he tried all the patent and proprietary 
medicines and specifics—Courses of treatment 
by both Homoeopathic and Allopathic physi
cians. The malt, liquor and whiskey treatment, 
all failed. A sea voyage was talked of, but his 
Presiding Elder suggested he go home to his 
friends, as the end seemed near.
'It was now he read the medical work “ Medi

cine cures no chronic disease of the general sys
tem, it may mitigate, sometimes, assist natural 
processes, give relief from pain, but nature 
cures, air, diet, exercise, light, rest, peace of 
mind, do the work.

He now began the systematic and daily use of 
a Breathing Tube of which he writes: “To this 
Instrument I owe more than all medicines, or 
out door exercise, and were I compelled to 
choose between the use of the tube for one and 
a half hours a day, and all other exercises and 
medicines without it for the removal of pulmo
nary disease, experience and observation would 
lead me to prefer the tube.”

W H A T  IS SAID  OF T H E  E X H A L E R .
1. “ It is almost an instantaneous cure of com

mon colds.”
2. “ It aids digestion and gives me an appe

tite” —
3. “ It relieves me of mental and physical wea

riness from close study and indoor work”------
4. “ It beats medicines for giving sweet, refresh

ing sleep.”
51 “ It is the best tonic”------
6. “ I-an do no hurt and always does good” ----
7. “ It increased my chest two inches in a few 

months and I am a healthier man.”
8. A minister, “ I had a weak throat from 

childhood, made worse by a long spell of Bron
chitis. thought I would have to quit preaching, 
but the use of the tube, as directed, has cured 
me. I can talk all day with ease and comfort.”A consumptive says: “ My second break down 
terminated in consumption. Doctors sent me 
South, no benefit; returned North; the doctors 
said the top of ray left lung was hardened, but 
might be absorbed in eighteen months, or sup
purate, but would have to go South for the win
ter ̂ now I began the use of an exhaler, as direct
ed, m 4 months the air was circulating freely 
and easily all through my lungs, appetite excel
lent, strength increasing, spirits revived and 
every indication of returning health, and no 
need to go South.”

These claims are not the heated imagination 
of the Inventer. They are facts, and the effects 
guarantee the claims.

Full directions, with other valuable health hints, worth many times its cost, free with every tube. 
Price by mail, post-paid, only $ 1 .5 0 .

Address all orders to
PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

SPIRITUAL, OCCULT
AND LIBERAL

O f every name and date, constantly on Land, or secured 
to order, for those who cannot find the works 

they seek. Send for list and prices to
THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER,

40 LOOMIS ST., CHICAGO.
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Our Premium Offer
Each and every subscriber o f P L A N E T S  A N D  PE O PLE , w ill receive in addition 

to the journal for twelve months, Ormsby’s patented Astronomical System, entitled:

THE PLAY OF THE PLANETS.
The accompanying diagram and matter w ill explain the nature o f the system and 

study, which however can only be appreciated when its deeper import is realized by 
application and demonstration.

★  PLAY OF TH E PLANETS. ★
Patented in this and foreign countries.

T H IS  N E W  S T A B  S T U D Y  I N  O C C U L T  A S T R O N O M Y  C O N T A I N S :

1. A system for finding the position of the planets in onr solar system and day during seventy- 
five years of this centurjr. This knowledge has for ages been held in secrecy.

Note— This information in any other form, if it were published, would cost from seventy-five to 
one hundred dollars.

2. This system also contains a chart which will give the positions and orderly movements of 
planets for all past present and future centuries, with one annual correction, which makes it the 
greatest astronomical device ever invented by man.

3. The chart also gives the moon’s relations to the earth and sun, and the regularity of its 
phases, for all time, in like manner.

4. The study contains a book on the occult meaning of the positions and relation of the stars as 
they operate upon the earth, and influence human life.

5. The work contains the Zodiac, and explains its sigus.
6. The signs of the planets, the harmony and inharmony of their polarities is a feature of the

study. . . . . . .
7. The effect of the planets upon human life, and the tendency to yield to their vibrations, is 

clearly stated.
8. The comparative force and energy of the aspects of the planets to the earth, is fully illustrated 

and explained.
9. The affinity existing between some magnets isillustrated.

10. The pure teachings of ancient astronomers illustrated and explained.
11. This study contains the basic principles upon which rests all the Occult Wisdom, of both the 

Orient and the Occident, and explains and teaches in language comprehensible by all the eternal 
truths of infinity.

12. The closing pages reveal some of the wonders of time and space, of distance and motion, of 
power and force, of greatness and grandeur, and presents a picture to the mind’s eye, which shows 
the wonderful relation and action of worlds, suns and systems, in all their glory and majesty.

This wonderful knowledge simplified and brought within the reach of all, for the small sum of 
$1.00, postpaid, upon receipt of price.

Address
P L A N E T S  A N D  PE O PLE , 160 Jackson Street, Chicago.
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TH E CELEBRATED BICYCLE.
IXL PHANTOM, 

For 1895.

Road Wheel, 22 lbs. 
Gear, 68 inches.

Regular Finish..................................90.00.
Full Nickel Plated----------------------  120XJ0.

Solid drawn Steel tubing. Ball bearing. Dust proof.
The highest grade wheel on the market.

Simple and durable In construction.
Ladles' Wheel same price.

GARDNER ft CO., Special Agents, 112  Quincy St.

*

SPECIAL+ DIAMOND.
W ARRANTED IN  EVERY RESPECT.

N O . 6 0 . S P O T C A S H , »6 0 .0 0 .

These are special bargains, shipped to any point in the U, S.
GARDNER ft CO., Special Agents, in  Quincy St., Chicago

ky the p «W M tn «# PLANETS AND PBOPLC.» «W y  r

U D I C T  W N C CL, M M <  O U A U TV , N O  66. S P O T CA S H , 0 6 0 .0 0 .
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RELIGION
OF THE S T A R S

THE MYSTIC *
★  TEST BOOK

. ..  OR THE ...

MAGIC OF THE CARDS,
... B Y  ...

OLNEY H. RICHMOND,
G R A N D  M A S T E R  O F  T H E  I N N E R  T E M P L E ,  

O R D E R  O F T H E  M A G I .

Under the Authority of the Brotherhood of Magic.

Illustrated with oyer four thousand engrav
ings of the emblems in various positions, giving 
the mystic meaning of the cards under all con
ditions and under all the planets. Gives full 
rulds and instructions for delineating or reading 
from the quadratic spread, including the quad- 
ration of the mystic book.

This work gives the wonderful and magic 
properties of the sacred tarot, the mystic tri
angle and many other illustrations in occultism.

Students in magic and occultism will find an 
endless fund of investigation in the Mystic Test 
Book.

256 pages, bound in  leather, w ith gold side and  
back. P r ic e , F iv e  Dollars.

Subscription blanks sent to any address on 
receipt of stamp.

0 W ~N ot sold through the trade.

O. H. RICHM OND,
1910 Washington Blvd., CHICAGO.

By OLNEY H. RICHMOND,
Grand Magea and Master of the Inner Temple of the 

Ancient Order of the Magi.

This work embraces nineteen Grand 
Temple Lectures delivered to Classes 
of Advancement in the

GRAND TE M P L E  O F  T H E  ORDER OF 
T H E  MAGI, CHICAGO.

Mystics, Students of Magic and Occult
ism, Free Masons, and all others inter
ested in the Great Coming Religion 
should read this book. It is the key to 
the hidden knowledge.

^ C O N T E N T S  ^
The Astral Body— Astral Magnetism—Astral 

Evolution—A Mystic Temple—A Mysterious Tale 
—Body and Soul—Evolution of Matter—Evolu
tion in General— Governing Forces—Infinity— 
Looking Backward— Life Beginnings—Magne- 
tism of the Stars— Magic Chart of the Magi— 
Magical Wonders—Needs of Mankind—Religion 
of the Stars— Re-incarnation— Soul of Man— 
Study of Infinity— Vibrations— Tribute to the 
“ Word” —What the Magi Teach, etc., etc., etc.

320 pages on heavy paper with wide margin 
for rebinding purposes. In pebbled cloth, gold 
side and back, with cabinet sized portrait of the 
author. Price, $ 1 .2 5 ,  postage paid to any 
address.

FOR S A LE  BY

O .  H .  R I C H M O N D ,

1910 Washington Boulevard, CHICAGO, ILL

PATENTS
Promptly secured. Trade-Marks, Copyrights 
and Labels registered. Twenty-five years ex
perience. W e report whether patent can be 
secured or not, free o f charge. Our fee not due 
until patent is allowed. 3 2  p age  B o o k  F ree . 
H .  B .  W I L L S O N  Sl C O . ,  Attorneys at Law, 
Opp. U. B. Pat. Office. W A S H I N G T O N ,  D .  O .

- A. L. FYFE, -
P r i n t e r  a n d  P u b l i s h e r ,

334 Dearborn St., Chicago.
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Cheap and Pretty Homes.
100 BUILDING PLANS AND E S TIM A TE S .

UflW til Pillili Cottage, Farm House, Country Seat, 
flu ir IU D 111111 Hotel and Summer Place.

A $ 1 50 0 H O USE.
A large Atlas showing views and floor plans of low cost houses, o f neat modem architecture and 

convenient proportions, ranging from $100 up. I f  you intend to build a home, whether a small cot
tage or more pretentious mansion, it w ill pay you to look over these plans and consult about them 
with your carpenter, builder, wife or neighbor. Only thus can you get a clear idea of what you 
want, and avoid disappointment in the end as to style and price.

I t  is false economy to start out to build a home without such a guide at hand as this complete 
and practical Atlas. Price only $1.00 by mail, postage paid. Stamps taken, but postal note pre
ferred. Address all orders to

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

FOR DEVELOPING 
t h e  SPIRITUAL 

SIGHT'

An Egyptian Invention.

TJsed  by grand masters, adepts and oth- 
. i  ers. Size 8x10 inches; fire polished 
. \ hard-wood plush-lined cases; our 
. \ own make. B y Express, $15.00.

These Instruments are intended for those 
.•. who wish to delve deeply into mys- 
. \ ticsecrets. Bead Moore’s poem, 
. \ “ The Magic Mirror.”

A d d r e s s : PLANETS AND PEOPLE,
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R O P P 'S  '

Commercial Calculator
Mo. 1. — W IL L   Mo, 9,

PREVENT MISTAKES,
RELIEVE THE MIND,

-------- S A V E ---------
Labor, Time $ Money,

------AND—

DO YOUR RECKONING
In the TWINKLING o f  an

—

A READY CALCULATOR, BUSINESS ARITHMETIC and ACCOUNT-BOOK Combined.
This is unquestionably the most complete and convenient w ork on Flour«», fo r 

P R A C T IC A L  USE, ever published. I t  contains nearly a ll the SH O R T  OUTS known; 
Hundreds o f Simpl« Union and Original Method» for "R a s y  and Rapid Calculation," 
and millions o f Accurate Answer« to Business Rx&xnples and to Practica l Problems.

I t  Sift» and Sim plifies the whole solenoe o f Arithmetic, retaining’ on ly  the Cream, 
In a nut-shell, as it  were. Its  Tables, Rules and Methods are a ll extrem ely simple, 
eminently useful, praotloal, and fu lly abreast w ith the age o f  steam  and eleotrlclty.

Every  one who prefers to take the Sim plest, the Shortest and the E asiest w ay for 
doing his work, should possess a oopy o f this useful and convenient Pocket Manual. 
I t  w ill enable Everybody to l  aoome Proficient and Quick In F igu res ; and to many a  
young person, it  may prove tu be a stepping stone to a suooessful business oareer.

NO KAItMK.lt, MECHANIC OR BU8INBB8 MAN SHOULD RE WITHOUT IT, BECAUSE

IT KILL SHOW AT A GLANCE, WITHOUT THE USE OF PENCIL, PEN OR PAPER.
The number of Bushels and pounds in a load 

of Wheat, Corn. Ilyo, Oats, or Harley, and the 
correct amount for samo, at any price per bu.

The exact amount for a lot of Hogs or Cattle, 
from 1 lb. to a oar load, at, any prToo per Cwt.

The correct amount for a load of Hay, Straw, 
Coal or Coke, from 25 cents to $20 per ton.

The exact value of a balo of Cotton, at any 
prloo per lb. Also tho Toll for ginning it.

The oorrect amount of artloles sold by the 
Bushel, Pound, Yard or Dozen, from %o. to $1.

Tho exact Wages for any time, at various 
gates per month, per week, and per day.

The equivalent of Wheat in Flour, when ex
changing same, from 25 to 40 lbs. to the bu.

The only correct Rulo and Table for estl* 
mating tho exact content« ol Logs of all sizes.

Tho exact content« of Lumber. Cisterns, Bins, 
Wagon-bods, Corn-arlbs, Cord-wood, and Car- 
ponton’, Plasterers' and Brlok-layors' work.

Tho exact In terest on any sum, for any time, 
at any praotloal rate per oent.

The equivalent of two or more discounts; as 
for instanoo, 33%, 10, and 5 off, equals 43% off.

The per oent of gain when goods are bought 
at a certain dlso't from, and sold at list prices.

The per oent of gain or loss, when goods are 
sold at a discount from the marking price.

The marking price, from wbloh a certain dlso't 
may be given, and yet realize a oertaln % on oost.

The percent of gain, when buying, and selling 
again, at oertaln also'ts from same price list.

The Day of the Week, for any date In 800 yrs., 
besides hundreds of other very useful things.

It gives all the L a test and S h o r test methods known, 
besides many published for tho f i r s t  tim e, viz.: an 
E a s y  and U n e rr in g  prooesB (or "Adding long Col
umns S h o r t C u ts  in Multiplication and Division. 
Problems In Fractions. Interest, Percentage, Mensura
tion, eto., are usually solved with less than one-third  
tho figures and labor, required by ordinary methods.

It is neatly printed on fine paper, and elegantly bound, in "Pocket-book "form. The No.2 binding con
tain! a silica te  Blato and a p ra ctica l “Aooonnt-book," which has se lf- in str u c tin g  “  Formulas "  to r  recording 
Itocolpts, Expenditures. Purchases, Sales, eto. In (act, all about "Book-keeping "that is needed by the people. 
It will commend iteolt to every thoughtful and progressive mind, lor Its originality, simplicity and usefulness.

PRICES OF DIFFERENT STYLES OF BINDING.
H o. 1. B o u n d  In  W a te rp ro o f Leath erette . B e a u t i fu l ly  E m b e llish e d  In  c o lo r s .......8  80
H o. 2. F in e  A rt ific ia l L ea th er w ith  pocket, S ilica te  S late  an d  A o eo u n t-B n o k ....... 78
N o . 8. A m , R ussia o r  Moroooo, w ith  pocket, S la te  and  R e n e w a b le  Aocount*Book , 1 .00  
N o . B ,  F in *  R ussia  o r  M or., O ilded , •• •• "  "  •• 1 .50

Address all orders to PLANETS AND PEOPLE.
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THE MAGIC MIRROR.

As we have many inquiries as to the use and advantage of Magic 
Mirrors, we give herewith a few points concerning their origin and use.

They originated “far back in the dim and distant past,” with a people 
who devoted much time and close study to nature and nature’s laws. They 
are constructed with certain combinations of materials and ingredients, 
magnetically arranged, charged and co-ordinated to the mentality of 
human beings. The subtle laws of vibration, psychometry and plane
tary astral influences, must be understood to properly construct and per
fect such an instrument.

They are designed and built up in strict accordance with the higher 
principles of mind and soul forces, and are used at their best, by those 
who seek true knowledge for its own sake. They deal with the astral 
light, upon the astral plane, and because of their superior scientific con
struction, they are only used for intellectual and spiritual growth. The 
Mystics are the ones who receive great light and power from this source. 
Tfiey are aided by its reflective power to gain that which their natural 
gifts fail to reved. Those who use Magic Mirrors are far in advance of 
those who do not, therefore, they are considered beyond price by them. 
Those possessing them are sometimes offered large sums for them, for 
many believe that by use they improve to a wonderful degree. The very 
wise men of ancient times used them, and thus gained great knowledge 
and power. The renewal of astronomical and occult studies has again 
revived the interest in these instruments, and as they are in our line, 
they are furnished to order by one who understands the principles of
their construction.

Black Mirrors, Plush Gases, 8x10........................ $15.00
White I  “ I  “ ...................... 25.00

The black ones are as good as the white ones for most uses. It 
takes from ten days to two weeks to fill orders. They are sent by ex
press. Full instructions as to their care, etc., accompanies them.

It is desirable to have date of birth of the one who is to use a mir
ror, as a guide in its construction, although not absolutely necessary for 
results in its use. Address all orders to

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.
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E l e c t r s p o i s e .
T R A D E  M A R K .

is a little instrument weighing 
less than a pound, which, when 
attached to the body causes the 
whole system to absorb

O XYG E N — PU RE OXYGEN

from the atmosphere. It introduces 
this potent curative agent—oxygen— 
into the remotest and most recondite 
parts. It purifies the blood. It

V IT A L IZ E S  E V E R Y  ORGAN.

It makes war on disease by destroy
ing its producing cause. It elim
inates the morbid and noxious 
elements that act injuriously.

LOWER V IT A L IT Y .

It neutralizes or expels all poisons, 
either of malaria, contagion, 
or from the effects of powerful 
drugs. With the body plentifully

SU PPLIE D  W IT H  OXYGEN

and freely oxygenized blood, It is 
Impossible for disease to exist, be
cause the conditions that made it 
possiblo have boon removed, burnt out.

I T  IS  HARMLESS.

As tho Elect ropoise simply induces 
the absorption of oxygen, no 
injury can possibly result from its 
application.

ABANDONED CASES
have boon fronted from all sections 
and the results fully warrant the 
claim that "the Electropoise cures 
when all else has failed. '

REM EM BER

the Electropoise has made its reputa
tion by curing cases that were sup
posed to be “ incurable" and pro
nounced by physicians as such.

IN V E S T IG A T IO N  CO U RTED .

We solicit the closest investi
gation into the Electropoise, its 
workings, our methods, results that 
attend its use, etc.

E S P E C IA L L Y

do we ask physicians and scientists 
to investigate the matter. Think
ing people of all classes w ill be 
interested in o ur book.

STATESM EN, JU R IS TS ,

clerygmen, scientists, physicians 
and intelligent members of all classes 
of society, use and endorse the 
Electropoise. In our book

T H E IR  C E R T IF IC A T E S

are given, together with other infor
mation about the Electropoise, its 
price, method of applying, ease of 
application, certainty of effect,

ABSENCE OF SHOCK

or other sensation except increase 
of vigor, its total difference from 
the “ electrical appliances” com
monly known. This book

M A ILE D  FREE

to interested applicants.
Write for one and learn more 
of this remarkable home cure for 
disease without medicine.

X5ia. ■W. »•- M T T T T ,

DO N O T D ESPA IR
If you have tried physicians, 
specialists, change of scene and 
climate—everything, in the vain hope 
of cure, and are desperate.

Lessee and Manager.

1207 Masonic Temple, f in i f l l f t A
'Phone Plain 3344- v H l v A \ l U #



P L A N E T S  A N D  P E O P L E .

Keys to Occult Studies.
“ T h e  L a w  a n d  t h e  P r o p h e t s .”

By FRANK EARL ORMSBY.

“■The Law and the Prophets” is a work devoted to the Occult 
Science of the Stars, in which may be found the keys that unlock the 
mysteries of planetary law, and reveals the hidden secrets of life, death, 
character,.and the primal causes of the varied states and conditions in 
human, beings, together with other valuable and interesting information.

WHAT THE PEOPLE SAY OF THE WORK.

Mrs. Helen Dryden, of Hollister, Cal., 
writes: “ I  do not feel that the $10 liqui
dates the obligation, and I  wish yon suc
cess in your work.”

Mr. O. O. Adams, of Lowell, Mich., 
says: “ There can be no money value 
placed on the information the work con
tains, and the price would be low enough 
at twenty-five dollars a copy. My work is 
not for sale unless I  am sure of getting 
another copy.”

Mr. E. H. Grove, of Los Angeles, Cal., 
writes: “ There is no money that would 
buy my book if  I could not get another. 
My soul yearned for just such a work, 
that would give me the foundation prin
ciples of the law of life. I tried in many 
ways to obtain it, but found it was not to 
be had, so waited contentedly, when I 
found you were at work on such a 
book. I have found out more concerning 
the cause of diseases in the short time I 
have had it, than from all other sources. 
I feel that the book will do more towards 
the regeneration of humanity than any 
other book before the world to-day.”

Dr. Weaver. Glenbeulah, writes: “ I
have owned all of the best works of the 
Homeopathic and Electric schools, and 
simply as a medical adviser, it is worth 
them all.

Mr. Uriel Buchanan, of Marionville, 
Mo., writes: “  ‘The Law and the
Prophets’ is of inestimable value to those 
making the higher attainment. I speak 
from that unfailing authority, intuition, 
and can truly say it  is the grandest work 
of the age for those, who would know the- 
fixed law of the universe.”

Mr. Dennis Murphy, Ft. Omaha, Neb. 
writes: “ It is what I  have been wishing 
for these many years. It  is by far the 
best expose on Occult Astronomy I have* 
yet seen. It answers the question, ‘W hy 
is it thus?’ I like it; it is full of truth; its 

| style is clear, simple and exact, being, as 
I it were, all wheat and no chaff. In my 

opinion the information contained in this 
work is worth $100 to any person of good 
understanding. I admire the genius J that produced this work.”

The work contains, or includes, the Astronomical Chart which gives 
a complete ephemeris for every year during seventy-five years of this 
century, from 1825 to 1900.

The edition is limited.
The work is valuable to the student and researcher, being too ex

pensive for the ordinary reader, unless he can well afford it.
Price by mail, $10.00. Address,

MRS. STELLA ORMSBY,
1925 W ashington Boulevard,

Sta. E, CHICAGO.a
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HEALTH PRODUCERS.
It is a well known fact that unless the surface o f one’s 

body is properly cleansed, there remains lodged in the pores 
of the skin effete matter which retards the circulation and in 
many instances lays the foundation for a deranged and dis
eased system. A ll manner o f feverish aggravations are caused 
by this one neglect alone, and every person who desires the 
best and surest method for removing every obstruction to the' 
natural flow of the excrescences o f the system, should send for 
one of our

H E A L T H  B A T H  BRUSHES, 
and use the same over the entire surface o f the body every 
night and morning, and also with the best o f soap when bath
ing. An air both with such a stirring up o f the fljesh w ill do 
more for Health and Physical Beauty, than all the cosmetics, 
powders and washes known to the world.

EA CH  P E R SO N  SH O U LD  H A V E  A  B R U S H  O F  T H E I R  O W N  T O  
P R E V E N T  T H E  T R A N SM ISSIO N  O F  S K IN  A F F E C T IO N S .

We furnish the following by mail, post-paid :

B A T H  BRUSHES.

No. 53.—Bent handle, for wet or dry use............. ............ ”.y'. ___ .J « ..............$ .60
“ 54.— Bent, larger and heavier, for wet or dry use....................... .............. . x.00
“  55.—Bent, best quality made, “  “  “  “  .................... ............ ...........  i .25

KE E P T H E  T E E T H  C LEAN .

No. 60.—One o f th e B est T ooth  Brushes made..........
Post-paid on receipt o f price.

Address all orders to

$ .25

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.
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We are prepared to furnish Globes in any size and style, at lowest prices.

Address all orders to
PLANETS AND PEOPLE,



PLAN El'S AND PEOPLE

S E X E N N I A L .
HISTORY.

Orgauizod and Chartered July 18th, 1888. 
Has put up 136 Lodges.
Writton 21,000 Oortiflontos.
Puiil 311,000 Claims, amounting to $1,200,000.
Has accumulated $1/100,000 in Rosorvo Fund, 
lias paid $100,000 in Matured Claims.

THE MFOllIM ^
An eight-pago weekly journal,

DEVOTED TO

The Philosophy and Phenomena 

of Spiritualism.
Tho only paper of Its kind on tlio Pacific coast. 

Specimou copies sunt froo. Subscription B0 cts.

TH E  M E D IU M ,

PLAN.
Relief Fund paya 

$2B pur woolc in Slolcnoss,
$B00in total Disability,
$1000 at Dontli.
150 to 100 pur cont. gains if you don't dio in 0 yoars.

HORTUARY CLASS.
You oau join for $200,00 to $8,000.00,

Donney Block. Los Angeles, Cal.

I l l K U - C l I l h H  l U O U M l i y

whi chTHE ISLAMIC WORLD
numbers amongst its contributors tho londingl 
and most Ion mod Muslim writers throughout 
tho world. Subscription 7/ -  por yoar. Post froo.

SHEIKH W. II. ABDULLAH QUILLIAM, 
EDITOR,

15, Mancliostor-stroot, Liverpool, England.

SEXENNIAL OIVES $i,ooo.
Dontli Protootion at an approximate cost of 

$1,00 pur year. Hands baok tho cost of Stole Pro
tection 111 0 yours.

Best Investment.
Lowest Cost.

Inquire of
Sexennial League, Hale Building, 

Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

RUBBER STAMP,
Price, 50 cents.

tPUI? PDP OP PUT a weekly journal published 
lilEi ImuoLuHl b y  th o  Liverpool Muslim 
Society i is a record of Islamic progress through
out the world, and ndvooatos belief in Ono Hod 
and Mahominod ns His inspired Prophot, Send 
for a snmplo copy to

SHEIKH ABDULLAH QUILLIAM,
15, Mnnchostor-stroot, Liverpool, Englnnd.

Subscriptions 4s. 4d. por annum to all parts of 
tho world.

THE PERFECT CUFF HOLDER
FASTENS THE CUFF 

TO THE LINING OF THE 
COAT SLEEVE. 

Holds tho Cuff In exactly 
tho same position at all 
times. Just what Cuff 
Wearers huvo boon want
ing. Will last a li fe  lim e.

TO HOLD THE CUFFS.
Cannot gut out o f  order. W il l  save their price In 
laundry h ills 111 one month. Put Holder In the back 
button liolo of l ho (Mi IT, with clasps open, place cu IT In 
position In cont sleeve after coat Won.then pro* a dmvn 
'i i tho outside o f the Cont Bloovo closing tho Clasp 
'¡iiir tho Jaws o f tho Holder will fasten to tho Coat 
Hlonvo lining. CttITh como off with tho Coat, or tin Ir 
position can no changed without romovlng tlio Coal. 
S a m p le  p a ir ,  p r e p a id  b y  nm llJS5o. Agents 
wanted for these Holders and the Harney Modlcntor, 
an Instrument anil Homo treatment for Catarrh ami 
all head and throat troubles. Soil at sight.

Money Saved
BY ORDERINO

* *  GOODS FROH U S * *
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The Metaphysical Magazine,
Occult, Philosophic and Scientific.

The only first-class Magazine in the world devoted to the higher or Metaphysical 
side of every important subject of life, presented in a trustworthy manner by the best 
writers of the day in all parts of the world.

ALWAYS THE BEST **********************V  W vP Vp Vp Vp rP VP p̂

Subscription price, $2.50 per annum. Single copies, 25 cents. At all newsstands, 
or mailed to any address upon receipt of price. Agents wanted in every locality. 
Issued monthly, by

T H E  M E T A P H Y S I C A L  P U B L IS H IN G  C O M P A N Y ,
Publishers, Importers and Dealers in Oriental Literature, Books and Periodicals relat
ing to Progressive Thought, works on Metaphysical H ealing and Mental Philosophy. 
Catalogue tree to any address.

New Light from the Great Pyramid!
T h e  Astronom ico-Ge o g r a p iiic a l  System  o f  t h e  An c ie n t s  
R ec o v e r e d  and  Ap p l ie d  to  t h e  E lu c id a tio n  o f  H isto r y ,
Cer em o n y , S ym bolism , and  R e l ig io n . :: :: :: :: ::

By A L B E R T  R O S S  P A R S O N S .
“ A book that will commend itself to students of the symbolism which underlies 

all religions. A multitude of correspondences are traced by careful etymological re
search, and a vast amount of venerable symbolism in astronomy and old religion is 
found to apply to Christ. The book displays remarkable learning.” — Northwest 
Magazine.

“ A  curious book which will greatly interest the votaries of the occult and 
mysterious.” — Detroit Free Press.

‘ ‘A notable contribution of correlated facts drawn from the Hebrew Bible, the 
Hindu Scriptures, and the religions of the civilized nations of antiquity.” — Boston 
Traveller.

The work contains a map both of the surface of the Globe and of the constella
tions in the heavens, with numerous rare and significant illustrations of great value. 

SEND FOR FU LL PRESS NOTICES AND DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

Price, $4.00.

The Philosophy of Mental Healing,
By L E A N D E R  E D M U N D  W H IP P L E .

Cloth, $2.00 f Full Gold, $2.50.
“  . . .  It stands at the head of the list of metaphysical explanations of mind- 

cure.” — Hartford Times, Hartford, Conn.
"The author’s presentation of the subject is calm and dignified, free from cant, 

and hence commends itself to the consideration of thoughtful people. To many who 
have been looking for a reliable and logical presentation of a subject which is forcing 
its way into public notice this book wifi be a welcome visitor.” — Home Journal, New 
York.

“ A remarkably interesting chapter of the work is that entitled ‘How Mental 
Action Causes Disease,’ in which the effect of the mind upon the body is illustrated 
by familiar examples. There is a constant temptation to quote, in turning over the 
pages of the volume, but we must leave interested readers to enjoy the work as a 
whole. Meanwhile, we commend it as the most valuable contribution to the litera
ture of mental healing vet given to the public; dignified in tone, clear and definite in 
statement, and logical in its conclusions.” — Boston Evening Transcript.

Any book post-paid to any part o f  the world reached by the Postal Union.

THE METAPHYSICAL PUBLISHING CO.,
503 Fifth Avenue, New York.
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A Lung Gymnasium
THE WILHIDE 

EXHALER.
Affords the most perfect athletic exercise known for all the muscles o f the T h r o at , 

L ungs, Giirst, Stomach and A bd o m en . Strengthens the vooal organs and enlarges 
the chest. Will speedily cure common colds, relieve hoarseness, and prevent as well as 
cure throat and lung troubles, and for the overcoming o f nervousness and indigestion 
it is invaluable.

Indorsed by physicians, olergymen, and publio speakers.
Its Graduated Exhaust is especially valuable, adapting it  to every condition of 

strength without mental effort or exhaustion. Made o f purest hard rubber, finest finish, 
a beautiful pocket piece. I t  costs only the price o f one visit to the dootor and w ill last 
a life-time. I t  is Simple, Scientific, Safe and Sure.

CONSUM PTION IS CU RABLE.
So says Prof. Austin Flint, Prof. Bennett, Dr.

F. H. Uamadge, and others.
Dr. Dio Lewis says, "Consumption is incura

ble by medicines I admit ; that it is often cured 
by pure air, exercise, right habits, no intelligent 
and candid physician will doubt.”

J. M. Buckley, D. £).. of Now York, Editor of 
the Christian Advocate, came of a consumptive 
family, at an oarly age lie was considered “ ns 
good as dead,” In his book entitled "A Heredi
tary Consumptlvo's Successful Battle for Life," 
tells us lie tried all the patent and proprietary 
medicines and specifics—Courses or treatment 
by both Homoeopathic and Allopathic physi
cians, The malt., liquor and whiskey treatment, 
all failed. A sea voyage was talked of, but Ids 
Presiding Elder suggested ho go homo to Ids 
friends, ns the end seemed near,

It was now ho rend the medical work "Medi
cine cures no chronic disease of the general sys
tem, it may mitigate, sometimes, assist natural 
processes, give rolief from pain, but nature 
cures, air, diet, oxorciso, light, rest, peace of 
mind, do tho work.

Ho now began the systematic and daily uso of 
a Breathing Tubo of which lie writes: "To this 
Instrument I owe more than all medicines, or 
out door exercise, and wero I. compelled to 
choose between tho use of the tube for one and 
a half hours a day, and all other exorcises and | 
medicines without it for the removal of pulmo
nary disease, oxporionco and observation would I 
lead me to prefer tho tulio.”

W H A T  IS S A ID  O F  T H E  E X H A L E R .
1. "It is almost an instantaneous cure of com- 

| mon colds.”
2. " I t  aids digestion and gives mo an appe

tite” —
8. "It relievos mo of mental and physical wea

riness from close study and indoor work” —
4. "It beats medicines for giving sweet, refresh

ing sleep.”
5. "It is tho best tonic”
0. "Can do no hurt and always does good” —■
7. "It increased my chest two inches in a few 

months nnd 1 am a healthier man."
8. A minister, "I had a weak throat from 

childhood, mado worse by a long spell of Bron
chitis. thought 1 would have tu quit preaching, 
but tho use of tho tubo, as directed, lias cured 
mo, I can talk all day with oaso and comfort.”

A consumptive says: "My second breuk down 
terminated in consumption. Doctors sunt me 
Mouth, no benefit; returned North ; the doctors 
said tho top of ray left lung was hardened, but 
might be absorbed in eighteen months, or sup- 
purato, but would have to go Mouth for tho win
ter ¡now 1 began the uso of an extinler, as direct 
ed, in 1 months tho air was circulating freelv 
arid onslly all through my lungs, appetite excel
lent, strength Increasing, spirits revived and 
evory indication of returning health, and no 
need to go Mouth.”

Those claims aro not tho heated imagination 
of the Inventor. They aro facts, and the oiTects 
guarantee the claims.

Full directions, with other valuable health hints, worth many times its cost, free with every tube. 

P r i c e  b y  m a l l ,  p o s t - p a i d ,  o n l y  $ 1 . 5 0 .

Address all orders to
PLAN ETS AND PEO PLE.

SPIRITUAL, OCCULT
AND LIBERAL

O f every name and date, constantly on hand, or secured 
to order, for those who cannot find the works 

they seek. Send for list and prices to
THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER,

40 L O O M IS  S T . ,  C H IC A Q O .
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Certificate of the Magnetic Forces,
OR LAW OF BEING.

M a t h e m a t i c a l l y  C a l c u l a t e d  A c c o r d in g  t o  t h e  S c i e n c e  o f  O c c u l t  

A s t r o n o m y , f o r

M ___________________ ____________________

Born a t...................................the................ day o f .................18

Nationality.................................... Occupation.............................

These certificates include a Horoscope o f birth, a physiolog
ical, phrenological, and general delineation, showing the 
natural characteristics, peculiarities and tendencies; the mag
netic percentages; the nature o f diseases, i f  any, and rules for 
eliminating the same from the system; the business qualifi
cations, powers, capabilities and probabilities; times and 
seasons most favorable to business interests, and numerous 
suggestions as to lines o f business or profession suited to the 
powers o f each; illustrated by Magnetic charts, and diagrams 
suited to a plain simple presentation o f the relationship to the 
universal scale which determines one’s expressions through life.

Every person on the earth would profit by the information 
given in these written delineations. More real knowledge o f  
one’s self is revealed by the charts and diagrams than it is pos
sible to gain in any other way in a whole lifetime. T h ey  are 
type written, on heavy bond paper 8 x  io , the charts and dia
grams finished by hand according to the conditions o f each 
applicant.

It is said that Japanese families exchange horoscopes o f 
their children after a certain age in order that they may select 
suitable life companions. Th is science shows the conditions 
o f both sexes and determines in advance the harmony and 
discord met with in partnerships o f every nature, whether o f  
marriage or business. Special matters particularly treated 
when mentioned. Price o f these certificates complete is $ 10.00.

Address,
F. E. ORMSBY,

169 J a c k s o n  Street, CHICAGO.



S P E C I H L  +  D I K 7 V Î O N D
W A R R A N T E D  IN EVERY R ESPECT.

N O . 5 0 . S P O T  C A S H , $ 5 0 .0 0 , L A D IE S ’ W H E E L , S A M E  Q U A L IT Y , N O . 5 5 . S P O T  C A S H , $ 5 0 .0 0 .

These are special bargains, shipped to any point in the (J. 5.

GARDNER & CO., Special Agents, 112 Quincy St., Chicago.
Highly recommended by the publishers of PLANETS AND PEOPLE-
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THE CELEBRATED BICYCLE
I X L  PH A N TO M , 

For 1895.

Road Wheel, 22 lbs. 
Gear, 68 inches.

Regular Finish...................................... $ 90.00.
Full Nickel Plated...............................  120.00.

Solid drawn Steel tubing. Ball bearing. Dust proof.
The highest grade wheel on the market.

Simple and durable in construction.
Ladies’ Wheel same price.

GARDNER & CO., Special Agents, 112 Quincy St.
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THE MYSTIC *
★  TEST BOOK

... OK THE ...

MAGIC OF THE CARDS,
... BY ...

OLNEY H. RICH M O N D,

GRAND MASTER O F T H E  IN N ER  TE M P L E ,  
ORDER OF T H E  MAGI.

Under the Authority of the Brotherhood of Magic.

Illustrated with over four thousand engrav
ings of the emblems in various positions, giving 
the mystic meaning of the cards under all con
ditions and under all the planets. Gives full 
rules and instructions for delineating or reading 
from the quadratic spread, including the quad- 
ration of the mystic book.

Tbis work gives the wonderful, and magic 
properties of the sacred tarot, the mystic tri
angle and many other illustrations in occultism.

Students in magic and occultism will find an 
endless fund of investigation in the Mystic Test 
Book.

250 page», bound in leather, with gold side and 
back. Price, Five Dollars.

Subscription blanks sent to any address on 
receipt of stamp.

t& mfiot sold through the trade.

O. H. RICHMOND,
1910  W ashington B lvd ., 0 H I 0 A G 0 .

RELIQ ION 
» 1 n e STARS
B y OLNEY H. RICHMOND,

Grand Magea and Master of the Inner Temple of the 
Ancient Order of the Magi.

Th is w ork  embraces nineteen Grand 
Tem ple Lectures de livered  to  Classes 
o f  Advancem ent in  the

GRAND TEMPLE OF THE ORDER OF 
THE MAGI, CHICAGO.

Mystics, Students o f  M ag ic  and Occult
ism, F ree Masons, and all others inter
ested in  the G reat Com ing R e lig ion  
should read this book. I t  is the key to 
the hidden knowledge.

^  C O N T E N T S  ^
The Astral Body—Astral Magnetism—Astral 

Evolution—A Mystic Temple—A Mysterious Tale 
—Body and Soul—Evolution of Matter—Evolu
tion in General— Governing Forces—Infinity— 
Looking Backward — Life Beginnings—Magne
tism of the Stars— Magic Chart of the Magi— 
Magical Wonders—Needs of Mankind—Religion 
of the Stars— Re-incarnation— Soul of Man— 
Study of Infinity— Vibrations— Tribute to the 
“ Word”—What the Magi Teach, etc., etc., etc.

320 pages on heavy paper with wide margin 
for rebinding purposes. In pebbled cloth, gold 
side and back, with cabinet sized portrait of the 
author. Price, $ 1 .2 5 ,  postage paid to any 
address.

FOR SALE BY
O .  H .  R I C H M O N D ,

1910 Washington Boulevard, CHICAGO, ILL

PATENTS
Promptly secured. Trade-Marks, Copyrights 
and Labels registered. Twenty-five years ex
perience. W e report w hether patent' can be 
secured or not, free o f  charge. Our fee  not due 
until patent ¡sallowed. 3 ‘J .p a g e  B o o k  F r e e . 
H . B ,  W I L L 8 0 N  A  C O .,  A t t o r n e y »  at Law, 
Opp.U.B. Fat. Office. W A S H I N G T O N »  D .C .

- A. L. FYFE, -
P r i n t e r  a n d  P u b l i s h e r ,

334 Dearborn St., Chicago.
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Our Premium Offer
Each and every subscriber o f P L A N E T S  A N D  PE O PLE , w ill receive in addition 

to the journal for twelve months, Ormsby’s patented Astronomical System, entitled:

THE PLAY OF THE PLANETS.

The accompanying diagram and matter w ill explain the nature o f the system and 
study, which however can only be appreciated when its deeper import is realized by 
application and demonstration.

★  PLAY OF TH E  PLANETS. ★
Patented in this and foreign countries.

THIS NEW STAB STUDY IN OCCULT ASTRONOMY CONTAINS :

1. A system for finding the position of the planets in oar solar system and day during seventy- 
five years of this century. This knowledge has for ages been held in secrecy.

Note—This information in any other form, if it were published, would cost from seventy-five to 
one hundred dollars.

2. This svstem also contains a chart which will give the positions and orderly movements of 
planets for all past present and future centuries, with one annual correction, which makes it  the 
greatest astronomical device ever invented by man.

3. The chart also gives the moon’s relations to the earth and sun, and the regularity of its 
phases, for all time, in like manner.

4. The study contains a book on the occult meaning of the positions and relation of the stars as 
they operate upon the earth, and influence human life.

5. The work contains the Zodiac, and explains its signs.
6. The signs of the planets, the harmony and inharmony of their polarities is a feature of the

study. ... . . . .
7. The effect of the planets upon human life, and the tendency to yield to their vibrations, is 

clearly stated.
8. The comparative force and energy of the aspects of the planets to the earth, is fully illustrated 

and explained.
9. The affinity existing between some magnets is illustrated.

10. The pure teachings of ancient astronomers illustrated and explained.
11. This study contains the basic principles upon which rests all the Occult Wisdom, of both the 

Orient and the Occident, and explains ana teacnes in language comprehensible by all the eternal 
truths of infinity.

12. The closing pages reveal some of the wonders of time and space, of distance and motion, of 
power and force, of greatness and grandeur, and presents a picture to the mind’s eye, which shows 
the wonderful relation and action of worlds, suns and systems, in all their glory and majesty.

This wonderful knowledge simplified and brought within the reach of all, for the small sum of 
$1.00, postpaid, upon receipt of price.

Address
PLAN ET 8  A N D  PEOPLE, 169 Jackson Street, Chicago.
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ROPP'S

Commercial Calculator
No. 1. ---- W ILL----

PREVENT MISTAKES,
RELIEVE THE MIND,

---------- S A V E -----------

Labor, Time # Money,
----- AND-----

DO YOUR RECKONING
In  the TWINKLING o f  an

No. 9.

A READY CALCULATOR, BUSINESS ARITHMETIC and ACCOUNT-BOOK Combined.
This Is unquestionably the most oomplete and convenient work on Figures, for 

PRACTICAL USE, ever published. It oontains nearly all the SHORT CUTS known; 
Hundreds of Sim ple Itules and O riginal Methods for “ Easy and Rapid Calculation,” 
and Millions of Accurate Answ ers to Business Examples and to Praotloal Problems.

It Sifts  and Sim plifies the whole solenoe of Arithmetic, retaining only the C r e a m , 
in a nut-shell, as It were. Its Tables, Rules and Methods are all extremely simple, 
eminently useful, praotloal, and fully abreast with the age of steam and eleotricity.

Everyone who prefers to take the Sim plest, the Shortest and the E a siest  way for 
doing his work, should possess a oopy of this useful and oonvenlent Pooket Manual. 
It will enable Everybody to l »come Proficient and Q,uiok In Figures; and to many as. 
young person, It may prove tu be a stepping stone to a successful business oareer.

NO FARMER, MECHANIC OB BUSINESS MAN AIIOULD BE WITIIOUT IT, BECAUSE

IT WILL SHOW IT A GLANCE, WITHOUT THE USE OF PENCIL, PEN OR PAPER,
The number of Bushels and pounds in a load 

of Wheat, Corn. Ityo, Oats, or llarloy, and the 
correct amount for samo, at any prlco per bu.

The exact amount for a lot of Hogs or Cattle, 
from 1 lb. to u oar load. at. any prlco per Owt.

Tlio correct amount for a load of Hay, Straw,
Coal or Colto, from kb cants to (2 0  per ton.

Tlio exact value of a balo of Cotton, at any 
price pur lb. Also tlio Toll for ginning It.

Tlio correct amount of artloles sold by the 
Ilushol. Hound, Yard or Dozoo, from !4o. to |1,

Tho exact Wages for any time, at various 
rates per month, par wook, and par day.

Tlio equivalent of Wheat In Flour, when ex
changing sumo, from 2b to 40 lbs, to tho bu.

Tho out}/ correct Hula and Table for esti
mating the exact content! of Logs of all slzos.

Tho exact contents of Lumber. Cisterns, Bins,
TVagon-bods, Oorn-crlbs, Cord-wood, ana Car- 
pon tor s', Plastorors' and Brick-layers' work.

Tho exact Interest on any sum, for any time, 
at any praotloal rato per cent.

The equivalent of two or more discounts; as 
for Instanoo, 33%, 10, and b off. equals 4 3 % off.

Tho percent of gain when goods are bought 
at aoertuin dlso't from, and sold at list prioos.

Tho por cent of gain or loss, when goods are 
sold at a discount from the marking prloe.

Tho marking price, from which a certain dlso't 
may bo given, and yot realize a oortaln % on cost.

Tho per cent of gain, when buying, and selling 
again, at oortaln diso'ts from same prloe list.

Tho Dag of the Week, tor any date in 800 yrs., 
bosldos hundreds of other very useful things.

I t  gives all the Latest and Shortest methods known, 
boBlaos many published fo r  tho first time, v iz . : an 
Kaey and Unerring proaoaa fo r  "A dd in g long Col
umns j "  Short Cute in  M ultiplication and Division. 
Problem s in Fraction», Interest. Percentage, Mensura
tion, etc., are usually solved with less than one-third 
tlio flguroa and labor, required by ordinary methods.

It le needy printed on One paper, and elegantly bound in  "  Pocket-book”  form . The No, 2 binding con
tains a silicate Hlnto and a practical "Account-hook,”  which has sslf-inttructinq “ F o rm u la «"  fo r  recording 
liooQtpts, Expenditures. Purchase«, Hales, etc. In  fact, all about "  Book-keep ing,T that la needed by the people. 
I t  w ill com mend itself to ovory thoughtful and progressive m ind, to r  Its originality, «Im p llo lty  and usefulness.

PRICES OF DIFFERENT STYLES OF BINDING.
Ns. 1, Hound In Waterproof Leatherette, Uouutlf ully Embellished In colors..,, .8  SO
No. 8, Pine Artificial Leather with pocket, Si 11 onto S ln to  and Account-Book.....  78
No. 8 , Am, Russia or Morocco, with pocket, Hlnto and Renewable Account-Book, 1.00 
No. fl, Pina Russia or Mor., UUdod, "  "  "  "  "  1.80

Address a l l  orders to PLAN ETS AND PEOPLE.
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T H E  M AGIC MIRROR.

As we have many inquiries as to the use and advantage of Magic 
Mirrors, we give herewith a few points concerning their origin and use.

They originated “ far back in the dim and distant past,” with a people 
who devoted much time and close study to nature and nature’s laws. They 
are constructed with certain combinations of materials and ingredients, 
magnetically arranged, charged and co-ordinated to the mentality of 
human beings. The subtle laws of vibration, psychometry and plane
tary ustral influences, must be understood to properly construct and per
fect such an instrument.

They are designed and built up in strict accordance with the higher 
principles of mind and soul forces, and are used at their best, by those 
who seek true knowledge for its own sake. They deal with the astral 
light, upon the astral plane, and because of their superior scientific con
struction, they are only used for intellectual and spiritual growth. The 
Mystics are the ones who receive great light and power from this source. 
They are aided by its reflective power to gain that which their natural 
gifts fail to reveal. Those who use Magic Mirrors are far in advance of 
those who do not, therefore, they are considered beyond price by them. 
Those possessing them are sometimes offered large sums for them, for 
many believe that by use they improve to a wonderful degree. The very 
wise men of ancient times used them, and thus gained great knowledge 
and power. The renewal of astronomical and occult studies has again 
revived the interest in these instruments, and as they are in our line, 
they are furnished to order by one who understands the principles of 
their construction.

The black ones are as good as the white ones for most uses. It 
takes from ten days to two weeks to fill orders. They are sent by ex
press. Full instructions as to their care, etc., accompanies them.

It is desirable to have date of birth of the one who is to use a mir
ror, as a guide in its construction, although not absolutely necessary for 
results in its use. Address all orders to

Black Mirrors, Plush Oases, 8x10. 
White “ “ “ “

$15.00
25.00

PLA N ETS AND PEO PLE.
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Electropoise.
TRADE MARK.

is a little instrument weighing 
less than a pound, which, when 
attached to the body causes the 
whole system to absorb

O X YG E N — PU R E  O X YG E N

from the atmosphere. It introduces 
this potent curative agent—oxygen— 
into the remotest and most recondite 
parts. It purifies the blood. It

V IT A L IZ E S  E V E R Y  ORGAN.

It m akes war on disease by destroy
ing its producing cause. It elim
inates the morbid and noxious 
elements that act injuriously.

LOW ER V IT A L IT Y .

It neutralizes or expels all poisons, 
either of malaria, contagion, 
or from the effects of powerful 
drugs. With the body plentifully

S U PPL IE D  W IT H  O XYG EN

and freely oxygenized blood, it is 
impossible for disease to exist, be
cause the conditions that made it 
possible have been removed, burnt out.

I T  IS  HARM LESS.

As the Glectropoise simply induces 
the absorption of oxygen, no 
injury can possibly result from its 
application.

a b a n d o n e d  c a s e s

have been treated from all sections 
and the results fully warrant the 
claim that “ the Electropoise cures 
when all else has failed."

IK ) N O T D E S PA IR

If you have tried physicians, 
specialists, change of scene and 
climate—everything, in the vain hope 
of cure, and are desperate.

R E M E M B E R

the Electropoise has made its reputa
tion by curing cases th at were sup
posed to be “ incurable" and pro
nounced by physicians as such.

IN V E S T IG A T IO N  C O U R TE D .

We solicit the closest investi-^ 
gat ion into the Electropoise, its 
workings, our methods, results that 
attend its use, etc.

E S P E C IA L L Y

do we ask physicians and scientists 
to investigate the matter. c Think
ing people of all classes will be 
interested in o ur book.

STA T E S M E N , J U R IS T S ,

clerygmen, scientists, physicians 
and intelligent members of all classes 
of society, use and endorse the 
Electropoise. In our book

T H E IR  C E R T IF IC A T E S

are ^iven, together with other infor
mation about the Electropoise, its 
price, method of applying, ease of 
application, certainty of effect,

ABSENCE OF SH O C K

or other sensation except increase 
of vigor, its total difference from 
the “ electrical appliances" com
monly known. This book

M A IL E D  FR E E

to interested applicants.
Write for one and learn more 
of this remarkable home cure for 
disease without medicine.

3D». 'W". 3F. K IT T T T ,

Lessee and Manager.

1207 Masonic Temple,
•Phone flaln 3 x44 . v lllv im W V s
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K e y s  t o  O c c u l t  S t u d i e s .
“T he L aw and the P rophets.”

By FRANK EARL ORMSBY.

“ The Law and the Prophets” is a work devoted to the Occult 
Science of the Stars, in which may be found the keys that unlock the 
mysteries of planetary law, and reveals the hidden secrets of life, death, 
character, and the primal causes of the varied states and conditions in 
human beings, together with other valuable and interesting information.

WHAT THE PEOPLE SAY OF THE WORK.

Mrs. H elen Dryden, of Hollister, Cal., 
writes: “ I do not feel that the $10 liqui
dates the obligation, and I  wish you suc
cess in your w ork.”

Mr. O. O. Adams, of Lowell, M ich., 
says: “ There can be no money value 
placed on the information the w ork con
tains, and the price would be low enough 
at twenty-five dollars a copy. My w ork is 
not for sale unless I  am sure of getting 
another copy.”

Mr. E . H. G-rove, o f Los Angeles, Cal., 
writes: “ There is no money that would 
buy m y book i f  I  could not get another. 
My soul yearned for just such a work, 
th at would give me the foundation prin
ciples o f the law  of life. I  tried in many 
ways to obtain it, but found it  was not to 
be had, so waited contentedly, when I 
found you were at work on such a 
book. I  have found out more co7'.cerning 
the cause o f diseases in the short time I  
have had it, than from  all other sources. 
I feel th at the book w ill do more towards 
the regeneration of hum anity than any 
other book before the world to-day.”

Dr. Weaver, Glenbeulah, writes: “ I
have owned all of the best works of the 
Homeopathic and Electric schools, and 
simply as a medical adviser, i t  is  w orth  
them  a ll.

Mr. U riel Buchanan, of Marionville, 
Mo., writes: “  ‘The Law  and the
Prophets’ is of inestimable value to those 
making the higher attainment. I  speak 
from  that unfailing authority, intuition, 
and can truly say it  is the grandest work 
of the age for those, who would know the 
fixed law of the universe.”

Mr. Dennis Murphy, F t. Omaha, Neb. 
writes: “ I t  is w hat I  have been wishing 
for these many years. I t  is by far  the 
best expose on Occult Astronomy I  have 
yet seen. I t  answers the question, ‘W hy 
is it  thus?’ I  like it; it  is full of truth; its 
style is clear, simple and exact, being, as 
it  were, all wheat and no chaff. In my 
opinion the information contained in this 
w ork is worth $100 to any person of good 
understanding. I  admire the genius 
that produced this work.”

The work contains, or includes, the Astronomical Chart which gives 
a complete ephemeris for every year during seventy-five years of this 
century, from 1825 to 1900.

The edition is limited.
The work is valuable to the student and researcher, being too ex

pensive for the ordinary reader, unless he can well afford it.
Price by mail, $10.00. Address,

M R 5 . S T E L L A  O R M SB Y ,
1925 Washington Boulevard,

Sta. E, CHICAGO.a
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HEALTH PRODUCERS. I
It is a well known fact that unless the surface o f one’s 

body is properly cleansed, there remains lodged in  the pores 
o f the skin effete matter which retards the circulation and in 
many instances lays the foundation for a deranged and dis
eased system. A ll manner o f feverish aggravations are caused 
by this one neglect alone, and every person who desires the 
best and surest method for rem oving every obstruction to the 
natural flow o f the excrescences o f the system , should send for 
one o f our

H E A L T H  B A T H  B R U S H E S , 
and use the same over the entire surface o f the body every 
night and morning, and also w ith the best o f soap w hen bath
ing. A n  air both w ith such a stirrin g  up o f  the flesh w ill do 
more for H ealth  and P h ysical B eauty, than  a ll th e  cosm etics, 
powders and washes know n to th e world.

EACH PERSON SHOULD HAVE A  BRUSH OF TH EIR OWN TO 
PREVENT TH E TRANSMISSION OF SKIN AFFECTIONS.

W e furnish the follow ing b y  m ail, post-paid:

B A T H  B R U S H E S .

No. 53.— Bent handle, for wet or dry use.......... .........
54.— Bent, larger and heavier, for wet or dry use. 

“  55.— Bent, best quality made, ** “  “ “  ,

No. 57.— This style, long brush.

.$ .60 

. x.oo

. 1.25

.$1.25

K E E P  T H E  T E E T H  C L E A N .

No. 60.—One of the Best Tooth Brushes made..........
Post-paid on receipt of price.

Address all orders to

$ .25

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.
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We axe prepared to furnish Globes in any size and style, at lowest prices.

Address all orders to
PLANETS AND PEOPLE.
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S E X E N N I A L .
HISTORY.

Organized and Chartered July 18th, 1888.
Has put up 435 Lodges.
Written 21,000 Certificates.
Paid 15,000 Claims, amounting to $1,200,000.
H as accu m u la ted  $1,000,000 in  R eserve F u n d .
Has paid $400,000 in Matured Claims.

PLAN.
Relief Fund pays

$25 per week in Sickness,
$500 in total Disability,
$1000 at Death.
50 to 100 per cent, gains if you don’t die in 6 years.

nORTUARY CLASS.
Yon can join for $200.00 to $3,000.00.

T H E  M E D I U M  ^

An eight-page weekly journal,
DEVOTED TO

The Philosophy and Phenomena 

of Spiritualism.
The only paper of its kind on the Pacific coast. 

Specimen copies sent free. Subscription 50 cts.

THE MEDIUM,

D o n n e y  B lo c k . Los Angeles, Cal.

THE ISLAMIC WORLD
numbers amongst its contributors the leading 
and most learned Muslim writers throughout 
the world. Subscription 7/-per year. Post free.

SHEIKH W. H. ABDULLAH QUILLIAM, 
EDITOR,

15, Manchester-street, Liverpool, England.

SEXENNIAL GIVES $i,ooo.
Death Protection at an approximate cost of 

$4.00 per year. Hands back the cost of Sick Pro
tection in 6 years.

Best Investment.
Lowest Cost.

Inquire of
Sexennial League, Hale Building, 

Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

A  N E W

RUBBER STAMP
Price, 50 cents.

m PDCCPCUW a weekly journal published 
uIujuIjliII 1 by the Liverpool Muslim 
Society: is a record of Islamic progress through

out the world, and advocates belief in One God 
and Mahommed as His inspired Prophet. Send 
for a sample copy to

SHEIKH ABDULLAH QUILLIAM,
15, Manchester-street, Liverpool, England. 

Subscriptions 4s. 4d. per annum to all parts of 
the world.

THE PERFECT CUFF HOLDER
FASTENS THE CUFF 

TO THE LINING OF THE 
COAT SLEEVE. 

Holds the Cuff in exactly 
the same position at aU 
times. Just what Cuff 
Wearers have been want
ing. Will last a life time.

BEST,WAY TO HOLD THE CUFFS.
Cannot get oat of order. Will save their price in 
laundry bills in one month. Po i Holder i n the back 
button holeof the cuff, with clasps open, place cuff in 
position in coat sleeve after coatison.tben prersdown 
on the outside of the Coat Sleeve closing the Clasp 
•hot the jaws of the Holder will fasten to the Coat 
Sleeve lining. Cuffs come off with the Coat, or tht ir 
position can be changed without removing the Coat. 
Sample pair, prepaid b y m a il 25c. Agents 
wanted for these Holders and the Barney Medicator, 
an Instrument and Home treatment for Catarrh and 
all head and throat troubles. Sellatsisht.

Money Saved
BY ORDERING

* * G O O D S  F R O fl U S * *
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The rietaphysical Magazine,
Occult, Philosophic and Scientific.

The only first-class Magazine in the world devoted to the higher or Metaphysical 
side of every important subject of life, presented in a trustworthy manner by the best 
writers of the day in all parts of the world.

ALWAYS THE BEST **********************
Subscription price, $ 2.50 per annum. Single copies, 25 cents. A t all newsstands, 

or mailed to any address upon receipt of price. Agents wanted in every locality. 
Issued monthly, by

T H E  M E T A P H Y S I C A L  P U B L IS H IN G  C O M P A N Y ,
Publishers, Importers and Dealers in Oriental Literature, Books and Periodicals relat
ing to Progressive Thought, works on Metaphysical Healing and Mental Philosophy. 
Catalogue free to any address.

New Light from the Great Pyramid!
T h e  Astronomico-Geog ra ph ica l  System  o f  t h e  An c ien ts  
R e c o v e r e d  and Ap p l ie d  to  t h e  E lucid a tio n  o f  H istory ,
C e r e m o n y , Symbolism , and  R e l ig io n . :: :: :: :: ::

By A L B E R T  R O SS P A R S O N S .
“ A  book that will commend itself to students of the symbolism which underlies 

all religions. A  multitude of correspondences are traced by careful etymological re
search, and a vast amount of venerable symbolism in astronomy and old religion is 
found to apply to Christ. The book displays remarkable learning.” — Northwest 
Magazine.

“ A  curious book which will greatly interest the votaries of the occult and 
mysterious.” — Detroit Free Press.

“ A  notable contribution of correlated facts drawn from the Hebrew Bible, the 
Hindu Scriptures, and the religions of the civilized nations of antiquity.” — Boston 
Traveller.

The work contains a map both of the surface of the Globe and of the constella
tions in the heavens, with numerous rare and significant illustrations of great value. 

SEND FOR FULL PRESS NOTICES AND DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.
jP rice , $4.00.

The Philosophy of Mental Healing,
B y L E A N D E R  E D M U N D  W H IP P L E .

Cloth, $2.00; Full Gold, $2.50.
“  It stands at the head of the list of metaphysical explanations of mind-

cure.” — Hartfoi'd Times, Hartford, Conn.
“ The author’s presentation of the subject is calm and dignified, free from cant, 

and hence commends itself to the consideration of thoughtful people. To many who 
have been looking for a reliable and logical presentation of a subject which is forcing 
its way into public notice this book will be a welcome visitor.” — Home Journal, New 
York.

“ A  remarkably interesting chapter of the work is that entitled ‘How Mental 
Action Causes Disease,’ in which the effect of the mind upon the body is illustrated 
by familiar examples. There is a constant temptation to quote, in turning over the 
pages of the volume, but we must leave interested readers to enjoy the work as a 
whole. Meanwhile, we commend it as the most valuable contribution to the litera
ture of mental healing yet given to the public; dignified in tone, clear and definite in 
statement, and logical in its conclusions.” — Boston Evening Transcript.

Any book post-paid to any part o f  the world reached by the Postal Union. 
THE METAPHYSICAL PUBLISHING CO.,

503 Fifth Avenue, New York.
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A Lung Gymnasium
THE WILHIDE 

EXHALER
Affords the most perfect athletic exercise known for all the muscles of the T hroat, 

Lungs, Chest, Stomach and Abdomen. Strengthens the vocal organs and enlarges 
the chest. Will speedily cure common colds, relieve hoarseness, and prevent as well as 
cure throat and lung troubles, and for the overcoming of nervousness and indigestion 
it is invaluable.

Indorsed by physicians, clergymen, and public speakers.
Its Graduated Exhaust is especially valuable, adapting it  to every condition of 

strength without mental effort or exhaustion. Made o f purest hard rubber, finest finish, 
a beautiful pocket piece. I t  costs only the price o f one visit to the doctor and will last 
a life-time. I t  is Simple, Scientific, Safe and Sure.

CONSUMPTION IS CURABLE.
So says Prof. Austin Flint, Prof. Bennett, Dr. 

F. H. Ramadge, and others.
Dr. Dio Lewis says, “Consumption is incura

ble by medicines 1 admit; that it is often cured 
by pure air, exercise, right habits, no intelligent 
and candid physician will doubt."

J. M. Buckley, D. D.. of New York, Editor of 
the Christian Advocate, came of a consumptive 
family, at an early age he was considered “as 
good as dead." In his book entitled “A Heredi
tary Consumptive’s Successful Battle for Life," 
tells us he tried all the patent and proprietary 
medicines and specifics—Courses of treatment 
by both Homoeopathic and Allopathic physi
cians. The malt, liquor and whiskey treatment, 
all failed. A sea voyage was talked of, but his 
Presiding Elder suggested he go home to his 
friends, as the end seemed near.

It was now he read the medical work “ Medi
cine cures no chronic disease of the general sys
tem, it may mitigate, sometimes, assist natural 
processes, give relief from pain, but nature 
cures, air, diet, exercise, light, rest, peace of 
mind, do the work.

He now began the systematic and daily use of 
a Breathing Tube of which he writes: “To this 
Instrument I owe more than all medicines, or 
out door exercise, and were I compelled to 
choose between the use of the tube for one and 
a half hours a day, and all other exercises and 
medicines without it for the removal of pulmo
nary disease, experience and observation would 
lead me to prefer the tube."

W H A T  IS SAID  OF T H E  E X H A LER .
1. “ It is almost an instantaneous cure of com

mon colds.”
2. “ It aids digestion and gives me an appe-

tite” ------
3. “ It relieves me of mental and physical wea

riness from close study and indoor work”------
4. “ It beats medicines for giving sweet, refresh

ing sleep.”
5. “It is the best tonic”------
6. “ (’an do no hurt and always does good”----
7. “ It increased my chest two inches in a few 

months and I am a healthier man.”
8. A minister, “ I had a weak throat from 

childhood, made worse by a long speU of Bron
chitis. thought I would have to quit preaching, 
but the use of the tube, as directed, has cured 
me. I can talk all day with ease and comfort.”

A consumptive says: “ My second break down 
terminated in consumption. Doctors sent me 
South, no benefit; returned North; the doctors 
said the top of my left lung was hardened, but 
might be absorbed in eighteen months, or sup
purate, but would have to go South for the win
ter ;now I began the use of an exhaler, as direct
ed, in 4 months the air was circulating freely 
and easily all through my lungs, appetite excel
lent, strength increasing, spirits revived and 
every indication of returning health, and no 
need to go South.”

These claims are not the heated imagination 
of the Inventer. They are facts, and the effects 

. guarantee the claims.

Full directions, with other valuable health hints, worth many times its cost, free with every tube. 
P r i c e  b y  m a i l ,  p o s t - p a i d ,  o n l y  $ 1 . 5 0 .

Address all orders to
PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

SPIRITUAL, OCCULT'D 
AND LIBERAL 13

O f every name and date, constantly on "hand, or secured 
to order, for those who cannot find the works 

they seek. Send for list and prices to
THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER,

40 LOOMIS ST., CHICAGO.
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Certificate of the Magnetic Forces,
OR L A W  OF BEINO.

Mathematically C alculated A ccording to the S cience of Occult 
A stronomy, for

... ,___________________________

Born at...... .¿J........jp1...........tlie............. . day o£........ .¿ .̂....18

N ationality.,................ ....J........... Occupation ___ r.„^ , ...__

These certificates include a Horoscope of birth, a physiolog
ical, phrenological, and general delineation, showing the 
natural characteristics, peculiarities and tendencies; the mag
netic percentages; the nature of diseases, if any, and rules for 
eliminating the same frdm the system; the business qualifi
cations, powers, capabilities and probabilities; times and 
seasons most favorable to business interests, and numerous 
suggestions as to lines of business or profession suited to the 
powers of each; illustrated by Magnetic charts, and diagrams 
suited to a plain simple presentation of the relationship to the 
universal scale which determines one’s expressions through life.

Every person on the earth would profit by the information 
given in these written delineations. More real knowledge of 
one’s self is revealed by the charts and diagrams than it is pos
sible to gain in any other way in a whole lifetime. They are 
type written, on heavy bond paper 8 x  10 , the charts and dia
grams finished by hand according to the conditions of each 
applicant.

It is said that Japanese families exchange horoscopes of 
their children after a certain age in order that they may select 
suitable life companions. This science shows the conditions 
of both sexes and determines in advance the harmony and 
discord met with in partnerships of every nature, whether of 
marriage or business. Special matters particularly treated 
when mentioned. Price of these certificates complete is $10 .00.

Address,
F. E. ORMSBY,

169 Jackson Street, CHICAGO.



S P E C I A L .  D I H 7 V Ï O N D

W ARRANTED IN EVERY RESPECT.

NO. 60. SPOT CA8H, $ 6 0 .0 0 .  LADIES' WHEEL, SAME QUALITY, NO. 66. SPOT CASH, $60.00.

These are special bargains, shipped to any point in the U. S.

GARDNER & CO., Special Agent*, 112 Quincy St., Chicago,
Highly recommended by the publishers of PLANBT5 AND PBOPLB.
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Road Wheel, 22 lbs. 
Gear, 08 inches.

PSSXOS:
Regular Finish......... ............
Full Nickel Plated.............

.........$  00.00.
........  120.00.

Solid drawn Steel tubing. Ball bearing. Dust proof.
The highest grade wheel on the market.

Simple and durable In construction.

Ladles' W heel same price.
QARDNBR & CO., Special Agents, na Quincy St.

THE CELEBRATED BICYCLE.
I XL PHANTOM,

For 1 8 9 5 .
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THE MYSTIC *
*  TEST BOOK

... OB THE ...

MAGIC OF THE CARDS,
. ... BY ...

OLNEY H. RICHMOND,
G R A N D  M A S T E R  O f  T H E  I N N E R  T E M P L E ,  

O R D E R  O P  T H E  M A O I .

Under the Authority of the Brotherhood of Magic.

Illnitratod with over four thousand ougrav* 
luge of the emblems In various positions, giving 
the mystic meaning of the cards under all con
ditions and under all the planets. Gives full 
rules and instructions for delineating or reading 
from the quadratic spread, Including the quad- 
ration of the mystic book.

This work gives the wonderful and magic 
properties of the sacred tarot, the mystic tri
angle and many other illustrations in occultism.

Students in magic and occultism will find an 
endless fund of investigation in the Mystic Test 
Book.

250 payee, bound in leather, with gold tide and 
back, Price, Five Dalian.

Subscription blanks sent to any address on 
receipt of stamp. 

tW-Not *old through the trade.

O. H. RICHMOND,
1910 Washington Bird., 0HI0AG0,

RELIQ ION 
111 '"g STARS
B y OLNEY H. RICHMOND,

Grand Magea and Maater of the Inner Temple of the 
Ancient Order of the Magi.

This work embraces nineteen Grand 
Temple Lectures delivered to Classes 
of Advancement in the

GRAND TEMPLE OF THE ORDER OF 
THE MAGI, CHICAGO.

Mystics, Students of Magic and Occult
ism, Free Masons, and all others inter* 
ested in the Great Coming Iieligton 
should read this book. It is the key to 
the hidden knowledge.

^ C O N T E N T S  ^
The Astral Body—Astral Magnetism — Astral 

Evolution—A Mystic Temple—A Mysterious Tale 
— Body and Soul—Evolution of Matter—Evolu
tion in General—Governing Forces- Infinity— 
Looking Backward— Life Beginnings-Magne
tism of the Stars —Magic Chart of the Magi - 
Magical Wonders—Needs of Mankind —Religion 
of the Stars — Re-incarnation—Soul of Man- 
Study of Infinity—Vibrations—Tribute to the 
"Word”—What the Magi Teach, etc., etc., etc.

320 pages on heavy paper with wide margin 
for rebinding purposes. In pebbled cloth, gold 
side and bock, with cabinet sized portrait of the 
author. Price, $ 1 .25, postage paid to any 
address.

FOR SALE BY
O . H . R I C H M O N D ,

1910 Washington Boulevard, CHICAGO, ILL

PATENTS
Promptly secured. Trade-Marks. Copyrights 
and Labels registered. Twenty-Ova years ex
perience. W e report whether patent can be 
secured or not, free  o f charge. Our fe e  not due 

i  patent Is allowed. 3 ‘a p a g e  H ook F r e e . 
1, W I L L S O N  A  C O ..  iM on iw « at Law, 
If.». Pat.Office. W A S H I N G T O N ,  O .  O .

- A. L. FYFE, -
P r i n t e r  a n d  P u b l i s h e r

3 3 4  Dearborn St., Chicago.

•f
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Our Premium Offer
Each and every aubacriber of P L A N E T S  A N D  P E O P L E , will receive in addition 

to the journal for twelve montha, Ormsby’s patented Aatronomlcal System, entitled:

THE PLAY OF THE PLANETS.
The accompanying diagram and matter will explain the nature of the ayatem and 

study, which however can only be appreciated when ita deeper Import is realized by 
application and demonstration.

★  PLAY O F T H E  P LA N ETS . ★
Patented in thin and foreign countries.

T in a  MEW S TA R  STUDY 1ST OCCULT ASTRONOM Y CO N TAIN S:

1. A system for finding the position of the planets in our solar system and day daring seventy, 
five years of this century. Tills knowledge lias for ages been held in secrecy.

Note —This information in any other form, if it were published, would cost from seventy-five to 
one hundred dollars.

2. This system also contains a chart which will give the positions and orderly movements of 
planets for nil past present and future centuries, with one annual correction, which makes it the 
greatest astronomical device ever invented by man.

3. The chart also gives the moon’s relations to the earth and sun, and the regularity of its 
phases, for all time, in like manner.

4. The study contains a book on the occult meaning of the positions and relation of the stars as 
they operate upon the earth, and influence human life.

ft. The work contains the Zodiac, and explains its sigus. . . .
5 . The signs of the planets, the harmony and inbarmony of their polarities is a feature of the

sturdy. 0fy0Ct  Df  the planets upon human life, and the*tendency to yield to their vibrations, is
clearly  stateri. _ _ _ , . . . .  , . . .  ...

8. The comparative force and energy o f the aspects of the planets to tho earth, is fully illustrated 
and explained.

0, 'I tie affinity existing between some magnets is illustrated.
JO. The pure teachings o f ancient astronomers Illustrated and explained.
11. This study contains the basic principles upon which rests all the Occult Wisdom, of both the

Orient arid the Occident, and explains and teaches in languago comprehensible by all the eternal 
truths o f  infinity. . . . .  , . „  , ,  ,

12. The closing pages reveal some o f tho wonders of time and space, of distance and motion, of 
power and force, o f greatness and grandeur, and presents a picture to the mind’s eye, which shows 
the wonderful relation and action of worlds, suns and systems, in all their glory and majesty.

This wonderful knowledge simplified and brought within tho reach of all, for the small som of 
( I jOO, postpaid, upon receipt o f price.

Address
P L A N E T S  A N D  PE O PLE , 100 Jackson Street, Chicago.
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ROPP'S ~

Commercial Calculator
N o . 1. ----WILL----

PREVENT MISTAKES,
RELIEVE THE MIND,

---------- S A V E -----------

Labor, Time # Money,
----- AND-----

DO YOUR RECKONING
In the TWINKLING o f  an

No.».

A READY CALCULATOR, BUSINESS ARITHMETIC and ACCOUNT-BOOK Combined.
This is unquestionably the most complete and convenient work on F ig u re s , for 

PRACTICAL USE, ever published. It contains nearly all the SHORT CUTS known; 
Hundreds of Simple Rules and Original Methods for “ Easy and Rapid Calculation," 
and Millions of Accurate Answ ers to Business Examples and to Practical Problems.

It Sifts and Simplifies the whole science of Arithmetic, retaining1 only the Cream, 
in a nut-shell, as it were. Its Tables, Rules and Methods are all extremely simple, 
eminently useful, practical, and fully abreast with the age of steam and electricity.

Every one who prefers to take the Simplest, the Shortest and the E a siest  way for 
doing his work, should possess a copy of this useful and convenient Pocket Manual« 
It will enable Everybody to l  scorns Proficient and Quick in Figures; and to many a  
young person, it may prove to be a stepping stone to a successful business career.

NO FARMER, MECHANIC OR BCBINESS MAN SHOULD BE WITHOUT IT, BECAUSE

IT WILL SHOW AT A GLANCE, WITHOUT THE USE OF FEHCIL, FEN OR PAPER,
The number of Bushels and pounds In a load 

of Wheat, Corn, Rye, Oats, or Barley, and the 
comet amount for same, at any price per bu.

The exact amount for a lot of Hogs or Cattle, 
from 1 lb. to a car load, at any price per Cwt.

The correct amount for a load of Hay, Straw, 
Coal or Coke, from 25 cents to (20  per ton.

Tho exact value of a hale of Cotton, at any 
price per lb. Also tho Toll for ginning it.

Tho comet amount of articles sold by the 
Bushel, Pound, Yard or Dozen, from V&o. to (1.

The exact Wages for any time, at various 
sates per month, per week, and per day.

The equivalent of Wheat in Flour, when ex
changing same, from 25 to 40 lbs. to the bu.

The only correct Rule and Table for esti
mating the exact contents of Logs of all sizes.

Tho exact contents of Lumber, Cisterns, Bins, 
Wagon-beds, Corn-orlbs, Cord-wood, and Car
penters', Plasterers' and Brick-layers' work.

The exact Interest on any sum, for any time, 
at any practical rate per cent.

The equivalent of two or more discounts; as 
for instance, 33%, 10, and 5 off. equals 43% off.

The per cent of gain when goods are bought 
at a certain diso't from, and sold at list prices.

The per cent of gain or loss, when goods are 
sold at a discount from the marking price.

The marking price, from which a certain diso’t 
may be given, and yet realize a certain % on eoBt.

The per cent of gain, when buying, and selling 
again, at certain diso’ts from same price list.

The Day of the Week, for any date in 300 yrs.( 
besides hundreds of other very useful things.

I t  gives all the Latest and Shortest methods known, 
besides many published fo r  the first time, v iz . : an 
Easy and Unerring process to r "A dd in g lon g Col
um ns;" Short Cuts in  M ultiplication and Division. 
Problem s In Fractions, Interest, Percentage, Mensura
tion, etc., are usually solved w ith  less than one-third 
the figures and labor, required b y  ordinary methods.

I t  Is neatly printed on fine paper, and elegantly bound, in  “ Pocket-book”  form . The No. 2 binding con
tains a silicate elate and a practical "Account-book," which has ««(/ ‘-Instructing “  Form u las”  fo r  recording 
Receipts, Expenditures, Purchases, Sales, etc. In  fact, a ll about “  Book-keeping "  that is needed b y  the people. 
I t  w ill commend itself to every thoughtful and progressive m ind, fo r  its  originality, s im plic ity and usefulness.

PRICES OF DIFFERENT STYLES OF BINDING.
Mo. 1, Bound in Waterproof Leatherette, Beautifully Embellished In colors..... 9 50
No. H, Fine Artificial Leather with pocket, Silicate Slate and Account-Book.....  95
No, 8, Am.Rneala or Morocco, with pocket, Slate and Renewable Account-Book, 1.00 
No. 5, Fine Russia or Mor>, Ullded, •• “  “ “ «« 1.50

Address all orders to PLANETS AND PEOPLE.
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As we have many inquiries as to the use and advantage of Magic 
Mirrors, we give herewith a few points concerning their origin and use.

They originated “far back in the dim and distant past,” with a people 
who devoted much time and close study to nature and nature’s laws. They 
are constructed with certain combinations of materials and ingredients, 
magnetically arranged, charged and co-ordinated to the mentality of 
human beings. The subtle laws of vibration, psychometry and plane
tary astral influences, must be understood to properly construct and per
fect such an instrument.

They are designed and built up in strict accordance with the higher 
principles of mind and soul forces, and are used at their best, by those 
who seek true knowledge for its own sake. They deal with the astral 
light, upon the astral plane, and because of their superior scientific con
struction, they are only used for intellectual and spiritual growth. The 
Mystics are the ones who receive great light and power from this source. 
They are aided by its reflective power to gain that which their natural 
gifts fail to reveal. Those who use Magic Mirrors are far in advance of 
those who do not, therefore, they are considered beyond price by them. 
Those possessing them are sometimes offered large sums for them, for 
many believe that by use they improve to a wonderful degree. The very 
wise men of ancient times used them, and thus gained great knowledge 
and power. The renewal of astronomical and occult studies has again 
revived the interest in these instruments, and as they are in our line, 
they are furnished to order by one who understands the principles of
their construction.

Black Mirrors, Plush Cases, 8x10.........................$15.00
White “ “ “ “ ......................... 25.00

The black ones are as* good as the white ones for most uses. It 
takes from ten days to two weeks to fill orders. They are sent by ex
press. Full instructions as to their care, etc., accompanies them.

It is desirable to have date of birth of the one who is to use a mir
ror, as a guide.in its construction, although not absolutely necessary for 
results in its use. Address all orders to

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.
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E l e c t r o p o i s e .
T R A D E  M A R K .

is a little instrument weighing 
less than a pound, which, when 
attached to the body causes the 
whole system to absorb

OXYGEN—PURE OXYGEN

from the atmosphere. It introduces 
this potent curative agent—oxygen— 
into the remotest and most recondite 
parts. It purities the blood. It

V ITALIZE S  EVERY ORGAN.
It makes war on disease by destroy
ing its producing cause. It elim
inates the morbid and noxious 
oloments that act injuriously.

LOWER V IT A L IT Y . •
It neutralizes or expels all poisons, 
either of malaria, contagion, 
or from the effects of powerful 
drugs. With the body plentifully

SUPPLIED W ITH OXYGEN

and froelv oxygenized blood, it is 
impossible for disease to exist, be
cause the conditions that made it 
possiblo havo been removed, burnt out.

IT  IS HARMLESS.
As the Electropoise simply induces 
the absorption of oxygen, no 
injury can possibly result from its 
application.

ABANDONED CASES
havo been treated from all sections 
and the results fully warrant the 
claim that “the Electropoise cures 
when all else has failed.''

DO NOT DESPAIR
If you havo tried physicians, 
specialists, change of scene and 
climate—everything, in the vain hope 
of cure, and are desperate.

1307 Masonic Temple,
’ Phon e ( la in  3 3 4 4 . vDlvAlllvl

SZt. ‘W .  y .  1TT7TT , 

Lessee and Manager.

REMEMBER

the Electropoise has made its reputa
tion by curing cases that were sup
posed to be “ incurable” and pro
nounced by physicians as such.

IN V E S T IG A T IO N  COURTED.

We solicit the closest investi
gation into the Electropoise, its 
workings, our methods, results that 
attend its use, etc.

E S PE C IA LLY
do we ask physicians and scientists 
to investigate the matter. Think
ing people of all classes will be 
interested in o ur book.

STATESMEN, JU RISTS ,

clerygmen, scientists, physicians 
aDd intelligent members of all classes 
of society, use and endorse the 
Electropoise. In our book

T H E IR  C E R TIF IC A TE S
are given, together with other infor
mation about the Electropoise, its 
price, method of applying, ease of 
application, certainty of effect,

ABSENCE OF SHOCK
or other sensation except increase 
of vigor, its total difference from 
the “electrical appliances" com
monly known. This book

M AILED FREE
to interested applicants.
Write for one and learn more 
of this remarkable home cure for 
disease without medicine.
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K e y s  t o  O c c u l t  S t u d i e s .
“T he L aw and the P rophets.”

By FRANK EARL ORMSBY.

“ The Law and the Prophets” is a work devoted to the Occult 
Science of the Stars, in which may be found the keys that unlock the 
mysteries of planetary law, and reveals the hidden secrets of life, death, 
character, and the primal causes of the varied states and conditions in 
human beings, together with other valuable and interesting information.

W H A T  T H E  P E O P L E  S A Y  O F  T H E  W O R K .

Mrs. H elen Dryden, of Hollister, Cal., 
writes: “ I  do not feel that the $10 liqui
dates the obligation, and I  wish you suc
cess in your work. ”

Mr. O. O. Adams, o f Lowell, Mich., 
says: “ There can be no money value 
placed on the inform ation the w ork con
tains, and the price would be low enough 
at twenty-five dollars a copy. My w ork is 
not for sale unless 1  am sure o f getting 
another copy.”

Mr. E . H. Grove, o f Los Angeles, Cal., 
writes: “ There is no money that would 
buy m y book i f  I  could not get another. 
My soul yearned for ju st such a work, 
that would give me the foundation prin
ciples o f the law  of life. I  tried in many 
ways to obtain it, but found it  was not to 
be had, so w aited contentedly, when I  
found you were at work on such a 
book. I  have found out more co7'.eerning 
the cause o f diseases in the short time I  
have had it, than from  all other sources. 
I  feel that the book w ill do more towards 
the regeneration o f hum anity than any 
other book before the w orld to-day.”

Dr. Weaver. Glenbeulah, writes: “ I
have owned all of the best works of the 
Homeopathic and Electric schools, and 
simply as a medical adviser, i t  is  w orth  
them  a ll.

Mr. U riel Buchanan, of Marionville, 
Mo., writes: “  ‘The Law  and the
Prophets’ is of inestimable value to those 
making the higher attainment. I  speak 
from  that unfailing authority, intuition, 
and can truly say it  is the grandest work 
of the age for those, who would know the 
fixed law of the universe.”

Mr. Dennis Murphy, Ft. Omaha, Neb. 
writes: “ I t  is w hat I  have been wishing 
for these many years. I t  is by far the 
best expose on Occult Astronomy I  have 
yet seen. I t  answers the question, ‘W hy 
is it  thus?’ I  like it; it  is full of truth; its 
style is clear, simple and exact, being, as 
it  were, all wheat and no chaff. In my 
opinion the information contained in this 
work is worth $100 to any person of good 
understanding. I  admire the genius, 
that produced this work.”

The work contains, or includes, the Astronomical Chart which gives, 
a complete ephemeris for every year during seventy-five years of this* 
century, from 1825 to 1900.

The edition is limited.
The work is valuable to the student and researcher, being too ex

pensive for the ordinary reader, unless he can well afford it.
Price by mail, $10.00. Address,

M R 5 . S T E L L A  O R M SB Y ,
1925 Washington Boulevard,

Sta. E, CHICAGO.a
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HEALTH PRODUCERS.
It is a well known fact that unless the surface of one’s 

body is properly cleansed, there remains lodged in the pores 
of the skin effete matter which retards the circulation and in 
many instances lays the foundation for a deranged and dis
eased system. All manner of feverish aggravations are caused 
by this one neglect alone, and every person who desires the 
best and surest method for removing every obstruction to the 
natural flow of the excrescences of the system, should send for 
one of our

H EALTH  BATH  BRUSHES, 
and use the same over the entire surface of the body every 
night and morning, and also with the best of soap when bath
ing. An air both with such a stirring up of the flesh will do 
more for Health and Physical Beauty, than all the cosmetics, 
powders and washes known to the world.

EACH PERSON SHOULD H AVE A  BRUSH OF TH EIR  OWN TO 
PREVENT TH E TRANSMISSION OF SK IN  AFFECTIONS.

We furnish the following by mail, post-paid:

BATH BRUSHES.

No. 53.—Bent handle, for wet or dry use......................
“  5 4-— Bent, larger and heavier, for wet or dry use. 
“  55.— Bent, best quality made, ____ “  “  ,

No. 57.—This style, long brush........................................ .. .......

KEEP TH E TEETH  CLEAN.

Post-paid on receipt of price.
Address all orders to

.$ .60 

. 1.00 

. 1.25

.$1.25

$ .25

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.
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are prepared to furnish Globes in any size and style, at lowest prices.

Address all orders to
PLANETS AND PEOPLE.
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S E X E N N I A L .
HISTORY.

Organized and Chartered July 18th, 1888. 
Has put up 435 Lodges.
Written 21,000 Certificates.
Paid 15,000 Claims, amounting to $1,200,000.
Has accumulated $1,000,000 in Reserve Fund.
Has paid $400,000 in Matured Claims.

PLAN.
Belief Fund pays 

$25 per week in Sickness,
$500 in total Disability,
$1000 at Death.
50 to 100 per cent, gains if you don’t die in 6 years.

HORTUARY CLASS.
You can join for $200.00 to $3,000.00.

TH E  M EDIUM  —
An eight-page weekly journal, 

DEVOTED TO

The Philosophy and Phenomena 

of Spiritualism.
The only paper of its kind on the Pacific coast. 

Specimen copies sent free. Subscription 50 cts.

TH E  M E D IU M ,

D o n n e y  B lo c k . Los Angeles, C a l.

THE ISLAMIC WORLD
numbers amongst its contributors the leading 
and most learned Muslim writers throughout 
the world. Subscription?/- per year. Post free.

SHEIKH W. H. ABDULLAH QUILLIAM, 
EDITOR,

15, Manchester-street, Liverpool, England.

SEXENNIAL GIVES $i,ooo.
Death Protection at an approximate cost of 

$1.00 per year. Hands back the cost of Sick Pro
tection in 6 years.

Best Investment.
Lowest Cost.

Inquire of
Sexennial League, Hale Building, 

Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE CRESCENT a weekly journal published 
b y  th e  Liverpool Muslim 

Society 1 is a record of Islamic progress through
out the world, and advocates belief in One God 
and Mahommed as His inspired Prophet. Send 
for a sample copy to

SHEIKH ABDULLAH QUILLIAM,
15, Manchester-street, Liverpool, England.

Subscriptions 4s. 4d. per annum to all parts of 
the world.

A NEW

RUBBER STAMP
Price, 50 cents.

THE PERFECT CUFF HOLDER
FASTENS THE CUFF 

TO THE LINING OF THE 
COAT SLEEVE. 

Holds the Cuff in exactly 
the same position at all 
times. Just what Cuff 
W earers have been want
ing. W ill last a  life  time.

BEST.WAY TO HOLD THE CUFFS.
Cannot get out o f  order. W ill save their price in 
laundry bills in one month. Put Holder in the back 
button hole of thecuff, with clasps open, place cuff in 
position in coat sleeve after coat is on .then press down 
on the ontside of the Coat Sleeve closing the Clasp 
♦ bus the Jaws of the Holder w ill fasten to the Coat 
Sleeve lining. Cuffs come off with the Coat, or their 
position can be changed without removing the Coat. 
S a m p le  p a ir , p r e p a id  b y  m a i l 25c . Agents 
wanted for these Holders and the.Bamey Medicator, 
an Instrument and Home treatment for Catarrh and 
all head and throat troubles. Sell at si"ht.

Money Saved
BY ORDERING

* * Q O O D S  F R O n  U S * *
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The Metaphysical Magazine,
Occult, Philosophic and Scientific.

The only first-class Magazine in the world devoted to the higher or Metaphysical 
side of every important subject of life, presented in a trustworthy manner by the best 
writers of the day in all parts of the world.

ALWAYS THE BEST V * V * V * V * * * V *
Subscription price, $2.50 per annum. Single copies, 25 cents. At all newsstands, 

or mailed to any address upon receipt of price. Agents wanted in every locality. 
Issued monthly, by

THE METAPHYSICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Publishers, Importers and Dealers in Oriental Literature, Books and Periodicals relat
ing to Progressive Thought, works on Metaphysical Healing and Mental Philosophy. 
Catalogue free to any address.

New Light from the Great Pyramid!
T h e  A s t r o n o m i c o -G e o g r a p h i c a l  S y s t e m  o p  t h e  A n c i e n t s  
R e c o v e r e d  a n d  A p p l i e d  t o  t h e  E l u c i d a t i o n  o p  H i s t o r y ,
C e r e m o n y , S y m b o l i s m , a n d  R e l i g i o n . ::  ::  ::  ::  ::

By A L B E R T  ROSS PARSONS.
“ A book that will commend itself to students of the symbolism which underlies 

all religions. A multitude of correspondencesare traced by careful etymological re
search, and a vast amount of venerable symbolism in astronomy and old religion is 
found to apply to Christ. The book displays remarkable learning.” —Northwest 
Magazine.

“ A curious book which will greatly interest the votaries of the occult and 
mysterious.” — Detroit Free Press.

‘ ‘A notable contribution of correlated facts drawn from the Hebrew Bible, the 
Hindu Scriptures, and the religions of the civilized nations of antiquity.” — Boston 
Traveller.

The work contains a map both of the surface of the Globe and of the constella
tions in the heavens, with numerous rare and significant illustrations of great value. 

SEND FOR PULL PRESS NOTICES AND DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.
Prices $4.00.

The Philosophy of Mental Healing,
By LEAN D ER  ED M U ND  W HIPPLE.

Cloth, $2.00; Full Gold, $2.50.
“  . . .  It stands at the head of the list of metaphysical explanations of mind- 

cure.” — Hartford Times, Hartford, Conn.
“ The author’s presentation of the subject is calm and dignified, free from cant, 

and hence commends itself to the consideration of thoughtful people. To many who 
have been looking for a reliable and logical presentation of a subject which is forcing 
its way into public notice this book will be a welcome visitor.” — Home Journal, New 
York.

“ A remarkably interesting chapter of the work is that entitled ‘How Mental 
Action Causes Disease,’ in which the effect of the mind upon the body is illustrated 
by familiar examples. There is a constant temptation to quote, in turning over the 
pages of the volume, but we must leave interested readers to enjoy the work as a 
whole. Meanwhile, we commend it as the most valuable contribution to the litera
ture of mental healing yet given to the public; dignified in tone, clear and definite in 
statement, and logical in its conclusions.” —Boston Evening Transcript.

Any book post-paid to any part o f the world reached by the Postal Union.
T H E  M E T A P H Y S IC A L  PU B L IS H IN G  CO.,

503 Fifth Avenue, New York.
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A Lung Gymnasium
THE WILHIDE 
EXHALER _

Affords the most perfect athletic exercise known fo r all the muscles- o f the T hroat, 
L ungs, Chest, Stomach and A bd o m en . Strengthens the vocal organs and enlarges 
the chest. Will speedily cure common colds, relieve hoarseness, and prevent as well as 
cure throat and lung troubles, and fo r the overcoming’ o f nervousness and indigestion 
it is invaluable.

Indorsed by physicians, clergymen, and publio speakers
Its Graduated Exhaust is especially valuable, adapting it  to every condition of 

strength without mental effort or exhaustion. Made o f purest hard rubber, finest finish, 
a beautiful pocket piece. I t  costs only the price o f one visit to  the dootor and w ill last 
a life-time. I t  is Simple, Scientific, Safe and Sure.

CONSUMPTION IS CURABLE.
So says Prof. Austin Flint, Prof. Bennett, Dr. 

F. H. Ramadge, and others.
Dr. Dio Lewis says, “Consumption is incura

ble by medicines 1 admit; that it is often cured 
by pure air, exercise, right habits, no intelligent 
and candid physician will doubt.”

J. M. Buckley, D. D.. of New York, Editor of 
the Christian Advocate, came of a consumptive 
family, at an early age he was considered “ as 
good as dead.” In his book entitled “A Heredi
tary Consumptive’s Successful Battle for Life,“ 
tefisus he tried all the patent and proprietary 
medicines and specifics—Courses of treatment 
by both Homoeopathic and Allopathic physi
cians. The malt, liquor and whiskey treatment, 
all failed. A sea voyage was talked of, but his 
Presiding Elder suggested he go home to his 
friends, as the end seemed near.

'It was now he read the medical work “ Medi
cine cures no chronic disease of the general sys
tem, it may mitigate, sometimes, assist natural 
processes, give’ relief from pain, but nature 
cureB, air, diet, exercise, light, rest, peace of 
mind, do the work.

He now began the systematic and daily use of 
a Breathing Tube of which he writes: “To this 
Instrument I owe more than all medicines, or 
out door exercise, and were I compelled to 
choose between the use of the tube for one and 
a half hours a day, and all other exercises and 
medicines without it for the removal of pulmo
nary disease, experience and observation would 
lead me to prefer the tube."

W H A T  IS S A ID  O F  T H E  E X H A L E R .
1. “ It is almost an instantaneous cure of com

mon colds.”
2. “ It aids digestion and gives me an appe

tite” ------  .
3. “ It relieves me of mental and physical wea

riness from close study and indoor work”------
4. “ It beats medicines for giving sweet, refresh

ing sleep.”
5. “ It is the best tonic” ------
6. “(’an do no hurt and always does good ----
7. “ It increased my chest two inches in a few 

months and I am a healthier man.”
8. A minister, “ I had a weak throat from 

childhood, made worse by a long spell of Bron
chitis. thought I would have to quit preaching, 
but the use of the tube, as directed, has cured 
me. I can talk all day with ease and comfort.”

A consumptive says: “ My second break down 
terminated in consumption. Doctors sent me 
South, no benefit; returned North; the doctors 
said the top of my left lung was hardened, but 
might be absorbed in eighteen months, or sup
purate, but would have to go South for the_ win
ter ;now I began the use of an exhaler, as direct
ed, in 4 months the air was circulating freely 
and easily all through my lungs, appetite excel
lent, strength increasing, spirits revived and 
every indication of returning health, and no 
need to go South.”

These claims are not the heated imagination 
of the Inventor. They are facts, and the effects 
guarantee the claims.

Full directions, with other valuable health hints, worth many times its cost, free with every tube. 
P r i c e  b y  m a i l ,  p o s t - p a i d ,  o n l y  $ 1 . 5 0 .

Address all orders to
PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

SPIRITUAL, OCCULT
AND LIBERAL

O f every name and date, constantly on hand, or secured 
to order, for those who cannot find the works 

they seek. Send for list and prices to
THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER,

40 L O O M IS  S T . ,  C H IC A G O .
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Certificate of the Magnetic Forces,
OR LA W  OF BEINO.

Mathematically C alculated A ccording to the S cience of Occult 
A stronomy, for

M

Born at ..-fl)......i _______the  ........ day of_______18

Nationality...... %......................... Occupation...*..,....._________

These certificates include a Horoscope of birth, a physiolog
ical, phrenological, and general delineation, showing the 
natural characteristics, peculiarities and tendencies; the mag
netic percentages; the nature of diseases, if any, and rules for 
eliminating the same from the system; the business qualifi
cations, powers, capabilities and probabilities; times and 
seasons most favorable to business interests, and numerous 
suggestions as to lines of business or profession suited to the 
powers of each; illustrated by Magnetic charts, and diagrams 
suited to a plain simple presentation of the relationship to the 
universal scale which determines one’s expressions through life.

Bvery person on the earth would profit by the information 
given in these written delineations. More real knowledge of 
one’s self is revealed by the charts and diagrams than it is pos
sible to gain in any other way in a whole lifetime. They are 
type written, on heavy bond paper 8 x io, the charts and dia
grams finished by hand according to the conditions of each 
applicant.

It is said that Japanese families exchange horoscopes o f 
their children after a certain age in order that they may select 
suitable life companions. This science shows the conditions 
of both sexes and determines in advance the harmony and 
discord met with in partnerships of every nature, whether o f 
marriage or business. Special matters particularly treated 
when mentioned. Price of these certificates complete is $10.00.

Address,
F. E. ORMSBY,

169 Jackson Street, CHICAGO-



S P B C IH L - + D I A M O N D
WARRANTED IN EVERY RESPECT.

NO. 50. S P O T  C A S H , $ 5 0 .0 0 . L A D IE S ’ W H E E L , S A M E  Q U A L IT Y , N O . 5 5 . S P O T  C A S H , $ 5 0 .0 0 .

These are special bargains, shipped to any point in the U. 5 . *

GARDNER & CO., Special Agents, 11 2  Quincy St., Chicago.
Highly recommended by the publishers o f PLANETS AND PEOPLE.



THE CELEBRATED BICYCLE
I X L  P H A N T O M ,

For 1895 .

Road Wheel, 22 lbs. 
Gear, 68 inches.

F B Z C E :

Regular Finish....................................$ 90.00.
Fpll Nickel Plated.............................. 120.00.

Solid drawn Steel tubing. Ball bearing. Dust proof.
The highest grade wheel on the market.

Simple and durable in construction.
Ladies’ Wheel same price.

GARDNER &  CO., Special Agents, 112 Quincy St.
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MYSTIC *  

TEST BOOK
... OK THE ...

RELIGION
OF THE ST A PS 
B y  O L N E Y  H. RICHMOND,

MAGIC OF THE CARDS,
Grand Magea and Master of the Inner Temple of the 

Ancient Order of the Magi.

... BY ...

OLNEY H. RICHMOND,

«RAND MASTER O F TH E INNER TEMPLE,  
ORDER OF THE MAGI.

Under the Authority of the Brotherhood of Magic.

Illustrated with over four thousand engrav
ings of the emblems in various positions, giving 
the mystic meaning of the cards under all con
ditions and under all the planets. Gives full 
rules and instructions for delineating or reading 
from the quadratic spread, including the quad- 
ration of the mystic book.

This work gives the wonderful and magic 
properties of the sacred tarot, the mystic tri
angle and many other illustrations in occultism.

Students in magic and occultism will find an 
endless fund of investigation in the Mystic Test 
Book.

256 pages, bound in  leather, w ith gold sid e a n d  
back. P rice , F iv e  D ollars.

Subscription blanks sent to any address on 
receipt of stamp.

f3F "N ot sold through the trade.

O. H. RICHMOND,
1910 Washington Bird., CHICAGO.

This work embraces nineteen Grand 
Temple Lectures delivered to Classes 
of Advancement in the
GRAND TEMPLE OF THE ORDER OF 

THE MAGI, CHICAGO.
Mystics, Students of Magic and Occult

ism, Free Masons, and all others inter
ested in the Great Coming Religion 
should read this book. It is the key to 
the hidden knowledge.

^ C O N T E N T S  ^
The Astral Body—Astral Magnetism—Astral 

Evolution—A Mystic Temçle—A Mysterious Tale 
—Body and Soul—Evolution of Matter—Evolu
tion in General—Governing Forces—Infinity— 
Looking Backward—Life Beginnings—Magne- 
t.ism of the Stars—Magic Chart c>f the M agi— 
Magical Wonders—Needs of Mankind—Religion 
of the Stars—Re-incarnation—Soul of Man— 
Study of Infinity—Vibrations—Tribute to the 
“Word”—What the Magi Teach, etc., etc., etc.

320 pages on heavy paper with wide margin 
for rebinding purposes. In pebbled cloth, gold 
side and back, with cabinet sized portrait of the 
author. Price, 3  1 .2 5 ,  postage paid to any 
address.

FOR SALE BY

O .  H .  R I C H M O N D ,
1910 Washington 8oulevard, CHICAGO, ILL

- A. L. FYFE, -
P r in t e r  a n d  P u b l i s h e r ,

334 Dearborn St„ Chicago.

PATENTS
Promptly secured. Trade-Marks, Copyrights 
and Labels registered. Twenty-five years ex
perience. We report whether patent can be 
secured or not, tree o f charge. Our fee not due 
until patent Is allowed. 3 *  p a g e  B o o k  F r e e .  
H . B .  W I L L S O N  A  C O . .  Attorneys at Law, 
O pp. U.B.Fot. Office. W A S H I N G T O N , D . C .
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Our Premium Offer
Each and every subscriber of P L A N E T S  A N D  P E O P L E , w ill receive in  addition 

to the journal for twelve months, Ormsby’s patented Astronomical System, entitled:

THE PLAY OF THE PLANETS.
The accompanying diagram and matter w ill explain the nature of the system and 

study, which however can only be appreciated when its deeper import is realized by 
application and demonstration.

★  PLAY OF THE PLANETS. ★
Patented in this and foreign countries.

T H IS  N E W  STA B  STUDY IN  OCCULT ASTRONOM Y C O N TA IN S  I

1. A system for finding the position of the planets in our solar system and day during seventy- 
five years of this century. This knowledge has for ages been held in secrecy.

Note—This information in any other form, if it were published, would cost from seventy-five to 
one hundred dollars.

2. This svstem also contains a chart which will give the positions and orderly movements of 
planets for all past present and future centuries, with one annual correction, which makes it the 
greatest astronomical device ever invented by man.

3. The chart also gives the moon’s relations to the earth and sun, and the regularity of its
phases, for all time, inlike manner. # , .

4. The study contains a book on the occult meaning of the positions and relation of the stars as 
they operate upon the earth, and influence human life.

5. The work contains the Zodiac, and explains, its signs.
0. The signs of the planets, the harmony and inharmony of their polarities is a feature of the 

study. . . . . .
7. The effect of the planets upon human life, and the tendency to yield to their vibrations, is

clearly stated. , . .  ..
8. The comparative force and energy of the aspects of the planets to the earth, is fully illustrated 

and explained.
9. The affinity existing between some magnets is illustrated.

10. The pure teachings of ancient astronomers illustrated and explained.
11. This study contains the basic,principles upon which rests all the Occult Wisdom, of both the 

Orient and the,Occident, and explains and teaches in language comprehensible by all the eternal 
truths of infinity.

12. The closing pages reveal some of the wonders of time and space, of distance and motion, of 
power and force, of greatness and grandeur, and presents a picture to the mind’s eye, which shows 
the wonderful relation and action of worlds, suns and systems, in all their glory and majesty.

This wonderful knowledge simplified and brought within the reach of all, for the small sum of 
$1 .00, postpaid, upon receipt of price.

Address
P L A N E T S  A N D  P E O P L E , 169 Jackson Street» Chicago.
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R O P P ’S

Commercial Calculator
No. 1. ----- W IL L -----

PREVENT MISTAKES,
RELIEVE THE MIND,

-------- S A V E --------

Labor, Time # Money,
DO YOUR RECKONING

In the TWINKLING o f  an

No. 3.

A READY CALCULATOR, BUSINESS ARITHMETIC and ACCOUNT-BOOK Combined.
This is unquestionably the most complete and convenient work on Figures, for 

P R A C TIC A L USE, ever published. I t  contains nearly all the S H O R T C U TS  known; 
Hundreds of Simple Xtules and Original Methods for “ Easy and Rapid Calculation,” 
and Millioiis of Accurate Answers to Business Examples and to Practical Problems.

I t  Sifts and Simplifies the whole science of Arithmetic, retaining only the Creamt 
in a nut-shell, as it were. Its Tables, Rules and Methods are all extremely simple, 
eminently useful, practical, and folly abreast with the age of steam and electricity.

Everyone who prefers to take the Simplest, the Shortest and the Easiest way for 
doing his work, should possess a copy of this useful and convenient Pocket Manual* 
I t  will enable Everybody to l  »come Proficient and Quick in  Figures; and to many a. 
young person, it may prove to be a stepping stone to a successful business career.

HO FARMED, MECHANIC OR BU81NE88 MAN SHOULD RE WITHOUT IT, DECAUSE
IT HILL SHOW IT  i  GLANCE, WITHOUT THE USE OF PENCIL, FEN OR PAPER,

The number of Bvuihds and pounds in a load 
Df Wheat, Corn, Rye, Oats, or Barley, and the 
correct amount for same, at any price per bu.

The exact amount for a lot of Hogs or Cattle, 
from 1 lb. to a car load, at any price per Cwt.

The correct amount for a load of Hay, 8traw, 
Cool or Coke, from 25 cents to $20 per too.

The exact value of a bale of Cotton, at any 
price per lb. Also the Toll for ginning it.

The correct amount of articles sold by the 
Bushel. Pound, Yard or Dozen, from Vic. to $1.

The exact Wages tor any time, at various 
rates per month, per week, and per day.

The equivalent of Wheat in Flour, when ex
changing same, from 25 to 40 lbs. to the bu.

The only correct Rule and Table for esti* 
mating the exact contents of Logs of all sizes.

The exact contents of I,umber. Cisterns, Bins, 
Wagon-beds, Corn-cribs, Cord-wood, and Car
penters', Plasterers’ and Brick-layers’ work.

The exact Interest on any sum, for any time* 
at any practical rate per cent.

The equivalent of two or more discounts; aa 
for instance, 33%, 10, and 5 off, equals 4 3 % off.

The per cent of aain when goods are bought 
at a certain disc’t from, and sold at list prices.

The per cent o f gain or loss, when goods are 
Bold at a discount from the marking price.

The marking price, from which a certain dlsc’t  
may be given, and yet realize a certain % on cost.

The percent of gain, when buying, and selling 
again, at certain disc’ts from same price list.

The Day of the Week, for any date in 300 yrs.( 
besides hundreds o f other very useful things.

It elves all the Latest and Shortest methods known, 
besides many published for the fir s t time, viz.: an 
Easy and Unerring process for “ Adding long Col
umns;" Short Cute in Multiplication and Division. 
Problems in Fractions, Interest, Percentage, Mensura
tion, etc., are usually solved with less tbsn one-third  
the figures and labor, required by ordinary methods.

It la neatly printed on fine paper, and elegantly bound in “ Pocket-book”  form. The No. 2  binding con
tains a silicate Slate and a practical “ Account-book," which has self-instructing “  Formulas "  for recording 
Receipts, Expenditures, Purchases, Sales, etc. In fact, all about “  Book-keeping "  that is needed by the people. 
It will commend itself to every thoughtful and progressive mind, tor its originality, simplicity and usefulness.

PRICES OF DIFFERENT STYLES OF BINDING.
No. 1 , Bound in Waterproof Leatherette, Beautifully Embellished in colors..... 8  50
No. 2, Fine Artificial Leather with pocket. Silicate Slate and Account-Book....... 75
No* 3, Am, Bnssla or M o r o c c o ,  with pocket, Slate and Renewable Account-Book, 1.00 
No. 5, Fine Russia or Mor., Uilded, •• *• •• «« «  t.QO

Address all orders to  PLA N ETS AND PEO PLE.
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!Electropeise.
TRADE MARK.

is a little instrument weighing 
less than a pound, 'which, when 
attached to the body causes the 
whole system to absorb

O XYG EN— PU R E  O XYG EN

from the atmosphere. It introduces 
this potent curative agent—oxygen— 
into the remotest and most recondite 
parts. It purifies the blood. It

V IT A L IZ E S  E V E R Y  ORGAN.

It makes war on disease by destroy
ing its producing cause. It elim
inates the morbid and noxious 
elements that act injuriously.

LOWER V IT A L IT Y .

It neutralizes or expels all poisons, 
either of malaria, contagion, 
or from the effects of powerful 
drugs. With the body plentifully

SU PPLIE D  W IT H  OXYG EN

and freely oxygenized blood, it is 
impossible for disease to exist, be
cause the conditions that made it 
possible have been removed, burnt out.

I T  IS  HARMLESS.
As the Electropoise simply induces 
the absorption of oxygen, no 
injury can possibly result from its 
application.

ABANDONED CASES

have been treated from all sections 
and the results fully warrant the 
claim that “ the Electropoise cures 
when all else has failed. ’

DO NOT D ESPAIR

If you have tried physicians, 
specialists, change of scene and 
climate—everything, in the vain hope 
of cure, and are desperate.

REM EM BER

the Electropoise has made its reputa
tion by curing cases that were sup
posed to be “ incurable” and pro
nounced by physicians as such.

IN V E S T IG A T IO N  COURTED.

We solicit the closest investi-_ 
gation into the Electropoise, its 
workings, our methods, results that 
attend its use, etc.

E S P E C IA L L Y
do we ask physicians and scientists 
to investigate the matter. Think
ing people of all classes will be 
interested in o ur book.

STATESM EN, JU R ISTS ,

clerygmen, scientists, physicians 
and intelligent members of all classes 
of society, use and endorse the 
Electropoise. In our book

T H E IR  C E R T IF IC A T E S

are £iven, together with other infor
mation about the Electropoise, its 
price, method of applying, ease of 
application, certainty of effect,

ABSENCE OF SHOCK

or other sensation except increase 
of vigor, its total difference from 
the “electrical appliances” com
monly known. This book

M A ILE D  FREE

to interested applicants.
Write for one and learn more 
of this remarkable home cure for 
disease without medicine.

'W .  F .  I T T T T T ,

Lessee and Manager.

1207 Masonic Temple, flllfflAflA
’Phone flain 3 2 4 4 . v l l l l v a l l v i
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PLANETS AND PEOPLE 
For 1896.

A Great
Year-book of the Heavens

Will come out in one complete volume, 
containing the ADVANCE W E E K L Y  STA R  REPORTS 
for the entire year, making 52 lessons, similar in style to those 
of this year, only greatly improved, besides a world of valua
ble and interesting information on the Science of Health, 
the magnetics of agriculture, medicine, surgery, atmospherical 
agitations or storm periods, Ormsby’s new Calendar Kpheme- 
ris, together with short scientific, philosophical and poetical 
contributions and selections from leading writers. Groups in 
portraiture of leading reformers of our times will be a feature 
of the work.

Over 100 Illustrations of the

Mysteries of Life and Death. 
The Secrets of Nature.
The Law  of God.

Subscribe at once if you wish to secure a copy of the first 
print, which will be mailed about Dec. 1st.

Price- i PflPer» $' ° ° '  PLANETS AND PEOPLE,
1 C loth , 1 6 9  Jackson 5 t „  CHICAGO.



Keys to Occult Studies.
“T he L a w  a n d  t h e  P r o ph e t s .”

B y  PR A N K  E A R L  ORMSBY.

“ The Law and the Prophets” is >i work devoted to the Occult 
Science of the Stars, in which may he found the keys that unlock the 
mysteries of planetary law, and reveals the hidden secrets of life, death, 
character, and the primal causes of the varied states and conditions in 
human beings, together with other valuable and interesting information.

WHAT THE PEOPLE SAY OF THE WORK.

PL ANEW AND PEOPLE.

Mrs. Helen Dryden, of Hollister, Cal., 
writes: “ I do not feel that the $10  liqui
dates the obligation, and 1  wish you suc
cess in your work.”

Mr. 0. 0. Adams, of Lowell, Mioh., 
says: “ There can be no money value 
placed on the information the work con
tains, and the price would be low enough 
at twenty-five dollars a copy. My work is 
not for sale unless I am sure of getting 
another copy.”

Mr. E. If. (shrove, of Los Angeles, Cal., 
writes: “ There is no money that would 
buy my book if 1  could not get another. 
My soul yearned for just such a work, 
that would give me the foundation prin
ciples of the law of life. I tried in many 
ways to obtain it, but found it was not to 
be had, so waited contentedly, when I 
found you were at work oa such a 
book. I have found out more corcerning 
the cause of diseases in the short time 1 
have had it, than from all other souroes. 
I feel that the book will do more towards 
the regeneration of humanity than any 
other book before the world to-duy.”

Dr. Weaver. Glcnbeulah, writes: “ I
have owned all of the best works of tho 
Homeopathic uud E lectric schools, and 
simply as a medical adviser, it its worth 
them all.

Mr. Uriel Buchanan, of Marionville, 
Mo,, writes: “  ‘The Law and tho
Prophets’ is of inestimable value to those 
making the higher attainment. I speak 
from that unfailing authority, intuition, 
and can truly say it is the grandest work 
of the age for those, who would know the 
fixed law of the universe.”

Mr. Dennis Murphy, Ft, Omaha, Hob. 
writes: “ It is whut I have been wishing 
for these many years. It is by far the 
best expose on Occult Astronomy I have 
yet seen. It answers the question, ‘Why 
is it thus?’ I like it; it is full of truth; its 
style is clear, simple and exact, being, as 
it were, all wheat and no chaff. In my 
opinion the information contained in this 
work is worth $100 to any person of good 
understanding. I admire the genius 
that produced this work.”

The work contains, or includes, the Astronomical Chart which gives 
a complete ephemeris for every year during seventy-five years of this 
century, from 1825 to 1900.

The edition is limited.
The work is valuable to the student and researcher, being too ex

pensive for the ordinary reader, unless he can well afford it.
Price by mail, $10.00. Address,

M R S. S T E L M  O R M S B Y ,
1935 Washington Boulevard,

Sta. E, CHICAGO.a
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HEALTH PRODUCERS.
It is a well known fact that unless the surface of one’s 

body is properly cleansed, there remains lodged in the pores 
of the skin effete matter which retards the circulation and in 
many instances lays the foundation for a deranged and dis
eased system. A ll manner of feverish aggravations are caused 
by this one neglect alone, and every person who desires the 
best and surest method for removing every obstruction to the 
natural flow of the,excrescences of the system, should send for 
one of our

H EA LTH  B A TH  BR U SH ES, 
and use the same over the entire surface of the body every] 
night and morning, and also with the best of soap when baths 
ing. An air both with such a stirring up of the flesh will do 
more for Health and Physical Beauty, than all thé cosmetics, 
powders and washes known to the world.

EACH PERSON SHOULD H AVE A  BRUSH O P T H E IR  OW N TO 
PREVENT TH E TRANSM ISSION OP SEUN & PPE C TIO N S.

We furnish the following by mail, post-paid:

BATH  BRUSHES.

.$  .60 
, 1.00 
. 1.25

No. 60.—One o f the Best Tooth Brushes made............. ................. ...................... $ .25
Post-paid on receipt of price.

Address all orders to

No. 53.—Bent handle, for wet or dry use....................
“  54-—Bent, larger and heavier, for wet or dry use, 
“  55.—Bent, best quality made, “  “  “  ' “  ,

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.
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We are prepared to furnish Globes in any size and style, at lowest prices.

Address all orders to
PLANETS AND PEOPLE.
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SEXENNIAL.
HISTORY.

Oiganized and Chartered July 18th, 1888. 
Has pat up 46 Lodges.
Written 21.000 Certificates.
Paid 13.000 Claims, amounting to SL300.000.
Has accumulated $UB0,(BO in Reserve Fond. 
Has paid $100,000 in Matured Claims.

PLAN.
Relief Fond pays 

S5 per week in Sickness. 
s a » in total Disability.
$1000 at Death.
»  to MO per cent, gains i f  you don't die in  6 jears.

nORTUARY CLASS.
Yon can join for $300.00 to $3,000.00.

SEXENNIAL GIVES $i,ooo.
Death Protection at an approximate cost of 

SL£0 per year. Hands back the cost of Sick Pro
tection in S years.

B e s t  I n v e s t m e n t .

Lowest Cost.
Inquire of

Sexennial League, Hale Building, 
Chestnut S t ,  Philadelphia, Pa.

A NEW

RUBBER STAMP
Price, 50  cents.

THE MEDIUM -
An eight-page w eekly journal,

DEVOTED TO

The Philosophy and Phenomena 
of Spiritualism.

The only paper o f its  k in d on the Pacific coast. 

Specimen copies sent free. Subscription 90 cts.

THE MEDIUM,
Donney Block. Los Angeles, Cal.

THE ISLUDC WORLD
numbers amongst its  contributors the leading 
and most learned Muslim  w riters throughout 
the w orld. Subscription 7/- per year. Post free. 

SH E IK H  W . H . A B D U LLA H  Q U TLLIAM , 
E D ITO R ,

33. Manchester-street, L iverpool, England.

TUL’ P D rO P r iT  a w eekly jou rnal published 
lim  vIUjuUuBI b y  th e  L iverpoo l Muslim 
Society: is  a record o f Islam ic. p rog ress througfa- 
out the w orld, and advocates b e lie f in  One God 
and Mabommed as H is inspired Prophet. Send 
for a sample copy to

SHKIKH  ART1TTT.T.AHQTTTT.T.TAMT 

13, Manchester-street, L iverpool, England.
Subscriptions Is. 4d. per annum to  aD parts o f 

I the world.

THE PERFECT CUFF HOLDER
»STEM S THE CUFF 

TO THE LINING OF THE 
COAT SLEEVE. 

Holds the CUfT in exactly 
the same position at a ll 
times. Just what Cuff 
W earers have been want- 

_ _ _ _ _  tug. W ill last a life  lim e.

BEST.WAY TO HOLD THE CUFFS.
Cannot get out o f order. W ill save tbeir price In 
laundry bins in  oae month. Put Holder in the back 
bwttaa hole o f the caff, with clasps open.placecoff in 
Bosata iu coat sleeve after cowt now .then ptesadown 
'm  the outside o f the Coat Sleeve closing the Clasp 
♦bar :be jaws o f the Holder w ill fasten to the Coat 
Sleeve lining. Coffii come o ff w ith theCtowt-orthrir 
[«a ll« »  ego h ».h .n fw l wWm t iM n a»liiffli»r/ ia l. 
Sam ple p a ir, p rep a id  b y  m a il 25c. Agents 
wanted tor these Holders and the Barney Medicator. 
an Iwstrwwwnt and Home treatment fo r Catarrh and 
an head aad throat twaddea. R ellatst^ it.

Money Saved ^
BY ORDERING

**GOODS FROfl U S * *
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The rietaphysical Hagazine,
Occult, Philosophic and Scientific.

The only first-class Magazine in the world devoted to the higher or M etaphysical 
side of every important subject o f life, presented in a  trustworthy manner by the best 
writers of the day in  a ll parts of the world.

ALWAYS THE BEST ******************V *
Subscription price, $2.50 per annum. Single copies, 25 cents. A t a ll newsstands, 

or mailed to any address upon receipt o f price. Agents wanted in  every locality. 
Issued monthly, by

THE METAPHYSICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Publishers, Importers and Dealers in Oriental Literature, Books and Periodicals relat
ing to Progressive Thought, works on Metaphysical H ealing and M ental Philosophy. 
Catalogue free to any address.

New Light from th e Great Pyramid!
The Astbo xo m ico-Ge o g b a p h ic a l  Sy st em  o p  t h e  A n c ie n t s  
Recovebed a s u  Ap p l ie d  t o  t h e  E lu c id a t io n  o f  H is t o b y ,
Cebemony, Symbolism, and R eligion. :: :: :: :: ::

By ALBERT ROSS PARSONS.
“ A book that will commend itself to students of the sym bolism  w hich underlies 

all religions. A  multitude of correspondencesare traced b y  careful etym ological re
search, and a vast amount of venerable symbolism in  astronomy and old religion is 
found to apply to Christ. The book displays rem arkable learning.” — Northwest 
M agazine.

“ A carious book which will greatly  interest the votaries o f the occult and 
mysterious.” — Detroit Free Press.

“ A  notable contribution of correlated facts drawn from  the H ebrew Bible, th e 
Hindu Scriptures, and the religions of the civilized nations o f antiquity.” — Boston 
Traveller.

The work contains a map both of the surface o f the Globe and o f the constella
tions in the heavens, with numerous rare and significant illustrations o f great value. 

SEND FOB FELL PBESS NOTICES AND DESCRIPTIVE CIBCELAK.
P rice , $4.00.

The Philosophy of Mental Healing,
By LEANDER EDMUND WHIPPLE.

C lo th , $ 2 .0 0 ;  F u ll G o ld , $ 2 J * 0 .
“ . . .  I t  stands at the head of the list of metaphysical explanations of mind,  

cure.”—H a rtfo rd  Tim es, Hartford, Conn.
“The author’s presentation of the subject is calm and dignified, free from cant, 

and hence commends itself to the consideration of thoughtful people. To many who 
have been looking for a reliable and logical presentation of a subject which is forcing 
its way into public notice this book win be a welcome visitor.”—H om e Jou rnal, Xew 
York.

“A remarkably interesting chapter of the work is that entitled ‘How Mental 
Action Causes Disease,’ in which the effect of the mind upon the body is illustrated 
by familiar examples. There is a constant temptation to quote, in turning over the 
pages of the volume, but we must leave interested readers to enjoy the work as a 
whole. Meanwhile, we commend it as the most valuable contribution to the litera
ture of mental healing yet given to the public; dignified in tone, dear and definite in 
statement, and logical in its conclusions.”—Boston E ven in g T ran scrip t.

A n y hook po st-p a id  to  a n y p a r t o f  the ivorld  reached by the P o sta l U nion. 
THE flETAPHYSICAL PUBLISHING CO.,

503 Fifth Avenue, New York.
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A  L u n g  G y m n a s iu m
THE WILHIDE 

EXHALER
Affords the most perfect athletic exercise known for all the mnscles of the T hbo  a t, 

L u n g s , Ch e s t , St o m a c h  and A b d o m e n . Strengthens the vocal organs and enlarges 
the chest. Will speedily core common colds, relieve hoarseness, and prevent as well as 
cure throat and long troubles, and for the overcoming of nervousness and indigestion 
it is invaluable.

Indorsed by physicians, clergymen, and public speakers.
Its Graduated Exhaust is especially valuable, adapting it to every condition of 

strength without mental effort or exhaustion. Made of purest hard rubber, finest finish, 
a beautiful pocket piece. I t  costs only the price of one visit to the doctor and will last 
a life-time. It  is Simple, Scientific, Safe and Sure.

C O N S U M P T IO N  IS  C U R A B L E .

So says Prof. Austin Flint, Prof. Bennett, Dr.
F. H. Ramadge, and others.

Dr. Dio Lewis says, “Consumption is incura
ble by medicines 1 admit; that it is often cured 
by pure air, exercise, right habits, no intelligent 
and candid physician will doubt.’’

J. M. Buckley, D. D.. of New York, Editor of 
the Christian Advocate, came of a consumptive 
family, at an early age he was considered “ as 
good as dead.” In his book entitled “A Heredi
tary Consumptive’s Successful Battle for Life," 
tells us he tried all the patent and proprietary 
medicines and specifics—Courses of treatment 
by both Homoeopathic and Allopathic physi
cians. The malt, liquor and whiskey treatment, 
all failed. A sea voyage was talked of, but his 
Presiding Elder suggested he go home to his 
friends, as the end seemed near.

It was now he read the medical work “ Medi
cine cures no chrome disease of the general sys
tem, it may mitigate, sometimes, assist natural 
processes, give relief from pain, but nature 
ernes, air, diet, exercise, light, rest, peace of 
mind, do the work.

He now began the systematic and daily use of 
a Breathing Tube of which he writes: “To this 
Instrument I owe more than all medicines, or 
out door exercise, and were I compelled to 
choose between the use of the tube for one and 
a half hours a day. and all other exercises and 
medicines without it for the removal of pulmo
nary disease, experience and observation would 
lead me to prefer the tube."
Full directions, with other valuable health hints 

P rice  by mail,

W H A T  I S  S A I D  O F  T H E  E X H A L E R .

1. “ It is almost an instantaneous cure of com
mon colds.”

2. “ It aids digestion and gives me an appe
tite” —

3. “ It relieves me of mental and physical wea
riness from dose study and indoor work”------

4. “ It beats medicines for giving sweet, refresh
ing sleep.”

а. “ It is the best tonic”------
б. “(’an do no hurt and always does good”----
7. “ It increased my chest two inches in a few 

months and I am a healthier man.”
8. A minister, “ I had a weak throat from 

childhood, made worse by a long spell of Bron
chitis. thought I would have to quit preaching, 
but the use of the tube, as directed, has cured 
me. I can talk all day with ease and comfort.”

A consumptive says: “ My second break down 
terminated in consumption. Doctors sent me 
South, no benefit; returned North; the doctors 
said the top of ray left lung was hardened, but 
might be absorbed in eighteen months, or sup
purate, but would have to go South for the win
ter jnow I began the use of an exhaler,_as direct
ed, in 4 months the air was circulating freely 
and easily all through my lungs, appetite excel
lent, strength increasing, spirits revived and 
every indication of returning health, and no 
need to go South.”

These claims are not the heated imagination 
of the Inventer. They are facts, and the effects 

1 guarantee the claims.

, worth many limes its cost, free with every tube, 
t-p aid , on ly  $ 1.50 .

Address all orders to
PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

SP IR IT U A L, OCCULT
AND LIBERAL

Of every name and date, constantly on hand, or secured 
to order, for those who cannot find the works 

they seek. Send for list and prices to
THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER,

40 LOOMIS ST., CHICAGO.
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Certificate of the Magnetic Forces,
OR L A W  OF BEING.

Mathematically C alculated A ccording to the Science op Occult 
Astronomy, fob

m J éèl-._____________________

Bora at______________ the................ day of_______ ...18

Nationality .111___________Occupation_____________

These certificates include a Horoscope of birth, a physiolog
ical, phrenological, and general delineation, showing the 
natural characteristics, peculiarities and tendencies; the mag
netic percentages; the nature of diseases, if  any, and rules for 
eliminating the same from the system; the business qualifi
cations, powers, capabilities and probabilities; times and 
seasons most favorable to business interests, and numerous 
suggestions as to lines of business or profession suited to the 
powers of each; illustrated by Magnetic charts, and diagrams 
suited to a plain simple presentation of the relationship to the 
universal scale which determines one’s expressions through life.

Kvery person on the earth would profit by the information 
given in these written delineations. More real knowledge of 
one’s self is revealed by the charts and diagrams than it is pos
sible to gain in any other way in a whole lifetime. They are 
type written, on heavy bond paper 8 x  io, the charts and dia
grams finished by hand according to the conditions of each 
applicant.

It is said that Japanese families exchange horoscopes of 
their children after a certain age in order that they may select 
suitable life companions. This science shows the conditions 
of both sexes and determines in advance the harmony and 
discord met with in partnerships of every nature, whether of 
marriage or business. Special matters particularly treated 
when mentioned. Price of these certificates complete is $10 .00*.

Address,
F. E. ORMSBY,

169 Jackson Street, CHICAGO.
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SPECIAL DIH7VYOND

WARRANTED IN EVERY RESPECT.

N O . 6 0 .  S P O T  C A 8 H , $ 5 0 .0 0 .  L A D IE S ' W H E E L, SA M E QUALITY, N O . 6 6 . S P O T  C A S H , $ 6 0 .0 0 .

These are special bargains, shipped to any point in the U. 5.

GARDNER & CO., Special Agents, 112 Quincy St., Chicago,
Highly recom m ended by the publishers of PLANETS AND PBOPLB.



THE CELEBRATED BICYCLE,
I X L  P H A N T O M ,

For 1895 .

Road Wheel, 22 lbs. 
Gear, 68 inches.

F B I C E :

Regular Finish....................................$ 90.00.
Full Nickel Plated.............................. 120.00.

Solid drawn Steel tubing. Ball bearing. Dust proof.
The highest grade wheel on the market.

Sim ple and durable in construction.
Ladles’ W heel same price.

GARDNER & CO., Special Agents. 11a Quincy St.
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THE MYSTIC *
★  TEST BOOK

. . .  OR T H E  . . .

MAGIC OF THE CARDS,
... BY ...

OLNEY H. RICHMOND,

GRAND MASTER OFTHE INNER TEMPLE, 
ORDER O F T H E  MAGI.

Under the Authority of the Brotherhood of Magic.

Illustrated with over four thousand engrav
ings of the emblems in various positions, giving 
the mystic meaning of the cards under all con
ditions and under all the planets. Gives full 
rules and instructions for delineating or reading 
from the quadratic spread, including the quad- 
Tation of the mystic book.

This work gives the wonderful and magic 
properties of the sacred tarot, the mystic tri
angle and many other illustrations in occultism.

Students in magic and occultism will find an 
endless fund of investigation in the Mystic Test 
Book.

256 pages, bound in leather, tcith gold side and  
back. Price, F ive Dollars.

Subscription blanks sent to any address on 
receipt of stamp. 

ty .Y o i sold through the trade.

O. H. RICHMOND,
1910 Washington Blvd., CHICAGO.

RELIGION
OP THE .STA PS

B y  OLNEY E . RICHMOND,

Grand Magea and Master of the Inner Temple of the 
Ancient Order of the Magi.

This work embraces nineteen Grand 
Temple Lectures delivered to Classes 
of Advancement in the
GRAND TEMPLE OF THE ORDER OF 

THE MAGI, CHICAGO.
Mystics, Students of Magic and Occult

ism, Free Masons, and all others inter
ested in the Great Coming Beligion 
should read this book. It is the key to 
the hidden knowledge.

^ C O N T E N T S  ^
The Astral Body—Astral Magnetism—Astral 

Evolution—A Mystic Temple—A Mysterious Tale 
—Body and Soul—Evolution of Matter—Evolu
tion in General—Governing Forces—Infinity— 
Looking Backward—Life Beginnings—Magne
tism of the Stars—Magic Chart of the Magi— 
Magical Wonders—Needs of Mankind—Religion 
of the Stars—Re-incarnation—Soul of Man— 
Study of Infinity—Vibrations—Tribute to the 
“Word”—What the Magi Teach, etc., etc., etc.

320 pages on heavy paper with wide margin 
for rebinding purposes. In pebbled cloth, gold 
side and back, with cabinet sized portrait of the 
author. Price, $ 1 .2 5 ,  postage paid to any 
address.

FOR SALE BY

O .  H .  R I C H M O N D ,

1910 Washington Boulevard, CHICAGO, ILL

5  v ìa « *

Prom ptly secured. T rade-M arks. Copyrights 
and Labels registered. T w e n ty-fiv e  years e x 
perience. W e rep o rt w h e th e r p a te n t can h e  
secured or not, f re e  o f  charge. O ur fe e  not d u e  
until patent is allow ed. 3 d  page  Book  F r e e .  
H . B .  W I L L S O N  A  C O . ,  Attorneys at Law, 
Opp.U. 8. Fat. Office. W A S H I N G T O N , D . C .

- A. L. FYFE, -
P r i n t e r  a n d  P u b l i s h e r ,

334 Dearborn St., Chicago.
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Our Premium Offer
Each and every subscriber of P L A N E T S  A N D  P E O P L E , w ill receive in  addition 

to the journal for twelve months, Ormsby’s patented Astronomical System, entitled:

THE PLAY OF THE PLANETS.

The accompanying diagram and matter w ill explain the nature of the system and 
study, which however can only be appreciated when its deeper import is realized by 
application and demonstration.

★  PLAY OF THE PLANETS. ★
Patented in this and foreign countries.

T H IS  N E W  S T A B  STU D Y IN  O CCULT ASTEO NO M Y C O N TA IN S  :

1. A system for finding the position of the planets in our solar system and day during seventy- 
five years of this century. This knowledge has for ages been held in secrecy.

Note—This information in any other form, if it were published, would cost from seventy-five to 
one hundred dollars.

2. This system also contains a chart which will give the positions and orderly movements of
planets for all past present and future centuries, with one annual correction, which makes it  the 
greatest astronomical device ever invented by man. .

3. The chart also gives the moon’s relations to the earth and sun, and the regularity of its 
phases, for all time, in like manner.

4. The study contains a book on the occult meaning of the positions and relation of the stars as 
they operate upon the earth, and influence human life.

5. The work contains the Zodiac, and explains  ̂its signs. _ . .
6. The signs of the planets, the harmony and inharmony of their polarities is a feature of the

StU 7/  The effect of the planets upon human life, and the tendency to yield to their vibrations, is 
do&rly stated.

8. The comparative force and energy of the aspects of the planets to the earth, is fully illustrated 
and explained.

9. The affinity existing between some magnets is illustrated.
10. The pure teachings of ancient astronomers illustrated and explained.
11. This study contains the basic principles upon which rests all the Occult Wisdom, of both the 

Orient and the Occident, and explains and teaches in language comprehensible by all the eternal
. truths of infinity.

12. The closing pages reveal some of the wonders of time and space, of distance and motion, of 
power and force, o f  greatness and grandeur, and presents a picture to the mind’s eye, which shows 
the wonderful relation and action of worlds, suns and systems, in all their glory and majesty.

This wonderful knowledge simplified and brought within the reach of all, for the small sum of 
$1 .00, postpaid, upon receipt of price.

Address
P L A N E T S  A N D  P E O P L E , 169 Jackson Street, Chicago.
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R O P P ’S

Commercial Ca lc u l a to r
N o .  1 . ----- W IL L ------

PREVENT MISTAKES,
RELIEVE THE MIND,

--------SAVE--------

Labor, Time # Money,
DO Y O U R  RECKO N IN G

In the TWINKLING of an

N o .» .

A READY CALCULATOR, BUSINESS ARITHMETIC and ACCOUNT-BOOK Combined.
Th is  Is unquestionably the most complete and convenient work on Figures, for 

P R A C T IC A L  U S E , over published. I t  contains nearly all the S H O R T  C U T S  known; 
Hundreds of Simple liulvs and Original Methods for "R a s y  and Rapid Calculation,1* 
and Millions of Accurate Answers to Business Examples and to Practical Problems.

I t  Sifts and Simplifies the whole science of Arithmetic, retaining' only the Cream, 
in a nut-shell, as it were. Its  Tables, Rules and Methods axe all extremely simple, 
eminently useful, practical, and fully abreast w ith the age of steam and electricity.

Every one who prefers to take the Simplest, the Shortest and the Easiest w ay for 
doing his work, should possess a copy of this useful and convenient Pocket Manual, 
I t  w ill enable Everybody to l  »come Proficient and Quick in  Figures; and to many a  
young person, it may prove to be a stepping stone to a successful business oareer.

MO FARMER, MECHANIC OR BUSINESS MAN SHOULD BE WITHOUT IT, BECAUSE

IT M l  SHOW IT  A GLANCE, WITHOUT THE USE OF PENCIL, FEN OR PAPER.
The number of Bushels and pounds In a load 

of Wheat, Corn, Hyo, Oats, or Harley, and the 
corraci amount tor same, at any price per bu.

The exact amount for a lot of Hogs or Cattle, 
from 1  III. to a oar load, at any price per Owt.

The correct amount for a load of Hay, Straw, 
Coal or Coko, from 25 cents to $20 per ton.

The exact value of a halo of Cotton, at any 
price per lb. Also the Toll for ginning it.

The correct amount of articles sold by the 
Dushol, Hound, Y art! or Dosen, from V£o. to $1.

The exaot Wages for any time, at various 
gates per month, per week, and per day.

The equivalent of Wheat In Flour, when ex
changing santo, from 26 to 40 lbs. to tho bu.

The only correct Rule and Table for osti* 
mating the exact contents ot Logs of all sises.

Tue exact contents of Lumber. Cisterns, Bins, 
TV agon-beds. Corn-cribs. Cord-wood, and Car
penters', Plasterers* and lirtek-layers* work.

The exact interest on any sum, for any time, 
at any prootioal rate por cent.

The equivalent of two or more discounts; aa 
for instance, 33%, 10, and 5 off. equals 43% off.

Tho per oont of aain when goods are bought 
at a certain dlso't from, and sold at list prices.

The per cent of gain or loss, when goods are 
sold at a discount from the marking price.

Tho marking price, from whlota a certain dlso't 
may be given, and yet realize a certain % on cost.

The percent of gain, when buying, and selling 
again, at certain diso’ts from same price list.

Tho Day of the Week, for any date in 300 yrs., 
besides hundreds of other very useful things.

It g ives a ll the Latest and Shortest m eth od s known,, 
besides m an y pnbltahed fo r  th e  first lim e, viz.: an 
Easy and Unerring process fo r  "A d d in g  lo n g  Col
u m n s;"  Short Cuts in  M ultip lication  an d  D ivision. 
Problem » in  F ractions, Interest, Percentage, M en sura
tion . otc., are  u su ally  so lved  w ith  less th en  ons^hirtt 
th e  figures and labor, requ ired  b y  ord in ary  m eth od s.

It  Is n eatly  prin ted on fins paper, and elegan tly  bound in  "  P o ck et-b o ok " fo rm . T h e  N o. 2  b in d in g  con
tains a (Mica!* Blsto and a p ra ctica l "A ccou nt-book," w h ich  has self-instructing " F o r m u la s ’* fo r  record in g  
ltcco ln ts, R ip sn d ttu res, Purchases, Bates, otc. In fact, a ll about "B o o k -k e e p in g  " t h a t  la n eeded b y  the p e o p le . 
It w ill com m en d Itself to  e ve ry  th ou gh tfu l and progressive m in d , to r  its  origin ality , s im p licity  and usefulness

PRICES OF DIFFERENT STYLES OF BINDING.
No- 1, llound In Waterproof Leatherette, Beautifully Embellished In colors......9  BO
No. 8 , F I no Artificial Leather with pocket. Silicate Slate and Account-Book... . . .  7 5
No- S, Am , Russia or Morocco, with pocket. State and Renewable Account-Book, 1.00 
No* 0, Vine Russia or Mor., Utided, «* m n ss •• i iSq

A ddress all orders to  P L A N E T S AND PE O PLE .



PLAN ETS AND PE O PLE.

lElectropoise.
TRADE MARK.

is a little instrument weighing 
less than a pound, which, when 
attached to the body causes the 
whole system to absorb

OXYGEN— PURE OXYGEN
from the atmosphere. I t  introduces 
this potent curative agent—oxygen— 
into the remotest and most recondite 
parts. It purifies the blood. It

VITALIZES EVERY ORGAN.
It makes war on disease by destroy
ing its producing cause. It  elim
inates the morbid and noxious 
elements that act injuriously.

LOWER VITALITY.
It neutralizes or expels all poisons, 
either of malaria, contagion, 
or from the effects of powerful 
drugs. With the body plentifully

SUPPLIED WITH OXYGEN
and freely oxygenized blood, it  is 
impossible for disease to exist, be
cause the conditions that made it 
possible have been removed, burnt out.

IT IS HARMLESS.
As the Glectropoiso simply induces 
the absorption of oxygen, no 
injury can possibly result from its 
application.

ABANDONED GASES
bavo boon treated from all sections 
and the results fully warrant the 
claim that “ the Electropoise cures 
when all else has failed. ’

DO NOT DESPAIR
If you have tried physicians, 
specialists, change of scene and 
climate—everything, in the vain hope 
of cure, and are desperate.

R E M E M B E R

the Electropoise has made its reputa
tion by curing cases that were sup
posed to be “ incurable” and pro
nounced by physicians as such.

IN V E S T IG A T IO N  C O U R TE D .

We solicit the closest investi-_ 
gation into the Electropoise, its 
workings, our methods, results that 
attend its use, etc.

E S P E C IA L L Y

do we ask physicians and scientists 
to investigate the m atter.; Think
ing people of all classes w ill be 
interested in o ur book.

S T A T E S M E N , J U R IS T S ,

clerygmen, scientists, physicians 
and intelligent members of all classes 
of society, use and endorse the 
Electropoise. In our book

T H E IR  C E R T IF IC A T E S

are given, together with other infor
mation about the Electropoise, its 
price, method of applying, ease of 
application, certainty of effect,

AB S E N C E  O F  S H O C K

or other sensation except increase 
of vigor, its total difference from 
the “ electrical appliances”  com
monly known. This book

M A IL E D  F R E E

to interested applicants.
Write for one and learn more 
of this remarkable home cure for 
disease without medicine.

o ssa . ■ w. rfcTTrrra?,

Lessee and Manager.

1 2 0 7  M a s o n i c  T e m p l e ,  ifniflilflA
'Phone {lain 3 *4 4 . U l l v l U v »



PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

PLA N ETS A N D  PE O P LE  

For 1896.
A Great
Yearbook of the Heavens

containing the ADVANCE W EEKLY STAR REPORTS
for the entire year, making 52 lessons, similar in style to thosè 
of this year, only greatly improved, Besides a world of valua
ble and interesting information on the Science of Healthy 
the magnetics of agriculture, medicine, surgery, atmospherical 
agitations or storm periods, Ormsby’s new Calendar Hphemer 
ris, together with short scientific, philosophical and poetical 
contributions and selections from leading writers. Groups in 
portraiture of leading reformers of our times will be a feature 
of the work. -

Over 100 Illustrations of the

Subscribe at‘Once if  you wish to secure a copy of the first 

print, which will be mailed about Dec. 1st.

Will come out in one complete volume,

Mysteries of Life and Death. 
The Secrets of Nature.
The Law  of God.

PLANETS AND PEOPLE,
169 Jackson St., CHICAGO.




